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I, Tal Lavian, declare as follows: 

1. I have personal knowledge of the facts stated in this declaration, and 

could and would testify to these facts under oath if called upon to do so. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

2. I have been retained by counsel for Juniper Networks, Inc. (“Juniper”) 

in this case as an expert in the relevant art. 

3. I have been asked to provide my opinions on the question of validity 

of claims 1-5, 8-11, 13-15, and 17 (“Challenged Claims”) of U.S. Patent 

No. 7,940,652 by Ping Pan (“the ’652 patent”), which is owned by Brixham 

Solutions, LTD (“Patent Owner” or “BSL”).  The opinions discussed below are my 

own.  In formulating these opinions, I have reviewed a variety of materials and 

made use of my own personal knowledge.  The materials I have relied on in 

formulating my opinions are identified in this report, including in the attached 

Appendix List. 

4. I am being paid $400 per hour in connection with my work in this 

case.  My compensation is not contingent on my reaching any particular findings 

or conclusions, or any outcome of the case.  
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II. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1. On a high level, the ’652 patent describes a technique for protecting 

data traffic on a Pseudowire that involves configuring a standby Pseudowire by 

sending a configuration parameter between a source node and a destination node 

that includes a “priority” for the standby Pseudowire, and then using that priority, 

at least in part, to make a determination as to whether to preempt existing traffic on 

the standby Pseudowire. 

2. As described in more detail below, the concepts of configuring a 

standby Pseudowire, using configuration parameters to assign a priority to a 

Pseudowire, and preempting existing traffic based on priorities had been known in 

the art for many years prior to the ’652 patent, and had been described in numerous 

industry standard documents, text books, and patents. 

3. More specifically, it is my opinion that claims 1-5, 8-11, 13-15, and 

17 of the ’652 patent are anticipated by many prior art references, including U.S. 

Patent Pub. No. 2004/0156313 to Hofmeister et al., Request for Comments 3386 

and/or “Metro Ethernet” by Sam Halabi.   

4. If certain aspects recited in claims 1-5, 8-11, 13-15, and 17 of the ’652 

patent are not deemed to be disclosed or inherent over these references, then claims 

1-5, 8-11, 13-15, and 17 of the ’652 patent are certainly obvious in view of some 

combination of these references and/or in combination with U.S. Patent No. 

7,804,767 B1 to Owens et al., Request for Comments 3209, “The LSP 

Protection/Restoration Mechanism in GMPLS” by Ziyang Chen, U.S. Patent 

No. 7,305,481 B2 to Blanchet et al. and/or U.S. Patent Pub. No. 2006/0047851 

A1 to Voit et al. 

5. The bases for my opinions are set forth in detail below. 
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III. BACKGROUND AND QUALIFICATIONS 

7. I possess the knowledge, skills, experience, training and the education 

to form an expert opinion and testimony in this case.  A detailed record of my 

professional qualifications, including a list of patents and academic and 

professional publications, is set forth in my curriculum vitae attached to this 

declaration as Appendix 1. 

8. I received a Ph.D. degree in Computer Science from the University of 

California at Berkeley in 2006.  My Ph.D. Dissertation was entitled: “Lambda Data 

Grid: Communications Architecture in Support of Grid Computing.” 

9. I was granted a Master’s of Science (“M.Sc.”) degree in Electrical 

Engineering from Tel Aviv University, Israel in 1996.    

10. I received a Bachelor of Science, (“B.Sc.”) degree in Mathematics and 

Computer Science from Tel Aviv University, Israel in 1987.  

11. I have over 25 years of experience in the networking, 

telecommunications, Internet, and software fields. 

12. I currently am employed by the University of California at Berkeley 

and was appointed as a lecturer and an Industry Fellow in the Center of 

Entrepreneurship and Technology (“CET”) as part of UC Berkeley College of 

Engineering.  

13. I have been with the University of California at Berkeley since 2000 

where I served as Berkeley Industry Fellow, Lecturer, Visiting Scientist, Ph.D. 

Candidate, and Nortel’s Scientist Liaison.  Some positions and projects were done 

concurrently, others sequentially.  

14. I was appointed as a Principal Investigator for US Department of 

Defense (DARPA) Projects. For these projects, I conceived concepts, wrote 

proposals, and completed three research projects.  In addition, I led a research 
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project for an undisclosed US Federal Agency.  I led these projects for about 5 

years while holding positions at Nortel Networks. 

15. I have over 25 years of experience as a scientist, educator and 

technologist.  I possess strong engineering background and ability to turn forward-

looking academic research and novel concepts into products.  I have been working 

mainly in research and advance technologies in the high-tech industry.  My 

previous employers include Nortel Networks, Aptel Communications, Scitex and 

Shalev Robotics.  

16. I am a Principal Scientist at my company Innovation IP, where I 

develop network communication technologies, provide research and consulting in 

advanced technologies, mainly in computer networking and Internet technologies.  

In this role, I bridge science, engineering and innovation to identify patentability.  I 

analyze patents, build patent portfolios, and consult on the engineering and 

scientific aspects of patents. 

17. I worked for Bay Networks and Nortel Networks for eleven years 

(Bay Networks was acquired by Nortel Networks).  I held scientific and research 

roles at Nortel Labs, Bay Architecture Labs, and CTO Office in the fields of 

computer networking and Internet technologies.  Positions included: Principal 

Scientist, Principal Architect, Principal Engineer, Senior Software Engineer.  

18. I worked for Aptel communications for two years as a software 

engineer and a team leader.  As part of my work, I developed Personal 

Communications Network (“PCN”) technologies.   

19. I worked for Scitex Corporation for about four years as a software 

engineer and a team leader.  Scitex was acquired by Hewlett Packard (“HP”).  At 

Scitex, I worked on the networking and communications aspects of graphical 

applications for the pre-press industry.   
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20. I worked for Shalev Robotics for about three years, developing 

algorithms for robotics.  

21. I am an advanced user of computer technologies for over 25 years, 

and during these years, I have been using leading-edge electronics, computers and 

Internet technologies.   

22. I am named as a co-inventor on over 80 patents issued.  I co-authored 

over 25 scientific publications, journal articles, and peer-reviewed papers.  

Furthermore, I’m a Senior Member of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics 

Engineers (“IEEE”).  

23. I have extensive experience in routing and switching architectures and 

protocols, including Multi-Protocol Label Switching Networks, Layer 2 and Layer 

3 Virtual Private Networks, and Pseudowire technologies.  I worked for Nortel 

Networks for over 11 years in research and development of these technologies.  I 

wrote software for Bay Networks and Nortel Networks switches and routers.  I 

developed network technologies for the Accelar 8600 switches and routers family, 

the OPTera 3500 SONET switches, the OPTera 5000 DWDM family, and for the 

Alteon L4-7 switching product family.  I installed, configured and ran switches, 

routers and other network devices from Cisco Systems, Juniper Networks, Extreme 

Networks and other communication vendors.  

24. I have a great deal of familiarity with the Internet Engineering Task 

Force (“IETF”) and have closely followed the development of various networking 

standards protocols over the past 20 years.  I had indirect exposure to the many 

IETF documents, presentations and strategies while working at Bay Architecture 

Lab and Nortel CTO Office.  My direct peers were actively engaged in standard 

development work including IETF, IEEE, ITU and MEF.  They heavily 

contributed to the standardization process, and I have personally reviewed many 

early and advanced drafts from these standards organizations.     
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25. I have extensive, personal, hands-on experience with technologies that 

deliver resiliency, priority, and preemption, as referred to by the ’652 patent. 

26. For example, the OPTera Metro 3500 Multiservice Platform is a 

commercial device that delivers the key features of the technology described in the 

’652 patent.  The OPTera 3500 is a SONET switch providing advanced Ethernet 

services over metropolitan areas; it supports Resilient Packet Ring (RPR) and 

provides optical Ethernet private line (OE-PL) services using 10/100/1000 

Ethernet.  An OPTera 3500 specification from April 2004 (the time in which I 

worked on the product) is attached as Appendix 24.  

27. I have extensive experience with the OPTera 3500, having written 

software for, installed, configured, used, written about and demonstrated the 

OPTera 3500.  For example, I used the OPTera 3500 in a demonstration at a 

DARPA conference (held on May 29, 2002 in San Francisco, CA) and published a 

related paper (DANCE 2002, ISBN 0-7695-1564-9, IEEE Computer Society, p 

344-354).  Further, I used the OPTera 3500 as part of my presentation at two 

Supercomputing conferences: the first was in Phoenix, Arizona, from November 

15-21, 2003; the second was in Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, from November 6-12, 

2004. 

28. I also presented several related presentations at UC Berkeley and 

other industry conferences and have published several related papers, as well.
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IV. BASIS FOR OPINION 

29. My opinions and views set forth in this declaration are based on my 

education, training, and experience in the relevant field, as well as the materials I 

reviewed in this case, and the scientific knowledge regarding the same subject 

matter that existed prior to the effective filing date of the ’652 patent. 

A. Summary of Legal Principles 

30. In preparing my declaration and formulating my opinions, I have been 

provided the following summaries of some of the relevant legal principles.  I am 

not a lawyer and do not intend to testify about legal issues, although I do have 

some familiarity with legal principles. 

31. I understand that there are a number of legal factors or requirements 

that may be considered in determining whether the claims of a patent are valid or 

not.  I also understand that, although the claims of an issued patent are presumed 

valid, those claims can be shown to be invalid by clear and convincing evidence 

that they fail to comply with one or more requirements of patentability.  Notably, 

in situations where (as here) the Patent Office did not have all relevant information 

at its disposal during prosecution of the patents at issue, the considered judgment 

of the Patent Office in issuing those patents may lose significant force, i.e., the 

clear and convincing standard may be easier to sustain. 

1. Anticipation 

32. I understand that a person is not entitled to a patent if the invention 

was known or used by others in this country, or patented or described in a printed 

publication in this or a foreign country, before the invention thereof by the 

applicant for patent.  See 35 U.S.C. § 102(a).   

33. I understand that a person is not entitled to a patent if the invention 

was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or 

was in public use or on sale in this country more than one year prior to the date of 
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the application for patent in the United States.  See 35 U.S.C. § 102(b).  It is my 

further understanding that a sale or offer for sale may invalidate a patent under this 

section if what is sold or offered for sale is “ready for patenting,” i.e., it has either 

been reduced to practice or sufficient preparations have been made by the inventor 

to enable one of skill in the art to practice the invention.  However, the parties to 

the transaction need not recognize that the product possesses the claimed 

characteristics. 

34. I understand that a person is not entitled to a patent if the invention 

was described in a published application for a patent filed by another in the United 

States before the invention by the patent applicant, or a patent granted on an 

application for patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by 

the patent applicant.  See 35 U.S.C. § 102(e). 

35. I understand that a person is not entitled to a patent if he or she did not 

invent the subject matter sought to be patented (sometimes known as “derivation”).  

See 35 U.S.C. § 102(f). 

36. I understand that a person is not entitled to a patent if before such 

person’s invention thereof, the invention was made in this country by another 

inventor who had not abandoned, suppressed, or concealed it.  See 35 U.S.C. 

§ 102(g)(2).  In determining priority of invention, one must consider the respective 

dates of conception and reduction to practice of the invention, and also the 

reasonable diligence of one who was first to conceive and last to reduce to practice, 

from a time prior to conception by the other. 

37. Consistent with these principles, I understand that a patent claim is 

invalid for a lack of “novelty” (also called “anticipation”) if what is claimed is not 

new.  Anticipation occurs if, within the “four corners” of a single prior art 

reference, each and every limitation of the patent claim is disclosed, either 

explicitly or inherently.  I have been informed that a claim limitation may be 
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inherently disclosed where it would have been necessarily present in the prior art 

device or method. 

2. Obviousness 

38. I understand that a patent claim may be found invalid as obvious if, at 

the time when the invention was made, the subject matter of the claim, considered 

as a whole, would have been obvious to a person having ordinary skill in the field 

of the technology (the “art”) to which the claimed subject matter belongs.   

39. I understand that the following factors should be considered in 

analyzing obviousness: (1) the scope and content of the prior art; (2) the 

differences between the prior art and the claims; and (3) the level of ordinary skill 

in the pertinent art.  I also understand that certain other factors known as 

“secondary considerations” such as commercial success, unexpected results, long 

felt but unsolved need, industry acclaim, simultaneous invention, copying by 

others, skepticism by experts in the field, and failure of others may be utilized as 

indicia of nonobviousness.  I understand, however, that secondary considerations 

should be connected, or have a “nexus,” with the invention claimed in the patent at 

issue. 

40. I understand that a person of ordinary skill in the art is assumed to 

have knowledge of all prior art.  I understand that one skilled in the art can 

combine various prior art references based on the teachings of those prior art 

references, the general knowledge present in the art, or common sense.  I 

understand that a motivation to combine references may be implicit in the prior art, 

and there is no requirement that there be an actual or explicit teaching to combine 

two references.  Thus, one may take into account the inferences and creative steps 

that a person of ordinary skill in the art would employ to combine the known 

elements in the prior art in the manner claimed by the patent at issue.  I understand 

that one should avoid “hindsight bias” and ex post reasoning in performing an 
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obviousness analysis.  But this does not mean that a person of ordinary skill in the 

art, for purposes of the obviousness inquiry, does not have recourse to common 

sense. 

41. I understand that when determining whether a patent claim is obvious 

in light of the prior art, neither the particular motivation for the patent nor the 

stated purpose of the patentee is controlling.  The primary inquiry has to do with 

the objective reach of the claims, and that if those claims extend to something that 

is obvious, then the entire patent claim is invalid. 

42. I understand one way that a patent can be found obvious is if there 

existed at the time of the invention a known problem for which there was an 

obvious solution encompassed by the patent’s claims.  I understand that a 

motivation to combine various prior art references to solve a particular problem 

may come from a variety of sources, including market demand or scientific 

literature.  I understand that a need or problem known in the field at the time of the 

invention can also provide a reason to combine prior art references and render a 

patent claim invalid for obviousness.   

43. I understand that familiar items may have obvious uses beyond their 

primary purpose, and that a person of ordinary skill in the art will be able to fit the 

teachings of multiple prior art references together “like the pieces of a puzzle.”  I 

understand that a person of ordinary skill is also a person of at least ordinary 

creativity. 

44. I understand when there is a design need or market pressure to solve a 

problem and there are a finite number of identified, predictable solutions, a person 

of ordinary skill has good reason to pursue the known options within his or her 

technical grasp.  If these finite number of predictable solutions lead to the 

anticipated success, I understand that the invention is likely the product of ordinary 

skill and common sense, and not of any sort of innovation.  I understand that the 
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fact that a combination was obvious to try might also show that it was obvious, and 

hence invalid, under the patent laws. 

45. I understand that if a patent claims a combination of familiar elements 

according to known methods, the combination is likely to be obvious when it does 

no more than yield predictable results.  Thus, if a person of ordinary skill in the art 

can implement a predictable variation, an invention is likely obvious.  I understand 

that combining embodiments disclosed near each other in a prior art reference 

would not ordinarily require a leap of inventiveness. 

B. A Person of Ordinary Skill in the Art  

46. It is my opinion that a person of ordinary skill in the art with respect 

to the ’652 patent as of 2005-2006 would have a bachelor’s degree in computer 

science, electrical engineering or the equivalent thereof and at least 7 years of 

professional experience within the field of network communications and internet 

protocols; or an advanced degree in in computer science, electrical engineering or 

the equivalent thereof and at least 4 years of professional experience within the 

field of network communications and internet protocols.   

47. A person of ordinary skill in the art would also be familiar with the 

development of industry standards and protocols, including familiarity with the 

Internet Engineering Task Force (“IETF”).  He or she would be aware of standard 

protocols for the establishment and maintenance of Label-Switched Paths (“LSP”), 

Pseudowires (“PW”) and other virtual paths, including the Label Distribution 

Protocol (“LDP”), Resource Reservation Protocol (“RSVP”), and other Traffic 

Engineering (“TE”) protocols used to set up, control and manage virtual paths in 

MPLS, IP, and hybrid Layer 2/Layer 3 networks.   

48. A network communications device does not function in a vacuum; it 

must interact and interoperate with other switches, routers, gateways, and network 

devices.  Therefore, those with familiarity of network communications standards 
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and protocols have a profound knowledge of the software, hardware, design, 

architecture, and interoperability of products not only from their own companies 

but also from those of other major, mid-range, and minor contributors to the field.   

49. Indeed, network communications products must work correctly in a 

variety of environments; with a variety of other products from a variety of other 

companies; across multiple service providers; with various autonomous systems; 

and regardless of vendor.  Due to the necessity of complex and broad-ranging 

interoperability, a person with knowledge of the relevant industry standards must 

have a broad and deep understanding of the field.   

50. My opinions regarding the level of ordinary skill in the art are based 

on, among other things, my over 25 years of experience in the field of network 

communications, computer science and engineering, my understanding of the basic 

qualifications that would be relevant to an engineer or scientist tasked with 

investigating methods and systems in the relevant area, and my familiarity with the 

backgrounds of colleagues and co-workers, both past and present.  
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V. THE ’652 PATENT  

A. Overview  

51. The claims of the ’652 patent are directed to a technique for 

configuring and using a “standby Pseudowire” that involves assigning a “priority” 

to a standby Pseudowire during configuration and then using that “priority” to 

determine whether to “preempt existing traffic on the standby Pseudowire.” 

52. The patent defines a “Pseudowire” as an emulation of a native service 

(such as Asynchronous Transfer Mode (“ATM”), Ethernet, Time Division 

Multiplexing (“TDM”), Synchronous Optical Network (“SONET”), or 

Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (“SDH”)) over a packet-switched network (such as 

Multiprotocol Label Switching (“MPLS”) or Internet Protocol (“IP”)).  Id. at 

1:14-25.   

53. Claim 1 is exemplary: 
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54. Independent claims 9 and 14 are similar to claim 1, except that they 

claim a system and a computer program product, respectively.  Thus, the 

challenged independent claims relate generally to signaling a standby Pseudowire 

by sending a configuration parameter that contains a protection property that 

includes a priority for the standby Pseudowire between a source node and a 

destination node, receiving an acknowledgement from the destination node 

indicating that the requested parameters have been accepted, using the standby 

Pseudowire, and then determining whether to preempt existing traffic on the 

standby Pseudowire based, at least in part, on the priority for the standby 

Pseudowire. 

55. The challenged dependent claims are related to (1) providing 

protection to at least one primary Pseudowire (claims 2 and 10), (2) switching 

network traffic from a primary Pseudowire to the standby Pseudowire when there 

is a network failure (claim 3), (3) dynamically selecting the standby Pseudowire 

from a plurality of connections (claim 4), (4) including a domain type, protection 

type of protection scheme in the configuration parameter (in addition to the 

priority) (claims 5, 11, and 15); and (5) having a protection scheme that indicates a 

1+1, 1:1, 1:N, or M:N protection scheme (claims 8, 13 and 17). 

56. Collectively, I refer to claims 1-5, 8-11, 13-15, and 17 as the 

“Challenged Claims.” 

B. Priority of the ’652 Patent  

57. I have been informed that, for a claim to benefit from the earlier filing 

date of a provisional application, each element of the claim must be disclosed in 

the provisional application so that someone of ordinary skill in the art would be 

able to make and use the claimed invention. 

58. The ’652 patent was filed on February 14, 2006 and claims priority to 

Provisional Application No. 60/653,065, which was filed on February 14, 2005.  
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The specification of the ’652 patent varies dramatically from that of the provisional 

application. 

59. I understand that BSL has not produced any evidence of conception or 

reduction to practice that pre-dates the provisional filing date of the ’652 patent.  

Because the prior art that I cite in this declaration pre-dates the provisional 

applications, I have not undertaken a detailed analysis regarding whether each of 

the Challenged Claims is entitled to the provisional filing date at this time.  To the 

extent that BSL later attempts to swear behind any of the references cited in this 

declaration or in Juniper’s Petition, I reserve the right to supplement my 

declaration to address those arguments.  

C. Overview and Background of the Technology  

60. Ping Pan did not invent Pseudowires; nor did he invent the concept of 

using configuration parameters (e.g., modes, priorities, protection schemes, etc.) to 

provide protection to traffic on a data network.  Pan also did not invent the concept 

of using priorities to make decisions about traffic preemption. 

61. Rather, as I explain below, each of the main elements of the ’652 

patent existed and was well-known in the prior art long before February 2005.  

Moreover, the prior art shows that market trends and pressures in this area would 

naturally suggest to one of skill in the art the very protection techniques described 

by the ’652 patent.  As a result of these trends and forces, it would have been 

obvious to combine the various prior art references, as described below. 

62. The technology discussed in the ’652 patent is applied in a very 

narrow field (protective internet protocols in a Pseudowire environment (i.e., a 

hybrid Layer 2/Layer 3 network), in the field of network communications).  As 

shown below, within this narrow field, the concept of protecting Pseudowires was 

a mainstream, expected method of configuring routers and switches; prior to 2005, 

it was both well-published—for example, in various standards setting organization 
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documents and industry books—and commonly configured in products in the 

market.   

1. Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) 

63. The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) is an open organization 

that develops and promotes networking and Internet standards.  By 2000, all of the 

major industry players—including network product providers such as Cisco, 

Juniper, Nortel, and Tellabs, and service providers such as AT&T and Level 3 

Communications—as well as smaller Internet technology companies, were 

participating in the IETF.  The IETF served as a forum for industry collaboration to 

standardize Internet technologies. 

64. To facilitate this process, members of the IETF submitted “Internet 

Drafts” to propose interoperability solutions and standards for a variety of Internet 

technologies.  The drafts were reviewed, vetted, presented at IETF conferences, 

and refined by the members of the group.  After vetting, some Internet Drafts are 

published as “Requests for Comments” (“RFCs”).  The IETF community also 

publishes other types of documents such as Technical Specifications, Applicability 

Statements, Proposed Standards, Draft Standards, and Internet Standards.  These 

documents are published on IETF’s discussion boards and circulated to large 

distribution mailing lists.  

65. The proposed standards developed by these groups were widely 

circulated and well-known to those skilled in the art.  For example, they were 

published on the IETF website and circulated to members in the form of Internet 

Drafts or RFCs.   

66. During the time period from 2000-2005, there were several 

collaborative groups organized by the IETF that were actively involved in setting 

standards and protocols for the particular technologies that are relevant to the ’652 

patent.  For example, the IETF had chartered working groups to address the 
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standardization of protocols related to Multi-Protocol Label Switching (“MPLS”), 

Traffic Engineering, Layer 2 and Layer 3 Virtual Private Networks (“VPN”), and 

Pseudowires (sometimes referred to as “PWE3”).   

67. Due to the nature of this area—in which a network communications 

device must interact and interoperate with other switches, routers, gateways, and 

network devices—those who set network communications standards had a 

profound knowledge of the software, hardware, design, architecture, and 

interoperability of the products.   

68. As an active member of the industry who was working on the 

development of network switches and routers, I was well-aware of the emerging 

standards in this area.  Indeed, compatibility and the ability to comply with 

industry standards is an important feature of any switch or router. 

69. The activities of the IETF are highly relevant to the ’652 patent.  In 

fact, based on my review of the IETF archive of Internet Drafts, it appears that the 

inventor of the ’652 submitted various Internet Drafts to the IETF community that 

are closely related to the concepts discussed in the ’652 patent, several of which 

appear to be collaborations with other IETF members.  See, e.g., App. 28 (Ping Pan 

IETF Drafts).  It also appears that Pan presented and/or co-presented at several 

IETF conferences on topics that are similar to those discussed in the ’652 patent.  

See, e.g., App. 29 (Ping Pan IETF Presentations).    

2. Packet-Switched Networks and MPLS 

70. By way of background, “Packet-Switched Networks” are a type of 

communications network that route data through a network in small units of data 

called “packets.”  Packets typically have a “header” that provides relevant 

information about the packaged data so that the nodes on the network can properly 

route it.  Most traffic over the Internet uses packets. 
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71. In a traditional packet-switched network, each router on the network 

examines the packet’s header to make decisions about where to route the packet.  

As a result, every time a packet arrives at a router, the router needs to “unpack” the 

packet and analyze it to determine where it should be sent next. 

72. Multi-Protocol Label Switching (“MPLS”) is a technique that can be 

used in lieu of traditional packet switching.  In a network that uses MPLS, a packet 

that enters the network is assigned to a specific forwarding equivalence class 

(“FEC”).  The FEC can be based on various attributes of the packet, such as the 

particular port it comes from or the type of application.  The FEC is indicated by 

adding a “label” to the packet that consists of a short bit sequence.  Each router in 

the MPLS network has a table that tells the router what to do with packets that 

have been designated as belonging to a specific FEC.  Thus, subsequent routers in 

an MPLS network need not “unpack” the packet and analyze it to determine where 

it should be sent.  Instead, the subsequent routers use the label to look up the 

appropriate entry in the table and provide the packet with a new FEC according to 

the rules in the table.  This allows the routers in an MPLS network to route in 

higher bandwidth and in a more efficient manner. 

73. The paths or “tunnels” in a standard MPLS network are typically 

called Label-Switched Paths or “LSPs.” 

3. Pseudowires 

74. The ’652 patent defines a Pseudowire as an emulation of a native 

service (such as Asynchronous Transfer Mode (“ATM”), Ethernet, Time Division 

Multiplexing (“TDM”), Synchronous Optical Network (“SONET”), or 

Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (“SDH”)) over a packet-switched network (such as 

Multiprotocol Label Switching (“MPLS”) or Internet Protocol (“IP”)).  Id. at 1:14-

25.  I understand that BSL has taken a broader view of “Pseudowire,” defining it as 
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any “emulation of a native service over a network.”  App. 26 (Joint Claim 

Construction Chart) at Exhibit A, page 3. 

75. During the time frame starting in 2000, there were several emerging 

techniques coming out of the IETF community for emulating a native service (such 

as ATM, Ethernet, TDM, SONET, or SDH) over packet-switched MPLS or IP 

networks. 

76. On a high-level, these techniques involved encapsulating the native 

data into a packet and using additional label fields to represent the relevant native 

characteristics of the data, so that the data could be sent like a packet over the 

MPLS or IP network while still maintaining all the necessary characteristics once 

reaching its destination. 

77. As one example, in mid-2000, a group of engineers from Cisco 

Systems and Level 3 Communications (including Luca Martini, Eric Rosen, and 

Nasser El-Aawar, among others), began developing a specification called 

“Encapsulation Methods for Transport of Layer 2 Frames over MPLS Networks” 

that ultimately became known as the “draft-martini” protocol.  The “draft-martini” 

protocol described a detailed method of encapsulation that allowed for the 

emulation of native services over an MPLS network.  In essence, “draft-martini” 

described a way to set up “emulated virtual circuits” to carry the Protocol Data 

Units (“PDUs”) used in the various Layer 2 protocols (e.g., Ethernet, ATM, etc.) 

across the MPLS network.  “Draft-martini” provided various methods for the 

preserving the PDUs, such as using a “control word” and/or adding a “VC label” to 

the MPLS label stack. 

78. Through additional work and collaboration in the IETF community, 

“draft-martini” protocol was refined into a subsequent specification by an 

overlapping group of authors called “Pseudowire Setup and Maintenance Using the 

Label Distribution Protocol (LDP),” the first draft of which was published on the 
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IETF website in August 2002.  This draft ultimately became RFC 4447, and 

provides additional details regarding the types of labels that are necessary to 

transport Layer 2 packets over an MPLS network.  RFC 4447 also discusses the 

use of the traditional Label Distribution Protocol signaling (discussed further 

below) to establish Pseudowires.  

79. As another example, a separate specification called “Virtual Private 

LAN Services over MPLS (VPLS)” was introduced to the IETF community in 

2003 by a large group of engineers from numerous companies, led by Marc 

Lasserre and Vach Kompella (“Lasserre Draft”).  The Lasserre Draft describes 

extensions to the Pseudowire protocols developed by Martini and his group that 

allow for the transport of Ethernet and VLAN traffic across multiple sites that 

belong to the same Layer 2 broadcast domain or VPLS.  App. 19 (Lasserre Draft) 

Version 1 at Abstract, § 4.   

4. MPLS Network Signaling Protocols 

80. LSPs, Pseudowires, and other types of virtual paths in an MPLS 

network are typically are set up between routers or other nodes in an MPLS 

network using a standardized signaling protocol.  By early 2005, prior to the ’652 

patent, there were several conventional signaling protocols that were widely 

accepted and used for this purpose. 

81. One example is the Label Distribution Protocol (“LDP”).  LDP was a 

precursor technology to the Pseudowire concept discussed above.  It is described in 

a number of RFCs and IETF drafts, including RFC 3036, which was published in 

January 2001.  As described in RFC 3036, LDP works by having a Label-Switched 

Router (“LSR”) send a “Label Request” to another LSR to initiate the request to 

set up an LDP tunnel.  App. 10 (RFC 3036) at § 3.5.8.  The Label Request contains 

the relevant FEC, along with various other configuration parameters.  Id. at 3.5.8.  

The “value” part of a TLV may itself contain one or more additional TLVs.  Id. at 
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1.3.  Once the receiving LSR has processed the request, it either responds with a 

Label Mapping for the requested label or with a Notification message indicating 

why it cannot satisfy the request.  Id. at 3.5.8.1.  All LDP messages have a 

common structure that uses a Type-Length-Value (TLV) encoding scheme.  Once 

this process is completed, the LSP, Pseudowire or other virtual tunnel is set up and 

can be used to transmit traffic according to the parameters set forth in the Label 

Request. 

82. Another example of a signaling protocol that is used to set up LSPs, 

Pseudowires, and other LSPs in an MPLS network is the Resource Reservation 

Protocol or “RSVP.”  RSVP was also extended to “RSVP-TE” (i.e., RSVP-Traffic 

Engineering), which is described in a number of IETF Drafts and RFCs and which 

provides additional mechanisms for traffic engineering (i.e., more control and 

management of network tunnels during set-up and operation).  For example, RFC 

3209, was published by the IETF in December of 2001.  In this protocol, a “sender 

node” sends a “Path Message” with a “LABEL_REQUEST object” to a 

“destination node.”  App. 9 (RFC 3209) at § 2.2 (“Operation of LSP Tunnels”).  

The Path Message contains information about the requested parameters for the LSP 

or other virtual path that it would like to set up.  Id.  The destination node of a 

label-switched path responds to a LABEL_REQUEST by including a LABEL 

object in its response, which is called an RSVP Resv message.  Id.  RSVP-TE 

protocol identifies a number of specific “objects” that can be used during signaling 

to give the service provider more control over the virtual paths, such as 

setup/holding priorities and protection styles (which will be discussed in more 

detail below).  Id.  Once this exchange is completed, the path is ready to be used 

according to the specified configuration parameters. 

83. Thus, the standardized protocols for setting up LSPs, Pseudowires, 

and Tunnels in an MPLS network involved (1) a source node sending a message to 
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a destination node that includes a request to set up the path, along with the 

particular configuration parameters that are required for the path, (2) the 

destination node processing the request and responding to the source node by 

indicating whether the parameters have been accepted, (3) using the path according 

to the specified parameters. 

5. Network Protection, Survivability and Resiliency 

84. Dropped packets and link failure in communications networks were 

and are well-known concepts in the field; all networks have a finite capacity; the 

quantity of traffic often exceeds the capacity of a network.  To meet customer 

needs and expectations, an important aspect of any data communications network 

is the protection of traffic on the network. 

85. Therefore, network service providers deal with these issues using the 

concept of priority.  Priority is a technique used to determine which network 

packets will go through and which will be preempted (dropped).  Networks 

employ the concepts of priority and preemption by the use of service layer 

agreements (SLA), quality of service (QoS), policy, queuing, and/or other similar 

policies to prioritize and preempt traffic.  For example, to the extent a customer 

needs a higher degree of protection; service providers can use these features to 

prioritize that customer’s traffic in the event of a failure network overload. 

86. More specifically, a service level agreement (SLA) is an agreement 

that a network service provider has with its customers about type of service it will 

give them.  Some customers chose to pay more to get better service.  Some chose 

to pay less and receive lower quality service.  The customers who pay more for 

SLA have fewer dropped packets (for example, in cases of congestion) because 

they have higher priority.  In case of line failure, the customer with a better SLA 

will get higher priority on alternative routes. 
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87. As an example, if we assume there are only two types of traffic: one 

higher priority type of traffic (for which a customer has paid the network service 

provider more money for a better quality of service (QoS)) and a second lower 

priority type of traffic (for which a customer has paid less for a lower QoS).  All 

other things being equal, the traffic with the better QoS will get better network 

service and will be considered higher priority.   

88. Another similar concept is “policy.”  Policy is the condition(s) in 

which variable priority (or service level) is given to different customers, 

applications, and types of traffic.  The architecture of network traffic is based on 

queuing.  Packets metaphorically “stand in line”; those with a higher priority on 

the switch will, metaphorically, move to the head of the line and leave the queue 

faster.   

89. Network communication systems often intentionally drop some 

packets and allow others to slow down.  For example, Server TCP mechanisms 

intentionally drop off packets to signal the application to slow down.  The server 

would only drop packets from some types of traffic (e.g., lower priority) but not 

others to maximize resources. 

90. SLA, priority, queuing, QoS, class of service, classification, policy, 

dropping, and packet dropping are all basic concepts of network communication.  

They are fundamentals that any student learns in his or her first introductory 

network communications class.  Certainly, any network engineer knows how to 

design a network to handle failure.   

91. In the specific context of MPLS and Pseudowires, prior to the ’652 

patent, there were a plethora of well-known methods for protecting traffic in MPLS 

and Pseudowire networks.  Some examples are provided below. 

92. For example, the Lasserre Draft mentioned above describes basic 

redundancy and traffic protection features that can be employed in a Pseudowire 
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environment.  For example, Lasserre teaches that a “primary PW” can be protected 

by a “secondary PW” using “Dual-homed MTU devices.”  Lasserre describes and 

depicts this technique as follows: 

 

 

 

 

Id. at § 10.2.1  
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93. In addition to the protection scheme described in Lasserre, there were 

numerous disclosures of more sophisticated protection features for LSPs and 

Pseudowires in an MPLS network. 

94. For example, the concept of assigning a “Setup Priority” and/or 

“Holding Priority” had been disclosed in numerous RFCs and patents.  By way of 

example, RFC 3209 discloses that, a “SESSION_Attribute object can be added to 

Path messages to aid in session identification and diagnostics.  Additional control 

information, such as setup and hold priorities, resource affinities, . . . and local-

protection, are also included in this object.  App. 9 (RFC 3209) at § 2.2.  RFC 3209 

further explains that the “Setup Priority is used in deciding whether this session 

can preempt another session” and the “Holding Priority is used in deciding whether 

this session can be preempted by another session.”  Id. at § 4.7.1.  RFC 3209 

further shows how these priorities are included in the SESSION_Attribute object: 

 

 

Id. at §§ 4.7 and  4.7.1 
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95. The topic of Setup Priorities and Holding Priorities is also discussed 

in RFC 4090 (Appendix 14) and U.S. Patent Application Publication 

No. 2004/0156313 (August 12, 2004) to Ralph Theodore Hofmeister and Ping Pan 

(Appendix 4). 

96. As another example, RFC 3386, entitled “Network Hierarchy and 

Multilayer Survivability” was published by the IETF in November 2002.  It 

describes various configuration parameters that can be used in connection with 

traditional signaling protocols to provide traffic protection in a wide range of 

networks, including SONET, MPLS, GMPLS and Pseudowire environments.  

App. 5 (RFC 3386) at § 1.   

97. RFC 3386 teaches that a “working entity” can be used to “carry traffic 

in normal operation mode” and, depending on the context, it can be a channel or 

link, a path, or a bundle of paths.  Id. at § 2.2.2.  RFC 3386 further teaches that a 

“protection entity” (otherwise called “backup entity” or “recovery entity”) can be 

“used to carry protected traffic in recovery operation mode, i.e., when the working 

entity is in error or has failed.”  Id.  RFC 3386 further teaches that “extra traffic” or 

“preemptable traffic” can be “carried over the protection entity while the working 

entity is active.  Extra traffic is not protected, i.e., when the protection entity is 

required to protect the traffic that is being carried over the working entity, the extra 

traffic is preempted.”  Id. 

98. RFC 3386 goes on to discuss a number of different recovery modes, 

such as revertive and non-revertive.  In revertive mode, the protected traffic is 

switched back from the protection entity to the working entity once the failed 

working entity has been prepared, whereas in non-revertive mode there is no 

“preferred path” and the backup path becomes the new “working” entity.  Id. 

99. RFC 3386 also describes various survivability techniques at length.  

For example, RFC 3386 teaches that “[p]rotection techniques can be implemented 
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by several architectures: 1+1, 1:n, 1:n, and m:n.”  Id. at § 2.2.3.  RFC 3386 

explains these techniques as follows: 

 

Id.  

100. RFC 3386 further describes the use of “restoration priority” to “giv[e] 

preference to protect higher-priority traffic ahead of lower-priority traffic.”  Id. at 

§ 2.2.4.  RFC 3386 also describes the use of “preemption priority” which is “a 

method of determining which traffic can be disconnected in the event that not all 

traffic with a higher restoration priority is restored after the occurrence of a 

failure.”  Id.   

101. In light of these concepts, RFC 3386 discusses the pros and cons of a 

“1+1” architecture vs. “1:1” vs. “1:n” vs. “m:n”: 
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Id. at § 2.3 

102. RFC also describes how a protection path can be set up using 

traditional signaling protocols and configuration parameters: 
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Id. at §§ 3.2, 3.2.1.  Thus, RFC 3386 teaches all of the key concepts of the ’652 

patent: Pseudowires, signaling using configuration parameters, assigning a priority, 

and preempting traffic based on a priority. 

103. The protection techniques discussed in RFC 3386 are also disclosed in 

a number of other RFCs and patents. 

104. For example, U.S. Patent No. 7,804,767 B1 to Kenneth Owens, 

Srinivas Makam, Changeheng Huang, and Vishal Sharma of Tellabs Operations, 

Inc. (“Owens”), which was filed in October 25, 2000, discloses the techniques 

described in RFC 3386 in the specific context of an MPLS network.  See App. 15 

(Owens).  Owens describes a number of different protection-related configuration 

parameters that can be deployed in an MPLS environment.  For example, Owens 
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notes that protection can be based on dynamically created paths at the time of 

failure or pre-negotiated protection paths.  Id. at 5:1-29.  Owens also describes 

various protection modes (e.g., revertive or non-revertive) and protection switching 

options (e.g., 1+1, 1:1, 1:n, and n:m).  Id. at 6:16 – 7:15.  As with RFC 3386, 

Owens notes that, in 1+1 protection, the protection path “could be used to 

transmitted an exact copy of the working traffic, with a selection between the 

traffic on the working and protection paths being made at the [destination].”  Id. at 

6:55-58.  And, Owens also notes that in 1:1 protection, “the working traffic 

normally travels only on the working path, and is switched to the protection path 

only when the working entity is unavailable.  Once the protection switch is 

initiated, all the low priority traffic being carried on the protection path is 

discarded to free resources for the working traffic.”  Id. at 7:1-6. 

105. Thus, both RFC 3386 and Owens contain detailed disclosures 

regarding the use of priorities, as well as the technique of preempting traffic based 

on those priorities, in the event of a failure. 

106. The concepts of priority and preemption were discussed in myriad 

other IETF, IEEE, and Metro Ethernet Forum documents.  Indeed, in November 

2000 the IEEE began working on the 802.17 standard (known as Resilient Packet 

Ring or RPR) specifically to standardize the technology among the different 

players in the field.  The standard was published on June 2004, well before the 

priority date of the ’652 patent.  This IEEE standard involved assigning traffic a 

CoS (Class of Service) that was used to prioritize certain traffic.  

107. The purpose of the MEF (Metro Ethernet Forum) was to drive this 

known technology, market it, and demonstrate its capabilities and interoperability 

across the industry. 
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6. Cisco Press Books 

108. In addition to being fully disclosed in a number of IETF documents 

and patents, the key aspects of the ’652 patent were also summarized in a number 

of books published by Cisco Press. 

109. The Cisco Press books are educational books that often summarize the 

state of the art and the work in the industry over the previous 3-5 years regarding 

the particular topic.  The Cisco Press books are mainstream references that 

summarize hundreds of articles, papers, industry standards, public presentations 

and other reference materials. 

110. The Cisco Press books were normal preparation for Cisco certification 

exams and other technical courses and provide multiple specific examples of 

configuring routers and switches to accomplish the networking topics described 

therein.   

111. The Cisco Press books were also used by network engineers who were 

working with Cisco products or who wanted to learn about the capabilities of Cisco 

products.  The Cisco Press books also often had content that is generally applicable 

to networking products, including products from the other leading network product 

providers such as Juniper, Alcatel and Nortel. 

112. Thus the concepts in the Cisco Press book series generally are not 

unique; rather, they are expected knowledge among network engineers configuring 

Cisco routers and switches, as well as other popular network products. 

113. One of the Cisco Press books that fully discloses each element of the 

’652 patent is called “Metro Ethernet” by Sam Halabi (“Halabi”).  App. 6 (Halabi).  

It was published by Cisco Press on October 1, 2003, long before the ’652 patent 

was filed.    

114. Halabi discusses the adoption of Metro Ethernet services, as well as 

how those services have led carriers to deliver Metro Data Services.  The book 
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delves into the role of virtual private networks (VPN), virtual private local area 

networks (VLAN), virtual private LAN services (VPLS), traffic engineering, and 

MPLS and Generalized MPLS (GMPLS) in the Metro Ethernet.   

115. More specifically, the book examines the concepts of Virtual Private 

LAN Service (VPLS), SONET/SDH, Resilient Packet Ring (RPR), Pseudowire 

concept, Pseudowire via Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol (L2TP), Ethernet transport, 

and Ethernet over MPLS (“Draft Martini”). 

116. It also covers various issues pertaining to the configuration and 

protection of hybrid Layer 2/Layer 3 IP/MPLS networks, along with the emulation 

of Layer 2 Ethernet services over MPLS networks, and the emulation of Layer 2 

VPN over an IP network.  This emulation of native services over a packet-switched 

network is also referred to as a “Pseudowire” environment.   

117. Halabi also contains specific chapters that cover the concepts of 

RSVP-TE (RSVP signaling for traffic engineering) and fast MPLS Fast-Reroute, 

which were well-known techniques that allowed for greater control of network set-

up and operation (as described above). 

118. Halabi also covers the topic of Generalized MPLS (GMPLS), which is 

a protocol that allows various additional network resources (e.g., SONET, SDH, 

DWDM, and optical fibers) to be sent over an MPLS-like backbone.  

119. Halabi is rich with information regarding MPLS, Pseudowires, and 

various protection techniques.  Indeed, the book is a summary of approximately 3-

5 years of mainstream knowledge in the field, referencing RFC documents, 

industry publications, Metro Ethernet Forum, IETF, ITU, and ETSI references 

related to Metro Ethernet.   

120. Because Halabi, like other Cisco Press books, was normal preparation 

for Cisco certification exams and provides multiple specific examples of 

configuring routers and switches to accomplish the claimed ’652 invention, it 
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follows that the material was widely used by installing and configuring commercial 

Cisco switches and routers as well as by other competitors’ products in the industry 

121. The various discussions in Halabi fully and thoroughly disclose each 

and every element of the Challenged Claims of the ’652 patent in detail. 

122. Thus, the concepts detailed in Halabi were not unique; indeed, it was 

expected knowledge among the network engineers configuring Cisco routers and 

switches.  

123. Similar concepts are also discussed in various other Cisco Press 

books, such as “Layer 2 VPN Architectures” by Wei Luo, Carlos Pignataro, 

Dmitry Bokotey and Anthony Chan (Appendix 22) and “Internet Routing 

Architectures,” Second Edition, by Sam Halabi with Danny McPherson 

(Appendix 23).   

D. Prosecution History of the ’652 Patent 

124. United States Patent Application No.11/354,569, which ultimately 

became the ’652 patent was submitted on February 14, 2006.  It was rejected 

numerous times prior to a Panel Decision for its allowance. 

125. The originally-filed independent claims of the ’652 patent required 

only four elements: (1) sending a Pseudowire protection configuration parameter 

for configuring a standby Pseudowire between a source node and a designation 

node, (2) receiving a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement indicating 

whether the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has been accepted, 

(3) in the event that the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has been 

accepted by the destination node, using the standby Pseudowire, and (4) wherein 

the standby Pseudowire is configured based at least in part on the Pseudowire 

configuration parameter.  App. 3 (’652 File History) at 322.   

126. Various dependent claims, including original claims 8, 9, 16, and 21 

added the requirements that (1) the protection configuration parameter include a 
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priority (claims 8, 16 and 21) and, (2) determining whether to preempt existing 

traffic on the standby Pseudowire, the determination being based at least in part on 

a priority associated with the standby Pseudowire (claim 9).  Id. at 322-324. 

127. On November 20, 2008, the Examiner rejected the original claims as 

being unpatentable over Huang, 2003/017950 in view of the admitted prior art and 

in view of Blanchet, U.S. 2004/0133692.  Id. at 265-279.  The Examiner found that 

Huang disclosed the elements of sending a configuration parameter for configuring 

a standby path between a source node and a destination node, and using the 

standby path.  Id. at 268-269.  The Examiner further found that while Huang did 

not expressly teach Pseudowires, it would have been obvious to implement 

Pseudowires as a type of network service in the Huang system over the admitted 

prior art because “Pseudowires can emulate the operation of a ‘transparent wire’ 

carrying the native service” and the “method of modifying the system of Huang 

was within the ordinary ability of one of ordinary skill in the art based on the 

teachings of [the admitted prior art].”  Id. at 269-270.  The Examiner also found 

that Huang did not teach a configuration acknowledgement, but that Blanchet 

disclosed this element and that it would have been obvious to modify the Huang 

system to send an ACK message so as to make the system more reliable.  Id. at 

270.  The Examiner also rejected original dependent claims 8-9, 16 and 21 under 

§ 103(a) as being unpatentable in further view of Saleh, U.S. Patent No. 7,200,104, 

which teaches a priority, as well as determining whether to preempt existing traffic 

on a standby path based at least in part on the priority.  Id. at 277-278. 

128. In February of 2009, the applicant amended the independent claims to 

add the requirement that the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter 

indicate a protection property associated with the standby Pseudowire, and argued 

that the Examiner’s obviousness arguments were unwarranted in light of the 
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secondary considerations of nonobviousness discussed in the Background section 

of the specification.  Id. at 258, 261-263.   

129. On June 22, 2009, the Examiner again rejected the claims in a Final 

Office Action, this time under § 103 based on Huang in view of Voit, U.S. App. 

No. 2006/0047851, Blanchet, and Sridhar, U.S. App. No. 2006/0018252.  Id. at 

220-234.  In addition to the elements disclosed by Huang and Blanchet, the 

Examiner found that Voit teaches Pseudowire protection and Sridhar teaches a 

configuration parameter that indicates a protection property associated with a 

standby link.  Id. at 224.  The Examiner further found that it would have been 

obvious to one skilled in the art to combine the system of Huang with Voit, 

Blanchet, and Sridhar to increase efficiency and solve the problem of data traffic 

protection because all of the references are in the same field of endeavor—network 

transfer.  Id.  As to the dependent claims involving priority and preemption, the 

Examiner found that Saleh taught these elements.  

130. On December 22, 2009, the patentee filed a Request for Continued 

Examination, along with a Preliminary Amendment, which made several non-

substantive amendments to the claims.  Id. at 208-213.  

131. On January 22, 2010, the Examiner issued Non-Final Office Action, 

rejecting the claims for the same reasons stated in the June 22, 2009 Office Action.  

Id. at pgs. 168-181.  The Examiner further found that the applicant’s arguments 

concerning non-obviousness were not persuasive in light of the fact that Voit 

teaches Pseudowire and Pseudowire protection, thus demonstrating that 

Pseudowire protection was not a new concept.  Id. at pg. 170. 

132. On April 21, 2010, the applicant again amended the claims, this time 

adding the limitations of dependent claims 8-9, 16 and 21 – that the protection 

property include a “priority” and the priority be used to determine whether to 

“preempt existing traffic on the standby Pseudowire” – to the independent claims.  
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Id. at pg. 145.  The applicant further argued that Saleh (which the Examiner had 

cited in a previous Office Action) does not disclose these limitations because the 

“priority” disclosed by Saleh is used for selecting which nodes can be part of a 

virtual path (QoS) and for prioritizing a virtual path (which consists of both a 

primary and secondary path), and there thus is no separate priority for the primary 

vs. secondary paths.  Id. at pgs. 151-152.  The applicant also argued that the 1+1 

protection scheme in Saleh did not disclose preempting “existing traffic” on the 

standby path because the secondary path of Saleh “is dedicated to the given VP for 

restoration purposes and is only used in case of a failure in the primary path.”  

Id. at pg. 152 (emphasis in original). 

133. On July 30, 2010, the Examiner issued another Final Office Action, 

again rejecting the claims under § 103, this time over Chen, “The LSP 

Protection/Restoration Mechanism in GMPLS,” (“Chen”) in view of Voit and 

Blanchet.  Id. at pgs. 102-111.  The Examiner found that Chen teaches each 

element of the Challenged Claims other than a “configuration acknowledgement,” 

and that Chen’s teachings were in the context of a GMPLS environment, as 

opposed to a Pseudowire environment.  Id. at pgs. 104-106.  The Examiner further 

found, however, that Voit teaches Pseudowire and Pseudowire protection; and that 

Blanchet teaches the use of a “configuration acknowledgement.”  The Examiner 

further found that it would have been obvious to a person of skill in the art to 

combine Chen with Voit because MPLS and Pseudowire are both point-to-point 

virtual links, because they are in the same field of endeavor (network transfer), and 

because they are directed to the same problem (data traffic protection) within that 

field.  Id. at pgs. 105-106.  The Examiner further found that it would have been 

obvious to combine Chen and Voit with Blanchet to send an “ACK message” 

indicating the acceptance of the configuration parameters to make the system more 

reliable, as all of the references are in the field of network transfer.  Id. at pg. 106.   
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134. On September 27, 2010, the applicant submitted Remarks in response 

to the last Final Office Action.  Id. at 096-099.  The applicant did not dispute the 

Examiner’s finding that Voit disclosed Pseudowires and Pseudowire protection, 

that Blanchet disclosed receiving a configuration acknowledgement, nor that it 

would have been obvious to one of skill in the art to combine Chen with Voit and 

Blanchet.  Instead, the applicant argued that Chen does not disclose the element of 

“determining whether to preempt existing traffic on the standby Pseudowire, 

wherein the determination is based, at least in part, on the priority for the standby 

Pseudowire.”  Id.   

135. In support of this argument, the applicant asserted that “the backup 

LSP is idle.  Since the backup LSP is idle, no traffic can exist on the backup 

LSP.”  Id. at 097 (emphasis added).  Directly contradicting himself, the applicant 

went on to assert that “the resources allocated to the backup LSP may be used by 

other LSPs until the primary fails.”  Id. at 098.   

136. In my opinion, the applicant’s argument is technically inaccurate 

because the backup LSP clearly cannot be idle if it is being used by other LSPs 

until the primary LSP fails.  The resources of a link are part of the link itself.  

Thus, in the context of the GMPLS system described by Chen, there is no other 

meaning to a disclosure that the resources allocated to the backup LSP may be 

used by other LSPs until the primary fails than that the backup path is used to 

transmit lower-priority traffic during normal operation.  In other words, as a 

practical matter, stating that the resources are used for other LSPs means that the 

link is sending other LSP traffic while waiting for the primary link to fail.  From a 

traffic engineering perspective, this situation is desirable and increases efficient use 

of resources.   
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137. Moreover, the protocols used to configure the portion of Chen cited 

by the Examiner (i.e., RSVP-TE) specifies exactly the opposite of what the 

applicant argued.   

138. On October 14, 2010, the Examiner issued an Advisory Action 

rejecting the applicant’s arguments.  In particular, the Examiner noted that the 

backup path disclosed in Chen is not idle because Chen discloses that “resource 

allocated for a backup LSP may be used by an LSP that has lower priority 

until the primary LSP fails.”  Id. at 095 (emphasis added).   

139. On October 21, 2010, the applicant submitted a Pre-Appeal Brief 

Request for Review, and again argued that Chen fails to disclose “preempt[ing] 

existing traffic on the standby Pseudowire” based “on the priority for the 

standby Pseudowire.”  Id. at 080 (emphasis added). The applicant argued that 

Chen does not disclose preempting “existing traffic” because either (1) the 

resources for the backup link are allocated for use by other LSPs with lower 

priorities, or (2) the backup path is dedicated to the primary path in a 1+1 scheme.  

Id. at 082-083.  The applicant also reiterated that Chen teaches preempting the 

use of prioritized resources, not preempting existing traffic.  Id. at 083. 

140. On November 17, 2010, however, the Examiner issued a Notice of 

Panel Decision from Pre-Appeal Brief Review, stating that a conference had been 

held and that the rejection is withdrawn.  Id. at 079-080.  A Notice of Allowance 

was mailed on December 2, 2010, stating that the application was being allowed 

because the prior art did not teach “accepting the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter by the destination node, using the standby Pseudowire that 

is configured based at least in part on the Pseudowire configuration parameter, and 

determining whether to preempt existing traffic on the standby Pseudowire, 

wherein the determination is based at least in part on the priority for the 

standby Pseudowire.”  Id. at 045-050 (emphasis added).  
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141. It should be noted that the applicant’s arguments that the “1+1 

protection scheme” of Chen does not disclose “existing traffic on the standby” is 

directly contrary to the Patent Owner’s current construction of “existing traffic on 

the standby Pseudowire.”  Indeed, based on my review of the Patent Owner’s 

infringement contentions, it is clear that the Patent Owner has done an about face 

from the positions it took regarding Chen and is now pointing to the duplicative 

traffic in a “1+1 protection scheme” as comprising the “existing traffic on the 

standby.”  See App. 25 (BSL’s Preliminary Infringement Contentions) at ’652 

Chart, page 8. 

142. In any event, Chen elsewhere discloses a variety of other protection 

schemes (e.g., 1+1, 1:1, 1:n, and M:N) that rebut the applicant’s argument that the 

backup path is idle (either because it is not carrying any traffic or because it is 

carrying duplicative traffic, which the applicant does not view as “existing 

traffic”).  See, e.g., App. 7 (Chen) at pgs. 17, 53, and 54. 

143. However, even if the applicant’s arguments regarding Chen were 

correct, I have found multiple other pieces of prior art that do disclose the 

“preemp[tion] of existing traffic on the standby Pseudowire, wherein the 

determination is based, at least in part, on the priority for the standby Pseudowire.” 

A list of these references is attached as Appendix 8.  See also App. 5 (RFC 3386), 

App. 15 (Owens) and App. 6 (Halabi) disclose this element.  
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VI. CLAIM CONSTRUCTION  

144. I understand that, for purposes of the accompanying petition for Inter 

Partes Review of the ’652 patent (“Petition”), the Challenged Claims must be 

given their broadest reasonable interpretations in light of the specification of the 

’652 patent. 

145. I understand that the parties have agreed to the following 

constructions in the Concurrent Litigation, which are relevant to each of the 

Challenged Claims: 

 

Pseudowire protection 
configuration parameter  

data structure with one or more fields that specify 
certain protection properties associated with a 
Pseudowire 

protection property field of data that corresponds to a protection 
scheme, protection type, domain type, and/or 
priority 

 

App. 26 (Joint Claim Construction Statement) at 2. 

146. The Challenged Claims each include the element of a “standby 

Pseudowire.”  I understand that, in the Concurrent Litigation, BSL has not 

proposed a construction for this term, but has proposed constructions for a number 

of terms that include within them the term “standby Pseudowire.”  In each of these 

constructions, BSL takes the position that a “standby Pseudowire” should be 

construed as an “emulation of a native service over a network that is used in the 

event of a network failure.”  Id. at Ex. A, page 3. Based on my review of BSL’s 

infringement contentions, it is apparent that BSL is contending that Virtual Private 

LAN Services that traverse a service provider’s network over an MPLS LSP is 

included within the scope of “pseudowires.”  App. 25 (BSL’s Preliminary 

Infringement Contentions) at page 2.  Thus, the broadest reasonable interpretation 
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of “standby Pseudowire” should include at least “an emulation of a native service 

over a network that is used in the event of a network failure,” including, e.g., 

“VPLS” that traverse an MPLS LSP. 

147. The Challenged Claims each require the standby Pseudowire to have a 

“priority” that is used, at least in part, to determine whether to preempt existing 

traffic on the standby Pseudowire.  I understand that, in the Concurrent Litigation, 

BSL contends that “priority” means “preference.”  In addition, I have reviewed 

BSL’s Preliminary Infringement Contentions.  It is clear from those contentions 

that BSL is interpreting “priority” to encompass the mere designation of a 

Pseudowire as either a “primary” or “backup” Pseudowire, and is contending that 

“priority” does not require any separate “preference” designation.  See, e.g., 

App. 26 (Joint Claim Construction Chart) at Ex. A, at pg. 1; App. 25 (BSL’s 

Preliminary Infringement Contentions) at ’652 chart, page 9 (“the determination is 

based on the status (e.g., primary vs. standby) of the two pseudowires.  The 

primary and standby status of the two pseudowires indicate the respective priorities 

. . . with primary being higher than standby.”).  Thus, the broadest reasonable 

interpretation of “priority” should include at least a “preference,” including, e.g., 

the designation of a Pseudowire as either “primary” or “backup” (or some 

equivalent, such as “standby” or “secondary”). 

148. I further understand that Juniper has proposed that “priority” instead 

be construed as “a preference level for determining whether traffic on a 

Pseudowire should be preempted during a network failure that is different from its 

designation as a primary or standby Pseudowire” because the applicant repeatedly 

distinguished prior art that disclosed the designation of a path as primary versus 

standby as failing to disclose a “priority.”  App. 3 (’652 File History) at 097-098 

(distinguishing Chen’s primary/backup scheme for LSPs as disclosing “prioritized 

resources,” not a “priority” for the path); 152 (distinguishing Saleh’s 
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primary/secondary path scheme because it fails to disclose a “priority” that is 

assigned to the secondary path).  As shown below, it is my opinion that the 

Challenged Claims are unpatentable under either Juniper’s construction or BSL’s 

construction. 

149. The Challenged Claims each require receiving a “Pseudowire 

configuration acknowledgment” that indicates whether the Pseudowire 

configuration parameters have been accepted by the destination node.  I understand 

that, in the Concurrent Litigation, BSL has proposed that this term means “an 

indication of whether the destination node accepts the standby Pseudowire,” and 

has contended that the mere execution and completion of a configuration command 

on a source node is sufficient to satisfy the this claim limitation.  See, e.g., App. 26 

(Joint Claim Construction Chart) at Ex. A, at pg. 2; App. 25 (BSL’s Preliminary 

Infringement Contentions) at 7.  Thus, the broadest reasonable interpretation of 

“Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement” should include at least “an 

indication of whether the destination node accepts the standby Pseudowire,” 

including, e.g., the execution and completion of a configuration command on a 

source node. 

150. I further understand that Juniper has proposed that “Pseudowire 

configuration acknowledgment” should instead be construed as “a message from 

the destination node that is sent in response to the Pseudowire configuration 

parameter message.”  As shown below, it is my opinion that the Challenged Claims 

are unpatentable under either Juniper’s construction or BSL’s construction. 

151. The Challenged Claims each require “determining whether to 

preempt existing traffic on the standby Pseudowire . . . .”  I understand that, in 

the Concurrent Litigation, BSL has proposed that the term “existing traffic on the 

standby Pseudowire” should mean “working traffic transmitted on the [standby 

Pseudowire],” and has interpreted “working traffic” to include traffic that is 
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duplicative of the traffic that is being sent on a primary Pseudowire in a 1+1 

scheme.  See, e.g., App. 26 (Joint Claim Construction Chart) at Ex. A, at pg. 3; 

App. 25 (BSL’s Preliminary Infringement Contentions) at 8.  I further understand 

that BSL has interpreted “determining whether to preempt existing traffic” to 

encompass the act of dropping traffic from the standby Pseudowire during normal 

operation.  Id. (“When the local PE router accepts traffic from the primary 

pseudowire and drops traffic from the standby pseudowire . . ., traffic from the 

primary pseudowire preempts traffic from the standby pseudowire.”). 

152. I also understand that Juniper has proposed that “existing traffic on 

the standby Pseudowire” should instead be construed as “network traffic that is 

carried by the standby Pseudowire during normal operation that is different from 

the traffic that is carried on the protected Pseudowire” because the applicant 

repeatedly distinguished prior art that disclosed a 1+1 protection scheme.  App. 3 

(’652 File History) at 097-098 (distinguishing Chen’s 1+1 protection); 152 

(distinguishing Saleh’s 1+1 protection).  As shown below, it is my opinion that the 

Challenged Claims are unpatentable under either Juniper’s construction or BSL’s 

construction. 

153. I understand that these statements by BSL may be used by the Patent 

Office to interpret claim language at issue.  As discussed below, the Challenged 

Claims are certainly anticipated or obvious under BSL’s claim interpretation.  The 

challenged claims are also anticipated or obvious under a narrower interpretation.
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VII. ANTICIPATION AND OBVIOUSNESS BASED ON PRIOR ART 

A. PRIOR ART 

154. As discussed above, there are numerous prior art references that 

disclose the elements of the ’652 patent.  For purposes of my detailed analysis, I 

have identified eight key prior art references.  The key references include:  

155. U.S. Patent Pub. No. 2004/0156313 to Hofmeister et al. 

(“Hofmeister”), which was filed on February 3, 2004, published on August 12, 

2004 and issued as U.S. Patent No. 7,417,950 B2 on August 26, 2008.  I note that 

the inventor of the ’652 patent, Ping Pan, is a co-inventor on Hofmeister, but that 

Hofmeister is not a named inventor on the ’652 patent.  As such, Hofmeister is “by 

another.”  Hofmeister is prior art under at least §§ 102(a) and 102(e).   

156. Request for Comments 3386 (“RFC 3386”) was published by the 

IETF and publically available no later than November 2002.  It is prior art under at 

least 35 U.S.C. §§ 102(a) and (b). 

157. U.S. Patent No. 7,804,767 B1 to Owens et al. (“Owens”) was filed on 

October 25, 2000 and issued on September 28, 2010.  App. 15 (Owens).  Owens is 

prior art to the ’652 patent under at least § 102(e).   

158. Request for Comments 3209 (“RFC 3209”) was published by the 

IETF and publically available no later than December 2001.  It is prior art under at 

least 35 U.S.C. §§ 102(a) and (b). 

159. “Metro Ethernet” is a book by Sam Halabi that was published by 

Cisco Press on October 1, 2003 (“Halabi”).  It was copyrighted in 2003 and is 

catalogued in the Library of Congress under number 2002103527.  See, e.g., 

App. 27 (BSL RFA Responses) at 1 (admitting that Halabi is prior art).  It is prior 

art under at least 35 U.S.C. §§ 102(a) and (b). 

160. “The LSP Protection/Restoration Mechanism in GMPLS” is an 

article by Ziyang Chen (“Chen”) that is dated October 1, 2002 and was publicly 
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available no later than 2003.  See, e.g., App. 27 (BSL RFA Responses) at 1 

(admitting that Chen is prior art).  Chen was discussed in the file history of the 

’652 patent.  Chen is prior art under at least 35 U.S.C. §§ 102(a) and (b). 

161. U.S. Patent No. 7,305,481 B2 to Blanchet et al. (“Blanchet”) was 

filed on January 3, 2007, published on July 8, 2004, and issued on December 4, 

2007.  Blanchet was discussed in the file history of the ’652 patent.  It is prior art 

under at least §§ 102(a) and (e).   

162. U.S. Patent Pub. No. 2006/0047851 A1 to Voit et al. (“Voit”) was 

filed on August 25, 2004 and issued as U.S. Patent No. 7,643,409 B2 on 

January 10, 2010.  Voit was discussed in the file history of the ’652 patent.  It is 

prior art under at least 35 U.S.C 102(e) 

163. As discussed below, it is my opinion that: (1) claims 1, 9 and 14 are 

anticipated by Hofmeister; (2) the Challenged Claims are obvious over Hofmeister 

in view of RFC 3386 and Owens; (3) the Challenged Claims are anticipated by 

RFC 3386; (4) the Challenged Claims are obvious over RFC 3386 in view of 

RFC 3209; (5) the Challenged Claims are anticipated by Halabi; (6) the 

Challenged Claims are obvious over Halabi alone; (7) the Challenged Claims are 

obvious over Halabi in view of RFC 3386 and Owens; and (8) the Challenged 

Claims are obvious over Chen in view of Voit and Blanchet.  
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B. Hofmeister anticipates Claims 1, 9 and 14 under 35 U.S.C. 

§§ 102(a) and 102 (e) 

164. U.S. Patent No. 7,417,950 B2 to Hofmeister et al. (“Hofmeister”) was 

filed on February 3, 2004, published on August 12, 2004 and issued on August 26, 

2008. 

165. Hofmeister is entitled “Method and Apparatus for Performing Data 

Flow Ingress/Egress Admission Control In A Provider Network” and discloses a 

technique for setting up and managing Pseudowires on a SONET network 

backbone.   

166. Hofmeister teaches that “[d]etailed network resource information 

particular to each of the data flows is exchanged between provider edge nodes 

during the creation of pseudo-wires” and that “[b]y applying pseudo-wire shuffling 

and preemption techniques, the providers can make better use of their network 

resources.”  App. 4 (Hofmeister) at Abstract. 

167. It is my understanding that Hofmeister was submitted to the PTO 

during prosecution, but that it was submitted in an Information Disclosure 

Statement that cited to 60 other references and that was filed after the PTO had 

already issued a Notice of Allowance.  Based on my review of the file history, it 

does not appear that the Examiner engaged in a substantive analysis of Hofmeister. 

1. Claim 1: A method of providing protection to network traffic, 

comprising, 

168. Claim 1 recites: “A method of providing protection to network traffic, 

comprising. . . .”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Hofmeister discloses 

this element. 

169. For example, Figure 34 of Hofmeister contemplates a “Backup” 

mechanism for “PW1 traffic”: 
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170. As another example, Hoftmeister notes that building pseudo-wires 

over SONET is desirable because of the “rich set of features for . . . traffic 

restoration, and link protection.”  App. 4 (Hofmeister) at [0257].  As a further 

example, Hofmeister teaches that, in some scenarios it is desirable “direct existing 

traffic to a backup link.”  Id. at [0397]. 

a. sending a Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter for configuring a standby Pseudowire between 

a source node and a destination node, the Pseudowire 

protection configuration parameter indicating a 

protection property associated with the standby 

Pseudowire, 

171. Claim 1 further recites: “sending a Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter for configuring a standby Pseudowire between a source 
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node and a destination node, the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter 

indicating a protection property associated with the standby Pseudowire.”  Under 

BSL’s apparent claim construction, Hofmeister discloses this element. 

172. For example, Hofmeister depicts the process of exchanging 

Pseudowire data service guarantee information between Provider Edge Nodes in 

Figure 23(b), which is an example of sending a Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter for configuring a standby Pseudowire between a source 

node (PE Node C) and a destination node (PE Node H): 
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App. 4 (Hofmeister) at Fig. 23(b); see also id. at [0046) (“FIG. 23b is another 

high-level network diagram illustrating the operation of service negotiation 

between Provider Edge Nodes according to the concepts of the invention”). 

173. As another example, Hofmeister teaches that “control messages are 

used to discover and establish pseudo-wires” (see App. 4 (Hofmeister) at [0081]) 

and that two edge nodes can establish a Pseudowire by exchanging control 

messages.  See id. at [0203] (“Node-1 and Node-2 will establish a peering session 

. . . .The method for session establishment is to inject control messages into the 

connection.”).  This is another example of sending a Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter (i.e., “control message”) between a source node (i.e., 

“Node-1”) and a destination node (i.e., “Node-2”); see also id. at [0202] – [0211]. 

174. In a more detailed example, Hofmeister explains that setting up a 

Pseudowire involves the following steps: 

 An operational optical connection between two provider edge nodes 

exists (id. at [0202]); 

 Node-1 and Node-2 establish a peering session by injecting “control 

messages into the connection” that are encapsulated with an 

identifiable label (id. at [0203]); 

 Once the peering session is established, the Network operator issues a 

data flow setup request to both nodes that include information about 

the parameters of the path, such as the relevant data interfaces, QoS 

(bandwidth) requirements (id. at [0204]);  

 Node-1 and Node-2 exchange “control messages” and negotiate the 

labels to be used by the data flows (id. at [0210]); 

 Upon completion of label negotiation, Node-1 and Node-2 update the 

data-plane with the label information by populating their respective 

packet filter tables and circuit filter tables (id. at [0211]). 
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175. As another example, in Figure 34, Hofmeister shows that Node 1 and 

Node 2 “setup multiple parallel data tunnels” and depicts that “Backup PW1 

traffic” can be done by “Setup PW1 on a different data tunnel.”  Id. at Fig. 34.  

This is an example of “configuring a standby Pseudowire.” 

176. In another embodiment, Hofmeister explains that the “pseudo-wire 

information” that is exchanged between the provider edge nodes can include 

additional parameters, such as Committed Information Rate (CIR), Class, Setup 

Priority and Holding Priority.  These parameters are assigned to each flow, as 

shown in Figure 27: 

 

See App. 4 (Hofmeister) at Fig. 27; see also id. at Fig. 28, [0291], [0292], [0293], 

[0294] and [0295]; see also [0381].  These parameters are examples of 

“Pseudowire protection configuration parameters.” 
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177. As another example, Hofmeister discloses that the parameters can 

include information about the domain.  See, e.g., id. at [0222] and [0261]. 

178. It is my understanding that the parties have agreed in the Concurrent 

Litigation that the term “Pseudowire protection configuration parameter” should 

mean “data structure with one or more fields that specify certain protection 

properties associated with a Pseudowire.”  Under this proposed construction, the 

“control messages” that are used to negotiate the Pseudowire labels and exchange 

information about the data flow parameters are “Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameters.”  And, because these messages are sent between Node-1 

and Node-2, they disclose “sending a Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter . . . between a source node and a destination node.” 

179. It is my understanding that the parties have agreed in the Concurrent 

Litigation that the term “protection property” should be construed as “field of data 

that corresponds to a protection scheme, protection type, domain type, and/or 

priority.”  Under this construction, the “Setup Priority” and “Holding Priority” 

disclosed by Hofmeister comprise “a protection property” because they comprise a 

“field of data” that corresponds to a “priority” for the Pseudowire that is being set 

up.   

180. Moreover, the “Setup Priority” and “Holding Priority” disclosed in 

Hofmeister appear to be the same as the examples of a “priority” that are disclosed 

in the ’652 patent.  See App. 2 (’652 patent) at 6:57 – 7:5 (discussing holding and 

setup priorities).  As such, they would certainly be included within the broadest 

reasonable interpretation of a “protection property.” 

181. In one example, the process for configuring a Pseudowire that is 

disclosed by Hofmeister could be used to set up a standby or backup Pseudowire.  

Indeed, Hofmeister states that, in at least some circumstances, it would be desirable 

to be able to switch a data flow to a backup link.  See, e.g., id. at [0397], [0399] 
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(noting desirability of having a “backup” link); [0257] (“[i]n many cases, SONET 

connections are well provisioned with a rich set of features for network resource 

allocation, traffic restoration, and link protection, etc.”). 

b. the protection property including a priority for the 

standby Pseudowire 

182. Claim 1 further recites: “the protection property including a priority 

for the standby Pseudowire.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, 

Hofmeister discloses this element. 

183. For example, Hofmeister teaches that control messages used to set up 

a Pseudowire can include a “Setup Priority” (App. 4 (Hofmeister) at [0407]) and/or 

a “Holding Priority” (id. at [0408]). 

184. Figure 27 and Figure 28 of Hofmeister also show how a “Setup 

Priority” and “Holding Priority” can be assigned to each Pseudowire (flow) and 

how those priorities can be used during operation.  Id. at Fig. 27 and Fig. 28.   

185. It is my understanding that BSL has proposed that “priority” be 

construed to simply mean “preference.”  Under this broad construction, the “Setup 

Priority” and “Holding Priority” disclosed by BSL would comprise a “priority.”   

186. Moreover, I note that the “Setup Priority” and “Holding Priority” 

disclosed in Hofmeister appear to be the same as the examples of a “priority” that 

are disclosed in the ’652 patent.  See App. 2 (’652 patent) at 6:57 – 7:5 (discussing 

holding and setup priorities).  As such, they would certainly be included within the 

broadest reasonable interpretation of a “priority.” 
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c. receiving a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement 

indicating whether the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter has been accepted by the 

destination node;  

187. Claim 1 further recites: “receiving a Pseudowire configuration 

acknowledgement indicating whether the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter has been accepted.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, 

Hofmeister discloses this element. 

188. For example, Hofmeister shows that the source node and the 

destination engage in two-way communication regarding the Pseudowire setup in 

Figure 23b, as it depicts “Exchange pseudo-wire data service guarantee 

information between Provider Edge Nodes”: 
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189. As another example, Hofmeister teaches that “[a]s a part of pseudo-

wire process as defined in LDP and draft-martini, the Terminating PE node will 

acknowledge the establishment of the new flow to the Initiating PE node.”  App. 4 

(Hofmeister) at [0372]; see also id. at [0384].  In this scenario, the “Terminating 

PE node” is the “destination node” and the “Initiating PE node” is the “source 

node.”   

190. In addition to the explicit disclosure of an “acknowledgement,” 

Hofmeister also teaches that Pseudowires can be set up using LDP, RSVP-TE, 

and/or draft-martini standards.  See, e.g., App. 4 (Hofmeister) at [0091], [0290].  

At the time of the Hofmeister invention, one skilled in the art would understand 

that these specific protocols use a “configuration acknowledgement” that is sent by 

the destination node to the source node to indicate whether the parameters 

requested by the source node have been accepted under BSL’s apparent 

construction of this claim element. 

191. For example, LDP is described in RFC 3036, which was published on 

the IETF website no later than January 2001.  As described in RFC 3036, a Label-

Switched Router (“LSR”) sends a Label Request to another LSR to initiate an LDP 

tunnel set-up.  App. 10 (RFC 3036) at § 3.5.8.  Further, “[t]he response by an LSR 

to receipt of a FEC label request from an LDP peer may involve one or more of the 

following actions: Transmission of a notification message to the requesting LSR 

indicating why a label mapping for the FEC cannot be provided; Transmission of a 

FEC label mapping to the requested LSR; Transmission of a FEC label request to 

the FEC next hop; Installation of labels for forwarding/switching use by the LSR.”  

Id. at A.1.1.1.  Under the broadest reasonable interpretation of this claim element, 

each of these are examples of “configuration acknowledgements” that indicate 

whether the request parameters have been accepted or not.  Thus, the use of “LDP” 
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protocol necessarily involves the use of a “configuration acknowledgement” 

indicating whether the requested parameters have been accepted.   

192. As another example, the RSVP-TE protocol is described in RFC 3209, 

which was published by the IETF in December of 2001.  In this protocol, a “sender 

node” sends a “Path Message” with a “LABEL_REQUEST object” to a 

“destination node.”  The Path Message contains information about the requested 

parameters for the LSP that is being set up.  RFC 3209 explains that “[t]he 

destination node of a label-switched path response to a LABEL_REQUEST by 

including a LABEL object in its response RSVP Resv message.  The LABEL 

object is inserted in the filter spec list immediately following the filter spec to 

which it pertains.”  App. 9 (RFC 3209) at § 2.2.  Thus, the use of “RSVP-TE” 

protocol necessarily involves the use of a “configuration acknowledgement” 

indicating whether the requested parameters have been accepted. 

193. As another example, the “draft-martini” standard for configuring a 

Pseudowire is described in “Pseudowire Setup and Maintenance using LDP” (v. 5) 

by Luca Martini, Eric Rosen, Nasser El-Aawar and Toby Smith, which was 

published in December 2003.  App. 30 (Martini Draft).  In § 5.2.3, that document 

explains: 

“To begin the signaling procedure, a PE (PE1) [i.e., the source node] 

that has knowledge of the other endpoint (PE2) [i.e., the destination 

node] initiates the setup of the LSP in the incoming (PE2PE1) 

direction by sending a Label Mapping message containing the FEC 

type 129 [i.e., the configuration parameter].  The FEC element 

includes the SAII, AGI and TAII. . . . .PE 2 interprets the message as 

a request to set up a Pseudowire whose endpoint (at PE 2) is the 

Forwarder identified by the TAI. . . . If PE2 cannot map the TAI to 

one of its Forwarders, then PE2 send a Label Release message to PE1, 
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with a Status Code meaning ‘invalid TAI,’ and the processing of the 

Mapping message is complete. . . If the Label Mapping Message has a 

valid TAI, PE2 must decide whether to accept it or not. . . If PE2 

decides to accept the Label Mapping message, then it has to make 

sure that an LSP is set up in the opposite (PE1PE2) direction.  If it 

has already signaled for the corresponding LSP in that direction, 

nothing more need be done.  Otherwise, it must initiate such 

signaling by sending a Label Mapping message to PE1.” 

Id. at 5.2.3 (emphasis added). 

194. The Label Mapping message that PE2 sends back to PE1 in response 

to the Label Mapping message from PE1 is a “configuration acknowledgement” 

message that indicates whether the requested parameters have been accepted by the 

destination node (i.e., PE2) under the broadest reasonable interpretation of this 

claim element.  Thus, the use of “draft-martini” to set up a Pseudowire necessarily 

involves the use of a “configuration acknowledgement” indicating whether the 

requested parameters have been accepted. 

195. These references concerning RSVP-TE, LDP, and draft-martini were 

standard background knowledge for those of ordinary skill in the art and are being 

cited as other written evidence solely to help explain Hofmeister. 

196. Thus, Hofmeister’s reference to these signaling protocols discloses 

“receiving a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement indicating whether the 

Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has been accepted,” under BSL’s 

apparent claim constructions. 
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d. accepting the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter by the destination node;  

197. Claim 1 further recites: “accepting the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter by the destination node.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim 

construction, Hofmeister discloses this element. 

198. For example, in Figures 23b and 34, Hofmeister shows the process of 

setting up a Pseudowire according to specific protection configuration parameters, 

which involves the sending, receiving and accepting of those parameters.  See 

App. 4 (Hofmeister) at Figs. 23b and 34. 

199. As another example, Figure 27 shows a list of circuits and protection 

parameters for each Pseudowire (data flow) that is set up: 

 

And Figure 28 also shows that the protection parameters are tracked in the 

Session Table for each Pseudowire (data flow): 
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The inclusion of the protection parameters in the session table would 

necessarily require that those protection configuration parameters were accepted 

during the configuration process. 

200. As another example, Hofmeister teaches that the control module of 

the terminating PE (i.e., “destination node”) captures and forwards control 

messages for a new Pseudowire.  App. 4 (Hofmeister) at [0369].  As discussed 

above, these “control messages” can contain data flow information, such as 

bandwidth, class and priority, for the Pseudowire that is being set up.  Hofmeister 

further discloses that the local control module on the terminating PE assesses 

whether the terminating PE has the required bandwidth, and if the requested data 

flow CIR does not exceed the data port capacity, the terminating PE accepts the 

new Pseudowire.  Id. at [0370]; [0384].  In this example, if the terminating PE 

accepts the new Pseudowire, it necessarily accepts the corresponding protection 

configuration parameter. 

e. using the standby Pseudowire that is configured based at 

least in part on the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter; and  

201. Claim 1 further recites: “using the standby Pseudowire that is 

configured based at least in part on the Pseudowire protection configuration 
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parameter.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Hofmeister discloses this 

element. 

202. For example, Hofmeister discloses the use of a Pseudowire that has 

been configured with a Setup Priority and Holding Priority.  App. 4 (Hofmeister) at 

[0294], [0295]. 

203. By way of example, Hofmeister explains that the “Setup Priority . . . 

describes the priority of a given pseudo-wire with respect to taking resources.  This 

value is used in deciding whether this pseudo-wire can preempt another pseudo-

wire . . . . During pseudo-wire provision, when th[ere] is no sufficient amount of 

network resource, a data flow with higher Setup Priority value can preempt the 

pseudo-wires with lower priority from a data tunnel”  See App. 4 (Hofmeister) at 

[0294].  Further to this example, Hofmeister explains that “Holding Priority . . . 

describes the priority of the pseudo-wire with respect to holding resources.  The 

Holding Priority is used in deciding whether this pseudo-wire can be preempted by 

another pseudo-wire.”  Id. at [0295]. 

204. Further to this example, Hofmeister provides a detailed explanation 

regarding how a Pseudowire can be used in operation based on the Setup and 

Holding Priorities that were assigned during configuration.  See App. 4 

(Hofmeister) at [0406], [0407], [0408] [0411], [0412], [0413]: 
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205. Thus, as an example, if Pseudowire A has been assigned a Set-Up 

Priority of “6” via the exchange of control messages during configuration, and 

Pseudowire B has been set up as a “standby” or “backup” Pseudowire with a 

Holding Priority of “2” via the exchange of control messages during configuration, 
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Hofmeister teaches that, if there were not enough resources to set up Pseudowire 

A, then the system would preempt Pseudowire B because Pseudowire B has a 

lower priority.  This is an example of “using the standby Pseudowire that is 

configured based at least in part on the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter.” 

206. As another example, Figure 34 demonstrates the use of “shuffling” in 

connection with the use of PW1.  The concept of “shuffling” is based on the 

various protection configuration parameters assigned to PW1 during the 

configuration process, such as Setup Priority and Holding Priority. 

f. determining whether to preempt existing traffic on the 

standby Pseudowire, wherein the determination is based, 

at least in part, on the priority for the standby 

Pseudowire. 

207. Claim 1 further recites: “determining whether to preempt existing 

traffic on the standby Pseudowire, wherein the determination is based, at least in 

part, on the priority for the standby Pseudowire.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim 

construction, Hofmeister discloses this element. 

208. For example, Hofmeister teaches the use of a preemption algorithm to 

determine whether to preempt the traffic flowing on a Pseudowire in order to 

accommodate a request for a new Pseudowire to be set up.  App. 4 (Hofmeister) at 

[0410], [0411].  The algorithm uses the relative Holding Priority and Setup Priority 

that was assigned to each Pseudowire during configuration to make the 

determination as to whether to preempt the data flowing on the existing 

Pseudowire in order to accommodate the new Pseudowire.  Id. at [0412], [0413]. 

209. It is my understanding that BSL has proposed that the phrase “existing 

traffic on the standby Pseudowire” be interpreted to mean “working traffic on the 

standby Pseudowire.”  Under BSL’s proposed construction, the traffic flow on a 
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current Pseudowire that was set up as a “backup” or “standby” would constitute 

“existing traffic.”  Moreover, the use of the preemption algorithm to determine 

whether to preempt a Pseudowire that has been set up as a standby or backup 

would constitute “determining whether to preempt existing traffic on the standby 

Pseudowire based, at least in part, on the priority for the standby Pseudowire.” 

210. Thus, returning to the example I provided above, where Pseudowire A 

has been assigned a Setup Priority of “6” via the exchange of control messages 

during configuration, and Pseudowire B has been set up as a standby or backup 

with an assigned Holding Priority of “2” via the exchange of control messages 

during configuration, and where the system would preempt standby Pseudowire B 

if Pseudowire A makes a setup request and there is not enough bandwidth, the 

preemption of standby Pseudowire B would comprise “preempting existing traffic” 

and the preemption determination would be based on the associated priority that 

was assigned to the standby Pseudowire during configuration. 

211. In sum, it is my opinion that Hofmeister discloses each and every 

element of claim 1 of the ’652 patent under BSL’s apparent claim constructions, 

and thus Hofmeister anticipates claim 1. 

Claims 9 and 14 

212. I note that the limitations of independent claim 9 and claim 14 are 

nearly identical to claim 1, except for the fact that claim 9 is a system claim and 

claim 14 is a computer program claim.  

9. Claim 9: A system for providing protection to network traffic, 

comprising a processor configured to:  

213. Claim 9 recites: “a system for providing protection to network traffic, 

comprising a processor.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Hofmeister 

discloses this element. 

214. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim 1 above. 
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215. In addition, Hofmeister teaches that the techniques disclosed for 

configuring Pseudowires can be implemented on a processor.  App. 4 (Hofmeister) 

at [0299] (control module can be implemented on a microprocessor, FPGA, or 

ASIC). 

a. send a Pseudowire protection configuration parameter 

for configuring a standby Pseudowire between a source 

node and a destination node, the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter indicating a protection property 

associated with the standby Pseudowire, the protection 

property including a priority for the standby Pseudowire; 

216. Claim 9 further recites: “send a Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter for configuring a standby Pseudowire between a source node and a 

destination node, the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter indicating a 

protection property associated with the standby Pseudowire, the protection 

property including a priority for the standby Pseudowire.”  Under BSL’s apparent 

claim construction, Hofmeister discloses this element. 

217. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(a) and 

1(b) above. 

b. receive a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement 

indicating whether the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter has been accepted by the 

destination node;  

218. Claim 9 further recites: “receive a Pseudowire configuration 

acknowledgement indicating whether the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter has been accepted by the destination node.”  Under BSL’s apparent 

claim construction, Hofmeister discloses this element. 
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219. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(c) 

above. 

c. accept the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter by the destination node;  

220. Claim 9 further recites: “accept the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter by the destination node.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim 

construction, Hofmeister discloses this element. 

221. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(d) 

above. 

d. use the standby Pseudowire that is configured based at 

least in part on the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter; and 

222. Claim 9 further recites: “use the standby Pseudowire that is 

configured based at least in part on the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Hofmeister discloses this 

element. 

223. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(e) 

above. 

e. determine whether to preempt existing traffic on the 

standby Pseudowire, wherein the determination is based, 

at least in part, on the priority for the standby 

Pseudowire. 

224. Claim 9 further recites: “determine whether to preempt existing traffic 

on the standby Pseudowire, wherein the determination is based, at least in part, on 

the priority for the standby Pseudowire.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim 

construction, Hofmeister discloses this element. 
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225. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(e) 

above. 

226. In sum, it is my opinion that Hofmeister discloses each and every 

element of claim 9 of the ’652 patent under BSL’s apparent claim constructions, 

and thus Hofmeister anticipates claim 9. 

14. Claim 14: A computer program product for configuring a 

Pseudowire between a source node and a destination node, the 

computer program product being embodied in a computer 

readable storage medium and comprising computer 

instructions for:  

227. Claim 14 recites: “a computer program product for configuring a 

Pseudowire between a source node and a destination node, the computer program 

product being embodied in a computer readable storage medium and comprising 

computer instructions.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Hofmeister 

discloses this element. 

228. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim 1 above. 

229. In addition, Hofmeister teaches that the techniques disclosed for 

configuring PWs can be implemented on a processor.  App. 4 (Hofmeister) at 

[0299] (control module can be implemented on a microprocessor, FPGA, or 

ASIC).  This suggests that the invention would comprise a computer program 

product that is embodied in a computer readable storage medium and that 

comprises computer instructions. 

a. sending a Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter for configuring a standby Pseudowire between 

a source node and a destination node, the Pseudowire 

protection configuration parameter indicating a 

protection property associated with the standby 
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Pseudowire, the protection property including a priority 

for the standby Pseudowire;  

230. Claim 14 further recites: “sending a Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter for configuring a standby Pseudowire between a source 

node and a destination node, the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter 

indicating a protection property associated with the standby Pseudowire, the 

protection property including a priority for the standby Pseudowire.”  Under BSL’s 

apparent claim construction, Hofmeister discloses this element. 

231. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim elements 1(a) and 

1(b) above. 

b. receiving a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement 

indicating whether the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter has been accepted by the 

destination node;  

232. Claim 14 further recites: “receiving a Pseudowire configuration 

acknowledgement indicating whether the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter has been accepted by the destination node.”  Under BSL’s apparent 

claim construction, Hofmeister discloses this element. 

233. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(c) 

above. 

c. accept the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter by the destination node;  

234. Claim 14 further recites: “accept the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter by the destination node.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim 

construction, Hofmeister discloses this element. 

235. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(d) 

above. 
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d. using the standby Pseudowire that is configured based at 

least in part on the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter; and  

236. Claim 14 further recites: “using the standby Pseudowire that is 

configured based at least in part on the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Hofmeister discloses this 

element. 

237. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(e) 

above. 

e. determining whether to preempt existing traffic on the 

standby Pseudowire, wherein the determination is based, 

at least in part, on the priority for the standby 

Pseudowire.  

238. Claim 14 further recites: “determining whether to preempt existing 

traffic on the standby Pseudowire, wherein the determination is based, at least in 

part, on the priority for the standby Pseudowire.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim 

construction, Hofmeister discloses this element. 

239. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(f) 

above. 

240. In sum, it is my opinion that Hofmeister discloses each and every 

element of claim 14 of the ’652 patent under BSL’s apparent claim constructions, 

and thus Hofmeister anticipates claim 14. 

241. Thus, it is further my opinion that Hofmeister anticipates claims 1, 9, 

and 14 of the ’652 patent.  
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C. Hofmeister in view of RFC 3386 and Owens renders Claims 1-5, 

8-11, 13-15 and 17 obvious under 35 U.S.C. § 103 

242. If certain aspects recited in claims 1, 9 and 14 are not deemed to be 

disclosed or inherent over Hofmeister alone, it is my opinion that the inclusion of 

those aspects certainly would be obvious over Hofmeister in view of RFC 3386 

and Owens.  The combination of Hofmeister with RFC 3386 and Owens also 

would render dependent claims 2-5, 8, 10-11, 13, 14, and 17 obvious.   

243. As I described above, Hofmeister teaches a detailed method for 

signaling and managing PWs over a SONET backbone.  App. 4 (Hofmeister) at 

Abstract, [0086].  Hofmeister expressly notes that the disclosed invention 

“leverages [] conventional technologies” drawn from IETF Internet Drafts and 

RFCs, including the Martini draft regarding PWs (App. 4 (Hofmeister) at [0010]), 

the Swallow draft regarding RSVP-TE for Fast-Reroute (id. at [0014]), and other 

technologies such as MPLS, OIF UNI, Virtual Concatenation, LCAS and GFP (id. 

at [0016]).   

244. Hofmeister further states that it utilizes configuration parameters from 

conventional IETF industry standards, such as CIR (RFC 2697/ 2698), Traffic 

Class (RFC 2475 on Internet DiffServ), and Setup/Holding Priorities (multiple 

RFCs regarding RSVP-TE protocol for MPLS).  Id. at [0296]; see also App. 11 

(RFC 2697); App. 12 (RFC 2698); App. 13 (RFC 2475); App. 9 (RFC 3209); 

App. 14 (RFC 4090). 

245. RFC 3386 was published by the IETF.  It describes various 

configuration parameters that can be used to provide traffic protection in a wide 

range of networks, including SONET, MPLS, GMPLS, and Pseudowire 

environments.   

246. The protection techniques described in RFC 3386 were widely-known 

and utilized by the industry at the time of the Hofmeister patent.  As a specific 
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example of this, Owens (entitled “Protection/ Restoration of MPLS Networks”) is 

a patent that was filed by a group of engineers from Tellabs who were involved in 

the IETF.  It provides a more detailed description of how the protection techniques 

in RFC 3386 can be applied to an MPLS environment.  For example, Owens 

teaches that, in an MPLS network, “a working path carries data from a starting 

point or node to a destination point or node via a working path . . . . MPLS system 

reliability is enhanced by way of a protection path, over which data can be carried 

from the starting point to the destination point upon a detected failure along the 

working path.  App. 15 (Owens) at Abstract.   

247. Owens also describes various specific protection features in great 

detail.  For example, Owens teaches that the protection path can be configured 

using “dynamic” protection (which is akin to the “cold” mode discussed in the 

’652 patent) or “pre-negotiated” protection (which is akin to the “hot” or “warm” 

mode discussed in the ’652 patent).  Id. at 5:1-29.  Owens also discloses various 

“protection modes,” such as revertive or non-revertive, as well as a number of 

“protection switching options, such as “1+1 protection,” and “1:1, 1:n and n:m 

Protection.”  Id. at 6:16 – 7:15. 

248. Given the prominence of the protection methods discussed in 

RFC 3386 and Owens, and their close relationship to the protocols from which the 

Hofmeister invention explicitly derives, it would have been obvious to apply the 

protection techniques and parameters described in RFC 3386 and Owens to the 

specific Pseudowire environment described by Hofmeister.   

249. In fact, combining Hofmeister with RFC 3386 and Owens would have 

required nothing more than applying the known protection techniques of priority 

and preemption to the known network environment of Pseudowires in the same 

manner that the technique is applied to other network environments and to achieve 

the same general result (traffic protection). 
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250. Moreover, a person of skill in the art would have been motivated to 

combine the references.  Indeed, Hofmeister and RFC 3386 are related to the same 

very narrow field of hybrid L2-L3 internet protocols.  As discussed above, the 

Pseudowire concept was initiated by the “Martini-draft” which was a draft 

submitted to the IETF by Luca Martini from Cisco Systems.  Cisco wanted to solve 

the problem of providing L2 services over geographically dispersed areas by 

transporting L2 frames over MPLS, which is what prompted the “Martini-draft” 

and the standardization of a protocol for Pseudowires.  A number of network 

vendors, including Nortel, Juniper, and Ciena were working along with service 

providers such as AT&T, Worldcom and Level-3 to offer this service to the 

customers, and they were therefore constantly collaborating in the IETF forum 

regarding the relevant standards and protocols.  The process involved the 

individuals from these companies proposing many draft documents, presenting 

them to the other members of the IETF community and attempting to get a 

consensus on the right solution.  Indeed, for interoperability, it is necessary to get 

an agreement on the standard to be used by all parties involved (i.e., both the 

network product providers and the service providers). 

251. The fact that RFC 3386 was drafted by members of this tight-knit 

IETF community from the service provider side (i.e., W. Lai of AT&T and D. 

McDysan of Worldcom) and Hofmeister and Owens were drafted by members 

from the network product provider side (Tad Hofmeister and Ping Pan of CIENA 

Corp. and K. Owens, S. Makan, C. Huang, and V. Sharma of Tellabs) further 

evidences that one skilled in the art would have been motivated to combine the 

concepts discussed in RFC 3386 with the concepts discussed in Hofmeister.   

252. A person of skill in the art would have also been motivated to 

combine Hofmeister and RFC 3386 because the references are directed to the same 

problem of obtaining greater control over configuration, management and 
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resiliency of network environments.  Indeed, all three references are part of a 

relatively narrow body of literature on MPLS and Pseudowire set-up, traffic 

engineering and protection. 

253. In addition, Hofmeister itself notes that a benefit of the claimed 

Pseudowire environment is that it can take advantage of the “rich set of features for 

network resource allocation, traffic restoration, and link protection” (App. 4 

(Hofmeister) at [0257]) and that it allows “protection mechanisms”  to be 

“triggered much faster thereby preventing data loss” (id. at [0137]).  With respect 

to some of the disclosed embodiments, Hofmeister notes that it would be desirable 

to direct traffic to a backup link.  Id. at [0397] (“direct existing traffic to a backup 

link (e.g. such as using protection bandwidth triggered via a conventional APS 

(automatic protection switch) protocol for SONET/SDH traffic”).   

254. RFC 3386 and Owens would have been obvious places to look for the 

specific protection techniques and schemes that could be applied to achieve these 

protection benefits and goals.  Indeed, RFC 3386 in particular was a prominent 

specification on protection methods. 

255. Moreover, the ’652 patent itself states that MPLS protection schemes 

(such as “MPLS Fast Reroute”) are relevant to Pseudowires and that they can be 

used to protect data being transmitted on a Pseudowire.  App. 2 (’652 patent) at 

1:49-64.  As such, the ’652 patent acknowledges the obviousness of and 

motivation to combine MPLS protection techniques with Pseudowires. 

Claims 1, 9, 14 

256. If certain aspects recited in claims 1, 9 and 14 are not deemed to be 

disclosed or inherent over Hofmeister alone, it is my opinion that the inclusion of 

those aspects certainly would be obvious over Hofmeister in view of RFC 3386 

and Owens.   
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“standby Pseudowire” 

257. Claim 1, 9 and 14 recite in part: “configuring a standby Pseudowire.” 

258. To the extent that Hofmeister is deemed to not expressly or inherently 

disclose this element, it is my opinion that this element would have been obvious 

in view of RFC 3386 and Owens.   

259. For example, the use of a “standby” was a commonly-used concept 

and had been well-known for years.  For example, RFC 3386 teaches the use of a 

“protection connection” to protect a “working” path.  App. 5 (RFC 3386) at 

§ 3.2.1. 

260. Similarly, Owens describes a “Backup LSP (or Protection or Backup 

Path)” that can be configured via “explicit routing” using “LDP/RSVP signaling.”  

App. 15 (Owens) at 3:4-12; see also id. at 2:40-55; 5:1-7:15; 13:29-45; 9:52-63; 

261. Moreover, Pseudowires are set up using the same signaling protocols 

as regular Pseudowires, regardless of whether they are ultimately designated as 

primary or standby.  The main difference is the particular parameters assigned to 

the Pseudowire during the set-up process, such as the primary/back-up status or the 

relative priority. 

262. Thus, it would have been obvious to use the method of configuring a 

Pseudowire disclosed in Hofmeister to configure both regular Pseudowire and 

standby Pseudowire, particularly because Hofmeister expressly notes the 

desirability of having a “backup” in at least some circumstances.  App. 4 

(Hofmeister) at [0137]; [0257]; [0397].   
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“determining whether to preempt existing traffic on the standby 

Pseudowire, wherein the determination is based, at least in part, on the 

priority for the standby Pseudowire” 

263. Claim 1, 9 and 14 recite in part: “determining whether to preempt 

existing traffic on the standby Pseudowire, wherein the determination is based, at 

least in part, on the priority for the standby Pseudowire.” 

264. To the extent that Hofmeister is deemed to not expressly or inherently 

disclose this element, it is my opinion that this element would have been obvious 

in view of RFC 3386 and Owens.   

265. As noted above Hofmeister discloses “preempting existing traffic” in 

the context of the set-up/configuration stage.  Under the broadest reasonable 

interpretation of this claim element as proposed by BSL, wherein “existing traffic” 

is any “working traffic” and a “priority” is any “preference,” the preemption of 

traffic flowing on a current Pseudowire when a Pseudowire with a higher “Setup 

Priority” makes a setup request would disclose this element.  

266. RFC 3386 discloses “preempting existing traffic” based on the 

“relative priority” assigned to the Pseudowire in the context of a network failure.  

App. 5 (RFC 3386) at § 2.2.2 (“Extra traffic, also referred to as preemptable traffic, 

is the traffic carried over the protection entity while the working entity is active.  

Extra traffic is not protected, i.e., when the protection entity is required to protect 

the traffic that is being carried over the working entity, the extra traffic is 

preempted.”); § 2.3 (“In the 1:n protection architecture . . . [w]hen multiple 

working entities have failed simultaneously, only one of them can be restored by 

the common protection entity.  This contention could be resolved by assigning a 

different preemptive priority to each working entity.”).   

267. Owens also discloses “preempting existing traffic on a standby” based 

on a “priority” in the context of network failure.  For example, Owens teaches that, 
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in a 1+1 protection scheme, the backup path “could be used to transmit an exact 

copy of the working traffic, with a selection between the traffic on the working 

and protection paths being made at the PML.”  App. 15 (Owens) at 6:56-59.  

Owens further teaches that, in a 1:1 protection scheme, “the working traffic 

normally travels only on the working path, and is switched to the protection path 

only when the working entity is unavailable.  Once the protection switch is 

initiated, all the low priority traffic being carried on the protection path is 

discarded to free resources for the working traffic.”  Id. at 7:1-6; see also 5:23-

29; 1:34-36 (“[A] protection priority could be used as a differentiating mechanism 

for premium services.”).  Thus, Owens discloses “preempting existing traffic on a 

standby” under both BSL’s interpretation of this element (e.g., the 1+1 protection 

scheme) and Petitioner’s interpretation (e.g., the 1:1 protection scheme, with low-

priority traffic on the backup during normal operation).   

268. Because Hofmeister already discloses assigning relative priorities 

(Setup/Holding) to a Pseudowire during configuration (which are the same 

examples of “priority” discussed in the ’652 specification), it would have been an 

obvious and predictable step for a PHOSITA to use those priorities to make 

decisions about Pseudowire preemption during a network failure, as taught by 

RFC 3386 and Owens.   

269. Moreover, it would have been highly inefficient and unusual not to 

use the Setup Priority and the Holding Priority to make determinations about 

preemption during a network failure.  Given the costs of running a network, service 

providers are motivated to make sure that the network is utilized in the most 

efficient way.  As a result, market forces generally cause service providers to 

ensure that no parts of a network are idle and that all resources and bandwidth are 

being used as much as possible at any one time.  In fact, it is common practice for 

service providers to over-subscribe a network.  Because of this, the use of backup 
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paths for “extra” or “low priority” traffic was commonplace and “preempting 

existing traffic” when there is a failure or when the network is oversubscribed is 

the most reasonable and efficient way to operate the network. 

270. In fact, Hofmeister itself supports that a motivation to combine 

Hofmeister with the concept of “preempting existing traffic” would have existed 

based on the motivation to make the network more efficient: “By applying pseudo-

wire shuffling and preemption techniques, the providers can make a better use of 

their network resources.”  App. 4 (Hofmeister) at Abstract. 

271. In addition to RFC 3386, there are hundreds of IETF Internet Drafts 

that discuss the topic of preempting traffic that predated both Hofmeister and the 

’652 patent.  Some examples can be found in the list attached as Appendix 8.  

Indeed, “preempting existing traffic” during setup, failure, or oversubscription was 

a fundamental concept of network communication at the time of Hofmeister.  At 

that time, traffic preemption was used in numerous contexts, such as setting 

priorities, Quality of Service (QoS), Service Level Agreements (SLA), setting 

limitations on queues, delays and/or bandwidths, just to name a few.  

Claims 2-3, 10 

272. Claims 2 and 10 recite in part: “wherein the standby Pseudowire is 

configured to provide protection to at least one primary Pseudowire.”  Claim 10 

recites in part: “in the event that the primary Pseudowire fails to transfer network 

traffic, switching network traffic form at least one of said at least one primary 

Pseudowire to the standby Pseudowire.”  Hofmeister does not explicitly disclose 

these elements.  It is my opinion, however, that these element would have been 

obvious in view of RFC 3386 and Owens.   

273. As shown in Section VII(D)(2) and (3), RFC 3386 discloses these 

elements.  App. 5 (RFC 3386) at § 2.2.2, ¶ 7 (“reconfiguration involves switching 

the affected traffic from a working entity to a protection entity”); see also § 2.2.3, 
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¶ 3 (“When the working entity fails, the protected traffic is switched to the 

protected entity.”).   

274. Owens also discloses these elements.  For example, Owens teaches 

that a “Protection or Backup LSP” is “established to carry the traffic of a Working 

path (or paths) following failure on the Working path (or one of the Working paths, 

if more than one) and a subsequent protection switch by the PSL.”  App. 15 

(Owens) at 3:4-12.   

275. As described in connection with claims 1, 9 and 14 above, it would 

have been obvious to a PHOSITA to use the configuration techniques described in 

Hofmeister to set up a standby Pseudowire (versus a regular Pseudowire).   

276. The purpose of a “standby” is to protect one or more primary or 

working entities.  Moreover, switching traffic from the primary or working entity 

to the standby or backup upon a failure is a protection technique that was well-

known and had been widely uses for years.  As such, it would have been obvious 

to use Hofmeister’s technique for configuring Pseudowires to perform the elements 

described in claims 2-3 and 10. 

277. The motivation to combine these references is further evidenced by 

the fact that Hofmeister repeatedly mentions that it would be desirable to protect 

the described Pseudowires using, among other things, “a backup link.”  Hofmeister 

further notes that an advantage of the claimed Pseudowire environment is that it 

can take advantage of the “rich set of features for network resource allocation, 

traffic restoration, and link protection” (App. 4 (Hofmeister) at [0257]) and that it 

allows “protection mechanisms”  to be “triggered much faster thereby preventing 

data loss” (id. at [0137]).  With respect to some of the disclosed embodiments, 

Hofmeister notes that it would be desirable to direct traffic to a backup link.  Id. at 

[0397] (“direct existing traffic to a backup link (e.g. such as using protection 

bandwidth triggered via a conventional APS (automatic protection switch) protocol 
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for SONET/SDH traffic”).  Thus, Hofmeister expressly contemplates the use of a 

primary/standby protection scheme. 

278. In fact, the approach taken in Hofmeister is much more sophisticated 

than a simple primary/backup protection scheme in that it would not only respond 

to a simple failure, but also employs advanced techniques for bandwidth 

requirements, failure and restoration by implementing shuffling Pseudowires from 

one circuit to another based on a comparison of the relevant Setup and Holding 

Priorities.  As such, it is my opinion that Hofmeister assumes that one reading the 

specification would already know about conventional protection techniques, such 

as a basic 1:1 or 1+1 protection scheme, and the discussion therein is intended to 

articulate a more sophisticated protection and bandwidth allocation scheme. 

279. In any event, RFC 3386 and Owens would have been an obvious 

place to look for the specific protection techniques and schemes that could be 

applied to achieve the protection benefits and efficiency goals that are referenced 

throughout the Hofmeister specification. 

Claim 4 

280. Claim 4 recites: “wherein the standby Pseudowire is dynamically 

selected from a plurality of connections.”  Hofmeister does not explicitly disclose 

these elements.  It is my opinion, however, that this element would have been 

obvious in view of RFC 3386 and Owens.   

281. Based on my review of BSL’s infringement contentions, it is clear that 

BSL is interpreting “wherein the standby Pseudowire is dynamically selected from 

a plurality of connections” to encompass situations where a router selects which 

traffic to accept between a primary and secondary pseudowire that are configured 

in a 1+1 protection scheme.  See App. 25 (BSL’s Preliminary Infringement 

Contentions) at 12 (“The local PE router automatically selects that between the 

primary and standby pseudowires, traffic from which pseudowire is accepted . . . 
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which is an embodiment of the standby Pseudowire is dynamically selected from a 

plurality of connections.”) 

282. As shown in Section VII(D)(4), RFC 3386 discloses this element.  

App. 5 (RFC 3386) at § 2.3 (teaching “dynamic selection and establishment of 

alternate paths.”); see also § 2.2.3.  It would have been obvious to a person of skill 

in the art to combine the Pseudowire signaling techniques disclosed in Hofmeister 

with RFC 3386 for the same reasons discussed in connection with claims 1, 9 and 

14 above.  Indeed, the method described in Hofmeister is intended to allow 

flexibility and agility in setting up Pseudowires, and it would have been obvious to 

also use that flexibility and agility in connection with responding to network 

failures.    

283. RFC 3386 and Owens also discloses this element under BSL’s 

apparent claim construction.  For example, both disclose a 1+1 protection scheme.  

See claims 5, 8, 11, 13, 15, and 17 below. 

Claims 5, 8, 11, 13, 15 and 17 

284. Claims 5, 11 and 15 recite “wherein the protection property further 

includes at least one of a domain type, a protection type or a protection scheme.”  

Claims 8, 13, and 17 further recite: “wherein the protection scheme indicates at 

least one of the following: . . . a 1+1 . . .; a 1:1 . . .; a 1:N . . .; or an M:N protection 

scheme.”   

285. Hofmeister discloses these particular protection schemes.  For 

example, Hofmeister discloses that “protection bandwidth” can be “triggered via 

conventional APS (automatic protection switch) protocol for SONET/SDH traffic.”  

App. 4 (Hofmeister) at [0397].   

286. It was well-known in the art that “APS protocol” included 1+1, 1:1, 

1:N and M:N protection schemes.  For example, RFC notes that “[p]rotection 

techniques can be implemented by several architectures: 1+1, 1:1, 1:n, and m:n.  In 
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the context of SDH/SONET, they are referred to as Automatic Protection 

Switching (APS).”  App. 5 (RFC 3386) at 2.2.3.   

287. Owens also discloses these very same protection schemes (App. 15 

(Owens) at 6:45 – 7:15). 

288. Because the invention disclosed in Hofmeister explicitly draws from 

other, common concepts that existed in SONET, MPLS and GMPLS (see App. 4 

(Hofmeister) at [0016]), and because Hofmeister expressly notes that it would be 

desirable to incorporate the APS protocol from SONET (id. at [0397]), it would 

have been a predictable and natural step for a person skilled in the art to combine 

these conventional protection schemes with the specific Pseudowire environment 

disclosed in Hofmeister.  

289. In sum, it is my opinion that Hofmeister in view of RFC 3386 and 

Owens renders each of the Challenged Claims obvious under 35 U.S.C. § 103.
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D. RFC 3386 Anticipates Claims 1-5, 8-11, 13-15, and 17 of the ’652 

Patent under 35 U.S.C. § 102. 

290. RFC 3386, entitled “Network Hierarchy and Multilayer Survivability” 

was published by the IETF in November 2002.  RFC 3386 is prior art to the ’652 

patent under § 102(b) as a printed publication, as it was published more than one 

year before February 14, 2005, the earliest possible priority date for the ’652 

patent. 

291. It is my opinion that RFC 3386 anticipates claims 1-5, 8-11, 13-15 

and 17 of the ’652 patent under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b). 

292. RFC 3386 provides an overview of survivability and hierarchy 

techniques that can be used in a variety of service provider environments.  App. 5 

(RFC 3386) at § 1.  “Network survivability” is a synonym for “network protection” 

in this context. 

293. While RFC 3386 discusses protection techniques that can be used in a 

variety of service provider environments, it also specifically identifies 

Pseudowires as one of those environments.  For example, the document notes that 

there are several “pressing needs” with respect to “horizontal hierarchy” in data 

networks, including the requirement “to set up many Label Switched Paths (LSPs) 

in a service provider network . . . to support layer 2 and layer 3 Virtual Private 

Network (VPN) services that require edge-to-edge signaling across a core 

network.”  Id.  At the time of RFC 3386, this use of LSP tunnels to accomplish 

“edge-to-edge signaling” in layer 2 and layer 3 VPNs was a well-known technique 

and was also referred to in some contexts as using a “Pseudowire.”  For example, 

RFC 3386 notes that “[t]here are a number of different approaches to layer 2 and 

layer 3 VPNs and they are currently being addressed by different emerging 

protocols in the provider-provisioned VPNs (e.g., virtual routers) and Pseudo Wire 
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Edge-to-Edge Emulation (PWE3) efforts based on either MPLS and/or IP tunnels.”  

App. 5 (RFC 3386) at § 4.2.   

1. Claim 1: A method of providing protection to network traffic, 

comprising, 

294. Claim 1 recites: “A method of providing protection to network 

traffic.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, RFC 3386 discloses this 

element. 

295. Indeed, RFC 3386 notes that its primary purpose is to provide 

requirements for network survivability, which is synonymous with network 

protection: “This document presents a proposal of the near-term and practical 

requirements for network survivability and hierarchy in current service provider 

environments.”  App. 5 (RFC 3386) at § 1; see also § 2.2.1 (“Survivability is the 

capability of a network to maintain service continuity in the presence of faults 

within the network”).  

a. sending a Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter for configuring a standby Pseudowire between 

a source node and a destination node, the Pseudowire 

protection configuration parameter indicating a 

protection property associated with the standby 

Pseudowire, 

296. Claim 1 further recites: “sending a Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter for configuring a standby Pseudowire between a source 

node and a destination node, the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter 

indicating a protection property associated with the standby Pseudowire.”  Under 

BSL’s apparent claim construction, RFC 3386 discloses this element. 

297. For example, RFC 3386 teaches that the protection techniques that it 

discloses are intended to apply to a variety of different types of network paths and 
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entities.  For example, in § 2.2.1, RFC 3386 notes that “protection and restoration 

are implemented either on a per-link basis, on a per-path basis, or throughout an 

entire network.”  RFC 3386 also generally defines “working entity” as “the entity 

that is used to carry traffic in normal operation mode” and “protection entity” as 

“the entity that is used to carry protected traffic in recover operation mode, i.e., 

when the working entity is in error or has failed.”  App. 5 (RFC 3386) at § 2.2.2. 

298. RFC 3386 specifically identifies Pseudowires as one of the 

environments in which the disclosed protection techniques can be applied.  For 

example, § 4 teaches that “[e]fforts in the area of network hierarchy should focus 

on mechanisms that would allow more scalable edge-to-edge signaling, or 

signaling across networks with existing network hierarchy (such as multi-area 

OSPF).”  One skilled in the art would understand that type of “edge-to-edge” 

signaling is referring to the concept of Pseudowires.   

299. Section 4.1 goes on to explain that “concatenation of survivability 

approaches can be used to cascade across a horizontal hierarchy.”   Further 

evidence that RFC 3386 applies to Pseudowires can be found in § 4.2.  For 

example, RFC 3386 states: “A primary driver for intra-domain horizontal hierarchy 

is signaling capabilities in the context of edge-to-edge VPNs . . . currently being 

addressed by different emerging protocols in the . . . Pseudo Wire Edge-to-Edge 

Emulation (PWE3) efforts based on either MPLS and/or IP tunnels.”  App. 5 

(RFC 3386) at § 4.2.  RFC 3386 further notes that “most service providers feel that 

O(N^2) meshes are not necessary for VPNs, and that the number of tunnels to 

support VPNs would be within the scalability bounds of current protocols and 

implementations.”  Id. 

300. In § 5, RFC 3386 further teaches that “approaches as described above 

that allow concatenation of survivability schemes across hierarchical boundaries 

seem sufficient.”   
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301. One skilled in the art would understand that these disclosures in RFC 

3386 mean that such protection and restoration techniques are intended to apply to 

a PWE3 and/or Pseudowire environment, both of which existed at the time of RFC 

3386 and which were well-known in the art.   

302. Thus, it is my opinion that the more general disclosures in RFC 3386 

that refer to a “working entity/path” or “protection entity/path” are understood to 

include Pseudowires, as well as many other similar types of entities and paths. 

303. RFC 3386 further discloses a “standby Pseudowire.”  For example, 

RFC 3386 teaches that a “protection entity” can be established.  App. 5 

(RFC 3386) at § 3.2.1. 

304. RFC 3386 also discloses a “source node” and a “destination node.”  

For example, RFC 3386 teaches that “the head end of a working connection 

establishes a protection connection to the destination.”  App. 5 (RFC 3386) at 

§ 3.2.1.  In this example, the “head end” is the “source node” and the “destination” 

is the “destination node.” 

305. RFC 3386 also teaches sending a Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter for configuring a standby Pseudowire between the source node and the 

destaination node that indicates a protection property associated with the standby 

Pseudowire.  For example, RFC 3386 teaches that “preemptable traffic may be 

excluded from local restoration . . .This type of control may require the definition 

of an object in signaling.”  Id. at 3.2.3.  The “object” used during signaling is an 

example of a “Pseudowire protection configuration parameter.” 

306. As another example, RFC 3386 teaches that “[t]here should be the 

ability to maintain relative restoration priorities between working and protection 

connections, as well as between different classes of protection connections.”  Id. at 

§ 3.2.1.  RFC 3386 further teaches that “the ability to signal that traffic will be sent 

on both connections (1+1 Path for signaling purposes) would be valuable in non-
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packet networks,” and that “[s]ome distinction between working and protection 

connections is likely, either through explicit objects, or preferably through implicit 

methods such as general classes or priorities.”  Id. at § 3.2.1.  To those skilled in 

the art, “signaling” in this context is used to refer to the process of sending 

configuration parameters between a source node and destination node to negotiated 

a connection. 

307. It is my understanding that the parties have agreed in the Concurrent 

Litigation that the term “Pseudowire protection configuration parameter” means 

“data structure with one or more fields that specify certain protection properties 

associated with a Pseudowire.”  Under that construction, the “definition of an 

object in signaling,” the “explicit objects” and/or the “implicit methods such as 

general classes or priorities” that RFC 3386 discloses as being signaled between 

the head end and the destination comprise a “protection configuration parameter.”  

Indeed, one skilled in the art would understand that an “object” or “explicit object” 

is a term used in the art to refer to a data structure that contains fields to hold 

configuration information, such as the “objects” used in connection with LDP or 

RSVP-TE protocol. 

308. It is my understanding that the parties have agreed in the Concurrent 

Litigation that the term “protection property” should be construed as “field of data 

that corresponds to a protection scheme, protection type, domain type, and/or 

priority.”  Under that construction, RFC 3386 discloses that the “protection 

configuration parameter” includes a “protection property.”  For example, the 

“relative restoration priorities” disclosed by RFC 3386 (§ 3.2.1) are the same or a 

similar concept to the “priority” concept that is disclosed in the ’652 patent.  In 

addition, the indication “that traffic will be sent on both connections” (id.) is the 

same or a similar concept to the “protection scheme” disclosed in the ’652 patent.   
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309. As additional examples of protection-related configuration 

parameters, §§  2.3 and 3.2 discuss the various protection-related configuration 

parameters that need to be set to handle network protection) and § 2.2.3 discusses 

the passing of parameters and information between entities to set and handle fail 

over and traffic protection of network).  In addition, § 3.2.2 discloses the example 

of setting protection configurations that need to be propagated in the network, 

which requires pre-signaling or pre-planning.  In this context, pre-signaling or pre-

planning would require the sending of parameters between nodes in the network. 

310. Indeed, the “distinction between working and protection connections” 

(App. 5 (RFC 3386) at (§ 3.2.1)) is the same or similar to one of the “protection 

properties” that BSL has accused of infringing the ’652 patent (i.e., a designation 

as standby vs. primary).  As a result, this would be a “protection property” under 

BSL’s interpretation of the claims. 

b. the protection property including a priority for the 

standby Pseudowire 

311. Claim 1 further recites: “the protection property including a priority 

for the standby Pseudowire.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, RFC 3386 

discloses this element. 

312. For example, under the construction of  “priority” that is advocated by 

BSL (i.e., “preference”), the “distinction between the working and protection 

connections” discussed in RFC § 3.2.1 is “a priority” for the standby Pseudowire.  

Indeed, based on my review of BSL’s infringement contentions, it is clear that BSL 

is contending that the mere designation of a Pseudowire as “primary” or “backup” 

is sufficient to satisfy the requirement that the “protection property” include a 

“priority.” 

313. Alternatively, under a narrower construction of “priority,” the 

“relative restoration priorities” discussed in RFC 3386 § 3.2.1 are an example of “a 
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priority.”  RFC 3386 discloses that the “relative restoration priorities” are 

maintained between working and protection connections, as well as between 

different classes of protection connections.  Id.   

314. As another example, RFC 3386 discloses the use of a “restoration 

priority.”  App. 5 (RFC 3386) at § 2.2.4.  RFC 3386 teaches that “[r]estoration 

priority is a method of giving preference to protect higher-priority traffic ahead of 

lower-priority traffic.  Its use is to help determine the order of restoring traffic after 

a failure has occurred.”  Id. 

315. As another example, RFC 3386 discloses the use of a “preemption 

priority.”  App. 5 (RFC 3386) at § 2.2.4.  RFC 3386 teaches that “[p]reemption 

priority is a method of determining which traffic can be disconnected in the event 

that not all traffic with a higher restoration priority is restored after the occurrence 

of a failure.” 

316. In order to implement a “restoration” or “preemption” priority, one 

must necessarily associate a priority with the standby Pseudowire that is being set 

up, or else there would be no way to perform the actions disclosed – i.e., determine 

whether a particular path should be restored on one path over another after a failure 

has occurred, or determine whether traffic on one path can be preempted to allow a 

higher-priority path to continue sending traffic when there is a failure.   

c. receiving a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement 

indicating whether the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter has been accepted by the 

destination node;  

317. Claim 1 further recites: “receiv[ing/e] a Pseudowire configuration 

acknowledgement indicating whether the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter has been accepted by the destination node.”  Under BSL’s apparent 

claim construction, RFC 3386 discloses this element. 
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318. For example, RFC 3386 teaches that the “protection entity” (i.e., the 

standby Pseudowire) is established between a “source node” and a “destination 

node”: “the head end of a working connection establishes a protection connection 

to the destination.”  Id. at § 3.2.1.   Under the broadest reasonable construction of 

“receiving a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement” as proposed by BSL—

i.e., that “configuration acknowledgement” means “an indication of whether the 

destination node accepts the standby Pseudowire,” and that “receiving a 

Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement . . .” includes the mere execution and 

completion of a configuration command on a source node—the establishment of a 

protection connection (which inherently requires the execution and completion of a 

configuration command) would satisfy this element.    

319. As another example, RFC 3386 teaches that the “Interior Gateway 

Protocol (IGP)” can be used to set up many LSPs to support layer 2 and layer 3 

VPN services that require edge-to-edge signaling across a core network.  App. 5 

(RFC 3386) § 1.  “Layer 2 and layer 3 VPN services that require edge-to-edge 

signaling across a core network” is another way of referring to “Pseudowire” 

technology.  “IGP” is a type of protocol used for exchanging routing information 

between gateways (nodes/routers) within an enterprise network or an Autonomous 

System.  E.g., typically an ISP or a very large organization.  Specific examples of 

IGP protocols include Open Shortest Path First (OSPF), Routing Information 

Protocol (RIP) and Intermediate System to Intermediate System (IS-IS).  Each of 

these protocols utilizes a “configuration acknowledgement” that indicates whether 

the requested configuration parameters have been accepted. 

320. For example, RFC 2328, entitled “OSPF Version 2” (published in 

April 1998),  discusses “sending link state acknowledgement packets.”  App. 16 

(RFC 2328) at pg. 152 (“13.5.  Sending Link State Acknowledgment packets … 

Each newly received LSA must be acknowledged.  This is usually done by sending 
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Link State Acknowledgment packets.  However, acknowledgments can also be 

accomplished implicitly by sending Link State Update packets (see step 7a of 

Section 13).”). 

321. As another example, RFC 1582, entitled “Extensions to RIP to 

Support Demand Circuits,” (published in February 1994) discloses that “[a]n 

acknowledgement and retransmission mechanism is provided to ensure that routing 

updates are received.”  App. 17 (RFC 1582) at pg. 1, abstract.  

322. As another example, in IS-IS protocol, “[t]he RA bit is sent by the 

neighbor of a (re)starting router to acknowledge the receipt of a restart TLV with 

the RR bit set.”  App. 18 (RFC 5306) pg. 6 . 

323. These RFCs concerning the IGP protocols were standard background 

knowledge for those of ordinary skill in the art and are being cited as other written 

evidence solely to help explain RFC 3386. 

324. Thus, the disclosure that IGP protocols can be used to signal 

Pseudowires comprises “receiving an acknowledgement message . . .” under BSL’s 

apparent claim construction. 

d. accepting the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter by the destination node;  

325.  Claim 1 further recites: “accepting the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter by the destination node.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim 

construction, RFC 3386 discloses this element. 

326. For example, RFC 3386 discloses protection techniques where both 

the working and protection entities are pre-established.  App. 5 (RFC 3386) 

§ 2.2.3, ¶ 1 (“as the working entity is established, a protection entity is also 

established”); § 3.2.1, ¶ 1 (“working connection establishes a protection connection 

to the destination”), ¶ 2 (capacity in the protection connection is pre-established, 

however it should be capable of carrying preemptable extra traffic in non-packet 
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networks); § 3.2.2 , ¶ 1 (“the protection connection in this case is also pre-signaled 

. . . the mechanism supports the ability for the protection capacity to be shared, or 

‘double-booked’”).   

327. One skilled in the art would understand that in order for a protection 

entity to be “established” or “pre-established,” the destination node must accept the 

configuration parameters.   

328. Indeed, under standard routing protocols for setting up virtual paths 

(such as LDP and RSVP-TE), if a destination node sends a configuration 

acknowledgement to the source node, it means that the destination node received 

the message containing the configuration parameters and agreed to it.  If the 

destination node does not accept the parameters, it would send a notification or 

other response indicating that fact, or it will ignore the Hello message.  See, e.g., 

App. 9 (RFC 3209) at pg. 54, second paragraph (“The Hello extension is fully 

backwards compatible.  The Hello class is assigned a class value of the form 

0bbbbbbb.  Depending on the implementation, implementations that do not support 

the extension will either silently discard Hello messages or will respond with an 

“Unknown Object Class” error.  In either case the sender will fail to see an 

acknowledgment for the issued Hello.”).  

329. RFC 3209 was standard background knowledge for those of ordinary 

skill in the art and is being cited as other written evidence solely to help explain 

RFC 3386. 

330. Thus, any “establishment” of a protection path between the head end 

and the destination necessary means that the destination node has “accept[ed] the 

Pseudowire protection configuration parameter” under BSL’s apparent claim 

construction. 
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e. using the standby Pseudowire that is configured based at 

least in part on the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter; and  

331. Claim 1 further recites: “using the standby Pseudowire that is 

configured based at least in part on the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, RFC 3386 discloses this 

element. 

332. For example, RFC 3386 discloses multiple instances where a 

protection entity is used after it is set up.  See, e.g., App. 5 (RFC 3386) at § 2.2.3 

(discussing the operation of protection entities using different protection switching 

techniques); § 2.2.4 (describing the pros and cons of protection entities that use 

protection switching as opposed to restoration); § 2.3 (comparing various 

protection mechanisms); § 3.2.1 (describing operation of 1:1 Path Protection with 

Pre-Established Capacity); § 3.2.2 (describing operation of 1:1 Path Protection 

with Pre-Planned Capacity).   

333. RFC 3386 further teaches that, where the protection entity has been 

designated with a 1+1 protection scheme, “[i]n normal operation mode, identical 

traffic is transmitted simultaneously on both the working and protection entities . . . 

A selection between working and protection entity is made based on some 

predetermined criteria, such as the transmission performance requirements or 

defect indication.”  App. 5 (RFC 3386) at § 2.2.3.  Under BSL’s apparent claim 

construction, this 1+1 operation would comprise “using the standby Pseudowire 

. . . .” 

334. As another example, RFC 3386 discloses that, where the protection 

entity has been designated with a 1:1 protection scheme, “protected traffic is 

normally transmitted by the working entity.  When the working entity fails, the 

protected traffic is switched to the protection entity.”  Id. at § 2.2.3; see also § 3.2.1 
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(discussing use of protection paths with 1:1 pre-established capacity); § 3.2.2 

(discussing use of protection paths with 1:1 pre-planned capacity).  Under BSL’s 

apparent claim construction, this 1:1 operation would comprise “using the standby 

Pseudowire . . . .” 

335. These disclosures constitute “using the standby Pseudowire [i.e., 

protection entity] that is configured based at least in part on the Pseudowire 

protection configuration parameter [i.e., that is configured based at least in part on 

the protection scheme signaled through explicit object or some other implicit 

means]” under BSL’s apparent claim constructions.   

f. determining whether to preempt existing traffic on the 

standby Pseudowire, wherein the determination is based, 

at least in part, on the priority for the standby 

Pseudowire. 

336. Claim 1 further recites: “determining whether to preempt existing 

traffic on the standby Pseudowire wherein the determination is based, at least in 

part, on the priority for the standby Pseudowire.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim 

construction, RFC 3386 discloses this element. 

337. For example, RFC 3386 teaches a “1+1 protection architecture” where 

“[i]n normal operation mode, identical traffic is transmitted simultaneously on both 

the working and protection entities.  At the other end (sink) of the protected 

domain, both feeds are monitored for alarms and maintenance signals.  A selection 

between the working and protection entity is made based on some predetermined 

criteria, such as the transmission performance requirements or defect indication.”  

App. 5 (RFC 3386) at § 2.2.3.  Under the broadest reasonable interpretation of this 

element, as advocated by BSL, the “identical traffic [that] is transmitted 

simultaneously” would comprise “existing traffic on the standby Pseudowire” and 

selection between the working and protection entity based on some predetermined 
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criteria would comprise “preempt[ing] existing traffic on the standby Pseudowire, 

wherein the determination is based, at least in part, on the priority for the standby 

Pseudowire [i.e., the fact that it is designated as a protection entity, not a working 

entity].”  Indeed, under BSL’s infringement theory, any predetermined criteria that 

indicate which path should be used during normal operation would qualify as a 

“priority” under BSL’s constructions because it would indicate a “preference” for 

using that particular path, if it is in working condition. 

338. As another example, RFC 3386 teaches a different protection scheme 

where “[e]xtra traffic, also referred to as preemptable traffic, is the traffic carried 

over the protection entity while the working entity is active.  Extra traffic is not 

protected, i.e., when the protection entity is required to protect the traffic that is 

being carried over the working entity, the extra traffic is preempted.”  App. 5 

(RFC 3386) at § 2.2.2; see also id. at § 2.3 (noting that in a 1:1 architecture, “the 

protection entity can optionally be used to carry low-priority extra traffic in normal 

operation, if traffic preemption is allowed”).  RFC 3386 also teaches that, in some 

protection schemes, decisions about preemption can be determined based on the 

priority assigned to the relevant paths: “In the 1:n protection architecture . . . 

[w]hen multiple working entities have failed simultaneously, only one of them can 

be restored by the common protection entity.  This contention could be resolved by 

assigning a different preemptive priority to each working entity.  As in the 1:1 

case, the protection entity can optionally be used to carry preemptable traffic in 

normal operation.”  Id. 

339. Under a narrower construction of “preempting existing traffic on the 

standby Pseudowire” that requires the “existing traffic” to be different from the 

traffic that is being transmitted on the primary Pseudowire, the “extra traffic” on 

the “protection entity” would comprise “existing traffic on the standby 

Pseudowire.”  Similarly, under a narrower construction that requires “priority” to 
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be more than a mere designation as primary vs. backup, the use of a “preemptive 

priority” to make the decision as to which working entity to protect when multiple 

entities fail would comprises “preempt[ing] existing traffic on the standby 

Pseudowire, wherein the determination is based, at least in part, on the priority for 

the standby Pseudowire.”   

340. By way of example, if the principals of RFC 3386 were used to create 

three Pseudowires: (1) Protection PW A with a “preemptive priority” of 5, 

(2) Working PW B with a “preemptive priority” of 6 and that is protected by 

Protection PW A, and (3) Working PW C with a “preemptive priority” of 7 and 

that is protected by Protection PW A.  Under the teaching of RFC 3386, if PWs B 

and C both fail, the “preemptive priorities” of the PWs would be examined to 

determine which Pseudowire should be protected.  In this instance, PW C would 

preempt the traffic on PW A because it has the highest “preemptive priority,” thus 

resulting in “determining whether to preempt existing traffic on the standby 

Pseudowire . . . based, at least in part, on the priority for the standby Pseudowire.” 

341. In sum, it is my opinion that RFC 3386 discloses each and every 

element of claim 1 of the ’652 patent under BSL’s apparent claim constructions 

under BSL’s apparent claim constructions, and thus RFC 3386 anticipates claim 1. 

2. Claim 2: A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the standby 

Pseudowire is configured to provide protection to at least one 

primary Pseudowire.  

342. Claim 2 recites: “a method as recited in claim 1, wherein the standby 

Pseudowire is configured to provide protection to at least one primary 

Pseudowire.”   

343. I incorporate by reference the portions of this declaration pertaining to 

Claim 1 above.  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, RFC 3386 discloses the 

additional elements of claim 2. 
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344. For example, RFC 33886 discloses a protection scheme where a 

protection entity (i.e., standby Pseudowire) is configured to provide protection to at 

least one working entity (i.e., primary Pseudowire).  See, e.g., App. 5 (RFC 3386) 

at § 2.2.3 (discussing 1+1, 1:1 and 1:n protection schemes).   

345. More specifically, in the 1+1 protection scheme disclosed by 

RFC 3386, a standby Pseudowire is set up to protect a primary Pseudowire and the 

protected traffic is sent over both the standby and the primary.  App. 5 (RFC 3386) 

at § 2.2.3.  If the primary Pseudowire fails, then the system begins accepting traffic 

from the standby Pseudowire instead of the primary Pseudowire.  Id.  In the 1:1 

protection scheme disclosed by RFC 3386, a standby Pseudowire is set up to 

protect a primary Pseudowire, but the protected traffic is only sent over the 

primary Pseudowire during normal operation.  Id.  If the primary Pseudowire fails, 

then the protected traffic is switched over to the standby Pseudowire.  Id.  In a 1:n 

protection scheme, a standby Pseudowire is set up to protect multiple primary 

Pseudowires.  Id.  The protected traffic is only sent over the primary Pseudowires 

during normal operation.  Id.  If one or more of the primary Pseudowires fail, the 

protected traffic is switched over to the standby Pseudowire.  Id.  Under BSL’s 

apparent constructions, each of these scenarios would disclose claim 2.  Id. 

346. In sum, it is my opinion that RFC 3386 discloses each and every 

element of claim 2 of the ’652 patent under BSL’s apparent claim constructions, 

and thus RFC 3386 anticipates claim 2. 
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3. Claim 3: A method as recited in claim 1 wherein the standby 

Pseudowire is configured to provide protection to at least one 

primary Pseudowire, and in the event that the primary 

Pseudowire fails to transfer network traffic, switching network 

traffic from at least one of said at least one primary Pseudowire 

to the standby Pseudowire. 

347. Claim 3 recites: “A method as recited in claim 1 wherein the standby 

Pseudowire is configured to provide protection to at least one primary Pseudowire, 

and in the event that the primary Pseudowire fails to transfer network traffic, 

switching network traffic from at least one of said at least one primary Pseudowire 

to the standby Pseudowire.” 

348. I incorporate by reference the portions of this declaration pertaining to 

Claims 1 and 2 above.  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, RFC 3386 

discloses the additional elements of claim 2. 

349. For example, RFC 3386 teaches that, when the working entity fails to 

transfer network traffic, the data is switched from the working entity to the 

protection entity.  See, e.g., App. 5 (RFC 3386) at § 2.2.2, ¶ 7 (“In protection, 

reconfiguration involves switching the affected traffic from a working entity to a 

protection entity.”); see also § 2.2.3, ¶ 3 (“When the working entity fails, the 

protected traffic is switched to the protected entity.”).  

350. More specifically, in the 1+1 protection scheme disclosed by 

RFC 3386, a standby Pseudowire is set up to protect a primary Pseudowire and the 

protected traffic is sent over both the standby and the primary.  App. 5 (RFC 3386) 

at § 2.2.3.  If the primary Pseudowire fails, then the system begins accepting traffic 

from the standby Pseudowire instead of the primary Pseudowire.  Id.  In the 1:1 

protection scheme disclosed by RFC 3386, a standby Pseudowire is set up to 

protect a primary Pseudowire, but the protected traffic is only sent over the 
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primary Pseudowire during normal operation.  Id.  If the primary Pseudowire fails, 

then the protected traffic is switched over to the standby Pseudowire.  Id.  In a 1:n 

protection scheme, a standby Pseudowire is set up to protect multiple primary 

Pseudowires.  Id.  The protected traffic is only sent over the primary Pseudowires 

during normal operation.  Id.  If one or more of the primary Pseudowires fail, the 

protected traffic is switched over to the standby Pseudowire.  Id.  Under BSL’s 

apparent constructions, each of these scenarios would disclose claim 3.  Id. 

351. In sum, it is my opinion that RFC 3386 discloses each and every 

element of claim 3 of the ’652 patent under BSL’s apparent claim constructions, 

and thus RFC 3386 anticipates claim 3. 

4. Claim 4: A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the standby 

Pseudowire is dynamically selected from a plurality of 

connections. 

352. Claim 4 recites: “A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the standby 

Pseudowire is dynamically selected from a plurality of connections.” 

353. I incorporate by reference the portions of this declaration pertaining to 

Claim 1 above.  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, RFC 3386 discloses the 

additional elements of claim 4. 

354. For example, RFC 3386 teaches that “dynamic selection and 

establishment of alternate paths” is possible.  See, e.g., § 2.3 (discussing restoration 

techniques in which “the time it takes for the dynamic selection and establishment 

of alternate paths may vary”). 

355. In addition, RFC 3386 teaches a 1+1 protection scheme.  App. 5 

(RFC 3386) at § 2.2.3.  Under BSL’s apparent construction of this claim, which 

encompasses situations where “[t]he local PE router automatically selects that 

between the primary and standby pseudowires, traffic from which pseudowire is 
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accepted,” (see App. 25 (’652 BSL Preliminary Infringement Contentions) at 12), 

these schemes disclose claim 4. 

356. In sum, it is my opinion that RFC 3386 discloses each and every 

element of claim 4 of the ’652 patent under BSL’s apparent claim constructions, 

and thus RFC 3386 anticipates claim 4. 

5. Claim 5: A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the protection 

property further includes at least one of a domain type, a 

protection type or a protection scheme. 

357. Claim 5 recites: “A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the 

protection property further includes at least one of a domain type, a protection type 

or a protection scheme.” 

358. I incorporate by reference the portions of this declaration pertaining to 

Claim 1 above.  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, RFC 3386 discloses the 

additional elements of claim 5. 

359. For example, RFC 3386 discloses that the “protection configuration 

parameter” can include a “protection scheme” under BSL’s apparent claim 

construction.  For example, RFC 3386 teaches that there should be an “ability to 

signal that traffic will be sent on both connections (1+1 Path for signaling 

purposes).”  App. 5 (RFC 3386) at § 3.2.1.  It would be apparent to one skilled in 

the art that “signaling” this information between the source and destination would 

require the information to be included in some sort of configuration parameter. 

360. In sum, it is my opinion that RFC 3386 discloses each and every 

element of claim 5 of the ’652 patent under BSL’s apparent claim constructions, 

and thus RFC 3386 anticipates claim 5. 
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8. Claim 8: A method as recited in claim 5, wherein the protection 

scheme indicates at least one of the following:  

361. Claim 8 recites: “A method as recited in claim 5, wherein the 

protection scheme indicates at least one of the following.” 

362. I incorporate by reference the portions of this declaration pertaining to 

Claims 1 and 5 above.  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, RFC 3386 

discloses the additional elements of claim 8. 

a. a 1+1 protection scheme, wherein the same traffic is sent 

over two Pseudowires;  

363. Claim 8 further recites: “a 1+1 protection scheme, wherein the same 

traffic is sent over two Pseudowires.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, 

RFC 3386 discloses this element. 

364. For example, RFC 3386 discloses a 1+1 protection scheme.  See, e.g., 

App. 5 (RFC 3386) at § 2.2.3, ¶ 2.   

b. a 1:1 protection scheme, wherein one standby 

Pseudowire is used to protect another Pseudowire;  

365. Claim 8 further recites: “a 1:1 protection scheme, wherein one 

standby Pseudowire is used to protect another Pseudowire.”  Under BSL’s 

apparent claim construction, RFC 3386 discloses this element. 

366. For example, RFC 3386 discloses a 1:1 protection scheme.  See, e.g., 

App. 5 (RFC 3386) § 2.2.3, ¶ 3. 

c. a 1:N protection scheme, wherein one standby 

Pseudowire is used to protect N other Pseudowires; or 

367. Claim 8 further recites: “a 1:1 protection scheme, wherein one 

standby Pseudowire is used to protect another Pseudowire.”  Under BSL’s 

apparent claim construction, RFC 3386 discloses this element. 
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368. For example, RFC 3386 discloses a 1:N protection scheme.  See, e.g., 

App. 5 (RFC 3386) at § 2.2.3, ¶ 4.   

d. an M:N protection scheme, wherein M standby 

Pseudowires are used to protect N other Pseudowires. 

369. Claim 8 further recites: “an M:N protection scheme, wherein M 

standby Pseudowires are used to protect N other Pseudowires.”  Under BSL’s 

apparent claim construction, RFC 3386 discloses this element. 

370. For example, App. 5 (RFC 3386) at § 2.2.3, ¶ 5.  See, e.g., App. 5 

(RFC 3386) at § 2.2.3, ¶ 3  

371. In sum, it is my opinion that RFC 3386 discloses each and every 

element of claim 8 of the ’652 patent under BSL’s apparent claim constructions, 

and thus RFC 3386 anticipates claim 8. 

Claims 9-11, 13-15 and 17 

372. I note that the limitations of independent claim 9 and claim 14 are 

nearly identical to claim 1, except for the fact that claim 9 is a system claim and 

claim 14 is a computer program claim.  The dependent claims also mirror the 

claims that depend on claim 1.  For example, claim 10 is analogous to claim 2, 

claims 11 and 15 are analogous to claim 5, and claims 13 and 17 are analogous to 

claim 8.  As such, my analysis below largely incorporates by reference my analysis 

with respect to claims 1-5 and 8.  The claims correlate as follows: 

Method System Computer Program 

Claim 1 Claim 9 Claim 14 

Claim 2 Claim 10  

Claim 3   

Claim 4   
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Claim 5 Claim 11 Claim 15 

Claim 8 Claim 13 Claim 17 

 

9. Claim 9: A system for providing protection to network traffic, 

comprising: a processor configured to:  

373. Claim 9 recites: “a system for providing protection to network traffic, 

comprising a processor.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, RFC 3386 

discloses this element. 

374. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim 1 above. 

375. In addition, it would be apparent to one skilled in the art that a 

processor would be required in order to perform the protection techniques 

described in RFC 3386. 

a. send a Pseudowire protection configuration parameter 

for configuring a standby Pseudowire between a source 

node and a destination node, the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter indicating a protection property 

associated with the standby Pseudowire, the protection 

property including a priority for the standby Pseudowire; 

376. Claim 9 recites: “send a Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter for configuring a standby Pseudowire between a source node and a 

destination node, the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter indicating a 

protection property associated with the standby Pseudowire, the protection 

property including a priority for the standby Pseudowire.”  Under BSL’s apparent 

claim construction, RFC 3386 discloses this element. 

377. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(a) and 

1(b) above. 
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b. receive a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement 

indicating whether the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter has been accepted by the 

destination node;  

378. Claim 9 recites: “receive a Pseudowire configuration 

acknowledgement indicating whether the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter has been accepted by the destination node.”  Under BSL’s apparent 

claim construction, RFC 3386 discloses this element. 

379. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(c) 

above. 

c. accept the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter by the destination node;  

380. Claim 9 recites: “accept the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter by the destination node.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, 

RFC 3386 discloses this element. 

381. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(d) 

above. 

d. use the standby Pseudowire that is configured based at 

least in part on the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter; and 

382. Claim 9 recites: “use the standby Pseudowire that is configured based 

at least in part on the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter.”  Under 

BSL’s apparent claim construction, RFC 3386 discloses this element. 

383. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(e) 

above. 

e. determine whether to preempt existing traffic on the 

standby Pseudowire, wherein the determination is based, 
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at least in part, on the priority for the standby 

Pseudowire. 

384. Claim 9 recites: “determine whether to preempt existing traffic on the 

standby Pseudowire, wherein the determination is based, at least in part, on the 

priority for the standby Pseudowire.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, 

RFC 3386 discloses this element. 

385. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(f) 

above. 

386. In sum, it is my opinion that RFC 3386 discloses each and every 

element of claim 9 of the ’652 patent under BSL’s apparent claim constructions, 

and thus RFC 3386 anticipates claim 9. 

10. Claim 10: A system as recited in claim 9, wherein the standby 

Pseudowire is configured to provide protection to at least one 

primary Pseudowire. 

387. Claim 10 recites: “A system as recited in claim 9, wherein the standby 

Pseudowire is configured to provide protection to at least one primary 

Pseudowire.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, RFC 3386 discloses this 

claim. 

388. I incorporate by reference my comments from claims 1, 2, and 9 

above. 

389. In sum, it is my opinion that RFC 3386 discloses each and every 

element of claim 10 of the ’652 patent under BSL’s apparent claim constructions, 

and thus RFC 3386 anticipates claim 10. 
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11. Claim 11: A system as recited in claim 9, wherein the 

protection property further includes at least one of a domain 

type, a protection type or a protection scheme.  

390. Claim 11 recites: “wherein the protection property further includes at 

least one of a domain type, a protection type or a protection scheme.”  Under 

BSL’s apparent claim construction, RFC 3386 discloses this claim. 

391. I incorporate by reference my comments from claims 1, 5 and 9 

above. 

392. In sum, it is my opinion that RFC 3386 discloses each and every 

element of claim 11 of the ’652 patent under BSL’s apparent claim constructions, 

and thus RFC 3386 anticipates claim 11. 

13. Claim 13: A system as recited in claim 11, wherein the 

protection scheme indicates at least one of the following:  

393. Claim 13 recites: “A system as recited in claim 11, wherein the 

protection scheme indicates at least one of the following.”  Under BSL’s apparent 

claim construction, RFC 3386 discloses this claim. 

394. I incorporate by reference my comments from claims 1, 5, 9 and 11 

above. 

a. a 1+1 protection scheme, wherein the same traffic is sent 

over two Pseudowires;  

395. Claim 13 further recites: “a 1+1 protection scheme, wherein the same 

traffic is sent over two Pseudowires.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, 

RFC 3386 discloses this element. 

396. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim 8 above. 
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b. a 1:1 protection scheme, wherein one standby 

Pseudowire is used to protect another Pseudowire;  

397. Claim 13 further recites: “a 1:1 protection scheme, wherein one 

standby Pseudowire is used to protect another Pseudowire.”  Under BSL’s 

apparent claim construction, RFC 3386 discloses this element. 

398. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim 8 above. 

c. a 1:N protection scheme, wherein one standby 

Pseudowire is used to protect N other Pseudowires; or  

399. Claim 13 further recites: “a 1:N protection scheme, wherein one 

standby Pseudowire is used to protect N other Pseudowires.”  Under BSL’s 

apparent claim construction, RFC 3386 discloses this element. 

400. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim 8 above. 

d. an M:N protection scheme, wherein M standby 

Pseudowires are used to protect N other Pseudowires.  

401. Claim 13 further recites: “an M:N protection scheme, wherein M 

standby Pseudowires are used to protect N other Pseudowires.”  Under BSL’s 

apparent claim construction, RFC 3386 discloses this element. 

402. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim 8 above. 

403. In sum, it is my opinion that RFC 3386 discloses each and every 

element of claim 13 of the ’652 patent under BSL’s apparent claim constructions, 

and thus RFC 3386 anticipates claim 13. 
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14. Claim 14: A computer program product for configuring a 

Pseudowire between a source node and a destination node, the 

computer program product being embodied in a computer 

readable storage medium and comprising computer 

instructions for:  

404. Claim 14 recites: “A computer program product for configuring a 

Pseudowire between a source node and a destination node, the computer program 

product being embodied in a computer readable storage medium and comprising 

computer instructions for.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, RFC 3386 

discloses this element. 

405. I incorporate by reference my comments from claims 1 and 9 above. 

406. In addition, it would be apparent to one skilled in the art that the 

protection techniques described in RFC 3386 would be implemented using a 

computer program product that is embodied in a computer readable storage 

medium and that comprises computer instructions. 

a. sending a Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter for configuring a standby Pseudowire between 

a source node and a destination node, the Pseudowire 

protection configuration parameter indicating a 

protection property associated with the standby 

Pseudowire, the protection property including a priority 

for the standby Pseudowire;  

407. Claim 14 further recites: “sending a Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter for configuring a standby Pseudowire between a source 

node and a destination node, the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter 

indicating a protection property associated with the standby Pseudowire, the 
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protection property including a priority for the standby Pseudowire.”  Under BSL’s 

apparent claim construction, RFC 3386 discloses this element. 

408. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim elements 1(a) and 

1(b) above. 

b. receiving a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement 

indicating whether the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter has been accepted by the 

destination node;  

409. Claim 14 further recites: “receiving a Pseudowire configuration 

acknowledgement indicating whether the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter has been accepted by the destination node.”  Under BSL’s apparent 

claim construction, RFC 3386 discloses this element. 

410. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(c) 

above. 

c. accept the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter by the destination node;  

411. Claim 14 further recites: “accept the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter by the destination node.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim 

construction, RFC 3386 discloses this element. 

412. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(d) 

above. 

d. using the standby Pseudowire that is configured based at 

least in part on the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter; and  

413. Claim 14 further recites: “using the standby Pseudowire that is 

configured based at least in part on the Pseudowire protection configuration 
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parameter.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, RFC 3386 discloses this 

element. 

414. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(e) 

above. 

e. determining whether to preempt existing traffic on the 

standby Pseudowire, wherein the determination is based, 

at least in part, on the priority for the standby 

Pseudowire.  

415. Claim 14 further recites: “determining whether to preempt existing 

traffic on the standby Pseudowire, wherein the determination is based, at least in 

part, on the priority for the standby Pseudowire.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim 

construction, RFC 3386 discloses this element. 

416. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(f) 

above. 

417. In sum, it is my opinion that RFC 3386 discloses each and every 

element of claim 14 of the ’652 patent under BSL’s apparent claim constructions, 

and thus RFC 3386 anticipates claim 14. 

15. Claim 15: A computer program product as recited in claim 14, 

wherein the protection property further includes at least one of 

a domain type, a protection type or a protection scheme.  

418. Claim 15 recites: “A computer program product as recited in claim 14, 

wherein the protection property further includes at least one of a domain type, a 

protection type or a protection scheme.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim 

construction, RFC 3386 discloses this element. 

419. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim 1, 5 and 14 

above. 
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420. In sum, it is my opinion that RFC 3386 discloses each and every 

element of claim 15 of the ’652 patent under BSL’s apparent claim constructions, 

and thus RFC 3386 anticipates claim 15. 

17. Claim 17: A computer product as recited in claim 15, wherein 

the protection scheme indicates at least one of the following: 

421. Claim 17 recites: “A computer product as recited in claim 15, wherein 

the protection scheme indicates at least one of the following.”  Under BSL’s 

apparent claim construction, RFC 3386 discloses this element. 

422. I incorporate by reference my comments from claims 1, 5, 8, 14, and 

15 above. 

a. a 1+1 protection scheme, wherein the same traffic is sent 

over two Pseudowires; 

423. Claim 17 further recites: “a 1+1 protection scheme, wherein the same 

traffic is sent over two Pseudowires.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, 

RFC 3386 discloses this element. 

424. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim 8 above. 

b. a 1:1 protection scheme, wherein one standby 

Pseudowire is used to protect another Pseudowire;  

425. Claim 17 further recites: “a 1:1 protection scheme, wherein one 

standby Pseudowire is used to protect another Pseudowire.”  Under BSL’s 

apparent claim construction, RFC 3386 discloses this element. 

426. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim 8 above. 

c. a 1:N protection scheme, wherein one standby 

Pseudowire is used to protect N other Pseudowires; or  

427. Claim 17 further recites: “a 1:N protection scheme, wherein one 

standby Pseudowire is used to protect N other Pseudowires.”  Under BSL’s 

apparent claim construction, RFC 3386 discloses this element. 
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428. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim 8 above. 

d. an M:N protection scheme, wherein M standby 

Pseudowires are used to protect N other Pseudowires.  

429. Claim 17 further recites: “an M:N protection scheme, wherein M 

standby Pseudowires are used to protect N other Pseudowires.”  Under BSL’s 

apparent claim construction, RFC 3386 discloses this element. 

430. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim 8 above. 

431. In sum, it is my opinion that RFC 3386 discloses each and every 

element of claim 17 of the ’652 patent under BSL’s apparent claim constructions, 

and thus RFC 3386 anticipates claim 17. 

432. Thus, it is further my opinion that RFC 3386 anticipates each of the 

Challenged Claims of the ’652 patent. 
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E. RFC 3386 in view of RFC 3209 renders Claims 1-5, 8-11, 13-15, 

and 17 obvious under 35 U.S.C. § 103 

433. If certain aspects recited in claims 1-5, 8-11, 13-15, and 17 are not 

deemed to be disclosed or inherent over RFC 3386 alone, then it is my opinion that 

the inclusion of those aspects certainly would be obvious over RFC 3386 in view 

of RFC 3209.   

434. As described above, RFC 3386 is a document published by the IETF 

that describes various protection configuration parameters that can be used in a 

wide range of networks, including SONET, MPLS, GMPLS and Pseudowire 

environments. 

435. RFC 3209 was also published by the IETF no later than December 

2001 and is entitled “RSVP-TE: Extensions to RSVP for LSP Tunnels.”  RSVP-TE 

is a protocol that can be used to set up LSP Tunnels, Traffic Engineered Tunnels or 

Pseudowires.  RFC 3209 describes extensions to the RSVP protocol.  It allows 

additional parameters to be associated with the path during configuration so that a 

provider can have greater control over the traffic flow, bandwidth, and failure.   

436. RFC 3209 and RFC 3386 are both are in the very narrow field of L2-

L3 internet protocols.  They also derive from the same tight-knit IETF standards 

community that was working together and collaborating on issues pertaining to 

MPLS, traffic engineering, and Pseudowire technologies. 

437. Moreover, RFC 3209 and RFC 3386 are both intended to address the 

same problem—i.e., obtaining greater control over configuration, management and 

resiliency of network environments that employ virtual paths. 

438. The close connection between RFC 3209 and RFC 3386 can be seen 

from the references themselves.  For example, RFC 3386 notes that “[a] primary 

driver for intra-domain horizontal hierarchy is signaling capabilities in the context 

of edge-to-edge VPNs, potentially across traffic-engineered data networks.”  
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App. 5 (RFC 3386) at § 4.2.  Given that RFC 3209 was a widely-known and 

accepted protocol for signaling and traffic engineering, it would have been an 

obvious place to look for the specific details regarding the signaling protocols and 

traffic engineering that could be used to achieve the desired signaling and traffic 

engineering goals discussed in RFC 3386.  

Claims 1, 9, 14 

439. If certain aspects recited in claims 1, 9 and 14 are not deemed to be 

disclosed or inherent over RFC 3386 alone, it is my opinion that the inclusion of 

those aspects certainly would be obvious over RFC 3386 in view of RFC 3209.   

“send[ing] a Pseudowire protection configuration parameter for 

configuring a standby Pseudowire between a source node and a 

destination node, the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter 

indicating a protection property for the standby Pseudowire, the 

protection property including a priority for the standby Pseudowire” 

440. Claims 1, 9 and 14 recite in part: “send[ing] a Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter for configuring a standby Pseudowire between a source 

node and a destination node, the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter 

indicating a protection property for the standby Pseudowire, the protection 

property including a priority for the standby Pseudowire.”   

441. To the extent that RFC 3386 is deemed to not expressly or inherently 

disclose this element, it is my opinion that this element would have been obvious 

in view of RFC 3209.   

442. For example, RFC 3209 teaches that “[t]o create an LSP tunnel, the 

first MPLS node on the path – that is, the sender node with respect to the path – 

creates an RSVP Path message . . . and inserts a LABEL_REQUEST object into 

the Path message.”  App. 9 (RFC 3209) at § 2.2.  RFC 3209 further teaches that “a 

SESSION_ATTRIBUTE object can be added to Path messages to aid in session 
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identification and diagnostics” and “[a]dditional control information, such as setup 

and hold priorities, resource affinities . . . and local-protection, are also included 

in this object.”  Id.  Thus, RFC 3209 teaches the sending of a protection 

configuration parameter (e.g., RSVP Path message with 

“SESSION_ATTRIBUTE”) that indicates various protection properties (e.g., setup 

and hold priorities, resource affinities and local protection) between a source node 

and a destination node.  More particularly, RFC 3209 teaches that the “protection 

property” can include a “priority” (e.g., setup and hold priorities). 

443. This signaling process described by RFC 3209 was the standard 

process for setting up LSP Tunnels, Pseudowires, and other virtual tunnels at the 

time of RFC 3386 and RFC 3209.   

444. In several instances, RFC 3386 notes that “signaling” is used to 

establishing the new paths (see, e.g., § 2.2.3) and that “[t]here should be the ability 

to maintain relative restoration priorities between the working and protection 

connections, as well as between different classes of protection connections.”  Thus, 

it would have been apparent to one skilled in the art that the particular protection 

configuration parameters discussed in RFC 3386 could be combined with the  

well-known techniques for signaling new Pseudowires, (including the use of the 

“Path message” and “SESSION_ ATTRIBUTE” to signal protection configuration 

parameters) that are disclosed in RFC 3209.  Indeed, this would have been nothing 

more than applying a known technique (RSVP-TE signaling) to a known network 

environment (Pseudowires) to achieve the predictable result of communicating 

protection configuration parameters for the purpose of setting up a virtual path in a 

network. 
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receiving a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement indicating 

whether the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has been 

accepted by the destination node;  

445. Claims 1, 9 and 14 recite in part: “receiving a Pseudowire 

configuration acknowledgement indicating whether the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter has been accepted by the destination node.”   

446. To the extent that RFC 3386 is deemed to not expressly or inherently 

disclose this element, it is my opinion that this element would have been obvious 

in view of RFC 3209.   

447. Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, RFC 3209 discloses this 

element in great detail: “The destination node of a label-switched path responds to 

a LABEL_REQUEST by including a LABEL object in its response RSVP Resv 

message.”  App. 9 (RFC 3209) at § 2.2; see also § 4.2.5 (noting that destination 

noted sends a “PathErr” message with an error code if it cannot accept the 

requested parameters).   

448. Moreover, the use of a configuration acknowledgement message was 

employed by most (if not all) standard signaling protocols that were used to 

establish LSP tunnels and Pseudowires, such as LDP, draft-Martini, and even the 

Hofmeister method described above.  For additional details regarding these other 

protocols, I incorporate by reference my comments above in Section VII(B)(a)(c) 

and (C) regarding this element as it relates to Hofmeister. 

449. Thus, adding a configuration acknowledgement to RFC 3386 would 

have been nothing more than applying the known technique of using an 

acknowledgement message to the known protection methods described in 

RFC 3386 to yield the predictable result of reliable and standardized signaling.   

450. Moreover, the Patent Owner did not contest the obviousness of 

combining an acknowledgement message with methods for configuring a standby 
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Pseudowire or other standby path when traversing the Examiner’s rejections.  See, 

e.g., App. 3 (’652 File History) at pgs. 151-52, 170-74.  This is not surprising 

because, as discussed above, the use of an acknowledgement is a fundamental part 

of nearly any signaling protocol that was in use at the time of RFC 3386, RFC 

3209 and the ’652 patent.   

451. In sum, it is my opinion that RFC 3386 in view of RFC 3209 renders 

each of the Challenged Claims obvious under 35 U.S.C. § 103. 
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F. Halabi anticipates Claims 1-5, 8-11, 13-15, and 17 under 35 U.S.C. 

§ 102. 

452. As described above, Halabi is a book called “Metro Ethernet” that was 

published in 2003.   

453. It is my opinion that Halabi anticipates claims 1-5, 8-11, 13-15, and 

17 of the ’652 patent under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b). 

454. Halabi is a part of the Cisco Press series of books, which includes a 

variety of industry text books and treatises that summarize the state of the art on 

particular topics.  The Cisco Press books generally discuss mainstream topics that 

are part of the curriculum for networking classes and used also as study guides for 

Cisco Certifications.  The Cisco Press books are also used by engineers who use 

Cisco products to learn about the available features and configuration options. 

455. Halabi in particular provides a detailed discussion of techniques for 

deploying Ethernet in the Metro, which “requires the scalability and robustness 

features that exist only in IP and Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) control 

planes.”  App. 6 (Halabi) at pg. xv.  Halabi notes that, to deploy Ethernet in the 

Metro, “hybrid Layer 2 (L2) and Layer 3 (L3) IP and MPLS networks have 

emerged as a solution that marries Ethernet’s simplicity and cost effectiveness with 

the scale of IP and MPLS networks.”  Id.  Halabi first discusses how to create these 

hybrid networks, which employ Pseudowires (see Chapter 4), and then discusses 

how various traffic engineering, fast reroute, and GMPLS protocols can be used to 

increase the control, reliability and protection of such hybrid networks (see 

Chapters 5-8).   

1. Claim 1: A method of providing protection to network traffic, 

comprising: 

456. Claim 1 recites: “a method of providing protection to network traffic.”  

Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, RFC 3386 discloses this element. 
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457. For example, Halabi depicts a method for providing protection to a 

Primary Pseudowire in Figure 4-22: 

 

458. In this figure, the “Secondary PW” is set up to provide protection to 

the “Primary PW.”  Additional, detailed information regarding this “dual-homing” 

protection technique for Pseudowires can be found on pages 102-103 of Halabi. 

459. As another example, Halabi discloses the use of RSVP-TE and 

GMPLS protocols to provide protection to network traffic in case of a failure of a 

Pseudowire using multiple fault detection and restoration mechanisms.  See id. at 

pg. 134, ¶ 1 (“In this chapter, you see how MPLS, through the use of RSVP-TE, 

can be used to establish backup paths in the case of failure.”); Ch. 6, generally. 

460. As another example, pages 188-189 of Halabi discuss various 

protection and restoration mechanisms for Pseudowires and other types of virtual 

tunnels that can be implemented using the GMPLS protocol.  App. 6 (Halabi) at 

pgs. 188-189.  For example, GMPLS provides for “fault detection” using 

mechanisms such as loss of light, optical signal-to-noise ratio, bit error rate, and 

Alarm Indicator Signal.  Id. at pg. 188.  This portion of Halabi also teaches that 

GMPLS offers “fault isolation” using and LMP fault management procedure and 

“fault notification” using “RSVP-TE Notify messages.”  Id.  Halabi also notes that 

GMPLS uses the following protection mechanisms: (1) 1+1 protection, (2) 1:1 

protection, (3) M:N protection, (4) span protection, (5) span restoration, (6) path 

protection, and (7) path restoration.  Id. at pg. 189. 
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a. sending a Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter for configuring a standby Pseudowire between 

a source node and a destination node, the Pseudowire 

protection configuration parameter indicating a 

protection property associated with the standby 

Pseudowire; 

461. Claim 1 further recites: “sending a Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter for configuring a standby Pseudowire between a source 

node and a destination node, the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter 

indicating a protection property associated with the standby Pseudowire, the 

protection property including a priority for the standby Pseudowire.”  Under BSL’s 

apparent claim construction, Halabi discloses this element. 

462. For example, Halabi teaches Pseudowires and Pseudowire protection.  

Indeed, Halabi includes an extensive discussion of various methods for emulating 

Ethernet over a packet-switched network by creating Pseudowires.  See App. 6 

(Halabi) at Chapter 4 (discussing hybrid L2 and L3 IP/MPLS Networks that allow 

Ethernet to be emulated over MPLS networks using Label-Switched Path (LSP) 

tunnels).   

463. As another example, Halabi teaches that Pseudowires can be set up 

within LSP tunnels and that protection of the Pseudowires, LSP tunnels and/or 

traffic trunks can be accomplished using traffic engineering techniques.  See, e.g., 

id. at Ch. 5 and Ch. 8.  More specifically, Halabi teaches that “When traffic moves 

from one site to another across the carrier’s backbone [in MPLS L2VPN], it 

follows the MPLS label switched path (LSP) assigned for that traffic.  The LSP 

itself could have been formed via dynamic routing calculated by the routing 

protocols.  On the other hand, the LSP could be traffic-engineered to allow 

certain types of traffic to follow a well-defined trajectory.  Also, many 
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mechanisms can be used for traffic rerouting in case of failure.  The 

mechanism used depends on whether the carrier requires normal IP routing or 

MPLS fast reroute mechanism.”  Id. at 80.  Halabi further discloses that these 

protection techniques can be implemented using the RSVP-TE and/or GMPLS 

protocols.  Id. at pg. 117. 

464. In addition, Halabi discloses that “Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameters” are sent between a source node and a destination node in 

order to configure the Pseudowire.   

465. For example, Halabi discloses that “[t]o establish an LSP tunnel, the 

ingress LSR sends a PATH message to the egress LSR.”  Id. at pg. 137, ¶ 3; see 

also pg. 135-139 (discussing generally how LSP tunnels are set up and how 

parameters are exchanged between nodes on a network using RSVP-TE protocol).   

466. In addition, Halabi teaches that the PATH Message can include 

“several different RSVP objects” (id. at pg. 141, ¶ 3), one of which is the 

“SESSION_ATTRIBUTE object” that “allows RSVP-TE to set different LSP 

priorities, preemption, and fast-reroute features” that are used in case of a failure.  

App. 6 (Halabi) at pg. 144, ¶ 5; see also id. at pgs. 140-145 (discussing details of 

PATH Message and various objects that can be included therein).   

467. It is my understanding that the parties have agreed in the Concurrent 

Litigation that the term “Pseudowire protection configuration parameter” means 

“data structure with one or more fields that specify certain protection properties 

associated with a Pseudowire.”  Under that construction, the “Path Message” that 

contains the “SESSION_ATTRIBUTE” comprises a “Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameters.”  Indeed, the “SESSION_ATTRIBUTE” disclosed in 

Halabi is a data structure that contains multiple fields that specify certain 

protection properties, such as priorities, preemption and fast-reroute features, that 

are associated with the Pseudowire that is being set up using the 
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SESSION_ATTRIBUTE.  And, according to Halabi, the SESSION_ATTRIBUTE 

message is sent between an ingress LSR (“source node”) and an egress LSR 

(“destination node”). 

468. It is also my understanding that the parties have agreed in the 

Concurrent Litigation that the term “protection property” should be construed as 

“field of data that corresponds to a protection scheme, protection type, domain 

type, and/or priority.”  Under this construction, the “priorities” “preemption” and 

“fast-reroute” features are examples of a “protection property” that is included 

in the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter (i.e., the “Path Message” 

and/or “SESSION_ATTRIBUTE”).  Indeed the “priorities” are an example of a 

“priority” protection property; and the “preemption” and “fast-reroute” are 

examples of a “protection type” or “protection scheme” protection property.   

469. Thus, Halabi discloses sending a Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter (PATH Message) between a source node (ingress LSR) and a 

destination node (egress LSR), the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter 

indicating a protection property (e.g., LSP priorities, preemption, and fast-reroute 

features).  

470. As another example, Halabi teaches additional “protection 

configuration parameters” that can be used in connection with configuring 

Pseudowires.  For example, Halabi teaches that MPLS traffic engineering can 

utilize a “priority attribute” that “defines the relative importance of traffic 

trunks” and “determine[s] which paths should be used versus other paths at 

connection establishment and under fault scenarios” and a “preemption attribute” 

that “determines whether a traffic trunk can preempt another traffic trunk from a 

given path” and “can be used to ensure that high-priority traffic can always be 

routed in favor of lower-priority traffic that can be preempted.”  Id. at pg. 128 

¶¶ 4, 5.  These “attributes” are additional examples of “configuration options” that 
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are used to configure a standby Pseudowire.  Moreover, one skilled in the art 

would understand that “attributes” is a term of art used to refer to parameters or 

“objects” that comprise data structures that store information about the particular 

parameters for the relevant Pseudowire that are sent between nodes at the time of 

set-up in order to configure a Pseudowire according to the appropriate parameters.  

471. As another example, Halabi teaches that various enhancements to the 

traditional MPLS signaling can be made using GMPLS, including various 

enhancements to “protection information.”  Id. at pgs. 177, 184.  More specifically, 

Halabi teaches that “GMPLS uses a new object type length value (TLV) field to 

carry LSP protection information . . . Protection information indicates the LSP’s 

link protection type . . . Protection information also indicates whether the LSP is a 

primary or secondary LSP.  A secondary LSP is a backup to a primary LSP.”  Id. at 

pg. 184, ¶ 5-6.  A “TLV field” is a commonly-used term in the art that refers to a 

data structure that carries configuration parameters for Pseudowires.  Because 

Halabi discloses that various protection-related information can be added to the 

TLV when using the GMPLS protocol, this is an alternate example of “Pseudowire 

protection configuration parameters” that include a “protection property” under 

any possible construction of “Pseudowire protection configuration parameters” and 

“protection property”  that are disclosed in Halabi.  

b. the protection property including a priority for the 

standby Pseudowire; 

472. Claim 1 further recites: “the protection property including a priority 

for the standby Pseudowire.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Halabi 

discloses this element. 

473. For example, Halabi teaches that the “SESSION_ATTRIBUTE” that 

is carried in the PATH message includes fields such as Setup and Holding Priority, 
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which affect whether a session can preempt or can be preempted by other sessions.  

App. 6 (Halabi) at pg. 144, ¶ 5.   

474. It is my understanding that the Patent Owner has asserted that 

“priority” be interpreted to mean “preference” and has interpreted “priority” to 

include the mere designation of a Pseudowire as “primary” or “secondary.”  Under 

BSL’s broad construction, the “Setup Priority” and the “Holding Priority” 

disclosed by Halabi are more than sufficient to disclose the “priority” element of 

the ’652 claims.  Indeed, “setup priority” and “holding priority” are expressly 

provided as examples of “a priority” in the specification of the ’652 patent.  See, 

e.g., App. 2 (’652 patent) at Fig. 5; 7:6-25; 6:8-12 (“Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter 400 includes four fields: protection scheme, protection 

type, domain type, and priority.  A field may have one or more subfields.  For 

example, the priority field is shown to include a holding priority and a setup 

priority.”) 

475. As another example, Halabi discloses a “FLOW_SPEC Object” that 

specifies a desired QoS” using a “numeric parameter” called an “Rspec.”  App. 6 

(Halabi) at pg. 145.  Halabi further teaches that the “FLOW_SPEC” is used with 

the SESSION object to define a “flow” to “receive the QoS defined by the 

flowspec.”  Id.  And, sessions that “do not match any of the filter specs” are 

preempted as “best-effort traffic.”  Id.  

476. As another example, Halabi also discloses a “priority attribute” that 

“defines the relative importance of traffic trunks” and “determine[s] which paths 

should be used versus other paths at connection establishment and under fault 

scenarios.”  App. 6 (Halabi) at pg. 128, ¶ 4.  The “priority attribute” is another 

example of “a priority” that is disclosed by Halabi under BSL’s apparent 

construction.   
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477. As another example, Halabi also discloses a “preemption attribute” 

that “determines whether a traffic trunk can preempt another traffic trunk from a 

given path.  Preemption can be used to ensure that high-priority traffic can always 

be routed in favor of lower-priority traffic that can be preempted.  Service 

providers can use this attribute to offer varying levels of service.  A service that 

has preemption could be priced at a higher rate than a regular service.”  Id. at 

pg. 128.  It would be apparent to one skilled in the art that a “preemption” 

parameter is another form of assigning a “priority” to the relevant traffic flow. 

478. As another example, Halabi also discloses a “resilience attribute” that 

“determines the behavior of a traffic trunk when fault conditions occur along the 

path through which the traffic trunk traverses.  The resiliency attribute indicates 

whether to reroute or leave the traffic trunk as is under a failure condition.  More 

extended resilience attributes could specify detailed actions to be taken under 

failure, such as the use of alternate paths, and specify the rules that govern the 

selection of these paths.”  Id. at pg. 128.  It would be apparent to one skilled in the 

art that a “resilience” parameter is another form of assigning a “priority” to the 

relevant traffic flow. 

479. As another example, Halabi also discloses a “policing attribute” that 

“determines the actions that should be taken by the underlying protocols when a 

traffic trunk exceeds its contract as specified in the traffic parameters.  Policing is 

usually done on the input of the network, and it indicates whether traffic that does 

not conform to a certain SLA should be passed, rate limited, dropped, or marked 

for further action.”  Id. at pg. 129.  It would be apparent to one skilled in the art 

that a “policing” parameter based on the terms of an SLA is another form of 

assigning a “priority” to the relevant traffic flow. 

480. As another example, Halabi teaches that “GMPLS uses a new object 

type length value (TLV) field to carry LSP protection information . . . Protection 
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information indicates the LSP’s link protection type . . . Protection information 

also indicates whether the LSP is a primary or secondary LSP.  A secondary LSP is 

a backup to a primary LSP.”  App. 6 (Halabi) at pg. 184, ¶ 5-6.  Under the Patent 

Owner’s broad construction of “priority,” which includes the mere designation of a 

Pseudowire as primary or secondary/backup, the “protection information [that] 

indicates whether the LSP is a primary or secondary LSP” is yet another example 

of a “priority” under BSL’s proposed construction.  

c. receiving a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement 

indicating whether the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter has been accepted by the 

destination node;  

481. Claim 1 further recites: “receiving a Pseudowire configuration 

acknowledgement indicating whether the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter has been accepted by the destination node.”  Under BSL’s apparent 

claim construction, Halabi discloses this element. 

482. For example, Halabi teaches: “To establish an LSP tunnel, the ingress 

LSR sends a PATH message to the egress LSR, which in turn replies with a 

reservation message (RESV).  Upon completion of the handshake, an LSP tunnel 

is established.”  App. 6 (Halabi) at pg. 137, ¶ 3. 

483. Further to this example, Halabi teaches that “[a]n RESV message is 

transmitted from the egress LSR toward the ingress in response to the receipt of a 

PATH message” and that it is used for “distributing label bindings, requesting 

resource reservations along the path, and specifying the reservation style.”  App. 6 

(Halabi) at pg. 145 ¶ 5; see also id. at pgs. 137-141 (discussing generally how LSP 

tunnels are set up and parameters are exchanged between nodes on a network using 

RSVP-TE protocol) and 145-146 (“Details of the RESV Message”).  The RESV 

message is thus a “Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement” that indicates 
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whether the parameters in the PATH message and SESSION_ATTRIBUTE 

(Pseudowire protection configuration parameter) have been accepted by the egress 

LSR (destination node) under BSL’s apparent construction.  

d. accepting the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter by the destination node;  

484. Claim 1 further recites: “accepting the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter by the destination node.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim 

construction, Halabi discloses this element. 

485. For example, Halabi teaches: “To establish an LSP tunnel, the ingress 

LSR sends a PATH message to the egress LSR, which in turn replies with a 

reservation message (RESV).  Upon completion of the handshake, an LSP 

tunnel is established.”  App. 6 (Halabi) at pg. 137, ¶ 3.  Thus, the “completion of 

the handshake” means that the egress LSR has accepted the Pseudowire 

configuration parameters, thus allowing the path to be established.  See also id. at 

pgs. 137-141 (discussing generally how LSP tunnels are set up and parameters are 

exchanged between nodes on a network using RSVP-TE protocol) and 177-179 

(discussing generally enhancements to MPLS signaling protocols when using 

GMPLS).   

486. As another example, when discussing the “Protection Information” 

that is exchanged in the GMPLS protocol, Halabi teaches that “the connection 

request is processed only if the desired protection type can be honored.”  App. 6 

(Halabi) at pg. 184 ¶ 4.  Thus, the processing of the request necessarily requires 

that the egress node accept the Pseudowire protection configuration parameters 

under BSL’s apparent construction. 

487. Accordingly, Halabi teaches, at least in some instances, “accepting the 

Pseudowire protection configuration parameter by the destination node.”   
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e. using the standby Pseudowire that is configured based at 

least in part on the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter; and  

488. Claim 1 further recites: “using the standby Pseudowire that is 

configured based at least in part on the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Halabi discloses this 

element. 

489. For example, Halabi teaches using the Pseudowire based on the 

protection properties included in the SESSION_ATTRIBUTE object “to select 

alternate LSPs in case of failure in the network.”  App. 6 (Halabi) at pg. 144 ¶ 5.  

Halabi further teaches that specific Setup Priority and Holding Priority that have 

been assigned to a particular Pseudowire during configuration via the 

SESSION_ATTRIBUTE object can affect whether the session can preempt or can 

be preempted by other sessions during operation.  Id.  

490. As another example, Halabi teaches that in one implementation, “[t]he 

resources allocated for a secondary LSP may be used by other LSPs until the 

primary LSP fails over to the secondary LSP.  At that point, any set of LSPs that 

are using the resources for the secondary LSP must be preempted.”  App. 6 

(Halabi) at pg. 184 ¶ 6.   

491. Halabi also teaches the use of a Pseudowire in accordance with 

various protection properties contained in the protection-related TLV that is 

disclosed in connection with GMPLS protocol.  For example, Halabi discloses how 

a Pseudowire can be used in accordance with various protection schemes, 

including 1+1 protection, 1:1 protection, M:N protection schemes, which use (at 

least in part) “information [that] indicates the LSP’s protection type.”  App. 6 

(Halabi) at pg. 189. 
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492. As another example, Halabi provides a detailed discussion of how a 

secondary Pseudowire that has been configured based on various Pseudowire 

protection configuration parameters can be used in a dual-homing scenario.  See, 

e.g., id. at pgs. 101-103. 

493. As another example, Halabi teaches various “GMPLS Protection and 

Mechanisms” that utilize a standby Pseudowire that has been configured based at 

least in part on the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter.  See, e.g., id. at 

pgs. 188-189. 

494. Each of these examples for Halabi discloses “using the standby 

Pseudowire that is configured based at least in part on the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter” under BSL’s apparent claim construction.   

f. determining whether to preempt existing traffic on the 

standby Pseudowire, wherein the determination is based, 

at least in part, on the priority for the standby 

Pseudowire. 

495. Claim 1 further recites: “determining whether to preempt existing 

traffic on the standby Pseudowire, wherein the determination is based, at least in 

part, on the priority for the standby Pseudowire.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim 

construction, Halabi discloses this element. 

496. For example, Halabi teaches a “1+1 protection” mechanism where 

“[t]he data is transmitted simultaneously over the two disjoint paths.  The receiver 

selects the working path . . . the backup paths may not be used by other LSPs 

because the data is transmitted on both paths.”  Id. at pg. 189.   

497. It is my understanding that BSL has taken the position that “existing 

traffic on the standby Pseudowire” refers to any “working traffic” and that this can 

include duplicative traffic that is the same as the protected traffic.  Moreover, I 

understand that BSL has interpreted “preempting” such traffic based on a 
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“priority” to encompass a situation where the backup traffic in a 1+1 protection 

scheme is dropped during normal operation (because, according to BSL, the 

primary Pseudowire has “priority” over a secondary or backup Pseudowire).  

Under the Patent Owner’s broad interpretation of this claim, Halabi’s disclosure of 

a “1+1 protection” mechanism  whereby the receiver selects which traffic to use 

would disclose this claim element. 

498. Halabi also teaches the preemption of “existing traffic” that is not 

duplicative of the protected traffic that is being transmitted on the working path.  

For example, Halabi teaches various forms of “preemption” as discussed above are 

depicted in Figure 8.5, as follows: 

 

 

App. 6 (Halabi) at pgs. 174-175. 

499. Further to this example, Halabi teaches a “1:1 protection” mechanism 

where a dedicated backup path is preallocated to protect a primary path, and a 

“M:N protection” mechanism where M backup paths are preallocated to protect N 
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primary paths.  Id. at pg. 189.  In each of these schemes, Halabi teaches that “the 

backup paths may be used by other LSPs.”  Id.  It would be apparent to one skill in 

the art that, if the backup paths are used by other LSPs, and if the primary path 

fails, it would necessarily require the preemption of existing traffic on the backup 

path in order to achieve the protection of the primary path.  Thus, under BSL’s 

apparent interpretation of “priority” (i.e., as any “preference,” including the 

designation as primary vs. secondary) these disclosures teach preempting the 

existing traffic (i.e., the traffic that is transferred on the backup LSP by other LSPs 

during normal operation), based, at least in part on a priority (i.e., the designation 

as a “backup” instead of a “primary” path).  

500. As another example, Halabi teaches that “[t]he resource allocated for 

a secondary LSP may be used by other LSPs until the primary LSP fails over to the 

secondary LSP.  At that point, any set of LSPs that are using the resources for the 

secondary LSP must be preempted.”  App. 6 (Halabi) at pg. 184 (“Protection 

Information”).  This is another example of how Halabi discloses “preempting 

existing traffic” based (at least in part) on a priority (e.g., the designation as 

secondary vs. primary) under BSL’s apparent interpretation of this element. 

501. As another example, Halabi teaches that a “preemption attribute” can 

be used to “determine whether a traffic trunk can preempt another traffic trunk 

from a given path.”  App. 6 (Halabi) at pg. 128, ¶ 5.  Halabi further teaches that 

“[p]reemption can be used to ensure that high-priority traffic can always be routed 

in favor of lower-priority traffic that can be preempted.  Service providers can use 

this attribute to offer varying levels of service.  A service that has preemption 

could be priced at a higher rate than a regular service.”  Id.  It would be apparent to 

one skilled in the art that “routing” high-priority traffic in favor of lower-priority 

traffic would require preemption of the lower-priority traffic based on a priority 

that has been assigned to that traffic under BSL’s apparent claim construction. 
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502. As another example, Halabi discloses a “policing attribute” that 

“indicates whether traffic that does not conform to a certain SLA should be passed, 

rate limited, dropped or marked for further action.”  Id. at pg. 129.  It would be 

apparent to one skilled in the art that such a “policing” parameter would be used to 

make determinations about whether to preempt existing traffic, at least under 

BSL’s apparent claim construction. 

503. Halabi also discloses a “resilience attribute” that “specif[ies] detailed 

actions to be taken under failure, such as the use of alternate paths, and specify the 

rules that govern the selection of these paths.”  Id. at pg. 128.  It would be apparent 

to one skilled in the art that such a “resilience” parameter would be used to make 

determinations about whether to preempt existing traffic, at least under BSL’s 

apparent claim construction. 

504. As another example, the “QoS” in the “FLOW_SPEC Object” can be 

used to preempt traffic that does not match any of the filter specs are preempted as 

“best-effort traffic,” at least under BSL’s apparent claim construction.  Id. at pg. 

145. 

505. As another example, Halabi teaches that “[t]he 

SESSION_ATTRIBUTE object allows RSVP-TE to set different LSP priorities, 

preemption and fast-reroute features” and these “are used to select alternate LSPs 

in case of a failure in the network.”  Id. at pg. 144.  Further to this example, Halabi 

teaches that the SESSION_ATTRIBUTE can include “fields such as Setup Priority 

and Holding Priority, which affect whether this session can preempt or can be 

preempted by other sessions.”  Id.  These are additional examples of how “existing 

traffic” (i.e., the traffic in a current session) could be preempted based on a 

“priority” (i.e., the setup or holding priority) that has been assigned to the standby 

Pseudowire under BSL’s apparent claim construction. 
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506. In sum, it is my opinion that Halabi discloses each and every element 

of claim 1 of the ’652 patent under BSL’s apparent claim constructions, and thus 

Halabi anticipates claim 1. 

2. Claim 2: A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the standby 

Pseudowire is configured to provide protection to at least one 

primary Pseudowire.  

507. Claim 2 recites: “a method as recited in claim 1, wherein the standby 

Pseudowire is configured to provide protection to at least one primary 

Pseudowire.”     

508. I incorporate by reference the portions of this declaration pertaining to 

Claim 1 above.  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Halabi discloses the 

additional elements of claim 2. 

509. For example, Halabi teaches that Dual-Homed MTU Device 

techniques can be used to set up a “primary” and a “secondary” Pseudowire 

whereby the “secondary” Pseudowire is configured to protect the “primary” 

Pseudowire as shown in Figure 4-22: 

 

 

App. 6 (Halabi) at Fig. 4-22; see also id. at pgs. 102-103. 
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510. As another example, Halabi teaches that “Protection information also 

indicates whether the LSP is a primary or secondary LSP.  A secondary LSP is a 

backup to a primary LSP.  The resources allocated for a secondary LSP are not 

used until the primary LSP fails.  The resources allocated for a secondary LSP may 

be used by other LSPs until the primary LSP fails over to the secondary LSP.  At 

that point, any set of LSPs that are using the resources for the secondary LSP must 

be preempted.”  Id. at pg. 184.    

511. As another example, Halabi teaches that GMPLS signaling protocols 

can be used to configure a standby Pseudowire that is set up to provide protection 

to at least one primary Pseudowire in a variety of protection schemes.  App. 6 

(Halabi) at pg. 189.  For example, Halabi teaches that in 1+1 protection, “[t]he data 

is transmitted simultaneously over the two disjoint paths.”  Id.  As another 

example, Halabi teaches that in 1:1 protection, “a dedicated backup path is 

preallocated to protect the primary path.”  Id.  As another example, Halabi teaches 

that in M:N protection, “M backup paths are preallocated to protect N primary 

paths.  However, data is not replicated onto a backup path, but only transmitted in 

case of failure on the primary path.”  Id.   

512. As another example, Halabi depicts various protection schemes where 

a backup path is set up to protect a primary path in Figure 8.5:  
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App. 6 (Halabi) at Fig. 8.5. 

513. As another example, Halabi teaches various traffic trunk operations 

and attributes, such as the “preemption” and “protection” attributes that can be 

used to configure a standby PW to provide protection to at least one primary PW.  

Id. at pg. 128.   

514. These are just some examples of the numerous disclosures in Halabi 

where a “standby” path is configured to protect at least one “primary” path under 

BSL’s apparent claim constructions. 

515. In sum, it is my opinion that Halabi discloses each and every element 

of claim 2 of the ’652 patent under BSL’s apparent claim constructions, and thus 

Halabi anticipates claim 2. 

3. Claim 3: A method as recited in claim 1wherein the standby 

Pseudowire is configured to provide protection to at least one 
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primary Pseudowire, and in the event that the primary 

Pseudowire fails to transfer network traffic, switching network 

traffic from at least one of said at least one primary Pseudowire 

to the standby Pseudowire. 

516. Halabi discloses “a method as recited in claim 1 wherein the standby 

Pseudowire is configured to provide protection to at least one primary 

Pseudowire.”   

517. I incorporate by reference the portions of this declaration pertaining to 

Claim 1 and 2 above.  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Halabi discloses 

the additional elements of claim 3. 

518. Halabi further teaches that “in the event that the primary Pseudowire 

fails to transfer network traffic, switching network traffic from at least one primary 

Pseudowire to the standby Pseudowire.”   

519. For example, Halabi teaches that, in a dual-homed MTU device, upon 

failure of the primary Pseudowire, “the MTU-s immediately switches to the 

secondary Pseudowire.  At this point the PE2-rs that is terminating the secondary 

PW starts learning MAC addresses on the spoke PW.”  App. 6 (Halabi) at pgs. 

102-103.   

520. As another example, Halabi teaches that GMPLS signaling protocols 

can be used to configure a standby Pseudowire that is set up to provide protection 

to at least one primary Pseudowire in a 1+1, 1:1 or m:n protection scheme, 

whereby traffic is switched over from the primary to the backup when there is a 

failure on the primary Pseudowire.  App. 6 (Halabi) at pg. 189.   

521. As another example, Halabi teaches that “Protection information also 

indicates whether the LSP is a primary or secondary LSP.  A secondary LSP is a 

backup to a primary LSP.  The resources allocated for a secondary LSP are not 

used until the primary LSP fails.  The resources allocated for a secondary LSP may 
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be used by other LSPs until the primary LSP fails over to the secondary LSP.  At 

that point, any set of LSPs that are using the resources for the secondary LSP must 

be preempted.”  Id. at pg. 184.    

522. As another example, Halabi depicts various protection schemes where 

a backup path is set up to protect a primary path in Figure 8.5:  

 

 

App. 6 (Halabi) at Fig. 8.5.  In connection with this diagram, Halabi teaches that, 

when there is a failure, the LSPs switch to the pre-designated backup path.  Id. 

523. In sum, it is my opinion that Halabi discloses each and every element 

of claim 3 of the ’652 patent under BSL’s apparent claim constructions, and thus 

Halabi anticipates claim 3. 
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4. Claim 4: A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the standby 

Pseudowire is dynamically selected from a plurality of 

connections. 

524. Claim 4 recites: “A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the standby 

Pseudowire is dynamically selected from a plurality of connections.”   

525. I incorporate by reference the portions of this declaration pertaining to 

Claim 1 above.  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Halabi discloses the 

additional elements of claim 4. 

526. For example, Halabi teaches a “1+1 protection” where “[t]he data is 

transmitted simultaneously over the two disjoint paths.  The receiver selects the 

working path based on the best signal.”  App. 6 (Halabi) at pg. 189.  Under BSL’s 

apparent construction, this “1+1” operation discloses the elements of claim 4. 

527. As another example, Halabi teaches a “M:N protection” where “M 

backup paths are preallocated to protect N primary paths” and “the backup paths 

may be used by other LSPs.”  App. 6 (Halabi) at pg. 189.  It would be apparent to 

one skilled in the art that “M:N protection” would require a dynamic selection of 

the standby Pseudowire because N > M and other traffic is allowed to use the M 

connections while the N protected paths are operating normally.  Id. 

528. As another example, Halabi teaches that “Traffic Engineering” allows 

you to “dynamically build explicit LSPs.”  Id. at pg. 125.  For example, one can 

“caus[e] a trunk to reroute form its original path via manual or dynamic 

configuration.”  Id. at pg. 127. 

529. As another example, Halabi teaches that RSVP can be used to 

“dynamically reroute an established LSP tunnel.”  Id. at pg. 137. 

530. As another example, Halabi teaches that GMPLS can be used for 

“dynamic circuit provisioning” that “can be used to establish point-to-point or 

multipoint-to-point virtual private optical networks.”  Id. at pg. 152. 
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531. Moreover, Halabi discloses that the decisions can be made about how 

to send traffic in real-time using the preemption attribute and/or priority attribute 

(App. 6 (Halabi) at pg. 128), which inherently requires the dynamic selection of a 

backup path upon failure under BSL’s apparent claim construction. 

532. In sum, it is my opinion that Halabi discloses each and every element 

of claim 4 of the ’652 patent under BSL’s apparent claim constructions, and thus 

Halabi anticipates claim 4. 

5. Claim 5: A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the protection 

property further includes at least one of a domain type, a 

protection type or a protection scheme. 

533. Claim 5 recites: “A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the 

protection property further includes at least one of a domain type, a protection type 

or a protection scheme.”   

534. I incorporate by reference the portions of this declaration pertaining to 

Claim 1 above.  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Halabi discloses the 

additional elements of claim 5. 

535. For example, as mentioned above, Halabi teaches that a “TLV” can be 

used to carry “protection information” and is thus an embodiment of a 

“Pseudowire protection configuration parameter” that includes a “protection 

property” under BSL’s apparent construction.  In connection with this example, 

Halabi teaches that “GMPLS uses a new object type length value (TLV) field to 

carry LSP protection information . . . Protection information indicates the LSP’s 

link protection type . . .” App. 6 (Halabi) at pg. 184, ¶¶ 5-6.  Halabi further 

teaches that a of different “link protection types”: 
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App. 6 (Halabi) at pg. 174. 

536. These “link protection types” are similar to the “protection schemes” 

disclosed in the ’652 patent and thus, the inclusion of Halabi’s “link protection 

type” in the TLV message is an embodiment of “wherein the protection property 

further includes . . . a protection scheme” under BSL’s apparent constructions. 

537. In sum, it is my opinion that Halabi discloses each and every element 

of claim 5 of the ’652 patent under BSL’s apparent claim constructions, and thus 

Halabi anticipates claim 5. 

8. Claim 8: A method as recited in claim 5, wherein the protection 

scheme indicates at least one of the following:  

538. Claim 8 recites: “A method as recited in claim 5, wherein the 

protection scheme indicates at least one of the following.”   

539. I incorporate by reference the portions of this declaration pertaining to 

Claims 1 and 5 above.   
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a. a 1+1 protection scheme, wherein the same traffic is sent 

over two Pseudowires;  

540. Claim 8 further recites: “a 1+1 protection scheme, wherein the same 

traffic is sent over two Pseudowires.  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, 

Halabi discloses this element. 

541. For example, Halabi discloses a 1+1 protection scheme: 

 

App. 6 (Halabi) at pg. 189; see also id. at pg. 174. 

b. a 1:1 protection scheme, wherein one standby 

Pseudowire is used to protect another Pseudowire;  

542. Claim 8 further recites: “a 1:1 protection scheme, wherein one 

standby Pseudowire is used to protect another Pseudowire.”  Under BSL’s 

apparent claim construction, Halabi discloses this element. 

543. For example, Halabi discloses a 1:1 protection scheme: 

 

App. 6 (Halabi) at pg. 189; see also id. at pg. 174. 

c. a 1:N protection scheme, wherein one standby 

Pseudowire is used to protect N other Pseudowires;  

544. Claim 8 further recites: “a 1:N protection scheme, wherein one 

standby Pseudowire is used to protect N other Pseudowires.”   

545. Halabi does not expressly disclose a 1:N scheme.  However, a 1:N 

protection scheme is a special kind of M:N protection scheme.  As shown below, 

Halabi discloses an M:N protection scheme.  As such, it is my opinion that this 

limitation would have been inherent and/or obvious in light of the disclosure in 

Halabi concerning M:N protection. 
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d. or an M:N protection scheme, wherein M standby 

Pseudowires are used to protect N other Pseudowires.  

546. Claim 8 further recites: “or an M:N protection scheme, wherein M 

standby Pseudowires are used to protect N other Pseudowires.”  Under BSL’s 

apparent claim construction, Halabi discloses this element. 

547. For example, Halabi discloses a M:N protection scheme: 

 

App. 6 (Halabi) at pg. 189; see also id. at pg. 174. 

548. In sum, it is my opinion that Halabi discloses each and every element 

of claim 8 of the ’652 patent under BSL’s apparent claim constructions, and thus 

Halabi anticipates claim 8. 

Claims 9-11, 13-15 and 17 

549. I note that the limitations of independent claim 9 and claim 14 are 

nearly identical to claim 1, except for the fact that claim 9 is a system claim and 

claim 14 is a computer program claim.  The dependent claims also mirror the 

claims that depend on claim 1.  For example, claim 10 is analogous to claim 2, 

claims 11 and 15 are analogous to claim 5, and claims 13 and 17 are analogous to 

claim 8.  As such, my analysis below largely incorporates by reference my analysis 

with respect to claims 1-5 and 8.  The claims correlate as follows: 

Method System Computer Program 

Claim 1 Claim 9 Claim 14 

Claim 2 Claim 10  

Claim 3   

Claim 4   
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Claim 5 Claim 11 Claim 15 

Claim 8 Claim 13 Claim 17 

 

9. Claim 9: A system for providing protection to network traffic, 

comprising a processor configured to:  

550. Claim 9 recites: “a system for providing protection to network 

traffic.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Halabi discloses this element. 

551. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim 1 above. 

552. One skilled in the art would understand that the protection system 

described by Halabi requires the use of various computer hardware, including 

routers and/or other network devices that contain processors. 

a. send a Pseudowire protection configuration parameter 

for configuring a standby Pseudowire between a source 

node and a destination node, the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter indicating a protection property 

associated with the standby Pseudowire, the protection 

property including a priority for the standby Pseudowire; 

553. Claim 9 further recites: “send a Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter for configuring a standby Pseudowire between a source node and a 

destination node, the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter indicating a 

protection property associated with the standby Pseudowire, the protection 

property including a priority for the standby Pseudowire.”  Under BSL’s apparent 

claim construction, Halabi discloses this element. 

554. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(a) and 

1(b) above. 
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b. receive a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement 

indicating whether the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter has been accepted by the 

destination node;  

555. Claim 9 further recites: “receive a Pseudowire configuration 

acknowledgement indicating whether the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter has been accepted by the destination node.”  Under BSL’s apparent 

claim construction, Halabi discloses this element. 

556. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(c) 

above. 

c. accept the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter by the destination node;  

557. Claim 9 further recites: “accept the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter by the destination node.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim 

construction, Halabi discloses this element. 

558. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(d) 

above. 

d. use the standby Pseudowire that is configured based at 

least in part on the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter; and 

559. Claim 9 further recites: “use the standby Pseudowire that is 

configured based at least in part on the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Halabi discloses this 

element. 

560. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(e) 

above. 
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e. determine whether to preempt existing traffic on the 

standby Pseudowire, wherein the determination is based, 

at least in part, on the priority for the standby 

Pseudowire. 

561. Claim 9 further recites: “determine whether to preempt existing traffic 

on the standby Pseudowire, wherein the determination is based, at least in part, on 

the priority for the standby Pseudowire.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim 

construction, Halabi discloses this element. 

562. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(f) 

above. 

563. In sum, it is my opinion that Halabi discloses each and every element 

of claim 9 of the ’652 patent under BSL’s apparent claim constructions, and thus 

Halabi anticipates claim 9. 

10. Claim 10: A system as recited in claim 9, wherein the standby 

Pseudowire is configured to provide protection to at least one 

primary Pseudowire. 

564. Claim 10 recites: “A system as recited in claim 9, wherein the standby 

Pseudowire is configured to provide protection to at least one primary 

Pseudowire.” 

565. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim 1, claim 2 and 

claim 9 above.  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Halabi discloses the 

additional elements of this claim. 

566. In sum, it is my opinion that Halabi discloses each and every element 

of claim 10 of the ’652 patent under BSL’s apparent claim constructions, and thus 

Halabi anticipates claim 10. 
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11. Claim 11: A system as recited in claim 9, wherein the 

protection property further includes at least one of a domain 

type, a protection type or a protection scheme.  

567. Claim 11 recites: “A system as recited in claim 9, wherein the 

protection property further includes at least one of a domain type, a protection type 

or a protection scheme.”   

568. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim 1, 5 and 9 above.  

Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Halabi discloses the additional elements 

of this claim. 

569. In sum, it is my opinion that Halabi discloses each and every element 

of claim 11 of the ’652 patent under BSL’s apparent claim constructions, and thus 

Halabi anticipates claim 11. 

13. Claim 13: A system as recited in claim 11, wherein the 

protection scheme indicates at least one of the following:  

570. Claim 13 recites: “A system as recited in claim 11, wherein the 

protection scheme indicates at least one of the following.” 

571. I incorporate by reference my comments from claims 1, 8, 9, and 11 

above.  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Halabi discloses the additional 

elements of this claim. 

a. a 1+1 protection scheme, wherein the same traffic is sent 

over two Pseudowires;  

572. Claim 13 further recites: “a 1+1 protection scheme, wherein the same 

traffic is sent over two Pseudowires.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, 

Halabi discloses this element. 

573. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim 8 above.  Under 

BSL’s apparent claim construction, Halabi discloses this element. 
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b. a 1:1 protection scheme, wherein one standby 

Pseudowire is used to protect another Pseudowire;  

574. Claim 13 further recites: “a 1:1 protection scheme, wherein one 

standby Pseudowire is used to protect another Pseudowire.”  Under BSL’s 

apparent claim construction, Halabi discloses this element. 

575. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim 8 above. 

c. an M:N protection scheme, wherein M standby 

Pseudowires are used to protect N other Pseudowires.  

576. Claim 13 further recites: “an M:N protection scheme, wherein M 

standby Pseudowires are used to protect N other Pseudowires.”  Under BSL’s 

apparent claim construction, Halabi discloses this element. 

577. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim 8 above. 

578. In sum, it is my opinion that Halabi discloses each and every element 

of claim 13 of the ’652 patent under BSL’s apparent claim constructions, and thus 

Halabi anticipates claim 13. 

14. Claim 14: A computer program product for configuring a 

Pseudowire between a source node and a destination node, the 

computer program product being embodied in a computer 

readable storage medium and comprising computer 

instructions for:  

579. Claim 14 recites: “a computer program product for configuring a 

Pseudowire between a source node and a destination node, the computer program 

product being embodied in a computer readable storage medium and comprising 

computer instructions for.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Halabi 

discloses this element. 

580. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim 1 and claim 9 

above. 
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a. sending a Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter for configuring a standby Pseudowire between 

a source node and a destination node, the Pseudowire 

protection configuration parameter indicating a 

protection property associated with the standby 

Pseudowire, the protection property including a priority 

for the standby Pseudowire;  

581. Claim 14 recites: “sending a Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter for configuring a standby Pseudowire between a source node and a 

destination node, the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter indicating a 

protection property associated with the standby Pseudowire, the protection 

property including a priority for the standby Pseudowire.”  Under BSL’s apparent 

claim construction, Halabi discloses this element. 

582. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(a) and 

1(b) above. 

b. receiving a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement 

indicating whether the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter has been accepted by the 

destination node;  

583. Claim 14 recites: “receiving a Pseudowire configuration 

acknowledgement indicating whether the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter has been accepted by the destination node.”  Under BSL’s apparent 

claim construction, Halabi discloses this element. 

584. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(c) 

above. 
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c. accept the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter by the destination node;  

585. Claim 14 recites: “accept the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter by the destination node.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, 

Halabi discloses this element. 

586. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(d) 

above. 

d. using the standby Pseudowire that is configured based at 

least in part on the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter; and  

587. Claim 14 recites: “using the standby Pseudowire that is configured 

based at least in part on the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter.”  

Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Halabi discloses this element. 

588. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(e) 

above. 

e. determining whether to preempt existing traffic on the 

standby Pseudowire, wherein the determination is based, 

at least in part, on the priority for the standby 

Pseudowire.  

589. Claim 14 recites: “determining whether to preempt existing traffic on 

the standby Pseudowire, wherein the determination is based, at least in part, on the 

priority for the standby Pseudowire.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, 

Halabi discloses this element. 

590. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(f) 

above. 
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591. In sum, it is my opinion that Halabi discloses each and every element 

of claim 14 of the ’652 patent under BSL’s apparent claim constructions, and thus 

Halabi anticipates claim 14. 

15. Claim 15: A computer program product as recited in claim 14, 

wherein the protection property further includes at least one of 

a domain type, a protection type or a protection scheme.  

592. Claim 15 recites: “A computer program product as recited in claim 14, 

wherein the protection property further includes at least one of a domain type, a 

protection type or a protection scheme.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim 

construction, Halabi discloses this element. 

593. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim 1, 5 and 14 

above. 

594. In sum, it is my opinion that Halabi discloses each and every element 

of claim 15 of the ’652 patent under BSL’s apparent claim constructions, and thus 

Halabi anticipates claim 15. 

17. Claim 17: A computer product as recited in claim 15, wherein 

the protection scheme indicates at least one of the following: 

595. Claim 17 recites: “a computer product as recited in claim 15, wherein 

the protection scheme indicates at least one of the following.”  Under BSL’s 

apparent claim construction, Halabi discloses this element. 

596. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim 1, 5, 8, 14, and 

15 above. 

a. a 1+1 protection scheme, wherein the same traffic is sent 

over two Pseudowires; 

597. Claim 15 further recites: “a 1+1 protection scheme, wherein the same 

traffic is sent over two Pseudowires.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, 

Halabi discloses this element. 
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598. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim 8 above. 

b. a 1:1 protection scheme, wherein one standby 

Pseudowire is used to protect another Pseudowire;  

599. Claim 15 further recites: “a 1:1 protection scheme, wherein one 

standby Pseudowire is used to protect another Pseudowire.”  Under BSL’s 

apparent claim construction, Halabi discloses this element. 

600. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim 8 above. 

c. an M:N protection scheme, wherein M standby 

Pseudowires are used to protect N other Pseudowires.  

601. Claim 15 further recites: “an M:N protection scheme, wherein M 

standby Pseudowires are used to protect N other Pseudowires.”  Under BSL’s 

apparent claim construction, Halabi discloses this element. 

602. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim 8 above. 

603. In sum, it is my opinion that Halabi discloses each and every element 

of claim 17 of the ’652 patent under BSL’s apparent claim constructions, and thus 

Halabi anticipates claim 17. 

604. Thus, it is further my opinion that Halabi anticipates each of the 

Challenged Claims of the ’652 patent. 
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G. Halabi renders Claims 1-5, 8-11, 13-15, and 17 obvious under 35 

U.S.C. § 103. 

605. If certain aspects recited in claims 1-5, 8-11, 13-15, and 17 are not 

deemed to be disclosed or inherent over Halabi, then it is my opinion that the 

inclusion of those aspects certainly would be obvious over Halabi.   

606. For example, should Halabi be found to disclose each of specific 

claim limitations (a) – (f) of the independent claims in the context of traditional 

LSP tunnels, trunks, and/or GMPLS paths, as opposed to Pseudowires, claims 1-5, 

8-11, 13-15, and 17 are nevertheless obvious because applying these techniques to 

Pseudowires would have been nothing more than a “predictable variation.” 

607. Indeed, Halabi itself discusses the concept of Pseudowire and 

Pseudowire protection in detail (see, e.g., Ch. 4). 

608. Moreover, the Examiner found in the original prosecution of the ’652 

patent that, at the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to a person of 

skill in the art to apply the protection/ restoration mechanisms used in the context 

of MPLS and/or GMPLS to a pseudowire environment because both 

MPLS/GMPLS and Pseudowire are in the narrow field of point-to-point virtual 

links.  I agree with the Examiner that this would be an obvious and predictable 

combination. 

609. I also note that the Patent Owner did not contest that combining 

MPLS/GMPLS protection/restoration mechanisms with Pseudowire and 

Pseudowire protection concepts was obvious when traversing the Examiner’s 

rejection of the claims that ultimately issued as claims 1, 9 and 14.   

610. Moreover, the ’652 patent itself admits that it is obvious to apply 

protection schemes from other network environments, such as MPLS, to 

Pseudowires in that it describes the existing protection methods for Pseudowires as 

including “MPLS Fast Reroute.”  App. 2 (’652 patent) at pg. 1:49-64.   
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611. The close connection between MPLS and Pseudowire is further 

evidenced by the fact that concepts pertaining to MPLS/GMPLS and Pseudowire 

are all described in the same Metro Ethernet book.  Moreover, the whole point of 

Halabi is to discuss concepts, protocols, and traffic engineering techniques that will 

allow consistency and resiliency in hybrid Layer 2 and Layer 3 networks that use 

Pseudowire, which Halabi teaches are necessary to deploy Ethernet in the Metro.  

Moreover, these topics are frequently discussed together.  See, e.g., App. 22 (L2 

VPN Architectures). 

612. And, Halabi itself notes that “[w]hen traffic moves from one site to 

another across the carrier’s backbone [via PW], it follows the MPLS label switched 

path (LSP) assigned for that traffic . . . the LSP could be traffic-engineered . . . 

many mechanisms can be used for traffic rerouting in case of failure.”  App. 6 

(Halabi) at pg. 80.  Thus, Halabi itself expressly contemplates that the disclosed 

MPLS and GMPLS traffic engineering techniques (including preemption and 

priority) can be used in connection with Pseudowire protection, not just LSP 

tunnel protection.  Id. 

613. In sum, it is my opinion that Halabi alone renders each of the 

Challenged Claims obvious under 35 U.S.C. § 103.  
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H. Halabi in view of RFC 3386 and Owens renders Claims 1-5, 8-11, 

13-15, and 17 obvious under 35 U.S.C. § 103. 

614. If certain aspects recited in claims 1-5, 8-11, 13-15, and 17 are not 

deemed to be disclosed, inherent or obvious over Halabi, then it is my opinion that 

the inclusion of those aspects certainly would be obvious over Halabi in view of 

RFC 3386 and Owens.   

615. Detailed discussions of RFC 3386 and Owens can be found in 

Grounds 3 and 4, which I hereby incorporate by reference.    

616. As described above, Halabi is a book that provides a general summary 

of the state of the art concerning MPLS, PW, GMPLS, and traffic engineering as it 

applies to deploying Ethernet in the Metro.  App. 6 (Halabi) at xv.   

617. Many of the concepts in Halabi are summaries of IETF industry 

standards documents.  See, e.g., App. 6 (Halabi) at vi (thanking “many of the 

authors of the IETF RFCs and IETF drafts whose information has been used for 

some of the concepts and definitions in this book”).  Indeed, Halabi summarizes 

several RFCs and Internet Drafts regarding MPLS, traffic engineering and 

Pseudowires that I have discussed above, including draft-martini, RSVP-TE 

protocol (RFC 3209) and the Lasserre Draft.  See, e.g., App. 6 (Halabi) at 

Chapter 4 (draft-martini and Lasserre Draft) and Chapter 6 (RFC 3209).  I further 

note that a quick review of Halabi demonstrates that there are numerous references 

to various IETF RFCs and Internet Drafts.   

618. As also mentioned above, RFC 3386 is an IETF standard that 

describes various configuration parameters that can be used to provide traffic 

protection in a wide range of networks, including the MPLS, GMPLS, and 

Pseudowire environments discussed in Halabi.  App. 5 (RFC 3386). 

619. As described above, Owens is a patent invented by members of the 

IETF that discloses a specific method for applying these protection techniques in 
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an MPLS network.  It covers the range of configuration options, and also provides 

a detailed explanation regarding how to configure those options.  App. 15 (Owens) 

at 6:56-59, 7:1-6; see also id. at 5:23-29; 1:34-36. 

620. The protection techniques described in RFC 3386 and Owens were 

widely-known at the time of Halabi.  Given the prominence of these methods, and 

their close relationship to the protocols and concepts that Halabi summarizes, it 

would have been obvious to apply the well-known protection techniques and 

parameters described in RFC 3386 and Owens to the well-known Pseudowire 

environment discussed by Halabi.  

621. A motivation to combine Halabi with RFC 3386 and Owens also 

exists.  Indeed, the references are in the same very narrow field of L2-L3 internet 

protocols and are directed to the same problem (obtaining greater control over 

configuration, management and resiliency of network environments). 

622. In fact, Halabi itself teaches that the whole point of employing 

Pseudowire technology is to allow native Layer 2 services to take advantage of the 

scalability and reliability mechanisms of MPLS: “hybrid Layer 2 (L2) and Layer 3 

(L3) IP and MPLS networks [i.e., PW networks] have emerged as a solution that 

marries Ethernet’s simplicity and cost effectiveness” with the “scalability and 

reliability “ that “exist only in IP and Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) 

control planes.”  App. 6 (Halabi) at xv.  Thus, combining Halabi with RFC 3386 

and Owens is not only obvious, but also specifically encouraged by Halabi. 

Claims 1, 9, 14 

623. If certain aspects recited in claims 1, 9 and 14 are not deemed to be 

disclosed, inherent or obvious over Halabi alone, it is my opinion that the inclusion 

of those aspects certainly would be obvious over Halabi in view of RFC 3386 and 

Owens.   
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“determining whether to preempt existing traffic on the standby 

Pseudowire, wherein the determination is based, at least in part, on the 

priority for the standby Pseudowire”  

624. Claims 1, 9 and 14 recite in part: “determining whether to preempt 

existing traffic on the standby Pseudowire, wherein the determination is based, at 

least in part, on the priority for the standby Pseudowire.”  

625. To the extent that Halabi is deemed to not expressly or inherently 

disclose this element, it is my opinion that this element would have been obvious 

in view of RFC 3386 and Owens.   

626. As noted in Grounds 5 and 6, Halabi discloses “preempting existing 

traffic” based on “the priority for the standby Pseudowire” in the context of a 1+1 

protection scheme.  Under BSL’s interpretation of this element—which 

encompasses dropping duplicative traffic on a standby path during normal 

operation (i.e., BSL’s version of “preempting existing traffic”) based on the fact 

that it is a standby path (as opposed to protected path) (i.e., BSL’s version of “the 

priority”)—Halabi clearly discloses this element.   

627. Halabi also discloses other types of traffic preemption.  App. 6 

(Halabi) at pgs. 128 (“preemption attribute”); 189 (1:1 and M:N where “backup 

paths may be used by other LSPs”).   

628. RFC 3386 and Owens contain more specific disclosures of these same 

types of preemption based on priority.  For example, RFC 3386 discloses 

“preempting existing traffic” based on the “relative priority” assigned to the 

protection Pseudowire.  App. 5 (RFC 3386) at § 2.2.2 (“Extra traffic, also referred 

to as preemptable traffic, is the traffic carried over the protection entity while the 

working entity is active.  Extra traffic is not protected, i.e., when the protection 

entity is required to protect the traffic that is being carried over the working 

entity, the extra traffic is preempted.”); § 2.3 (“In the 1:n protection architecture 
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. . . [w]hen multiple working entities have failed simultaneously, only one of them 

can be restored by the common protection entity.  This contention could be 

resolved by assigning a different preemptive priority to each working entity.”). 

629. As another example, Owens teaches that, in a 1:1 protection scheme, 

“the working traffic normally travels only on the working path, and is switched to 

the protection path only when the working entity is unavailable.  Once the 

protection switch is initiated, all the low priority traffic being carried on the 

protection path is discarded to free resources for the working traffic.”  App. 15 

(Owens) at 7:1-6; see also 5:23-29; 1:34-36 (“[A] protection priority could be used 

as a differentiating mechanism for premium services.”).   

630. Because Halabi already generally teaches the concepts of preemption 

of existing traffic (see, e.g., App. 6 (Halabi) at pg. 128 (discussing preemption 

attribute); 175 (noting that in 1:1 protection, the protection link “gets preempted to 

protect [the primary link if it fails]”), as well as assigning relative priorities (id. at 

pg. 128 (discussing priority attribute); 144-145 (discussing Setup/Holding 

Priorities)), it would have been an obvious and predictable step to use those 

priorities to make decisions about preemption during a network failure and to 

preempt existing traffic on the standby path, as taught by RFC 3386 and Owens.   
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I. Chen in view of Voit and Blanchet renders Claims 1-5, 8-11, 13-

15, and 17 obvious under 35 U.S.C. § 103. 

631. “The LSP Protection/Restoration Mechanism in GMPLS” is a paper 

by Ziying Chen from the University of Ottawa that is dated October 1, 2002 

(“Chen”).   

632. Chen is a report that discusses GMPLS and specifies how different 

protocols can contribute to path protection and restoration in GMPLS.  The report 

illustrates how to signal these protection mechanisms, and also illustrates how they 

work.  See App. 7 (Chen) at pg. 3. 

633. Chen was cited by the Examiner in several office actions as 

anticipating the ’652 patent in view of Voit and Blanchet. 

634. As I described above, the applicant distinguished Chen on the grounds 

that it supposedly does not disclose the element of “determining whether to 

preempt existing traffic on the standby Pseudowire, wherein the determination is 

based, at least in part, on the priority for the standby Pseudowire.”  More 

specifically, the applicant argued that “Chen describes a type of link protection in 

which backup lines will not transport traffic . . . .”  App. 3 (’652 File History) at 

082.  In support of this argument, the applicant cited a diagram in Chen of 

“dedicated 1+1 link protection” as showing that “traffic is switched over from the 

primary link to the backup link when the primary link fails.”  Id. at 084.  Then, the 

applicant concluded that “[s]ince Chen describes the backup LSP as not 

transporting traffic until the primary LSP fails . . . Chen does not describe or even 

suggest ‘determining whether to preempt existing traffic on the standby 

Pseudowire”)  Id. (emphasis in original). 

635. Based on my review of BSL’s infringement contentions in the 

Concurrent Litigation, it is clear that BSL is now contending that the Challenged 

Claims can encompass the 1+1 protection scheme that the applicant disclaimed 
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during prosecution.  For example, BSL’s infringement contentions for the element 

of “determining whether to preempt existing traffic on the standby Pseudowire” are 

as follows: 

“When both the primary pseudowire and the standby pseudowire are 

operational, the remote PE router of the primary pseudowire and the remote 

PE router of the standby pseudowire both send traffic, over their respective 

pseudowires, to the local PE router.   

 

The local PE router accepts traffic from the primary pseudowire and drops 

traffic from the standby pseudowire.  When the primary pseudowire fails, 

the local PE router then accepts traffic from the standby pseudowire.  When 

the local PE router accepts traffic from the primary pseudowire and 

drops traffic from the standby pseudowire without the possibility of 

being interrupted by traffic from the standby pseudowire, traffic from 

the primary pseudowire preempts traffic from the standby pseudowire.   

 

The local PE router determining whether to drop traffic from the standby 

pseudowire is an embodiment of determining whether to preempt traffic on 

the standby Pseudowire.” 

 

App. 25 (BSL’s Preliminary Infringement Contentions) at ’652 Chart, page 8 (bold 

added, underline in original).  Thus, BSL is accusing a “1+1 protection scheme” 

where the same traffic is sent over both the primary and standby Pseudowire.  

BSL’s theory is that the “existing traffic” is the duplicative traffic and that the 

“preemption” occurs when the local router drops traffic from the standby 

Pseudowire during normal operation.  Id.  This is precisely the protection scheme 

that the applicant distinguished during prosecution of the ’652 patent. 
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636. To the extent that the Challenged Claims are construed as 

encompassing the 1+1 protection scheme described in Chen (and in Saleh), it is my 

opinion that the Challenged Claims should not have issued over Chen in view of 

Voit and Blanchet because they are obvious under 35 U.S.C. § 103. 

637. As the Examiner found during prosecution of the ’652 patent, Chen 

discloses a method of protecting traffic in a GMPLS network that involves setting 

up a backup path by sending a configuration parameter that includes a protection 

property between a source node and a destination node.  Moreover, Chen also 

discloses that the protection property can include a priority and that the priority can 

be used to determine whether to preempt traffic.  As the Examiner also found 

during prosecution, while Chen does not specifically disclose this technique in a 

Pseudowire environment, Pseudowires and Pseudowire protection using a 

redundant Pseudowire were well-known at the time (as disclosed, for example, in 

Voit).  The Examiner found during original prosecution that Chen did not disclose 

an “acknowledgement” as required by the claims.  As discussed in detail below, I 

disagree with the Examiner, as Chen discloses the details of RSVP-TE signaling 

protocol (including the use of a RESV message that is sent from the destination 

node to the source node in response to a request to set up a path according to 

specified parameters in a GMPLS network) in a portion of Chen that the Examiner 

does not appear to have examined.  In any event, “configuration 

acknowledgement” messages were well known in the art at the time (as disclosed, 

for example, in Blanchet) and it would have been obvious to include this technique 

in the Chen system because it was a part of the standard protocols used to signal 

LSPs, Pseudowires, and other virtual paths. 
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1. Claim 1: A method of providing protection to network traffic, 

comprising, 

638. Claim 1 recites: “A method of providing protection to network traffic, 

comprising.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Chen discloses this 

element. 

639. For example, Chen states that “[t]he main emphasis of this report is on 

the path protection/restoration mechanisms that can be used with GMPLS.”  

App. 7 (Chen) at pg. 6. 

a. sending a Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter for configuring a standby Pseudowire between 

a source node and a destination node, the Pseudowire 

protection configuration parameter indicating a 

protection property associated with the standby 

Pseudowire, 

640. Claim 1 further recites: “sending a …protection configuration 

parameter for configuring a standby … between a source node and a destination 

node, the … protection configuration parameter indicating a protection property 

associated with the standby ….”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Chen 

renders this element obvious. 

641. As noted by the Examiner, Chen teaches this element.  For example, 

Chen teaches that “label distribution protocols may carry the link protection type.”  

Id. at pg. 21, ¶ 4. 

642. As further noted by the Examiner, Chen teaches path 

protection/restoration in the context of GMPLS, but does not expressly teach it in 

the Pseudowire and Pseudowire protection context.  However, as further noted by 

the Examiner, Voit teaches Pseudowire (App. 20 (Voit) at [0011]) and also teaches 
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Pseudowire protection in the form of a “network topology [that] is provided with 

redundant pseudowire connections . . . “ (App. 20 (Voit) at [0046]). 

643. As further noted by the Examiner during prosecution, at the time of 

the invention, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art to 

apply the protection/restoration mechanism disclosed by Chen to a Pseudowire 

environment because both MPLS and Pseudowires are point-to-point virtual links.  

App. 3 (’652 File History) at pg. 106.  The Examiner also noted that Chen and Voit 

are in the same field (network transfer) and are directed to the same problem 

sought to be solved (data traffic protection), and that the combination would 

merely require the application of a known technique to a similar system to improve 

its reliability.  Id.   

644. In fact, the ’652 patent itself admits that it is obvious to apply MPLS 

protection schemes to Pseudowires in that it describes the existing protection 

methods for Pseudowires as including “MPLS Fast Reroute.”  App. 2 (’652 patent) 

at 1:49-64.   

645. Notably, when traversing the Examiner’s rejection of the claims that 

ultimately issued as claims 1, 9 and 14, the applicant did not contest that 

combining the protection/restoration mechanism of Chen with the Pseudowire and 

Pseudowire protection concepts discussed in Voit was obvious.  

646. For all of the reasons stated above, I agree with the Examiner that 

Chen discloses “sending a… protection configuration parameter for configuring a 

standby… between a source node and a destination node, the … protection 

configuration parameter indicating a protection property associated with the 

standby….” and that it would have been obvious to one of skill in the art to apply 

the protection methods discussion in Chen to a Pseudowire environment to 

accomplish Pseudowire protection.   
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b. the protection property including a priority for the 

standby Pseudowire 

647. Claim 1 further recites: “the protection property including a priority 

for the standby . . . .”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Chen renders this 

element obvious. 

648. For example, the Examiner found that Chen teaches that “the resource 

allocation has priorities (carried by the signaling protocol).”  App. 7 (Chen) at 

pg. 21, ¶ 5.  As another example, Chen teaches that “[t]he GMPLS signaling 

protocol carries a flag that indicates if the LSP being set up is primary or 

secondary.”  Id.  

649. In addition to the examples cited by the Examiner, Chen also teaches 

this element in its more detailed discussion of RSVP-TE and CR-LDP signaling 

protocols.  More specifically, Chen teaches that in RSVP-TE signaling, a PATH 

Message is used to carry configuration information from the source host to the 

destination host, and that the PATH Message can include a 

SESSION_ATTRIBUTE object that specifies the setup and hold priorities and 

local protection properties for the connection.  App. 7 (Chen) at pg. 37, ¶ 3, lines 1-

5; ¶ 4, lines 1-4; page 38, ¶ 2, lines 4-7.  The SESSION_ATTRIBUTE object 

allows RSVP-TE to set different LSP priorities that are used to select alternate LSP 

and preempt the existing traffic on this LSP. 

650. As another example, with respect to CR-LDP signaling, Chen teaches 

that “the TLV structure [is used] to encode messages” (id. at pg. 48, ¶ 6, line 1) and 

that “CR-LDP defines a new set of TLV structures to support explicit routed 

signaling, traffic parameters, LSP set-up/holding priority, etc.” (id. at pg. 49, ¶ 2, 

lines 2-4).  Chen further teaches that “R1 sends out the CR-LDP Label Request 

message carrying the constraint-based route TLV . . . The Label Request message 

may carry the Traffic Parameter TLV, which specifies the traffic parameters to be 
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sent” (id. at pg. 49, ¶ 5) and that “CR-LDP defines the Protection TLV, which 

includes: (1) link protection type; (2) indication of whether the path is primary or 

backup” (id. at pg. 51, ¶ 2, lines 2-4). 

651. Thus, I agree with the Examiner that Chen discloses “the protection 

property including a priority for the standby . . . .” 

c. receiving a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement 

indicating whether the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter has been accepted by the 

destination node;  

652. Claim 1 further recites: “receiving a … configuration 

acknowledgement indicating whether the … protection configuration parameter 

has been accepted.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Chen renders this 

element obvious. 

653. During the original prosecution, the Examiner found that Chen fails to 

expressly disclose a “configuration acknowledgement.”  Based on my review of 

the entire Chen reference, I disagree with the Examiner and it is my opinion that 

Chen does in fact disclose a “configuration acknowledgement” that indicates with 

the “protection configuration parameter has been accepted by the destination 

node.” 

654. For example, Chen teaches that in RSVP-TE signaling, the destination 

node “sends back a RESV message back toward the sender . . . The RESV message 

communicates with every router to make a resource reservation.”  App. 7 (Chen) at 

pg. 37, ¶ 4, lines 6-8.  Chen further teaches that the RESV message contains a 

“LABEL object” that is used by each node along the path to reserve resources and 

that “[s]uch a label distribution procedure repeats until the Resv message arrives at 

the sender node.  The LSP establishment is done.” Id. at pg. 38, ¶ 2, lines 7-16.  

Moreover, Chen teaches that “link protection type in the protection information 
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[that is carried by the label distribution protocols in RSVP-TE or LDP signaling] is 

one of the TE requirements (or a constraint for a LSP to be set up).  So the LSP 

set-up will not continue if the desired link protection cannot be provided”  Id. at 

pg. 41 ¶ 3.  It is my opinion that the “RESV message” disclosed by Chen that is 

sent from the destination node back to the source node is an embodiment of 

“receiving a … configuration acknowledgement indicating whether the … 

protection configuration parameter has been accepted.” 

655. Similarly, in its detailed discussion of CR-LDP signaling, Chen 

teaches that “R5, as the ending node of the LSP. . . responds [to the CR-LDP Label 

Request message that carries constraint-based route TLVs] with a CR-LDP Label 

Mapping message, which carries a Label TLV.” Id. at pg. 49, ¶ 5, line 1 – pg. 50, 

¶ 1, line 1.  

656. Thus, it is my opinion that Chen discloses “receiving a… 

configuration acknowledgement indicating whether the… protection configuration 

parameter has been accepted.” 

657. Even if the original Examiner were correct, however, and Chen does 

not expressly teach this element, I agree with the Examiner that it would be 

obvious in view of Blanchet, which teaches the use of a “configuration 

acknowledgement.”  App. 21 (Blanchet) at [0035].   

658. Indeed, as noted by the Examiner, “it would have been obvious to a 

person of ordinary skill in the art to modify the system to send an ACK indicating 

the acceptance of the configuration parameters in the system disclosed by Chen in 

view of Voit in order to make the system more reliable.  Both Chen in view of Voit 

and Blanchet are in the same field of endeavor (Network transfer).”  App. 3 (’652 

File History) at pgs. 105-106.  In addition to the Examiner notes, sending ACK is 

very common practice in network communications. In fact, since communications 
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is done between two systems, it is hard to find a protocol that does not send 

acknowledgments.  

659. As I described in above in connection with Section VII(E) (RFC 3386 

in combination with RFC 3209), the use of a configuration acknowledgement 

message was a part of the other standard signaling protocols that were used to 

establish LSP tunnels and Pseudowires, such as LDP, draft-Martini, and even the 

Hofmeister method described above.  Thus, a person of skill in the art would have 

found it obvious to implement a configuration acknowledgement within the 

context of the protection techniques disclosed in Chen because a “configuration 

acknowledgement” was a standard part of MPLS and Pseudowire signaling 

techniques.  

660. Moreover, the Patent Owner did not contest that combining an 

acknowledgement message with a method for configuring a standby path was 

obvious when traversing the Examiner’s rejection of the claims that ultimately 

issued as claims 1, 9 and 14.  Instead, the Patent Owner only argued the alleged 

novelty of determining whether to preempt existing traffic on the standby 

Pseudowire based, at least in part, on the priority for the standby Pseudowire.  See 

App. 3 (File History) at pgs. 082-084. 

d. accepting the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter by the destination node;  

661. Claim 1 further recites: “accepting the . . . protection configuration 

parameter by the destination node.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, 

Chen renders this element obvious. 

662. For example, Chen teaches that “[t]he link protection type in the 

protection information is one of the TE requirements (or a constraint) for a LSP to 

be set up.  So the LSP set-up will not continue if the desired link protection cannot 

be provided.  App. 7 (Chen) at pg. 41.   
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663. Thus, I agree with the Examiner that Chen discloses “accepting the 

. . . protection configuration parameter by the destination node.” 

e. using the standby Pseudowire that is configured based at 

least in part on the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter; and  

664. Claim 1 further recites: “using the standby . . . that is configured based 

at least in part on the . . . protection configuration parameter.”  Under BSL’s 

apparent claim construction, Chen renders this element obvious. 

665. For example, on pages 52-55, Chen describes the use of 1+1, M:N, 

1:N and 1:1 protection mechanisms, as well as how priorities are utilized in 

deciding which paths to protect/preempt. 

666. Thus, I agree with the Examiner that Chen discloses “using the 

standby . . . that is configured based at least in part on the . . . protection 

configuration parameter.”   

f. determining whether to preempt existing traffic on the 

standby Pseudowire, wherein the determination is based, 

at least in part, on the priority for the standby 

Pseudowire. 

667. Claim 1 further recites: “determining whether to preempt existing 

traffic on the standby Pseudowire, wherein the determination is based, at least in 

part, on the priority for the standby Pseudowire.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim 

construction, Chen renders this element obvious. 

668. As noted above, Chen teaches that in RSVP-TE signaling, a PATH 

Message is used to carry configuration information from the source host to the 

destination host, and that the PATH Message can include a 

SESSION_ATTRIBUTE object that specifies the setup and hold priorities and 

local protection properties for the connection.  App. 7 (Chen) at pg. 37, ¶ 3, lines 1-
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5; ¶ 4, lines 1-4; page 38, ¶ 2, lines 4-7.  The SESSION_ATTRIBUTE object 

allows RSVP-TE to set different LSP priorities that are used to select alternate LSP 

and preempt the existing traffic.  See also Section VII(E) above. 

669. As noted above, during the original prosecution, the Examiner 

originally found that Chen discloses this element, but the applicant distinguished 

Chen based on two grounds, neither of which is valid under the Patent Owner’s 

broad constructions of the terms “existing traffic” and “priority.” 

670. More specifically, the Patent Owner argued that “Chen describes a 

type of link protection in which backup links will not transport traffic” and that in 

Chen’s disclosure of dedicated 1+1 link protection, “traffic is switched over from 

the primary link to the backup link when the primary link fails.”  App. 3 (File 

History) at pgs. 082-084 (citing diagram showing that Chen’s protection scheme 

utilized a dedicated 1+1 link protection).  The Patent Owner also argued that the 

“priority” identified by the Examiner applied to resource allocations, not the 

backup LSP and that “Chen discloses that the resources allocated to the backup 

LSP may be used by other LSPs that have lower priorities until the primary fails,” 

at which time, “all the other LSPs using the resource allocated for the backup LSP 

must be preempted.”  Id. at pg. 3.  Thus, the Patent Owner argued, “Chen merely 

describes preempting the use of these prioritized resources by the other LSPs.”  

Id. (emphasis in original). 

671. As noted above, the Patent Owner has now proposed that “priority” be 

interpreted to include a mere designation as standby vs. backup, and that “existing 

traffic on the standby Pseudowire” be interpreted as any “working traffic 

transmitted on the standby path.”  The Patent Owner’s infringement contentions 

make clear that it is interpreting “working traffic” to include traffic that is 

duplicative of the traffic that being sent on the primary path (and which is only 

used in case of a failure), such as in a 1+1 protection scheme.  Moreover, under the 
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Patent Owner’s proposed constructions, “determining whether to preempt existing 

traffic on the standby . . ., wherein the determination is based, at least in part, on 

the priority for the standby . . .,” includes the act of a source node using traffic 

from a primary path that is protected under a 1+1 protection mechanism (where 

duplicative traffic is simultaneously sent on a backup path) during normal 

operation (because the source node drops the traffic on the duplicative path based 

on the fact that the path is designated as a backup, which is a lower priority than a 

primary designation).  App. 25 (BSL’s Preliminary Infringement Contentions) at 8 

(“When the local PE router accepts traffic from the primary pseudowire and drops 

traffic from the standby pseudowire without the possibility of being interrupted by 

traffic from the standby pseudowire, traffic from the primary pseudowire preempts 

traffic from the standby pseudowire.”). 

672. Under these constructions that are proposed by the Patent Owner, 

Chen anticipates this element because Chen teaches a 1+1 protection scheme 

whereby “[t]he same user data is transmitted simultaneously over the two 

paths. . .”  App. 7 (Chen) at page 53, ¶ 1, lines 3-7; see also page 56, ¶ 2 (“the 

node. . . will copy the traffic and insert it into both links”).  In other words, the 

“same user data” that is “transmitted simultaneously” is the “existing traffic.”  

Chen further teaches that, “after initialization, the receiver takes the traffic from 

the primary link.  When the primary link fails, LMP Fault Management . . . is 

used to localize the failure . . .[and] Node B simply selects the traffic from the 

backup link.”).  Thus, under BSL’s broad proposed constructions, “tak[ing] the 

traffic from the primary link” during normal operation would comprise 

“preempting existing traffic on the standby” in that the “same user data” that is 

being transmitted on the backup link is dropped by the receiver.  And, under BSL’s 

broad proposed constructions, the determination is “based, at least in part, on the 

priority for the standby” in that the selection of traffic by the receiver is based on 
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whether the link is designated as “primary” or “backup” (wherein “primary” has a 

higher “priority” than “backup”). 

673. In sum, it is my opinion that Chen in view of Voit and Blanchet 

renders claim 1 of the ’652 patent under Patent Owner’s proposed interpretation of 

the claims. 

2. Claim 2: A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the standby 

Pseudowire is configured to provide protection to at least one 

primary Pseudowire.  

674. Claim 2 recites: “A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the standby 

. . . is configured to provide protection to at least one primary . . . .” 

675. I incorporate by reference the portions of this declaration pertaining to 

Claim 1 above.  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Chen renders this claim 

obvious. 

676. For example, Chen teaches that “[t]here are two LSP roles: primary or 

secondary (backup).  The GMPLS signaling protocol carries a flag that indicates 

. . . the resource allocated for a backup LSP may be used by an LSP that has lower 

priority until the primary LSP fails and the traffic is switched over to the backup.”  

App. 7 (Chen) at pg. 21, last paragraph. 

677. In sum, it is my opinion that Chen renders claim 2 of the ’652 patent 

obvious in view of Voit and Blanchet under the Patent Owner’s proposed 

constructions of “priority” and “existing traffic.” 
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3. Claim 3: A method as recited in claim 1 wherein the standby 

Pseudowire is configured to provide protection to at least one 

primary Pseudowire, and in the event that the primary 

Pseudowire fails to transfer network traffic, switching network 

traffic from at least one of said at least one primary Pseudowire 

to the standby Pseudowire. 

678. Claim 3 recites: “A method as recited in claim 1 wherein the standby 

Pseudowire is configured to provide protection to at least one primary Pseudowire, 

and in the event that the primary Pseudowire fails to transfer network traffic, 

switching network traffic from at least one of said at least one primary Pseudowire 

to the standby Pseudowire.” 

679. I incorporate by reference the portions of this declaration pertaining to 

Claims 1 and 2 above.  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Chen renders 

this claim obvious. 

680. For example, Chen teaches that “[t]here are two LSP roles: primary or 

secondary (backup).  The GMPLS signaling protocol carries a flag that indicates 

. . . the resource allocated for a backup LSP may be used by an LSP that has lower 

priority until the primary LSP fails and the traffic is switched over to the 

backup.”  App. 7 (Chen) at pg. 21, last paragraph. 

681. Thus, I agree with the Examiner that Chen discloses the additional 

elements of this claim. 

682. In sum, it is my opinion that Chen renders claim 3 of the ’652 patent 

obvious in view of Voit and Blanchet under the Patent Owner’s proposed 

constructions of “priority” and “existing traffic.” 
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4. Claim 4: A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the standby 

Pseudowire is dynamically selected from a plurality of 

connections. 

683. Claim 4 recites: “A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the standby 

Pseudowire is dynamically selected from a plurality of connections.” 

684. I incorporate by reference the portions of this declaration pertaining to 

Claim 1 above.  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Chen renders this claim 

obvious. 

685. For example, Chen teaches that the backup path is dynamically 

chosen from a plurality of connections.  App. 7 (Chen) at pg. 22. 

686. Thus, I agree with the Examiner that Chen discloses the additional 

elements of this claim. 

687. In sum, it is my opinion that Chen renders claim 4 of the ’652 patent 

obvious in view of Voit and Blanchet under the Patent Owner’s proposed 

constructions of “priority” and “existing traffic.” 

5. Claim 5: A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the protection 

property further includes at least one of a domain type, a 

protection type or a protection scheme. 

688. Claim 5 recites: “A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the 

protection property further includes at least one of a domain type, a protection type 

or a protection scheme.” 

689. I incorporate by reference the portions of this declaration pertaining to 

Claim 1 above.  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Chen renders this claim 

obvious. 

690. For example, Chen discloses that “[d]uring LSP signaling in GMPLS, 

label distribution protocols may carry the link protection type.  App. 7 (Chen) at 

pg. 41 ¶ 4. 
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691. Thus, I agree with the Examiner that Chen discloses the additional 

elements of this claim. 

692. In sum, it is my opinion that Chen renders claim 5 of the ’652 patent 

obvious in view of Voit and Blanchet under the Patent Owner’s proposed 

constructions of “priority” and “existing traffic.” 

8. Claim 8: A method as recited in claim 5, wherein the protection 

scheme indicates at least one of the following:  

693. Claim 8 recites: “A method as recited in claim 5, wherein the 

protection scheme indicates at least one of the following.” 

694. I incorporate by reference the portions of this declaration pertaining to 

Claims 1 and 5 above.  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Chen renders 

this claim obvious. 

a. a 1+1 protection scheme, wherein the same traffic is sent 

over two Pseudowires;  

695. Claim 8 further recites: “a 1+1 protection scheme, wherein the same 

traffic is sent over two. . . .”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Chen 

renders this element obvious. 

696. For example, Chen discloses “dedicated 1+1” protection.  App. 7 

(Chen) at pg. 17.  

b. a 1:1 protection scheme, wherein one standby 

Pseudowire is used to protect another Pseudowire;  

697. Claim 8 further recites: “a 1:1 protection scheme, wherein one 

standby . . . is used to protect another . . . .”  Under BSL’s apparent claim 

construction, Chen renders this element obvious. 

698. For example, Chen discloses “dedicated 1:1” protection.  App. 7 

(Chen) at pg. 17.  
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c. a 1:N protection scheme, wherein one standby 

Pseudowire is used to protect N other Pseudowires; or 

699. Claim 8 further recites: “a 1:1 protection scheme, wherein one 

standby . . . is used to protect another . . . .”  Under BSL’s apparent claim 

construction, Chen renders this element obvious. 

700. For example, Chen discloses “1:N protection.”  App. 7 (Chen) at 

pg. 54.  

d. an M:N protection scheme, wherein M standby 

Pseudowires are used to protect N other Pseudowires. 

701. Claim 8 further recites: “an M:N protection scheme, wherein M 

standby . . . are used to protect N other . . ..”  Under BSL’s apparent claim 

construction, Chen renders this element obvious. 

702. For example, Chen discloses “M:N protection.”  App. 7 (Chen) at 

pg. 53.  

703. Thus, I agree with the Examiner that Chen discloses the additional 

elements of this claim. 

704. In sum, it is my opinion that Chen renders claim 8 of the ’652 patent 

obvious in view of Voit and Blanchet under the Patent Owner’s proposed 

constructions of “priority” and “existing traffic.” 

Claims 9-11, 13-15 and 17 

705. I note that the limitations of independent claim 9 and claim 14 are 

nearly identical to claim 1, except for the fact that claim 9 is a system claim and 

claim 14 is a computer program claim.  The dependent claims also mirror the 

claims that depend on claim 1.  For example, claim 10 is analogous to claim 2, 

claims 11 and 15 are analogous to claim 5, and claims 13 and 17 are analogous to 

claim 8.  As such, my analysis below largely incorporates by reference my analysis 

with respect to claims 1-5 and 8.  The claims correlate as follows: 
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Method System Computer Program 

Claim 1 Claim 9 Claim 14 

Claim 2 Claim 10  

Claim 3   

Claim 4   

Claim 5 Claim 11 Claim 15 

Claim 8 Claim 13 Claim 17 

 

9. Claim 9: A system for providing protection to network traffic, 

comprising a processor configured to:  

706. Claim 9 recites: “a system for providing protection to network traffic, 

comprising a processor.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Chen renders 

this claim obvious. 

707. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim 1 above. 

708. In addition, Chen discloses that “The original MPLS architecture [1] 

assumes that a Label Switching Router (LSR) has a forwarding plane which can 

(a) recognize packet (or cell) boundaries, and (b) process packet (or cell) headers.  

One skilled in the art would recognize that a “processor” must exist in order for an 

LSR to “process” a packet.  App. 7 (Chen) at pg. 8. 

709. Moreover, Chen discloses that the disclosed protection mechanisms 

are implemented on “routers” or “nodes.”  A “router” or “node” on a network 

inherently includes a “processor.” 

a. send a Pseudowire protection configuration parameter 

for configuring a standby Pseudowire between a source 

node and a destination node, the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter indicating a protection property 
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associated with the standby Pseudowire, the protection 

property including a priority for the standby Pseudowire; 

710. Claim 9 further recites: “send a . . . protection configuration parameter 

for configuring a standby . . . between a source node and a destination node, the . . . 

protection configuration parameter indicating a protection property associated with 

the standby . . ., the protection property including a priority for the standby . . . .”  

Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Chen renders this element obvious. 

711. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(a) and 

1(b) above. 

b. receive a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement 

indicating whether the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter has been accepted by the 

destination node;  

712. Claim 9 further recites: “receive a . . . configuration acknowledgement 

indicating whether the . . . protection configuration parameter has been accepted by 

the destination node.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Chen renders this 

element obvious. 

713. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(c) 

above. 

c. accept the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter by the destination node;  

714. Claim 9 further recites: “accept the . . . protection configuration 

parameter by the destination node.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, 

Chen renders this element obvious. 

715. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(d) 

above. 
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d. use the standby Pseudowire that is configured based at 

least in part on the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter; and 

716. Claim 9 further recites: “use the standby . . . that is configured based 

at least in part on the . . . protection configuration parameter.”  Under BSL’s 

apparent claim construction, Chen renders this element obvious. 

717. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(e) 

above. 

e. determine whether to preempt existing traffic on the 

standby Pseudowire, wherein the determination is based, 

at least in part, on the priority for the standby 

Pseudowire. 

718. Claim 9 further recites: “determine whether to preempt existing traffic 

on the standby . . ., wherein the determination is based, at least in part, on the 

priority for the standby . . . .”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Chen 

renders this element obvious. 

719. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(f) 

above. 

720. In sum, it is my opinion that Chen renders claim 9 of the ’652 patent 

obvious in view of Voit and Blanchet. 

10. Claim 10: A system as recited in claim 9, wherein the standby 

Pseudowire is configured to provide protection to at least one 

primary Pseudowire. 

721. Claim 10 recites: “A system as recited in claim 9, wherein the standby 

Pseudowire is configured to provide protection to at least one primary 

Pseudowire.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Chen renders this claim 

obvious. 
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722. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim 2 above. 

723. In sum, it is my opinion that Chen renders claim 10 of the ’652 patent 

obvious in view of Voit and Blanchet. 

11. Claim 11: A system as recited in claim 9, wherein the 

protection property further includes at least one of a domain 

type, a protection type or a protection scheme.  

724. Claim 11 recites: “A system as recited in claim 9, wherein the 

protection property further includes at least one of a domain type, a protection type 

or a protection scheme.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Chen renders 

this claim obvious. 

725. I incorporate by reference my comments from claims 1, 5 and 9 

above. 

726. In sum, it is my opinion that Chen renders claim 11 of the ’652 patent 

obvious in view of Voit and Blanchet. 

13. Claim 13: A system as recited in claim 11, wherein the 

protection scheme indicates at least one of the following:  

727. Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Chen renders this claim 

obvious.   

728. I incorporate by reference my comments from claims 1, 5, 8, and 9 

above. 

a. a 1+1 protection scheme, wherein the same traffic is sent 

over two Pseudowires;  

729. Claim 11 further recites: “a 1+1 protection scheme, wherein the same 

traffic is sent over two Pseudowires.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, 

Chen renders this element obvious. 
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b. a 1:1 protection scheme, wherein one standby 

Pseudowire is used to protect another Pseudowire;  

730. Claim 11 further recites: “a 1:1 protection scheme, wherein one 

standby Pseudowire is used to protect another Pseudowire.”  Under BSL’s 

apparent claim construction, Chen renders this element obvious. 

731. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim 8 above. 

c. a 1:N protection scheme, wherein one standby 

Pseudowire is used to protect N other Pseudowires; or 

732. Claim 11 further recites: “a 1:1 protection scheme, wherein one 

standby . . . is used to protect another . . . .”  Under BSL’s apparent claim 

construction, Chen renders this element obvious. 

733. For example, Chen discloses “1:N protection.” App. 7 (Chen) at 

pg. 54.  

734. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim 8 above. 

d. an M:N protection scheme, wherein M standby 

Pseudowires are used to protect N other Pseudowires.  

735. Chen discloses “an M:N protection scheme, wherein M standby . . . 

are used to protect N other. . . .”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Chen 

renders this element obvious. 

736. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim 8 above. 

737. In sum, it is my opinion that Chen renders claim 13 of the ’652 patent 

obvious in view of Voit and Blanchet. 
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14. Claim 14: A computer program product for configuring a 

Pseudowire between a source node and a destination node, the 

computer program product being embodied in a computer 

readable storage medium and comprising computer 

instructions for:  

738. Claim 14 recites: “A computer program product for configuring a 

[virtual path] between a source node and a destination node, the computer program 

product being embodied in a computer readable storage medium and comprising 

computer instructions.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Chen renders 

this claim obvious. 

739. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim 1 above. 

740. In addition, Chen teaches that, during configuration using RSVP 

protocol, “[e]ach router along the path creates a software record (software state) 

for the particularly flow, which keeps the flow classifier, QoS requirements, next 

hops, previous hops and other related information.” App. 7 (Chen) at pg. 37. 

741. As another example, Chen teaches that, when using the CR-LDP 

protocol to signal a path, “R5, as the ending node of the LSP, programs the label 

forwarding table, reserves the resource if needed, and responds with a CR-LDP 

Label Mapping message, which carries a Label TLV” and that “R1, as the head 

node of the LSP, does not need to allocate label any more, but simply receives the 

label and programs the label forwarding table.”  App. 7 (Chen) at pgs. 49-50. 

742. These disclosures in Chen suggest that the routers contain a 

“computer program” for configuring the virtual paths and that the programs are 

stored and run on each node. 

a. sending a Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter for configuring a standby Pseudowire between 

a source node and a destination node, the Pseudowire 
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protection configuration parameter indicating a 

protection property associated with the standby 

Pseudowire, the protection property including a priority 

for the standby Pseudowire;  

743. Claim 14 further recites: “sending a . . . protection configuration 

parameter for configuring a standby . . . between a source node and a destination 

node, the . . . protection configuration parameter indicating a protection property 

associated with the standby . . ., the protection property including a priority for the 

standby . . . .”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Chen renders this 

element obvious. 

744. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(a) and 

1(b) above. 

b. receiving a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement 

indicating whether the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter has been accepted by the 

destination node;  

745. Chen teaches “receiving a . . . configuration acknowledgement 

indicating whether the . . . protection configuration parameter has been accepted by 

the destination node.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Chen renders this 

element obvious. 

746. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(c) 

above. 

c. accept the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter by the destination node;  

747. Claim 14 further recites: “accepting the . . . protection configuration 

parameter by the destination node.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, 

Chen renders this element obvious. 
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748. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(d) 

above. 

d. using the standby Pseudowire that is configured based at 

least in part on the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter; and  

749. Claim 14 further recites: “using the standby . . . that is configured 

based at least in part on the . . . protection configuration parameter.”  Under BSL’s 

apparent claim construction, Chen renders this element obvious. 

750. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(e) 

above. 

e. determining whether to preempt existing traffic on the 

standby Pseudowire, wherein the determination is based, 

at least in part, on the priority for the standby 

Pseudowire.  

751. Claim 14 further recites: “determining whether to preempt existing 

traffic on the standby . . ., wherein the determination is based, at least in part, on 

the priority for the standby . . . .”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Chen 

renders this element obvious. 

752. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim element 1(f) 

above. 

753. In sum, it is my opinion that Chen renders claim 14 of the ’652 patent 

obvious in view of Voit and Blanchet. 

15. Claim 15: A computer program product as recited in claim 14, 

wherein the protection property further includes at least one of 

a domain type, a protection type or a protection scheme.  

754. Claim 15 recites: “A computer program product as recited in claim 14, 

wherein the protection property further includes at least one of a domain type, a 
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protection type or a protection scheme.”  Under BSL’s apparent claim 

construction, Chen renders this claim obvious. 

755. I incorporate by reference my comments from claims 1, 5 and 15 

above. 

756. In sum, it is my opinion that Chen renders claim 15 of the ’652 patent 

obvious in view of Voit and Blanchet. 

17. Claim 17: A computer product as recited in claim 15, wherein 

the protection scheme indicates at least one of the following: 

757. Claim 17 recites: “A computer product as recited in claim 15, wherein 

the protection scheme indicates at least one of the following.”  Under BSL’s 

apparent claim construction, Chen renders this claim obvious.   

758. I incorporate by reference my comments from claims 1, 5, 8, and 15 

above. 

a. a 1+1 protection scheme, wherein the same traffic is sent 

over two Pseudowires; 

759. Claim 17 further recites: “a 1+1 protection scheme, wherein the same 

traffic is sent over two . . . . .”  Under BSL’s apparent claim construction, Chen 

renders this element obvious. 

760. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim 8 above. 

b. a 1:1 protection scheme, wherein one standby 

Pseudowire is used to protect another Pseudowire;  

761. Claim 17 further recites: “a 1:1 protection scheme, wherein one 

standby . . . is used to protect another .  . . .”  Under BSL’s apparent claim 

construction, Chen renders this element obvious. 

762. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim 8 above. 
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c. a 1:N protection scheme, wherein one standby 

Pseudowire is used to protect N other Pseudowires; or 

763. Claim 17 further recites: “a 1:1 protection scheme, wherein one 

standby . . . is used to protect another . . . .”  Under BSL’s apparent claim 

construction, Chen renders this element obvious. 

764. For example, Chen discloses “1:N protection.”  App. 7 (Chen) at 

pg. 54.  

765. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim 8 above. 

d. an M:N protection scheme, wherein M standby 

Pseudowires are used to protect N other Pseudowires.  

766. Claim 17 further recites: “an M:N protection scheme, wherein M 

standby . . .  are used to protect N other . . . .”  Under BSL’s apparent claim 

construction, Chen renders this element obvious. 

767. I incorporate by reference my comments from claim 8 above. 

768. In sum, it is my opinion that Chen renders claim 17 of the ’652 patent 

obvious in view of Voit and Blanchet. 

769. In sum, it is my opinion that Chen in view of Voit and Blanchet 

renders each of the Challenged Claims obvious under 35 U.S.C. § 103. 
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VIII. SUMMARY OF MY OPINIONS  

770. As discussed in further detail above, the alleged invention of the ’652 

patent was not novel.  Instead, the concepts of Pseudowire signaling, protection 

configuration parameters, assigning “priorities,” and preempting traffic based on 

priorities were conventional and well-known.  

771. Indeed, as shown by my analysis above, the concept of protecting the 

data on a Pseudowire using a “standby” or “backup” path was also well-known and 

a widely used technique in the industry and it was disclosed in detail in at least 

RFC 3386, Halabi, Chen, Owens, and Voit. 

772. As further shown by my analysis above, at least Hofmeister, Halabi, 

RFC 3209 and Chen disclose at length the concepts of “sending a Pseudowire 

protection configuration parameter” between a source node and a destination node 

that contained a “protection property” was a standardized method of configuring a 

Pseudowire using the traditional signaling protocols of LDP and RSVP-TE.  

Similarly, the use of a “Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement” to indicate 

whether the requested protection parameters were accepted or rejected by the 

destination node was also a standard part of these protocols. 

773. As further shown by my analysis above, it was common to assign a 

“priority” to working and protection Pseudowires by including a field for “priority” 

in the configuration parameter request message that is sent between a source node 

and destination node.  Indeed, the concept of signaling priorities is disclosed in 

detail in at least Hofmeister, RFC 3386, Halabi, and RFC 3209.  

774. As also shown by my analysis above, the concept of “preempting” 

existing traffic on a Pseudowire based on a “priority” that has been assigned to the 

Pseudowire to deal with bandwidth overloads and/or failures in the network was 

also conventional technology.  This is demonstrated by the disclosures in at least 

Hofmeister, RFC 3386, Halabi, Chen, and Owens. 
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775. Based on my analysis above, it is my opinion that claims 1-5, 8-11, 

13-15, and 17 of the ’652 patent are anticipated by many prior art references, 

including U.S. Patent Pub. No. 2004/0156313 to Hofmeister et al., Request for 

Comments 3386 and/or “Metro Ethernet” by Sam Halabi.   

776. If certain aspects recited in claims 1-5, 8-11, 13-15, and 17 of the ’652 

patent are not deemed to be disclosed or inherent over these references, then claims 

1-5, 8-11, 13-15, and 17 of the ’652 patent are certainly obvious in view of some 

combination of these references and or in combination with U.S. Patent 

No. 7,804,767 B1 to Owens et al., Request for Comments 3209, “The LSP 

Protection/Restoration Mechanism in GMPLS” by Ziyang Chen, U.S. Patent 

No. 7,305,481 B2 to Blanchet et al. and/or U.S. Patent Pub. No. 2006/0047851 

A1 to Voit et al. 

777. The bases for my opinions are set forth in detail above. 
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IX. CONCLUSION 

For the reasons stated herein, it is my opinion that the Challenged Claims of 

the '652 patent are anticipated or obvious .. This declaration is based on my present 

assessment of materials and information currently available to me. My 

investigation and assessment may continue, which may include reviewing 

documents and other information that may yet to be made available to me. . 
Accordingly, I expressly reserve the right to continue my study in connection with 

this case and to expand or modify my opinions and conclusions as my study 

continues. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States that 

the foregoing is true and correct. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Dated: __ J.--~./_t-=-o+-/_J._e;!_C Cf,L__ 

2972204.2 
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Research and Consulting: Network Communications, Telecommunications, and Internet 
Software 
 

 Scientist, educator, and technologist with over 25 years of experience 

 Co-author of over 25 scientific publications, journal articles, and peer-reviewed papers 

 Named inventor on over 80 issued and filed patents 

 Industry Fellow and Lecturer at UC Berkeley Engineering – Center for Entrepreneurship and 
Technology (CET)  

 
 

EDUCATION  
 
 Ph.D., Computer Science specializing in networking and communications, UC Berkeley 
 M.Sc., Electrical Engineering, Tel Aviv University 
 B.Sc., Mathematics and Computer Science, Tel Aviv University 
 
TECHNOLOGIES 
 
Network communications, telecommunications, and Internet software technologies:  
 Communication networks:  TCP/IP suite, TCP, UDP, IP, VoIP, Ethernet, Data Link, ARP, ICMP, network 

protocols, network software applications 
 Mobile Wireless: Wireless LAN, cellular systems, mobile devices, smartphone technologies 
 Routing/switching: LAN, WAN, VPN, routing protocols, RIP, BGP, MPLS, DNS, QoS, NAP, switching, 

packet switching, network infrastructure, network communication architectures 
 Internet Software: Internet software applications, Internet protocols, distributed computing, Web applications, 

FTP,  HTTP, Java, C, C++, Client Server, file transfer, multicast, streaming media 
 

PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY 
 

 Selected as Principal Investigator for three US Department of Defense (DARPA) projects 
 Led research project on networking computation for the US Air Force Research Lab (AFRL) 
 Led and developed the first network resource scheduling service for grid computing 
 Led wireless research project for an undisclosed US federal agency 
 Managed and engineered the first demonstrated transatlantic dynamic allocation of 10Gbs Lambdas as a grid 

service 
 Spearheaded and planned the first demonstrated wire-speed active network on commercial hardware 
 Created and chaired Nortel Networks’ EDN Patent Committee  
 IEEE Senior Member 
  

Tal Lavian, Ph.D. 

 

        

http://innovations-IP.com                                                 
http://cs.berkeley.edu/~tlavian                                           
tlavian@innovations-IP.com 
 

 

1640 Mariani Dr.  
Sunnyvale, CA 94087 
(408)-209-9112 
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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE  

Innovations-IP, Sunnyvale, CA      2006-Present 

Principal Scientist 

 Consults in the areas of network communications, telecommunications, Internet software technologies, and 

smartphone mobile wireless devices 

 CTO at VisuMenu, a very small stealth stage company developing visual IVR technologies for smartphones 

and wireless mobile devices in the area of network communications (since 2010) 

 Provides architecture and system consultation for software projects relating to mobile wireless devices, 

Internet web applications, and computer networks 

 Expert witness in network communications patent infringement suits 
 

University of California Berkeley, Berkeley, CA     2000-Present 

Berkeley Industry Fellow, Lecturer, Visiting Scientist, Ph.D. Candidate, Nortel's Scientist Liaison  

Some positions and projects were concurrent, others sequential 

 Serves as Industry Fellow and Lecturer at the Center for Entrepreneurship and Technology (CET) 

 Studies the areas of network services, telecommunication systems and software, communications 

infrastructure, and data centers 

 Developed long-term technology for the enterprise market, integrating communication and computing 

technologies 

 Conducted research projects in data centers (RAD Labs), telecommunication infrastructure (SAHARA), and 

wireless systems (ICEBERG)  

 Acted as scientific liaison between Nortel Research Lab and UC Berkeley, providing tangible value in 

advanced technologies 

 Earned Ph.D. in Computer Science, specializing in communications and networking 

 
Nortel Networks, Santa Clara, CA        1996 - 2007 

Principal Scientist, Principal Architect, Principal Engineer, Senior Software Engineer 

 Held scientific and research roles at Nortel Labs, Bay Architecture Labs, and CTO Office 

-Principal Investigator for US Department of Defense (DARPA) Projects 

 Conceived, proposed, and completed three research projects: Active Networks, DWDM-RAM, and a 

networking computation project for Air Force Research Lab (AFRL) 

 Led a wireless research project for an undisclosed US federal agency 

-Academic and Industrial Researcher   

 Analyzed new technologies with the objective of reducing risks associated with R&D investment 

 Spearheaded research collaboration with leading universities and professors at UC Berkeley, Northwestern 

University, University of Amsterdam, and University of Technology Sydney 

 Evaluated competitive products relative to Nortel’s products and technology 
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 Proactively identified prospective business ideas, leading to new networking products 

 Predicted technological trends well in advance through researching the technological horizon and academic 

sphere 

 Developed software for switches, routers and network communications devices 

 Developed systems and architectures for switches, routers, and network management  

 Researched and developed the following projects: 

 Data-Center Communications: network and server orchestration   2006-2007 
 DRAC: SOA-facilitated L1/L2/L3 network dynamic controller   2003-2007 
 Omega: classified wireless project for undisclosed US Federal Agency 2006 
 Open Platform: project for the US Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) 2005 
 Network Resource Orchestration for Web Services Workflows  2004-2005 
 Proxy Study between Web/Grids Services and Network Services  2004 
 Streaming Content Replication: real-time A/V media multicast at edge 2003-2004 
 DWDM-RAM: US DARPA-funded program on agile optical transport 2003-2004 
 Packet Capturing and Forwarding Service on IP and Ethernet traffic 2002-2003 
 CO2: content-aware agile networking     2001-2003 
 Active Networks: US DARPA-funded research program    1999-2002 
 ORE: programmable network service platform     1998-2002 
 JVM Platform:  Java on network devices     1998-2001 
 Web-Based Device Management: network device management   1996-1997 

 
-Technology Innovator and Patent Leader  
 

 Created and chaired Nortel Networks’ EDN Patent Committee  

 Facilitated continuous stream of innovative ideas and their conversion into intellectual property rights 

 Developed intellectual property assets through invention and analysis of existing technology portfolios 

 
Aptel Communications, Netanya, Israel      1994-1995  

Software Engineer, Team Leader 

Start-up company focused on mobile wireless CDMA spread spectrum PCN/PCS 

 Developed mobile wireless device using an unlicensed band, Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) 

 Designed and managed a personal communication network (PCN) and personal communication system 
(PCS), the precursors of short text messages (SMS) 

 Responsible for the design and development of network software products 

 Developed software network communications mainly in C/C++ 

 Brought two-way paging product from concept to development 

  
Scitex Ltd., Herzeliya, Israel         1990-1993  
Software Engineer, Team Leader  

Software and hardware company acquired by Hewlett Packard (HP) 

 Developed system and network communications mainly in C/C++ 

 Invented Parallel SIMD Architecture 

 Participated in the Technology Innovation group  
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Shalev, Ramat-HaSharon, Israel        1987-1990 

Start-up company  

Software Engineer   

 Developed real-time software and algorithms mainly in C/C++ and Pascal 

 

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS  

 IEEE Senior Member 

 IEEE CNSV co-chair Intellectual Property SIG (2013) 

 President Next Step Toastmasters  (the only advanced TM club in the Silicon Valley) (2013) 

 Technical Co-Chair, IEEE Hot Interconnects 2005 at Stanford University 

 Member, IEEE Communications Society (COMMSOC) 

 Member, IEEE Computer Society  

 Member, IEEE Systems, Man, and Cybernetics Society 

 Member, IEEE-USA Intellectual Property Committee 

 Member, ACM, ACM Special Interest Group on Data Communication (SIGCOM) 

 Member, ACM Special Interest Group on Hypertext, Hypermedia and Web (SIGWEB) 

 Member, IEEE Consultants’ Network (CNSV)   

 Global Member, Internet Society (ISOC)  

 President Java Users Group – Silicon Valley Mountain View, CA,1999-2000 

 Toastmasters International 

 
ADVISORY BOARDS 

 Quixey – search engine for wireless mobile apps 

 Mytopia – mobile social games 

 iLeverage – Israeli Innovations  

 
PROFESSIONAL AWARDS  

 Top Talent Award – Nortel 

 Top Inventors Award – Nortel EDN  

 Certified IEEE-WCET - Wireless Communications Engineering Technologies 

 Toastmasters International - Competent Communicator (twice)  

 Toastmasters International - Advanced Communicator Bronze  
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Patents and Publications  
(not an exhaustive list) 

Patents Issued  

 US 8,537,989 Device and method for providing enhanced telephony 
 US 8,078,708 Grid proxy architecture for network resources 

 US 7,944,827 Content-aware dynamic network resource allocation  
 US 7,860,999 Distributed computation in network devices  

 US 7,734,748 Method and apparatus for intelligent management of a network element 
 US 7,710,871 Dynamic assignment of traffic classes to a priority queue in a packet forwarding device 

 US 7,580,349 Content-aware dynamic network resource allocation 

 US 7,433,941 Method and apparatus for accessing network information on a network device  
 US 7,359,993 Method and apparatus for interfacing external resources with a network element  
 US 7,313,608 Method and apparatus for using documents written in a markup language to access and 

configure network elements  
 US 7,260,621 Object-oriented network management interface 

 US 7,237,012 Method and apparatus for classifying Java remote method invocation transport traffic 

 US 7,127,526 Method and apparatus for dynamically loading and managing software services on a network 
device 

 US 7,047,536 Method and apparatus for classifying remote procedure call transport traffic 

 US 7,039,724 Programmable command-line interface API for managing operation of a network device 

 US 6,976,054 Method and system for accessing low-level resources in a network device 

 US 6,970,943 Routing architecture including a compute plane configured for high-speed processing of 
packets to provide application layer support 

 US 6,950,932 Security association mediator for Java-enabled devices 

 US 6,850,989 Method and apparatus for automatically configuring a network switch 

 US 6,845,397 Interface method and system for accessing inner layers of a network protocol 
 US 6,842,781 Download and processing of a network management application on a network device  
 US 6,772,205 Executing applications on a target network device using a proxy network device 

 US 6,564,325 Method of and apparatus for providing multi-level security access to system 

 US 6,175,868 Method and apparatus for automatically configuring a network switch 

 US 6,170,015 Network apparatus with Java co-processor 
 US 8,406,388 Systems and methods for visual presentation and selection of IVR menu 

 US 8,155,280 Systems and methods for visual presentation and selection of IVR menu  
 US 8,054,952 Systems and methods for visual presentation and selection of IVR menu  
 US 8,000,454 Systems and methods for visual presentation and selection of IVR menu  

 US 8,223,931 Systems and methods for visual presentation and selection of IVR menu  
 US 8,160,215 Systems and methods for visual presentation and selection of IVR menu  
 EP 1,905,211 Technique for authenticating network users 

 EP 1,142,213 Dynamic assignment of traffic classes to a priority queue in a packet forwarding device 

 EP 1,671,460 Method and apparatus for scheduling resources on a switched underlay network  
 CA 2,358,525 Dynamic assignment of traffic classes to a priority queue in a packet forwarding device 
 US 8,161,139 Method and apparatus for intelligent management of a network element 
 US 8,146,090 Time-value curves to provide dynamic QoS for time sensitive file transfer 
 US 8,341,257 Grid proxy architecture for network resource 
 US 8,345,835 Systems and methods for visual presentation and selection of IVR menu 
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Patent Applications Published and Pending 
 
 US 20130080898 SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS  

 US 20130022191 SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR VISUAL PRESENTATION AND SELECTION OF 
IVR MENU  

 US 20130022183 SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR VISUAL PRESENTATION AND SELECTION OF 
IVR MENU  

 US 20130022181 SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR VISUAL PRESENTATION AND SELECTION OF 
IVR MENU  

 US 20120180059 TIME-VALUE CURVES TO PROVIDE DYNAMIC QoS FOR TIME SENSITIVE FILE 
TRANSFERS  

 US 20120063574 SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR VISUAL PRESENTATION AND SELECTION OF 
IVR MENU  

 US 20110225330 PORTABLE UNIVERSAL COMMUNICATION DEVICE  

 US 20100220616 OPTIMIZING NETWORK CONNECTIONS  

 US 20100217854 Method and Apparatus for Intelligent Management of a Network Element  

 US 20100146492 TRANSLATION OF PROGRAMMING CODE  

 US 20100146112 EFFICIENT COMMUNICATION TECHNIQUES  

 US 20100146111 EFFICIENT COMMUNICATION IN A NETWORK  

 US 20090313613 Methods and Apparatus for Automatic Translation of a Computer Program Language 
Code  

 US 20090313004 Platform-Independent Application Development Framework  

 US 20090279562 Content-aware dynamic network resource allocation  

 US 20080040630 Time-Value Curves to Provide Dynamic QoS for Time Sensitive File Transfers  

 US 20070169171 Technique for authenticating network users  

 US 20060123481 Method and apparatus for network immunization  

 US 20060075042 Extensible resource messaging between user applications and network elements in a 
communication network  

 US 20050083960 Method and apparatus for transporting parcels of data using network elements with 
network element storage  

 US 20050076339 Method and apparatus for automated negotiation for resources on a switched underlay 
network  

 US 20050076336 Method and apparatus for scheduling resources on a switched underlay network  

 US 20050076173 Method and apparatus for preconditioning data to be transferred on a switched 
underlay network  

 US 20050076099 Method and apparatus for live streaming media replication in a communication network  

 US 20050074529 Method and apparatus for transporting visualization information on a switched underlay 
network  

 US 20040076161 Dynamic assignment of traffic classes to a priority queue in a packet forwarding device  

 US 20020021701 Dynamic assignment of traffic classes to a priority queue in a packet forwarding device  
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PSEUDOWIRE PROTECTION USING A 
STANDBY PSEUDOWIRE 

CROSS REFERENCE TO OTHER 
APPLICATIONS 

2 
scheme could be implemented without significant changes to 
existing protocols and devices. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Various embodiments of the invention are disclosed in the 
following detailed description and the accompanying draw
ings. 

This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent 
Application No. 60/653,065 entitled PSEUDO WIRE PRO
TECTION filed Feb. 14, 2005 which is incorporated herein 
by reference for all purposes. 10 

FIGS. lA and lB are block diagrams illustrating an 
embodiment of a single-hop Pseudowire system and an 
embodiment of a multi-hop Pseudowire system, respectively. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

In recent years, many networking and telecommunications 
carriers have deployed Pseudowires to carry Layer-2 (also 
known as the data link layer of the Open Systems Intercon
nection (OSI) Reference Model) traffic. A Pseudowire (PW) 
refers to an emulation of a native service over a network. 
Examples of the native service include Asynchronous Trans
fer Mode (ATM), Frame Relay, Ethernet, Time Division Mul
tiplexing (TDM), Synchronous Optical Network (SONET), 
Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH), etc. Examples of the 
network include Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS), 
Internet Protocol (IP), etc. More recently, a number of carriers 
have extended the use ofPseudowires beyond packet encap
sulation, and offered Pseudowires as a type of network ser
vice. Consequently, data traffic protection and redundancy in 
environments that use Pseudowire have become critical. 

FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating an embodiment of a pro
cess of providing data protection using Pseudowires. 

FIG. 3A is a flowchart illustrating another embodiment of 
15 a process of providing data protection using Pseudowires. 

FIG. 3B is a flowchart illustrating how the Pseudowire is 
used, according to some embodiments. 

FIG. 4 is a data structure diagram illustrating an embodi
ment of a Pseudo wire protection configuration parameter that 

20 specifies several protection-related properties of the 
Pseudowire. 

FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating an example process of 
using the priorities during switchover. 

FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating am example in which pre-
25 emption takes place during a switchover operation. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

At the edge of a network, a network edge device such as an 30 

edge router may receive multiple Layer-2 flows (also referred 

The invention can be implemented in numerous ways, 
including as a process, an apparatus, a system, a composition 
of matter, a computer readable medium such as a computer 
readable storage medium or a computer network wherein 
program instructions are sent over optical or electronic com
munication links. In this specification, these implementa-

to as Attachment Circuits (ACs)). In a typical network sup
porting Pseudowires, each AC is mapped to a Pseudowire. 
Ingress packets received mapped to a specific Pseudowire are 
labeled with an identifier associated with this Pseudowire, 

35 

and are switched via the Pseudowire. A physical link may 
support one or more Pseudowires. Ideally, the data flow in a 
Pseudowire should be protected. In other words, if an active 
Pseudowire fails, the data flow should be redirected to an 40 
alternative Pseudowire to avoid data loss. 

tions, or any other form that the invention may take, may be 
referred to as techniques. A component such as a processor or 
a memory described as being configured to perform a task 
includes both a general component that is temporarily con
figured to perform the task at a given time or a specific 
component that is manufactured to perform the task. In gen
eral, the order of the steps of disclosed processes may be 

Pseudowires can operate over many physical media types. 
However, existing Pseudowire systems typically provide no 
protection or very limited protection. For example, there is 
usually no data protection for Pseudowires on different physi
cal media types, since most network protection schemes, such 
as APS for SO NET, Link Aggregation for Ethernet, do not 
apply over multiple physical media types. 

Some MPLS devices implement schemes such as MPLS 
Fast Reroute to provide limited data protection. These exist
ing schemes, however, often do not provide adequate protec
tion. Take the following scenario as an example: between two 
provider edges (PEs), a first tunnel comprising multiple 
Pseudowires is protected by a second tunnel. Due to network 
topology constraints, the two tunnels may have different 
bandwidth. This is a possible scenario in an MPLS Fast 
Reroute operation. In this example, the second tunnel may 
have lower bandwidth than that of the first one. If the first 
tunnel should fail, the amount of data that needs to be redi
rected through the second tunnel may exceed the capacity of 
the second tunnel. Furthermore, existing protocols typically 
do not provide a way of determining which data gets priority. 
Thus, certain mission critical data may be dropped while 
other less critical data may pass through. 

altered within the scope of the invention. 
A detailed description of one or more embodiments of the 

invention is provided below along with accompanying figures 
45 that illustrate the principles of the invention. The invention is 

described in connection with such embodiments, but the 
invention is not limited to any embodiment. The scope of the 
invention is limited only by the claims and the invention 
encompasses numerous alternatives, modifications and 

50 equivalents. Numerous specific details are set forth in the 
following description in order to provide a thorough under
standing of the invention. These details are provided for the 
purpose of example and the invention may be practiced 
according to the claims without some or all of these specific 

55 details. For the purpose of clarity, technical material that is 
known in the technical fields related to the invention has not 
been described in detail so that the invention is not unneces
sarily obscured. 

Providing protection to network traffic using one or more 
60 Pseudowires is disclosed. In some embodiments, a Pseudow

ire protection configuration parameter is sent to a destination 
node. A Pseudowire configuration acknowledgment from the 
destination node is received. If a Pseudowire is allowed to be 

It would be desirable to have a way to provide better 65 

Pseudowire protection and to have more control during 
switchover. It would also be desirable if the protection 

established according to the Pseudowire configuration 
acknowledgment, it is established based at least in part on the 
Pseudowire protection configuration parameter. In embodi-
ments where the Pseudowire is established as a standby 
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Pseudowire configured to protect one or more primary 
Pseudowires, in the event that a primary Pseudowire fails to 
transfer network traffic for reasons such as network conges
tion, equipment failure, etc., network traffic that is originally 
designated to be transferred on the primary Pseudowire(s) is 
switched from the primary Pseudowire(s) to the standby 
Pseudowire. 

4 
agement agent that communicates with the destination node. 
Details of the configuration parameter will be discussed fur
ther below. 

The protection technique is applicable to both single-hop 
and multi-hop systems. FIGS. 1A and 1B are block diagrams 
illustrating an embodiment of a single-hop Pseudowire sys- 10 

tern and an embodiment of a multi-hop Pseudowire system, 
respectively. Configuring and switching the Pseudowire will 

Once the destination node (or its associated management 
agent) receives the Pseudowire protection configuration 
parameter, it determines whether it will accept the Pseudow
ire protection configuration and allow a standby Pseudowire 
to be established. Depending on implementation, the desti-
nation node determines whether to accept the protection con
figuration based on factors such as traffic condition, number 
of existing Pseudowires, priority information, etc. The desti-
nation node may reject the protection request for a number of 
reasons. For example, the destination node does not support 
Pseudowire protection mechanism as described here. If a 
standby Pseudowire may be established, the destination node 
accepts it and configures the Pseudowire based at least in part 

be discussed in more detail below. 
In the example shown in FIG. 1A, system 100 is a single

hop system where the nodes in the system all belong to the 15 

same carrier network. Within each carrier network, all net
work nodes and facility are under a common administrative 
control. A service provider company may own multiple car
rier networks in different regions. As used herein, a node 
refers to a networked device. In this case, the nodes in the 20 

system are provider edges (PEs) A, B, C, and D, which all 
belong to the same carrier network. Ingress data received by 
attachment circuits 112 of PE A designated for PE B may be 
sent via a label switched path (LSP) through PEs A, C, and B, 

on the configuration parameters. In some embodiments, the 
destination node adds the Pseudowire to a table ofPseudow
ires. A corresponding Pseudo wire configuration acknow ledg
ment is generated, indicating whether the destination node 
has accepted the Pseudowire configuration. The Pseudowire 
configuration acknowledgment is sent to the source node. In 
some embodiments, as a part of the LDP process, a MPLS 
label for the data packets traversing through the standby 
Pseudowire is assigned. or an LSP through PEs A, D, and B. The first LSP comprises 25 

Pseudowires 102, 104 and 106, and the second LSP com
prises Pseudowires 108 and 110. In this example, the 
Pseudowire connections between PEs are established using 
the Label Distribution Protocol (LDP). The connections are 
based on LDP sessions. Each LDP session is to connect two 30 

At the source node, once the Pseudowire configuration 
acknowledgment is received (206), it is examined to deter
mine whether the Pseudowire configuration has been 
accepted (208). If, according to the Pseudowire configuration 
acknowledgment, the Pseudowire configuration has been 
accepted by the destination, a standby Pseudowire is estab-local or remote nodes. There may be multiple paths intercon

necting any two nodes in the network. Thus, for each LDP 
session, there may be multiple LDP Hello Adjacencies, one 
LDP Hello Adjacency per path. For purposes of example, 
throughout this specification, LDP is used as the communi
cation protocol between nodes. Other appropriate protocols 
may also be used. 

In the example shown in FIG. 1B, system 150 is a multi
hop system since it includes multiple carrier networks. Car
rier networks 1-6 form autonomous systems 1-6, respectively. 
Each autonomous system includes one or more networks that 
are controlled by a carrier. For purposes of illustration, three 
Pseudowires are shown in this example to transfer data 
between PE 1A and PE 3B: a first Pseudowire comprising a 
path via autonomous systems 1, 2, and 3, a second Pseudow
ire comprising a path via autonomous systems 1, 6, and 3, and 
a third Pseudowire comprising a path via autonomous sys
tems 1, 4, 5, and3. Other Pseudowire formations are possible. 
At the source node PE 1A, data packets to be sent via a 
particular Pseudowire are labeled with an identifier associ
ated with the Pseudowire, forwarded on to the next provider 
edge on one Pseudowire segment, and forwarded again if 
necessary until the packets reach the destination node 3B. 

FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating an embodiment of a pro
cess of providing data protection using Pseudowires. Process 
200 may be implemented on a source node such as A or 1 A of 
systems 100 and 150, or on an independent management 
agent that communicates with the source node. For purposes 
of illustration, the process is shown as implemented on a 
source node in the following example. The process initializes 
when a connection session is established between the source 
node and the destination node (202). A Pseudo wire protection 
configuration parameter for configuring a Pseudowire based 
on the connection session is sent (204). The Pseudowire pro
tection configuration parameter includes one or more fields 
that specify certain protection properties associated with the 
Pseudowire. It may be sent to the destination node or a man-

lished based at least in part on the Pseudowire protection 
configuration parameter and may be used as such (210). If, 
however, the Pseudowire configuration has not been 

35 accepted, the process performs appropriate exception han
dling, such as re-sending the Pseudowire protection configu
ration parameter (212). 

FIG. 3A is a flowchart illustrating another embodiment of 
a process of providing data protection using Pseudowires. 

40 Process 300 may be implemented on aPE, on an independent 
management agent, or the like. For purposes of illustration, in 
the following example, the process is initiated and carried out 
on a PE source node. 

Process 300 begins with the initialization of an LDP ses-
45 sian (302). According to the negotiation scheme based on 

LDP, the source node exchanges messages with the destina
tion node and establishes an LDP Hello Adjacency (304). A 
Pseudowire setup request that includes a Pseudowire protec
tion configuration parameter is sent to the destination node 

50 (or its associated management agent), requesting that a 
standby Pseudowire be established over the LDP Hello Adja
cency (306). In some embodiments, multiple LDP Hello 
Adjacencies are available for Pseudowire setup, thus multiple 
setup requests are sent, and the destination node processes the 

55 requests and maps Pseudowires to appropriate LDP Hello 
Adjacencies. In some embodiments, the source node dynami
cally determines which LDP Hello Adjacency among the 
available connections is to be configured as a standby 
Pseudowire, and directs its setup request accordingly. The 

60 dynamic determination may be based on, among other things, 
bandwidth availability on the adjacency path. 

In some embodiments, the request is sent as a LDP Label 
Mapping Message. The configuration parameter is used to 
configure various properties of the Pseudowire, including 

65 protection type, protection scheme, priority, etc. Further 
details of the configuration parameters are discussed below. 
In some embodiments, multiple LDP Hello Adjacencies are 
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established and the source node sends multiple Pseudowire 
setup requests to configure Pseudowires over these LDP 
Hello Adjacencies. 

In this example, upon receiving a Pseudowire setup 
request, the destination node maps the request to the appro
priate LDP Hello Adjacency. If the mapping is successful, the 
Pseudo wire is established. Sometimes, however, the mapping 
and consequently the Pseudowire setup may fail for reasons 
such as network congestion, resource limitation, equipment 
failure, etc. The destination node sends a Pseudowire con- 10 

figuration acknowledgment to the source node. In this 
example, the Pseudowire configuration acknowledgment is 
an LDP acknowledgement indicating whether a particular 
Pseudowire has been successfully established. Once the 
source node receives the acknowledgement (308), it deter- 15 

mines whether the configuration has been accepted by the 
destination (310). If the configuration has been accepted, a 
standby Pseudowire is successfully established based at least 
in part on the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter, 
and the source and destination nodes can start using the 20 

standby Pseudowire to protect other Pseudowires (312). If, 
however, the acknowledgment indicates that the configura
tion has not been accepted and a Pseudowire has not been 
successfully established, appropriate exception handling 
measures such as resending the Pseudowire protection con- 25 

figuration parameter are taken (314). 
Process 300 is applicable to both single-hop and multi -hop 

systems. In a single-hop system, the source node and the 
destination node correspond to a source PE and a destination 
PE on the network and the process is used to configure a 30 

standby Pseudowire between the PEs. In a multi-hop system, 
the process may be repeated by the PEs on various carrier 
networks to establish Pseudowire segments. For example, in 
system 150 of FIG. 1B, PE 1A can use process 300 to estab
lish a Pseudo wire segment with PE 6A, and PE 6A can use the 35 

same process to establish-a Pseudowire segment with PE 6B, 
which can use the same process to establish a Pseudowire 
segment with PE 3B. 

FIG. 3B is a flowchart illustrating how the Pseudowire is 
used, according to some embodiments. Process 350 may be 40 

implemented on the source node, the destination node, or 
both. In this example, the designation of the Pseudowire is 
first determined (352). The designation may be configured by 
a system administrator, in an Pseudowire configuration pro
cess, or any other appropriate means. If the Pseudowire is 45 

designated as a primary Pseudowire, it is configured to carry 
network traffic (354). In the event that a primary Pseudowire 
fails (356), the nodes associated with the Pseudowire will 
attempt to switch the traffic over to the standby Pseudowire by 
sending a switchover request to the Pseudowire (358). As will 50 

be shown in more detail below, in some embodiments, 
whether the traffic on the primary Pseudowire can preempt 
the traffic on the standby Pseudowire and be switched over 
depends on priority configuration of the Pseudowires. 

If it is designated as a standby Pseudowire, it is enters into 55 

standby mode to provide protection to one or more primary 
Pseudowires (360). In some embodiments, the standby 
Pseudowire carries network traffic during normal operation. 
It is ready to take over traffic from the primary Pseudo wire if 
necessary. If a switchover request is received from a primary 60 

Pseudowire (362), traffic on the primary Pseudowire is 
switched over to the standby Pseudowire. In some embodi
ments, the switchover only occurs if the priority comparison 

6 
over the Pseudowire and the destination node disassociates 
the Pseudowire with the LDP Hello Adjacency to break the 
Pseudowire connection. 

FIG. 4 is a data structure diagram illustrating an embodi
ment of a Pseudo wire protection configuration parameter that 
specifies several protection-related properties of the 
Pseudowire. In this example, Pseudowire protection configu
ration parameter 400 includes four fields: protection scheme, 
protection type, domain type, and priority. A field may have 
one or more sub fields. For example, the priority field is shown 
to include a holding priority and a setup priority. One or more 
of the fields and/or sub fields may be used in various embodi
ments. Other appropriate fields may also be implemented. In 
the example shown, the fields are numerical values that map 
to appropriate property values. 

In some embodiments, one of the following Pseudowire 
protection schemes is used to set up the Pseudowires: 1+1, 
1:1, l:N or M:N. The protection scheme field is used to 
indicate which protection scheme is used in the system setup. 
A specific protection scheme corresponds to a field value. For 
example, 1 + 1 maps to 0, 1:1 maps to 1, and so on. In a system 
implementing a 1 + 1 protection scheme, the same traffic is 
sent over two parallel Pseudowires and the receiver selects 
one traffic stream at a time. In a system implementing a 1:1 
protection scheme, one Pseudowire is used is used to protect 
another Pseudowire. Similarly, in a l:N system (e.g. MPLS 
Facility Backup), one Pseudowire is used to protect N other 
Pseudowires, and in a M:N system M Pseudowires are used to 
protect N other Pseudowires. 

The protection type field is used to configure the standby 
mode of the Pseudowire. In some embodiments, cold, warm, 
and hot standby modes are supported. Other appropriate 
standby modes may be implemented in other embodiments. 
In some embodiments, in cold standby mode configuration, 
once network failure on a Pseudowire carrying network traffic 
is detected, a standby Pseudowire is selected from the remain-
ing functional Pseudowires, and traffic is redirected to the 
standby Pseudowire. In some embodiments with warm 
standby mode configuration, one or more standby Pseudow
ires are established before any network failure has occurred. 
These standby Pseudowires, however, are not maintained or 
used to transport data until a network failure is detected. Upon 
failure detection, the source or destination nodes will modify 
the data-plane and switch data traffic over to the standby 
Pseudowire(s). In some embodiments with hot standby mode 
configuration, one or more standby Pseudowires are pre-
established and maintained at both control-plane and data
plane, so that once a network failure is detected, data traffic is 
directly switched over to the standby Pseudowire(s ). 

The domain type field indicates whether the Pseudowire is 
configured in a single-hop environment where all the nodes of 
the Pseudowire belong to the same carrier network, or a 
multi-hop environment where the Pseudowire includes nodes 
on several carrier networks. This is because the intermediate 
may process single-hop and multi-hop Pseudowire differ
ently. 

The priority field indicates the preference level of a 
Pseudowire in preempting other Pseudowires during 
switchover. In the event of a network failure, the edge nodes 
will preferentially provide protection according to the prior
ity setting of the Pseudowires. In a situation where network 
resources (such as bandwidth) are limited, data sent on a 
higher priority Pseudo wire is more likely to be protected than 
data sent on a lower priority Pseudowire. In some embodi-of the primary and standby Pseudowires indicates the 

switchover is allowed. 
Optionally, during the operation, if a Pseudowire is no 

longer needed, the source node can send a withdraw request 

65 ments, the priority field includes two subfields: a holding 
priority and a setup priority. The holding priority indicates the 
relative priority of a currently active Pseudowire with respect 
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to other Pseudowires when the latter attempt to preempt the 
former's use of the data link. Stated another way, it deter
mines how easily a currently active Pseudowire gives up its 
hold on a data link upon request. The setup priority indicates 
the relative priority of a Pseudowire during the setup process. 

FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating an example process of 
using the priorities during switchover. Process 500 may be 
implemented on an edge node, an independent management 
agent, or the like. In this example, process 500 initiates when 
a network failure has been detected (502). It is determined 10 

whether preemption is required (504). Preemption is required 
when the failed link carries more Pseudowire traffic than the 
available bandwidth on the standby link. If preemption is not 
required, the Pseudowire(s) may directly switchover (506). 

8 
accepting the Pseudowire protection configuration param

eter by the destination node; 
using the standby Pseudowire that is configured based at 

least in part on the Pseudowire protection configuration 
parameter; and 

determining whether to preempt existing traffic on the 
standby Pseudowire, wherein the determination is 
based, at least in part, on the priority for the standby 
Pseudo wire. 

2. A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the standby 
Pseudowire is configured to provide protection to at least one 
primary Pseudowire. 

3. A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the standby 
Pseudowire is configured to provide protection to at least one 

If, however, preemption is required, the setup priorities of the 
Pseudowires on the failed link are compared and the 
Pseudowire with the highest setup priority is selected (508). 
The setup priority of the selected Pseudowire is compared to 
the holding priority of the standby Pseudowire (510). If the 
setup priority is greater than the holding priority, traffic on the 
selected Pseudowire is switched over to the standby 
Pseudowire (506). If, however, the setup priority is no greater 
than the holding priority, no switchover takes place and the 
standby Pseudowire continues to transfer its own data and the 
data on the failed Pseudowires is lost (514). 

15 primary Pseudowire, and in the event that the primary 
Pseudowire fails to transfer network traffic, switching net
work traffic from at least one of said at least one primary 
Pseudowire to the standby Pseudowire. 

4. A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the standby 
20 Pseudowire is dynamically selected from a plurality of con-

25 

FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating am example in which pre
emption takes place during a switchover operation. In this 
example, Pseudowires 600, 602 and 604 are active, primary 
Pseudowires carrying traffic. Pseudowire 604 is used as the 
standby Pseudowire. Pseudowire 600 has a holding priority 30 

and a setup priority of 10 and 11, respectively, Pseudowire 
602 has priorities of 11 and 12, and Pseudowire 604 has 
priorities of 9 and 9. Thus, if the link on which Pseudowires 
600 and 602 operate fails, the nodes will initiate switchover 
using Pseudowire 604. A comparison of the setup priority of 35 

Pseudowires 600 and 602 indicates that Pseudowire 602 has a 
higher setup priority, thus 602 is given preference in the 
switchover. The setup priority ofPseudowire 602 is compared 
with the holding priority of Pseudowire 604. Since 602's 
setup priority is greater than 604's holding priority, data on 40 

602 preempts data on 604 and takes over the link. 
Providing protection to network traffic using one or more 

Pseudowires has been disclosed. Pseudowire protection 
improves the reliability ofPseudowire services. Pseudowires 
are better controlled by appropriately configuring the prop- 45 

erties of Pseudowires and without requiring significant 
changes to existing protocols and devices. 

Although the foregoing embodiments have been described 
in some detail for purposes of clarity of understanding, the 
invention is not limited to the details provided. There are 50 

many alternative ways of implementing the invention. The 
disclosed embodiments are illustrative and not restrictive. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method of providing protection to network traffic, 55 

comprising: 
sending a Pseudowire protection configuration parameter 

for configuring a standby Pseudowire between a source 
node and a destination node, the Pseudowire protection 
configuration parameter indicating a protection property 60 

associated with the standby Pseudowire, the protection 
property including a priority for the standby Pseudow
Jre; 

receiving a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement 
indicating whether the Pseudowire protection configu- 65 

ration parameter has been accepted by the destination 
node; 

nections. 
5. A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the protection 

property further includes at least one of a domain type, a 
protection type or a protection scheme. 

6. A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the Pseudowire 
protection configuration parameter is established using the 
Label Distribution Protocol (LDP). 

7. A method as recited in claim 5, wherein the domain type 
indicates whether the standby Pseudowire is configured in a 
single-hop environment where the standby Pseudowire 
includes a plurality of nodes coupled to a same carrier net
work, or a multi-hop environment where the standby 
Pseudowire includes a plurality of nodes coupled to several 
carrier networks. 

8. A method as recited in claim 5, wherein the protection 
scheme indicates at least one of the following: 

a 1 + 1 protection scheme, wherein the same traffic is sent 
over two Pseudowires; 

a 1:1 protection scheme, wherein one standby Pseudowire 
is used to protect another Pseudowire; 

a 1 :N protection scheme, wherein one standby Pseudowire 
is used to protect N other Pseudowires; or 

an M:N protection scheme, wherein M standby Pseudow
ires are used to protect N other Pseudowires. 

9. A system for providing protection to network traffic, 
comprising: 

a processor configured to: 
send a Pseudowire protection configuration parameter 

for configuring a standby Pseudowire between a 
source node and a destination node, the Pseudowire 
protection configuration parameter indicating a pro
tection property associated with the standby 
Pseudowire, the protection property including a pri
ority for the standby Pseudowire; 

receive a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement 
indicating whether the Pseudowire protection con
figuration parameter has been accepted by the desti
nation node; 

accept the Pseudowire protection configuration param
eter by the destination node; 

use the standby Pseudowire that is configured based at 
least in part on the Pseudowire protection configura
tion parameter; and 

determine whether to preempt existing traffic on the 
standby Pseudowire, wherein the determination is 
based, at least in part, on the priority for the standby 
Pseudowire. 
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10. A system as recited in claim 9, wherein the standby 
Pseudowire is configured to provide protection to at least one 
primary Pseudowire. 

11. A system as recited in claim 9, wherein the protection 
property further includes at least one of a domain type, a 
protection type or a protection scheme. 

12. A system as recited in claim 11, wherein the domain 
type indicates whether the standby Pseudowire is configured 
in a single-hop environment where the standby Pseudowire 
includes a plurality of nodes coupled to a same carrier net- 10 

work, or a multi-hop environment where the standby 
Pseudowire includes a plurality of nodes coupled to several 
carrier networks. 

10 
receiving a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement 

indicating whether the Pseudowire protection configu
ration parameter has been accepted by the destination 
node; 

accept the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter 
by the destination node; 

using the standby Pseudowire that is configured based at 
least in part on the Pseudowire protection configuration 
parameter; and 

determining whether to preempt existing traffic on the 
standby Pseudowire, wherein the determination is 
based, at least in part, on the priority for the standby 
Pseudo wire. 

13. A system as recited in claim 11, wherein the protection 
scheme indicates at least one of the following: 

a 1 + 1 protection scheme, wherein the same traffic is sent 
over two Pseudowires; 

15. A computer program product as recited in claim 14, 
15 wherein the protection property further includes at least one 

of a domain type, a protection type or a protection scheme. 

a 1: 1 protection scheme, wherein one standby Pseudowire 
is used to protect another Pseudowire; 

a 1 :N protection scheme, wherein one standby Pseudowire 20 

is used to protect N other Pseudowires; or 
an M:N protection scheme, wherein M standby Pseudow

ires are used to protect N other Pseudowires. 
14. A computer program product for configuring a 

Pseudowire between a source node and a destination node, 25 

the computer program product being embodied in a computer 
readable storage medium and comprising computer instruc
tions for: 

sending a Pseudowire protection configuration parameter 
for configuring a standby Pseudowire between a source 30 

node and a destination node, the Pseudowire protection 
configuration parameter indicating a protection property 
associated with the standby Pseudowire, the protection 
property including a priority for the standby Pseudow-
1re; 

16. A computer product as recited in claim 15, wherein the 
domain type indicates whether the standby Pseudowire is 
configured in a single-hop environment where the standby 
Pseudowire includes a plurality of nodes coupled to a same 
carrier network, or a multi-hop environment where the 
standby Pseudowire includes a plurality of nodes coupled to 
several carrier networks. 

17. A computer product as recited in claim 15, wherein the 
protection scheme indicates at least one of the following: 

a 1 + 1 protection scheme, wherein the same traffic is sent 
over two Pseudowires; 

a 1:1 protection scheme, wherein one standby Pseudowire 
is used to protect another Pseudowire; 

a 1 :N protection scheme, wherein one standby Pseudowire 
is used to protect N other Pseudowires; or 

an M:N protection scheme, wherein M standby Pseudow
ires are used to protect N other Pseudowires. 

* * * * * 
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10. (Original) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter is established using the Label Distribution Protocol (LDP). 

11. (Previously Presented) A system for providing protection to network traffic, comprising: 

a processor configured to: 

send a Pseudowire protection configuration parameter for configuring a standby 

Pseudowire between a source node and a destination node, the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter indicating a protection property associated with the standby 

Pseudowire, the protection property including a priority for the standby Pseudowire; 

receive a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement indicating whether the 

Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has been accepted by the destination 

node; 

accept the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter by the destination node; 

use the standby Pseudowire that is configured based at least in part on the 

Pseudowire protection configuration parameter; and 

determine whether to preempt existing traffic on the standby Pseudowire, wherein 

the determination is based, at least in part, on the priority for the standby Pseudowire. 

12. (Original) A system as recited in Claim 11, wherein the standby Pseudowire is configured to 

provide protection to at least one primary Pseudowire. 

13. (Previously Presented) A system as recited in Claim 11, wherein the protection property 

further includes at least one of a domain type, a protection type or a protection scheme. 

14-t/. (Canceled). 
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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS: 

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the application: 

Listing of Claims: 

1. (Previously Presented) A method of providing protection to network traffic, comprising: 

sending a Pseudowire protection configuration parameter for configuring a standby 

Pseudowire between a source node and a destination node, the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter indicating a protection property associated with the standby Pseudowire, 

the protection property including a priority for the standby Pseudowire; 

receiving a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement indicating whether the 

Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has been accepted by the destination node; 

accepting the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter by the destination node; 

using the standby Pseudowire that is configured based at least in part on the Pseudowire 

protection configuration parameter; and 

determining whether to preempt existing traffic on the standby Pseudowire, wherein the 

determination is based, at least in part, on the priority for the standby Pseudowire. 

2. (Original) A method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the standby Pseudowire is configured to 

provide protection to at least one primary Pseudowire. 

3. (Original) A method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the standby Pseudowire is configured to 

provide protection to at least one primary Pseudowire, and in the event that the primary 

Pseudowire fails to transfer network traffic, switching network traffic from at least one of said at 

least one primary Pseudowire to the standby Pseudowire. 

4. (Original) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the standby Pseudowire is dynamically 

selected from a plurality of connections. 

5. (Previously Presented) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the protection property further 

includes at least one of a domain type, a protection type or a protection scheme. 

Page 2 of7 
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10. (Original) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter is established using the Label Distribution Protocol (LDP). 

11. (Previously Presented) A system for providing protection to network traffic, comprising: 

a processor configured to: 

send a Pseudowire protection configuration parameter for configuring a standby 

Pseudowire between a source node and a destination node, the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter indicating a protection property associated with the standby 

Pseudowire, the protection property including a priority for the standby Pseudowire; 

receive a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement indicating whether the 

Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has been accepted by the destination 

node; 

accept the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter by the destination node; 

use the standby Pseudowire that is configured based at least in part on the 

Pseudowire protection configuration parameter; and 

determine whether to preempt existing traffic on the standby Pseudowire, wherein 

the determination is based, at least in part, on the priority for the standby Pseudowire. 

12. (Original) A system as recited in Claim 11, wherein the standby Pseudowire is configured to 

provide protection to at least one primary Pseudowire. 

13. (Previously Presented) A system as recited in Claim 11, wherein the protection property 

further includes at least one of a domain type, a protection type or a protection scheme. 

14-17. (Canceled). 
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17. (Previously Presented) A computer program product for configuring a Pseudo wire between a 

source node and a destination node, the computer program product being embodied in a 

computer readable storage medium and comprising computer instructions for: 

sending a Pseudowire protection configuration parameter for configuring a standby 

Pseudowire between a source node and a destination node, the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter indicating a protection property associated with the standby Pseudowire, 

the protection property including a priority for the standby Pseudowire; 

receiving a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement indicating whether the 

Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has been accepted by the destination node; 

accepting the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter by the destination node; 

using the standby Pseudowire that is configured based at least in part on the Pseudowire 

protection configuration parameter; and 

determining whether to preempt existing traffic on the standby Pseudowire, wherein the 

determination is based, at least in part, on the priority for the standby Pseudowire. 

18. (Previously Presented) A computer program product as recited in claim 17, wherein the 

protection property further includes at least one of a domain type, a protection type or a 

protection scheme. 

19-21. (Canceled). 

22. (Currently Amended) A method as recited in claim 5, wherein the domain type indicates 

whether the standby Pseudowire is configured in a single-hop environment where the standby 

Pseudowire includes a plurality of nodes coupled to a same carrier network, or a multi-hop 

environment where the standby Pseudo wire includes a plurality of nodes coupled to several 

carrier networks. 

23. (Currently Amended) A method as recited in claim 5, wherein the protection scheme 

indicates at least one of the following: 

a 1 + 1 protection scheme, wherein the same traffic is sent over two Pseudowires; 

a 1: 1 protection scheme, wherein one standby Pseudowire is used to protect another 

Pseudo wire; 
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a 1 :N protection scheme, wherein one standby Pseudowire is used to protect N other 

Pseudowires; or 

an M:N protection scheme, wherein M standby Pseudowires are used to protect N other 

Pseudo wires. 

24. (Currently Amended) A system as recited in claim 13, wherein the domain type indicates 

whether the standby Pseudowire is configured in a single-hop environment where the standby 

Pseudowire includes a plurality of nodes coupled to a same carrier network, or a multi-hop 

environment where the standby Pseudo wire includes a plurality of nodes coupled to several 

carrier networks. 

25. (Currently Amended) A system as recited in claim 13, wherein the protection scheme 

indicates at least one of the following: 

a 1 + 1 protection scheme, wherein the same traffic is sent over two Pseudowires; 

a 1: 1 protection scheme, wherein one standby Pseudowire is used to protect another 

Pseudo wire; 

a 1 :N protection scheme, wherein one standby Pseudowire is used to protect N other 

Pseudowires; or 

an M:N protection scheme, wherein M standby Pseudowires are used to protect N other 

Pseudo wires. 

26. (Currently Amended) A computer product as recited in claim 18, wherein the domain type 

indicates whether the standby Pseudowire is configured in a single-hop environment where the 

standby Pseudowire includes a plurality of nodes coupled to a same carrier network, or a multi

hop environment where the standby Pseudo wire includes a plurality of nodes coupled to several 

carrier networks. 

27. (Currently Amended) A computer product as recited in claim 18, wherein the protection 

scheme indicates at least one of the following: 

a 1 + 1 protection scheme, wherein the same traffic is sent over two Pseudowires; 

a 1: 1 protection scheme, wherein one standby Pseudowire is used to protect another 

Pseudo wire; 
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a 1 :N protection scheme, wherein one standby Pseudowire is used to protect N other 

Pseudowires; or 

an M:N protection scheme, wherein M standby Pseudowires are used to protect N other 

Pseudo wires. 
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REMARKS 

Applicant has amended dependent claims 22-27 to provide proper antecedent basis 

support. No new matter has been added. The Examiner is respectfully requested to contact the 

undersigned by telephone at (503) 551-9442 if the Examiner has any questions. 

Date: March 1 2011 

Respectfully submitted, 

by: /Ted A. Crawford/Reg. No. 50,610/ 
Ted A. Crawford 
Reg. No. 50,610 
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recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 
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an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is 
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent. 

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law 
enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation. 
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

EFSID: 8972326 

Application Number: 11354569 

International Application Number: 

Confirmation Number: 6912 

Title of Invention: PSEUDOWIRE PROTECTION USING A STANDBY PSEUDOWIRE 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Ping Pan 

Customer Number: 65638 

Filer: Ted A. Crawford/Lindsey Hunt 

Filer Authorized By: Ted A. Crawford 

Attorney Docket Number: 002.P045 

Receipt Date: 06-DEC-2010 

Filing Date: 14-F EB-2006 

TimeStamp: 14:40:33 

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111 (a) 

Payment information: 

Submitted with Payment yes 

Payment Type Credit Card 

Payment was successfully received in RAM $180 

RAM confirmation Number 853 

Deposit Account 

Authorized User 

File Listing: 

Document I Document Description 
I 

File Name 
I 

File Size( Bytes)/ I Multi 'I Pages 
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (ifappl.) 
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89990 

1 NPL Documents NPL_1.pdf no 31 
a6127715a854785c51 ca36d74fecac1961 ce 

c3e7 

Warnings: 

Information: 

63198 

2 NPL Documents NPL_2.pdf no 42 
14e 78a80f02a09 3f77 d 6c0f72 78a4834e60b 

febb 

Warnings: 

Information: 

96518 

3 NPL Documents NPL_3.pdf no 34 
f24be0 7 c44 79 551 fa6f59 51 bS 28edf7 4 2a5c 

d442 

Warnings: 

Information: 

140721 

4 NPL Documents NPL_ 4.pdf no 26 
8089edf71 06301 fdb052c69926628d5dc77 

e30ad 

Warnings: 

Information: 

1365045 

5 NPL Documents NPL_5.pdf no 36 
de0236b49cfd6b4 7544ad59471179b3e343 

cdlde 

Warnings: 

Information: 

68343 

6 NPL Documents NPL_6.pdf no 18 
2 7 e4e2d 324d 364072bf1 c8cf33 b6e096a5 8 

33635 

Warnings: 

Information: 

53753 

7 NPL Documents NPL_7.pdf no 26 
e83d118b0d79b81749b7af6e990ae09342 

e2487 

Warnings: 

Information: 

2052028 

8 NPL Documents NPL_8.pdf no 44 
62adbcdf339ac7 cad39761 c6d0535ca7155 

d7cee 

Warnings: 

Information: 

60587 

9 NPL Documents NPL_9.pdf no 35 
2c53c1260d216d9c46f429f888119287c40c 

99d3 

Warnings: 

Information: 
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251348 

10 NPL Documents NPL_10.pdf no 5 
60b5 9e 1 b9482bbb52f92fd9d 3efd 27712e 3 

d2de4 

Warnings: 

Information: 

1399249 

11 NPL Documents NPL_11.pdf no 8 
9a83a 1 bdfl b789b74956254e63f8ddd701 c 

Oed4a 

Warnings: 

Information: 

1218073 

12 NPL Documents NPL_12.pdf no 30 
66b68bf2e62dc3aab0ef7804f26acea08b4b 

7c28 

Warnings: 

Information: 

4386129 

13 NPL Documents NPL_13.pdf no 120 
150957e 1 d6ecb21 Of509ab2a72139d335c4 

3e71d 

Warnings: 

Information: 

772229 

14 NPL Documents NPL_14.pdf no 22 
8c88719ae84466d5805ac126bd3bfe09362 

d231e 

Warnings: 

Information: 

650941 

15 NPL Documents NPL_15.pdf no 19 
938954e9b58c23f70f649baa7ffee1191 ec61 

b99 

Warnings: 

Information: 

278396 

16 NPL Documents NPL_16.pdf no 8 
d29dbda9de5378bd0f6a8d9d6c5c32a79a 

37e36 

Warnings: 

Information: 

628969 

17 NPL Documents NPL_17.pdf no 19 
761 d9e465812fb755bcdb0ed9cccd4320af 

2de62 

Warnings: 

Information: 

1126682 

18 NPL Documents NPL_18.pdf no 33 
5428174f9f6c07371 a8f8a03b32f5eb4ac06 

483 

Warnings: 

Information: 
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199537 

19 NPL Documents NPL_19.pdf no 4 
8cae6ebd 3183 502 0465d 9 3 b0318782c55 8 

db6b9 

Warnings: 

Information: 

198340 

20 NPL Documents NPL_20.pdf no 5 
0395cd8fb6824ed413e679546c1 d722323b 

4ab0a 

Warnings: 

Information: 

866367 

21 NPL Documents NPL_21.pdf no 2 
43b4f28e3ced59540309d 1 cl d9ddb6701 c 

5b79a 

Warnings: 

Information: 

22 
Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) 

IDS_002_P045.pdf 
Filed (SB/08) 

614892 

no 9 
ffc834a82c1 e3defebb58edbb75de31656d 

b28fb 

Warnings: 

Information: 

30440 

23 Fee Worksheet (PT0-875) fee-info. pdf no 2 
8861849ee1 01 05e9df1 ddbe891 c71 f55b8c 

add64 

Warnings: 

Information: 

Total Files Size (in bytes) 16611775 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents, 
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a 
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503. 

New AI!I!Iications Under 35 U.S.C. 111 
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR 
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this 
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application. 

National Stage of an International AI!I!Iication under 35 U.S.C. 371 
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35 
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a 
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course. 

New International AI!I!Iication Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office 
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for 
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 181 0), a Notification of the International Application Number 
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/1 OS) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning 
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of 
the application. 
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 

P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450 
www.uspto.gov 

NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND FEE(S) DUE 

65638 7590 12/02/2010 

OMIKRON IP LAW GROUP 
16325 Boones Ferry Rd. 
SUITE 204 
LAKE OSWEGO, OR 97035 

EXAMINER 

LIU,SIMING 

ARTUNIT PAPERNUMBER 

2472 

DATE MAILED: 12/02/2010 

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO. 

111354,569 02114/2006 Ping Pan 002.P045 6912 

TITLE OF INVENTION: PSEUDO WIRE PROTECTION USING A STANDBY PSEUDO WIRE 

APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE 

nonprovisiona1 NO $1510 $0 $0 $1510 03/02/2011 

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT. 
PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS CLOSED. THIS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. 
THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO WITHDRAWAL FROM ISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON 
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPEP 1308. 

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED) MUST BE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM THE 
MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS 
STATUTORY PERIOD CANNOT BE EXTENDED. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE DOES 
NOT REFLECT A CREDIT FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE IN THIS APPLICATION. IF AN ISSUE FEE HAS 
PREVIOUSLY BEEN PAID IN THIS APPLICATION (AS SHOWN ABOVE), THE RETURN OF PART B OF THIS FORM 
WILL BE CONSIDERED A REQUEST TO REAPPLY THE PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE TOWARD THE ISSUE FEE NOW 
DUE. 

HOW TO REPLY TO THIS NOTICE: 

I. Review the SMALL ENTITY status shown above. 

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as YES, verify your current 
SMALL ENTITY status: 

A. If the status is the same, pay the TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown 
above. 

B. If the status above is to be removed, check box 5b on Part B -
Fee(s) Transmittal and pay the PUBLICATION FEE (if required) 
and twice the amount of the ISSUE FEE shown above, or 

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as NO: 

A. Pay TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown above, or 

B. If applicant claimed SMALL ENTITY status before, or is now 
claiming SMALL ENTITY status, check box Sa on Part B- Fee(s) 
Transmittal and pay the PUBLICATION FEE (if required) and 112 
the ISSUE FEE shown above. 

II. PART B- FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL, or its equivalent, must be completed and returned to the United States Patent and Trademark Office 
(USPTO) with your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). If you are charging the fee(s) to your deposit account, section "4b" 
of Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted. If an equivalent of Part B is filed, a 
request to reapply a previously paid issue fee must be clearly made, and delays in processing may occur due to the difficulty in recognizing 
the paper as an equivalent of Part B. 

III. All communications regarding this application must give the application number. Please direct all communications prior to issuance to 
Mail Stop ISSUE FEE unless advised to the contrary. 

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Utility patents issuing on applications filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980 may require payment of 
maintenance fees. It is patentee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due. 

Page 1 of 3 

PTOL-85 (Rev. 08/07) Approved for use through 08/3112010. 
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I 

PART B- FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL 

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Mail Stop ISSUE FEE 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 

or Fax 
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450 
(571)-273-2885 

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). Blocks l through 5 should be completed where 
appropriate. All further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current correspondence address as 
indicated unless corrected below or directed otherwise in Block l, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS" for 
maintenance fee notifications. 

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (Note: Use Block 1 for any change of address) 

65638 7590 12/02/2010 

OMIKRON IP LAW GROUP 
16325 Boones Ferry Rd. 
SUITE 204 
LAKE OSWEGO, OR 97035 

APPLICATION NO. I FILING DATE 

ll/354,569 02114/2006 

I 

Note: A certificate of mailing can only be used for domestic mailings of the 
Fee(s) Transmittal. This certificate cannot be used for any other accompanying 
papers. Each additional paper, such as an assignment or formal drawing, must 
have its own certificate of mailing or transmission. 

Certificate of Mailing or Transmission 
I hereby certify that this Fee(s) Transmittal is being deposited with the United 
States Postal Service with sufficient postage for first class mail in an envelope 
addressed to the Mail Stop ISSUE FEE address above, or being facsimile 
transmitted to the USPTO (571) 273-2885, on the date indicated below. 

(Depositor's name) 

(Signature) 

(Date) 

FIRST NAMED INVENTOR I ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. I CONFIRMATION NO. 

Ping Pan 002.P045 6912 

TITLE OF INVENTION: PSEUDO WIRE PROTECTION USING A STANDBY PSEUDO WIRE 

APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE DUE 

nonprovisional NO $1510 

EXAMINER ART UNIT 

LIU, SIMING 2472 

l. Change of correspondence address or indication of "Fee Address" (37 
CFR 1.363). 

0 Change of correspondence address (or Change of Correspondence 
Address form PTO/SB/122) attached. 

0 "Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address" Indication form 
PTO/SB/47; Rev 03-02 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer 
Number is required. 

PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE 

$0 $0 

CLASS-SUBCLASS 

370-228000 

2. For printing on the patent front page, list 

(l) the names of up to 3 registered patent attorneys 
or agents OR, alternatively, 

(2) the name of a single firm (having as a member a 
registered attorney or agent) and the names of up to 
2 registered patent attorneys or agents. If no name is 
listed, no name will be printed. 

$1510 03/02/20ll 

2 ________________________ _ 

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print or type) 

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an asstgnee 1s tdenttfted below, no asstgnee data w1ll appear on the patent. If an assignee is identified below, the document has been filed for 
recordatiOn as set forth m 37 CFR 3.11. Completion of this form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment. 

(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE: (CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY) 

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : 0 Individual 0 Corporation or other private group entity 0 Government 

4a. The following fee(s) are submitted: 

0 Issue Fee 

0 Publication Fee (No small entity discount permitted) 

0 Advance Order- #of Copies _________ _ 

5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above) 

0 a. Applicant claims SMALL ENTITY status. See 37 CFR 1.27. 

4b. Payment ofFee(s): (Please first reapply any previously paid issue fee shown above) 

0 A check is enclosed. 

0 Payment by credit card. Form PT0-2038 is attached. 

0The Director is hereby authorized to charge the required fee(s), any deficiency, or credit any 
overpayment, to Deposit Account Number (enclose an extra copy of this form). 

0 b. Applicant is no longer claiming SMALL ENTITY status. See 37 CFR l.27(g)(2). 

NOTE: The Issue Fee and Publication Fee (if required) will not be accepted from anyone other than the applicant; a registered attorney or agent; or the assignee or other party in 
interest as shown by the records of the United States Patent and Trademark Office. 

Authorized Signature _______________________ _ Date ____________________ _ 

Typed or printed name ______________________ __ Registration No. ________________ _ 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) 
an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and 
submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete 
this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chieflnformation Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. 
Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, 
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. 
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number. 

PTOL-85 (Rev. 08/07) Approved for use through 08/3112010. OMB 0651-0033 U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE 

111354,569 02114/2006 

65638 7590 12/02/2010 

OMIKRON IP LAW GROUP 
16325 Boones Ferry Rd. 
SUITE 204 
LAKE OSWEGO, OR 97035 

FIRST NAMED INVENTOR 

Ping Pan 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 

P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450 
www.uspto.gov 

ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO. 

002.P045 6912 

EXAMINER 

LIU,SIMING 

ARTUNIT PAPERNUMBER 

2472 

DATE MAILED: 12/02/2010 

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b) 
(application filed on or after May 29, 2000) 

The Patent Term Adjustment to date is 582 day(s). If the issue fee is paid on the date that is three months after the 
mailing date of this notice and the patent issues on the Tuesday before the date that is 28 weeks (six and a half 
months) after the mailing date of this notice, the Patent Term Adjustment will be 582 day(s). 

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the above-identified application, the filing date that 
determines Patent Term Adjustment is the filing date of the most recent CPA. 

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information Retrieval 
(PAIR) WEB site (http://pair.uspto.gov). 

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office of 
Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be 
directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at 1-(888)-786-0 101 or 
(571)-272-4200. 

Page 3 of 3 

PTOL-85 (Rev. 08/07) Approved for use through 08/3112010. 
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Application No. Applicant(s) 

11/354,569 PAN, PING 
Notice of Allowability Art Unit Examiner 

SIMING LIU 2472 

-- The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address-
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application. If not included 
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS 
NOTICE OF ALLOW ABILITY IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at the initiative 
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308. 

1. 1Zl This communication is responsive to 10/21/2010. 

2. 1Zl The allowed claim(s) is/are 1-5. 10-13. 17-18. 22-27. 

3. D Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f). 

a) D All b) D Some* c) D None of the: 

1. D Certified copies of the priority documents have been received. 

2. D Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. __ . 

3. D Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this national stage application from the 

International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)). 

* Certified copies not received: __ . 

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE "MAILING DATE" of this communication to file a reply complying with the requirements 
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENT of this application. 
THIS THREE-MONTH PERIOD IS NOT EXTENDABLE. 

4. 0 A SUBSTITUTE OATH OR DECLARATION must be submitted. Note the attached EXAMINER'S AMENDMENT or NOTICE OF 
INFORMAL PATENT APPLICATION (PT0-152) which gives reason(s) why the oath or declaration is deficient. 

5. D CORRECTED DRAWINGS (as "replacement sheets") must be submitted. 

(a) D including changes required by the Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review ( PT0-948) attached 

1) D hereto or 2) D to Paper No./Mail Date __ . 

(b) D including changes required by the attached Examiner's Amendment I Comment or in the Office action of 
Paper No./Mail Date __ . 

Identifying indicia such as the application number (see 37 CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the drawings in the front (not the back) of 
each sheet. Replacement sheet(s) should be labeled as such in the header according to 37 CFR 1.121(d). 

6. 0 DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATION about the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the 
attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL. 

Attachment(s) 
1. D Notice of References Cited (PT0-892) 

2. D Notice of Draftperson's Patent Drawing Review (PT0-948) 

3. D Information Disclosure Statements (PTO/SB/08), 
Paper No./Mail Date __ 

4. D Examiner's Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 
of Biological Material 

IS. L./ 
Examiner, Art Unit 2472 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Off1ce 

5. D Notice of Informal Patent Application 

6. D Interview Summary (PT0-413), 
Paper No./Mail Date __ . 

7. D Examiner's AmendmenUComment 

8. 1:8:1 Examiner's Statement of Reasons for Allowance 

9. D Other __ . 

/William TrosU 

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2472 

PTOL-37 (Rev. 08-06) Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20101129 
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Application/Control Number: 11/354,569 

Art Unit: 2472 

DETAILED ACTION 

Allowable Subject Matter 

1. Claims 1-5, 10-13, 17-18, 22-27 are allowed. 

Page 2 

2. The following is an examiner's statement of reasons for allowance: with respect 

to claims 1, 11, 17, in addition to other limitations in the claims, the prior art fails to 

teach or disclose the specific of applicant's invention as claimed, particularly the feature 

describing "accepting the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter by the 

destination node; using the standby Pseudoswire that is configured based at least in 

part on the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter; and determining whether to 

preempt existing traffic on the standby Pseudowire, wherein the determination is based 

on, at least in part, on the priority for the standby Pseudowire". 

3. Dependent claims 2-45, 10, 12-13, 18, 22-27 are allowable by virtue of their 

dependencies. 

4. Any comments considered necessary by applicant must be submitted no later 

than the payment of the issue fee and, to avoid processing delays, should preferably 

accompany the issue fee. Such submissions should be clearly labeled "Comments on 

Statement of Reasons for Allowance." 
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Application/Control Number: 11/354,569 

Art Unit: 2472 

Conclusion 

Page 3 

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 

examiner should be directed to SIMING LIU whose telephone number is (571 )270-3859. 

The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Friday 8:30am-5:00pm. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 

supervisor, William Trost can be reached on 571-272-7872. The fax phone number for 

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300. 

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the 

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for 

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. 

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only. 

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should 

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic 

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a 

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information 

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000. 

IS. L./ 
Examiner, Art Unit 2416 

/William Trost/ 
Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art 
Unit 2472 
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I I I IUSPAT i I 114·16 I 

• [;31 .......... [2 ....................... f((.Pi.N8)--;;8a;2--('PA'N)Y~i'Nv: ........ i·us:·P8F>us:-------------- foR ............................... fo'N .............. f2a~·ai1"1'71'5 ............... I 
! ! !and pseudowire !USPAT ! ! !14:16 I 
• in2 ......... i2 ...................... f('(F>i.N8)"'~8a:~2--('F>P:N)Y'i'Nv~------- iu&'ffipus;--------------· !oP: .............................. ioN ............. i2o1'a71·:;ns-----------·-- I 
! ! !and (pseudowire).clm. !USPAT ! ! !14:16 I 
• !136 ......... !248 ................. f('pse~·d·;;;;;8·c;;--rpse~·d·;;------------.. i·us:·P8F>us:-------------- !Ao'J ............................. !o'N .............. !2o1'oi1"1'71'5 ............... I 
! ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) and !USPAT i ! !14:16 I 
! ! !(LOP or (Label Distribution ! ! ! ! I 
! ! !protocol)) ! I ! ! I 
• k1··7········· i12···················· [(·p-se-~Cic;~·i·~·e··;;·~··(·pse.~Ci;;·············· iu&.ffiF>us;··············· i"AoJ····························· ioN············· i20"1.o71"1"i1"s··············l 
! ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) and !USPAT ! ! !14:16 I 
! ! !(LOP or (Label Distribution ! ! ! ! I 
! ! !protocol)) and ! ! ! ! I 
! ! !@ad< "20050214" ! ! ! ! I 
• i'L1.8 .......... 1'1.8 ................... i(iJ58~'dc;;;~8--or .. (iJ58~'dc;----------·-- i·LJ'sffi.pu·s:-------------- tP:oJ' _____________________________ ioN ______________ i2o1.oi1'1i1·5--------------·l 
! ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) and !USPAT ! ! !14:16 I 
! ! !(LOP or (Label Distribution ! ! ! ! I 
! ! !protocol)) and ! ! ! ! I 
! ! !@ad< "20050214" and ! ! ! ! I 
I i !(standby or backup) I i i i I 
• [139 ......... r1·5 .................... rrpse~d·;;;;·~8·c;;--rpse~d·;;----------·--· ru&'ffiF>us:-------------- !Ao·:J ............................. fo'N ............. r2·a·1-o71"1'71'5 ............... 1 

! ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) and !USPAT ! ! !14:16 I 
! ! !(LOP or (Label Distribution ! ! ! ! I 
! ! !protocol)) and ! ! ! ! I 
i i l@ad< "20050214" and i i i i I 
! ! !(primary or main) and ! ! ! ! I 
! ! !(secondly or backup or ! ! ! ! I 
! ! !standby) ! I ! ! I 
• iL2o ......... [9·9 .................... f(.pse~Cio;i-r8 .. o7(.pse~Cio .............. [u&'ffiF>us;--------------· i"AoJ ............................. f6N ............. [2·a·1-o71'1'T1'5 .............. I 
! ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) and !USPAT ! ! !14:16 I 
! ! !(config$7 with parameter) ! ! ! ! I . ' . ' . ~ . . ~ 
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rc34 ......... !74.73513 ______ [(.i).ick$5--c;·r--seie.ci$5--c;;:--c;;:;c;·c;s---- ju&'F>GFius;--------------· j'AoJ ............................. joN ............. j261.o71'1'i1'5 ______________ 1 

! ! 1$5) !USPAT; EPO; I ! !14:16 I 
I I I IJPO; ! I I I i i I iOERWENT· i i i I 
! ! ! !IBM TDB , I ! ! I 
!'L35 .......... Is ...................... besioraii·c;;:;--5c;t18n1.8)--a:nCi __________ i·u·s:~·PIJ's;-------------- fP:oJ' ............................ ioN .............. i2o1.oT1'1i1·5---------------l 
I j !(priority) and (standby jusPAT; EPO; I j j14:16 I 
i i 1mode) iJPO· ' i i 1 
! ! ! !oERWENT· ! ! ! I 
! ! ! !1 BM TDB , ! ! ! I 
k36----·----f44541'54 ______ f(se.neiii'or.trans·;n·ii$5) ................ fus-~Fius;-------------- i'AoJ ............................. foN----------·--f2·a·1·a71·1-T1·5--------------I 
I I I lusPAT EPO· ! I l14·16 I 
I I I IJPO; , , I I I . I 
i i I iDERWENT· i i i I 
! ! ! !IBM TDB , I ! ! I 

k3·7---------17s4-----------------l(so~-r-ce)--;ii't1"L_36-;itt1----------------lus~Fiu·s·;--------------·l·p:oJ' ............................ IoN-------------I2a1·a71.1i1·s--------------l 
I I l(parameter$1) with (destin IUSPAT; EPO; I I 114:16 I 
i i 1$7) iJPO· ' i i I 

! ! ! !oERWENT· ! ! ! I 
! ! ! !IBM TDB , ! ! ! I 
k3s .......... i·6T-----------------I-(s·c;~;:c;8--nad·ey-~-~i·t1--L_36-;itii·---- i·us:·~PDEC ____________ fP:oJ' ............................. l·oN .............. i·2a1.oT1"1'71K------------·I 
! ! !(parameter$1) with (destin !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:16 I 
! ! 1$7 node) !JPO· ! ! ! I 
! ! ! !oERWENT· ! ! ! I 
! ! ! !1 BM TDB , ! ! ! I 
k39---------141.27 .............. kack __ o_r .. ackno~-i8Ci9'8n1·8-ntY ______ fus-~Fius;-------------- i'AoJ ............................. foN----------·--f2·a·1·a71'1'T1·5--------------I 
! ! !and (config$7 parameter$1) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:16 I 
I I I IJPO; ! I I I i i I iOERWENT· i i i I 
! ! ! !IBM TDB , I ! ! I 

fc4o------·--la----------------------l(a:c;k:·c;;:·ac;k:n·c;;iedgemen.if'----l·u·s:~·Pu·s;-------------- [P:oJ' ............................ IoN----------·--I2a1·aT1.1i1·5------------·--l 
! ! !same (config$7 parameter !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:16 I 
! ! !$1) @ad< "20050214" !JPO; ! ! ! I 
! ! I !oERWENT· I ! ! I 
! ! ! !IBM TDB , ! ! ! I 
k41 .......... 12·9522 ............ f(C:o.nti9.$7";;a·ram8i8r$.1T ............. i·us:-~F>uEC ............ iAo'J' ............................ Io'N ............. f2·a·1·a71 .. 1'71.5 ............... 1 
! ! ! !usPAT EPO· ! ! 114·16 I 
I ! I jJPO; , , I ! ! . I 
! ! ! !DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
l·c42---------ls6.52o ___________ f(·a-ck __ o_r .. ack.no~-i8Ci98m.ent) ________ ~~~~~~s;--------------·I'AoJ ............................. joN-------------f261.o71'1'i1'5--------------l 
! ! 1and @ad<"20050214" !USPAT; EPO; I ! !14:16 I 
I I I IJPO; ! I I I i i I iOERWENT· i i i I 
! ! ! !IBM TDB , I ! ! I 

k43 .......... l33-------------------l(a:c;k:·c;;:·ac;k:n·c;;i8d9emen.if' .... 1-u·s:~·Pu·s;-------------- fP:oJ' ............................ ioN .............. !'2a1'6T1'1i1·5---------------l 
I I land (restoration scheme) lusPAT; EPO; j I 114:16 I 
I I iand @ad< "20050214" IJPO· i I I I 
! ! ! !oERWENT· ! ! ! I 
! ! ! !1 BM TDB , ! ! ! I 
k4s----·----f6 ...................... ft1and·s;;·a:k;n·9--;itii ............................ fus-~Fius;-------------- i'AoJ ............................. 1oN----------·--f2·a·1·a71·1·T1·5--------------1 
! ! !(restoration scheme) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:16 I 
I I I IJPO; ! I I I i i I iDERWENT· i i i I 
! ! ! !IBM TDB , I ! ! I 
~ 1 ~ 1 - l 1 1 j 

I 
! 
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!L.46 _________ Fi'1'o73 ____________ filancisil-a:k;;;-9--an_d _____________________________ rus:-F>GF>uEC ____________ !A'o:J _____________________________ [oN _____________ f2'6'1'oTi'1'T1_5 ______________ I 
! ! !@ad<"20050214" !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:16 I 
I I I IJPO; I I I I 
i i I iDERWENT· i i i I 
! ! ! !IBM TDB , i ! ! I 
fL47 _________ is1_3 _________________ lil-andshaki-n9--ar1Ci ____________________________ ius~Pu_s_; _______________ 1-P:oJ'---------------------------- ioN _____________ i2o1-o71'1i1_5 ______________ I 
i i !@ad<"20050214" and (L30 !USPAT; EPO; i i !14:16 I 
! ! lwith L31) !Jpo· i ! ! I 
i i I !DERWENT· i i i I 
! ! ! !IBM TDB , ! ! ! I 
k4s·--------· i-1-·1·9---------------- 1-(~i;:i-~ai--pai-ilY'anCi--------------------------- i·us:-~PDEC ____________ fP:o'J _____________________________ i-oN ______________ i-2o1-oi1"1'i1'5--------------·l 
! ! !((protection or restoration) !USPAT; EPO; i ! !14:16 I 
! ! lnear5 scheme) and priority !JPO; i ! ! I 
! ! ! !DERWENT· ! ! ! I 
! ! ! !1 BM TDB , ! ! ! I 
k49 _________ f1_1 __ 1 __________________ k~;;t-~-aT-;;a'til'\"an_d ____________________________ fus:-~F>uEC ____________ IA'o:J _____________________________ foN _____________ f2·a·1-o71'1'T1_5 ______________ I 
! ! !((protection or restoration) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:16 I 
! ! lnear5 scheme) and priority !JPO; ! ! ! I 
! ! land @ad<"20050214" !DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i il BM TDB i i i I 

fL5o _________ i455_5 ______________ l(;;rotect-;c;·n--or--resi-orat_i_on) _________ i·u·s:~-Pu-8;-------------- [P:o'J ____________________________ ioN _____________ i2o1-oT1'1i1_5 ______________ I 
! ! lnear5 parameter !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:16 1 

i i I !JPO; i i i I 
i i I iDERWENT· ' i i I 

! ! ! !IBM TDB , ! ! ! I 
ks:;---------- [2-755 ______________ b;;;;i8C:'tic;;;--c;;--r8st'o-rai-;c;-ny-------- rus:-~F>uEC ____________ !P.o'J' ____________________________ fo'N _____________ r2·a·1-o71--1'71_5 _______________ I 
! ! lnear5 parameter and !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:16 I 
! ! !@ad "20050214" !JPO· ! ! ! I ~ : ~ < : ' : : : ~ 
i i I !DERWENT; i i i I 
l-c52 _________ 17---------------------- f(·(·p-rot-ect_i_on __ o_r __ r-estor-ationY _____ ~~~~~~8;--------------·IA'o:J----------------------------- lor~------------- 1261-oi1'1'i1'5 ______________ I 
! ! lnear5 parameter) with (L36) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:16 I 
! ! land (destin$? near3 node) !JPO; ! ! ! I 
! ! land @ad<"20050214" !DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i il BM TDB i i i I 

k53 _________ i2s ___________________ l((;;r-otect-;c;·;;--;;·r--;:estoraiion) _______ 1-u·s:~·Pu·s;-------------- fP:o'J ____________________________ ioN ______________ !'2a1·aT1.1i1·5--------------·l 
I I !near5 parameter) and luSPAT; EPO; I I 114:16 I 
! ! !(handshaking) and !JPO; ! ! ! 1 

i i i@ad<"20050214" !DERWENT· i i i I 
! ! ! !1 BM TDB , ! ! ! I 
k54 _________ [79-------------------- f('(proi-8C:'tion--or--resto-r-atio-nY' _____ fus:-~F>us;-------------- fA'o:J _____________________________ foN------------- [2·a·1-o71'1'T1_5 ______________ I 
! ! lnear5 parameter) and !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:16 I 
! ! !(destination node) and !JPO; ! ! ! I 
! ! i@ad<"20050214" !DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i il BM TDB i i i I 

fc5_5 _________ Ia---------------------- b-;;r-ot'ect-io_n __ o_r __ resiorationY _____ lus~PiJ's_; _______________ 1-P:oJ'---------------------------- loN _____________ l2o1-o71'1i1_5 ______________ I 
! ! !near5 parameter) wotj !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:16 I 
! ! !(destination node) and !JPO; ! ! ! I 
! ! !@ad<"20050214" !DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i !IBM TDB i i i I 

k55 .......... i·a---------------------- biJrotect·;;;·;;--;;r--rest·c;·rat·i·c;·n--;;·r-- i·us:·~PDEC ____________ fP:o'J _____________________________ i·oN----------·--· i·2a1.oi1"1"71K------------·I 
I I lconfig$7) near5 parameter) iuSPAT; EPO; I I 114:16 I 
! ! !wotj (destination node) and !JPO; i ! ! I 
I I l@ad<"20050214" !DERWENT; I I I I 
i i I il BM TDB ' i i I ~ : ~ : - l : ; i 
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I'L:5_7 _________ !1'8 .................... f(·(·p·~c;t·ec:t·i·c;~--c;·~--~-esto~-a.'t;c;~--c;~-- !u&'F>GFius;--------------· !'AoJ ............................. !oN _____________ !261.o71·1-h5 ______________ 1 

! ! !config$7) near5 parameter) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:16 I 
! ! !with (destination node) and !JPO; ! ! ! I 
! ! i@ad<"20050214" !DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i il BM TDB i i i I 

i'Ls8 .......... i6----------------------l((;;~·c;'t8ct·;;;·~--;;-~--~esto;a:iiCi~--c;;-- i·u·s:~G'PIJ's;-------------- fP:oJ' ............................. ioN .............. i2o1.oi1'1T1·5--------------·I 
! ! !config$7) near2 parameter) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:16 1 

! ! !with (destination node) and !JPO; ! ! ! I 
! ! i@ad<"20050214" !DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i I il BM TDB ' i i I 

ks9 _________ 111·4----------------· fha~d-sh-aki~-9--a~-d----------------------------- lus-~Fius;-------------- i'AoJ _____________________________ 1oN------------- l2·a·1-a71·1-T1_5 ______________ I 
! ! i@ad<"20050214" and !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:16 I 
! ! i( config$7 parameter) !JPO; ! ! ! I 
I I I l~s~~:T; I I I I 
k6·a---------lo----------------------1~8-c;8·i-~i~9--ac·k~-c;;I8Ci9-8~8~-i-----lus~Fiu_s_; _______________ [w-liH-------------------------IoN-------------I2a1-o71-1T1_5 ______________ 1 

! ! pndicat$7 parameter accept !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:16 I 
! ! 1$7 destination node !JPO; ! ! ! I 
! ! ! !DERWENT· ! ! ! I 
! ! ! !IBM TDB , I ! ! I 
k61 .......... 1-o---------------------- l-~ecei~$7--a.c·k~·;;;I8Ci9'8~-8~-t------- i·us:·~p'LJ's;--------------fwi:r·H ......................... i·oN .............. i·2a1.oi1"1'71·5---------------l 
I ! lindicat$7 parameter accept !uSPAT; EPO; i ! !14: 16 I 
I ! l$7 destination node !JPO; i ! ! I 
! ! ! !DERWENT· ! ! ! I 
! ! ! !1 BM TDB , ! ! ! I 
k62---------[3·69-----------------l-~ecei~$Ta.c:k~o~-i8Ci98;;·8-~'t------ fu&-~Fius;--------------- iwl·:rH----------------------·--foN----------·--I2·a·1·a71·1-T1·5--------------I 
I ! !destination node !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:16 I 
I I I IJPO; I I I I i i I iDERWENT· i i i I 
! ! ! !IBM TDB , I ! ! I 
k63 _________ 15---------------------- l;ecei~$7-ack~-c;;led-98~8~-i------ 1-u·s:~-Pu·s;-------------- [w-ITH _________________________ loN _____________ l2a1-oi1'1i1_5 _______________ 1 

I I laccept$3 destination node IUSPAT; EPO; 1 I 114:16 I 
I i I !JPO; i i i I i i I iDERWENT· ' i i I 

! ! ! !IBM TDB , ! ! ! I 
k64 _________ !1·1--------------------· r~ecei~$7--a.C:k~;;;-18Ci9_8_;;_8~t------· 1-us:-~F>us;-------------- fwi-:rH-------------------------Io'N-------------12·a·1-oi1"1'71'5---------------l 
I ! !parameter accept$3 !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:16 I 
I I I IJPO; I I I I i i I iDERWENT· ' i i I 

! ! ! !1 BM TDB , ! ! ! I 
i·L:6·s----·----l1·1-64--------------l(·d·c;·;;·a.;·~--typ.e)--~-;i·h------------------------lus·~Fius;--------------· iwl·:rH----------------------·--foN----------·--I261.o71'1'i1'5--------------l 
I ! !(parameter) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:16 I 
I I I IJPO; I I I I i i I iDERWENT· i i i I 
! ! ! !IBM TDB , I ! ! I 

k66 .......... k--------------------l(;;a:~a~et·8;y--~8a:~5--;~·c;;~d-$·s·----l·u·s:~·Pu·s;-------------- [w-iiH .......................... IoN--------------I2a1·ai1'1'71·5---------------l 
1 I lnear5 (domain adj type) IUSPAT; EPO; 1 I 114:16 I 
I i I iJPO; i i i I i i I iDERWENT· ' i i I 

! ! ! !1 BM TDB , ! ! ! I 
k67 _________ 14---------------------· kpa~a:;;·8't8~$-1Y-~8a:~5--;~·c;;~d------ fu&-~Fius;-------------- lwi-:rH-------------------------IoN-------------12·a·1-a71·1-T1_5 ______________ I 
I ! l$5 near5 (domain adj type) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:16 I 
I I I IJPO; I I I I 
I I I IIDBEMRWTENDBT; I I I I 
l 1 ~ 1 - l 1 1 j 

I 
! 
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!1::79 _________ !5_6 ____________________ f('param-eter--or--t-ieldfsame _________ !u&-F>GF>uEC ____________ !A'o:J _____________________________ !oN _____________ !2_6_1-o71'1'T1_5 ______________ 1 

i i IL78 !USPAT; EPO; i i !14:16 I 
I I I IJPO; I I I I 
i i I iDERWENT· i i i I 
! ! ! !IBM TDB , i ! ! I 
i'Ls6 _________ ia----------------------1~::78--sam-8-(Cio_m_ai_n __ t_yiJe) ____________ 1-u·s:~-PIJ's;-------------- fP:oJ' ____________________________ ioN _____________ i2o1-6T1-1i1_5 ______________ 1 

i i I iUSPAT EPO· ' i i14•16 I 

I I I IJPO; , , I I I . I 
i i I iDERWENT· ' i i I 

! ! ! !IBM TDB , ! ! ! I 
ks1 __________ [1-57----------------- f(('sin9-18--il-;;;;)---;;;:--('5in_9_18~-------------· rus:-~F>uEC ____________ !Ao'J' ____________________________ fo"N _____________ r2·6·1-0'71--1'71·s---------------l 
I ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:16 I 
I ! !(multi hop)) and !JPO; i ! ! I 
! ! !@ad "20050214" !DERWENT· ! ! ! I 

ILB2Io ipara:eter;;;ith ;Odicatisl~~~~zs; fAoJ loN l2otoittitsl 
! ! 1same ((single hop) or !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:16 I 
I ! !(single-hop)) same ((multi- !JPO; ! ! ! I 
I ! !hop) or (multi hop)) and !DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i l®ad<"20050214" iiBM_TDB I i i I rL83 _________ !o ______________________ l(t-ie-ld--or--;;aramet-erl"';itt1 ____________ ru-s:'PG-PIJ's;-------------- fP:oJ' ____________________________ ioN ______________ !2o1-6T1-1i1_5 _______________ 1 

I j lindicat$5 same ((single hop) jusPAT; EPO; I j j14:16 I 
! ! 1or (single-hop)) same !JPO; ! ! ! 1 

I ! !((multi-hop) or (multi hop)) !DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !and @ad< "20050214" !IBM TDB ! ! ! I 
!L:s4 _________ !6----------------------- f(fi8iCi--;;;:--param-eterr;;i_il ____________ !u&-~F>uEC ____________ iA'o:J _____________________________ !oN _____________ !2'6'1'0'71'1'7'1_5 ______________ 1 

I ! i(show$3 or indicat$5) same !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:16 I 
I ! !((single hop) or (single- !JPO; ! ! ! I 
I ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or !DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I ! !(multi hop)) and !1 BM_ TDB ! ! ! I 
i i l@ad "20050214" i i i i 1 

ks·s--------- ia----------------------[(t-ie-ld~o-r--;;arameter)--;itil ____________ ius'PGPIJ's_; _______________ 1-P:oJ'---------------------------- ioN _____________ i2o-1-o71-1i1·5--------------l 
I ! !(domain type) same ((multi- !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:16 I 
1 I !hop) or (multi hop)) and IJPO; I I I I 

! ! !@ad<"20050214" !DERWENT; i ! ! I 
i i i il BM TDB i i i I 
~~~~~~~~'''''''''' ~''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~•••••••••=••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~•••••••••••••••••••• ~•••••••••n••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ 
!L86 !72 !(field or parameter) with !U&PGPUB; !ADJ !ON !2010/11/15 I 
I ! !(domain type) and !USPAT; EPO; i ! !14:17 I 
! ! !@ad< "20050214" !JPO· ! ! ! I 
I i I !DERWENT· i i i I 
! ! ! !1 BM TDB , ! ! ! I 
ks? _________ f1_6 ____________________ kti8i<Tor--param-eterr;;i_il ____________ fus-~F>uEC ____________ !P:o:J _____________________________ foN _____________ f2·6·1-a71·1-T1·5--------------I 
I ! i(indicat$5 or show$5) with !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
I ! !(domain type) and !JPO; ! ! ! I 
I ! i@ad<"20050214" !DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i il BM TDB i i i I 

i'Lss _________ 12----------------------I(IJroteci-io_n __ t_yiJe)--an'd ___________________ 1-u·s:~-Pu-s;-------------- fP:oJ' ____________________________ ioN _____________ i2o-1-6T1-1i1_5 _______________ 1 

1 ! !(standby path) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 1 

I i I !JPO; i i i I 
i i I iDERWENT· ' i i I 

! ! ! !IBM TDB , ! ! ! I 
; ; ~ 1 - ~ ; ; ! 
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!L.s9 _________ !33'1'9 ______________ rrhot--c;;-;a~-~--c;;--c;;;-;(j-)--~-8a;3----- ru&'ffipus;-------------- !P.o_:J _____________________________ !o'N _____________ !2'6'1'o71"1'71'5 _______________ 1 

! ! !standby [USPAT; EPO; ! ! [14:17 I 
I I I IJPO; I I I I 
I I I 1~8~~:T; I I I I 
k9_6 _________ l29_5 _________________ f('h-;;'t--a.~Ci-co-ldl"sa;;e-sta~-dby-- lus:-~'Pus;--------------- ~o:J _____________________________ loN _____________ l2o1'o71'1/'1'5""""""" I 
I I 1and @ad<"20050214" IUSPAT; EPO; I I 114:17 I 

I I I IJPo; I I I I 
i i I iOERWENT· i i i I 
! ! ! !IBM TDB , I ! ! I 

k91---------·ls2-------------------· f(h_o_t __ a~d--coidYa~-d-------------------------·l-us:~-pLJ's;--------------·fAo:J"""""""""""""'""io'N"""""'""i2o1'6/'1'171'5""""""""1 
! ! !(parameter with standby) !USPAT; EPO; i ! [14:17 I 
! ! !and @ad< "20050214" IJPO· ! ! ! I 
i i I ioERWENT· i i i I 
! ! ! !1 BM TDB , ! ! ! I 
k92 _________ f2_1 _____________________ bieiCi-;ith---i-~Ciica'i$5--;it_h ____________ fus:-~;;os;--------------· f'Ao:J _____________________________ foN------------· f2'6'1'oT1'1'T1'5 ______________ I 
! ! !(standby mode)) and [USPAT; EPO; ! ! [14:17 I 
! ! i@ad< "20050214" [JPO; ! ! ! I 
1 1 1 ioERWENT· ! 1 1 I 
! ! ! !IBM TDB , I ! ! I 

k9_3 _________ 1739----------------- [c;c;~-t-i9$9-;ith---(sta~-d-by _______________ lus~'Pu-s-;-------------- fAoJ" ___________________________ loN ______________ l2o1'671'1/'1'5""""""''" I 
I I 1mode) and IUSPAT; EPO; I I 114:17 I 
! ! i@ad< "20050214" iJPO; ! ! ! I 
! ! I !oERWENT· I ! ! I 
! ! ! !IBM TDB , ! ! ! I 
[L94 _________ [425----------------- fco-~'fi9'$'9"~-8a;?--(s'ta~'dt>y------------·l-us:-~;;os;-------------- fP.o:J _____________________________ fo'N ______________ f2o1'o/'1"1'71_5 _______________ I 
I I lmode) and luSPAT; EPO; I I 114:17 I 
I I i@ad< "20050214" iJPO· i I I I 
i i I ioERWENT· i i i I 
! ! ! !1 BM TDB , ! ! ! I 
i~::95 _________ f3-39 _________________ fc:o~'fi9$9--~8a.;5--(s'ta~-dby ____________ fus:-~;;us;--------------·I'Ao:J _____________________________ foN _____________ f2'6'1'o71'1'T1'5 ______________ I 
! ! !mode) and [USPAT; EPO; ! ! [14:17 I 
! ! i@ad< "20050214" [JPO; ! ! ! I 
1 1 I loERWENT· ! 1 1 I 
! ! ! !IBM TDB , I ! ! I 

i-L96 _________ . i2o4 ________________ lco;;t-i9$9--~8a:~3--('8t'a-~dby ____________ l-u·s:~-pLJ's;-------------·[Ao:J-----------------------------·IoN-------------·I2o1'6T1'1Tt5--------------·1 
i i 1mode) and iUSPAT EPO· ' i i14·17 1 
I I l@ad< "20050214" IJPO; ' ' I I I . I 
! ! I !DERWENT· I ! ! I 
! ! ! !1 BM TDB , ! ! ! I 
fL.97 _________ [7----------------------- rc;;;-~'fi9$9--~-8a;3--(s'ta~dby ____________ fus:-~;;os;-------------- fP.o_:J _____________________________ fo'N _____________ f2'6'1'o71"1'71_5 _______________ I 
! ! !mode) and [USPAT; EPO; ! ! [14:17 I 
! ! !@ad "20050214" and (hot !JPO· ! ! ! I ~ : ~ < : ' ~ : : ! 
! ! !and cold) !DERWENT; ! ! ! 1 

IL:9'8 _________ 11-o--------------------ftype-;;t-h--(sta~dby--~oCi8Y ________ ~~~~%~8;--------------· ~o:J _____________________________ loN _____________ l2o1'o71'1ns-------------- I 
I I 1and @ad<"20050214" and IUSPAT; EPO; I I 114:17 I 
I I !(hot and cold) IJPO; ! I I I 
1 1 I loERWENT· ! 1 1 I 
! ! ! !IBM TDB , I ! ! I 
~ ................................. ~ ................................................... ~ ..................................................................................................................................... ~ .................. = ...................................................... -L_ ......................................................................... ~ ......................................... ~ ................................................................................. ! 
!L99 !4 !type near3 (standby mode) !U&PGPUB; !ADJ !ON !2010/11/15 I 
! ! land @ad<"20050214" and !USPAT; EPO; I ! [14:17 I 
! ! i(hot and cold) IJPO· I ! ! I 
i i I ioERWENT· i i i I 
! ! ! !1 BM TDB , ! ! ! I 
~ ; ~ ~ - l ; ; i 
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!1::1'oo ______ !6---------------------- f('(si~-9-le __ h_c;-py--c;·~--(-;;;;9-18:-------------- !u&-F>GF>uEC ____________ !A'o:J _____________________________ !oN _____________ !2_6_1-a71·1-T1_5 ______________ 1 

! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and (domain !JPO; ! ! ! I 
! ! !type) !DERWENT· ! ! ! I 
I I I 11 BM TDB ' I I I I 

k1-o-1-------l-1-57----------------l((si-~918--hop)--c;~-(si~918~--------------l-u-s:~-PIJ's;-------------- [P:oJ'----------------------------IoN _____________ ka1-6T1-1T1'5---------------I 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
. : '( I . h )) d 'JPO . : : I ! 1 ! mu t1 op an 1 ; ! 1 1 1 
! ! i@ad<"20050214" !DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i : il BM TDB : i i I 

li::1'o2 _______ fa----------------------- bsi~9-le __ h_o'P)--·c;;--(';;~-9-18~-------------- 1-us:-~F>us;-------------- lAo':!' ____________________________ fo'N _____________ [2·6·1-o'/'1--1'71_5 _______________ I 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and (parameter !JPO; ! ! ! I 
! ! lor field) @ad<"20050214" !DERWENT; i ! ! I 
I I I II BM TDB I I I I 

k1--o3 ______ !1·4·9----------------- r(·(·;;~-9-ie __ h_o-p)--c;-~--(-si-~9-18:-------------- lus-~F>us;--------------- iP:o:J _____________________________ loN-------------I261-o71_1_h5 ______________ I 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and (parameter !JPO; ! ! ! I 
! ! lor field) and !DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i l®ad<"20050214" iiBM_TDB i i i I 
[L1-64 _______ f1_6 ___________________ !((si-~91e--hop)--c;~-(si~918~-------------- fu-s:ffi-pu-8;-------------- fP:oJ' _____________________________ ioN ______________ i2o1-6T1-1T1_5 _______________ 1 

! ! lhop)) same ((multi-hop) or !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 1 

! ! !(multi hop)) same !JPO; ! ! ! 1 

! ! !(parameter or field) and !DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !@ad<"20050214" !1 BM TDB ! ! ! I 
!1::1'o5 ______ !6---------------------- f('(si~-9-le __ h_c;-py--c;·~--(-;;;;9-18:-------------- [u&-~F>us;-------------- iA'o:J _____________________________ !oN _____________ t2·6·1-a71·1-T1_5 ______________ 1 

! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and (type near5 !JPO; ! ! ! I 
! ! !netowrk) !DERWENT· ! ! ! I 
I I I 11 BM TDB ' I I I I 

b-o6------l249-----------------l((-5i;;9-i8-hop'J'-c;~--(s-i-~9i8~--------------lus~Pu·s·;---------------I-P:oJ'----------------------------IoN-------------1261-o71-1'71-5--------------l 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
i i !(multi hop)) and (type near5 iJPO; i i i I 
! ! !network) !DERWENT; I ! ! I 
i i i il BM TDB i i i I 
~~~~~~~~'''''''''' ~''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~•••••••••=••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~•••••••••••••••••••• ~•••••••••n••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ 
!L107 !O !(parameteorfieldorbit) !U&PGPUB; !ADJ !ON !2010/11/15 I 
! ! !with indicat$7 with ((single !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
! ! !hop) or (single-hop)) same !JPO; i ! ! I 
I I l((multi-hop) or (multi hop)) !DERWENT; i I I I 
i i : il BM TDB : i i I 

l1::1'os ______ !2·1--------------------- kpa~a:~-8t8·c;~-'field--c;~-'bit) ____________ fu&-~F>us;-------------- iP:o:J----------------------------·IoN------------·12·6·1-a71·1-T1·5--------------I 
! ! !with indicat$7 same ((single !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
! ! !hop) or (single-hop)) same !JPO; ! ! ! I 
! ! !((multi-hop) or (multi hop)) !DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i il BM TDB i i i I 

b·a-9------l-1-----------------------l(;;~c;t8ct-;c;·~--~-8-a;3----------------------------l-u·s:~-Pu·s;-------------- foR------------------------------IoN-------------I2a1-6T1-1'71_5 _______________ 1 

I i !properties) and standby iUSPAT; EPO; 1 i 114:17 I 
I I mear3 path IJPO I I I I 
!1::1'1-o------- !8----------------------- f(-p;c;t8C:'tio~---~-ea:~3---------------------------- [u&-F>GF>us;-------------- ioR _______________________________ !o'N _____________ t2·6·1-o71 __ 1_71_5 _______________ 1 

! ! !(parameter or propert$5)) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
! ! land standby near3 path !JPO ! ! ! I 
IL1_1 __ 1 _______ js2647 ___________ [c;c;~-t-~9-~$5-;ith--(sta~'dt;;------------ jusffipu_s_; _______________ 1-oFi------------------------------ joi=F ___________ j261-o71-1'71_5 ______________ 1 

! ! !Path) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 1 

i i i iJPO i i i I 
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rc1--1·2------ !1·9 .................... r;;c;;;·f-ig~$5--;;i·ti--(si·a:;;'dt;y ............. ju&.F>GFius; ............... j'Ao:J ............................. joF·F--------·-- j261.o71'1.i1'5 ______________ 1 

! ! !Path) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 1 

! .................. !... ....................... !... ................................................................ !.~~-~------------------------------ L .................................... !... .................. !... ...................................... ! 
!L113 !52 !(pseudowireorpseudo- !U&PGPUB; !OR !ON !2010/11/15 I 
I I !wire) and (standby) luSPAT I I 114:17 I 
!'L1--1·4------ !? ...................... [(·p-se-~'dc;~·i·~-8--c;·~--p-se.~'dc;~-------------- [u&.F>GFius; ............... i'Ao:J ............................. br~------------· i261.o71·1·hs ______________ l 
I I !wire) and (standby path) IUSPAT; EPO; I I 114:17 I 
!... ............... !... ....................... L ................................................................ J~.~-~------------------------------L .................................... !... .................. !... .................................... ..! 
!L115 !13 !(protection scheme) and !U&PGPUB; !ADJ !ON !2010/11/15 I 
I I !(standby path) lusPAT; EPO; I I 114:17 I 
L ............... !.. ....................... !... ................................................................ [~~~------------------------------· ! ...................................... !.. .................. !.. ...................................... ! 
IL116 11 !(protectionscheme)with lu&PGPUB; !ADJ ION 12010/11/15 I 
I I !(standby path) IUSPAT; EPO; I I 114:17 I 

fi::ii?li !(protection (;ypeor ~~~FGPus: IAoJ foN f2iiiOiiiitsl 
1 1 !property)) with (standby IUSPAT; EPO; 1 1 114:17 1 

! ! !(path or route)) !JPO ! ! ! I 
IL:1"1'8 ______ 11·2-------------------- f('('i);c;i·8e:'tion ... (ty.pe--c;;--------------------·rus·F>GFius;------------·--~p;o:J"""""""""""""'" ioN _____________ r2·a·1·art1.T1'5 ______________ I 
I I !property)) or OOS) with IUSPAT; EPO; I I 114:17 I 
I I !(standby (path or route)) IJPO I I I I 
i-c1·1·9------ !23 ................... intyp·e--a·r--;;r·aiJerty)--c;;:·csosf .. i·u·s:ffi·pu·s;-------------- fP:oJ' ............................ ioN ............. i2o1.oi1.1i1·5--------------l 
I I !with (standby (path or !USPAT; EPO; 1 I 114:17 I 
! ! !route)) IJPO ! ! ! I 
IL:1.2o ______ l1 ....................... f('p.rot.8C:'tio~·;;;h·e;;·8)--~-~t·h--------·-- ru&.F>GFius;--------------~'Ao:J ............................. IoN----------·--r2·a·1·a71·1-T1·5--------------~ 
I I !(standby (path or route)) luSPAT; EPO; I I 114:17 I 

~~~~~I~ I~ I 
! ! !(standby (path or route)) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 1 

L ............... l.. ....................... L ................................................................ l~~~------------------------------L .................................... l.. .................. l.. ...................................... l 
!L122 !3 !(protection (scheme or !U&PGPUB; !ADJ !ON !2010/11/15 I 
I I lpropert$3 or parameter or luSPAT; EPO; I I 114:17 I 
I I !type)) same (standby (path IJPO I I I I 
i i lor route)) i i i i I 
in23 ______ i24 ................... f(Eack~·;;·l)a:i.h)--;·~'h------------------------ ius.'PGFius;------------· .. ~o:J _____________________________ ioN _____________ i2o1.o71'1/'1'5 ______________ I 
I I !(protection scheme) IUSPAT; EPO; I I 114:17 I 
!·132·4·----.. l·a----------------------l·(tiack.up __ p.at·tiy-;;i·ti------------------------I·C~ffip'LJ's;--------------IP:oJ' ............................. l·oN .............. 1·2a1.oi1"1'i'1K ............. I 
I I !(protection near3 luSPAT; EPO; I I 114:17 I 
I I !parameter) IJPO I I I I 
i'L1.25 ______ !1·5·5 ................. [(·t;·a.c;k~·p--pat.h)--;·ith ........................ [u&.F>GFius; ............... i'Ao:J ............................. br~------------· i261.o71·1·hs ______________ l 
I I !(protection) IUSPAT; EPO; I I 114:17 I 
i·L1·2·6------·I·1----------------------- 1(9.8nera$5--c;;--;;()·;;'fi9~-~-$5)------------l·~~ffi-pLJ's;--------------·fAo'J--------------------------·--·IoN----------·--·I2a1·a/'1·1n·s------------·--l 
I I !with (backup path) with lusPAT; EPO; I I 114:17 I 
I I !(parameter) IJPO I I I I 
[~::1·27 ...... [1·9?" ............... i·(98n·e-ra$5 .. or .. C:o~t-i9·~;$5Y ......... [u&.F>GFius;-------------- i'Ao:J ............................. [oN ............. [2·a·1·o71·1·T1·5--------------1 
I I !with (backup path) IUSPAT; EPO; I I 114:17 I 

fc;2a l21 i(generass or coniiQ~r$51 ~~~FGPus: IAoJ foN f2iiiOiiiitsl 
1 1 !with (backup path) and IUSPAT; EPO; 1 1 114:17 1 

! ! !(protection scheme) iJPO ! ! ! I 
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!1329 ______ !2_1_6 _________________ !'(98r18-ra$5--;;r--C:ont-i9-~r$5--;;;------ !u&-F>GF>uEC ____________ !A'o:J _____________________________ !oN _____________ !2'6'1'o71'1'T1_5 ______________ I 
! ! !setup) with (backup path) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 

~~~~~~~1~1 
I I !setup) with (backup path) IUSPAT; EPO; 1 I 114:17 I 
i i 1not L 127 !JPO 1 i i 1 !1331 _______ !3-683 ______________ !'(37o72'1'6~225~228Y~C:cls~-------------- !u&-F>GF>uEC ____________ !oR _______________________________ !oN _____________ !2'6'1'o71'1'T1_5 ______________ 1 

i i i iusPAT I i !14·17 I 
fL1-32 ______ i4963 ______________ i(7697226Y~ccls~--------------------------------- i·u-s:ffi-p!J's;-------------- foFi ______________________________ ioN _____________ i2o~-6T1'1i1_5 _______________ 1 

i i I iUSPAT ' i i14•17 I 

l1333 ______ [497----------------- fi)58~c;;;;·i-re--or--pse-~c;;;:;i-re ______ [u&-F>GF>uEC ____________ loR _______________________________ [oN _____________ [2·6-~-o71'1'T1_5 ______________ I 
i i i iusPAT I i !14·17 I 
fL1-34 ______ i9 ______________________ iT7697226Y~ccls~--a:~'d--1333 ___________ i·u-s:ffi-p!J's;-------------- foFi ______________________________ ioN _____________ i2o~-6T1'1i1_5 _______________ 1 

i i I iUSPAT ' i i14•17 I 

l1337 ______ [6-62 _________________ f('i)58~c;;;;i-r8--c;;--pse~c;;;·:;Tre---- [u&-F>GF>uEC ____________ IA'o:J _____________________________ [oN _____________ [2·6-~-o71'1'T1_5 ______________ I 
! ! lor pseudo wire) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 

~al221iPSOUdOWireorpseudo:w;;e ~~~~~~liilisl 
I I lor pseudo wire) and IUSPAT; EPO; 1 I 114:17 I 
i i !(backup path) !JPO I i i I !1339 _______ 12-99----------------- !'i)58~c;;;;i-r8 _________________________________________ rus:-F>GF>uEC ____________ !oR _______________________________ !oN' _____________ !2'6'1'o71--1'71_5 _______________ 1 

! i I !usPAT i i !14:17 I 
IL1-4o ______ j49i ________________ fiJ58~'dc;;;;8--;;-r--iJ58~'dc;~-~-~r-8 ______ jusffipi:J's_; _______________ i'oFi ______________________________ joN _____________ j2o1-671-1i1_5 ______________ I 
i i I iUSPAT ' i i14•17 I 

fl342 _______ [4----------------------- b-4·6--~-~i-t1"i)-rot'ect_i_o_n __ anCi ___________ i·us:-F>GF>uEC ____________ loR _______________________________ fo'N _____________ [2·6-~-o71--1'71_5 _______________ I 
! ! i@ad<"20050214" !usPAT i ! !14:17 I 
!L1-45 ______ boO' ________________ [(;;58~'dc;~-;;8--;;-r--;;58~'dc;~-------------- !usffipu_s_; _______________ 1-oFi------------------------------ !oN _____________ !2o1-671-1i1_5 ______________ I 
! ! !wire) and initi$5 !USPAT ! ! !14:17 I 
!1346 _______ !7'9-------------------- !'(i)58~<:i;;;Tre-or--pse~c;;;·:-------------- i'u&-F>GF>uEC ____________ !oR _______________________________ !oN' _____________ t2·6·1-o71--1'71_5 _______________ I 
! ! !wire) and initi$5 and !USPAT ! ! !14:17 I 
i i i@ad "20050214" i i i i 1 

fL1-47 ______ i3683 ______________ i(3-7o~1-6-:2-25~-22s)-~ccls-~------------- iusffipu_s_; _______________ 1-oFi------------------------------ ioN _____________ i261-671-1i1_5 ______________ I 
i i I iUSPAT ' i i14•17 I 

fi34s _______ f2T __________________ f(376i2'1'6~225-:22'8Y.-ccls~--a:~'d---- i·us:-F>GF>uEC ____________ loR _______________________________ fo'N _____________ [2·6-~-o'/'1"1'71_5 _______________ I 
! ! IL140 !usPAT i ! !14:17 I 
IL1-49 ______ j9 ______________________ f(i69722-6)·.-;;cls~--a:~'d--L-1-46 ___________ jusffipu_s_; _______________ 1-oFi------------------------------ joN _____________ j2o1-671-1i1_5 ______________ I 
i i I iUSPAT ' i i14•17 I 

fi356 ______ [4·1--------------------- [{-(Pi-N8)--nea-r2--(PANY)-~i-Nv~-------- i·us:-F>GF>uEC ____________ loR _______________________________ fo'N _____________ [2·6-~-o'/'1"1'71_5 _______________ I 
! i I !usPAT i i !14:17 I 
!L1_5_1 _______ !2---------------------- [((-F>I-N8)--~-ear2--(F>P:N)Y'IN'\T ______ !usffipu_s_; _______________ 1-oFi------------------------------ !oN _____________ !261-671-1'71_5 ______________ I 
! ! !and pseudowire !USPAT ! ! !14:17 I 
!1352 _______ !2----------------------- !'('(Pi-N8)--nea-r2--(PANY)-~i-Nv~-------- i'u&-F>GF>uEC ____________ !oR _______________________________ toN' _____________ t2·6·1-oi1"1'71_5 _______________ I 
! ! land (pseudowire).clm. !USPAT ! ! !14:17 I 
IL1-53 ______ j-1-47 _________________ fi346'a~-<T(iJri~ar'Y) ________________________ jusffipu_s_; _______________ 1-oFi------------------------------ joN _____________ j261-671-1i1_5 ______________ I 
i i I iUSPAT ' i i14•17 I 

fi354 ______ [3·5-------------------- b-4·6--a:nCi--('i)-ri~-ary')'-a:~'d-------------- i·us:-F>GF>uEC ____________ loR _______________________________ fo'N _____________ [2·6-~-o'/'1"1'71_5 _______________ I 
! ! i@ad<"20050214" !usPAT i ! !14:17 I 
!L1-55 ______ !-1-26 ________________ fi346'a~-<T(cont-i9$7)---and ____________ !usffipu_s_; _______________ 1-oFi------------------------------ !oN _____________ !261-671-1'71_5 ______________ I 
I I i@ad<"20050214" IUSPAT I I 114:17 I 
~ : 1 : ' : : ~ 
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I'L:1"56 ______ !1'4 .................... r:ro'M .. pse-~Ci;:;~-i-~8----------------------------- !u&'F>GFius;--------------· !'AoJ ............................. !oN _____________ !261.o71·1-h5 ______________ 1 

1 1 1 lusPAT i 1 114·17 I 
~~~~~~~~'''''''''" ~''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• :•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~•••••••••••••••••••• ~••••••,•••n••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ 
!L157 !248 l(pseudowire or (pseudo !U&PGPUB; iADJ !ON !2010/11/15 I 
I I lwire) or pseudo-wire) and luSPAT I I 114:17 I 
I I I( LOP or (Label Distribution ! i I I I 
I i !protocol)) i i i i I 
il358 ______ [72 .................... kpse~Ci;;;i-~8--or .. (pse~Cic;-------------- [u&.F>GFiuEC ____________ i'AoJ ............................. [oN ............. [2·a·1-o71'1'T1·5--------------I 
! ! [wire) or pseudo-wire) and [USPAT ! ! [14:17 I 
! ! i( LOP or (Label Distribution ! ! ! ! I 
! ! !protocol)) and ! ! ! ! I 
I i l®ad< "20050214" i i i i I 
i'L1·5·9------ j-1·8------------------- j(;J58~Cic;;;;:8--;;r--(iJ58~Cic;------------- i·u·s:ffi.p!J's;-------------- [P:oJ' ............................ ioN ............. i2o1.oT1.1i1·5--------------l 
! ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) and [USPAT ! ! [14:17 I 
1 I 1( LOP or (Label Distribution I I I I I 
I I !protocol)) and I 1 I I I 
! ! l®ad< "20050214" and ! ! ! ! I 
I I !(standby or backup) I ! I I I 
[1::1'66 ....... t1·5 .................... f(IJse~d·c;;T~8·c;;--(IJ58~d·c; .............. i·us:·F>GF>uEC ............ iP.o'J' ............................ t6'N ............. t2·a·1-oi1 .. 1'71'5 ............... 1 

! ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) and [USPAT ! ! [14:17 I 
! ! I( LOP or (Label Distribution ! ! ! ! I 
! ! !protocol)) and ! i ! ! I 
I i i@ad< "20050214" and i ! i i I 
I I !(primary or main) and I i I I I 
I I !(secondly or backup or I I I I I 
1 ! 1standby) I ! ! ! I 
!1361·------ r9·9 .................... f('pse~Ci;;;i-~8--or .. (pse~Cic;-------------- fu&'F>GFius;-------------- !'AoJ ............................. [oN _____________ r2·a·1-a71·1-T1_5 ______________ 1 

I ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) and [USPAT ! ! [14:17 I 
I ! i(config$7 with parameter) ! ! ! ! I 
i'L1.62 ....... j31 .................... j(;Js8~Cic;;;;:8--;;r--(iJ58~Cic;----------·-- i·u·s:ffi·pu-s;-------------- [P:o:J .............................. ioN .............. i2o1'oT1·1n·5 ............... l 
I ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) same [USPAT [ ! [14:17 I 
I ! !(config$7 with parameter) ! ! ! ! I 
[1363 ______ [6 ...................... f('pse~Ci;;;i-~8--or .. (pse~Cic;-------------- fu&.F>GFiuEC ____________ !'AoJ ............................. [oN ............. r2·a·1-o71·1-T1_5 ______________ 1 

I ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) same [USPAT ! ! [14:17 I 
I ! i(config$7 with parameter) ! ! ! ! I 
I ! lsame (destination near5 ! ! ! ! I 
I I !node) I I I I I 
fl1.64 ...... i44 ................... f(iJ58~Cic;~·;;:8--c;·r--(iJ58~Cio ............. iusffipu·s·; ............... i·P:oJ' ............................ ioN ............. i2o1.671.1i1'5 .............. 1 

I ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) and [USPAT ! ! [14:17 I 
' : '(( f' $7) : ' : : I I 1 1 con 1g same 1 ! 1 1 1 
i i !(destination near5 node)) I ! i I I 
fl.'1'65 ....... f5 ....................... I'(IJ58~·d·c;;;;8·c;;--(IJ58~-d-c;-------------- ru&'F>GF>us:-------------- !P.o'J ............................. fo'N .............. f2o1'o/'1"1'T1'5 ............... 1 

I ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) and [USPAT ! ! [14:17 I 
I ! i(config$7with ! i ! ! I 
I ! !acknowledgement) ! i ! ! I 
i'L1"66 ______ ia ...................... [(·p-se-~Ci;;~·i·r·8--c;·~--(-pse-~Ci;;-------------- iu&'F>GFius;--------------- i'AoJ ............................. ioN _____________ [261.o71·1-h5 ______________ 1 

I ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) and [USPAT ! ! [14:17 I 
I i i(config same i ! i i I 
I I i( acknowledgement or ack)) I ! I I I 
i'L1·5·7------ i·1·7 ................... i(iJ58~Cic;;;;:8--;;r--(iJ58~Cic;------------- i·u·s:ffi-pu·s;-------------- fP:oJ' ............................ ioN .............. i2o1.oT1'1i1'5 ............... 1 

I I !wire) or pseudo-wire) and luSPAT I I 114:17 I 
1 I 1( config$7 same I 1 I I 1 
I I I( acknowledgement or ack)) I I I I I 
[1::1'68 ______ [5'29 ................. f(58-~Ci$5--;;t·h--cor;f·;9$7-;ith ______ ru&'F>GFius: ............... !'AoJ ............................. [oN ............. r2·a·1-o71'1'T1'5 .............. 1 

I ! !parameter) and (receiv$5 [USPAT ! ! [14:17 I 
I ! !with (ack or acknowledge)) ! ! ! ! I . . ) . ~ . . ~ 
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I'L1'69 ______ 1o ...................... [('88~'d$5-;ith .. co-~t-i9'$'7--~-;t_h ______ lu&'F>G'Pus; .............. , I'Ao:J .......................... , .. ioN _____________ 120'1'o71'1/'1'5 .............. 1 

I I !parameter) and (receiv$5 IUSPAT I I 114:17 I 
! ! !with (ack or acknowledge)) ! 1 ! ! I 
I I land ( L 165) and I I I I I 
i i !@ad< "20050214" i ! i i I 
,.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ,.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._ . .,.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ,.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._ .. ' .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ,.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ,.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ~ 

!L 170 !497 !pseudowire or pseudo-wire !U&PGPUB; !OR !ON !201 0/11/15 I 
! ! ! !uSPAT ! ! 114·17 I 
i~::1-71 _______ Ia ....................... f(se-~'d$5--;;t-h .. co~t-;9$7-;ith-----· [u&'F>G'Pus;--------------· i"AoJ ............................. foN ............. (2·a·~·a71'1'/'1'5 .............. I 
! ! !parameter) and (receiv$5 !USPAT ! ! !14:17 I 
! ! !with (ack or acknowledge)) ! ! ! ! I 
I I land ( L 170) and I I I I I 
I I !@ad< "20050214" I I I I I 
i·ci-72 ....... i527 ................ j;;58~·(jc;;;;8·;;~--;;58~·d·c;~;;;8 ...... i·u·s:F>G.PU"s; .............. [P:o:J .............................. ioN .............. i20'1'o/'1'1Ti'5 ............... 1 

! ! 1or(pseudowire) !USPAT ! ! !14:17 1 

11::1.73 ...... 10' ...................... !'(58.~'d$5 .. ;;t·h--co~f·;9$7·;ith ...... lu&'F>G'Pus; ............... !"AoJ ............................. ioN ............. 12·a·1·a71'1'T1'5 .............. I 
! ! !parameter) and (receiv$5 !USPAT ! ! !14:17 I 
! ! !with (ack or acknowledge)) ! ! ! ! I 
! ! !and ( L 172) and ! ! ! ! I 
! ! !@ad< "20050214" ! ! ! ! I 
fl1'74 ...... i255 ................. f(58~·d$5.;ith .. co.~'fi9'$7 .. ~·;t·h ...... iu&F>G'PU's·;-------------- fP:oJ" ........................... ioN .............. i20'1'o71'1/'1'5 ............... 1 

! ! !parameter) and (receiv$5 !USPAT ! ! !14:17 I 
I I lwith (ack or acknowledge)) I I I I I 
I I 1and @ad< "20050214" I I I I I 
!1::1'76 .. , .... !4'6939'95 ...... ru;~'k"a'~ .. ~,c;~t'8";;~ .. ;;a.'th) ................ , .. i'u&'F>GF>uEC ............ ioR ............................ , .. fo'N .......... , .. !2'6'1'o'71"1'71'5 ............ , .. I 
! ! ! !uSPAT EPO· ! ! 114·17 I 
I I I IJPO; , , I I I . I 
i i I iOERWENT· ' i i I 

! ! ! !1 BM TDB , ! ! ! I 
k1 .. 77 ...... 11·6·1-5468 ...... f(.taii$5·c;;--(5iCi;;$·1--·~·c;·~k;~·9Yi ..... lus.·~;;us; ............... i"AoJ ............................. 1oN ............. l261.o71'1'i1'5 .............. I 
I I I IUSPAT EPO· ! I 114·17 I 
I I I IJPO; , , I I I . I 
i i I iOERWENT· i i i I 
! ! ! !IBM TDB , I ! ! I 
k1·7·9 ....... l4o ................... 1(;85ia;a:ii·c;~--;;;he~·8i .. a:~c; .......... i·u·s:~G"Pu·s; .............. [P:oJ" ............................. IoN .............. I2a1·aT1'1Ti'5 ............... 1 

! ! 1("1 :N") !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
I I I IJPO; I I I I i i I iDERWENT· ' i i I 

! ! ! !1 BM TDB , ! ! ! I 
k1'80'""" Is""""""""""'" f('~esto'~'at'io~"sch'e~e)"'a~d""""'" ru&'~'Pus;""""""" i"AoJ"""""""""""""'" loN"""""'" l2'6'1'o71'1'T1'5""""""" I 
! ! !(priority) and (standby !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
I I lmode) IJPO· ! I I I 

I I I I~B~~:T; I I I I 
b's'1 .. , .... l29 ................ , .. 1(;85iCi;a.'t;c;~'sch'8~'8) .. a:~c; .......... lus~'Pu's'; ............ , .. I'P:oT .......................... ioN .......... , .. 120'1'671'1/'1'5 .............. I 
I I !(priority) and (config$7 IUSPAT; EPO; I I 114:17 I 
! ! !near5 parameter$1) !JPO; ! ! ! I 
i i I iOERWENT· i i i I 
! ! ! !IBM TDB , I ! ! I 
~~~~~~~~'''''''''' ~''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~•••••••••=••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~•••••••••••••••••••• ~•••••••••n••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ 
!L182 !4127 !(ack or acknowledgement) !U&PGPUB; !ADJ !ON !2010/11/15 I 
! ! !and (config$7 parameter$1) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
I I I IJPO; I I I I i i I iDERWENT· ' i i I 

! ! ! !1 BM TDB , ! ! ! I 
~ ; ~ ; - ~ ; ; ! 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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!1383 ______ !6---------------------- f(ack __ o_r __ ackno~-~8Ci9-8m-e-ntY ______ !u&-F>GF>uEC ____________ !A'o:J _____________________________ !oN _____________ !2_6_1-o71·1-T1_5 ______________ 1 

! ! !same (config$7 parameter !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
! ! l$1) @ad< "20050214" !JPO; ! ! ! I 
1 1 I iDERWENT· i 1 1 I 
i i I !IBM TDB , I i i I 

k1-s4------1296-22-----------l(cont-i9$7--param-eter$1Y------------I-u·s:~-PIJ's;-------------- [P:oJ'----------------------------IoN-------------I2o1-6T1-1i1_5 ______________ 1 

I I I iUSPAT EPO· I I 114·17 I 

I I I IJPO; , , I I I . I 
I I I !DERWENT· ' I I I 

i i I !IBM TDB , i i i I 
[i385 _______ [5-6526 ___________ f(ack--or--ackn·o;-18Ci9_e_m_entY ______ fus:-~F>uE\;" ____________ rP.o'J' ____________________________ fo'N _____________ f2·6·1-671--1'71·5---------------l 
! ! land @ad<"20050214" !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
I I I IJPO; I I I I 
I I I 1~8~~:T; I I I I 
k1--s6------133 ____________________ [(·a.·c:k __ o_r __ ac:k·n;;~-~8Ci98m-enti ________ fus-~F>us;--------------·IA'o:J-----------------------------IoN-------------12Ci1-o71'1-h5--------------l 
I I land (restoration scheme) IUSPAT; EPO; I I 114:17 I 
! ! !and @ad< "20050214" !JPO; I ! ! I 
1 1 I !DERWENT· i 1 1 I 
i i I !IBM TDB , I i i I 
k1·s·?------ Ia---------------------- rt1ands-hak_i_n9--~-i-th ___________________________ 1-u·s:~-Pu·s;-------------- fP:oJ' ____________________________ !oN ______________ !'2a1-6T1-1i1_5 _______________ 1 

I ! !(restoration scheme) !uSPAT; EPO; i ! !14:17 I 
I I I IJPO; I I I I 
I I I !DERWENT· ' I I I 

i i I !IBM TDB , i i i I 
[1388 ______ [1·1-o73 ____________ ft1and-sh-akin·9--an_d _____________________________ fus-~F>us;-------------- rP:o:J _____________________________ faN------------- [2·6·1-671·1-;-1·5--------------1 
I ! i@ad<"20050214" !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
I I I IJPO; I I I I 
I I I IDERWENT· I I I I 
i i I !IBM TDB , I i i I 

b·s-g------181·3-----------------[il-andshaki-n9--anCi----------------------------lus~Pu·s·;---------------I-P:oJ'----------------------------IoN-------------1261-671-1i1-5--------------l 
! i l@ad<"20050214" and (L176 !USPAT; EPO; ! i !14:17 I 
I ! !with L177) iJPO; ! ! ! I 
i i I !DERWENT· I i i I 
i i I !IBM TDB , i i i I 
[139·1-------· i-1-·1·9---------------- !-(~i;:i-~ai--pat-t1Y'anCi ___________________________ !·us:-~PDEC ____________ fP:oJ' _____________________________ 1-oN-------------· l-2o1-6i1"1'71K------------·I 
I ! !((protection or restoration) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
I ! lnear5 scheme) and priority !JPO; i ! ! I 
I I I IDERWENT· i I I I 
I i I !IBM TDB , i i i I 
i1392------ [1·1--1------------------ k~;;:t·~-a.T·;;a.tilYan_d ____________________________ fus-~F>us;-------------- rP:o:J _____________________________ faN------------· [2·6·1-o71·1-T1·5--------------I 
I ! !((protection or restoration) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
I ! lnear5 scheme) and priority !JPO; ! ! ! I 
I ! land @ad<"20050214" !DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
1 1 I II BM TDB I 1 1 I 

i'L1-93 ______ i455·5--------------l(;;;:c;t8ct-;c;·n--;;r--;:8-si·c;;:a:t'i-on)---------l-u·s:~-Pu-s;-------------- fP:oJ'----------------------------IoN-------------1261-6i1-1i1_5 ______________ 1 

1 ! lnear5 parameter !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 1 

I i I !JPO; i i i I 
I I I !DERWENT· ' I I I 

I i I !IBM TDB , i i i I 
[i394 ______ [2-755 ______________ b;rotection--or--resto-rat-io-n}"' ______ ru&-~F>uE\;" ____________ rP.o'J' ____________________________ ro'N _____________ f2·6·1-671--1'71·5---------------l 
I ! lnear5 parameter and !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
I i l@ad "20050214" iJPO· i i i I ~ : ~ < : ' : : : ~ 

I I I IIDBEMRWTENDBT; I I I I 
l 1 ~ 1 - l 1 1 j 

I 
! 
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!1::1'95 _______ r2_s ____________________ rrrp;otec'tio~--c;;--~est-;;-~at-;;;-~y------ ru&'ffipus;-------------- !P.o_:J _____________________________ fo'N _____________ f2'6'1'o71"1'71'5 _______________ 1 

! ! !near5 parameter) and [USPAT; EPO; ! ! [14:17 I 
! ! !(handshaking) and [JPO; ! ! ! I 
! ! !@ad "20050214" !DERWENT· ! ! ! I 
I I I < II BM TDB , I I I I 

k1-96 ______ 179-------------------- f('(';;-~c;t-ect-;;;~--;;-~--~-es'to;a.'tio~Y----- lus:-~'Pus;--------------- ~o:J _____________________________ loN _____________ l2o1'o71'1/'1'5""""""" I 
! ! !near5 parameter) and !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 1 

! ! !(destination node) and [JPO; ! ! ! I 
! ! i@ad<"20050214" [DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i il BM TDB i i i I 
~ ................................. ~ ................................................... ~ ..................................................................................................................................... ~ .................. = ...................................................... -L_ ......................................................................... ~ ......................................... ~ ................................................................................. ! 
!L197 !O !((protection or restoration) !U&PGPUB; !ADJ !ON !2010/11/15 I 
! ! lnear5 parameter) wotj !USPAT; EPO; i ! [14:17 I 
I I !(destination node) and IJPO; I I I I 
I I i@ad<"20050214" !DERWENT· i I I I 
! ! ! !1 BM TDB , ! ! ! I 
k1-9s ______ [6---------------------- krp;ot-ec'tio~--c;;--~85'to-~-a.t-;;;-~--o~--- fus:-~;;os;--------------· i'Ao:J _____________________________ foN _____________ [2'6'1'o71'1'T1'5 ______________ I 
! ! lconfig$7) near5 parameter) [USPAT; EPO; ! ! [14:17 I 
! ! lwotj (destination node) and [JPO; ! ! ! I 
! ! i@ad<"20050214" [DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i il BM TDB i i i I 

b-99 ______ 1-1-s------------------- b-;;~-;;t-ect-;;;-~--;;-~--;esto;a.'t;c;~--c;;-- lus~'Pus-;-------------- fP:oJ ___________________________ loN _____________ l2o1'671'1/'1'5""""""''" I 
I ! [config$7) near5 parameter) [USPAT; EPO; ! ! [14:17 I 
! ! !with (destination node) and [JPO; ! ! ! I 
! ! i@ad<"20050214" [DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i I il BM TDB ' i i I 

r12o6 _______ [5----------------------- r((p;otectio~--();-;est-o-~at-~o-~--;;-~--- 1-us:-~;;os:-------------- fADJ _____________________________ roN ______________ r2o1'o/'1"1'71_5 _______________ I 
! ! lconfig$7) near2 parameter) [USPAT; EPO; ! ! [14:17 I 
! ! !with (destination node) and !JPO; i ! ! I 
I I l@ad<"20050214" !DERWENT; I I I I 
i i I il BM TDB ' i i I 

il2o1"'"" [71'4""""""""" rha~d-sh'aT~i~'9"a~'(j""""""""""""""' fu&'~pus;"""""""" i'AoJ"""""""""""""'" foN"""""'" [2'6'1'o71'1'T1'5""""""" I 
! ! i@ad<"20050214" and [USPAT; EPO; ! ! [14:17 I 
! ! i( config$7 parameter) [JPO; ! ! ! I 
1 1 I iDERWENT· ! 1 1 I 
! ! ! !IBM TDB , I ! ! I 

I-L262------·Ia ______________________ 1;8C:8i~i-~9--ack~-;;;18Ci9'8~-8;;t----- 1-u-s:~-pus;-------------- [viliH-------------------------·IoN-------------·I2o1'671'1'71'5--------------·1 
! ! pndicat$7 parameter accept [USPAT; EPO; ! ! [14:17 I 
! ! 1$7 destination node !JPO; ! ! ! I 
! ! ! !DERWENT· I ! ! I 
! ! ! !1 BM TDB , ! ! ! I 
[L2o3"""' fo""""""""""'" f~ecei~$Tack;;;;;'l8'd9'8'~'8~t"""' ru&'~pus:""""""" lwi'iH""""""""""""' ro'N""""""' [2'6'1'()71"1'71'5""""""'" I 
! ! lindicat$7 parameter accept [USPAT; EPO; ! ! [14:17 I 
! ! l$7 destination node [JPO; ! ! ! I 
I I I 1~8~~:T; I I I I 
I-L2-64 ______ 136'9 _________________ [;ecei~$7--a:c:k:~c;;;edge;;e~'t------ lus:-~'Pus;--------------- ~~-iH _________________________ loN _____________ l261'o71'1ns-------------- I 
! ! !destination node !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
I I I IJPO; I I I I 
i i I iDERWENT· i i i I 
! ! ! !IBM TDB , I ! ! I 

!-L265------·Ia---------------------- i;8c:8i~$7-ac'k~-;;;18(j'98~8~-t------· i-us:~-PUs;--------------·fw-liH-------------------------·Io'N-------------·I2o1'6/'1'1'71'5""""""""1 
! ! !(parameter accept$5 !USPAT; EPO; i ! [14:17 I 
I I !destination node) IJPO; I I I I 
I I i !DERWENT· i I I I 
! ! ! !1 BM TDB , ! ! ! I 
~ ; ~ ~ - l ; ; i 
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!L2o6 ______ !5----------------------- fr8C:8i~$-7--a.c:kr;;;~-~8Ci98m-e-nt ______ !u&-F>GF>us;-------------- !wi-TH _________________________ !oN _____________ !2·a·1-o71·1-T1_5 ______________ 1 

! ! laccept$3 destination node !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
I I I IJPO; I I I I 
i i I iOERWENT· i i i I 
! ! ! !IBM TDB , i ! ! I 
i·L2aT---- i·1·1--------------------lrecei~$7'ackn-c;;i-ed-9emen_i ______ 1-u·s:~-Pi:J's;-------------- fwTrH _________________________ ioN _____________ i2a1-oT1-1i1·5---------------l 
1 ! !parameter accept$3 !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 1 

I i I !JPO; i i i I 
i i I iDERWENT· ' i i I 

! ! ! !IBM TDB , ! ! ! I 
[L2os _______ [2----------------------- baa3·a·1·1-i95a:::l)r;:------------------------ i·us:-~F>us;-------------- fwi-iH _________________________ fo'N _____________ f2·a·1-o71--1'71·s---------------l 
! ! ! !usPAT EPO· ! ! 114·17 I 
I I I IJPO; , , I I I . I 
I i I !DERWENT; i i i I 
I-L2-o9------f1-1-64 ______________ f(·d·c;·;n-aTn--i;;r;·8y-~-~i-ti ________________________ ~~~~~~s;--------------·lwi-iH-------------------------foN-------------I2a-1·a71'1-h5--------------l 
! ! !(parameter) !USPAT; EPO; i ! !14:17 I 
I I I IJPO; I I I I 
i i I iOERWENT· i i i I 
! ! ! !IBM TDB , i ! ! I 
i-L21_6 _______ i4---------------------- r(;Jaramet-erl"'near5--in-ci~(j-$_5 _____ f-u·s:~-Pu-8;-------------- fwTrH __________________________ ioN ______________ bo1-6T1-1i1·5--------------·l 
I j lnear5 (domain adj type) jusPAT; EPO; I j j14:17 I 
I i I iJPO; i i i I 
i i I iDERWENT· ' i i I 

! ! ! !1 BM TDB , ! ! ! I 
[1:2·1·1·------ [4---------------------- kparam-eter$-1T-near5--in-ci~d------ fus-~F>us;-------------- fwi-iH _________________________ faN------------- [2·a·1-o71·1-T1·5--------------I 
I ! l$5 near5 (domain adj type) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
I I I IJPO; ! I I I 
i i I iDERWENT· i i i I 
! ! ! !IBM TDB , i ! ! I 

fl2_1_2 ______ 17s-------------------l(;;a:ram8i8r$1T~-~i-ti--('(j-c;;n·a;r;·--lus~Pu·s·;--------------·l-w-liH-------------------------IoN-------------I2a1·a;1-1i1-5--------------l 
I ! !adj type) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
I I I IJPO; ! I I I 
i i I iOERWENT· ' i i I 

! ! ! !IBM TDB , ! ! ! I 
k21"8 _______ i-75------------------- i-(Ciomain __ t_yiJei--;;t·;;------------------------· 1-cjs-~PDs;-------------- fAo'J _____________________________ i-oN ______________ i·2a1-oi1"1'71K------------·I 
I ! !parameter !USPAT; EPO; I ! !14:17 I 
I I I IJPo; I I I I 
i i I iOERWENT· ' i i I 

! ! ! !1 BM TDB , ! ! ! I 
[1:2·1·4------ [3-42 _________________ ksin·9-18~t1c;r;rsame--(m-~i'ti~---------· fus-~F>us;-------------- i'Ao:J _____________________________ faN------------· [2·a·1-o71·1-T1·5--------------I 
I ! !hop) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
I I I IJPO; I I I I 
i i I iOERWENT· i i i I 
! ! ! !IBM TDB , i ! ! I 
i·L21·5------ i·1·s-------------------l(si-n9i8~-;;-c;IJ)---sa:;n·8--(·;n~-~i-;~---------- 1-u·s:~-Pu·s;-------------- fAo'J ____________________________ ioN _____________ i2a1-oi1-1i1·5---------------l 
1 ! I hop) same (parameter$1) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14: 17 1 

I i I !JPO; i i i I 
i i I iDERWENT· ' i i I 

! ! ! !IBM TDB , ! ! ! I 
[1:21·6------- fa----------------------- ~i8iei-;itii---i-nCiiC:a$?';it'ii ________________ i·us:-~F>us;-------------- iP.o':!' ____________________________ fo'N _____________ f2·a·1-o71--1'71·s---------------l 
I ! !((single-hop) same (multi- !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
! ! !hop)) !JPO· ! ! ! I 

I I I I~B~~:T; I I I I 
I 
! 
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!1:228 ______ !3_3_1_9 ______________ f('hot"'o;-;-a;;;,---c;;--;;;;-l(j')";;8a_;3---- !u&'F>GF>uEC _____________ !A'oJ _____________________________ !oN _____________ !2'6'1'oT1'1'T1_5 ______________ 1 

! ! !standby !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
I I I IJPO; I I I I 
i i I iDERWENT· i i i I 
! ! ! !IBM TDB , i ! ! I 
fl2'29 ______ !295----------------- l(h-;;'t--a:~<:rc;;;-ld'l"sa~e-sta~-d-by-- 1-us:~'Pu-s-;-------------- fP:o:r--------------------------- loN _____________ l2o1'671'1/_1_5 _______________ I 
! ! !and @ad<"20050214" !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
I I I IJPo; I I I I 
i i I iDERWENT· ' i i I 

! ! ! !IBM TDB , ! ! ! I 
[1:236"'"" [52"""""""""" frt~ot"a~d--coiCi)"a~'(j""""""""""""" 1-us:-~F>us:""""""" fAo'J"""""""""""""'" ro'N""""""" r2o1'o/'1"1'71'5""""""'" I 
! ! !(parameter with standby) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
! ! !and @ad< "20050214" !JPO· ! ! ! I 
i i I !DERWENT· i i i I 
! ! ! !1 BM TDB , ! ! ! I 
[1:231"'"" [2'1""""""""""" f(ti8i(i';ith"'i~'dicat$5";it'h"""""" rus:-~F>us:"""""""" iA'oJ"""""""""""""'" foN"""""'" [2'6'1'o71'1'T1'5""""""" I 
! ! !(standby mode)) and !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
! ! i@ad< "20050214" !JPO; ! ! ! I 
i i I !DERWENT· ! i i I 
! ! ! !IBM TDB , i ! ! I 

i-L232 ______ . 1739----------------- lco;;t-i9$9-;-ith--(sta~-at;-y--------------- i-u-s:~-Pu-8;-------------- [P:o:J-----------------------------·ioN-------------·i2o1'671'1'71'5--------------·1 
i i 1mode) and iUSPAT" EPO· ' i 114·17 1 
I I l@ad< "20050214" IJPO; ' ' I I I . I 
! ! I !DERWENT· i ! ! I 
! ! ! !1 BM TDB , ! ! ! I 
[1:233'""" [425"""""""'" fco-~ti9$9"~'8a;?'(sta~dby"""""" fus:-~F>us:""""""" iAo'J"""""""""""""'" ro'N"""""'" [2'6'1'()71"1'71'5""""""'" I 
! ! !mode) and !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
! ! !@ad "20050214" !JPO· ! ! ! I ~ : ~ < : ' : : : ~ 

I I I 1~8~~:T; I I I I 
i-L234 ______ i33_9 _________________ [c;c;~-f'~$9--~-ea:~s--(sta;;d-by ____________ i-us:-~'Pus;--------------- ~o:J _____________________________ ioN _____________ i2o-1-o71-1ns-------------- I 
i i 1mode) and !USPAT; EPO; i i !14:17 I 
I I i@ad< "20050214" IJPO; ! I I I 
i i I !DERWENT· ! i i I 
! ! ! !IBM TDB , i ! ! I 

!-L23_5 _______ i2a4 ________________ !c;;;;t-i9$9--~8a~3--(-st-a_-~c;;;y------------· 1-us:~-pu-s:--------------·fp:o:J-----------------------------· ioN ______________ i2a1'6/'1'1'71'5--------------·l 
I I lmode) and lusPAT; EPO; I I 114:17 I 
i i i@ad<"20050214" iJPO· i i i I 
I I I IDERWENT· i I I I 
! ! ! !1 BM TDB , ! ! ! I 
[1:236 ______ [7---------------------- !-c;;;~'fi9$9--;;8a_;3--(s'ta~-dby ____________ fus:-~F>us:--------------· iA'oJ _____________________________ foN _____________ [2-6'1'o71'1'T1_5 ______________ I 
I ! !mode) and !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
I ! i@ad<"20050214" and (hot !JPO; ! ! ! I 
! ! !and cold) !DERWENT· ! ! ! I 
i i I !IBM TDB , i i i I 

fl2'3?""" i'1'0'""""""""'" [t-ype-;it'h"(sta~dby--;;;c;c;8)""'"" ius~'PU's';""""""" rAoJ"""""""""""""'" ioN"""""'" i20'1'671'1'715'""""""" I 
i i 1and @ad<"20050214" and !USPAT; EPO; i i !14:17 I 
I I !(hot and cold) IJPO; ! I I I 
i i I !DERWENT· i i i I 
! ! ! !IBM TDB , ! ! ! I 
~.,,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,, .. ~ ~'''"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"' ~'''"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"' ~ .................................... .:: .................................................................................. ~.,,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,, .. ~ ~.,,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,, .. ~ ~ .................................................................................................................... ~ ! 
!L238 !4 !type near3 (standby mode) !U&PGPUB; !ADJ !ON !2010/11/15 I 
I ! land @ad<"20050214" and !USPAT; EPO; I ! !14:17 I 
! ! l(hot and cold) !JPO· i ! ! I 
I i I !DERWENT· i i i I 
! ! ! !1 BM TDB , ! ! ! I 
~ : ; : - l : : i 

I 
I 
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I'L239 ______ 1o ...................... [(.(.sin·9-i8"ti·;;·py-;;·r--(·5;·;;9-i8~-------------- [u&'F>GFius;--------------·I'AoJ ............................. [oN ............. [261.o71'1'i1'5 ______________ 1 

! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or !USPAT; EPO; 1 ! !14:17 I 

! ! !(multi hop)) and (domain !JPO; ! ! ! I 
! ! !type) !DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i il BM TDB i i i I 

k24·6 ....... hs7----------------l((si.n9i8 .. t1o;;)--c;;:·(sin918~--------------l·u·s:~G'Pu·s;-------------- fP:oJ' ............................. ioN .............. i2o1'6T1'1T1·s---------------l 
I I lhop)) same ((multi-hop) or luSPAT; EPO; I I 114:17 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and !JPO; ! ! ! 1 
I I i@ad<"20050214" IDERWENT· i I I I 
! ! ! !1 BM TDB , ! ! ! I 
f'L241·------I6----------------------- rnsin·9-18"ti-;;1Jy--;;·r--('5ir19'18~-------------- fus-~Fius;-------------- i'AoJ ............................. foN----------·--f2·6·1·a71·1-T1·5--------------I 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and (parameter !JPO; ! ! ! I 
I I lor field) @ad<"20050214" !DERWENT; I I I I 

tl2-42------l-1-49-----------------1(('8ir19.i8.t1opfor .. (s·i-n9i8~--------------l~~~%~s-;--------------·I-P:oJ'----------------------------IoN-------------I2a1.671'1T1·5--------------I 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and (parameter !JPO; ! ! ! I 
' : ' f' ld) d 'DERWENT ' : : I ! ! 1or 1e an ! ; ! ! ! I 
i i !@ad< "20050214" p BM_ TDB ! i i 1 

fl243 ....... !'1'6 ................... !'((s·i-n918 .. t1o;;)--c;;:--(sin·9-18~-------------- rus:·ffip'LJ's;-------------- !P:6J ............................ roN .............. !'2o1.6T1"1'71K ............. I 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) same !JPO; ! ! ! I 
! ! !(parameter or field) and !DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !@ad<"20050214" !1 BM TDB ! ! ! I 
!'L245 ______ !2·49 ................. i·('(sin·9-i8"ti'aiJl"o·r--('sin9.i8~-------------- !u&-~Fius;-------------- i'AoJ ............................. !oN ............. t2·6·1-o71'1'T1·5--------------I 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and (type near5 !JPO; ! ! ! I 
! ! !network) !DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i il BM TDB i i i I 

i·L24·6------Io----------------------l(;;a:ramei_8 __ o_r __ f_i.eiCi"a·r--t>iiY----------I·u·s:~·Pu·s;-------------- [P:oJ' ............................ IoN----------·--I2o1.6T1.1i1·5------------·--l 
! ! !with indicat$7 with ((single !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
! ! lhop) or (single-hop)) same !JPO; ! ! ! I 
I I l((multi-hop) or (multi hop)) !DERWENT; I I I I 
i i : il BM TDB : i i I 

f'L247------f2·1 ..................... f(IJaram.8t'8·c;;:·tieid .. c;;:·t;;t') ............ i·us:-~F>us; .............. iP:o'J' ............................ Io'N ............. f2·6·1-671 .. 1'71'5 ............... 1 

! ! !with indicat$7 same ((single !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
! ! !hop) or (single-hop)) same !JPO; ! ! ! I 
! ! !((multi-hop) or (multi hop)) !DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I I II BM TDB I I I I 

i·L24s ______ k------------------·--[(·p-rot·e-c:i·i·;;·;;--n-ear3----------------------------[-us-~Fius;------------·--l·oR ............................... ioN ............. i261.o71'1'i1'5--------------l 
! ! !properties) and standby !USPAT; EPO; 1 ! !14:17 I 

i i lnear3 path iJPO I i i I 
~~~~~~~~~'''''''''' •'''''''''''''''''''''''''' \''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,••••••••••••••••••••• ,••••••••••n••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ 

!L249 !8 !(protection near3 !U&PGPUB; !OR !ON !2010/11/15 I 
! ! !(parameter or propert$5)) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 
! ! !and standby near3 path !JPO ! ! ! I 
!'Lisa ______ ts·2a47 ........... i·conti9~-$5--~-;i·t1--(.st·a:;;c;t;y ............. tu&'P8Fius;-------------- ioR ............................... !oFF ___________ t2·6·1-671'1'T1_5 ______________ 1 

! ! !path) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 

i·L25.1 ........ 1·1·9-------------------lcont.i9-~$s·;;t'ti ... (stan·d-by------------l£~ffi-pu·s;--------------[p:oJ' ............................. loi=F ............ 1261'6T1'1i1·5---------------l 
! ! !path) !uSPAT EPO· ! ! 114·17 I 

! ................ .!.. ....................... L .............................................................. J~~~-------: ........... : ........... L .................................. .L ................. .L .... : ................................. I 
!L252 !52 !(pseudowireorpseudo- !U&PGPUB; lOR !ON !2010/11/15 I 
! ! !wire) and (standby) !USPAT ! ! !14:17 I 
• ' I ' ~ ' ' ! 

I 
I 
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!1:253 ______ !? ______________________ !'('pse~Ci;;;;·r8--c;;:--pse~Ci;;·:-------------- !u&-F>GF>uEC ____________ !A'o:J _____________________________ !oN _____________ !2·a·1-o71·1-T1_5 ______________ I 
! ! [wire) and (standby path) [USPAT; EPO; ! ! [14:17 I 

~~~~~1~1~1 
1 1 !(standby path) iUSPAT; EPO; i 1 114:17 1 

L .............. J ________________________ J _________________________________________________________________ J~~~------------------------------- t__ ___________________________________ J ___________________ J ________________________________________ I 
IL255 11 !(protection scheme) with iU&PGPUB; !ADJ iON i2010/11/15 I 
! ! !(standby path) [USPAT; EPO; ! ! [14:17 I 

6sliliPCOi9ctiOOiiYPOOr ~~~~~~lii!i51 
I I !property)) with (standby IUSPAT; EPO; I I 114:17 I 
i i !(path or route)) [JPO 1 i i 1 

!1:257 ______ 112-------------------- !'('('Protectio~--(type·c;;:--------------------- rus:-F>GF>uEC ____________ !P.o':!' ____________________________ !o'N _____________ !2·a·1-o'71"1'71_5 _______________ 1 

! ! !property)) or OOS) with [USPAT; EPO; ! ! [14:17 I 
! ! !(standby (path or route)) [JPO ! ! ! I 
i'L2'58 ______ i23 ____________________ [r(ty-pe--o7p-ro'Pe-rtyfa·r--oos)---- iu&'F>G'Pus;--------------- ~o:J _____________________________ ioN _____________ i2o-1-o71'1/'1_5 ______________ I 
I I lwith (standby (path or IUSPAT; EPO; I I 114:17 I 
i i 1route)) [JPO I i i I 
!'li5_9 _______ !1---------------------- I'('Pro.tect·;;;~--5-c:ti·8rr;·8)--;·ith __________ rus:·ffip'LJ's;-------------- iAoJ _____________________________ roN ______________ r2o1.oi1"1.71K _____________ I 
! ! !(standby (path or route)) [USPAT; EPO; i ! [14:17 I 
!----------------· L----------------------· !------------------------------------------------------------------ !~~?. ______________________________ !-------------------------------------- L------------------ L---------------------------------------1 
IL260 i2 !(protection scheme) same IU&PGPUB; !ADJ iON i2010/11/15 I 
! ! !(standby (path or route)) [USPAT; EPO; I ! [14:17 I 
L ............... L _______________________ L ________________________________________________________________ J~-~-~------------------------------L ____________________________________ L .................. L--------------------------------------1 
IL261 i3 !(protection (scheme or IU&PGPUB; IADJ iON i2010/11/15 I 
! ! lpropert$3 or parameter or [USPAT; EPO; i ! [14:17 I 
I I !type)) same (standby (path IJPO I I I I 
1 i 1or route)) I 1 i i I 
!1:262 ______ 12·4 .................... !'(back~-p--iJa'it1)--;;'tt; ......................... !u&.F>GF>uEC ............ !A'o:J ............................. !oN ............. !2·a·1-a71·1-T1'5 .............. 1 
! ! !(protection scheme) [USPAT; EPO; ! ! [14:17 I 

~3~·······················iibi.Ck~PPaihj;;;ith~~~~~~iii/i51 
! [ !(protection near3 [USPAT; EPO; ! [ [14:17 1 

! i !parameter) !JPO ! i i I 
!1:264 ______ !1·55----------------- kback~-p--iJa'it1)--;i'tt; _________________________ [u&-F>GF>uEC ____________ iA'o:J _____________________________ !oN _____________ t2·a·1-o71·1-T1_5 ______________ I 
! ! !(protection) [USPAT; EPO; ! ! [14:17 I 

bssh---~~~~~1 
I I lwith (backup path) with IUSPAT; EPO; 1 I 114:17 I 
! i !(parameter) !JPO ! i i I 
[1:266 _______ [1·97----------------- f('98~-era$-s-·;;·r--co~-t-i9-~r$5y----·----· tu&'F>GF>us;-------------- iP.o_:J _____________________________ !o'N _____________ t2·a·1-o71"1'71_5 _______________ I 
! ! !with (backup path) [USPAT; EPO; ! ! [14:17 I 

bs;;lxi liQeneraiisorcontiQUC$5i ~~~~~~liiiisl 
! ! !with (backup path) and [USPAT; EPO; ! ! [14:17 I 
! ! [(protection scheme) [JPO ! ! ! I 
!1:268 _______ b ...................... 1'(98~-era$·5--;;·r--co~·f·i·g-~r$5')' .......... i·us:·F>GF>us: .............. !P.o':!' ............................ t6'N ............. t2·a·1-o'71 .. 1'71'5 ............... 1 
! ! !with (backup path) with [USPAT; EPO; ! ! [14:17 I 
! ! !(base or according) [JPO ! ! ! I 
i'L2'69 ______ ia ______________________ [(·9·8~8r.a$5--c;;:--c;c;·~'fi9·~-r$5) ___________ i-us:·F>G'Pus;------------·-- ~o:J _____________________________ ioN _____________ i2o-1-o71'1/'1_5 ______________ I 
I I lwith (backup path) with IUSPAT; EPO; I I 114:17 I 
! i !("base" or "according") [JPO 1 i i I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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!127o ______ r2·1·6 ................. f(98~-8-~a$5"a~--e:c;~t-i9·~~$5"();------ !us·F>G;;us;--------------· !'AoJ ............................. !oN ............. !2'6'1'oT1'1'T1'5 ______________ 1 

! ! !setup) with (backup path) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 

i·L2?'1 ....... i·1·9 ................... 1(9'8nera$5--c;;--c;;;·n'fi9~-r-$5--;;·~------ l£~ffi-pu·s;--------·----· fP:oJ' ............................ ioN .............. l2a1'6T1'1T1·5--------------·I 
I I !setup) with (backup path) lusPAT; EPO; I I 114:17 I 
! ! 1not L266 iJPO ! ! ! I 
!1272 ______ !3'683 .............. f(37o72'1'6~22s:22srccls~-------------- rus·F>G;;us;-------------- !oR ............................... !oN ............. !2'6'1'o71'1'T1_5 ______________ 1 

1 1 I lusPAT ! 1 114·17 I 
i·L273·------ i4963 .............. jT7697226rccls~------------------------------·-- i·u·s:ffi·pu·s;----------·--· [oFi ............................... ioN .............. i2a~·6T1'1i1'5 ............... 1 
i i I iUSPAT ' i i14•17 I 

i1274 ...... [497 ................. i·;;;8~c;;;;·i-r8--c;;--;;;8·~c;a:;;·re ______ rus·F>G;;us;-------------- loR ............................... roN ............. [2·6·~·a71·1-T1_5 ______________ I 
1 1 I lusPAT ! 1 114·17 I 
i·L27·s·------ i9 ...................... jT7697226rccls~--a:n'd .. l274 __________ i·u·s:ffi·pu·s;-------------- [oFi ............................... ioN .............. i2a~·6T1.1i1·5------------·--l 
i i I iUSPAT ' i i14•17 I 

rl276 ______ [:;--------------------·-- i·::2ao5.6226·2·1·5::-------------------------------- fus·F>G;;us;-------------- loR ............................... roFF ........... r2·6·~·a71·1·T1·5-------------- I 
! ! I iusPAT EPO· ! ! !14·17 I 

b;;~·······················l;;20060045028"1~~1rn--~bi11/151 
! i ! iuSPAT EPO· i i !14·17 I 

! ................ J. .................... J ................................................................ J~~~------·: ........... : .......... ! .................................... .J .................. J. .... : .............................. .-.1 
!L278 !662 !(pseudowireorpseudo-wire !U&PGPUB; IADJ !ON !2010/11/15 I 
! ! lor pseudo wire) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:17 I 

bm6--~~~~~l~l 
I I lor pseudo wire) and IUSPAT; EPO; 1 I 114:17 I 
! ! !(backup path) !JPO ! ! ! I 
!l28ci ...... f1'6673's ......... lsta~<:it;'Y"i)at·h--;;t·h--;;~·;;;·ir'iY' ......... !us·F>G;;us;-------------- !oR ............................... fo'N ............. f2'6'1'o71"1'71'5 ............... I 
1 I I lusPAT ! I 114·17 I 
fl2'82 ______ i3 ...................... fs'tandby .. ;Jath·;;th--;;~;c;;;t·y------·-- ius'PG'Pus·;--------·----· fP:oJ ........................... ioN ............. i2a~·671·:;;·1·5---------------1 
i i I iUSPAT ' i i14•17 I 

[1283 ....... [? ....................... ~~-itch$5-;ith--;;~;c;;;t·y--sa~-8------ rus·F>G;;us;-------------- b\o'J ............................. fo'N ............. [2·6·~·a71"1'71'5 ............... I 
! ! !(standby path) !USPAT ! ! !14:17 I 
IL2'84 ______ j.1 ....................... [;;~·88~;;t--;;t·h--e~ist.in9 .. t-~attic ... ju&'PG'Pus·;--------·----· tP:oJ ........................... joN ............. j2o1'671·1ns---------------l 
i i I iUSPAT ' i i14•17 I 

[1285 ....... [2·1·4 ................. r;;~88·~·;;'t·;·~h--t~attic ...................... rus·F>G;;us;-------------- IP.o'J ............................. fo'N ............. [2·6·~·a71"1'71'5 ............... I 
1 i I lusPAT ! i !14·17 I 
fl2'86 ______ i1o ................... [;;~·88~;;t--;;t·h--t·~·a.'ft·ic;·;;th ........... ius'PG'Pus·;--------·----· fP:oJ ........................... ioN ............. i2a~·671·1ns---------------1 
! ! !priority !USPAT ! ! !14:17 I 
!1287 ______ 16'7 .................... rLo'P"sa:~·e-ackno;$1"1 ................... !us·F>G;;us;-------------- !'Ao'J ............................. fo'N ............. f2'6'1'o71"1'71'5 ............... I 
1 I I lusPAT ! I 114·17 I 
fl2'88 ______ is6 ................... [l::o;;·;a~e--ack~;;;$1·1--a~-d-------- ius'PG'Pus·;--------·----· fP:oJ ........................... ioN ............. i2a~·671·1ns---------------1 
! ! l@ad<"20050216" !USPAT ! ! !14:17 I 
!1288 ....... [12 .................... flo'P"sa:~·e-ackno;$1"1--·a.·nc;--·----· !us·F>G;;us;-------------- i'Ao'J ............................. fo'N ............. [2·6·1-o71"1'71'5 ............... I 
I ! i@ad<"20050216" and (label !USPAT ! ! !14:17 I 
I ! !distribution protocol) ! ! ! ! I 
IL2.9o ______ jo ...................... [;;;n·9--~8ar2.'Pan--a:n·d--psed-~o--·-- ju&ffi'Pu·s·; ............... i·P:oJ' ............................ joN ............. j2o1.o71'1i1'5 .............. I 
I I i$5 IUSPAT I I 114:17 I 
[1291 ....... [6---------------------- kPi.n9 .. near2--;;·a~l'~-~n~~--a:n'd .......... tus:·F>GF>uEC ____________ i'Ao'J' ............................ fo'N ............. [2·a·1-0'71"1'71·5--------------·l 
I ! lpseuduo$5 !USPAT ! ! !14:17 I 
IL2'92 ______ j1 ...................... f(Pin·9--~·ear2--;;a:nr;~~-~--a~c;----·---- ju&ffi'Pu·s·; ............... i·P:oJ' ............................ joN ............. j20'1'671'1i1'5 .............. 1 

! ! IPSeudo$5 !USPAT ! ! !14:17 1 
I 
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!L.3o9 ______ !4555-------------· f('p-roi-8C:tion--or--restor-at-ionf _______ !u&-F>GF>us;-------------- !A'o:J _____________________________ !oN _____________ !2_6_1-o71·1-T1_5 ______________ 1 

! ! lnear5 parameter !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:18 I 
I I I IJPO; I I I I 
i i I iOERWENT· i i i I 
! ! ! !IBM TDB , i ! ! I 
i'L31_6 ______ i275_5 ______________ 1(;;;:c;t8ci-;c;·n--or--resi-c;;a:t'i-on) _________ 1-u·s:~-PIJ's;-------------- fP:oJ' ____________________________ ioN _____________ i2a1-6T1-1i1·5--------------l 
! ! !near5 parameter and !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:18 1 

! ! !@ad< "20050214" !JPO; ! ! ! I 
! ! I !oERWENT· i ! ! I 
! ! ! !IBM TDB , ! ! ! I 
k31_1 _______ [342----------------- f(sin·9-18~t1-c;-pfsame-(m-~lti~---------· 1-us:-~F>us;-------------- iP.o':!' ____________________________ fo'N _____________ [2·6·1-0'71--1'71_5 _______________ 1 

! ! !hop) !usPAT EPO· ! ! 114·18 I 
I I I IJPO; , , I I I . I 
i i I !DERWENT; i i i I 
l·c3·1·2------f72 ____________________ f(·t·i-el'd __ o_r __ p-aram-eterf~ii_ti ____________ ~~~~~~8;---------------IA'o:J----------------------------- b~-------------f2o-1-o71'1-h5--------------l 
! ! !(domain type) and !USPAT; EPO; i ! !14:18 I 
! ! l@ad< "20050214" !JPO; ! ! ! I 
i i I ioERWENT· ! i i I 
! ! ! !IBM TDB , i ! ! I 
i'L313 _______ 1331_9 ______________ r(t1_o_t __ o_r--~arm--or--C:ol'd)"'near3---- f-u·s:~-Pu-8;-------------- fP:oJ' ____________________________ ioN ______________ bo1-6T1-1i1_5 _______________ 1 

! i !standby iuSPAT EPO· i i !14·18 I 
I I I IJPO; , , I I I . I 
i i I iDERWENT· ' i i I 

! ! ! !1 BM TDB , ! ! ! I 
[L3·1·4------ [425 _________________ fcon'fi9$9--near7--(stan-dby ____________ fus-~F>us;-------------- iP:o:J _____________________________ foN------------- f2·6·1-0'71·1-T1·5--------------I 
! ! lmode) and !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:18 I 
! ! l@ad< "20050214" !JPO; ! ! ! I 
! i 1 ioERWENT· ! i i I 
! ! ! !IBM TDB , i ! ! I 

fc3_1_5 ______ i339-----------------[;;c;n·t-i9$9--near5--('5i-andb_y ____________ ius~Pu·s·;---------------1-P:oJ'---------------------------- ioN _____________ i2o-1-671-1i1·5--------------l 
i i 1mode) and !USPAT; EPO; i i !14:18 I 
! ! l@ad< "20050214" iJPO; ! ! ! I 
! ! I !oERWENT· i ! ! I 
! ! ! !IBM TDB , ! ! ! I 
k31·5------- i-s2o4_i _________ ic:;;·nt-;9·~-$5-;-ith--(st-an·d-by ____________ 1-us:-~p'LJ's;-------------- foFi _______________________________ 1-oi=F= ___________ i-2o1-6i1"1'71K-------------I 
I I lpath) lusPAT; EPO; I I 114:18 I 
!----------------- L----------------------- l------------------------------------------------------------------l~~~------------------------------ !-------------------------------------- L------------------ L--------------------------------------1 
!L317 !216 l(genera$5 or configur$5 or !U&PGPUB; !ADJ !ON !2010/11/15 I 
! ! lsetup) with (backup path) !USPAT; EPO; I ! !14:18 I 
i-L31·s------·l3a!i3---------------1(37-6721'6-:22·5-:22sf·;;;;l-s:--------------I-~~P8-PDs;--------------·foFi _______________________________ loN ______________ I2a1-671-1n·5--------------·l 
! ! ! !uSPAT ! ! 114·18 I 
k3_1_9 ______ f49o3 ______________ f(-7o9722ofccls:--------------------------------- [u&-F>GF>us;--------------- loR _______________________________ (oN _____________ (2·6-~-o71·1-71_5 ______________ 1 

i i I iusPAT ! i !14·18 I 
~ ................................. ~ ................................................... ! ..................................................................................................................................... ~ .............................................................................. -L .......................................................................... ~ ......................................... ~ ............ : ................................................................... ! 
!L320 !662 !(pseudowireorpseudo-wire !U&PGPUB; !ADJ !ON !2010/11/15 I 
! ! lor pseudo wire) !USPAT; EPO; i ! !14:18 I 
L _______________ L _____________________ J __________________________________________________________________ _l~~~-----------------------------..1 ______________________________________ L __________________ [__ ______________________________________ ! 
!L321 !497 !pseudowire or pseudo-wire ius- PGPUB; !OR !ON !201 0/11 I 15 I 
i i I iusPAT ! i !14·18 I 
i'L322 _______ i5o7 ________________ i~Jack-tia~-~-c;;;·nneci-io_n _____________________ 1-u-s:ffi-pu·s;-------------- fP:oJ' ____________________________ ioi=F ____________ i2o~-6i1-1i1_5 _______________ 1 

! ! ! !uSPAT EPO· ! ! 114·18 I 
I I I IJPO , , I I I . I 
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• !L.336 ______ !3-39----------------· rc;;;~ti9$9--;;8a.;5--(sta~-dby ____________ !u&-F>GF>us;--------------- !A'o:J _____________________________ !oN _____________ !2_6_1-a71·1-T1_5 ______________ 1 

! ! !mode) and !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:18 I 
! ! i@ad< "20050214" !JPO; ! ! ! I 
I I I I~B~~:T; I I I I 
• k33·7------ !2:;·6-----------------l(9-8~8~a$5--c;;--;;;;-~ti9~-~-$5--;;-~------l-u·s:~-PIJ's;-------------- [P:oJ'----------------------------IoN _____________ ka1-6T1-1T1'5---------------I 
! ! !setup) with (backup path) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:18 I 
·~L.33s _______ f3-6s3 ______________ t(376i2_1_6:22s-:22-sf'ccls:-------------- fC2F>GF>us;--------------loR _______________________________ toN _____________ t2·6·1-o71--1'71-s---------------l 
I I I luSPAT I I 114·18 I 

EAST Search History (Interference) 

<This search history is empty> 

11/15/2010 4:15:46 PM 
C:\ Documents and Settings\ sliu3\ My Documents\ EAST\ Workspaces\ 11354569.wsp 
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under 
Reexamination 

Index of Claims 11354569 PAN, PING 

Examiner Art Unit 

SIMING LIU 2472 

Rejected Cancelled N Non-Elected A Appeal 

= Allowed Restricted Interference 0 Objected 

D Claims renumbered in the same order as presented by applicant D CPA D T.D. D R.1.47 

CLAIM DATE 
Final Original 10/30/2008 06/17/2009 01/14/2010 07/16/2010 11/29/2010 

1 1 ./ ./ ./ ./ = 

2 2 ./ ./ ./ ./ = 

3 3 ./ ./ ./ ./ = 

4 4 ./ ./ ./ ./ = 

5 5 ./ ./ ./ ./ = 

6 ./ ./ ./ - -
7 ./ ./ ./ - -
8 ./ ./ ./ - -
9 ./ ./ ./ - -

6 10 ./ ./ ./ ./ = 

9 11 ./ ./ ./ ./ = 

10 12 ./ ./ ./ ./ = 

11 13 ./ ./ ./ ./ = 

14 ./ ./ ./ - -
15 ./ ./ ./ - -
16 ./ ./ ./ - -

14 17 ./ ./ ./ ./ = 

15 18 ./ ./ ./ ./ = 

19 ./ ./ ./ - -
20 ./ ./ ./ - -
21 ./ ./ ./ - -

7 22 ./ = 

8 23 ./ = 

12 24 ./ = 

13 25 ./ = 

16 26 ./ = 

17 27 ./ = 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No. : 20101129 
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Application/Control No. 

Search Notes 11354569 

Examiner 

SIMING LIU 

SEARCHED 

Class Subclass 
370 216, 225, 228 
709 220 
above update search 
update ABOVE 
search 
update ABOVE 
search 
update Above 
search 

SEARCH NOTES 

Search Notes 
East Class search 

Palm inventor name search 

Consulted 101 issues with Peng, John 
update search: ABOVE 
update search: ABOVE 
update search: ABOVE 

INTERFERENCE SEARCH 

Class I Subclass 
370 I 216, 225,228 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 

I 
I 

Applicant(s)/Patent Under 
Reexamination 

PAN, PING 

Art Unit 

2472 

Date Examiner 
10/30/2008 /SL/ 
10/30/2008 /SL/ 
6/17/2009 /SL/ 
1/14/2010 /SL/ 

7/16/2010 /SL/ 

11/22/2010 /SL/ 

Date Examiner 
11/10/2008 /SL/ 

update 
6/17/2009 
10/30/2008 /SL/ 

update 
6/17/2009 
11/10/2008 /SL/ 
1/14/2010 /SL/ 
7/16/2010 /SL/ 
11/22/2010 /SL/ 

Date I Examiner 
11/22/2010 I /SL/ 

Part of Paper No.: 20101129 
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under Reexamination 

Issue Classification 11354569 PAN, PING 

Examiner Art Unit 

SIMING LIU 2472 

ORIGINAL INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION 

CLASS SUBCLASS CLAIMED NON-CLAIMED 

370 228 H 0 4 J 3 I 14 (2006.01.01) 

CROSS REFERENCE(S) 

CLASS SUBCLASS (ONE SUBCLASS PER BLOCK) 

370 216 225 

709 220 

D Claims renumbered in the same order as presented by applicant D CPA D T.D. D R.1.47 

Final Original Final Original Final Original Final Original Final Original Final Original Final Original Final Original 

1 1 14 17 

2 2 15 18 

3 3 19 

4 4 20 

5 5 21 

6 7 22 

7 8 23 

8 12 24 

9 13 25 

6 10 16 26 

9 11 17 27 

10 12 

11 13 

14 

15 

16 

IS. L.l 
Examiner.Art Unit 2472 11/29/2010 Total Claims Allowed: 

17 
(Assistant Examiner) (Date) 

!WILLIAM TROST IV/ 
Supervisory Patent Examiner.Art Unit 2472 11/30/2010 O.G. Print Claim(s) O.G. Print Figure 

(Primary Examiner) (Date) 1 5 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No. 20101129 
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UNITED STA1ES PA1ENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE 

11/354,569 02/14/2006 

65638 7590 

OMIKRON IP LAW GROUP 
16325 Boones Ferry Rd. 
SUI1E 204 
LAKE OSWEGO, OR 97035 

11117/2010 

FIRST NAMED INVENTOR 

Ping Pan 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 

P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450 
www.uspto.gov 

ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO. 

002.P045 6912 

EXAMINER 

LIU,SIMING 

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER 

2472 

MAIL DATE DELIVERY MODE 

11/17/2010 PAPER 

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding. 

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication. 

PTOL-90A (Rev. 04/07) 
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent under 

Notice of Panel Decision Reexamination 

from Pre-Appeal Brief 11/354,569 PAN, PING 
Art Unit 

Review 
WILLIAM TROST IV 2472 

I 

This is in response to the Pre-Appeal Brief Request for Review filed 21 October 2010. 

1. D Improper Request- The Request is improper and a conference will not be held for the following 
reason(s): 

D The Notice of Appeal has not been filed concurrent with the Pre-Appeal Brief Request. 
D The request does not include reasons why a review is appropriate. 
D A proposed amendment is included with the Pre-Appeal Brief request. 
D Other: 

The time period for filing a response continues to run from the receipt date of the Notice of Appeal or from 
the mail date of the last Office communication, if no Notice of Appeal has been received. 

2. D Proceed to Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences -A Pre-Appeal Brief conference has been 
held. The application remains under appeal because there is at least one actual issue for appeal. Applicant 
is required to submit an appeal brief in accordance with 37 CFR 41.37. The time period for filing an appeal 
brief will be reset to be one month from mailing this decision, or the balance of the two-month time period 
running from the receipt of the notice of appeal, whichever is greater. Further, the time period for filing of the 
appeal brief is extendible under 37 CFR 1.136 based upon the mail date of this decision or the receipt date 
of the notice of appeal, as applicable. 

D The panel has determined the status of the claim(s) is as follows: 
Claim(s) allowed: __ . 
Claim(s) objected to: __ . 
Claim(s) rejected: __ . 
Claim(s) withdrawn from consideration: __ . 

3. [8J Allowable application- A conference has been held. The rejection is withdrawn and a Notice of 
Allowance will be mailed. Prosecution on the merits remains closed. No further action is required by 
applicant at this time. 

4. D Reopen Prosecution- A conference has been held. The rejection is withdrawn and a new Office 
action will be mailed. No further action is required by applicant at this time. 

All participants: 

(1) WILLIAM TROST IV. 

(2) Siming Liu. 

/William Trost/ 
Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art 
Unit 2472 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 

(3) __ . 

(4) __ . 

PartofPaperNo. 20101116 
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Application No.: 11/354,569 

Applicant: Ping Pan 

Filing Date: February 14, 2006 

Docket No.: 002.P045 

Customer No.: 65638 

Confirmation No.: 6912 

Group Art Unit: 2472 

Examiner: Liu, Siming 

Pre-Appeal Brief Request for Review 
TO FINAL OFFICE ACTION 

MAILED JULY 30, 2010 

For: 
Pseudowire Protection Using a Standby SUBMITTED THROUGH EFS-WEB 
Pseudo wire 

PRE-APPEAL BRIEF REQUEST FOR REVIEW 

Dear Panel: 

In response to the Final Office Action mailed July 30, 2010, Applicant respectfully 

submits this Pre-Appeal Brief Request for Review and asks that the Panel consider the following 

remarks. 

Page 1 of 4 
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REMARKS 

The above-referenced patent application has been reviewed in light of the Final Office 

Action mailed July 30, 2010 (the" Final Action") and an Advisory Action mailed October 14, 

2010 (the "Advisory Action"). In the Final Action, claims 1-5, 10-13, 17, 18, 23, 25 and 27 were 

rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being unpatentable over a publication entitled "The LSP 

Protection/Restoration Mechanism in GMPLS" by Chen ("Chen") in view ofUS 2006/0047851 

to Voit et al. ("Voit"), further in view of US 2004/0133692 to Blanchet et al. ("Blanchet"). 

Also, claims 22, 24 and 26 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being unpatentable over 

Chen, in view ofVoit and Blanchet and further in view ofUS 2006/0046658 to Cruz et al. 

("Cruz"). The Advisory Action maintained all of the above-mentioned rejections. 

Current Status of Claims: 

Claims 1-5, 10-13, 17, 18 and 22-27 remain pending. 

Rejection of claims 1-5, 10-13, 17, 18, 23, 25 and 27 under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a): 

A portion of claim 1, as previously presented, recites: 

"sending a Pseudowire protection configuration parameter 
for configuring a standby Pseudowire between a source node and a 
destination node, the Pseudowire protection configuration 
parameter indicating a protection property associated with the 
standby Pseudowire, the protection property including a priority 
for the standby Pseudowire; ... 

determining whether to preempt existing traffic on the 
standbv Pseudowire, wherein the determination is based. at least 
in part. on the priority for the standbv Pseudowire." 

Emphasis added. 

Applicants respectfully submit that Chen fails to describe at least the above-emphasized 

portions of claim 1. Chen describes the use of label distribution protocols to indicate link 

protection types during LSP signaling. (See page 21, paragraph 4). Chen also mentions that an 

LSP may have two roles: primary or secondary (backup). (See page 21, paragraph 5). However, 

Chen states that "[t]he resources allocated for a backup LSP are not used until the primary 

LSP fails." (See page 21, paragraph 5, emphasis added). Further, Chen describes a type oflink 

protection in which backup links will not transport traffic and that resources allocated for the 

Page 2 of4 
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backup links can be used by other LSPs that have lower priorities. (See page 56, 2nd full 

paragraph). Chen also mentions that traffic is switched over from the primary link to the backup 

link when the primary link fails and graphically depicts the switch over in Figure 4.6- see 

below. (See page 56, 2nd full paragraph). 

Noo~;.~ A l Node B .. p .. 1i' l 

"""""1'"":~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~"""""""""" '"":E!~~~"""~~""""f""~. ~ .. · .. 
I\~~~ 
~ .... ~ 

"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""'J"""""" 

"""""""""""""""""·• Backup link ll,, 

lls.er traft1e 
~--------------~ 

Figure 4;6: Dedicated 1+1 link protection 

Further, contrary to what is stated in the Final Action, Chen describes resource 

allocations as having priorities and not the backup LSP. (See page 21, paragraph 5) Also, as 

mentioned above, Chen discloses that the resources allocated to the backup LSP may be used by 

other LSPs that have lower priorities until the primary fails. As stated in Chen, "[a ]t that time, 

all the [other] LSPs using the resource allocated for the backup LSP must be preempted." (See 

page 21, paragraph 5) Therefore, Chen merely describes preempting the use of these 

prioritized resources by the other LSPs. Since Chen describes the backup LSP as not 

transporting traffic until the primary LSP fails and merely describes preempting the use of 

prioritized resources, Chen does not describe or even suggest "determining whether to preempt 

existing traffic on the standby Pseudowire, wherein the determination is based, at least in part, 

on the priority for the standby Pseudowire." (Emphasis added). 

Voit and Blanchet were both cited in the Action to address admitted deficiencies in Chen. 

However, neither Voit nor Blanchet were cited as describing the above-emphasized portions of 

claim 1. Applicant submits that for at least the above-emphasized portions of claim 1, the 

Examiner has failed to show that Chen in view ofVoit and further in view of Blanchet supports a 

prima facie 35 U.S.C. § 1 03( a) rejection of claim 1. Therefore, Applicant requests that the 

rejection of claim 1 be withdrawn. 

Page 3 of4 
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Independent claims 11 and 17 include similar elements to those mentioned above for 

claim 1. Additionally, claims 2-4, 7, 12, 15, 18, 23, 25 and 27 depend from one of claims 1, 11 

or 17. Thus, Applicant requests that the 35 U.S.C. §103(a) rejections of2-4, 7, 11, 12, 15, 17 

18, 23, 25 and 27 also be withdrawn. 

Rejection of claims 22, 24 and 26 under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a): 

Claims 22, 24 and 26 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being unpatentable over 

Chen, in view ofVoit and Blanchet and further in view of Cruz. Claims 1, 11 and 17 are base 

claims for claim 22, 24 and 26, respectively. As a result, for the same reasons mentioned above 

for claim 1, the Examiner has failed to show that Chen, Voit, and Blanchet support a prima facie 

35 U.S.C. §103(a) rejection of claims 22,24 and 26. Also, Cruz does not cure the above-stated 

deficiencies of Chen, Voit and Blanchet. Thus, Applicant requests that the 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) 

rejections of claims 22,24 and 26 be withdrawn. 

Conclusion: 

Applicant respectfully submits that the Examiner has failed to support prima facie 

rejections under§ 103(a) and thus allowance of all pending claims is requested. 

Date: October 21, 2010 

Respectfully submitted, 

by: /Ted A. Crawford/Reg. No. 50,610/ 
Ted A. Crawford 
Reg. No. 50,610 

Page 4 of4 
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Doc Code: AP.PRE.REQ PTO/SB/33 (07-09) 
Approved for use through 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number. 

Docket Number (Optional) 

PRE-APPEAL BRIEF REQUEST FOR REVIEW 
002.P045 

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being deposited with the Application Number Filed 
United States Postal Service with sufficient postage as first class mail 
in an envelope addressed to "Mail Stop AF, Commissioner for 11/354,569 2/14/2006 Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450" [37 CFR 1.8(a)] 

N/A Submitted via EFS-Web 
First Named Inventor on 

Signature Ping Pan 

Art Unit Examiner 

Typed or printed 
name 

2472 Liu, Siming 

Applicant requests review of the final rejection in the above-identified application. No amendments are being filed 
with this request. 

This request is being filed with a notice of appeal. 

The review is requested for the reason(s) stated on the attached sheet(s). 
Note: No more than five (5) pages may be provided. 

I am the 

D 
!Ted A. Crawford/ 

applicant/inventor. 
Signature 

D assignee of record of the entire interest. Ted A. Crawford 
See 37 CFR 3.71. Statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) is enclosed. 
(Form PTO/SB/96) Typed or printed name 

[Z] attorney or agent of record. 
Registration number 50,610 503-551-9442 

Telephone number 

D attorney or agent acting under 37 CFR 1.34. 10/2112010 

Registration number if acting under 37 CFR 1.34 Date 

NOTE: Signatures of all the inventors or assignees of record of the entire interest or their representative(s) are required. 
Submit multiple forms if more than one signature is required, see below*. 

I D 'Total of forms are submitted. 

This collection of information is required by 35 U.S.C. 132. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO 
to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11, 1.14 and 41.6. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to 
complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any 
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED 
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Mail Stop AF, Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. 

If you need assistance in completing the form, cai/1-800-PT0-9199 and select option 2. 
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Privacy Act Statement 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection 
with your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, 
pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the 
collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; 
and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark 
Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do 
not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to 
process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or 
abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent. 

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses: 

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the 
Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from 
this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether 
disclosure of these records is required by the Freedom of Information Act. 

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of 
presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to 
opposing counsel in the course of settlement negotiations. 

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of 
Congress submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the 
individual has requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the 
record. 

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the 
Agency having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of 
information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as 
amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m). 

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in 
this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the 
World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty. 

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal 
agency for purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to 
the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S. C. 218(c)). 

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, 
General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as 
part of that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records management 
practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall 
be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this 
purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not 
be used to make determinations about individuals. 

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after 
either publication of the application pursuant to 35 U .S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent 
pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 
CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which 
became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is 
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspection or an 
issued patent. 

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, 
or local law enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential 
violation of law or regulation. 
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PTO/SB/31 (07-09) 
Approved for use through 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number 

Docket Number (Optional) 
NOTICE OF APPEAL FROM THE EXAMINER TO 

THE BOARD OF PATENT APPEALS AND INTERFERENCES 002.P045 

I hereby certify that this correspondence is being facsimile transmitted 
to the USPTO or deposited with the United States Postal Service with 
sufficient postage as first class mail in an envelope addressed to 
"Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-

1450" [37 CFR 1·8(a)] N/A Submitted via EFS-Web 
on 

Signature ____________________ _ 

Typed or printed 
name 

In reApplication of 

Pseudowire Protection Using a Standby Pseudowire 

Application Number ~Filed 
11 /354,569 2/14/2006 

For Ping Pan 
Art Unit Examiner 

2472 Liu, Siming 

Applicant hereby appeals to the Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences from the last decision of the examiner. 

The fee for this Notice of Appeal is (37 CFR 41.20(b)(1 )) 

D Applicant claims small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27. Therefore, the fee shown above is reduced 
by half, and the resulting fee is: 

D A check in the amount of the fee is enclosed. 

0 Payment by credit card. Form PT0-2038 is attached. 

D The Director has already been authorized to charge fees in this application to a Deposit Account. 

D The Director is hereby authorized to charge any fees which may be required, or credit any overpayment 
to Deposit Account No. ---------

D A petition for an extension of time under 37 CFR 1.136(a) (PTO/SB/22) is enclosed. 

WARNING: Information on this form may become public. Credit card information should not 
be included on this form. Provide credit card information and authorization on PT0-2038. 

I am the 

$ 540.00 

$ _____ _ 

D applicant/inventor. 
/Ted A. Crawford/ 

D assignee of record of the entire interest. 
See 37 CFR 3.71. Statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) is enclosed. 
(Form PTO/SB/96) 

0 attorney or agent of record. 50 ,61 O 
Registration number __________________ _ 

D attorney or agent acting under 37 CFR 1.34. 
Registration number if acting under 37 CFR 1.34. 

Signature 

Ted A. Crawford 
Typed or printed name 

503-551 -9442 

Telephone number 

10/21/2010 
Date 

NOTE: Signatures of all the inventors or assignees of record of the entire interest or their representative(s) are required. 
Submit multiple forms if more than one signature is required, see below*. 

I D *Total of forms are submitted. 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 41.31. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO 
to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11, 1.14 and 41.6. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to 
complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any 
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED 
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. 

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PT0-9199 and select option 2. 
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Privacy Act Statement 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection 
with your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, 
pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the 
collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; 
and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark 
Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do 
not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to 
process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or 
abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent. 

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses: 

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the 
Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from 
this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether 
disclosure of these records is required by the Freedom of Information Act. 

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of 
presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to 
opposing counsel in the course of settlement negotiations. 

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of 
Congress submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the 
individual has requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the 
record. 

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the 
Agency having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of 
information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as 
amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m). 

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in 
this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the 
World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty. 

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal 
agency for purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to 
the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)). 

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, 
General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as 
part of that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records management 
practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall 
be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this 
purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not 
be used to make determinations about individuals. 

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after 
either publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent 
pursuant to 35 U .S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 
CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which 
became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is 
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspection or an 
issued patent. 

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, 
or local law enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential 
violation of law or regulation. 
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal 

Application Number: 11354569 

Filing Date: 14-Feb-2006 

Title of Invention: Pseudowire protection using a standby pseudowire 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Ping Pan 

Filer: Ted A. Crawford/Lindsey Hunt 

Attorney Docket Number: 002.P045 

Filed as Large Entity 

Utility under 35 USC 111 (a) Filing Fees 

Description Fee Code Quantity Amount 
Sub-Total in 

USD($) 

Basic Filing: 

Pages: 

Claims: 

Miscellaneous-Filing: 

Petition: 

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference: 

Notice of appeal 1401 1 540 540 

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance: 

Extension-of-Time: 
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Description Fee Code Quantity Amount 
Sub-Total in 

USD($) 

Miscellaneous: 

Total in USD ($) 540 
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

EFSID: 8678018 

Application Number: 11354569 

International Application Number: 

Confirmation Number: 6912 

Title of Invention: Pseudowire protection using a standby pseudowire 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Ping Pan 

Customer Number: 65638 

Filer: Ted A. Crawford/Lindsey Hunt 

Filer Authorized By: Ted A. Crawford 

Attorney Docket Number: 002.P045 

Receipt Date: 21-0CT-201 0 

Filing Date: 14-F EB-2006 

TimeStamp: 18:55:09 

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111 (a) 

Payment information: 

Submitted with Payment yes 

Payment Type Credit Card 

Payment was successfully received in RAM $540 

RAM confirmation Number 6776 

Deposit Account 

Authorized User 

File Listing: 

Document I Document Description 
I 

File Name 
I 

File Size( Bytes)/ I Multi 'I Pages 
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (ifappl.) 
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Pre_Appeai_Brief_Request_for 137455 

1 Pre-Brief Conference request - Review_002_P045_Remarks. no 4 
pdf cd 1 fd e 7b87 5 3c04 9 73 e 12 9 35 Oe2 0583 04-0c 

a9de5 

Warnings: 

Information: 

234007 

2 Pre-Brief Conference request 
Pre_Appeai_Brief_Request_for 

no 2 
_Review_002_P045.pdf 

94fbc9ec3e61 efl ea7239f5ff04655f86179b 
b19 

Warnings: 

Information: 

244273 

3 Notice of Appeal Filed 
Notice_of_Appeal_11_354569. 

no 2 
pdf 

85 6e63 91 cb 7 69aec8eb 70c060 7 44 28d 9ec6 
47576 

Warnings: 

Information: 

29410 

4 Fee Worksheet (PT0-875) fee-info. pdf no 2 
668d6659849bf4fe03e24915455a11e3c54 

d64ac 

Warnings: 

Information: 

Total Files Size (in bytes) 645145 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents, 
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a 
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503. 

New A(!(!lications Under 35 U.S.C. 111 
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR 
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this 
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application. 

National Stage of an International A(!(!lication under 35 U.S.C. 371 
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35 
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a 
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course. 

New International A(!(!lication Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office 
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for 
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 181 0), a Notification of the International Application Number 
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/1 OS) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning 
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of 
the application. 
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UNITED STA1ES PA1ENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE 

11/354,569 02/14/2006 

65638 7590 

OMIKRON IP LAW GROUP 
16325 Boones Ferry Rd. 
SUI1E 204 
LAKE OSWEGO, OR 97035 

10114/2010 

FIRST NAMED INVENTOR 

Ping Pan 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 

P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450 
www.uspto.gov 

ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO. 

002.P045 6912 

EXAMINER 

LIU,SIMING 

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER 

2472 

MAIL DATE DELIVERY MODE 

10/14/2010 PAPER 

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding. 

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication. 

PTOL-90A (Rev. 04/07) 
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Advisory Action 
Before the Filing of an Appeal Brief 

Application No. 

11/354,569 

Examiner 

SIMING LIU 

Applicant(s) 

PAN, PING 

Art Unit 

2472 I 
--The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address -

THE REPLY FILED 27 September 2010 FAILS TO PLACE THIS APPLICATION IN CONDITION FOR ALLOWANCE. 

1. ~ The reply was filed after a final rejection, but prior to or on the same day as filing a Notice of Appeal. To avoid abandonment of this 
application, applicant must timely file one of the following replies: (1) an amendment, affidavit, or other evidence, which places the 
application in condition for allowance; (2) a Notice of Appeal (with appeal fee) in compliance with 37 CFR 41.31; or (3) a Request 
for Continued Examination (RCE) in compliance with 37 CFR 1.114. The reply must be filed within one of the following time 
periods: 

a) D The period for reply expires ___ months from the mailing date of the final rejection. 
b) [8J The period for reply expires on: (1) the mailing date of this Advisory Action, or (2) the date set forth in the final rejection, whichever is later. In 

no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of the final rejection. 
Examiner Note: If box 1 is checked, check either box (a) or (b). ONLY CHECK BOX (b) WHEN THE FIRST REPLY WAS FILED WITHIN TWO 
MONTHS OF THE FINAL REJECTION. See MPEP 706.07(f). 

Extensions of time may be obtained under 37 CFR 1.136(a). The date on which the petition under 37 CFR 1.136(a) and the appropriate extension fee 
have been filed is the date for purposes of determining the period of extension and the corresponding amount of the fee. The appropriate extension fee 
under 37 CFR 1.17(a) is calculated from: (1) the expiration date of the shortened statutory period for reply originally set in the final Office action; or (2) as 
set forth in (b) above, if checked. Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of the final rejection, even if timely filed, 
may reduce any earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b). 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
2. D The Notice of Appeal was filed on __ . A brief in compliance with 37 CFR 41.37 must be filed within two months of the date of 

filing the Notice of Appeal (37 CFR 41.37(a)), or any extension thereof (37 CFR 41.37(e)), to avoid dismissal of the appeal. Since a 
Notice of Appeal has been filed, any reply must be filed within the time period set forth in 37 CFR 41.37(a). 

AMENDMENTS 

3. D The proposed amendment(s) filed after a final rejection, but prior to the date of filing a brief, will not be entered because 
(a) D They raise new issues that would require further consideration and/or search (see NOTE below); 
(b)O They raise the issue of new matter (see NOTE below); 
(c) D They are not deemed to place the application in better form for appeal by materially reducing or simplifying the issues for 

appeal; and/or 
(d) D They present additional claims without canceling a corresponding number of finally rejected claims. 

NOTE: __ . (See 37 CFR 1.116 and 41.33(a)). 

4. D The amendments are not in compliance with 37 CFR 1.121. See attached Notice of Non-Compliant Amendment (PTOL-324). 

5. D Applicant's reply has overcome the following rejection(s): __ . 

6. D Newly proposed or amended claim(s) __ would be allowable if submitted in a separate, timely filed amendment canceling the 
non-allowable claim(s). 

7. [8J For purposes of appeal, the proposed amendment(s): a) D will not be entered, or b) D will be entered and an explanation of 
how the new or amended claims would be rejected is provided below or appended. 
The status of the claim(s) is (or will be) as follows: 
Claim(s) allowed: __ . 
Claim(s) objected to: __ . 
Claim(s) rejected: 1-5 10-13 1718 and 22-27. 
Claim(s) withdrawn from consideration: 6-9 14-16 and 19-21. 

AFFIDAVIT OR OTHER EVIDENCE 

8. D The affidavit or other evidence filed after a final action, but before or on the date of filing a Notice of Appeal will not be entered 
because applicant failed to provide a showing of good and sufficient reasons why the affidavit or other evidence is necessary and 
was not earlier presented. See 37 CFR 1.116( e). 

9. D The affidavit or other evidence filed after the date of filing a Notice of Appeal, but prior to the date of filing a brief, will not be 
entered because the affidavit or other evidence failed to overcome§.)! rejections under appeal and/or appellant fails to provide a 
showing a good and sufficient reasons why it is necessary and was not earlier presented. See 37 CFR 41.33(d)(1 ). 

10. D The affidavit or other evidence is entered. An explanation of the status of the claims after entry is below or attached. 
REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION/OTHER 

11. ~ The request for reconsideration has been considered but does NOT place the application in condition for allowance because: 
See Continuation Sheet. 

12. D Note the attached Information Disclosure Statement(s). (PTO/SB/08) Paper No(s). __ 
13. D Other: __ . 

/William Trost/ IS. L./ 
Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2472 Examiner, Art Unit 2472 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Off1ce 
PTOL-303 (Rev. 08-06) Advisory Action Before the Filing of an Appeal Brief Part of Paper No. 20101005 
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Continuation Sheet (PT0-303) Application No. 11/354,569 

Continuation of 11. does NOT place the application in condition for allowance because: Regarding applicant's argument that the prior art 
does not disclose the limitation "determining whether to preempt existing traffic on the standby Psedudowire, wherein the determination is 
based, at least in part, on the priority for the standby Psedusowire". Examiner respectfully disagrees. Applicant pointed out that the 
resource is idle, no traffic can exist on the backup LSP. According to page 21, last paragraph of Chen, Chen discloses that "resource 
allocated for a backup LSP may be used by an LSP that has lower priority until primary LSP fails". The quote from Chen indicates that the 
backup path is not idle, it can be utilized by another LSP until primary LSP fails. Chen also disclosed the switch over step when the primary 
LSP fails. The switch over is also based on the priority. The LSP utilize the backup path has a lower priority. When the primary fails, the 
traffic is switched over to the backup. "At that time, all the LSPs using the resource allocated for the backup LSP must be preempted". 

2 
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Application No.: 11/354,569 

Applicant: Ping Pan 

Filing Date: February 14, 2006 

Docket No.: 002.P045 

Customer No.: 65638 

Confirmation No.: 6912 

Group Art Unit: 2472 

Examiner: Liu, Siming 

RESPONSE 
TO FINAL OFFICE ACTION 

MAILED JULY 30, 2010 

For: 
Pseudowire Protection Using a Standby SUBMITTED THROUGH EFS-WEB 
Pseudo wire 

RESPONSE AFTER FINAL 

Dear Sir: 

In response to the Final Office Action mailed July 30, 2010, Applicant respectfully 

requests that the Examiner favorably consider the following remarks. 

Remarks begin at page 2 of this paper. 

Page 1 of 4 
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REMARKS 

The above-referenced patent application has been reviewed in light of the Final Office 

Action mailed July 30, 2010 (the "Action"). In the Action, claims 1-5, 10-13, 17, 18, 23, 25 and 

27 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being unpatentable over a publication entitled "The 

LSP Protection/Restoration Mechanism in GMPLS" by Chen ("Chen") in view of US 

2006/0047851 to Voit et al. ("Voit"), further in view ofUS 2004/0133692 to Blanchet et al. 

("Blanchet"). Also, claims 22, 24 and 26 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being 

unpatentable over Chen, in view ofVoit and Blanchet and further in view of US 2006/0046658 

to Cruz et al. ("Cruz"). 

Current Status of Claims: 

Claims 1-5, 10-13, 17, 18 and 22-27 remain pending. 

Rejection of claims 1-5, 10-13, 17, 18, 23, 25 and 27 under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a): 

A portion of claim 1, as previously presented, recites: 

"sending a Pseudowire protection configuration parameter 
for configuring a standby Pseudowire between a source node and a 
destination node, the Pseudowire protection configuration 
parameter indicating a protection property associated with the 
standby Pseudowire, the protection property including a priority 
for the standby Pseudowire; ... 

determining whether to preempt existing traffic on the 
standbv Pseudowire, wherein the determination is based. at least 
in part. on the priority for the standbv Pseudowire." 

Emphasis added. 

Applicants respectfully submit that Chen fails to describe at least the above-emphasized 

portions of claim 1. Chen describes the use of label distribution protocols to indicate link 

protection types during LSP signaling. (See page 21, paragraph 4). Chen also mentions that an 

LSP may have two roles: primary or secondary (backup). (See page 21, paragraph 5). However, 

Chen states that "[t]he resources allocated for a backup LSP are not used until the primary 

LSP fails." (See page 21, paragraph 5, emphasis added). Applicants submit that if the resources 

allocated to the backup LSP are not used until the primary LSP fails, then the backup LSP is idle. 

Since the backup LSP is idle, no traffic can exist on the backup LSP. 

Page 2 of4 
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Further, contrary to what is stated in the Action, Chen describes resource allocations as 

having priorities and not the backup LSP. (See page 21, paragraph 5) Also, Chen mentions 

that the resources allocated to the backup LSP may be used by other LSPs until the primary fails. 

As stated in Chen, "[a ]t that time, all the [other] LSPs using the resource allocated for the backup 

LSP must be preempted." (See page 21, paragraph 5) Therefore, Chen describes preempting 

the use of these prioritized resources by the other LSPs. Since Chen describes the backup LSP 

as being idle (i.e., no existing traffic) and also only describes preempting the use of prioritized 

resources, Chen does not describe or even suggest "determining whether to preempt existing 

traffic on the standby Pseudowire, wherein the determination is based, at least in part, on the 

priority for the standby Pseudowire." (Emphasis added). 

Voit and Blanchet were both cited in the Action to address admitted deficiencies in Chen. 

However, neither Voit nor Blanchet were cited as describing the above-emphasized portions of 

claim 1. Applicant submits that for at least the above-emphasized portions of claim 1, Chen in 

view ofVoit and further in view of Blanchet do not support aprimafacie 35 U.S.C. §103(a) 

rejection of claim 1. Therefore, Applicant requests that the rejection of claim 1 be withdrawn. 

Independent claims 11 and 17 include similar elements to those mentioned above for 

claim 1. Additionally, claims 2-4, 7, 12, 15, 18, 23, 25 and 27 depend from one of claims 1, 11 

or 17. Thus, Applicant requests that the 35 U.S.C. §103(a) rejections of2-4, 7, 11, 12, 15, 17 

18, 23, 25 and 27 also be withdrawn. 

Rejection of claims 22, 24 and 26 under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a): 

Claims 22, 24 and 26 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being unpatentable over 

Chen, in view ofVoit and Blanchet and further in view of Cruz. Claims 1, 11 and 17 are base 

claims for claim 22, 24 and 26, respectively. As a result, for the same reasons mentioned above 

for claim 1, Chen, Voit, and Blanchet do not support a prima facie 35 U.S.C. §103(a) rejection of 

claims 22,24 and 26. Also, Cruz does not cure the above-stated deficiencies of Chen, Voit and 

Blanchet. Thus, Applicant requests that the 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) rejections of claims 22, 24 and 26 

be withdrawn. 

Page 3 of4 
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Conclusion: 

Applicant respectfully submits that claims 1-5, 10-13, 17, 18 and 22-27 are in condition 

for allowance and such action is earnestly solicited. The Examiner is respectfully requested to 

contact the undersigned by telephone at (503) 551-9442 if it is believed that such contact 

would further the examination ofthe present application. 

Date: September 27, 2010 

Respectfully submitted, 

by: /Ted A. Crawford/Reg. No. 50,610/ 
Ted A. Crawford 
Reg. No. 50,610 

Page 4 of4 
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This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents, 
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a 
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503. 
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If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR 
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National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371 
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U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a 
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course. 

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office 
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for 
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 181 0), a Notification of the International Application Number 
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/1 OS) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning 
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of 
the application. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
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Art Unit: 2472 

DETAILED ACTION 

Response to Arguments 

Page 2 

1. Applicant's arguments have been considered but are moot in view of the new 

ground(s) of rejection. Applicant amended the independent claims significantly, which 

necessitates the new ground of rejection. 

Claim Rejections- 35 USC§ 103 

2. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) which forms the basis for all 

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action: 

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set 
forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and 
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the 
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. 
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made. 

3. Claims 1-5, 10-13, 17, 23, 25, 27 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being 

unpatentable over Chen, "The LSP Protection/Restoration Mechanism in GMPLS", in 

view of Voit US 2006/0047851 A1, further in view of Blanchet US 2004/0133692 A1. 

4. Regarding claims 1, 11, 17, Chen teaches a method/system/computer product of 

providing protection to network traffic, comprising: 

sending a ... protection configuration parameter for configuring a standby ... between a 

source node and a destination node, the ... protection configuration parameter 
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indicating a protection property associated with the standby ... (page 21, paragraph 4, 

lines 1-2: "label distribution protocols may carry the link protection type", the link 

protection type is protection configuration parameter), the protection property including 

a priority for the standby ... (page 21, paragraph 5, lines 2-6: "the resource allocation 

has priorities (carried by the signaling protocol), the resources allocated for a backup 

LSP may be used by an LSP that ... until primary LSP fails and the traffic is switched 

over to the backup", it's noted the priority carried by the signaling protocol is the 

protection configuration parameter); ... and accepting the ... protection configuration 

parameter by the destination node; 

using the standby ... that is configured based at least in part on the ... protection 

configuration parameter; and determining whether to preempt existing traffic on the 

standby ... , wherein the determination is based, at least in part, on the priority for the 

standby ... (Page 21, last paragraph: lines 3-7: "Because the resource allocation has 

priorities (carried by the signaling protocol), ... all the LSPs using the resource allocated 

for the backup LSP must be preempt", it's noted the configuration parameter is carried 

in the signaling protocol) 

Chen teaches path protection/restoration in GMPLS, but it doesn't expressly 

teach Pseudowire and Pseudowire protection. 

However, Voit teaches Pseudowire (Voit, page 2, [0011], lines 2-7) and 

Pseudowire protection (Voit, page 4, [0046], lines 1-3: "a network topology is provided 

with redundant pseudowire connections ... "). 
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At the time of the invention was made, it would have been obvious to a person of 

ordinary skill in the art to apply the protection/restoration mechanism disclosed by Chen 

in Pseduwores environment. Both MPLS and Pseduowire are point-to-point virtual link. 

Voit also teaches providing data traffic protection for primary Pseudowire path (Voit, 

page 4, [0046], lines 1-3). Therefore, the combination is to apply a known technique to a 

similar system to improve its reliability. Both Chen and Voit are in the same field of 

endeavor (network transfer) and are directed to the same problem sought to be solved 

(data traffic protection). 

Chen in view of Voit doesn't expressly teach that receiving a configuration 

acknowledgement indicating whether the configuration parameter has been accepted by 

the destination node. 

Blanchet teaches that receiving a configuration acknowledgement indicating 

whether the configuration parameter has been accepted by the destination node 

(Blanchet, page 4, [0035], lines 2-4 ). 

At the time of the invention was made, it would have been obvious to a person of 

ordinary skill in the art to modify the system to send an ACK indicating the acceptance 

of the configuration parameters in the system disclosed by Chen in view of Voit in order 

to makes the system more reliable. Both Chen in view of Voit and Blanchet are in the 

same field of endeavor (Network transfer). 

5. Regarding claims 2, 12, Chen in view of Voit and Blanchet further teaches the 

standby Pseudowire (Voit, [0002], lines 1-2) is configured to provide protection to at 
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least one primary Pseudowire (Chen, page 21, last paragraph, "There are two LSP 

roles: primary or secondary (backup). The GMPLS signaling protocol carries a flag that 

indicates ... the resource allocated for a backup LSP may be used by an LSP that has 

lower priority until the primary LSP fails and the traffic is switched over to the backup"). 

6. Regarding claim 3, Chen in view of Voit and Blanchet further teaches the standby 

Pseudowire (Voit, [0002], lines 1-2) is configured to provide protection to at least one 

primary Pseudowire, and in the event that the primary Pseudowire fails to transfer 

network traffic, switching network traffic from at least one of said at least one primary 

Pseudowire to the standby Pseudowire (Chen, page 21, last paragraph, "There are two 

LSP roles: primary or secondary (backup). The GMPLS signaling protocol carries a flag 

that indicates ... the resouce allocated for a backup LSP may be used by an LSP that 

has lower priority until the primary LSP fails and the traffic is switched over to the 

backup"). 

7. Regarding claim 4, Chen in view of Voit and Blanchet further teaches wherein the 

standby Pseudowire is dynamically selected from a plurality of connections (Chen, page 

22, last paragraph: the backup path is dynamically chosen from a plurality of 

connection). 

8. Regarding claims 5, 13, 18, Chen in view of Voit and Blanchet further teaches 

the protection property configuration parameter further includes at least one of a domain 
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type, a protection type or a protection scheme (Chen, page 21, 4th paragraph, lines 

"during LSP signaling in GMPLS, label distribution protocols may carry the link 

protection type", the limitations are presented in alternative form, therefore only one of 

them needs to be addressed to meet the claim limitation). 

9. Regarding claim 10, Chen in view of Voit and Blanchet further teaches the 

Pseudowire protection configuration parameter is established using the Label 

Distribution Protocol (LOP) (Chen, page 21, 4th paragraph, lines "during LSP signaling in 

GMPLS, label distribution protocols may carry the link protection type"). 

10. Regarding claim 23, 25, 27, Chen in view of Voit and Blanchet further teaches 

the protection scheme indicates at least one of the following: 

a 1 +1 protection scheme, wherein the same traffic is sent over two Pseudowires (Chen, 

page 17: "dedicated 1 +1 "); a 1:1 protection scheme, wherein one Pseudowire is used to 

protect another Pseudowire (Chen, page 17, "dedicated 1 +1 "); a 1 :N protection 

scheme, wherein one Pseudowire is used to protect N other Pseudowires (Chen, page 

54: "1 :N protection"); 

or an M:N protection scheme, wherein M Pseudowires are used to protect N other 

Pseudowires (Chen, page 53, "M:N protection"). 
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11. Claims 22, 24, 26 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) as being unpatentable 

over under 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) as being unpatentable over Chen, in view of Voit and 

Blanchet, further in view of Cruz, US 2006/0046658 A 1. 

12. Regarding claims 22, 24, 26, Chen in view of Voit, Blanchet teaches all of the 

limitations except that domain type indicates whether the Pseudowire is configured in a 

single-hop environment where the Pseudowire includes a plurality of nodes coupled to a 

same carrier network, or a multi-hop environment where the Pseudowire includes a 

plurality of nodes coupled to several carrier networks. 

Cruz teaches a domain type indicates whether the Pseudowire is configured in a 

single-hop environment where the Pseudowire includes a plurality of nodes coupled to a 

same carrier network, or a multi-hop environment where the Pseudowire includes a 

plurality of nodes coupled to several carrier networks. (Cruz, page 1, [0017], line 2: 

According to the specification of the application, domain type is about whether the 

network is either multi-hop or single hop). 

At the time of the invention was made, it would have been obvious to a person of 

ordinary skill in the art to modify the configuration parameter to include domain type. 

The reason is that by including domain type in the configuration parameter, it would be 

more accurate to select a desire standby path, given that you have more information 

about the network. The method of change the configuration parameter by including the 

domain type of Chen in view of Voit, Blanchet was within the ordinary ability of one of 

ordinary skill in the art based on the teachings of Cruz. 
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Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of the ordinary skill in the art to 

combine the teachings of Chen, Voit, Blanchet and Cruz to obtain the invention as 

specified in claims 22, 24, 26. 

Conclusion 

13. THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. Applicant is reminded of the extension of time 

policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a). 

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE 

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within 

TWO MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not 

mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the 

shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any 

extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of 

the advisory action. In no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later 

than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of this final action. 

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 

examiner should be directed to SIMING LIU whose telephone number is (571 )270-3859. 

The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Friday 8:30am-5:00pm. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 

supervisor, William Trost can be reached on 571-272-7872. The fax phone number for 

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300. 
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the 

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for 

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. 

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only. 

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should 

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic 

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a 

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information 

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000. 

IS. L./ 
Examiner, Art Unit 2472 

/William Trost/ 
Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art 
Unit 2472 
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I I !((protection or restoration) lusPAT; EPO; I I 116:34 I 
! ! !near5 scheme) and priority IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i ~ ~IBM TDB ~ i i I 

is?? _________ !1-63----------------· 1-(~irt-~-a;--;;·a.t-ti'l"and---------------------------- fu&-~F>us;--------------- iA"o:J-----------------------------[o-N-------------I2-6os'71-6729---------------l 
! ! !((protection or restoration) luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:34 I 
! ! !near5 scheme) and priority IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i !and @ad< "20050214" II BM TDB ! i i I 
:''''''''~''''''''" :''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''v ~'''~'''''='''''''''''''''''''''''''" ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''" :''''''''''''''''''''" :''''''''''"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''" ~ 
IS78 13479 !(protection or restoration) IU&PGPUB; IADJ iON 12008/10/29 I 
! ! :near5 parameter IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:51 1 

i i ~ ~JPO· DERWENT ~ i i I 

i i i II BM, TDB , i i i I 
; ; l ~ - ~ ; ; ! 
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!si9 _________ [2'628 ______________ f(proi-8C:'iion--or--rest'o-rai-;;;-ny-------- rus:-F>GF>uEC ____________ !A'o:J _____________________________ [oN _____________ f2-6o871-6729 _______________ I 
! ! !near5 parameter and !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:52 I 
I I l®ad<"20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
~0--------- 16---------------------- f(-('f)'ra1'8'Ci'iori--c;-r--r-es'tora1ion_) _______ ~~~~~Zs-;-------------- tP:o:T ___________________________ loN _____________ l2ao'871'o/29---------------l 
! ! !near5 parameter) with (861) IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:53 I 
! ! !and (destin$? near3 node) IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! I !and @ad< "20050214" p BM_ TDB ! I I I 
!88_1 __________ f26 ___________________ fUIJrotect'ion--or-rest_o_ra:i·;c;-ny------- rus:-F>GF>us;-------------- !P.oJ _____________________________ faN' _____________ f2-6os'71-o729 _______________ 1 

! ! !near5 parameter) and luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:55 I 
! ! !(handshaking) and IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !@ad< "20050214" l1 BM TDB ! ! ! I 
iss2 _________ j?3 ____________________ t(·(·;;-rot-ect_i_c;r;--c;·r--r-es'torat'ion'l" _____ !us~Pus_; _______________ i'P:oT __________________________ joN _____________ j2o0'871-o/29 ______________ I 
! ! !near5 parameter) and !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !17:04 1 

! ! !(destination node) and iJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! i@ad< "20050214" II BM TDB ! ! ! I 
[883 _________ i-6---------------------- i((iJr-otect-;;;·n--;;-r--re-si-c;ra:i·i-oni _______ i·us:-~p'LJ's;-------------- tP:oJ ______________________________ i·aN-------------· i·2aos'71-o72_9 _______________ I 
! ! !near5 parameter) wotj luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !17:04 I 
! ! !(destination node) and IJPO; DERWENT; i ! ! I 
! ! i@ad< "20050214" l1 BM TDB i ! ! I 
j88_4 _________ Ia _______________________ j'('(';;-r;;i-8C:'iion---c;;--r8st'o_r_a1-;;;·n--or--- jus:-~8F>us;--------------- iA'o:J _____________________________ joN _____________ j20'6871'6729 ______________ I 
! ! !config$7) near5 parameter) !USPAT; EPO; I ! !17:05 I 
! ! !wotj (destination node) and IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !@ad< "20050214" !1 BM TDB ! ! ! I 
~ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. : .... .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ~ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ~ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._ .. =.._ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._._, ~ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. : .... .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. : .... .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ! 
!885 !15 !((protection or restoration or !U&PGPUB; !ADJ !ON !2008/10/29 I 
! ! !config$7) near5 parameter) lusPAT; EPO; i ! !17:05 I 
! ! !with (destination node) and IJPO; DERWENT; i ! ! I 
! ! i@ad< "20050214" II BM TDB i ! ! I 
!88_6 _________ [4----------------------· i'('(IJro-iect'ion--or--rest-;;-ra:i·;;;·n--;;-r--- [us:-~8F>us;-------------- iA'o:J _____________________________ [oN _____________ [2-6os71-6729 _______________ I 
! ! !config$7) near2 parameter) luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !17:05 I 
! ! !with (destination node) and IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !@ad< "20050214" II BM TDB ! ! ! I iss? _________ i6s1 _________________ jt;·a:nCishaki-n9--ariCi ____________________________ ju&~8Pu·s·;-------------- jP:oJ' _____________________________ ioN ______________ i2oO'sT1-o729 _______________ 1 

! ! i@ad<"20050214" and IUSPAT; EPO; I ! !17:10 I 
I I l(config$7 parameter) IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
i i ~ ~IBM TDB ~ i i I 

f88s _________ fo----------------------- !-recei~-~n9--ack-no~-~8Ci98m-ent' _____ fus:-~F>us;-------------- lwi-TH _________________________ fa-N------------- l2-6os'71'673o _______________ I 
I I lindicat$7 parameter accept luSPAT; EPO; ! I 109:27 I 
I ! l$7 destination node IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i il BM TDB i i i I 

lss9 _________ Ia---------------------- lrece-i~$7"ackno;iedgement ______ lus~Pu·s·;-------------- [viliH _________________________ ioN _____________ l2a0'8T1-o73o---------------l 
I ! pndicat$7 parameter accept IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !09:27 I 
! ! 1$7 destination node iJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I I II BM TDB i I I I 

fmo""""' r276"""""""'" rrecei~$7"ackn'o;I8Ci9'8'nlent"""' fus:-~F>us:""""""" lwi'TH""""""""""""' lo'N""""""' l2oo8!'1'o73o"""""""' I 
I ! !destination node lusPAT; EPO; ! ! !09:28 I 
I ! ! !JPO· DERWENT ! ! ! I 
I ! ! !IBM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
fmT _______ ia ______________________ frecei~$7"ack-no;i8'd98ment ______ ius-~Pus;--------------- 1-wl-iH------------------------- iaN _____________ i2o-6s71-o/3o ______________ I 
! ! !(parameter accept$5 !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !09:40 1 

! ! !destination node) IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I I 11 BM TDB i I I I 
; 1 l ~ - ~ ; ; ! 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
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!s1-o5 ______ [147----------------· !ti8ic;·;;th---i-~Ciica$?-;it_h ________________ ru&-F>GF>us;-------------- !A"o:J _____________________________ [oN _____________ f2-oos71-o73Ci ______________ l 
! ! !(topology) !u8PAT; EPO; ! ! !12:34 I 
I I I IJPO· DERWENT· i I I I 
i i i 11 BM, TDB ' I i i I 
l-s1·o-5------- 16---------------------- if'ie-ld--~-~i-t1--;n·d-ica$·7--~-~tt1 _______________ iu-s:~-PIJ's·;-------------- fl\o:J ______________________________ ioN ______________ i2oCi87'1-0'i3o---------------l 
I I !(domain type) IU8PAT; EPO; I I 112:36 I 
i i ~ ~JPO· DERWENT ~ i i I 

i i i II BM, TDB , i i i I 
fs1-o7 ______ [1-79----------------- ksin·9-18~t;·;;-pfsame-(m-~iti~---------- fu&-~F>us;-------------- iA"o:J-----------------------------foN-------------f2-oosi1-o73Ci--------------l 
I I ihop) lu8PAT· EPO· i I 112·37 I 
~ : ~ ~ ' ' : : : . ~ 

I i I UPO· DERWENT I i i I 
i I I 11 BM, TDB ' I I I I 
~1-o-8------11·a--------------------l(·t-i81Ci--;;-~--;;a.~a:m8't8;)---s-an:;-e----------l-us:~"Pus·;-------------- fl\o:J-----------------------------IoN-------------I2aa·s71-o/3o---------------l 
! i !((single-hop) same (multi- IU8PAT; EPO; ! i !12:37 I 
i i !hop)) IJPO· DERWENT I i i I 
i i i 11 BM, TDB ' i i i I 

fs1-o9 ______ i-283 ________________ bsi~9i8--t1o;;)--c;;--(sin·9-18~-------------· rus:-~F>us;-------------- IJ\o~:r----------------------------fo"N-------------f2-oos'71-o73Ci--------------l 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or !u8PAT; EPO; ! ! !12:40 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I I l1 BM TDB I I I I 

~1·1·1·------ i21--------------------[(·i)·a.~a:~-8't-e;·c;;·tieid'l'-same _________ i-us-~8F'us_; _______________ i-1\oT-------------------------- iaN _____________ i2Ci6871-o/3o--------------l 
I I !8109 1U8PAT; EPO; I I 112:41 I 
i i I IJPO· DERWENT I i i I 
i i i 11 BM, TDB ' i i i I 

~~~~~~~~'''''''''" ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''• ~''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''=''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''" ~'''''''''''''''''''" ~'''''''''n''''''''''''''''''''''''''''" ~ 
!8112 !O !81 09 same (domain type) Ius- PGPUB; iADJ !ON !2008/ 10/30 I 
i I I lu8P'AT· EPO· I 1 112·44 1 
~ : ~ ~ ' ' : : : . ~ 

I i i IJPO· DERWENT i i i I 
! i i II BM, TDB , i i i I 
is1-13------[134 _________________ i·(-(sin·9-i8 __ t;_;;_i)f·;;·r--(-siri9-i8·~-------------- ius-~8F>ui3;--------------- iA'o:J _____________________________ iaN _____________ i2o-osho/3o--------------1 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or IU8PAT; EPO; I ! !12:46 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! i i@ad< "20050214" II BM TDB ! i i I 
i-s1·1·4------- ia ______________________ i;;a:~amei-e;·;;th---i~Ciicat$5 ____________ iu&~8"Pu-s·;--------------·tf\o:J ______________________________ ioN ______________ i2aa·s;-1-oi3o _______________ l 
! ! !same ((single hop) or !u8PAT; EPO; ! ! !12:48 I 
! ! !(single-hop)) same ((multi- !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I lhop) or (multi hop)) and IIBM_TDB I I I I 
I I i@ad< "20050214" i i I I I 
is1 __ 1_5 ______ [o----------------------- i·u;8;c;·c;;·IJa:;a_n:;·8t-er)--~-~i-t1 ____________ fu&-F>GF>us;-------------- iA"o:J _____________________________ faN _____________ [2-oos'/'1-6736--------------1 
! ! !indicat$5 same ((single hop) !u8PAT; EPO; ! ! !12:49 I 
! ! !or (single-hop)) same !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I l((multi-hop) or (multi hop)) IIBM_TDB I I I I 
i ! iand @ad<"20050214" i i ! ! I 
'''''''''~''''''''" '''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''v ''''~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''" ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''" '''''''''''''''''''''" '''''''''''"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''" ~ 

!8116 !O l(tield or parameter) with !U&PGPUB; IADJ !ON !2008/10/30 I 
! ! !(show$3 or indicat$5) same !U8PAT; EPO; ! ! !12:49 I 
! i !((single hop) or (single- IJPO; DERWENT; ! i i I 
I I lhop)) same ((multi-hop) or IIBM_TDB I I I I 
! i !(multi hop)) and I ! i i I 
! ! l®ad< "20050214" ! ! ! ! I 
!s1 __ 1_7 ____ _, i-6---------------------- f(field--or-IJa~·a.n:;-et·e-rf;-ith ____________ rus:-F>GP"us;-------------- iJ\oj ___________________________ _, fo'N _____________ f2oos7'1-o736 ______________ 1 

! ! !(domain type) same ((multi- !u8PAT; EPO; ! ! !12:50 I 
! ! !hop) or (multi hop)) and !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i ! !@ad< "20050214" !1 BM TDB ! ! ! I 
~ ' ~ ~- ~ ' ' ~ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
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!s1_1_8 ______ f6_8 ____________________ f(fi8iCi·c;;--pa;a:~-8t8~)--~-~t-h ____________ rus:-F>GF>uE;;-------------- !A'o:J _____________________________ faN _____________ f2-oos71-o73Ci ______________ 1 

! ! !(domain type) and !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !12:50 I 
I I l@ad<"20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
i i i !IBM_ TDB i i i I 1s1·1·9------ 11·4------------------- [('t·i-eiCi __ o_r--;;a.;am818;y;;t't1 ____________ !u&ffi'Pus_; _______________ fP:oJ' ____________________________ !oN _____________ !2o6871'6/3o ______________ 1 

! ! !(indicat$5 or show$5) with IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !12:50 I 
! ! !(domain type) and iJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! i@ad< "20050214" II BM TDB ! ! ! I 
!s1-2a·----- i-1----------------------- f(IJ;o-tectio~--type)--a~-d-------------------- rus:-~F>us;-------------- iP.oJ _____________________________ !o'N _____________ [2-oos'71-o73Ci ______________ I 
! ! !(standby path) lusPAT; EPO; i ! !13:44 I 
i i I I PO· . I i i 1 i i ~ ~J , DERWENT, ~ i i 1 

I I I !1 BM TDB I I I I 

is1·2·1·------ [2636 ______________ fTt1-c;t--o7~a;;n--c;;--c;();(jy;;8a.;3---- ius:-~'Pu-8;--------------- ~o:J _____________________________ ioN _____________ i2o-os71'o/3o ______________ I 
! ! !Standby iUSPAT; EPO; I ! !13:46 I 
I I I IJPO· DERWENT I I I I 
! ! ! !IBM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
~~~~~~~~'''''''''' ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''• ~''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''=''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''n''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~ 
!8122 !283 !(hot and cold) same standby !U&PGPUB; !ADJ !ON !2008/10/30 I 
I ! !and @ad<"20050214" !uSPAT· EPO· ! ! 113"47 I 
i i i IJPO· D,ERWENT i i i · I 
i ! ! !1 BM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
is1·23······!s·1····················· kt1·c;t···a.~·d··c;c;ieii···a.·~Ci·························!us:·~8F>us;··············· iP:oT·························· faN············· [2Cios71.o73Ci··············l 
! ! !(parameter with standby) luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !13:48 I 
! ! !and @ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i 11 BM TDB i i i I 

i-s1_2_4 ______ i2o ___________________ i(t-ie-ld--~-~t-h--~~-d-icat$5-;itil ____________ lus~8'Pu's';-------------- fP:oJ' _____________________________ ioN ______________ !'2aeisT1'o73o--------------·l 
! ! !(standby mode)) and lusPAT; EPO; i ! !13:49 I 
! ! i@ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; i ! ! I 
I I I 11 BM TDB I I I I 

is126 ______ [6-96----------------· lc:c;-~'fi9$9--~-~t-il __ (_st-a~CiiJy ________________ fus:-~8F>us;-------------- iP:o:J _____________________________ faN _____________ f2-oo871'o73Ci ______________ I 
! ! !mode) and luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !13:50 I 
! ! !@ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i 11 BM TDB i i i I 

i-s1·2·7·------ 1466 _________________ [;;a~·f·i-9$9--~8a~7--('5t-a.;;Cit;-y------------ lus~8'PGs·;-------------- fP:o:J ______________________________ ioN ______________ l2oCisT1'Ci73o _______________ I 
! ! 1mode) and !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !13:51 1 

! ! !@ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i ~ ~IBM TDB ~ i i I 

is1-28 ______ 1824----------------· ic:;;-~'fi9$9--~-8a;5--(stanCiiJy _____________ fus:-~F>us;-------------- iP:o:J _____________________________ faN------------- f2-oos'71-o73Ci ______________ I 
I I lmode) and lusPAT; EPO; ! I 113:51 I 
I I l®ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
~1·2·9------ !1·9·4----------------- fc;o~-ti9$9-;;8a:~3--(sta~-d-by ____________ ~~~~%~8·;-------------- tP:oT __________________________ joN------------- l2ao871'o/3o---------------l 
I I imode) and 1USPAT; EPO; I I 113:52 I 
I I l@ad< "20050214" !JPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
i i ~ ~IBM TDB ~ i i I 

fs1-3o ______ 1'7"-------------------- ~;;-~'fi9·$·9--~-8a;3--(st'andby _____________ rus:-~Pus;-------------- iP.oJ _____________________________ fo'N _____________ f2oos/'1-o736 ______________ I 
I ! lmode) and lusPAT; EPO; ! ! !13:54 I 
I ! l@ad<"20050214" and (hot IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I ! land cold) l1 BM_ TDB ! ! ! I 
~1·3·1·------ j9 ______________________ I1'YiJ8--;i1'i1"(8t-anCiiJy--mod-e) _________ ju&-ffi'Pus;--------------- i'P:oT __________________________ joN _____________ j26os71-o/3o ______________ I 
I I 1and @ad<"20050214" and iUSPAT; EPO; I I 114:01 I 
I I l(hot and cold) IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
i i ~ ~IBM TDB ~ i i I 
; 1 l ~ - ~ ; ; ! 
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181'32 ______ [4 ...................... fi'YiJ8--~-8a~3--(s'ta~'dtiy--;;;c;c:i8Y·---- ru&'F>GFius;--------------· !'AoJ ............................. IoN _____________ I266871.6/3o ______________ l 
! ! !and @ad<"20050214" and !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:01 I 
! ! !(hot and cold) IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i il BM TDB i i i I 

is1·3·3------ Ia ...................... i((si;;9ie.hop'J"o~--(s·i-~9i8~-------------- iu-s:~·PIJ's·;-------------- fP:oJ' ............................ ioN .............. i2o68T1'673o--------------·l 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or lusPAT; EPO; i ! !14:38 I 
I I !(multi hop)) and (domain IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
I I itype) il BM TDB i I I I 
!8135 ______ !134 ................. i·((si~-9-le __ h.op)--·c;;--(si~-9-18~-------------- fu&-~Fius;-------------- i'AoJ ............................. !oN _____________ t2-6o871'6736 ______________ 1 

! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:39 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !@ad< "20050214" II BM TDB ! ! ! I 
: .................................................... : ............................................................................ ~ ....................................................................................................................................................................................................... ~ .......................... ::::: ................................................................................ ~ ................................................................................................................ : ............................................................. : ........................................................................................................................ ! 
!S136 !O !((single hop) or (single- IU&PGPUB; IADJ !ON !2008/10/30 I 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:43 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and (parameter IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I ! lor field) @ad< "20050214" p BM_ TDB ! ! ! I 
[8137 ______ !126 ................. !'((si~9-18 __ h_oiJ)--·c;;--(5i~-9-18~-------------- fu&-F>GFius;-------------- !'Ao] ............................. foN _____________ f2-6o871-6736 ______________ 1 

! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:43 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and (parameter IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I lor field) and 11 BM_ TDB I I I I 
i i i®ad< "2oo5o214" i 1 i i 1 

181_3_8 ______ r1·1 .................... [('('8i;;9-ie·h;;·i)y-;;·r--(5Tn9i8~-------------- [u&'Fi8Fius_; _______________ fP:oJ' ............................ IoN ............. I266871.Ci/3o ______________ l 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:44 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) same IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I !(parameter or field) and l1 BM_ TDB I I I I 
! ! !®ad< "20050214" I ! ! ! I 
!s1.39 ______ i.6 ....................... i'((si~91e .. hop)--c;;--(5i~-9-18~-------------- i·us:·PGPus;-------------- tP.oJ ............................. fo'N _____________ t2-6os'71.o736 ............... 1 

! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:53 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and (type near5 IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !netowrk) l1 BM_ TDB ! ! ! I 
i81'4o ______ !13·5----------------- k(si~-9-ie .. h·c;·i)f·c;·r--(·5;;;9·18·~-------------- ju&.P8Fius;--------------· i'AoJ ............................. ioN ............. !266871'6/36 .............. 1 

! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:53 I 
I I l(multi hop)) and (type near5 IJPO; DERWENT; ! I I I 
! ! !network) II BM_ TDB ! ! ! I 
i's1'4T _____ i.6 ...................... i(iJara;;;et_e __ o_r __ f_i.el'd--c;·r--b.iiY __________ i·us:·PGPU's;-------------- tP:oJ .............................. bN .............. i'2o68ho73_6 _______________ 1 

! ! !with indicat$7 with ((single lusPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:55 I 
! ! !hop) or (single-hop)) same IJPO; DERWENT; i ! ! I 
I I !((multi-hop) or (multi hop)) !1 BM TDB i I I I 
i81'42·----··t2 _______________________ i'(IJa;a.;·et·e·c;~--t-iei<TCi~--tiitY __________ ru&-~Fius;--------------· i'AoJ ______________________________ to-N ______________ t2-6o871'673o _______________ I 
I ! lwith indicat$7 same ((single luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:55 I 
I ! lhop) or (single-hop)) same IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i I l((multi-hop) or (multi hop)) IIBM_TDB I I I I 
181'43 ______ r1 ....................... 1(iJr.oteci·i;;·~--~-8a~3----------------------------~u&F>G'Pu·s·;-------------- f6Fi ............................... ioN .............. !2o697o5762 ............... 1 

I I !properties) and standby IUSPAT; EPO; I I 114:27 I 
I I mear3 path iJPO I I I I 
!81'44 ______ !?' ...................... i·(IJ;Cii8c'tio~--;;8a:r3 ............................ fu&'ffipus;-------------- ioR ............................... to-N ............. t2-6o9'7657o2 ............... 1 

I ! !(parameter or propert$5)) luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:28 I 
I ! land standby near3 path IJPO ! ! ! I 
j81·4·5------ j61'9'63 ___________ j;;c;~·f·i·9-~$5--;;t·h--(sta~dtiy _____________ ju&F>G'Pu·s·; ............... to-Fi ............................... joFF ............ j2o697o5762 ............... 1 

! ! !Path) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !15:12 1 

181'46 ______ ks .................... lc:;;·~ti9·~-$5--~-~th .. (si·a.;;Cit;-y------------· t~~ffipus;--------------·I'AoJ ............................. f6FF-----------f2-6o9'7657o2---------------l 
I ! lpath) lusPAT; EPO; I ! !15:13 I 
! I i iJPO ! I I I 
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!8147 ______ r2_5 ____________________ f(pse~a;;;T~8-c;;--pse~a;;-:;;;8)--- ru&'F>GF>uE;;--------------- !oR _______________________________ [oN _____________ !2'oo97657o2 _______________ 1 

! ! !and(standby) !USPAT ! ! !15:20 I 
:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· :~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~' ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· :~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· :~~~~~~~~~~,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· ! 
IS148 13 l(pseudowire or pseudo-wire) IU&PGPUB; IADJ ION 12009/05/02 I 
! ! 1and (standby path) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !15:20 1 

18149 ______ f12 ____________________ 1-('p;;;t-ec'iio~--;c;il-8-~-8)--a:~a------------ t~~F>GF>uE;;--------------- IP:oJ _____________________________ faN _____________ f2-oo97657o2 _______________ I 
! ! !(standby path) iuSPAT; EPO; I ! !16:04 I 
!__ ______________ __! _________________________ L ________________________________________________________________ . !~-~------------------------------L __________________________________ __! ___________________ __! _______________________________________ J 
IS150 11 !(protection scheme) with IU&PGPUB; IADJ ION 12009/05/02 I 
! ! !(standby path) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:06 1 

181_5_1 _______ [;----------------------- I-(IJ;;;i8c'iio~---('ty-pe--;;;----------------------- t~~F>GF>uE;;-------------- IP:oJ _____________________________ faN _____________ f2-oo97657o2 _______________ I 
! ! !property)) with (standby luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:22 I 
! ! !(path or route)) IJPO ! ! ! I 
is1_5_2 ______ i-1-o------------------- 1((-;;~-;;t'ecii;;-~--(type--;;-~--------------------- lu&F'8F'IJ's-;-------------- [1\oJ'---------------------------- ioN _____________ i2o697o5762 _______________ I 
I I I property)) or QOS) with IUSPAT; EPO; 1 I 116:23 I 
! ! !(standby (path or route)) !JPO ! ! ! I 
!81-53 ______ t;-9-------------------- rni-yiJ8-;;;:-IJ;:;;-perty)---;;;--oo8)---- fus-PGPuEC ____________ !P:oJ _____________________________ r<s-N _____________ !2-oo97657o2 _______________ I 
! ! !with (standby (path or lusPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:26 I 
! ! !route)) IJPO i ! ! I 
js1_5_4 ______ j-1----------------------- l(;;r-ot'ect-;;;-~--s;;-t18n18)--;it'il ___________ lu&F'8F'u_s_; ______________ iP:oJ' ____________________________ joN _____________ j2o697o5762 _______________ I 
! ! !(standby (path or route)) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:27 1 

t8155 ______ f2----------------------- t(IJ;;;tec'iio~--;c;il-8-~-8)--sa~-8--------- t~~PGPuE;;-------------- IP:oJ _____________________________ fa-N _____________ f2-oo97657o2 _______________ I 
! ! !(standby (path or route)) luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:27 I 

~~~~~I~ I~ I 
! ! !propert$3 or parameter or IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:29 1 

I I itype)) same (standby (path iJPO 1 I I I 
I I lor route)) I ! I I I !81-57 ______ i'2o ___________________ f(IJack:~IJ--p-at'ilY;;t-il _________________________ rus:-F>GF>us;-------------- iP.oJ _____________________________ to'N _____________ t2-oo9/'o6Ti_i ______________ I 
! ! !(protection scheme) luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !1 0:22 I 

~slolib1iCkUPP1iiii)Witii~~~~~iii6ii71 
! ! !(protection near3 IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !10:35 I 
I I !parameter) IJPO ! I I I !81'59 ______ 1'1'21----------------- f(IJack:~IJ--p-at'ilY;;t-il _________________________ rus:-F>GF>us;-------------- iP.oJ _____________________________ to'N _____________ t2oo9/'o671_i ______________ I 
! ! !(protection ) lusPAT; EPO; i ! !1 0:35 I 

~okfige~e;aiso;co~tig;;isif~~~~~osit?l 
I I lwith (backup path) with IUSPAT; EPO; I I 110:36 I 
! ! !(parameter) !JPO ! i i I !81'61 _______ !'1'44 _________________ !'(98~-8;a:$5--;;-~--c;;;~-ti9~;$-5) ___________ rus:-F>GF>us;-------------- !P.oJ _____________________________ fo'N _____________ f2oo9/'o671_7 _______________ 1 

! ! !with (backup path) lusPAT; EPO; i ! !1 0:37 I 

~2122fige~e;aiso;c;;~;;g;;isif~~~~~o6iT71 
! ! !with (backup path) and IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !1 0:38 I 
i I !(protection scheme) !JPO ! i i I !81'63 _____ _, !a _______________________ !(98~8;a$5--;;;--c;;;~'fi9~-~-$5) ____________ ru&'ffipLJ's;-------------- !P.oJ ___________________________ _, fo'N ____________ _, f2oo97o671_7 _______________ 1 

! ! !with (backup path) with lusPAT; EPO; i ! !1 0:42 I 
! ! !(base or according) IJPO ! ! ! I 
' ' ~ ~ ~ ' ' \ 
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181'64 ______ Ia ______________________ [T9'8;;8~a$5--c;;-c;c;;;t-i9-~-~$5) ___________ [u&'F>G'Pus; ______________ , I'Ao:J _____________________________ ioN _____________ 12oo97o6/'1'7""""""" 1 

! ! !with (backup path) with !U8PAT; EPO; ! ! !1 0:42 I 
! ! !("base" or "according") iJPO I ! ! I 
[81'65 _____ , [1'59 _________________ i(98~8;a.$5--c;-~--c;c;~'fi9~;$K-c;-~------- k;s:-P8F>us:-------------- fAo'J ____________________________ , [o'N ____________ _, f2oo9/'o6H7--------------, I 
! ! !setup) with (backup path) !u8PAT; EPO; ! ! !1 0:43 I 

ls1ssi1s figeneraisoroont;gurisor ~~~FGPUB; koJ ioN i2oiiiiiil6iii I 

I I 1setup) with (backup path) IU8PAT; EPO; I I 110:43 I 
i ! 1not 8161 !JPO ! ! ! I 
1'81'68""'" 1242'1""""""'" 1(3io/21'6':22'5','2'28)':ccis:"""""'" rus'ffip'LJ's:""""""" [oFi""""""""""""""'" fo'N"""""'"' f2o?9i66i1T""""""' I 
i i ~ ~U8PAT ~ i i14.35 1 

is1'6'9""" t3'849""""""" j'{'7o9i2'2o)':c;c;i5':"""""""""""""""'" ju&'F>GFius;""""""". i'o'R""""""""""""""'" ioN"""""'" j2669i66hi""""""' I 
i ! ! !U8PAT ! ! !14:35 I 
[81'7()""" 1291""""""""" I'Pse~'(j'c;;i;8'();'pse~'(j'c;~;;;8""'" rus'PGP'us:""""""" [oFi"""""""""""""""' [o'N"""""'"' f2o?91'o671'7"""""""' I 
1 1 I 1U8PAT 1 1 114.35 1 
181'7'1 _______ [5---------------------- [T7o972'2oY:ccis:--a.;;c:rs1'7o""""'" [u&'Fi8Fius; ______________ , ['o'R _______________________________ ioN _____________ 12oo97o6/'1'7""""""" 1 

~ ~ ~ ~u8PAT ~ ~ 114·35 1 

f81'72""" i'1""""""""""'" ~~~2o65o22'621'5':,"""""""""""""""'" i'u&'P'G~us:"'~""""" ioFi""""""""""""""'" f6FF""""'" f2'a?9io6i1'7""""""'" I 
i ~ ~ ~U8PAT, EPO, ~ i i16.27 1 

181'73 ______ 12---------------------- [::2-oo66o45o28;;-------------------------------- ~~~Fi8Fius; ______________ , ~o'R _______________________________ loFF ___________ 126o97o6/'1'7""""""" I 
! ! ! !u8PAT· EPO· ! ! h 6·3o I 

b4 ~ii?bseu;;;;;;;;;;;;;;p;;u;;;;:;;;;;el~b--b--~;osn?l 
! ! !or pseudo wire) !u8PAT; EPO; ! ! !16:41 I 

ISi?K i13 iiiiSOUdOW;re or pseudo:;;;;; ~~FGPUB; koJ ioN i2oiiiii06iii I 

I I lor pseudo wire) and (backup IU8PAT; EPO; I I 116:41 I 
i ! !Path) !JPO ! ! ! I 
,~~~~~~~~'''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''''''• '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' "''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' •''''''''''''''''''''' ,••••••••••n••••~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~• ~ 

!8176 !199 !pseudowire !U&PGPUB; !OR !ON !2010/01/15 I 
i i I ~ 8 I i i . 1 i i ~ ~UPAT ~ i i11.55 1 

is1'7T"" t3'6'6"""""""'" i'i)88'~Cia'~'i'r8"a'r"i)88'~Cia'~;i'r8""" ju&'F>GFius;""""""'" i'o'R""""""""""""""'" ioN"""""'" j2'61'oi61'i1K"""""'" I 
i ! ! !U8PAT ! ! !11:55 I 
[81'78 ______ , r1 __ 1 _____________________ 181'7'7--~-~t-h--p-~ot-ect-io;;--------------------- rus:'ffipns:-------------- foR ______________________________ , roN _____________ , ~a~'a/'a'1'71'5"""""""' 1 

1 1 I 1U8PAT 1 1 111.55 1 
181'7'9""" !4""""""""""" [81'77';Tih"p;;;t8~1ia~"~~'(j""""'" [u&'F>G'Pus;""""""'" foR'""""""""""""""" !oN"""""'" !261'oio1i1'5""""""" 1 

! ! l@ad< "20050214" ~U8PAT ! ! !11: 55 I 
[81'86""" j'1""""""""""'" f~2o64o223498'·~,:;;~':"""""""""""" j'u&'P8F>us:""""""" joFi""""""""""""""'" [o'N"""""'" [2o~'o7o'1'71'5""""""'" 1 

1 1 I ~U8PAT 1 1 111.55 1 
181'8'1"'"" Ia""""""""""" [('i)88'~Ci;;~,~~8"a'r"i)88'~Ci;;~;i'r8)'" [u&'F>G'Pus;""""""'" foR'""""""""""""""" ioN"""""'" 1261'oio1i1'5""""""" 1 

! ! land initiliz$5 ~U8PAT ! ! !11 :55 I 
[81'82""" i2o9"""""""" f('Ps8~'(j'c;;;;8'();''P88~'(j'c;~;;;8f' ru&'ffiF>us:""""""" ioFi""""""""""""""'" fo'N""""""" [2o1'o76'1'71'5""""""'" I 
! ! !and initi$5 !u8PAT ! ! !11 :55 I 
~1'83""" !?T""""""""" ki)58'~Ci;;~,~~8"a'r"i)88'~Ci;;~;i'r8)'" ju&'F>G'Pus;""""""'" i'o'R""""""""""""""" !oN"""""'" !261'oio1i1'5""""""" I 
! ! land initi$5 and ~U8PAT ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! l®ad< "2oo5o214" I ! ! ! I 
[81'84""" j2654""""""" ~37o/21'6':22's':2'28f'cci5:""""""" fu&'ffiF>us:""""""" joFi""""""""""""""'" [o'N""""""" [2o~'o76'1'71'5""""""'" 1 

1 1 I ~U8PAT 1 1 111.55 1 
181'8'5""" 11'4"""""""""" [('3'7o72'1'6~'225:228Y:cci5:"~~'(j"" [u&'F>G'Pus;""""""'" foR'""""""""""""""" ioN"""""'" 1261'oio1i1'5""""""" 1 

! ! 18177 ~U8PAT ! ! !11 :55 I 
) ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~ 
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!s1-s6 ______ [6----------------------- f(7o9i22o)-:ccis-~-ar1ci-s1-ii __________ ru&-F>GF>us;-------------- !oR _______________________________ [oN _____________ r2·6·1-o761'71_5 _______________ 1 

1 1 I lu8PAT i 1 111·55 I 
is1-87 _______ 135------------------- i((F'i'N8)--~-ea~-2--(F'P:N)')':-I'N\T ______ bs:"PG-PU's·;--------------·foR _______________________________ ioN ______________ i2o~-6/o171·5---------------1 
i i i lu8PAT i i !11·55 I 
is1·s·s------12 ...................... k(-F>i.N8) ... near2 .. (.F>AN)·)·:·~·Nv ......... lus.F>GF>us·; ............... i·6Fi .............................. ioN ............. 126~--o/611'1'5 .............. 1 
! ! !and pseudowire !U8PAT ! ! !11 :55 I 
i's1-89 _______ i2 ______________________ i((F>i-N8)--~-ear2--(F'P:N)Y·i-N\T _______ i'L:is-F'GPU's;-------------- toR------------------------------· i·aN ______________ i'2o1-6i6-1'i1_5 _______________ 1 

! ! !and (pseudowire) .elm. lu8PAT i ! !11 :55 I 
js1_9_o ______ t1·6o _________________ j·s1-7ia~-cniJ~-~;na:r'Y) ________________________ ju&-F>GF>us;--------------· i·aR _______________________________ joN _____________ j261-o/61-i1K _____________ I 
i i i !U8PAT i i !11 :55 I 
,~~~~~~~~'''''''''' >'''''''''''''''''''''''''• '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' "''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' •''''''''''''''''''''' •''''''''''n''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~ 

!8191 !30 !8177 and (primary) and IU&PGPUB; !OR !ON !2010/01/15 I 
! i i@ad< "20050214" lu8PAT i ! !11 :55 I 
is1-92 ______ [1-66----------------· i·s1-7ia~-,n;;c;~-f-i-9$7)---a~-d------------ ju&-F>8F>us;--------------- i·aR _______________________________ ioN _____________ [261-o/61-hK _____________ I 
i i l@ad< "20050214" IU8PAT ! i !11 :55 I 
~''''''''''''''''' :'''''''''''''''''''''''''• :'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· ~~~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ :~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~• ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~• ~~~~~~~~~~n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~• ~ 
!8193 !4 !TOM pseudowire IU&PGPUB; iADJ !ON !2010/01/15 I i i I I 8 I i i . 1 1 1 ! ;UPAT i 1 111.55 1 

181-94 ______ !1_8_9 _________________ [('pse-~Cia;·i~8--o7(-pse~Cio ______________ [u&-F>8F>us;--------------- fAo:J _____________________________ IoN _____________ I2Ci1-o7o1n5--------------l 
! i !wire) or pseudo-wire) and IU8PAT ! i !11 :55 I 
! ! i(LDP or (Label Distribution I ! ! ! I 
I I !protocol)) I i I I I 
~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~~~~• :~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· :~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· ~~~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ :~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~• :~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~• :~~~~~~~~~~n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~• ~ 

!8195 !62 !(pseudowire or (pseudo IU&PGPUB; iADJ !ON !2010/01/15 I 
! ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) and lu8PAT i ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !(LOP or (Label Distribution I i ! ! I 
! ! !protocol)) and I i ! ! I 
i i i@ad< "20050214" I i i i I 
is1-96------·[14-------------------· kpse~d·o;i~8-c;r--rpse~-d-o ______________ fu&-F>GF>us;--------------- i"Ao:J _____________________________ . ro-N-------------· (2·6·1-o76·1-;1·5---------------l 
! ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) and IU8PAT ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !(LOP or (Label Distribution I ! ! ! I 
! ! !protocol)) and I ! ! ! I 
! ! !@ad< "20050214" and I ! ! ! I 
! ! !(standby or backup) I ! ! ! I 
is1_9_7 _______ i_1_2 ___________________ l(iJ58~c;c;~-~~-8--o-~--(-iJ58~c;c;-------------~-u&"PGF>Gs_; _______________ [P:o:J ______________________________ ioN ______________ i2o1-67o1'71_5 _______________ 1 
! ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) and IU8PAT ! ! !11 :55 I 
1 I I( LOP or (Label Distribution 1 I I I I 

I I iprotocol)) and 1 1 I I I 
1 I i®ad< "2oo5o214" and I 1 I I I 
i i !(primary or main) and I ! i i I 
! ! !(secondly or backup or I ! ! ! I 
I I lstandby) I i I I I 
!81-98 ____ _, i-68------------------- f(iJ58~-d-o;ire-or-(iJ58~-d-o ______________ rus:-F>GP"us;-------------- iP.oJ _____________________________ to"N ___________ _, t2o1-6/'6-1'71_5 _______________ 1 

! ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) and lu8PAT ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !(config$7 with parameter) I ! ! ! I 
~1·9·9------ i22 ____________________ j('pse-~c;;;~-~~-e--o·~--(-pse-~c;;;------------- j-u&-F>GF>us; _____________ _, i·AoT __________________________ ioN _____________ i261-o7o1i1_5 ______________ 1 

! i !wire) or pseudo-wire) same IU8PAT ! i !11 :55 I 
I I l(config$7 with parameter) I I I I I 
!S2oo ____ _, !'6----------------------- !'(iJ58~-d-o;;r;;;·c;r-(iJ58~-d-o ____________ _, rus:-F>GP"us;-------------- !P.oJ ___________________________ _, fo'N ___________ _, f2o1-6/'6-1'71_5 _______________ 1 

! ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) same lu8PAT ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !(config$7 with parameter) I ! ! ! I 
! ! !same (destination near5 I ! ! ! I 
! i !node) I i i i I : : ; ~ ~ : : ! 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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!82_6_1 _______ [32-------------------- f(pse~<:i;;;Tr8·c;;:--('Pse~-c:i;;-------------- ru&-F>GF>uEC ____________ !A'o:J _____________________________ [oN _____________ r2·6·1-o761'71_5 _______________ I 
! ! [wire) or pseudo-wire) and [USPAT ! ! [11 :55 I 
! ! [( ( config$7) same I ! ! ! I 
! ! [(destination near5 node)) I ! ! ! I 
iS2o_2 ______ i4 ______________________ l(iJ58~Cic;~-~r-e __ o_r __ (iJ58~Cic;------------- lu-s:ffi-PIJ's·;-------------- [1\oJ'---------------------------- ioN _____________ i2o1-6/o1i1_5 _______________ 1 

! ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) and IUSPAT ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! i(config$7with I ! ! ! I 
I I \acknowledgement) I I I I I 
!S2o3 ______ i-6---------------------- f('Pse~-d·;;;;;:8·c;;:--('Pse~-d-;;-------------- rus:-F>GF>us;-------------- !P.oJ' _____________________________ faN' _____________ t2·6·1-o76-1'71_5 _______________ I 
! ! [wire) or pseudo-wire) and luSPAT ! ! [11 :55 I 
! ! [(config same I i ! ! I 
! ! [(acknowledgement or ack)) I ! ! ! I 
!8264 ______ i1_2 ____________________ kp-se~Cic;~-~r-e __ o_r __ (.pse-~Cic;------------- iusffipus_; _______________ i·P:oT __________________________ ioN _____________ i2o1-6/o1i1_5 ______________ I 
! ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) and IUSPAT ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! i(config$7 same I ! ! ! I 
I \ \(acknowledgement or ack)) I I I I I 
f82o5 ______ !441 __________________ !(se;:;d-$5--~-it'h--co~'fi9$?--;it_h _______ rus:-F>GF>us;-------------- !P.oJ' _____________________________ fo'N ______________ f2o1'oi6'1'H5 _______________ 1 

! ! [parameter) and (receiv$5 luSPAT ! ! [11 :55 I 
! ! !with (ack or acknowledge)) I ! ! ! I 
iS266 ______ ia ______________________ kse~Ci$5--;;t·h--co;:;f-i9$7·;-~'h ______ iu&'F>8Pus;--------------- ~o:J _____________________________ ioN _____________ [2o1'o/o1/'1_5 ______________ I 
i ! !parameter) and (receiv$5 IUSPAT ! ! [11 :55 I 
! ! !with ( ack or acknowledge)) I ! ! ! I 
I I land ( 8202) and I i I I I 
I i l®ad< "2oo5o214" I i i i I 
:~~~~~~~~·········· : •• ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,. : •• ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,. ~-······································ : •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : ••••••••••••••••••••• : •••••••••• u ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ! 
!8207 !366 !pseudowireorpseudo-wire !U&PGPUB; !OR !ON !2010/01/15 I 
! ! ! !uSPAT ! ! !11·55 I 
182-68 ______ to----------------------· i·(-58-~Ci$5--;;t·h--;;·;;;:;t-;9$?';-itti _______ ju&-F>8F>us;--------------· iA'o:J _____________________________ ioN _____________ i26~-o761'i1K _____________ I 
! ! !parameter) and (receiv$5 IUSPAT 1 ! !11 :55 I 
I ! lwith ( ack or acknowledge)) I ! ! ! I 
I ! land ( 8207) and I ! ! ! I 
I i l®ad< "2oo5o214" I i i i I 
iS269 ______ i462 _________________ i;;58~Cic;;;;:8--;;·r--iJ58~Cic;~-~-~r-8 ______ iusPGPu·s·;-------------- fP:oJ' _____________________________ ioN ______________ i2o1-6/o1i1·5--------------·l 
I ! lor (pseudo wire) lusPAT i ! !11 :55 I 
i82_1_o ______ [6---------------------· i·(58r;Ci$5--;;t·h--co~-t-i9$7·;;'tti _______ fu&.F>GF>us;-------------- iA'o:J _____________________________ [oN _____________ [2·6·1-o761'71·5------------·-- I 
I ! !parameter) and (receiv$5 luSPAT ! ! [11 :55 I 
I ! lwith ( ack or acknowledge)) I ! ! ! I 
I ! land ( 8209) and I ! ! ! I 
! ! i®ad< "2oo5o214" I i ! ! I 
i-s21·1--·---- i246 _________________ l(se~·d$s·;;'tti--co.~ti9'$T~-~t·h ______ iusffipu·s·;-------------- [1\o:J------------------------------ ioN ______________ i2o1.6/o1i1·5------------·--l 
I ! !parameter) and (receiv$5 IUSPAT ! ! [11 :55 I 
I ! !with ( ack or acknowledge)) 1 ! ! ! I 

! ! land @ad<"20050214" I I ! ! I 
[82_1_2 ______ [4·1--------------------· i·82a9--a~Ci--;~-;i-iali~aii·;;;:;------------------ tu&-F>GF>us;-------------- iA'o:J _____________________________ [a·N------------- t2·6·1-o761'71_5 _______________ I 
1 1 I lusPAT ! 1 111·55 I 
iS21'3 _______ i3s1'639_9 ______ i(nr;k:-c;r--ro~te·c;;:--pat·hy----------------- lusffipiJ's_; _______________ [oFi _______________________________ ioN ______________ i2o;-6/o1i1·5---------------1 
i I i iUSPAT EPO· i I 111·55 I 
I i I IJPO· o'ERWENT i i i · I 
I ! ! !IBM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
i82'1'4""" r14942'1'T"'" i·uail$5"or"(stop$'1";c;;:ki'~9)')'""' fus-~F>ui3;""""""" iA'o:J"""""""""""""'" fa-N"""""'" 12'6'1'0'761'/1'5""""""'" I 
I I I lusPAT EPO· ! I !11·55 I 
~ : ~ ~ ' ' : : : . ~ 

I ! I UPO· DERWENT· I ! ! I ! I I II BM, TDB , I I I I 
~ ~ j ~- l ~ ~ ! 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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182·1·5------ [46455_1 __ 8 ______ [('8Xi8r.$To_r __ b.ack~-;;--c;r .................... !G&'F>GFius;--------------·I'AoJ ............................. IoN ............. I261'o761'i1K ............. I 
I I istandby) iUSPAT; EPO; I I 111 :55 I 
! ! ! !JPO· DERWENT· ! ! ! I 
! ! ! !IBM, TDB , I ! ! I 
1·52·1·5 ....... 1298'8'6744 ... i©a.'d:;·::2·aa562·1·4::--------------------------· i·us:·~P·u·s;-------------- tJ\o'J ............................. i·aN .............. bo1.oia·1-71·5--------------·l 
I ! ! !uSPAT· EPO· ! ! 111·55 I 
! ! ! IJPO· D,ERWENT ! ! ! · I 
! ! ! !1 BM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
i82·1·7------·f7·a·1-6429 ______ l·rr;ick$s·c;;·;818c't$5--c;;·choos .... fus-~Fius;--------------- i'AoJ .............................. faN .............. f2·a·1-o7o'171_5 _______________ I 
! ! !$5) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
I I I IJPO· DERWENT ! I I I 
! ! ! !IBM, TDB , I ! ! I 
1821_8 ______ 1426 ................ i(S2·1·3--n8a:r·7'·82·1-4)--;;t·il--------------lu-s:~G'PIJ's·;-------------- fJ\oJ' ............................. ioN .............. !'2a1·a/o1i1·5---------------l 
I I 1(8217 near? 8215 near? lusPAT; EPO; I I 111 :55 I 
! ! !8213) and 8216 !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i ~ ~IBM TDB ~ i i I 

f52·1·9------ f245 ................. i·(821·3--~·8a.;?-S214)--~·;th ______________ fu&-~Fius;------------·-- i'AoJ ............................. faN _____________ f2·a·1-o761'/1·5---------------l 
! ! !(8217 near? 8215 near? !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !8213) and 8216 and !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i I !(priority or bandwidth) 11 BM_ TDB I i i I 
1822·6·---- 128 ................... j(S2·1·3--nearTS2'1'4)--;it'il ______________ lu&Fi8FiiJ's·;-------------- fJ\oJ' ............................ ioN ............. i2o1.o/o1i1'5 ............... 1 

! ! !(8217 near? 8215 near? !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 1 
! ! 18213) same (priority or IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I !bandwidth or parameter) II BM_ TDB I I I I 
! ! 1and 8216 1 ! ! ! I 
!8221 _______ f2735 ............... !821·5--;;t·h--co~-t-~$7-;i'til .............. fus.P'GF>us;-------------- !P.o:J ............................. fo'N _____________ f2'6'1'o7o'1'!1'5"""""""'1 
! ! !(primary near? 8215) !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
I ! ! !JPO· DERWENT ! ! ! I 
! ! ! !1 BM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
fs222 ______ i1·8·s--------------·--1(·82·1·5--near5 .. S21'3Y;;i·il--------------lus·~8Fius·;--------------· 1-P:o:J' ............................ iaN ............. i2o1.o/o1i1·5--------------l 
! ! lconfig$7 with (primary IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !near? 8215) !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I I 11 BM TDB i I I I 

[5223 ...... ba1 ................. i·(821·s--~·8a;5--S2·1·3y·;·ith .............. l·us:·~8F>us; .............. iP.o:J ............................. fo'N ............. f2·a·1-oio.1'71·5------------·--l 
! ! !config$7 with (primary !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !near? 8213) !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I I l1 BM TDB I I I I 

!82-24 ______ [1·1--9 ................. i·(·82·1·5--;:;8a.-r5 .. S21'3Y·~-;i·h--------------lus:·~Fius;--------------- i'AoJ ............................. !oN----------·--!261.o761'i1K-------------I 
! ! lconfig$7 with (primary IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
I I lnear7 8213) and 8216 IJPO; DERWENT; ! I I I 
i i i II BM TDB i i i I 

1·5225 ....... i·y---------------------- la9is591'66 .......................................... 1·us:·~-Pu·s;-------------- !AoJ .............................. 1-oN-------------- i·2a1.oio.1'i1·5--------------·l 
I ! ! !uSPAT EPO· ! ! 111·55 I 
! ! ! IJPO· D,ERWENT ! ! ! · I 
! ! ! !1 BM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
iS226------·f3·9 .................... i·rrest·a-rat·;c;·n--sche;;8)"a~-d----------· fus:-~F>us;--------------- i'AoJ .............................. [6N .............. [2·a·1-o7o'1'/1'5 _______________ I 
! ! !("1 :N") !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
I I I IJPO· DERWENT ! I I I 
! ! ! !IBM, TDB , I ! ! I 
iS22T .... is ...................... besic;;a.'t;c;~--;c;t1·8·m-8fand----------lus~Fiu·s·; ............... fJ\oT ........................... ioN .............. i2o1.o/o1i1·5---------------l 
I I !(priority) and (standby IUSPAT; EPO; I I 111:55 I 
~ i ~mode) ~JPO· DERWENT ~ i i 1 

! ! ! !1 BM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
~ ; l ~ - ~ ; ; ! 
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!824_1 _______ f1'6895 ____________ !'ha~-dsh-aki~-9--a:~c;----------------------------- rus:-F>GF>uEC ____________ !A'o:J _____________________________ faN _____________ f2'6'1'o761'71_5 _______________ 1 

I I 1@ad<"20050214" lusPAT·EPO· i I 111·55 I ~ : ~ ~ ' ' : : : . ~ 

I i I UPO· DERWENT· I i i I 
i I I 11 BM, TDB ' I I I I 
~42 ______ 179·7----------------- lt1-andshakin9-and _____________________________ lus:~'Pus·;-------------- tP:o:T ___________________________ loN _____________ l2o1'67o1/_1_5 ______________ I 
! ! !@ad<"20050214" and (8213 IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11:55 I 
! i !with 8214) IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I I 11 BM TDB i I I I 

18243""" i'2""""""""""" r~655'3o34:::;;~-:----------------------------------- fuS:'~~us;---~---------- iAoj"""""""""""""'" fo'N""""""' f2'6'~'o76'1'/1'5"""""""' I 
: , , ,USPAT, EPO, , : :11.55 1 

i i I I PO· . I i i 1 i i : ,J , DERWENT, : i i 1 

I I I l1 BM TDB I I I I 
i8244 ______ !1·1·4----------------- f(-~-i-~t~-a:l·;;a.'tt1)---anCi ___________________________ lus~'Pus_; _______________ fP:oT __________________________ ioN _____________ i2o1-67o1i1_5 ______________ I 
! ! !((protection or restoration) IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
! i lnear5 scheme) and priority IJPO; DERWENT; ! i i I 
I I I II BM TDB i I I I 
~~~~~~~~'''''''''" ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''• ~''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''=''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''" ~'''''''''''''''''''" ~'''''''''n''''''''''''''''''''''''''''" ~ 
!8245 !106 !(virtual path) and IU&PGPUB; iADJ !ON !2010/01/15 I 
! ! !((protection or restoration) luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !near5 scheme) and priority IJPO; DERWENT; i ! ! I 
! ! !and @ad< "20050214" l1 BM TDB i ! ! I 
i82_4_6 ______ t466_1 _______________ i·(·p-~ot-ect_i_on--c;;--~-esto~-a.t·;c;~y-------- ius:-~8F>us;--------------· iP:o:J _____________________________ ioN _____________ i261-o761-i1K _____________ I 
! ! !near5 parameter luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
I I I IJPO· DERWENT i I I I 
i i i II BM, TDB , I i i I 
~ ................................. ~ ................................................... L ................................................................................................................................... ~ .................. = ...................................................... -t ........................................................................... ~ ......................................... ~ ................................................................................. ! 
!8247 !2702 !(protection or restoration) IU&PGPUB; iADJ !ON !2010/01/15 I 
! ! !near5 parameter and lusPAT; EPO; i ! !11 :55 I 
I i i@ad< "20050214" IJPO· DERWENT i i i I 
i i i II BM, TDB ' i i i I 
i8248 ______ fy----------------------· !-((IJro-iectio~--c;;--~85t_o_rat·;;;-~r----· fus:-~8F>us;-------------- iP:o:J _____________________________ fa-N _____________ [2·a·1-o761'71_5 _______________ I 
! ! !near5 parameter) with luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !(8229) and (destin$? near3 IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i !node) and @ad<"20050214" IIBM_TDB I i i I 
,.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ,.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._ . .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ,.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._ .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ,.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ,.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ~ 

i8249 i27 !((protection or restoration) IU&PGPUB; IADJ iON !2010/01/15 I 
! ! :near5 parameter) and IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 1 

! ! !(handshaking) and IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i !@ad< "20050214" II BM TDB ! i i I 
!82so ______ [y-5-------------------- i'((IJro-tectio~--c;;--rest-;;-~at-;;;-~r---- tus:-~F>us;-------------- iA'o:J _____________________________ [o_N _____________ [2'6'1'0'761'71_5 _______________ I 
I ! lnear5 parameter) and iuSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !(destination node) and IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i l@ad< "20050214" 11 BM_ TDB I i i I 
iS25_1 _______ io ______________________ !((·;;~c;t-ect-;c;·~--c;-~--~85'to;a.t;c;~y----- lu&ffi'Pu·s·;-------------- fP:oJ' ____________________________ ioN _____________ i2o1-67o1i1_5 _______________ 1 

! i lnear5 parameter) wotj IUSPAT; EPO; ! i !11 :55 I 
i i !(destination node) and IJPO; DERWENT; i i i I 
i i !@ad< "20050214" II BM TDB ! i i I 
!8252 ______ [6----------------------- f((IJ;o'tect-;c;~--c;~-;88i'Ci-~at-io_n __ ;;-~--- rus:-~F>us:-------------- iAoJ _____________________________ to'N _____________ [2o1'oi6'1'71_5 _______________ I 
! ! !config$7) near5 parameter) luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !wotj (destination node) and IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i ! !@ad< "20050214" l1 BM TDB ! ! ! I 
fs253 ______ !1-6-------------------- k(p-~ot-ect_i_on--c;-~--r-esto~atio~--c;~-- ju&-~F'us;--------------- i'P:o:J' ____________________________ !oN _____________ !261-o7o1i1_5 ______________ I 
! ! !config$7) near5 parameter) IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !with (destination node) and IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i l@ad< "20050214" II BM TDB i i i I 
~ ~ : ~- ' : : ~ 
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!82-67 ______ r1·1--------------------- f('do;;;a;~--ty-pe)--;i'til _________________________ rus:-F>GF>us;-------------- !A"o:J _____________________________ [oN _____________ r2·6·1-o761'71_5 _______________ 1 

! ! !parameter !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
I I I IJPO· DERWENT· i I I I 
i i i 1

1 
BM, TDB ' I i i I 

~''''''''~''''''''" ~''''''''''''''''''''''''' L''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''v ~'''~'''''='''''''''''''''''''''''''" t'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''" ~''''''''''''''''''''" ~''''''''''"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''" ~ 
IS268 1258 I( single-hop) same (multi- IU&PGPUB; iADJ ION 12010/01/15 1 

~ : ~hop) ~usPAT· EPO· ~ : :11·55 1 

I i i IJPO· D,ERWENT i i i · I 
i i i II BM, TDB , i i i I 
182-69 ______ f:i-1--------------------- ks;n·9-18~t;-;;-pfsame·(;;;-~l'ti~---------- rus:-~F>us;-------------- iA"o:J-----------------------------foN-------------f2·6·1-o761'71-5---------------l 
! ! !hop) same (parameter$1) luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
I i i IJPO· DERWENT i i i I 
i I I 11 BM, TDB ' I I I I 

fs276 ______ Ia---------------------- ft-iel'd--~-;t·h--;~·d·;c;a$7"~-~'h--------------- 1-us:~"Pus·;-------------- tP:o:J _____________________________ iaN _____________ i2o1-67o1/·1·5---------------l 
! ! !((single-hop) same (multi- lusPAT; EPO; ! ! h 1:55 I 
i i !hop)) IJPO· DERWENT I i i I 
i i i 1

1 
BM, TDB ' i i i I 

I827T---- i-1-97 ________________ ~ieid--;it"il"i-nCiiC:a$?";;t·il---------------· rus:-~F>us;-------------- iAo~:r----------------------------fo"N-------------f2·6·1-o76-1'71-5---------------l 
! ! !(topology) lusPAT; EPO; i ! !11 :55 I 
i i I I PO· . I i i 1 i i ~ ~J , DERWENT, ~ i i 1 

I I I l1 BM TDB I I I I 

i-s272 ______ i1·o--------------------[t-i81'd--~-;t·h--;n·d·;c;a.$7·;-ith---------------l-us:-~8F'us_; _______________ 1-P:oT-------------------------- ioN _____________ i2o1-67o1i1·5--------------l 
i i !(domain type) IUSPAT; EPO; ! i !11 :55 I 
i i i IJPO· DERWENT I i i I 
i i i 1

1 
BM, TDB ' i i i I 

[8273 _______ bss _________________ i(s_i_n918~-ti-;;iJ)---5a:n;·8--(-;n~-~t-;~---------- i·us:-~8PDs;-------------- lP:oJ ______________________________ 1-oN-------------- i·2a1-6i6-1'i1_5 _______________ 1 

! ! !hop) lusPAT; EPO; i ! !11 :55 I 
I i i IJPO· DERWENT i i i I 
i i i II BM, TDB , i i i I 
i82-i4 ______ 11-s-------------------- i·ui-eic;--;;;:--p·a.;:a:n;·8t'erl"same---------lus:-~8F>us;--------------- iA"o:J-----------------------------IoN-------------I2o-1-o761-i1K-------------I 
! ! !((single-hop) same (multi- IUSPAT; EPO; i ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !hop)) IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i il BM TDB i i i I 
~ ................................. ~ ................................................... L ................................................................................................................................... ~ .................. = ...................................................... -t ........................................................................... ~ ......................................... ~ ................................................................................. ! 
!8275 !415 !((single hop) or (single- IU&PGPUB; iADJ !ON !2010/01/15 I 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or lusPAT; EPO; i ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) IJPO; DERWENT; i ! ! I 
I I I 11 BM TDB I I I I 

iS276 ______ [3-5-------------------- ~-(param-et-er __ o_r __ t-ie-l'd)"sam_e _________ luS:-~F>ui3;-------------- iA"o:J _____________________________ fa-N _____________ ~2·6·1-0'761'/1-5---------------1 
I ! IS275 lusPAT; EPO; i ! !11 :55 I 
I I I IJPO· DERWENT i I I I 
i i i 1

1 
BM, TDB ' I i i I 

~ ................................... ~ ................................................... L ................................................................................................................................... ~ .................. = ...................................................... t ........................................................................... ~ ......................................... ~ ................................................................................. ! 
!8277 !150 l((single hop) or (single- !U&PGPUB; !ADJ !ON !2010/01/15 I 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i@ad< "20050214" II BM TDB I i i I 
!8278 ______ to----------------------- kii8iCi·c;;:·iJ-a;:a.;:n·8t'8rf~-;t·h------------ [us:-~F>us;-------------- iA"o:J _____________________________ [a·N------------- [2·6·1-0'761'71_5 _______________ 1 

! ! !(domain type) same ((multi- luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !hop) or (multi hop)) and IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i l@ad< "20050214" 11 BM_ TDB I i i I 
,.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ,.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._ ~.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ,.._.._.._~.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._ .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ,.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ,.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ~ 

!8279 !71 l(tield or parameter) with !U&PGPUB; iADJ !ON !2010/01/15 I 
i i !(domain type) and IUSPAT; EPO; ! i !11 :55 I 
I i l@ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; i i i I 
i i ~ ~IBM TDB ~ i i I 
; 1 ~ ~ - ~ ; ; ! 
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!828o ______ r1·5-------------------- f(fi8i(J--c;;·'Pa~·a.;8t'8-~)--~-~it1"""""" fu&'ffiP"us;-------------- !P.o_:J _____________________________ fo'N _____________ f2'6'1'o76'1'71'5 _______________ I 
! ! [(indicat$5 or show$5) with !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! [11 :55 I 
! ! [(domain type) and !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !@ad<"20050214" !IBM TDB ! ! ! I is28_1 _______ j1 _______________________ j(-;;rot'8ciio'n"iyf)e)--a:n<T _________________ ju&~F'us_; _______________ i'P:oJ' ____________________________ joN _____________ j2o1'67o1i1_5 ______________ I 
! ! !(standby path) [USPAT; EPO; ! ! [11 :55 1 

i i ~ ~JPO· DERWENT ~ i i I 

! ! ! !IBM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
[8282 ______ i'29s2 ______________ i-u~c;1--c;;·;a:r·~--c;;·c;c;·ld)--~-8a;3---.. 1-us:-~P"us:-------------- !P.oJ" ___________________________ .. fo'N ___________ .. f2-6'1'o"76'1'71'5--------------·l 
! ! !standby !usPAT; EPO; i ! !11 :55 I i i I I PO· . I i i 1 i i ~ ~J , DERWENT, ~ i i 1 

I I I !1 BM TDB I I I I 

i82·83······[2·92················· i·u;·c;t···a.n·d··c;c;·l"d)···sa:~·e··stan"dtiy··· ius:·~;;us;···············i"Ao:J····························· iaN············· i261.o761·i1-s-·············l 
I I 1and @ad< "20050214" iUSPAT; EPO; I I 111:55 I 
! ! I IJPO· DERWENT ! ! ! I 
! ! ! !IBM, TDB , I ! ! I 
!·82s4······ !·52··················· i(t;·;;·i··a:n"d··c;c;;(Jya~-,i························ i·us:·~P-LJ"s;·············· fP:oJ"····························· b:,j·············· i·2a1.oio.1"i"1·s···············l 
! ! [(parameter with standby) !uSPAT; EPO; i ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !and @ad< "20050214" !JPO; DERWENT; i ! ! I 
I I I II BM TDB I I I I 

r82'85"""·f2'1""""""""""" i'(tiei"d';itti"i'n"dicat'$'5"~'it'h"""""" fuS:'~GPUB;"""""""" i"Aoj"""""""""""""'". f6N"""""'". f2'6'1'o7o'171'5""""""'" I 
I I [(standby mode)) and [USPAT; EPO; ! I [11 :55 I 
! ! [@ad< "20050214" [JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i 1

1 
BM TDB i i i I 

!828.6 ...... !125 ................. f;;c;n·t-i9$9·;;t'ti ... (stan·d-by ............... !u&~8;;u·s·; .............. fP:oJ" ............................. ioN .............. !'2a1.o7o1i1.5 ............... 1 

I I lmode) and lusPAT; EPO; I I 111 :55 I 
! ! i@ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; I ! ! I 
I I I 11 BM TDB I I I I 

[82-87 ...... [42·1 .................. lc;;;·~ti9$9 .. ~·8a;:i"(sta~"dtiy ............. fuS:-~8P"u8; .............. i"AoT .......................... fa-N ............. [2·a·1-o761"/1.5 ............... 1 

! ! !mode) and [USPAT; EPO; ! ! [11 :55 I 
! ! [@ad< "20050214" [JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i 1

1 
BM TDB i i i I 

IS28"8 ...... 1336 ................. 1;;c;n·f·i·9$9 .. n8ar5 .. ("st.andby ............ lus~8;;u·s·; .............. fP:oJ" ............................ IoN ............. I2a1.67o1i1.5 ............... I 
! ! 1mode) and !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 1 

! ! [@ad< "20050214" [JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i ~ ~IBM TDB ~ i i I 

[8289 ...... f2·63 ................. fc;c;·n'fi9$9 .. n.ea;3 .. (sta~"dtiy ............. rus:·~;;us; .............. i"AoT .......................... fa-N ............. [2·6·1-6761"71.5 ............... 1 

I I lmode) and !uSPAT; EPO; ! I 111 :55 I 
I I l®ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
~9-6 ______ 17---------------------- f;;c;n-ti9$9'r18a~3--(sian·d-by ____________ ~~~~%~8·;-------------· tP:o:J _____________________________ joN------------- l2a1'o7o1/'1'5""""""''"1 
I I imode) and 1USPAT; EPO; I I 111:55 I 
I I l@ad<"20050214" and (hot IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
! 1 1and cold) 11 BM_ TDB ! I I 1 

!8291 ....... f9 ...................... !ty.pe·;;t't1 .. (5ian·d-by--~·c;"d8) .......... rus:·P8P"us; .............. !P.oJ" ............................. fo'N ............. f2o1.oio.1'71.5 ............... 1 

! ! !and @ad<"20050214" and !usPAT; EPO; i ! [11:55 I 
! ! !(hot and cold) !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I I l1 BM TDB I I I I 

i-s292 ...... i4 ...................... itype .. n·8a.;3 .. (sta~"dtiy;·n:;c;Ci8) ...... ius:·~;;us; ............... fP:oJ" ............................ iaN ............. i261.o7o1"71.5 .............. 1 

I I 1and @ad< "20050214" and IUSPAT; EPO; I I 111:55 I 
I I l(hot and cold) IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
i i ~ ~IBM TDB ~ i i I 
; 1 l ~ - ~ ; ; ! 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
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!82'93------·ra----------------------- !'('(5i~-9-18"h·c;;;y-·c;7('8i~-9-18~-------------- !u&'ffipus;--------------- !'AoJ _____________________________ . !oN _____________ . !2'o'1'o7o'1'71_5 _______________ 1 

! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and (domain !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i !type) !1 BM_TDB i i i I 
1829_4 ______ r1-56 ________________ l((si;;9ie-hapf;;~--(s·i-~9i8~-------------- ID&ffi-p!J's·;-------------- fP:oJ' _____________________________ IoN ______________ 12o1-o7o1i1_5 _______________ 1 

I ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or !uSPAT; EPO; i ! !11 :55 I 
i i l(multi hop)) and IJPO; DERWENT; I i i I 
! ! i@ad< "20050214" II BM TDB I ! ! I 
!82-95 ______ to----------------------· i·r(si~-9-le--h·c;;;)--·c;;--('si~-9-18~-------------- !us-~Pus;-------------- i'AoJ _____________________________ !oN _____________ t2·a·1-o761'71_5 _______________ I 
I ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
I ! !(multi hop)) and (parameter !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i lor field) @ad< "20050214" 11 BM_ TDB I i i I 
'''''''''~''''''''" '''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''v ''''~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''" ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''" '''''''''''''''''''''" '''''''''''"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''" ~ 

IS296 !142 l((single hop) or (single- !U&PGPUB; iADJ !ON !2010/01/15 I 
I ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and (parameter iJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i lor field) and 11 BM_ TDB i i i I 
! ! !@ad< "20050214" ! ! ! ! I 
!82-97 ______ !14-------------------- f('(5i~9-18 __ h_o'P)--·c;;--(;;~-9-18~-------------- tu&'ffipus;-------------- i'Ao] _____________________________ !oN _____________ t2·6·1-o761'71_5 _______________ I 
I ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
I ! !(multi hop)) same !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i !(parameter or field) and !1 BM_ TDB I i i I 
1 i !@ad< "2oo5o214" i 1 1 1 I 
!829'8 ______ io ______________________ [('('8i;;9·ie·hc;·i)y-c;·r--(5Tn9i8~-------------- [u&-;;8;;us·;--------------· fP:oJ' ____________________________ ioN _____________ i2o1'67o1i1'5 ______________ 1 

! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
I I !(multi hop)) and (type near5 IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
! ! 1netowrk) 11 BM_ TDB ! I I I 
!8299 ______ !'1'93 _________________ !'((sin91e--hop)--c;;--(5i~-9-18~-------------- ru&.P8P'us;-------------- !P.oJ _____________________________ fo'N _____________ r2·6·1-o'76'1'71'5 _______________ 1 

I ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
I ! !(multi hop)) and (type near5 IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I ! I network) l1 BM TDB i ! ! I 
im·aa ______ !6------------------·--· kp.aram.ete·;;;·f;eid--c;;·t;i'ti ____________ ju&-~8Pus;--------------· i'AoJ _____________________________ ioN _____________ i261'o761'i1K _____________ I 
i i !with indicat$7 with ((single !USPAT; EPO; i i !11 :55 I 
! ! !hop) or (single-hop)) same iJPO; DERWENT; 1 ! ! I 
I ! !((multi-hop) or (multi hop)) IIBM_TDB ! ! ! I 
:~~~~~~~~'''''''''' :'''''''''''''''''''''''''" :,,,,,,,,,,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· ~~~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ :~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~• :~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~• :~~~~~~~~~~n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~• ~ 
!8301 !13 !(paramete or field or bit) !U&PGPUB; !ADJ !ON !2010/01/15 I 
I ! !with indicat$7 same ((single lusPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
I ! !hop) or (single-hop)) same IJPO; DERWENT; i ! ! I 
I ! !((multi-hop) or (multi hop)) l1 BM TDB i I I I 
!mo2------·r1----------------------· i·(;;;;;i8c'tio~---n8a:r3 ____________________________ tus·~;;us;--------------· ioR _______________________________ . !6N ______________ t2·a·1-o7o'1'71_5 _______________ I 
I ! !properties) and standby luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
I ! lnear3 path IJPO ! ! ! I 
imo'3 ______ is ______________________ [(;;r-otect·ic;·~--~-8ar3 ____________________________ iusffipu·s·;-------------- f6Fi ______________________________ ioN ______________ i2o1.o7o1i1·5------------·--l 
I ! !(parameter or propert$5)) lusPAT; EPO; i ! !11 :55 I 
i i land standby near3 path !JPO I i i I 
!mo4 ______ !ia·1·1·6----------·lc;c;·~ti9~-$5--~-~th--(st.andby _____________ fu&'ffiF>us;-------------- !oR _______________________________ !6Fi= ___________ !2·a·1-0'761'71'5 _______________ I 
I ! !path) !USPAT; EPO; i ! !11 :55 I 
lmo-5 ______ l-1·5------------------- [c;c;~·f·i·9-~$5--;it·h--(sta~dby _____________ ~~~ffipu·s·;------------·-- fP:oJ'--------------------------·--Ioi=F------------I2a1·a7o1i1·5------------·--l 
i i lpath) lusPAT; EPO; I i !11 :55 I 
tmo6 ______ [3·7----------------·--· I·('Ps8~·d·c;;i;8·c;;·;;;8~·d·c;~;;;8;·-- t~~ffiF>us;-------------- loR _______________________________ t6N _____________ t2·a·1-0'761'71_5 _______________ I 
I ! land (standby) luSPAT ! ! !11 :55 I 
' . ' ' ~ . . ~ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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!83'67 ______ [5----------------------- f(pse~a;;;T~8-c;;--pse~a;;·:;;;8)--- fu&'F>GF>uEC _____________ !A'oJ _____________________________ [oN _____________ f2'6'1'o76171_5 _______________ 1 

! ! [and (standby path) [USPAT; EPO; ! ! [11 :55 I 

~~~~~lru-1~1 
i i !(standby path) !USPAT; EPO; i i !11 :55 1 

183-69 ______ k---------------------- l-('p;;;i-8C:'iion--sci1_8_m_8f~-~it1 ___________ t~~F>GF>uE;;-------------- IA'oJ _____________________________ toN _____________ t2·6·1-o761'71_5 _______________ I 
! ! [(standby path) lusPAT; EPO; ! ! [11 :55 I 

~~~~~lru-1~1 
I I !property)) with (standby IUSPAT; EPO; 1 I 111:55 I 
i i !(path or route)) !JPO i i i I 
!83_1 __ 1 _______ t:l-1--------------------- rnp;c;i8C:'iion--(type·c;;--------------------- rus:-F>GF>uEC ____________ !A'oJ _____________________________ [oN _____________ f2'6'1'o761'71_5 _______________ I 
! ! [property)) or OOS) with lusPAT; EPO; ! ! [11 :55 I 
! ! [(standby (path or route)) IJPO ! ! ! I 
im1_2 ______ i2o ___________________ lntype--;;-~--p-~oiJ8~t'yy·;;~--oos)---- lu&F'8F'IJ's-;-------------- [1\oJ'---------------------------- ioN _____________ i2o1'6/o1i1_5 _______________ I 
I I lwith (standby (path or IUSPAT; EPO; 1 I 111:55 I 
I I iroute)) iJPO I I I I 
!83_1_3 ______ [:;----------------------- f(-p;;;i8C:'iion--sci1_8_m_8)--~-i-th ___________ tus-PGPuEC ____________ iA'oJ _____________________________ io_N _____________ i2'6'1'o761'71_5 _______________ I 
! ! [(standby (path or route)) luSPAT; EPO; ! ! [11 :55 I 

~~~~~~~~ i i !(standby (path or route)) !USPAT; EPO; i i !11 :55 1 

183-1_5 ______ 1-3---------------------- ~(-p;;;-i8C:t'ion--(sC:il'8n18--;;;---------------- t~~P'GF>us:-------------- l:l\oj----------------------------·fal\i-------------12·6·1-o/'6-1'71_5 _______________ I 
! ! [propert$3 or parameter or luSPAT; EPO; ! ! [11 :55 I 
! ! !type)) same (standby (path IJPO i ! ! I 
! ! !or route)) I i ! ! I !s31_6 ______ i21 ____________________ kb-ack~-;;-;;a:it1f;·ith ________________________ ju&-F>GF'us_; _______________ i·P:oT __________________________ ioN _____________ i2o1o7o1i1_5 ______________ I 
i i !(protection scheme) IUSPAT; EPO; i i !11 :55 I 

lm·1·7------ l-6---------------------- ~(IJack~p--p-at-ilY';it_il _________________________ t~~F>GF>us:-------------- IJ\oj _____________________________ lal\i _____________ [2-61-oio-1'71_5 _______________ I 
! ! [(protection near3 luSPAT; EPO; ! ! [11 :55 I 
! ! [parameter) IJPO i ! ! I 
im1_8 ______ i1·3·1------------------ kb-ack~-;;-;;a:it1)--;i'tt1 ________________________ iu&-F>GF'us;--------------- fP:oT __________________________ ioN _____________ i261-o7o1i1_5 ______________ I 
i i !(protection ) IUSPAT; EPO; i i !11 :55 I 

lm1·9·------ k---------------------- 1(98~-e;a.$5--;;;--c;;;~'fi9~-;$5)------------IL~F>GPU's;-------------- fJ\oj-----------------------------[o'N ______________ ~o1'oi6'1'71'5---------------l 
! ! !with (backup path) with lusPAT; EPO; i ! [11 :55 I 
! ! [(parameter) IJPO i ! ! I 
im-2o ______ !1'64 _________________ k9-en·e~a$5--;;~--c;;;;;t-i9·~-~$5Y' _________ iu&'F>GF'us;---------------~oJ _____________________________ ioN _____________ i261'o7o1/'1_5 ______________ I 
i i !with (backup path) IUSPAT; EPO; i i !11 :55 I 

lm2T·----124 ___________________ b-e-nera$5--c;;--c;;;·;;'t;9~-r-$5i ___________ IL~ffi-pu·s;-------------- fP:oJ------------------------------I·aN--------------I2o1-oi6'1'i1·5---------------l 
! ! !with (backup path) and lusPAT; EPO; i ! [11 :55 I 
! ! [(protection scheme) IJPO i ! ! I 
im-22 ______ !6---------------------- k98n·e-ra$5--;;·r--e:·c;n·t-i9·~-r$5Y __________ ius:-F>GF>us;--------------- iA'oJ _____________________________ ioN _____________ i2'61-o761'T1K _____________ I 
I I lwith (backup path) with IUSPAT; EPO; I I 111:55 I 
! [ !(base or according) !JPO i i i I 
:·m23 _______ !a ______________________ !(~ie-nera$5--c;;--c;;;·;;'t;9~-r-$5i ___________ rus:·ffi-pu·s;-------------- !1\oJ------------------------------ raN ______________ !2o1-oi61'i1_5 _______________ 1 

! ! !with (backup path) with lusPAT; EPO; i ! !11 :55 I 
! ! [("base" or "according") IJPO i ! ! I 
' ' ~ ~ ~ ' ' ~ I 

I 
I 
! 
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i8324 ______ 11'8'1 __________________ [T9'8;;8~a$5--c;;-'Cc;;;t-i9-~-~$5-c;;------ [u&'F>G'Pus;--------------, i'Ao:J _____________________________ ioN _____________ i20'1'o70'1/'1'5""""""" 1 

! ! !setup) with (backup path) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 

tm25""'" 1'1'7""""""""'" 1(98nera$5"a'r"co,nti9~'~'$'5"a'r""" IL~ffip'LJ's;""""""" l:i\o'J"""""""""""""'" l'o'N"""""'".I'2o1'oi6'1'i1'5""""""'" I 
! ! !setup) with (backup path) !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !not 8320 !JPO ! ! ! I 
jm'2'6""" 12'6'54""""""" j'{'370'i2'1'6~'225:22sY:cci8~""""""" ju&'F>GFius;""""""". i'oR""""""""""""""'" joN""""""' j261'o761'i1K"""""'" I 
i ! i jUSPAT i i !11 :55 I 
1'8327""" j421'6"""""'" 1(769T22o')':ccis~"""""""""""""""'" rus'ffip'LJ's;""""""" [oFi""""""""""""""'" roj\j"""""'"' r2o~'oi6'1'i1'5""""""'" I 
i i ! ;USPAT i i !11.55 1 

i832'8 ______ [36'6 _________________ [f)58-~c;c;~-~~8--c;-~--;;58-~c;c;:;~-~8------ [u&'F>G'Pus;--------------, ['oR _______________________________ ioN _____________ i20'1'o70'1/'1'5""""""" 1 

~ ~ ~ ~usPAT ~ ~ 111·55 1 

[m29""" f6""""""""""'" i'(70'9/220')':C:cis~"an,<Tm'28""""'" i'u&'P8Pus;""""""" ioFi""""""""""""""'" [o'N"""""'" f2'6'~'oi6'1'71'5""""""'" I 
i i ! ;USPAT i i !11.55 1 

!833'6""" !1""""""""""'" F2'6o50'2262'1'5;;"""""""""""""""" !u&'Fi8Fius';""""""'" ro'R""""""""""""""" !oFF""""'" !20'1'6/0'1'71'5""""""" 1 

i i i iusPAT· EPO· i i h 1·55 I 

~il21;;2006004502ii··l~loo--~~iiiiii51 
i ~ ~ ~USPAT, EPO, ~ i i11.55 1 

~2bo f(pse~;;o-;;;Treo;p;;~;;;;:-;;;irel~~ioo-boioi/i51 
i i !or pseudo wire) IUSPAT; EPO; i i !11 :55 I 

[8333""".1'1'5""""""""'" l(iJ58~'da~ir8"a'~"iJ88~'(j()~'~'~~'8"" IL~ffi'pu's;""""""" lAoj"""""""""""""'".l'o'N"""""'".I'2o1'oi6'1'i1'5""""""'" I 
! ! !or pseudo wire) and (backup !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !path) !JPO ! ! ! I 
jm'34""" 11'6285'6""'"" i'si'a.;;Cit;'y"f)'ai'ii"~ii'ii"iJ~'ia'i~'i;;"""'" ju&'P8Fius;""""""". i'oR""""""""""""""'" joN"""""'" j261'o767h3""""""" I 
i ! i jUSPAT i ! !18:19 I 
1'8335"""' r6""""""""""" lstan,dby,pat'ti"~'i'tt1"p'rioirt'y"""'" rus'ffi'pu's;""""""" [AiJj"""""""""""""'"' roj\j"""""'"' r2o~'oi6771'3""""""'" I 
i i ! ;USPAT i i !18.19 1 

im'36 ______ [8---------------------- [si-a.;;c;;;y--;;-a.i'ii--;;i-ii"IJ;;;;-~-~ty _________ [u&'F>GFius; ______________ , i'AoT __________________________ ioN _____________ i20'1'o70'71'1'3 ______________ 1 

~ ~ ~ ~usPAT ~ ~ i18·19 1 

f8337""" i'?""""""""""'" i;;i'tcti$5';itii"1Jrio~'ity,sa~'8""" i'u&'ffipus;""""""" iAo'J"""""""""""""'" fo'N"""""'" f2o~'oi6771'3""""""'" I 
! ! !(standby path) !usPAT ! ! !18:26 I 
iffi3'8""" j1""""""""""'" !iJ~88~iJt"~ii'ti"8';(i5ti;;9,tratt'ic"" ju&'F>GFius;""""""'" i'P:oJ'"""""""""""""" joN"""""'" j20'1'o70'7i1'3""""""" I 
~ : ~ ~usPAT , : '18·29 1 

f8339""" 1'1'99"""""""" ~reempt,;i'tii"'tratt'i(;"""""""""""' fu&'ffipus;""""""" iP.o'J""""""""""""""' [o'N"""""'" f2o~'oio771'3""""""'" I 
i i ! 1USPAT i i !18.31 1 

im4'6""" i6i"""""""""' [iJ~88~iJi"~ii'ti"i'~at'ti'C';itii"""""" [u&'F>GFius;""""""'" fP:oJ'"""""""""""""" ioN"""""'" i261'o7o7i1'3""""""" 1 

! ! !priority !USPAT ! ! !18:31 I 
18341'""" i'64""""""""'" !'Lo1J"8a~'8"a'Ck'na~'$'1'T"""""""" ru&'ffipus;""""""" !P.o'J"""""""""""""'" !'o'N""""""" t2o1'oi6771X"""""'" I 
i i ! !usPAT ! i i14:22 I 
fm42""" i56"""""""""" IL'o;;"5a~e,ac,kn,c;;$1'1"'an'd"""" ju&'F>GFius;""""""'" iP:oJ'"""""""""""""" ioN"""""'" i261'o70'7i1'4""""""" I 
i i !@ad< "20050216" IUSPAT i i !14:22 I 
[8343""" !1_2 __________________ " fL:oiJ"8a~-8--a.ck-;;c;~-$-1'1"a;;d ________ , fu&'ffipus;-------------- iP.o:J ____________________________ , !o'N _____________ , [2o1'o/'o771'4""""""'" I 
! ! !@ad<"20050216" and (label !usPAT ! ! !14:23 I 
! ! !distribution protocol) ! ! ! ! I 
ts344 ______ !0'---------------------- jFiin9"n'8a;2--IJa;;--a:;;c;--;;58c;~c;----- ju&'F>G'Pus;--------------, ~o:J _____________________________ !oN ______________ !2o'1'o70'71'1'4 _______________ I 
i i i$5 IUSPAT i i !15:36 I 
[8345""" !a _____________________ _, R'Pi;;9--;;8a:r2--;;a;;-)-:i-;;~:--a:;;c;---------, fu&'ffipus;-------------- iP.o:J ____________________________ , !o'N _____________ , [2o1'o/'o771'4""""""'" I 
! ! !pseuduo$5 !uSPAT ! ! !15:37 I 
' ' ~ ~ ~ ' ' ~ 

! 
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!8346 ______ [?' ______________________ f(Pi-n9--near2--;;·a_r;y:·i-n~:--a:nCi __________ ru&-F>GF>us;-------------- !A'o:J _____________________________ [oN _____________ r2·a·1-o76771_4 ______________ 1 

! ! !pseudo$5 !USPAT ! ! !15:37 I : .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. : .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ~ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ~ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._._, ~ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. : .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. : .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ! 
!8347 !183 !((pseudo-wire) or !U&PGPUB; !AOJ !ON !2010/07/14 I 
! ! !(pseudowire)) and LOP lusPAT i ! !15:50 I 
!m4s------·tsT __________________ i·(('Pse~-d-c;~;;;re)--or ____________________________ tu&-F>GF>us;--------------- iP:o:J _____________________________ . toN _____________ . t2·a·1-o7o-771_4 ______________ 1 

! ! !(pseudowire)) and LOP and luSPAT ! ! !15:50 I 
i i !®ad< "2oo5o216" I i i i I im49 _______ i2 ______________________ im4s--a.-nCi-'back~-;;--;;a.'th __________________ ius:'PG-Pus·;--------------·tJ\o'J ______________________________ ioN ______________ i2o1-o7o771_4 _______________ 1 

! ! ! !uSPAT ! ! 115-56 I 
im-so------·[3·8-------------------- i·Lo·P--~-~t_h __ p_rot-ect-io-n----------------------- [u&-F>GF>us;--------------- iP:o:J _____________________________ . [oN _____________ . [2·a·~-o7o-771·4--------------l 
1 1 I lusPAT ! 1 115-21 I 
~''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''• ~''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~''''''''''''''''''''''''''''~~~~~~~~~~~ :~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~• ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~• ~~~~~~~~·~~~n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~• ~ 
!8351 !29 !LOPwith protection and !U&PGPUB; !AOJ !ON !2010/07/14 I 
! i i@ad< "20050216" lusPAT i ! !16:24 I 
im-52 ______ [3----------------------- i·::7-:3'a·s-:92a::---------------------------------------- [u&-F>8F>us;--------------· 1-oR------------------------------- bF_F ___________ i261-o767i1-s--------------l 
I I I luSPAT· EPO· ! I 114·26 I 

18353 kl;;20060i09786··PO~~~UB; , loR ioFF ~20i0iii7ii51 
I ! ! !uSPAT· EPO· ! ! 115-13 I 

~~~~b--·~·~·1 
I I I luSPAT· EPO· ! I 116·06 I 
L _____________ __! ________________________ j _________________________________________________________________ J~-~------~------------: __________ L __________________________________ __! ___________________ __! ______ ~--------------------------------..1 
!8355 !4 !protection and domain type !U&PGPUB; !AOJ !OFF !2010/07/16 I 
I ! !and LOP !uSPAT· EPO· ! ! 116-07 I 

lmss lso isingie:iiopand muiti:hop ~~FB~s: . fAoJ loFF l2o1DiD?iisl 
! ! land backup IUSPAT; EPO; I ! !16: 15 I 

l-msT----13----------------------[s;-n9i8~-hc;;;--a_r;d--m-~i'ti~t1;;·;;-----------l~~ffipiJ's_; _______________ fJ\oJ'-----------------------------Ioi=F------------I2o1-o7o771-6---------------l 
! ! !and backup path lusPAT; EPO; i ! !16:15 I 

~mss------[6----------------------- ~-;n-~-~t-i-~t1o;;-;;58~-d-o;;;;:8------------------[~~P8F>ui3;--------------lp:o:J-----------------------------lo-Fi=-----------[2-o_1_676771-6---------------l 
I I I lusPAT EPO· ! I 116·23 I 

183s9lo boma;n ;ypei ~iih ~~FB~B: : IAoJ ioFF i2oiOi07ii61 
I I lpseudowire lusPAT; EPO; I I 116:28 I 
lm6o------[6---------------------- 1-(hop-ty-pe)--;;ith--pse~-(j-c;;;;;:e----- t~~F>GF>us;--------------IA'o:J-----------------------------[o-Fi=-----------[2·a·1-o'76771'6---------------l 
I I I lusPAT EPO· ! I 116·28 I 

[8361 l2ali!iiihOPi ~ith ;;seudo~i;e ~~FB~s: : IAoJ ioN i2oiOi07ii61 
i I i iUSPAT EPO· i I 116·28 I 

~3~0 wlpseUdO~i;eandiOiel~~ b--~7077161 
1 1 I lusPAT ! 1 115-52 I 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· ! 
!8368 !O l(pseudowireorpseudo-wire) IU&PGPUB; lOR !ON !2010/07/16 I 
! ! land initiliz$5 IUSPAT I ! !16:52 I 
ims? ______ to _______________________ i·(-p-s-e~-d·c;;;i;:8·c;;:--(;;-s-e~-d-c;-------------- tu&-F>GF>us;-------------- i:A:o:J _____________________________ io'N _____________ t2·a·1-o-7o771_6 _______________ 1 

! ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) same luSPAT ! ! !16:52 I 
! ! !( config$7 with parameter) I ! ! ! I 
! ! !same (destination near5 I ! ! ! I 
I I !node) I I I I I 
~ : ~ ~ l : : ! 

I 
I 
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!83-9o ______ [6---------------------- f(pse~<:i;;;Tr8-c;;:--('Pse~-c:i;;-------------- ru&-F>GF>uEC ____________ !A'o:J _____________________________ [oN _____________ f2'6'1'o76771_6 _______________ I 
! ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) and !uSPAT ! ! !16:52 I 
! ! !(config same I ! ! ! I 
! ! !(acknowledgement or ack)) I ! ! ! I 
1839_3 ______ ia ______________________ l(sen-d$5-;i1t1--c:;;·nti9-$T~-~i-t1 ______ lu-s:ffi-PIJ's-;-------------- [1\oJ'---------------------------- ioN _____________ i2o1-67o771_6 _______________ 1 

! ! !parameter) and (receiv$5 IUSPAT ! ! !16:52 I 
! ! !with (ack or acknowledge)) I ! ! ! I 
! i land (S389) and I ! ! ! I 
i i !®ad< "2oo5o214" I i i i I 
18394""" j'44T""""""" rse~-d-o;ire,or,pse~d-;;~;;;:8""" fGS:'F>GF>us;""""""" jaR"""""""""""""""' [o'N"""""'" [2'6'~'()76771'6"""""""' I 
1 1 ! ;USPAT i 1 116.52 1 1839_5 ______ Ia ______________________ !(-sen'd$5-;i1t1--c:;;·nt-;9-$T~-~it1 ______ [u&ffi'Pus_; _______________ fP:oT __________________________ ioN _____________ 12o1-67o7i1_6 ______________ 1 

! ! !parameter) and (receiv$5 IUSPAT ! ! !16:52 I 
! ! !with (ack or acknowledge)) I ! ! ! I 
! ! iand(S394)and I ! ! ! I 
i i l®ad< "2oo5o214" I i i i I 
[8397 ______ [6----------------------- i(58r;(j-$5--~-~it1"con'fi9$7--;ii_t1 _______ i·us:-F>GF>us;-------------- lJ\o'J _____________________________ [o'N ______________ f2o1'oi67H6 _______________ I 
! ! !parameter) and (receiv$5 luSPAT ! ! !16:52 I 
! ! !with (ack or acknowledge)) I ! ! ! I 
! ! !and ( S396) and I i ! ! I 
! ! !@ad< "20050214" ! ! ! ! I 
i84_6_6 ______ b9-so6_4_8 ______ kiin_k __ o_r __ ;:;;-~'te-or-'Pai-t1i ___________________ iu&-F>8F>us;--------------· 1-oR------------------------------- ioN _____________ i261-o767h6 ______________ I 
I I I luSP'AT· EPO· ! I 116·52 I 
~ : ~ ~ ' ' ' : : . \ 

I I I IJPO· DERWENT ! I I I 
! ! ! !IBM, TDB , I ! ! I 

!84oT---- l-1-56-67o5 ______ ~(t-ail$5--;;;:--('51-o'P$T;;;·r-kin-9Y) _____ lus~8'Pu·s·;-------------- fP:oJ' ____________________________ laN-------------·!'2a1-67o771_6 _______________ 1 

I ! ! !uSPAT· EPO· ! ! 116·52 I 
i i i IJPO· D,ERWENT i i i · I 
i ! ! !1 BM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
is:i-62 ______ [423361_2 ______ !-(aiter$7-c;;:--t;ack~-p--;;-r-------------------- fu&-~8F>us;-------------- IP:o:J _____________________________ fa-N _____________ [2-6'1'o76771_6 _______________ I 
! ! !standby) lusPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:52 I 
I I I IJPO· DERWENT ! I I I 
! ! ! !IBM, TDB , I ! ! I 

!8463 ______ . 1299'1'625_7 ___ ~@ac;:;;·::2ao5'621'4:.--------------------------- ius~8'PGs·;-------------- fP:o:J _____________________________ . ioN _____________ . i2o1'67o771'6--------------·l 
I ! ! !usPAT· EPO· ! ! 116·52 I 
i i i IJPO· DERWENT i i i . I 
i ! ! !IBM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
!S4o4""" [72922'65""'"i'(pick$5"or'881ect$5"ar"choos"" rus-~Pus;""""""" iA'o:J"""""""""""""'" fa-N"""""'" [2'6'1'()76771'6"""""""' I 
! ! !$5) lusPAT; EPO; i ! !16:52 I 
I ! ! !JPO· DERWENT ! ! ! I 
! I I II BM, TDB , I I I I 

l84o-9 ______ !21·4----------------- I(S4'62--near5--S4oo-)--;;i-t1 ______________ lus~'Pu·s·;-------------- [P:oT __________________________ ioN _____________ l2o1-67o771'6---------------l 
! ! iconfig$7 with (primary IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:52 I 
! ! !near? 8402) IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I I II BM TDB i I I I 

!84_1_6 ______ !-4327773 _____ f(58r;Ci$To_r __ i_ran-sm-i1$5Y ______________ rus:-~F>us;-------------- IJ\o'J _____________________________ fo'N _____________ f2o1-6i6771_6 _______________ I 
I I I lusPAT EPO· ! I !15·52 I 
I I I IJPO; D,ERWENT; I I I · I 
I I I l1 BM TDB I I I I 

fs41T---- ia ______________________ f(-so~-rce __ n_oCi8)--;i'tt1"841_6 ____________ lus-~'Pus;--------------- 1-P:oT-------------------------- iaN _____________ i261-o7o7i1_6 ______________ I 
! ! !with (config$7 near3 IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:52 I 
1 I lparameter$1) with (destin$? IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 

i ! 1node) 11 BM_TDB ! i i 1 
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1842_1 _______ [3'928 .............. F·a.c:k--c;·r--a.c:kno~-~8Ci~i8·;;:;8·;;ty------ !G&'F>GFius;--------------·I'AoJ ............................. IaN ............. I261.o767h6 ______________ 1 

! ! 1and (config$7 parameter$1) !USPAT; EPO; 1 ! !16:53 I 
I I I IJPO· DERWENT· ! I I I 
! ! ! !IBM, TDB , I ! ! I 
~~~~~~~~'''''''''' ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''• ~''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''=''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''" ~''''''''''''''''''''" ~''''''''''n''''''''''''''''''''''''''''" ~ 
!8422 !O !( ack or acknowledgement) !us- PGPUB; !ADJ !ON !201 0/07/16 I 
! ! !same (config$7 parameter !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:53 I 
! ! !$1) @ad< "20050214" !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I I II BM TDB I I I I 

is-423 ...... [2-so99 ............ i·(c:c;·;;t;9-$7--;;a.;a:;n8i8r$.1T ............. fus-~Fius;-------------- i'AoJ ............................. faN ............. [2·a·1-o767T1·6---------------I 
I I I luSP'AT· EPO· ! I 116·53 I 
~ : ~ ~ ' ' ' : : . \ 

I I I IJPO· DERWENT ! I I I 
! ! ! !IBM, TDB , I ! ! I 
!842_4 ______ ls61.o5 ___________ i(ack .. or .. ackno;iedgemen'tf' ..... iu-s:~G'PIJ's·;-------------- fP:oJ' ............................. iaN .............. !'2a1'o/o771·6---------------l 
! ! !and @ad< "20050214" !usPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:53 I 
I ! ! iJPO· DERWENT ! ! ! I 
! ! ! !1 BM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
fs-427 ...... [6 ...................... i·ha~-dsh.ak:i~-9--;;t·h ............................ rus-~Fius; ............... i'AoJ ............................. faN ............. f2·a·1-o767/1·6------------·--l 
! ! !(restoration scheme) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:53 I 
I I I IJPO· DERWENT ! I I I 
! ! ! !IBM, TDB , I ! ! I 
1842·s------1·1-o9.97----------·lt1-a:nCist1aki.n9 .. ariCi ............................ lus~8FiiJ's·;-------------- [P:oJ' ............................ IaN-------------I2a1·a;o?71·6---------------l 
! ! !@ad<"20050214" !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:53 I 
! ! I IJPO· DERWENT I ! ! I 
! ! ! !IBM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
fs-433 ...... [4339 .............. b;;c;i8C:'tio~--c;;:--rest·c;·ra:i·ic;·;;) ......... fus:-~8F>us; .............. i'AoJ ............................. fa·N ............. f2·a·1-o767/1'6 ............... 1 

! ! !near5 parameter !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:53 I 
I ! ! !JPO· DERWENT ! ! ! I ! I I II BM, TDB , I I I I 
~34------12738--------------[(·r;·rat'8c:i·i·c;·;;--c;·r--r.estora'iio~Y------·Ius·~8Fius·;--------------·l·p:oJ' ............................ IaN----------·--I2a1·a;o?i1·6--------------l 
! ! !near5 parameter and !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:53 1 

! ! !@ad< "20050214" !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I ~ ~IBM TDB ~ I I I 

f843s ______ 1-o---------------------- f((IJrotect'ion--c;;:·;85i·c;·ra:i·ic;·;;y--·---- rus:-~8F>us;-------------- iAoJ ............................. fo'N ............. f2·a·1-oio771·6---------------l 
! ! !near5 parameter) wotj !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:53 I 
! ! !(destination node) and !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !@ad< "20050214" !1 BM TDB ! ! ! I 
i8439 ______ [a ...................... tn·r;·rat.eC:'tiori .. o7restor-a.i·;c;~--c;;:-- ju&-~Fius;--------------· ~oJ ............................. [oN ............. [2o1'o7o7i1'6 .............. 1 

! ! !config$7) near5 parameter) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:53 I 
1 I !wotj (destination node) and !JPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
i ! !@ad< "20050214" !IBM_ TDB ! ! ! 1 

!8443 ....... !'6 ...................... !recei~i-;;9--aC:k~·c;;·i8Ci9·8·m-8rii·---- rus:·ffi-pu·s;-------------- !wii_H ......................... !'oN .............. !'2o1.oTo771_6 _______________ 1 

! ! !indicat$7 parameter accept !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:53 I 
! ! !$7 destination node !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I I II BM TDB I I I I 

i8444 ______ f6 ...................... !-~-ec.ei~$·7--a.c:k·;;c;~·i8Ci9.8m·e-nt _______ !u&-~F>us;--------------- lwi·:rH------------------------·IoN----------·--I261.oi'67h6--------------l 
! ! !indicat$7 parameter accept !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:53 I 
! ! !$7 destination node !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I I II BM TDB I I I I 

!844_6 ______ Ia ...................... i;:ec:e·i~$7"ackno;i8d9ement ______ ius~Fiu·s·; ............... fviiiH ......................... ioN .............. i2o1.o7o771·6---------------l 
! ! !(parameter accept$5 !usPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:53 I 
I I !destination node) IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
I I ~ ~IBM TDB ~ I I I 
~ ; l ~ - ~ ; ; ! 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
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!84-52 ______ [4----------------------- f(para:m-et-8r$1Ynear5--inci~-d------ ru&-F>GF>us;-------------- !wi-TH _________________________ [oN _____________ [2_6_1-o76771_6 _______________ 1 

! ! !$5 near5 (domain adj type) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:53 I 
I I I IJPO· DERWENT· i I I I 
i i i 11 BM, TDB ' I i i I 

i845·4------·la----------------------[(Cio_m_a_i_n __ i'YiJ8-;--;;i·t1--(-sin9-i8:------[u-s:~-Pu·s·;-------------- fl\o:J-----------------------------·IaN--------------I2a1-67o7i1_6 _______________ 1 

~ : ~hop) ~usPAT· EPO· ~ : :15·53 1 

i i i IJPO· D,ERWENT i i i · I 
i i i II BM, TDB , i i i I 
184-55 ______ fo----------------------- !-('domain--ty-pe)--;i'tt1---(sin91_8 ________ fus-~F>us;-------------- I'Ao]-----------------------------foN-------------12-6-1-o76771-6---------------l 
! ! !near5 hop) luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:53 I 
I i i IJPO· DERWENT i i i I i I I 11 BM, TDB ' I I I I 

!845_9 ______ Ia---------------------- it-ie-ld--~-~t-t1--;n·d-ica$T~-~t-h _______________ bs:~-Pu·s·;-------------- tf\oJ' ____________________________ iaN _____________ i2o1-67o7i1-6---------------l 
! ! !((single-hop) same (multi- lusPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:53 I 
i i !hop)) IJPO· DERWENT I i i I 
i i i II BM, TDB , i i i I 
18462 ______ !·3·1·2---------------- f(sin918~t1-;;-pfsam-e-(m~it'i~----------· rus:-~F>us;-------------- IJ\o~:r----------------------------fo'N------------·f2-6_1_6i6771-6---------------l 
I I ihop) lusPAT· EPO· i I 115·53 I 
I I I IJPO; D,ERWENT; I I I · I 
I I I l1 BM TDB I I I I 

[845·5------ ia----------------------[8464-sam_e __ (_d_om·a.;r;--type) _________ ius-~8F'us_; _______________ 1-J\o:J'---------------------------- ioN _____________ i2o-1-67o7i1_6 ______________ 1 

i i ~ ~uSPAT· EPO· i i i16·53 I 
i i i IJPO· D,ERWENT i i i · I 
i i i 11 BM, TDB ' i i i I 
[8468 ______ ~6----------------------- lpar-amet-87~-it'h--in·d-iCat$5-----------· i·us:-~8P-ui3;-------------- IJ\o'J _____________________________ ro'N ______________ r2o1-oi6771'6---------------l 
! ! !same ((single hop) or lusPAT; EPO; i ! !16:53 I 
! ! !(single-hop)) same ((multi- IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !hop) or (multi hop)) and l1 BM TDB i ! ! I 
i i i@ad< "20050214" I - i i i I 
i&t69 ______ [o----------------------- i·u;-eiCi--c;;:--p-aram-eterY-~-~t-h ____________ ius-F>8F>us;--------------· i'Ao:i _____________________________ ioN _____________ i2o-1-o767h6--------------l 
! ! !indicat$5 same ((single hop) luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:53 I 
! ! !or (single-hop)) same IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !((multi-hop) or (multi hop)) IIBM_TDB ! ! ! I 
! ! !and @ad< "20050214" I ! ! ! I 
i847'6 ______ ia ______________________ i(t-i81'd--;;·r--;;arameter)--;;1-t1 ____________ iu&F'8F'u·s·;-------------- ff\oJ' _____________________________ ioN ______________ i2o1-67o771_6 _______________ 1 

! ! !(show$3 or indicat$5) same lusPAT; EPO; i ! !16:53 I 
I I !((single hop) or (single- IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
i i !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or p BM_ TDB i i i I 
! i !(multi hop)) and I I i i I 
i i l®ad< "2oo5o214" I I i i I 
!847T---- to----------------------- i'Ui8iCi·c;;:·-p-a;:a.m-eterl"~-~t-h ____________ tu&-F>GF>us;-------------- i'Ao] _____________________________ to_N _____________ [2·6·1-676771_6 _______________ 1 

i ! !(domain type) same ((multi- luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:53 I 
i ! ihop) or (multi hop)) and IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I l@ad< "20050214" 11 BM_ TDB I I I I 
1847_2 ______ 172------------------- !(f'iel'd __ o_r--;;arameter)--;;t-h ____________ lu&F'GF'u-s·;-------------- fl\oJ' ____________________________ IoN _____________ I2o1-o7o7i1_6 _______________ 1 

i i !(domain type) and IUSPAT; EPO; ! i !16:53 I 
I I l@ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
i i ~ ~IBM TDB ~ i i I 

[8475 ______ r3·1-93 _______________ f('hot--or--;ar·m--or-co-ld)--n-ear3 _____ fu&-~F>us:-------------- IJ\o'J _____________________________ ro'N _____________ r2o1-oi6771·6---------------l 
I I !standby IUSPAT; EPO; I I 116:53 I 
i I i UPO· DERWENT i I I I 
i i i II BM, TDB ' i i i I 
~ : ; ~ - 1 : : ! 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
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!84-so ______ f424 _________________ rc;;;-~'fi9$9--~-8a;?-(sta~'d1Jy _____________ rus:-F>GF>uEC ____________ !A'o:J _____________________________ faN _____________ r2·6·1-o76771_6 _______________ 1 

! ! !mode) and !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:53 I 
I I l®ad<"20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
~8-1------- 133_8 _________________ f;;c;~-t-i9$9--near5--(sia~-d-by ____________ ~~~~~Zs·;--------------- 1-P:o:J'---------------------------- joN------------- l2o1-67o7i1_6 ______________ I 
I I imode) and iUSPAT; EPO; I I 116:53 I 
I I l@ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
i i ~ ~IBM TDB ~ i i I 

[8486 ______ 1-6---------------------- bsi~918--t1oiJ)--c;;--(si~-9-18~-------------- rus:-~F>us;-------------- iAoJ _____________________________ fo'N _____________ f2·6·1-o76771_6 _______________ I 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:53 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and (domain IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !type) l1 BM_TDB i ! ! I 
i&ts_s ______ [a ______________________ tn·s;~-9-ie--h·;;-p)--;;-~--(-si~9-ie:-------------- ju&'F>G'Pus;--------------- ~o:J _____________________________ ioN _____________ i2o-1-o70'7i1_6 ______________ I 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:53 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and (parameter IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I lor field) @ad< "20050214" l1 BM_ TDB ! I I I 
:·8491"'---- i-6---------------------- i((s·i-~9i8--t1oiJ)--c;;--(s-i-~91'8~-------------- i·us:·ffip'LJ's;-------------- iP:iii _____________________________ i·aN ______________ i'2o1-oi6771_6 _______________ I 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:53 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and (type near5 IJPO; DERWENT; i ! ! I 
! ! !netowrk) l1 BM TDB i ! ! I 
i8493 ______ [6---------------------- i·(·p·a;a:~-8't8·c;;·'t;8i(j--c;;--t;i'ti ____________ ius:-~8F>us;--------------- iA'o:J _____________________________ ioN _____________ i261-o767h6 ______________ I 
! ! !with indicat$7 with ((single luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:53 I 
! ! !hop) or (single-hop)) same IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !((multi-hop) or (multi hop)) IIBM_TDB ! ! ! I 
i849_7 _____ i77123 ___________ i;;c;~-t-i9-~$5--;;t·t1--(sta~dby _____________ iu&'P8'Pu·s·;-------------- ioFi ______________________________ ioi=F ____________ i2o1-o7o771_6 _______________ 1 

I ! !path) !uSPAT· EPO· ! ! 116·53 I 

lssto Ia iibackUP patiii With ~~~us: . fAoJ ioN i2otoii57iisl 
! ! !(protection near3 luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:53 I 
! ! !parameter) IJPO ! ! ! I 
iss1_5 ______ ia ______________________ i(9·8-~er-a$5·c;;·c;;;·~'fi9-~-r$5i ___________ iu&'P8'Pu·s·;-------------- iP:oJ' _____________________________ ioN ______________ i2o1-o7o771·6--------------·l 
I I lwith (backup path) with lusPAT; EPO; I I 116:53 I 
I ! !(base or according) !JPO ! ! ! I 
!85_1_6 ______ [6---------------------· f(98~-8ra:$·s--;;·r--co~-f-ig~r$5f _________ rus:·F>GF>us;-------------- !A'o:J _____________________________ !oN _____________ !2·a·1-0'76771·6------------·-- I 
! ! !with (backup path) with luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:53 I 
! ! !("base" or "according") !JPO ! ! ! I 
iss1·7------ i2o-4 _________________ l(9·8-~8r.a$5·c;;·c;;;·~'fi9·~·r$5--;;;------ iu&F>G'Pu·s·;-------------- [P:o:J ______________________________ ioN ______________ i2o1.67o771·6------------·--l 
! ! !setup) with (backup path) IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:53 I 
lss·1·9------ t2·921 _______________ 1·(37o/2·1·6:22s·:22'8)'.·c;c:l5:-------------- t~~F>GF>us;------------·--loR _______________________________ toN _____________ t2·6·1-0'76771·6--------------·l 
1 I I lusPAT ! 1 115·53 I 
iss2·o------ 1452·9-------------- [(7o9722'6l'.·cc·l5:------------------------------·-- iusF>G'Pu·s·;--------------· [oFi _______________________________ ioN ______________ i2a;·67o771·6------------·--l 
I I i iUSPAT i I 116·53 I 

iss2T---- f44·1--------------·--· i·pse~d·;;;Tre.or--pse~Ci;;·:;;;8 ______ rus:·F>GF>us;-------------- loR _______________________________ faN _____________ f2·6·~·0'76771·6------------·-- I 
1 I I lusPAT ! 1 115·53 I 
iss2·2------ is ______________________ i(7o9722'6fcc.ls:--a:~<Tss21 ___________ iu&F>G'Pu·s·;--------------· foFi _______________________________ ioN ______________ i2a;·67o771·6------------·--l 
! ! ! !usPAT ! ! !15·53 I 
iss25 ______ f589 _________________ i·(IJ58~·d·;;;;;8·c;;·IJ58~·d·;;~;;;8---- rus:·F>GF>us;-------------- iP:o:J _____________________________ faN _____________ f2·6·~·0'76771·6------------·-- I 
! ! !or pseudo wire) luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:53 I i i i iJPO i i i I 

lss3'2 ______ Ia---------------------- i(;;58~'dc;~·~r·8--;;·r--;;58~'dc;~;·i·r8Y" iu&F>G'Pu·s·;--------------· foR _______________________________ ioN ______________ i2a1.67o7i1·6------------·--l 
! ! !and initiliz$5 lusPAT i ! !16:53 I 
' ~ ~ ~ : ' ~ ~ 
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•185·5·1------- [6 ...................... f(.pse-~Ci;:;~-i-~8--c;·~--(-pse~Cic;-------------- ru&'F>GFius;--------------· !'Ao:J ............................. [oN _____________ [2Ci1.o7Ci7h6 ______________ 1 

! ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) same !USPAT ! ! !16:53 I 
! ! !( config$7 with parameter) I ! ! ! I 
! ! !same (destination near5 I ! ! ! I 

• lsss·4------lo----------------------I;J::~Cic;~-~r-8--;;·r--(IJ58~Cio ............. b·s:ffi-p!J's·;-------------- 'P:oJ'----------------------------·IaN--------------I2a1·a/o771·6---------------l 
! ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) and IUSPAT ! ! !16:53 I 
! ! !(config same ! ! ! ! I 
I I I( acknowledgement or ack)) I I I I I 
•185.57 ______ !6 ...................... i'(88-~Ci$5--;it·h--;;c;~·t-i9$?-;ith _______ fu&'F>GFius;--------------I'Ao:J ............................. foN _____________ f2·a·1-o7Ci771_6 _______________ 1 

! ! !parameter) and (receiv$5 IUSPAT ! ! !16:53 I 
! ! !with (ack or acknowledge)) ! ! ! ! I 
! ! !and (8553) and I ! ! ! I 
i 1 i®ad< "2oo5o214" 1 I i i I 
.lsss·s------144T ............... I;;58~Cic;;;;:8--;;·r--;;58~Cic;~-~-~r-8 ______ ID&P8.PIJ's·;-------------- [<5Fi .............................. loN ............. I2a~·a/o771_6 _______________ 1 

; i i ;USPAT 1 i ;16.53 I 
• [85'59 ______ ro-...................... f(58-~Ci$5--;it·h--;;c;~·t-i9$?';ith _______ fu&.F>GFius;--------------I'Ao:J ............................. foN ............. r2·a·1-o76771_6 _______________ 1 

! ! !parameter) and (receiv$5 IUSPAT ! ! !16:53 I 
! ! !with (ack or acknowledge)) ! ! ! ! I 
! ! !and ( 8558) and I I ! ! I 
1 1 i®ad< "2oo5o214" I i 1 1 1 
•1856_1 _______ ra ...................... Rs8~Ci$5-;ith .. co-~t-i9'$T~-~it1 ______ ru&'Fi8Fius_; _______________ fP:oJ' ............................ IoN _____________ I2Ci1'o/o7i1'6 ______________ 1 

! ! !parameter) and (receiv$5 IUSPAT ! ! !16:53 I 
! ! !with ( ack or acknowledge)) I ! ! ! I 
! ! land ( 8560) and I ! ! ! I 
! ! l@ad< "20050214" I ! ! ! I 
• !ss64 ______ 1'3986648·---- f(l-~~-k--c;;--~c;~t·8--c;·~--;;a.thY ................. rus.PGPus;-------------- !oFi ............................... !o'N _____________ [2·a·1-oio771_6 _______________ 1 

! i i lusPAT; EPO; ! i !16:53 I 
i i i IJPO; DERWENT; i i i I 
I I I l1 BM TDB i I I I 

• iss65""" [1'5'667o'S'""' rTtaii$5'();"(stop$'1"'~·c;;'ki~9))"'" !us-~GPUB;"""""""' ~[)]"""""""""""""'" ioN"""""'" l261'o/67i1'6""""""" I 
I I I IUSPAT· EPO· I I 116·53 I 
i i i IJPO· o'ERWENT i i i · I 
! ! ! !IBM, TDB , I ! ! I 
L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Application No.: 11/354,569 

Applicant: Ping Pan 

Filing Date: February 14, 2006 

Docket No.: 002.P045 

Customer No.: 65638 

Confirmation No.: 6912 

Group Art Unit: 2472 

Examiner: Liu, Siming 

AMENDMENT AND RESPONSE 
TO OFFICE ACTION 

MAILED JANUARY 22, 2010 

For: 
PSEUDOWIRE PROTECTION 
USING A STANDBY PSEUDOWIRE 

SUBMITTED THROUGH EFS-WEB 

AMENDMENT 

Dear Sir: 

In response to the Office Action mailed January 22, 2010, Applicant respectfully requests 

that the following amendment be made part of the official record in the above captioned case. 

Amendments to the Claims begin on page 2 of this paper. 

Amendments to the Drawings are described on page 6 of this paper and are also included in both 

attached replacement sheets and annotated sheets. 

Remarks begin at page 7 of this paper. 
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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS: 

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the application: 

Listing of Claims: 

1. (Currently Amended) A method of providing protection to network traffic, comprising: 

sending a Pseudowire protection configuration parameter for configuring a standby 

Pseudowire between a source node and a destination node, the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter indicating a protection property associated with the standby Pseudowire_,_ 

the protection property including a priority for the standby Pseudowire; 

receiving a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement indicating whether the 

Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has been accepted by the destination node; arul 

accepting the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter by the destination node; 

using the standby Pseudowire that is configured based at least in part on the Pseudowire 

protection configuration parameter[[.]] ; and 

determining whether to preempt existing traffic on the standby Pseudowire, wherein the 

determination is based, at least in part, on the priority for the standby Pseudowire. 

2. (Original) A method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the standby Pseudowire is configured to 

provide protection to at least one primary Pseudowire. 

3. (Original) A method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the standby Pseudowire is configured to 

provide protection to at least one primary Pseudowire, and in the event that the primary 

Pseudowire fails to transfer network traffic, switching network traffic from at least one of said at 

least one primary Pseudowire to the standby Pseudowire. 

4. (Original) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the standby Pseudowire is dynamically 

selected from a plurality of connections. 

5. (Currently Amended) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the Pseudo'tvire protection 

property eonfigura-tion parameter further includes at least one of a domain type, a protection type 

or a protection scheme. 

Page 2 of 11 
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6. (Canceled) 

7. (Canceled) 

8. (Canceled) 

9. (Canceled) 

10. (Original) A method as recited in claim 1, wherein the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter is established using the Label Distribution Protocol (LDP). 

11. (Currently Amended) A system for providing protection to network traffic, comprising: 

a processor configured to: 

send a Pseudowire protection configuration parameter for configuring a standby 

Pseudowire between a source node and a destination node, the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter indicating a protection property associated with the standby 

Pseudowire, the protection property including a priority for the standby Pseudowire; 

receive a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement indicating whether the 

Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has been accepted by the destination 

node;arul 

in the even tha-t accept the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has 

been aeeepted by the destination node[[,]]~ 

use the standby Pseudowire; \vherein the standby Pseudowire that is configured 

based at least in part on the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter[[.]] ; and 

determine whether to preempt existing traffic on the standby Pseudowire, wherein 

the determination is based, at least in part, on the priority for the standby Pseudowire. 

12. (Original) A system as recited in Claim 11, wherein the standby Pseudowire is configured to 

provide protection to at least one primary Pseudowire. 

13. (Currently Amended) A system as recited in Claim 11, wherein the Pseudowire protection 
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property eonfigura-tion parameter further includes at least one of a domain type, a protection type 

or a protection scheme. 

14. (Canceled) 

15. (Canceled) 

16. (Canceled). 

17. (Currently Amended) A computer program product for configuring a Pseudowire between a 

source node and a destination node, the computer program product being embodied in a 

computer readable storage medium and comprising computer instructions for: 

sending a Pseudowire protection configuration parameter for configuring a standby 

Pseudowire between a source node and a destination node, the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter indicating a protection property associated with the standby Pseudowire, 

the protection property including a priority for the standby Pseudowire; 

receiving a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement indicating whether the 

Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has been accepted by the destination node; and 

in the even tha-t accept the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has been 

aeeepted by the destination node[[,]] ~ 

using the standby Pseudowire; \vherein the standby Pseudowire that is configured based 

at least in part on the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter[[.]] ; and 

determining whether to preempt existing traffic on the standby Pseudowire, wherein the 

determination is based, at least in part, on the priority for the standby Pseudowire. 

18. (Currently Amended) A computer program product as recited in claim 17, wherein the 

Pseudowire protection property eonfigura-tion parameter further includes at least one of a domain 

type, a protection type or a protection scheme. 

19. (Canceled) 
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20. (Canceled) 

21. (Canceled). 

22. (New) A method as recited in claim 5, wherein the domain type indicates whether the 

Pseudowire is configured in a single-hop environment where the Pseudowire includes a plurality 

of nodes coupled to a same carrier network, or a multi-hop environment where the Pseudowire 

includes a plurality of nodes coupled to several carrier networks. 

23. (New) A method as recited in claim 5, wherein the protection scheme indicates at least one 

of the following: 

or 

a 1 + 1 protection scheme, wherein the same traffic is sent over two Pseudowires; 

a 1:1 protection scheme, wherein one Pseudowire is used to protect another Pseudowire; 

a 1 :N protection scheme, wherein one Pseudowire is used to protect N other Pseudowires; 

an M:N protection scheme, wherein M Pseudowires are used to protect N other 

Pseudo wires. 

24. (New) A system as recited in claim 13, wherein the domain type indicates whether the 

Pseudowire is configured in a single-hop environment where the Pseudowire includes a plurality 

of nodes coupled to a same carrier network, or a multi-hop environment where the Pseudowire 

includes a plurality of nodes coupled to several carrier networks. 

25. (New) A system as recited in claim 13, wherein the protection scheme indicates at least one 

of the following: 

or 

a 1 + 1 protection scheme, wherein the same traffic is sent over two Pseudowires; 

a 1:1 protection scheme, wherein one Pseudowire is used to protect another Pseudowire; 

a 1 :N protection scheme, wherein one Pseudowire is used to protect N other Pseudowires; 

an M:N protection scheme, wherein M Pseudowires are used to protect N other 

Pseudo wires. 

26. (New) A computer product as recited in claim 18, wherein the domain type indicates 
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whether the Pseudowire is configured in a single-hop environment where the Pseudowire 

includes a plurality of nodes coupled to a same carrier network, or a multi-hop environment 

where the Pseudowire includes a plurality of nodes coupled to several carrier networks. 

27. (New) A computer product as recited in claim 18, wherein the protection scheme indicates at 

least one of the following: 

or 

a 1 + 1 protection scheme, wherein the same traffic is sent over two Pseudowires; 

a 1:1 protection scheme, wherein one Pseudowire is used to protect another Pseudowire; 

a 1 :N protection scheme, wherein one Pseudowire is used to protect N other Pseudowires; 

an M:N protection scheme, wherein M Pseudowires are used to protect N other 

Pseudo wires. 
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AMENDMENTS TO THE DRAWINGS: 

The attached sheets of drawings include changes to FIG. 4. Changes to FIG. 4 are 

presented to make FIG. 4 consistent with its description in the Specification. No new matter has 

been introduced. 

Attachments: Replacement Sheets for FIG. 4. 

Annotated Sheet Showing changes to FIG. 4. 
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REMARKS 

The above-referenced patent application has been reviewed in light of the Office Action 

mailed January 22, 2010 (the "Action"). In the Action, claims 10-21 were objected to due to 

informalities. Claims 1-4, 7, 11-12, 15, 17 and 20 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as 

being unpatentable over US 2003/0117950 to Huang ("Huang"), in view of US 2006/0047851 to 

Voit et al. ("Voit"), US 2004/0133692 to Blanchet et al. ("Blanchet") and US 2006/0018252 to 

Sridhar et al. ("Sridhar"). Claims 5, 13 and 18 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being 

unpatentable over Huang in view ofVoit, Blanchet and Sridhar and further in view ofUS 

2006/0046658 to Cruz et al. ("Cruz"). Claims 6, 14 and 19 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 

103(a) as being unpatentable over Huang in view ofVoit, Blanchet and Sridhar and further in 

view ofUS 6,574,477 to Rathude ("Rathude"). Finally, claims 8-9, 16 and 21 were rejected 

under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being unpatentable over Huang, Voit, Blanchet and Sridhar and 

further in view ofUS 7,200,104 to Saleh et al. ("Saleh"). 

Current Status of Claims: 

With this amendment, claims 1-5, 10-13, 17, 18 and 22-27 are pending. Applicant offers 

to amend claims 1, 5, 11, 13, 17 and 18, as presented above. Applicant has canceled claims 6-9, 

14-16 and 19-21. Applicant has also added new claims 22-27, as presented above. No new 

matter has been introduced. 

Objection to claims 10-21: 

Claims 10-21 (either canceled or amended) are included with this Response. Thus, 

Applicant requests that the objection to pending claims 10-13, 17 and 18 be withdrawn. 

Rejection of claims 1-4,11-12 and 17 under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a): 

A portion of claim 1, as currently amended, recites: 

"sending a Pseudowire protection configuration parameter 
for configuring a standby Pseudowire between a source node and a 
destination node, the Pseudowire protection configuration 
parameter indicating a protection property associated with the 
standby Pseudowire, the protection property including a priority 
for the standby Pseudowire; ... 

determining whether to preempt existing traffic on the 
standby Pseudowire, wherein the determination is based. at least in 
part. on the priority for the standbv Pseudowire." 

Emphasis added. 
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The portion of amended claim 1, as presented above, includes elements of canceled claim 

9. As admitted in the Action for the rejection of claim 9, Huang in view ofVoit, Blanchet and 

Sridhar does not disclose, "determining whether to preempt existing traffic on the standby 

Pseudowire, the determination being based at least in part on a priority associated with the 

standby Pseudowire". (See Action, page 12). The Action relies on Saleh to remedy the admitted 

deficiencies in Huang, Voit, Blanchet and Sridhar. However, Saleh does not disclose at least the 

above-emphasized portions of claim 1. 

The Action points to Saleh's description of a QoS as being "equivalent to priority." But 

Saleh merely discloses that QoS criteria can be used for selecting what nodes can be a part of a 

virtual path or VP. (See Col. 3, lines 3-8). Therefore, Saleh's description of the use ofQoS 

criteria for node selection does not disclose, "determining whether to preempt existing traffic on 

the standby Pseudowire, ... based, at least in part, on a priority associated with the standbv 

Pseudowire" (emphasis added). 

Saleh also discloses a priority or Class of Service (CoS) that determines a VP's relative 

priority for performance and restoration in the event of a failure. (See Col. 3, lines 37-41). Saleh 

further describes provisioning two distinct physical paths for a given VP, one for a primary path 

and a second for a secondary path. (See Col. 4, lines 19-24). However, Saleh merely describes 

assigning a CoS to the VP in general and does not describe separately assigning a CoS to the 

primary and secondary paths. Furthermore, the secondary path is dedicated to the given VP for 

restoration purposes and is only used in case of a failure in the primary path. (See Col. 4, 

lines 27-29). Since a CoS type of priority is assigned to only the VP in general and/or the 

secondary path is used only in case of a failure of a primary path, Saleh does not disclose, 

determining whether to preempt existing traffic on the standby Pseudowire, ... based, at least in 

part, on a priority associated with the standby Pseudowire" (emphasis added). 

For at least the above-mentioned portions of claim 1, Huang, Voit, Blanchet and Sridhar 

in view of Saleh do not support a prima facie 35 U.S. C. § 1 03( a) rejection of claim 1. Applicant 

requests that the rejection of claim 1 be withdrawn. 

Independent claims 11 and 17 include similar elements to those mentioned above for 

claim 1. Additionally, claims 2-4 and 12 depend from one of claims 1, 11 or 17. Thus, 

Applicant requests that the 35 U.S.C. §103(a) rejections of2-4, 11, 12 and also be withdrawn. 

Rejection of claims 5, 13 and 18 under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a): 

Page 9 of 11 
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Claims 5, 13 and 18 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being unpatentable over 

Huang, in view ofVoit, Blanchet and Sridhar and further in view of Cruz. Claims 5, 13 and 18 

depend from claims 1, 11 and 17, respectively. As a result, for the same reasons mentioned 

above for claim 1, Huang, Voit, Blanchet and Sridhar do not support aprimafacie 35 U.S.C. 

§103(a) rejection of claims 5, 13 and 18. Also, Cruz does not cure the above-stated deficiencies 

of Huang, Voit, Blanchet and Sridhar. Thus, Applicant requests that the 35 U.S.C. §103(a) 

rejections of claims 5, 13 and 18 be withdrawn. 

Rejection of claims 6, 8, 9, 14, 16, 19 and 21 under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a): 

Claims 6, 8, 9, 14, 16, 19 and 21 have been canceled, so this rejection is moot. 

Page 10 of 11 
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Conclusion: 

Applicant respectfully submits that claims 1-5, 10-13, 17, 18 and 22-27 are in condition 

for allowance and such action is earnestly solicited. The Examiner is respectfully requested to 

contact the undersigned by telephone at (503) 551-9442 if it is believed that such contact 

would further the examination ofthe present application. 

Date-'-: ----"4/'--"'2""'1/'--"'2'-"'-0"'-'1 0"--------

Respectfully submitted, 

by: /Ted A. Crawford/Reg. No. 50,610/ 
Ted A. Crawford 
Reg. No. 50,610 

Page 11 of 11 
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50331356760 OMIKRON IP LAW GROJ..JRECEIVED PAGE 02/03 
CENTRAL fAX CENTER 

MAR 0 5 2010 

POWER OF ATIORNEY TO PROSECUTE APPL.ICATIONS BEFORE THE USPTO 

.I he~y r~~~~ all pr.evtous powers of. attorney glvert in lh~ appll~ation Identified in the altached st.atfli'nenl under 
37CI".FU~7!mt . · · . 
1 hereby appoint; 

rll :-........... - ... ..._.,_ [ 65638 1 

·O Pmc:IHionor(G) named .ootow·(lr mom !han· ten patent practll!o~WM ore lo be 118m&d, 111tm o cLtatr>mor nurnbor mu~t bfl uaed): 

ReQili~U()rt •;:;;'. Nl'lme' RP.glnlrDilo'rJ 
Number ~;:vt-------------+-...iN~um~b!:or~.u 

1---------------+-----ct.~~,t------------4----n 

..,_ ______ _..... __ ..__ __ -+----li~:·~~----------.....---+---~1 
~----------------~--------~------~~~~----------------------~4-------~1 

P~l.l\10 chllnge·lhv com!Spt.Jooonre adtrmsa ft.Jr llie application lclcnnned ln'ih9!!11ached statement under ~1 C:FR 3. 73(b) to: 

~ ,. .,,_ .-.. ··-·-- 1 65638 1 
~D~~F~=,~o,.~.--~---------------=====~==========~----··--~--~~ 

lntlhitdrnll N9trle 

1 state 

~----------~------------------------·----~--~-------------·------------~ 
Ali910inls· NllrTTa llrltl A!fflro&S: 

Bf.\Xt!.am Solutron~:Ltd. 
OMO·t::lh«mbl)r$. Wlckl')ams Cay 1·, Road Town, 
Torl!:llaJ SriUSh Vlrgj!'l fsll:lnds 

A· COPY: of,thl!J:form; togethGJ.''~th.~.St!lt(iirill!nft.mtfOr 37 CF.R.3.13(b):{Form P'TO/SB'/'98 or eqlllVsl&rtt) Is A)qtll.nxl to be . 
tiled ltt.~~h appllcatlonJn.wtilctrthJa form l~t used. ThtH:Jtatemanf untrer 37 CfR 3.73(b) may be eompl'lrtecf. by one of . 
tho praclftlona.:! app~lnted In title form If tha apptJinted pmotltloner IJ authorized ta act on bolmlf of the a~slg!lOtJ, 
and I'TiUBt ldentltv1he·aDDIIca~ion.tn.wlllch.thls Power of·Attornt)V fs to be .flied. 

SIGNAl\JRE ofA!n!lg~ of Ronord 
'fhc indlvltlunl \'!ho~c. !iignaturo lll'llllitlc Is. "lpPllcd below ismnhnri7.Cillo act tm·l;cllnlf ofthc.IISS.ignce 

Signa litre 

Nams Anna c. Plt:chi . \ Tclllphol'le 

11110 Aulhorlz¢d: P.m.on 
'FI!fii.OdiiC'c1klll cltlnfi)~'O!I ((l·.fllqUfteC' 11)137 CF.It:f.:l'1;1;32 Rnllf,~J; ThO fill'c!ltt!aUOII II! ttq~~lrod to Obtftl11 11r lltt4fn II ,II'CIIIIljll'·b)lll'f9 pt/.IIUpwllfeh'IB bS flO (qml 
tty.tl1e.1JSf:lt01op~lln.IIP.f'IIM!lOII. conr.uatllfalll}fi&Ormfi!Oet:l'ly'3S U:$;C;122end :rr c:r=n 1.11 Md 1.111. Thl9 (!DII&clsc'"·JIII.Dilalllalecuo 11\ko'G mlm.ilot 
to ~o\Df !ntfud)l:\g OA!h0d!l$J,;Jltep!!tlng, dnr;t·$\liXI!Ittl11rtthi!'Campl41od·applloildl!n lot!" 10 tl!e·~TO. :rJIM~I )ISryCIOPCIIIdlng !IPDn fll~.lndl~a!.(.I!IIO. Any 
ocommonlt.on lhe:OIIIII~I'II oi'Uma )1011 rl!qul~:ro·oom~HfG 111Jdarm aM'Cir raggotli.OM.for ltltfUClng l!tf' blltdan,. elloUid bo-Mnl tcdl!tl Cllj!l1 tnl'oiii\II!IOn ortrcer, 
U.S. Plltllntlllld Tr~~tttiMnrtc ¢1'11eo;U.S. Capllitmei)Hlf Com~ P.O. lloi< HGD, MIXMciM YA 22l1;,.,~so .. DO ~OT SENt> VEilS CiA COMPLETED 
FO~MS·TO TliiSADDRa!SS. SEND TQ~ Commllielooorfor Pateot9, P.O. Bt.JX 14!10, Afollandrla, VAl!2313.14S~. 

/!you n;tX~dall&J.ir~Jn~ fn complr~tin{l the term; caii1-6/'JO..PT0.(1109 oiKI aorect·opl/on 2. 

PAGE 2/3 1 RCVD AT 3/5/2010 5:34:01 PM [Eastern Standard TimeJ • SVR:USPTO-EFXRf.S/3 1 DNIS:2738300 1 CSID:5033056760 1 DURATION jmm-ss):D1-32 
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,.,. . J .. · 
03/04/2010 21:00 5033056760 

RECEIVED 
OMIKRON IPOS\Yf~~AX CENTER 

MAR 0 5 2010 
PAGE 03/03 

Vnd~fthG Pa 

P'TOISSJ96 (07 ·00) 
Approved fOr U!lfl tllrcoYS~h 0713112012. OMS 0651.()0:)1 

U.S. PatMIIII'Id Trademar!< Ofnce: U,$, DEPARTMENT 01' COMMERee 
d to a collecuon Of information unleoelt <:!~ I a valid OMS cQnb'OI number. 

STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR 3.73fb) 

Applicant/Patent Qwngr~ Brixham Solutions Ltd. ---------------------------------------------------------Application No./Patent No.: _1_113_54.....:,_5_69 _____ ~---- Filed/Issue Date: _21_1_4_1'2._0_0_6 _________ _ 

Titled: 
PSEUDOWIRE PROTECTION 

Brixham Solutions ltd. 
1-----------------------------------~·a 

corporation 

(Nama Of Assignee) (Type Of Assignee, e.g., cor~mtiOn, partn9rshlp, unlvt:~lly, !W"<l>l'nment aQency. etc. 

states thQt It is: 

1. [8] the assignee of the entire r1ght title, and Interest in; 

2. 0 an assignee of less than the entire right, title, and Interest in 
(The extl!lnt (by percentage) of its ownership Interest is -----:--%);or 

3. 0 the s:x;lgnee of an undivided interest in the entirety of (a complete assignment from one of the joint Inventor$ was made) 

the patent application/patent ldenUfl~ E!bove, by virtue or either: 

A. D An assignment from the inventor(s) of the patent application/patent Identified above. The assignment was recorded in 
the United States Patent and Trademark Offioo at Reel . Frame , or ror which a 
copy therefore is attached. 

OR 

e. [8] A chain of title from the inventor(s). of the patent application/patent Identified above, to thG current assignee as follows: 

1. From: Pan, Ping To:_H..;.a_m_m_e_rli...;...;..ea;...d;....;.S;..ys;.;;te;;_ms-------~--

The document was recorded In the United States Patent and Trademark Office at 

Reel 017613 Frame 0722 ' or ror which a oopy thereof is sttached. 

2. From: 1-lammerlhead Systems, Inc. To: Brix.hani Solutions Ltd. 

The document was recorded In the United States Patent and Trademark Office at 

Reel 023810 Frame0916 , or for which a copy thereof Is attached. 

3. From: To: _______________________________ ___ 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at 

Reel Frame • or for which a copy thereof is attached. 

0 Additional documents in the chain of title are listed on a supplemental sheet(s). 

D As required by 37 CFR 3.73(b)(1 )(I), the documentary evidence of the chain of title from tt1e original owner to the assignee was, 
or concurrently is being, submittllld for recordation pursuant to 37 CFR 3.11. 

(NOTE: A separate copy (i.e., a true copy of the orlglne.r assignment doevment(s)) must be submitted to Assignment Division in 
accordance with 37 CFR Part 3, to cord the assignment in the records of the USPTO. See MPEP 302.08] 

hose title Is s ) Is authori7.ed to act on behalf of the assignee. 

3/5 /;v 
Date 

Ted A. Crawford Authorized Attorney 

Printed or T ed Name Title 
Thlo oo11(>0!1an "f lnfnrm!'tlon lo r~q~~~~ t>y 37 CI=R 3.73(b). Th" ll'lfctrNI!Ion I~ mquln;!d 10 abtnln or "'lAin • ~ol>fl! by~ Pl-l~lc wl11<:h I~ to me (end oy 1.1'19 USPTO ID 
pi'OI:)t$3) an appll~lon. COnfk:lentltdlly 13~Md by 35 U.S.C.1~:! ~nd '.37 cr=R 1.11 aMd 1,14. Thl:l coQocllol'l is nllmated to take 12 minutes to complete-. lnt<ludlr'll'! 
g:otht.ll'lng, propMI'Ig, ~nd ~u~m"~ng IN> eompiA~d application lonn ID the USII'TO. Time will vary depending upon the l~dlvldu~l e~~. Arty commants on tha amount al dill(> 
you l'l!qUI1'91D complete thhl form and/or euppestlom for 1'8ducll'l!:lltll3 burd0n. ahC10.1Id b~ sen1 to the Chl&f lnfQI'ITlatlon Officer, U.G. I"'B1anl and Trademark ornce. U.S. 
bepartment ofeommerce. P.O. Ba• 1450, Alexandrta, VA ~31:\-1-1&0. 00 NOT SENO FE!S OR COMil'LETEO FOAMS TO THIS 1\00RE!SS. SI!'ND TO: CammiAAir>nOf' 
!Qr l'atsnta,I"'.O. Box 1450, AIORndrta. VA W13-14,0, · 

II.YIXJ no«J ~/mille¢ Ill t:t>mDkillng tn1.1 form, e<~H 1-800-PT0-9199 end '116/9ct option 2. 

PAGE 313' RCVD AT 31512010 5:34:01 PM ~astern Standard Time!' SVR:USPTO-EFXRf·513 1 DNIS:2738300 1 CSID:50330~760 1 DURATION jmrn-ss):01.J2 
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• I, 

Ei3/iJi2EI10 21:.00 5033055750 OMIKRON IP LAW GROUP PAGE 01/03 

8 16325 Boones Ferry Road Suite 204 
Lake Oswego, Oregon 97035 

RECE\VED 
CENTRALrAXCENTER 

P: 503.719.9473 
MAR 0 5 10\0 

F: 503.305.5760 

OmikroniPlawGroup 

Facsimile Cover Sheet 

To: USPTO 

Fax Number: (571) 273-8300 
Phone Number: 

From: Lindsey Hunt 

Fax Number: (503) 305w6760 

Phone Number: (503) 719-9473 

Date: March 5, 2010 

Pages including this.cover 
page: 3 

Please find attached the following: 

Power of Attorney to Prosecute Application Before the USPTO appointing 
Customer Number 65638 

Statement Under 37 CFR 3.73(b) for Application No. 11/354,569 

CERTIFICATE OF FACSIMILE 

I hereby certify that this correspondance (along with any paper referred to as being attaehed or enclosed) Is being 
facsimile transmitted to the United States Patent and Trademerl< Office (F'ax No. {571) 273-8300 on March 5 . 

2010. ~~ 
_M~.II...S..2Qj_O ~ 
Date ---- i;,latUre 

Lindsey H~r.~.n~.~_t'""""""._.,..-=---
Typed or printed name of person signing Certificate 
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11/354,569 PAN, PING 

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit 

I SIMING LIU 2472 

-- The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address -
Period for Reply 

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE ;z MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS, 
WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION. 

Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed 
after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication. 
If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication. 
Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133). 
Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any 
eamed patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b). 

Status 

Responsive to communication(s) filed on 1212212009. 

This action is FINAL. 2b)IZJ This action is non-final. 

1 )IZJ 

2a)0 

3)0 Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is 

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213. 

Disposition of Claims 

4)1ZJ Claim(s) 1-21 is/are pending in the application. 

4a) Of the above claim(s) __ is/are withdrawn from consideration. 

5)0 Claim(s) __ is/are allowed. 

6)1Z! Claim(s) 1-21 is/are rejected. 

7)0 Claim(s) __ is/are objected to. 

8)0 Claim(s) __ are subject to restriction and/or election requirement. 

Application Papers 

9)0 The specification is objected to by the Examiner. 

10)0 The drawing(s) filed on __ is/are: a)O accepted or b)O objected to by the Examiner. 

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a). 

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121 (d). 

11 )0 The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PT0-152. 

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119 

12)0 Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f). 

a)O All b)O Some* c)O None of: 

1.0 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received. 

2.0 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. __ . 

3.0 Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage 

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17 .2(a)). 

*See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received. 

Attachment(s) 

1) IZJ Notice of References Cited (PT0-892) 

2) 0 Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review (PT0-948) 

4) 0 Interview Summary (PT0-413) 
Paper No(s)/Mail Date. __ . 

5) 0 Notice of Informal Patent Application 3) 0 Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08) 
Paper No(s)/Mail Date __ . 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Off1ce 

PTOL-326 (Rev. 08-06) 

6) 0 Other: __ . 

Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20100114 
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DETAILED ACTION 

Response to Arguments 

Page 2 

1. Applicant's arguments filed on 12/22/2009 have been fully considered but they 

are not persuasive. First, applicant's argument is not directed the most recent office 

action. Applicant still response to the first office action sent on 11/20/2008. However, a 

more recent office action was sent out on 06/22/2009. 

2. Regarding to applicant's argument that it's not obvious to combine the references 

to obtain the claimed invention. Applicant' specially mentioned the invention solves long 

felt but unresolved needs and failure of others to provide adequate Pseudowire 

protection. However, reference Voit teaches Pseudowire and Pseudowire protection. 

Therefore, the concept of provide adepquate Pseudowire protection is not new giving 

the reference Voit, US 2006/0047851 A1. 

Claim Objections 

1. Claims 10-21 are objected to because of the following informalities: Claims 11-

21 are not received with the RCE application. Only a portion of claim 10 is received. 

However, base on the submitted claims 1-9. Applicant seems want to keep the original 
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claims and forgot to copy and paste the previous presented claims. The claims 10-21 

are examined based on the assumption that those claims are still same as the previous 

presented claim set filled on 02/24/2009. Appropriate correction is required. 

Claim Rejections- 35 USC§ 103 

1. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) which forms the basis for all 

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action: 

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set 
forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and 
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the 
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. 
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made. 

2. Claims 1-4, 7, 11-12, 15, 17, 20 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being 

unpatentable over Huang US 2003/0117950 A 1, in view of Voit US 2006/004 7851 A 1, 

further in view of Blanchet US 2004/0133692 A 1, further in view of Sridhar US 

2006/0018252 A 1. 

3. Regarding claim 1, Huang teaches a method of providing protection to network 

traffic (Huang, page 2, [0015], lines 1-6), comprising: 

sending (Huang, page 2, [0016], right column, line 1: "receiving a request to set up". 

There must be sending, thus receiving can happen) a ... protection configuration 

parameter (Huang, page 2, [0016], right column, lines 2-4: "the request specifying a 

required protection bandwidth for the label switched path segment", "required protection 

bandwidth" can be considered as a protection configuration parameter) for configuring a 

standby ... between a source node and a destination node (Huang, page 2, [0016], right 
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column, lines 4-5: "and determining a backup route to the tail end node"), ... ; receiving a 

... configuration acknowledgement indicating whether the ... protection configuration 

parameter has been accepted by the destination node; and 

accepting the ... protection configuration parameter by the destination node, using the 

standby ... (Huang, page 2, [0016], right column, lines 6-14: In response of the request 

of setting up a label switched path segment over a direct connection between two 

nodes, a backup route is also being determined); 

using the standby path that is configured based at least in part on the ... protection 

configuration parameter (Huang, page 2, [0016], right column, lines 8-12: "The method 

also includes signaling to reserve the required protection bandwidth along the backup 

route, receiving confirmation of reservation of the required protection bandwidth and 

generating a backup connection map", required protection bandwidth as a configuration 

parameter is a major factor in the backup path forming). 

Huang doesn't expressly teach Pseudowire and Pseudowire protection. 

Voit teaches Pseudowire (Voit, page 2, [0011], lines 2-7) and Pseudowire 

protection (Voit, page 4, [0046], lines 1-3: "a network topology is provided with 

redundant pseudowire connections ... "). 

At the time of the invention was made, it would have been obvious to a person of 

ordinary skill in the art to implement Pseudowire as a type of network service in the 

system disclosed by Huang in order to increase communication security since Voit 

teaches that PWs can provide point-to-point connectivity and are similar to virtual 

private link. Voit also teaches providing data traffic protection for primary Pseudowire 
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path (Voit, page 4, [0046], lines 1-3). Both Huang and Voit are in the same field of 

endeavor (network transfer) and are directed to the same problem sought to be solved 

(data traffic protection). 

Huang in view of Voit doesn't expressly teach that receiving a configuration 

acknowledgement indicating whether the configuration parameter has been accepted by 

the destination node. 

Blanchet teaches that receiving a configuration acknowledgement indicating 

whether the configuration parameter has been accepted by the destination node 

(Blanchet, page 4, [0035], lines 2-4 ). 

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary 

skill in the art to modify the system to send an ACK indicating the acceptance of the 

configuration parameters in the system disclosed by Huang in view of Voit in order to 

makes the system more reliable. Both Huang in view of Voit and Blanchet are in the 

same field of endeavor (Network transfer). 

Huang in view of Voit and Blanchet doesn't expressly teach that the configuration 

parameter indicating a protection property associated with the standby link. 

Sridhar teaches that the configuration parameter indicating a protection property 

associated with the standby link (Sridar, [0031], lines 3-10: it is noted the backup path 

setup is based on one of the three protection schemes, the parameter indicate the type 

of protection scheme is considered as the configuration parameters). 

At the time of the invention was made, it would have been obvious to a person of 

ordinary skill in the art to configure a backup path based on the configuration 
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parameters which indicate a property associated with the standby link in the system 

disclosed by Huang in view of Voit and Blanchet in order increase the efficiency of the 

system. Since not all primarily paths have the same risk, it enables the system to weight 

the risk and assign proper resources to each primary path for protection. Both Huang in 

view of Voit, Blanchet and Sridhar are in the same field of endeavor (Network transfer) 

and are directed to the same problem sought to be solved (data traffic protection). 

1. Regarding claims 2, 12, Huang in view of Voit, Blanchet and Sridhar further 

teaches the standby (Huang, page 2, [0016], right column, lines 5: "backup" is 

equivalent to standby in the context) Pseudowire (VOlT, [0002], lines 1-2) is configured 

to provide protection to at least one primary (Huang, page 1, [0008], lines 2-4) 

Pseudowire. 

2. Regarding claim 3, Huang in view of Voit, Blanchet and Sridhar further teaches 

the standby Pseudowire is configured to provide protection to at least one primary 

Pseudowire (Huang, page 1, [0008], lines 2-4), and in the event that the primary 

Pseudowire (VOlT, [0002], lines 1-2) fails to transfer network traffic (Huang, page 2, 

[001 0], line 5: "when a fault is discovered in a single link between two nodes along a 

path"), switching network traffic from at least one of said at least one primary 

Pseudowire to the standby Pseudowire (Huang, page 2, [001 0], lines 9-10: "switches 

the traffic that was using the connection to the alternate path", the limitation 

"Psedudowire" has been discussed). 
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3. Regarding claim 4, Huang in view of Voit, Blanchet and Sridhar further teaches 

the standby Pseudowire is dynamically selected from a plurality of connections (Huang, 

page 4, [0040], lines 12-14: "The backup route may, for instance, be selected from a 

table of routes that have been pre-computed to connect the head end node 1 02A to the 

tail end node 1 02B"; page 4, [0040], right column, lines 1-2: "a backup route can be 

determined instantaneously by the head end node 1 02A given information about the 

current state of the network 1 00"). 

4. Regarding claims 7, 15, 20, Huang in view of Voit, Blanchet and Sridhar further 

teaches the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter includes a protection 

scheme (Sridar, [0031], lines 3-10: it is noted the backup path setup is based on one of 

the three protection schemes, the parameter indicate the type of protection scheme is 

considered as the configuration parameters). 

5. Regarding claim 10, Huang in view of Voit, Blanchet and Sridhar further teaches 

the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter is established using the Label 

Distribution Protocol (LOP) (Huang, page 1, [0005], right column, last 3 lines). 

6. Regarding claim 11, Huang in view of Voit, Blanchet and Sridhar teaches a 

system for providing protection to network traffic, comprising: 

a processor (Blanchet, Fig. 2, element 50: It's inherent, since all computers have at 
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least one processor) configured to: 

send a Pseudowire protection configuration parameter for configuring a 
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standby Pseudowire between a source node and a destination node, the Pseudowire 

protection configuration parameter indicating a protection property associated with the 

standby Pseudowire; and 

receive a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement indicating whether 

the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has been accepted by the 

destination node; and in the event that the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter has been accepted by the destination node, use the standby Pseudowire; 

wherein the standby Pseudowire is configured based at least in part on the 

Pseudowire protection configuration parameter; and a memory coupled to the 

processor, configured to provide the processor with instructions (Blanchet, Fig. 2, 

element 50: it's inherent since all computers have a memory coupled to a processor, 

and provide instructions with processor). (All of the remaining limitations have been 

discussed in claim 1) 

7. Regarding claim 17, Huang in view of Voit, Blanchet and Sridhar teaches a 

computer program product (Huang, page 2, [0013]: "the 'gold' level of service 

protection" is a computer program product) for configuring a Pseudowire between a 

source node and a destination node, the computer program product being embodied in 

a computer readable storage medium and comprising computer instructions (Blanchet, 

Fig. 2, element 50: it's inherent, since all computers have memory and can give 
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computer instructions) for: 

sending a Pseudowire protection configuration parameter for configuring a 

Page 9 

standby Pseudowire between a source node and a destination node, the Pseudowire 

protection configuration parameter indicating a protection property associated with the 

standby Pseudowire; 

receiving a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement indicating whether the 

Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has been accepted by the destination 

node; and in the event that the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has been 

accepted by the destination node, using the standby Pseudowire; wherein the standby 

Pseudowire is configured based at least in part on the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter (All of the remaining limitations have been discussed in claim 

1 ). 

8. Claims 5, 13, 18 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) as being unpatentable over 

under 35 U .S.C. 1 03(a) as being unpatentable over Huang, in view of Voit, Blanchet 

and Sridhar, further in view of Cruz, US 2006/0046658 A 1. 

9. Regarding claims 5, 13, 18, Huang in view of VOlT, Blanchet and Sridhar as 

applied in claim above teaches a method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the Pseudowire 

(VOlT, [0002], lines 1-2) protection configuration parameter (Huang, page 2, [0016], 

right column, lines 2-4: "the request specifying a required protection bandwidth for the 

label switched path segment", "required protection bandwidth" is equivalent to a 

protection configuration parameter) includes ... 
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Huang in view of Voit, Blanchet and Sridhar doesn't expressly teach that a 

domain type. 

Cruz teaches a domain type (Cruz, page 1, para 0017, line 2: According to the 

specification of the application, domain type is about whether the network is either multi-

hop or single hop). 

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary 

skill in the art to modify the configuration parameter to include domain type. The reason 

is that by including domain type in the configuration parameter, it would be more 

accurate to select a desire standby path, given that you have more information about 

the network. The method of change the configuration parameter by including the 

domain type of Huang in view of VOlT, Blanchet and Sridhar was within the ordinary 

ability of one of ordinary skill in the art based on the teachings of Cruz. 

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of the ordinary skill in the art to 

combine the teachings of Huang, VOlT, Blanchet, Sridhar and Cruz to obtain the 

invention as specified in claims 5, 13, 18. 

10. Claims 6, 14, 19 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over 

Huang in view of VOlT, Blanchet and Sridhar, further in view of Rathunde, US 

6,574,477 B1. 

11. Regarding claims 6, 14, 19, Huang in view of Voit, Blanchet and Sridhar teaches 

a method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter (previous discussed) includes ... 
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Huang in view of Voit, Blanchet and Sridhar doesn't expressly teach that a 

protection type. 

Rathunde teaches a protection type (Rathunde, col 9, line 3: "type of standby 

mode", according to the specification of the application, protection type just means what 

type of standby mode). 

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary 

skill in the art to modify the configuration parameter to include a protection type. The 

reason is that by including protection type in the configuration parameter, it would be 

more accurate to select a desire standby path, given that you have more information 

about the network. The method of change the configuration parameter by including the 

protection type of Huang in view of VOlT and Blanchet was within the ordinary ability of 

one of ordinary skill in the art based on the teachings of Rathunde. 

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of the ordinary skill in the art to 

combine the teachings of Huang, VOlT, Blanchet and Rathunde to obtain the invention 

as specified in claims 6, 14, 19. 

12. Claims 8-9, 16, 21 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) as being unpatentable 

over Huang, Voit, Blanchet and Sridhar, further in view of Saleh, US 7,200,104 B2. 

13. Regarding claims 8, 16, 21, Huang in view of Voit, Blanchet and Sridhar teaches 

a method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter (previous discussed) includes a ... 
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Huang in view of Voit, Blanchet and Sridhar doesn't expressly teach that a 

priority. 

Saleh teaches a priority (Saleh, col 3, line 38: "restoration priority level"). 

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary 

skill in the art to modify the configuration parameter to include priority. The reason is 

that by including domain type in the configuration parameter, it would be more accurate 

to select a desire standby path, given that you have more information about the 

network. The method of change the configuration parameter by including the domain 

type of Huang in view of Voit and Blanchet was within the ordinary ability of one of 

ordinary skill in the art based on the teachings of Saleh. 

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of the ordinary skill in the art to 

combine the teachings of Huang, Voit, Blanchet and Saleh to obtain the invention as 

specified in claims 8, 16, 21. 

14. Regarding claim 9, Huang in view of Voit, Blanchet and Sridhar teaches a 

method as recited in Claim 1, further including determining whether to preempt existing 

traffic on the standby Pseudowire, the determination being based at least in part on a 

priority associated with the standby Pseudowire (Saleh, col 3, lines 3-8: QoS is 

equivalent to priority). 
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Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 

examiner should be directed to SIMING LIU whose telephone number is (571 )270-3859. 

The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Friday 8:30am-5:00pm. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 

supervisor, William Trost can be reached on 571-272-7872. The fax phone number for 

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300. 

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the 

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for 

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. 

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only. 

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should 

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic 

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a 

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information 

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000. 

IS. L./ 
Examiner, Art Unit 2472 

/William Trost/ 
Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art 
Unit 2472 
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! ! !same (config$7 parameter IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !$1) @ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i ~ ~IBM TDB ~ i i I 

k62 _________ f2-576T __________ kc;;;·nti9-$7";;arameter$-1T _____________ fus-~F>uEC ____________ iA'o:J _____________________________ foN-------------f2·6·1-o761'71-5---------------l 
I I I luSP'AT· EPO· i I 111·55 I 
~ : ~ ~ ' ' ' : : . \ 

I i i IJPO· DERWENT i i i I 
i I I 11 BM, TDB ' I I I I 

k6·3---------15s233-----------[(ack--or--ackno;iedgemen1Y-------Iu-s:~-PIJ's-;-------------- [J\oT--------------------------IoN-------------I2o1-6/o1i1_5 _______________ I 
! i !and @ad< "20050214" IUSPAT; EPO; ! i !11 :55 I 
i i I IJPO· DERWENT I i i I 
i i i II BM, TDB , i i i I 
k64 _________ [3·1--------------------- rrack·c;;--a_ck~-;;;,-ec;9·8;n-e~·ty------- rus-~F>us:-------------- iP.o:J-----------------------------IoN-------------12·6·1-o76'1'11'5---------------l 
! ! !and (restoration scheme) luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
I I land @ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
i i i !IBM_ TDB i i i I fL:6_5 _________ 11_5_3 _________________ [L.55-;i1t1---(1Jar-arnet_e_r$1Y;;t-t1--- [u&-F>8F>us_; _______________ fl\oJ' ____________________________ IoN _____________ I2o1-67o1i1_5 ______________ 1 

i i l(destin$7 node) IUSPAT; EPO; ! i !11 :55 I 
i i i IJPO· DERWENT I i i I 
i i i 11 BM, TDB ' i i i I 

fL.66 __________ 1-6----------------------- i·ha~-dsh.ak:i~9--~-;t·h---------------------------· i·us:-~8F>us;-------------- i'Ao'J----------------------------·fa'N------------·f2·a·1-o'76.1'71·5---------------l 
! ! !(restoration scheme) luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
i i I I PO· . I i i 1 i i ~ ~J , DERWENT, ~ i i 1 

I I I l1 BM TDB I I I I 

k6T _______ f:;-6895 ____________ i-t;·a_~-d-sh-aki~-9--a:n·d-----------------------------lus-~8F>us;--------------·lp:o:J-----------------------------IoN-------------I261-o761-i1K-------------I 
! i !@ad< "20050214" IUSPAT; EPO; ! i !11 :55 I 
i i I IJPO· DERWENT i i i I 
i i i II BM, TDB , I i i I 
~~~~~~~~'''''''''" ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''• ~''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''=''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''" ~'''''''''''''''''''" ~'''''''''n''''''''''''''''''''''''''''" ~ 
!L68 !797 !handshaking and IU&PGPUB; iADJ !ON !201 0/01/15 I 
! ! i@ad<"20050214" and (L39 lusPAT; EPO; i ! !11:55 I 
! ! !with L40) IJPO; DERWENT; i ! ! I 
I I I II BM TDB I I I I 

k59---------·12----------------------- !-~-6553'634:::1J~-:----------------------------------· fus-~F>us;--------------· iA'o:J ______________________________ faN ______________ f2·6·1-o7o'171_5 _______________ I 
1 1 I lusPAT· EPO· i 1 111·55 I 
~ : ~ ~ ' ' ' : : . \ 

I I I IJPO· DERWENT i I I I 
i i i 11 BM, TDB ' I i i I 

kiD' ________ i-1-1·4----------------- 1(~-i-rt~-a:;-IJa:i-hl"'anCi--------------------------- ius~F>u·s·;-------------- fl\oT ___________________________ iaN ______________ !'2a1-6/o1i1_5 _______________ 1 

I I !((protection or restoration) lusPAT; EPO; I I 111:55 I 
! ! !near5 scheme) and priority IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i ~ ~IBM TDB ~ i i I 

k11 __________ f:;-66----------------- 1-(~;;:t-~-a;--;;·a_t-h'l"an'd---------------------------· fu&-~F>us;--------------· iA'o:J _____________________________ fa-N _____________ [2-6'1'0'761'71-5---------------1 
! ! !((protection or restoration) luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !near5 scheme) and priority IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i !and @ad< "20050214" II BM TDB ! i i I 
:''''''''~''''''''" :''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''v ~'''~'''''='''''''''''''''''''''''''" ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''" :''''''''''''''''''''" :''''''''''"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''" ~ 
IL72 14061 !(protection or restoration) IU&PGPUB; IADJ iON 12010/01/15 I 
! ! :near5 parameter IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 1 

i i ~ ~JPO· DERWENT ~ i i I 

i i i II BM, TDB , i i i I 
; ; l ~ - ~ ; ; ! 
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!L.73 _________ f2-7o2 ______________ f(proi-8C:'iion--or--rest'o-rai-;;;-ny-------- rus:-F>GF>uEC ____________ !A'o:J _____________________________ [oN _____________ f2'6'1'o761'71_5 _______________ I 
! ! !near5 parameter and !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
I I l®ad<"20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
tL:74 _________ 17---------------------- f(-('f)'ra1'8'Ci'iori--c;-r--r-es'tora1ion_) _______ ~~~~~Zs-;-------------- tP:o:T ___________________________ loN _____________ l2a1'67o1/'1'5---------------l 
! ! !near5 parameter) with (L55) IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !and (destin$? near3 node) IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! I !and @ad< "20050214" p BM_ TDB ! I I I 
!L.75 __________ f2T _________________ fUIJrotect'ion--or-rest_o_ra:i·;c;-ny------- rus:-F>GF>us;-------------- !P.oJ _____________________________ faN' _____________ f2'6'1'o76'1'71_5 _______________ 1 

! ! !near5 parameter) and luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !(handshaking) and IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !@ad< "20050214" l1 BM TDB ! ! ! I 
i'L:7_6 _________ j?6 ____________________ t(·(·;;-rot-ect_i_c;r;--c;·r--r-es'torat'ion'l" _____ !us~Pus_; _______________ i'P:oT __________________________ joN _____________ j2o1-67o1i1_5 ______________ I 
! ! !near5 parameter) and !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 1 

! ! !(destination node) and iJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! i@ad< "20050214" II BM TDB ! ! ! I 
[L:?i _________ i-6---------------------- i((IJr-otect-;;;·n--;;-r--re-si-c;ra:i·i-oni _______ i·us:-~p'LJ's;-------------- tP:oJ ______________________________ i·aN-------------· i·2a1'6i6'1'i1_5 _______________ I 
! ! !near5 parameter) wotj luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !(destination node) and IJPO; DERWENT; i ! ! I 
! ! i@ad< "20050214" l1 BM TDB i ! ! I 
jL:?s _________ Ia _______________________ j'('(';;-r;;i-8C:'iion---c;;--r8st'o_r_a1-;;;·n--or--- jus:-~8F>us;--------------- iA'o:J _____________________________ joN _____________ j261-o761'i1K _____________ I 
! ! !config$7) near5 parameter) !USPAT; EPO; I ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !wotj (destination node) and IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !@ad< "20050214" !1 BM TDB ! ! ! I 
~ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. : .... .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ~ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ~ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._ .. =.._ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._._, ~ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. : .... .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. : .... .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ! 
!L79 !16 !((protection or restoration or !U&PGPUB; !ADJ !ON !2010/01/15 I 
! ! !config$7) near5 parameter) lusPAT; EPO; i ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !with (destination node) and IJPO; DERWENT; i ! ! I 
! ! i@ad< "20050214" II BM TDB i ! ! I 
!L.so _________ [4----------------------· i'('(IJro-iect'ion--or--rest-;;-ra:i·;;;·n--;;-r--- [us:-~8F>us;-------------- iA'o:J _____________________________ [oN _____________ [2·a·1-o761'71_5 _______________ I 
! ! !config$7) near2 parameter) luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !with (destination node) and IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !@ad< "20050214" II BM TDB ! ! ! I i'Ls_1 __________ i693 _________________ jt;·a:nCishaki-n9--ariCi ____________________________ ju&~8Pu·s·;-------------- jP:oT ___________________________ ioN ______________ i2o1-67o1i1_5 _______________ 1 

! ! i@ad< "20050214" and IUSPAT; EPO; I ! !11 :55 I 
I I l(config$7 parameter) IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
i i ~ ~IBM TDB ~ i i I 

ks2 _________ [6---------------------- !-recei~-~n9--ack-no~-~8Ci98m-ent' _____ fus:-~F>us;-------------- lwi-TH _________________________ fa-N------------- l2-6'1'o761'71_5 _______________ I 
I I lindicat$7 parameter accept luSPAT; EPO; ! I 111 :55 I 
I ! l$7 destination node IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i il BM TDB i i i I 

ks-3 _________ Ia---------------------- lrece-i~$7"ackno;iedgement ______ lus~Pu·s·;-------------- [viliH _________________________ loN _____________ l2o1-67o1i1'5---------------l 
I ! pndicat$7 parameter accept IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! 1$7 destination node iJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I I II BM TDB i I I I 

ks4""""' [325"""""""'" rrecei~$7"ackn'o;I8Ci9'8'nlent"""' fuS:'~F>us:""""""" lwi'TH""""""""""""' lo'N""""""' l2o1'oi6'1'71'5"""""""' I 
I ! !destination node lusPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
I ! ! !JPO· DERWENT ! ! ! I 
I ! ! !IBM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
fL:s_5 _________ ia ______________________ frecei~$7"ack-no;i8'd98ment ______ ius-~Pus;--------------- i·wl-iH _________________________ iaN _____________ i261-o7o1i1_5 ______________ I 
! ! !(parameter accept$5 !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 1 

! ! !destination node) IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I I 11 BM TDB i I I I 
; 1 l ~ - ~ ; ; ! 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
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!i::1'o1 _______ [2-58 _________________ f(si~-9-18~t1-;;-;;y-5a~8-(;;;-~iti~---------- ru&-F>GF>uE;;-------------- !A'o:J _____________________________ [oN _____________ f2_6_1-o761'71_5 _______________ 1 

! ! !hop) !usPAT; EPO; i ! !11 :55 I 
I I I IJPO· DERWENT· i I I I 
i i i 11 BM, TDB ' I i i I 

k1-62------·1-1·8-------------------l(f'i8-lcr;;·r--;;ara~818r)---sa.;;;-e---------lu-s:~-PIJ's-;-------------- [J\o:J-----------------------------·IaN-------------·I2a1'6/o1'i1_5 _______________ 1 

1 I l((single-hop) same (multi- IUSPAT; EPO; 1 I 111:55 I 
i i ~hop)) ~JPO· DERWENT ~ i i 1 

i i i II BM, TDB , i i i I 
fi::1'o3 _______ [4·1·5----------------- !-((si~-9-18 __ il_oiJ)---c;;:--(5i~-9-18~-------------- fu&-~F>uE;;-------------- iA'o:J-----------------------------IoN-------------12·6·1-o761'71-5---------------l 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i il BM TDB i i i I 

fL:1'64------~35--------------------~(-;;·a.~a~-eter-or-ti8i(j')--sa;;;e---------lus~'Pus·;-------------- rf\o:J _____________________________ loN _____________ l2o1'6T61/'1'5---------------I 
I I il 103 iUSPAT; EPO; I I 111:55 I 
i i I IJPO· DERWENT I i i I 
i i i 11 BM, TDB ' i i i I 

f1::1'o6 _______ !-1-5o ________________ bsin918--iloiJ)--c;;:--(5i~-9-18~-------------· rus:-~F>us;-------------- IJ\o~:r----------------------------lo"N------------·12·6·1-o-76-1'71·5---------------l 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i ! !@ad< "20050214" l1 BM TDB ! ! ! I 
k1·1·a------ ia ______________________ kt·i-eiCi--c;·~--;;a.~a~-eter)--;;t·il------------ iu&-~8F'us_; _______________ i·J\oT __________________________ ioN _____________ i2o-1-6/o1i1_5 ______________ 1 

! i !(domain type) same ((multi- IUSPAT; EPO; ! i !11 :55 I 
! ! ihop) or (multi hop)) and IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! i@ad< "20050214" II BM TDB ! ! ! I 
[L::;-:;·1-------· i·y-1-------------------- i(t-ie-id--or--;;ara~8i-8r)--;itil ____________ i·us:-~8PU's;-------------- [1\o:J-----------------------------· bN-------------· i·2a1-6i6-1'i1_5 _______________ 1 

! ! !(domain type) and lusPAT; EPO; i ! !11 :55 I 
I i i@ad< "20050214" IJPO· DERWENT i i i I 
i i i II BM, TDB , i i i I 
1~::1"1'2------[:;K------------------ i·u;-e;(J--c;;:--;;·a.;:a:~-eterl"~-;i·il------------lus-~8F>us;--------------·IA'o:J _____________________________ ioN _____________ i261-o70'1-i1-s--------------l 
i ! !(indicat$5 or show$5) with IUSPAT; EPO; I i !11 :55 I 
! ! !(domain type) and IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! i i@ad< "20050214" II BM TDB ! i i I 
~ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. : .... .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ~ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ~ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._ .. =.._ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._._, ~ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. : .... .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. : .... .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ! 
!L113 !1 !(protection type) and IU&PGPUB; iADJ !ON !2010/01/15 I 
! ! !(standby path) lusPAT; EPO; i ! !11 :55 I 
I i i IJPO· DERWENT i i i I 
i i i II BM, TDB ' i i i I 
i1::1'1_4 ______ [2-982 ______________ !-(iloi--c;;:·;ar-~--c;;:·c;;;-l(jf~-8ar3 _____ fus-~F>us;-------------- !P:o:J-----------------------------fo-N-------------12-6_1_0'761'71-5---------------I 
I I !standby luSPAT; EPO; ! I 111 :55 I 
I I I IJPO· DERWENT i I I I 
i i i 11 BM, TDB ' I i i I 

k:;-1·5------1292-----------------l(il-;;t--anei-c:;;·ldl"sa~e-sta~-d-by--lus:~;;u·s·;-------------- [J\oT--------------------------·IaN-------------·I2a1-6/o1'i1_5 _______________ 1 

! i land @ad<"20050214" IUSPAT; EPO; I i !11:55 I 
I i i IJPO· DERWENT i i i I 
I i i II BM, TDB , i i i I 
fi::1'1_6 _______ [52-------------------- kilat--a~-d--coieii---and __________________________ fus:-~F>us;-------------- iA'o:J-----------------------------fo-N-------------12-6_1_0'761'71-5---------------I 
I ! !(parameter with standby) luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
I I land @ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
I'L1_1_T----j21 ____________________ f(t-i81Ci--~-~i-t1--;~-d-icai$5-;itil ____________ ~~~~~~6-;--------------- [J\oT--------------------------IoN-------------I2a-1-67o1'i1_5 _______________ I 
! ! !(standby mode)) and IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 1 

I ! l@ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i ~ ~IBM TDB ~ i i I 
; 1 ~ ~ - ~ ; ; ! 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
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!1::1'1'8 _______ f725 _________________ rc;;;-~'fi9$9--;ii_h __ (_st-a~CiiJy ________________ ru&'F>GF>uEC ____________ !A'o:J _____________________________ raN _____________ f2'6'1'o70'1'71'5 _______________ 1 

! ! !mode) and !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
I I l@ad<"20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
i i i !IBM_ TDB i i i I 
fL:1'1'9""" [42'1""""""""" fcon't'ig$9"near7"(stan'd'by"""""" [u&F'G'Pus';""""""'" rAoJ'"""""""""""""" [oN""""""' [2o1'6/o1i1'5""""""" I 
I I imode) and iUSPAT; EPO; I I 111 :55 I 
I I l@ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
i i ~ ~IBM TDB ~ i i I 

[1::1'2'6 _______ l-336 ________________ ~o-n'fi9'$'9"n'8a~5--(sta~CiiJy _____________ rus:-~F>us;-------------- iAoJ _____________________________ fo'N _____________ f2'6'1'oi6'1'71'5 _______________ I 
! ! !mode) and !usPAT; EPO; i ! !11 :55 I 
I I l@ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
i i i !IBM_ TDB i i i I fL:1'21 _______ [2o3 _________________ fcon.fi9$9--~8a.;3--(sian·d-by ____________ [u&'ffi'Pus;--------------- I'Ao:J _____________________________ ioN _____________ 120'1'o70'1i1'5 ______________ 1 

I I imode) and iUSPAT; EPO; I I 111 :55 I 
! ! l®ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I i il BM TDB i I I I 

b-2·2----·-- 1·7'--------------------· lcont.i9.$9--~·8ar3 __ (.st·a.·nc;iJy ____________ i·us:·~PDs;-------------- fP:oJ'--------------------------·-- 1-or:,j-------------- i·2a1.oio.1'i1·5------------·-- I 
! ! !mode) and !usPAT; EPO; i ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !@ad<"20050214" and (hot !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !and cold) !IBM TDB i ! ! I 
ii:i23------t9----------------------· i·typ·e--~·;t·h--(.si·a.·nCiiJy--~·;;·d·ei __________ ius:·~8F>us;--------------· iA'o:J--------------------------·-- toN------------· t20'1.o70'1.i1K----------·-- I 
! ! !and @ad< "20050214" and !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !(hot and cold) !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i il BM TDB i i i I 

b-24 ______ 14---------------------- ft-y;J8'n8a.;3--(stan_d,by--~-c;c;8) ______ iu&~8'Pu's';-------------- fP:oJ' _____________________________ ioN ______________ !'2a1'o7o1i1'5--------------·l 
! ! !and @ad< "20050214" and !usPAT; EPO; i ! !11 :55 I 
I I l(hot and cold) IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
i i ~ ~IBM TDB ~ i i I 

k1-25 _______ [0'---------------------- i-((sin9_1_e __ h_;;;;)---;;;--(sin'9'18~-------------- rus:-~8F>us;-------------- iA'o:J _____________________________ fa-N _____________ [2'6'1'o70'1'71'5""""""'" I 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and (domain !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i I ltype) 11 BM_TDB I i i I 
, ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ,..................................................................................................................... ... ................................................................................................................ , ............................................................. ,......................................................................................................................... ~ 

!L126 !150 !((single hop) or (single- IU&PGPUB; IADJ !ON !2010/01/15 I 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and UPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! l®ad< "20050214" l1 BM TDB ! ! ! I 
!1::1'27 ______ [0'---------------------· i'((sin91'8 __ h_o;;)---c;;--(sin'9'18~-------------- tus:-~F>us;-------------- iA'o:J _____________________________ ta_N _____________ [2'6'1'o70'1'71'5 _______________ I 
I I !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or !uSPAT; EPO; ! I !11 :55 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and (parameter !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I lor field) @ad< "20050214" 11 BM_ TDB I I I I 
fL:128 ______ 11·42 _________________ [('(si~9-18·h·;;·;;y-;;·r--(si~9i8:-------------- lu&'ffi'Pus·;--------·----- fP:o:J _____________________________ ioN _____________ 120'1'o7o1/·1·5------------·--l 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or ~USPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
I I l(multi hop)) and (parameter IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
! ! !or field) and !IBM_ TDB ! ! ! I 
! ! !@ad< "20050214" ! ! ! ! I 
[i:.-1'2'9 _______ h-4------------------- f((si-~9ie--ho;;)--or--(sin'9'1'8~-------------- fu&'ffiP'us;-------------- iAoJ _____________________________ io'N _____________ [2o1'o/'6'1'71'5 _______________ I 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) same !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !(parameter or field) and !1 BM_ TDB ! ! ! I 
! ! !@ad< "20050214" ! ! ! ! I 
i~:i3o ______ [o----------------------- i-(-(sin_9_1_e __ h_o_pf'a'r"('8in'9'i8-~-------------- !u&'F>GF>us;--------------· iA'o:J _____________________________ ioN _____________ i2'0'1'oi61'i1K _____________ I 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or ~USPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
I I l(multi hop)) and (type near5 IJPO; DERWENT; ! I I I 
! ! !netowrk) !1 BM_ TDB ! ! ! I ' . ' ' ' . . ! 
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li:i31·------ [1'93 ................. r(·(-si~-9-ie .. h·c;·p)--·c;·~--(-si~9-i8~-------------- ru&'F>GF>us;--------------· !'Ao:J ............................. IoN _____________ I261.o761'i1K _____________ I 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and (type near5 IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i I I network) 11 BM_ TDB I i i I 
i'L1'32 ______ !o ...................... l(iJa~a~818--c;;--ti.81(J .. c;·~--t;-i1l" _________ ID&ffi.piJ's·;-------------- fP:oJ' ............................ IoN .............. I2a1·a;o1i1'5 ............... 1 

I ! !with indicat$7 with ((single lusPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
I I lhop) or (single-hop)) same IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
I ! !((multi-hop) or (multi hop)) p BM_ TDB ! ! ! I 
[1::1'33 _______ !13 .................... f(pa~a.~·et·8·c;~--f'i8i<Tc;~·IJ;ty---------- fu&'F>GF>us;-------------- !'Ao:J ............................. [oN _____________ r2·a·1-o761'/1_5 _______________ 1 

I ! !with indicat$7 same ((single luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
I ! !hop) or (single-hop)) same IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i I I( (multi-hop) or (multi hop)) 11 BM_ TDB I i i I 
fL1.34·------1'1 ....................... !(iJ~·c;t8ct·;c;·~--~-8a~3----------------------------lu-&ffi.plJ's·;-------------- [6Fi ............................... loN .............. I2a1·a;o1i1'5 ............... 1 

1 I !properties) and standby IUSPAT; EPO; 1 I 111 :55 I 
I I mear3 path ~JPO I I I I 
!1::1'35 _______ rs ....................... i·(IJ;c;18C:tio~---nea~3---------------------------- [u&'F>GF>us;-------------- ioFi ............................... [6N _____________ t2·a·1-o761'/1_5 _______________ 1 

I ! !(parameter or propert$5)) luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
I ! land standby near3 path IJPO ! ! ! I 
j-c1-36 ______ j?o1_1_o ___________ le:c;~-t-i9-~$5--;ith .. (sta~dby _____________ lu&Fi8Fi!J's-;-------------- [<s-Fi .............................. joi=F ___________ j2o1-o/o1i1_5 _______________ 1 

! ! !Path) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 1 

11::1'37 ______ k6-------------------·lc;c;-~f'i9~-$5--~-~1t1"(8t-a.~Cit;-y------------- t~~P8F>us;--------------I'Ao] ............................. f<s-Fi=-----------12·a·1-o761'/1_5 _______________ 1 

I I !path) iusPAT; EPO; I I 111 :55 I 
L ............... L ______________________ L _______________________________________________________________ J~-~------------------------------ L ____________________________________ L __________________ L ____________________________________ J 
IL138 137 l(pseudowire or pseudo-wire) IU&PGPUB; lOR iON 12010/01/15 I 
! ! 1and (standby) !USPAT ! ! !11 :55 1 
[1::1'39 _______ ts _______________________ f(IJ58~<:ic;;;;8·c;~-IJ58~<:ic;~;;~8)--- ru&-P'GF>us;-------------- !'Ao] _____________________________ r<s-N _____________ r2·a·1-o761'/1_5 _______________ I 
I ! land (standby path) lusPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 

~~~~~loo-1~1 ! ! !(standby path) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 1 

11::1'41 _______ k----------------------1-(IJ~oteC:tio~--sch_e_~-ei--;·i-th ___________ t~~F>GF>us;-------------- I'Ao] _____________________________ ta·N------------- t2·a·1-6761'/1_5 _______________ I 
I ! !(standby path) lusPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 

~~~~~loo-1~1 
! ! !property)) with (standby IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
I I l(path or route)) !JPO I I I I 
[1::1'43 _______ !1 .. 1 ..................... f((IJ~otect·;c;~--(t.ype·c;~--------------------- ru&'F>GF>us;-------------- i'Ao:J ............................. fo'N ............. f2o1'oio'1'71'5 ............... I 
I ! !property)) or OOS) with lusPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
I ! I( standby (path or route)) IJPO ! ! ! I 
!L144 ______ !2o .................... lr(ty.pe--c;;--p·~c;;;8;t·y)--c;·~--oos) .... ju&'ffiFius;--------------- fP:o:J ............................. !oN .............. !2o'1'o7o1/'1'5 ............... 1 

I I lwith (standby (path or IUSPAT; EPO; 1 I 111:55 I 
I I ~route)) ~JPO I I I I 
!1::1'45 _______ 1-1----------------------- f(IJ~a-tectio~--sch-e~8Y-;itt1 ___________ rus:-F>GF>us;-------------- i'Ao:J _____________________________ io'N _____________ [2o1-oio-1'/1_5 _______________ I 
I ! !(standby (path or route)) luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 

~6~2 iiPCOiect;OOSCiiemeiSam;; ~~~~~iiii/151 
! ! !(standby (path or route)) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 1 
~ ~ ~ ~JPO ~ i i I 
; 1 ~ ~ ~ ; ; ! 
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!C1'47 ______ [3----------------------- f('p;;;1-8C:'iio~---(sch-8~-8--;;-~---------------- fu&'F>GF>uE;;--------------- !A'oJ _____________________________ [oN _____________ f2'6'1'o76171_5 _______________ 1 

! ! !propert$3 or parameter or !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !type)) same (standby (path IJPO ! ! ! I 
! ! !or route)) I i ! ! I 
i'L1'48 ______ i21 ____________________ l(iJackup-IJa1-t1)--~-~1t1 ________________________ tu-s:'PG-PIJ's·;-------------- [1\oJ'---------------------------- ioN _____________ i2o1-o/o1i1_5 _______________ I 
! ! !(protection scheme) IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 

b-49 _______ [6-----------------------1-(back~-p--iJa'ih-)--;it'h _________________________ t~~F>GF>uE;;-------------- IA'oJ _____________________________ [oN _____________ [2-6'1'o761'/1_5 _______________ I 
! ! !(protection near3 luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !parameter) IJPO ! ! ! I 
i'L1-5o ______ i-1·3:;----------------- l(iJackup-IJat-h)--~-~th ________________________ ju-s:ffi-pu·s·;-------------- [1\oJ'---------------------------- ioN _____________ i2o1-o/o1i1_5 _______________ I 
! ! !(protection ) IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 

b-5:;------- [:;----------------------- ~(98~-8;a$_5 __ ;;-~--;;c;~-f-ig-~;$5) ___________ t~~F>GF>uE;;-------------- IA'oJ _____________________________ [oN _____________ [2-6'1'o761'/1_5 _______________ I 
! ! !with (backup path) with lusPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
! ! !(parameter) IJPO ! ! ! I 
!L:1'52 ______ i1_6_4 _________________ 1('9'8~8~-a.$5--c;;·c;;;-~t-;9·~-~$5) ___________ ju&'F>8F>us·;-------------- fl\o:J _____________________________ ioN _____________ i2o1'o/o1/_1_5 _______________ I 
! ! !with (backup path) IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 

[i353 _______ t24 ____________________ ~(98~-8;a$5--;;-~--;;c;~-fi9u;$-5) ___________ t~~P'GF>us;-------------- I'Ao'J _____________________________ la'N _____________ [2-6'1'o76_1_!1_5 _______________ I 
I ! !with (backup path) and lusPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
I ! !(protection scheme) IJPO ! ! ! I 
!L:1'54 ______ io ______________________ k9'8~8~-a.$5--c;;·c;;;-~t-;9·~-~$5) ___________ ju&-F>8F>us_; _______________ i'J\oT __________________________ ioN _____________ i2o1-o/o1i1_5 ______________ I 
I ! !with (backup path) with IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
I ! !(base or according) !JPO ! ! ! I 
!i:.-1_5_5 _______ i-6---------------------- f(98n·8;a$5--;;-~--;;c;n-ti9u;$-5f" _________ fu&-P'GP'us;-------------- i'Ao'J _____________________________ to'N _____________ t2'6'1'oi6'1'/1_5 _______________ I 
I ! lwith (backup path) with lusPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
I ! i("base" or "according") IJPO ! ! ! I 
!L:1'56 ______ i1_8_1 __________________ k9'8~8~-a.$5--c;;·c;;;-~t-;9·~-~$5-c;;------ ju&-F>GF>us_; _______________ i'J\oT __________________________ ioN _____________ i2o1o7o1/'1_5 ______________ I 
I ! !setup) with (backup path) IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
t135_7 ______ l-1-y------------------- ~(98n·8;a$5--;;-~--;;c;n-ti9u;$·5--;;-~------- t~~F>GF>us;-------------- I'Ao'J _____________________________ ta'N _____________ f2-61-oi6'1'/1_5 _______________ I 
I ! lsetup) with (backup path) lusPAT; EPO; i ! !11 :55 I 
I ! I not L 152 IJPO i ! ! I 
IL:1'58 ______ j26'54 ______________ 1('3'7o72'1'6~-225~22sY:C:c;i5~-------------- ju&-F>GF>us;--------------- i'oP: ______________________________ joN _____________ j2o-1-o761/'1_5 ______________ I 
~ ~ ~ ~usPAT ~ ~ 111·55 1 

fi35_9 _______ i'421_o ______________ f(7o9722oY:cci5~---------------------------------- fu&'F>GF>us;-------------- ioR _______________________________ [o'N _____________ f2o~-oio-1'/1_5 _______________ I 
1 1 ! ;USPAT i 1 111.55 1 fL:1'6o ______ [36_6 _________________ [iJ58~Cic;~-;r·8--;;·r--iJ58~Cic;~;-i-re ______ [u&-F>GF>us;--------------- foP: ______________________________ [oN _____________ [261-o7o1/'1_5 ______________ 1 

~ ~ ~ ~usPAT ~ ~ 111·55 1 

fi36_T _____ i-6---------------------- f(7o9722oY:ccis~--an·d--c1·6a ___________ rus:·F>GF>us;-------------- ioR _______________________________ fo'N _____________ f2a~·ai6.1'/1·5--------------- I 
! ! I lusPAT i ! 111:55 I 
fL:1.62 ______ h----------------------- [::2-6o562262·1·5;;-------------------------------- iu&.F>GF>us;--------------· i·ap:------------------------------ ioi=F ___________ i2o-1-o7o1/'1_5 ______________ I 
! ! ! !usPAT EPO· I ! !11·55 I 

b3f:if·;2oosoo4so2s·;f~ioo--~~~oiiisl 
I I I lusPAT EPO· ! I !11·55 I 

64149Diipse;d;;;;;;reorpse;do:;;;;re ~~~~~7Diii51 
! ! lor pseudo wire) IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !11 :55 I 
I I [ iJPO i I I I 

I 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
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IL:1'65 ______ 11-5-------------------- [(';;58-~c;();-~~8--c;-~--;;58-~c;():;~-~8---- [u&'F>G'Pus; ______________ , I'Ao:J _____________________________ ioN _____________ 120'1'o70'1/'1'5""""""" 1 

I I lor pseudo wire) and (backup IUSPAT; EPO; I I 111 :55 I 
i i jpath) jJPO i i i I 
;''"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"~ '"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"' ''''"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"' ,.,,,.,,.,,,.,,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,, ... ,.,,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,,.,, .. ~ ........................................................... ~ ...................................................................................................................... ~ ~ 

iS5 !115 ipseudowire !U&PGPUB; iOR iON !2008/10/08 I 
I i I lusPAT i I 112:53 I j86 ___________ tO' ______________________ l;;s8-~Cio~-~~-8--a.~c;-'t8i8 _____________________ lus'F>G'Pus; ______________ , taP: ______________________________ joN _____________ j20'6871'6/os ______________ I 
~ ~ ~ ~usPAT ~ ~ 112·53 1 

[s7 __________ , 1'2'1'7 ______________ ,, i1Js8~'(j'c;;i;8'a;'IJ88~'(j'c;~;~;8----" i'u&'P8F>us;-------------- loR ____________________________ ,, [o'N __________ ,, f2'6?s'71'o70's ____________ ,, I 
~ ~ ! ;USPAT i ~ ~13.07 1 

188"""""' 19""""""""""" [s?";it'h"i)~'otect'i()'~""""""""""""" [usPGPUB';""""""'" raP:""""""""""""""" ioN"""""'" 120'6871'6'768""""""" I 
~ ~ ~ ~usPAT ~ ~ 113·08 1 

[m __________ , i'4 ______________________ rs?';itt1"1J;ot8C:tion--an'd ______________ ,, fu&'P'GF>us;-------------- ioR ____________________________ ,, fo'N __________ ,, f2'6~8'71'o70's ____________ ,, I 
I ! i@ad<"20050214" !usPAT i ! !13:09 I 
~1'6 ____ , ____ jT ____________________ t::2'6o46223498;;~';;'~'_------------------------ lu&'F>8'Pus'; ____________ ,, i'oP: ______________________________ joN __________ , __ j20'6871'6'76s ______________ 1 
~ ~ ~ ~usPAT ~ ~ 114·o7 1 

fs1 __ 1 ________ , i'6 ______________________ f(IJ58~'(j'();i;8'ar'IJ88~'(j'c;~;;;:8y" fu&'P'GF>us;-------------- ioR ____________________________ ,, fo'N __________ ,, f2'6~8'71'o70's ____________ ,, I 
I ! land initiliz$5 !uSPAT ! ! !14:14 I 
~1-2--------- !1'3'3 _________________ t('f)'88-~Cio~-~~-8--c;-~--;;-58~Cia:;-~~8Y" tu&''P8'Pus_; _____________ , foP: ______________________________ !oN ______________ !20'6'871'o/'68 _______________ I 
i i ~and initi$5 IUSPAT i i !14:15 I 
ls1'3 ________ , [5'1 ___________________ _, f(IJ58~-(j-c;;;;8-or-IJ58~-d-c;~;;;:8l"' fu&'ffiF>us;-------------- ioR ______________________________ , lo'N ____________ , [2'6osi1'o7o8""""""'" I 
I ! land initi$5 and !uSPAT ! ! !14:15 I 
I i l®ad< "2oo5o214" i i i i I 
~1-4--------- j21'93 ______________ 1('3'7o72'1'6~-225~228)-:C:cis~-------------- lu&'F>G'Pus_; _____________ , taP: ______________________________ joN ______________ j20'6871'o/'68 _______________ I 
~ ~ ~ ~usPAT ~ ~ 114·11 1 

[s1'5 ________ , [6---------------------" f(376/21'6':22'5-:228)-~-c;C:I5:--a:~c;--" ru&'ffiF>us;-------------- ioR ______________________________ , fo'N ____________ , f2o~sno70'8""""""'" I 
i ! Is? !usPAT i i i14:23 I 
~1'6""'"" j3""""""""""" I(769722'6Y.'cc'ls:"a:~c;"s?"""""""" lu&F>G'Pu's';"""""""' [o'F{""""""""""""""" ioN"""""'" i20'68T1'0'768""""""''" I 
~ ~ ~ ~usPAT ~ ~ 114·2s 1 

[s1'?""'"" f3'1"""""""""''" i'((PI'N8)"~8a.;2"(PAN')Y.'i'Nv:"""" fu&'ffiF>us;""""""" ioR""""""""""""""'" [o'N"""""'" f2'6~8T1'670'8""""""'" I 
i i I !usPAT i i i14:32 I 
is1'8""'"" i2""""""""""" t(('F>i'N8)'"~'8a~2"('F>P:N)YTN\T""" ju&F>G'Pu's';""""""'" [o'F{""""""""""""""" ioN"""""'" i20'68T1'0'768""""""''" I 
i ! !and pseudowire iUSPAT ! ! !14:33 I 
181'9""'"" t2""""""""""''" f(('pi'N8)"~8a.;2"(PAN')fi'NV:"""" fu&'ffiF>us;""""""" !oR""""""""""""""'" !o'N"""""'" !2'6osT1'67o8""""""'" I 
I ! land (pseudowire).clm. iuSPAT ! ! !14:33 I 
iS2o"""'" !66"""""""""" js?"an'd"('f)'~'i';;'a:~y)"""""""""""""'" ju&F>G'Pu's';""""""'" [o'F{""""""""""""""" !oN"""""'" !20'68T1'oi68""""""''" I 
~ ~ i iUSPAT i ~ ~14·38 I 

[82'1""'""' f23"""""""""'" i's?"B.~Ci--(IJ;;;:;;a:;:yy--a:~c;------------------- ru&'ffiF>us;--------------· ioR _______________________________ [o'N _____________ [2'6~8'71'o70'8""""""'" I 
I ! i@ad< "20050214" iusPAT i ! !14:39 I 
iS22 _________ . !75-------------------- ts?--an'd"('can'fi9$7)--an_d _________________ ju&F>G'Pus_; _______________ f6R ______________________________ . !oN _____________ . !20'6871'6/'68--------------·1 
i i ~@ad< "20050214" IUSPAT ~ i !14:44 I 
!823 _________ !2----------------------- iT-o~XIJ58~-d-c;;i;8----------------------------- fu&'ffiF>us;-------------- iA-oJ _____________________________ !o'N _____________ !2'6os'71'o70'8 _______________ I 
~ ~ ~ lusPAT i ~ ~15·09 I 
iS24 _________ i1-66 _________________ [(-iJ58~Cio~-~~-8--c;-~--(-;;-58-~Cio _____________ iu&F>G'Pus_; _______________ iP:o:J ______________________________ ioN ______________ i20'6-871'6'768--------------·l 
I ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) and iUSPAT ! ! !15:16 I 
1 I 1( LOP or (Label Distribution ! I I I I 
~ ~ iprotocol)) i ~ ~ ~ 1 

!826 _________ [43-------------------- i'(IJ58~-Cic;;;;8-or--(IJ58~-d-c;-------------- fu&'ffiF>us;--------------· iAo_J _____________________________ fo'N _____________ !2'6os'71'o70'8""""""'" I 
I ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) and iuSPAT ! ! !15: 17 I 
I ! i( LOP or (Label Distribution i ! ! ! I 
I ! !protocol)) and i ! ! ! I 
i i l®ad< "20050214" I i i i I 
~ : ) ~ ~ : : ~ 

I 
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!82T _______ r1_1 _____________________ f(pse~<:i;;;Tr8-c;;:--(-p58~-c:i;;-------------- ru&-F>GF>uEC ____________ !A'o:J _____________________________ [oN _____________ [2-oos71-o7os _______________ l 
! ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) and !USPAT ! ! !15: 19 I 
! ! !(LOP or (Label Distribution I ! ! ! I 
! ! !protocol)) and I ! ! ! I 
i ! i@ad<"20050214" and I ! i i I 
i ! !(standby or backup) I ! ! ! I 
i82s __________ i9 ______________________ l(iJ58~'dc;~-~~-8--;;-~--(iJ58~'dc;-------------~u-s:P8-PU's-;-------------- [1\o:J------------------------------ ioN ______________ i2o68T1'67o9 _______________ 1 

i ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) and IUSPAT ! ! !09:00 I 
! ! I( LOP or (Label Distribution I ! ! ! I 
i ! !protocol)) and I ! ! ! I 
1 I l®ad< "2oo5o214" and I 1 I I I 
! ! !(primary or main) and I ! ! ! I 
i ! i(secondly or backup or I ! ! ! I 
I I !standby) I i I I I 
[829 _________ i'43 ___________________ f('Pse~-d-;;;;;:8-c;;:--(-p5-e~-d-c;-------------· rus:-F>GF>us;-------------- iP.oJ _____________________________ to'N _____________ t2-oos'71-o7o9---------------l 
i ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) and luSPAT ! ! !1 0:34 I 
i ! i( config$7 with parameter) I ! ! ! I 
!mo _________ i1_4 ___________________ kp-s8~'dc;~-~r-e __ o_r __ (-pse-~'dc;------------- iusffipus_; _______________ i'P:oT __________________________ ioN _____________ i266871-o'7o9 ______________ 1 

! ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) same IUSPAT ! ! !1 0:35 I 
I I l(config$7 with parameter) I I I I I 
rm-1---------- !'6----------------------- i'('Pse~-(j-c;;;;:8-c;~--('Pse~-d-c;-------------- rus:-F>GF>us;-------------- !P.oJ _____________________________ fo'N _____________ f2-oos'71-o769 _______________ 1 

i ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) same lusPAT ! ! !1 0:38 I 
i ! i(config$7 with parameter) I ! ! ! I 
i ! isame (destination near5 I i ! ! I 
! ! !node) ! ! ! ! I 
im-2--------- [1-s-------------------- kpse-~Ci;;;-i-re--or--(pse~Ci;;-------------- !us-F>8F>us;--------------· iA'o:J _____________________________ ioN _____________ i2o-os71'o7o9--------------l 
i ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) and !USPAT ! ! !1 0:38 I 
i ! i((config$7) same I ! ! ! I 
i ! i( destination near5 node)) I ! ! ! I : .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. : .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ~ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ~ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._._, ~ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. : .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. : .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ! 
!833 !1 !(pseudowire or (pseudo !U&PGPUB; !ADJ !ON !2008/10/09 I 
i ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) and lusPAT i ! !10:41 I 
i ! i(config$7 with I i ! ! I 
I I !acknowledgement) I I I I I 
!834 _________ ro----------------------- f('Pse~d-;;;;;:8-c;;:--(-ps-e~-d-;;-------------- rus-P'GF>us;-------------- !A'o:J _____________________________ [oN _____________ [2-oos71-o7o9 _______________ 1 

i ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) and IUSPAT ! ! !1 0:44 I 
i ! i(config same I ! ! ! I 
i ! i( acknowledgement or ack)) I ! ! ! I 
iS35 _________ is ______________________ l(iJ58~'dc;~-~~-8--;;-r--(-;;58~'dc;------------- jusPGPu_s_: ______________ [P:o:J ______________________________ ioN ______________ i2o68T1-67o9 _______________ 1 

i ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) and IUSPAT ! ! !1 0:44 I 
! ! i(config$7 same I I ! ! I 
I I !(acknowledgement or ack)) I I I I I 
!m6 _________ b'?o _________________ i'(senCi$5--;ii_il __ con_f_i9$?';;til _______ rus:-F>GF>us;-------------- !A'o:J _____________________________ ro_N _____________ f2-oos'71-o7o9 _______________ 1 

i ! iparameter)and(receiv$5 luSPAT ! ! !10:47 I 
i ! !with ( ack or acknowledge)) I ! ! ! I 
imi _______ ia ______________________ l(s8n-d$5-;itil--c:;;-nti9-$T~-~i-t1 ______ jusffipu_s_: ______________ [P:oT __________________________ ioN _____________ i2o68T1-o7o9 _______________ 1 

i ! !parameter) and (receiv$5 IUSPAT ! ! !10:48 I 
! ! !with ( ack or acknowledge)) I ! ! ! I 
i ! land ( 833) and I ! ! ! I 
i i l®ad< "2oo5o214" I i i i I 
!ms _________ !2_1_8 _________________ ~se~-d-;;;;;:8-c;;:--p5-e~-d-;;~;;;:8------ ru&'F>GF>us:-------------- ioR _______________________________ !o'N _____________ [2oosi1'o7o9 _______________ 1 

! ! i lusPAT i ! !10:49 I 
~ : ~ ~ ~ : : ~ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
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!83_9 _________ [6---------------------- f(se-nCi$5--;ii'il"car1t-i9$?';itil _______ rus:-F>GF>uEC ____________ !A'o:J _____________________________ [oN _____________ f2-6os71-67o9 _______________ I 
! ! !parameter) and (receiv$5 !USPAT ! ! !1 0:49 I 
! ! !with (ack or acknowledge)) ! ! ! ! I 
! ! !and (S38) and ! ! ! ! I 
i i l@ad<"20050214" ! ! i i I 
fsto _________ i215 _________________ t;;s8~'dc;~-~~-8--;;-~--;;58~'dc;~-~-~~8------ ju&ffi'Pus·;-------------- fP:o:r--------------------------- ioN ______________ i2oo'871'o/'69 _______________ 1 

! ! lor (pseudo wire) IUSPAT ! ! !1 0:49 I 
!84_1 __________ to'---------------------- f(se-nCi$5--;ii't1--;;c;~-t-i9$?-;itil _______ rus:-F>GF>uEC ____________ !A'o:J _____________________________ roN _____________ f2-6os71-67o9 _______________ I 
! ! !parameter) and (receiv$5 !uSPAT ! ! !10:50 I 
! ! !with (ack or acknowledge)) ! ! ! ! I 
! ! !and (840) and ! i ! ! I 
I I !@ad "20050214" I I I I I 

fs42--------- [23·3----------------- f(-sen~5-;itil--c:c;·nt-i9-$T~-~it1 ______ lusffi'Pus_; _______________ 1-P:oT-------------------------- [oN _____________ [2o6871-6i69 ______________ I 
! ! !parameter) and (receiv$5 !USPAT ! ! !10:50 I 
i i !with (ack or acknowledge)) I ! i i I 
! ! land @ad< "20050214" I ! ! ! I 
[843 _________ p? ____________________ j84o--an·d--;;;;i-iaTi~at·ic;;;--------------------- j·us:-F>GF>us:-------------- [Ao'J _____________________________ ta'N ______________ t2o?s1'1'o769 _______________ I 
1 1 ! ;USPAT i 1 110.54 1 

i844"""" i343461'1"'"" [('ii;;k--o~--ro-~te,or--pat'il)""""""""" !u&'PGPUB';""""""'" raP:""""""""""""""" ioN""""""' i266871'o/29""""""" I 
I I ~ ~USPAT· EPO· I I 109·26 I 
! i ! !JPO· D,ERWENT i i i · I 
i i i i1 BM, TDB ' i i i I 
f846 _________ i-1-33_4_6_1_9 ______ i(t-8Xi$_5 __ o_r __ (_si_o_p$1--;;;·r-ki;;9-iT---- i·us:-~8~-u-s:---:---------- fP:oJ ______________________________ i·aN ______________ i·2a?si1-o72'9--------------·l 
1 ~ ~ ~USPAT, EPO, ~ 1 109.27 1 

I i i iJPO· DERWENT i i i I 
! i i i1 BM, TDB , i i i I 
i84i _______ [3-64o73x----· i-(-ait8r-$To_r __ b-ac-k~-;;--;;r-------------------- ius:-~8F>us;--------------·IA'o:J _____________________________ ioN _____________ 1266871'6729 ______________ I 
i i !standby) iUSPAT; EPO; I ! !09:28 I 
I I I IJPO· DERWENT i I I I 
i i i il BM, TDB , I i i I 
!84s __________ 1297'8856_1 ____ i®a'd~-::2ao5'621'4::--------------------------· ius~8'PDs-:--------------·fP:oJ-----------------------------·IoN ______________ boo-sT1'6729--------------·I 
I i i iuSPAT· EPO· i i io9·28 I 
! i ! iJPO· DERWENT i i i . I 
! i i i1 BM, TDB ' i i i I 
[849 _________ [63865-53 ______ !-(IJick$5--c;r-seiect$5--c;r--c:ilc;c;5---· fus:·~F>us;-------------- iA'o:J _____________________________ fa-N----------·-- [2·6asi1'6729 _______________ I 
! ! !$5) !usPAT; EPO; i ! !o9:3o I 
I I I IJPO· DERWENT i I I I 
i i i i1 BM, TDB ' I i i I 

lsso _________ 1469--------------·-- [(844--n.ear?--846)--~-~i·il--(.849--·---- [us~F>u·s·;-------------- fP:oJ--------------------------·--·ioN----------·--·i2668T1'6729--------------·I 
i ! :near? 847 near? 844) and :uSPAT; EPO; i ! !09:31 1 
I I 1848 IJPO· DERWENT I I I I 
! i i i1 BM, TDB ' i i i I 
fss-1---------- [238-----------------l-(844-;;8a:r7--846)--;itil--(S49 ________ fus:-~F>us:-------------- iA'o:J _____________________________ fa-N------------- l2-6osi1-6729 _______________ I 
! ! !near? 847 near? 844) and !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !09:38 I 
! ! !848 and (priority or !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I !bandwidth) 11 BM_ TDB I I I I i852 _________ i25 ___________________ !(844--n-eari846)"~-~t-t1--('849 _______ !u&'PGF>u_s_; _______________ !'P:oT __________________________ ioN _____________ i2668T1-6729 _______________ 1 

i ! :near? 847 near? 844) same :usPAT; EPO; ! ! !09:43 1 
1 I !(priority or bandwidth or IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
i ! :parameter) and 848 11 BM_ TDB ! ! ! I 
!853 _________ !2289 _______________ !84?·;;i·il--c:c;;;t-i9$?-;-~t1---------------- rus:-F>GF>us:-------------- !Ao'J _____________________________ fo'N _____________ !2oosi1'o729 _______________ I 
! ! !(primary near? 847) !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !09:49 I 
I i i iJPO· DERWENT· i i i I 
! i i i1 BM, TDB , i i i I 
~ : ~ ~ - l : : ! 

I 
I 
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185_4 _________ r1·5·9 ................. [('S4?--;;8a:r·5--S44i--;i'tti--c;;;·;;ti~i---- [u&'F>GFius;--------------·I'AoJ ............................. IoN ............. I266871'6/29 ______________ 1 

I I l$7 with (primary near? 847) IUSPAT; EPO; I I 109:54 I 
i i ~ ~JPO· DERWENT· i i i I 
! ! ! !IBM, TDB , i ! ! I 

i·ss5 ......... l-1-15 ................. ITS47--~-~-~~5--S44Y-~i1·;;--~~~-f·i·g--·-- !·us:·~P·u·s;-------------- tJ\o'J ............................. i·aN .............. bao8hoi'2·9---------------l 
! ! !$7 with (primary near? 844) !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !09:54 I 
i ! ! !JPO· DERWENT ! ! ! I 
! ! ! !1 BM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
iss·6---------·[1·1--1 .................. i·r847-~ear5"844)";;'tti"C:a~t-;9----· fu&-~Fius;--------------- i'AoJ .............................. faN .............. f2-6os71'6729 _______________ I 
! ! !$7 with (primary near? 844) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !09:56 I 
! ! !and 848 !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i 11 BM TDB i i i I 

iss? ________ 17---------------------- la9/859'1'66 .......................................... !u-s:~G'PIJ's·;-------------- fJ\oJ' ............................. ioN .............. !'2a68T1.o729---------------l 
i ! ! !usPAT· EPO· ! ! i1 0·26 I 
! ! ! !JPO· D,ERWENT ! ! ! · I 
! ! ! !1 BM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
fss·s----·---- [33-------------------- i·rrest·a-ra1·;;;·;;--5c;t;8~8)"a~-d----------- fu&-~Fius;--------------- iP:oJ ............................. faN _____________ f2-6os71'6/29---------------l 
! ! !("1:N") !usPAT; EPO; ! ! !1o:5o I 
i i i IJPO· DERWENT ! i i I 
! ! ! !IBM, TDB , i ! ! I 

lss9---------14----------------------l(~~si~~a.'ti~~--;c;t;·~-m-~)--a:;;Ci----------lus~8Fi!J's·;-------------- [J\oJ' ............................ IoN-------------I2o68T1·a729---------------l 
1 I !(priority) and (standby IUSPAT; EPO; 1 I 112:42 I 
! ! !mode) !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i ~ ~IBM TDB ~ i i I 

f86·6--------- ks .................... i·(rest·a-ra1·;;;·;;--5c;t;8~8)"a~-d----------- rus:-~8Fius;-------------- i'AoJ--------------------------·--fo-N-------------12-6os71.6/29---------------l 
! ! !(priority) and (config$7 !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !13:27 I 
! ! !near5 parameter$1) !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i 11 BM TDB i i i I 

~T------1376672·3------[(-sen'd$7'~~-t~ansm-;1-$5)------------·--lus-~8Fius·;--------------·I·P:oJ' ............................ IoN----------·--I2o68/1.6729--------------l 
~ ~ ~ ~usPAT· EPO· ~ ~ 113·30 1 

! ! ! !JPO· D,ERWENT ! ! ! · I 
! ! ! !IBM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
f862 ......... 1-6 ...................... f(so~~ce .. n~Ci~f~-~1-;;--86·1--;·ith .... rus:-~8Pus; .............. iAo'J ............................. Io'N ............. f2-6osT1.oi'29 ............... 1 
! ! !(config$7 near3 parameter !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !13:31 I 
! ! !$1) with (destin$? node) !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i ! i l1 BM TDB i i i I 

i863 _________ fs ...................... [Tsa·~-rce)--~-~tt1 .. 86'1";i'tt1 ................ lus·~Fius;--------------· ~oJ ............................. iaN _____________ i266871'o729 ______________ I 
! ! !(config$7 near3 parameter !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !13:32 I 
! ! i$1) with (destin$?) IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i II BM TDB i i i I 

[864 ......... 1·559 ................. i(s~~-r-ce)--~;1·;;--86·1---~-~1-;;---------------- !·us:·~-Pu·s;-------------- iAoJ .............................. 1-oN-------------- i·2a68hoi'2·9---------------1 
! ! !(parameter$1) with (destin !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !13:33 I 
i ! 1$7) iJPO· DERWENT ! ! ! I 
! ! ! !1 BM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
186·5--------- f5·4 .................... i·(·5;;·~-rc8--;;·c;Ci8i--~i1·;;--S6·1---~-~1-;;---- !us:-~Fius;--------------- i'AoJ ............................. IoN----------·--1266871-o/29--------------l 
! ! !(parameter$1) with (destin !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !13:33 I 
! ! !$7 node) !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i II BM TDB i i i I 

1866 ......... !295·9-------------- i(ack __ o_r .. ackn~~~edge~en'tf ..... !us~Fiu·s·; ............... fJ\oT .......................... ioN .............. i2o68T1.o729---------------l 
! ! !and (config$7 parameter$1) !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !13:53 I 
i ! ! iJPO· DERWENT ! ! ! I 
! ! ! !1 BM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
~ ; l ~ - ~ ; ; ! 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
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!86T _______ [6---------------------- f(ack--or--ack;;;;;-18Ci9_8_m_entY ______ rus:-F>GF>uEC ____________ !A'o:J _____________________________ [oN _____________ [2-6o871-6729 _______________ 1 

! ! !same (config$7 parameter !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !13:53 I 
! ! !$1) @ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i il BM TDB i i i I 

iS68---------·I2a8-67-----------[(;;c;;;-t-i9$7-IJar-am-et_e_r$1_) ______________ 1u-s:~G'PIJ's-;-------------- [J\o:J-----------------------------·IaN-------------·I2ao8i1-o729--------------·l 
i i i IUSPAT· EPO· i i !13·54 I 
i i i IJPO· D,ERWENT i i i · I 
i i i !IBM, TDB , i i i I 
186_9 _________ fs29o6 ____________ kack--or--ack;;-;;;-18Ci9_8_m_entY ______ fus:-~F>uEC ____________ iA'o:J _____________________________ foN-------------f2-6o871-6729---------------l 
! ! !and @ad< "20050214" lusPAT; EPO; ! ! !13:54 I 
i i i IJPO· DERWENT i i i I 
i i i !IBM, TDB , i i i I 

is?o---------129-------------------l(a:c;k--;;r--ack:~c;;;edge~e~'t)--------lu-s:~-Pu_s_; ______________ [J\oJ'----------------------------IoN-------------I2a0'8i1-6729--------------·l 
! ! !and (restoration scheme) IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !13:55 I 
! ! !and @ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i ~ ~IBM TDB ~ i i I 

fs7_1 __________ [137----------------- fs61--;it_h __ (IJa~amet-er$1Y';;t-h--- rus:-~F>us;-------------- i'Ao:J-----------------------------Io'N-------------I2-6o871'o729---------------l 
! ! !(destin$? node) lusPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:19 I 
i i i IJPO· DERWENT i i i I 
i i i II BM, TDB ' i i i I 
~72---------!o----------------------[h-a-~Cishakin9--;ith----------------------------[us:-~8F>us_; _______________ i-J\oT--------------------------!oN-------------12a6871-6/29--------------l 
I I !(restoration scheme) IUSPAT; EPO; I I 116:29 I 
i i ~ ~JPO· DERWENT ~ i i I 

i i i 1
1 
BM, TDB ' i i i I 

ls73 _________ has49 ____________ 1-ha:~-dsh-aki~-g--a:~Ci----------------------------- 1-us:-~'GF>us:-------------- i'Ao:J-----------------------------Io'N-------------I2-oo8'71-o729---------------l 
! i l®ad< "20050214" lusPAT; EPO; I ! !16:29 I 
i i i IJPO; DERWENT; i i i I 
i i i II BM TDB i i i I 

is74---------[75_9 _________________ i-h·a_;;-d-sh-a:k;;;-9--a:;;-d----------------------------- ius:-~8F>us;--------------·IA'o:J _____________________________ iaN _____________ 1266871'6729--------------1 
i ! !@ad<"20050214" and (844 IUSPAT; EPO; i i !16:30 I 
! ! !with 846) IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i II BM TDB i i i I 

!-s75 _________ 12---------------------- i;;65-53o3-4-.;-:;;;;·:----------------------------------· 1-us:-~'GPU's;-------------- 11\o:J-----------------------------· !-oN ______________ !'2ao-8ho72_9 _______________ 1 

i i i luSPAT· EPO· i i !16·32 I 
i i i IJPO· DERWENT i i i . I 
i i i II BM, TDB , i i i I 
is76---------·h-6s _________________ 1-(~irt-~ar;;-a_t-h'l"a~-d---------------------------- fus:-~F>us;--------------· iA'o:J ______________________________ faN ______________ f2-6o871'6729 _______________ I 
I I !((protection or restoration) luSPAT; EPO; ! I 116:34 I 
I ! lnear5 scheme) and priority IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i 11 BM TDB i i i I 

is?i ________ l-1-a3 _________________ 1(~-i-rt~-a:I-IJai-hl"'anCi--------------------------- lus~F>u_s_; ______________ fl\oT ___________________________ iaN ______________ !'2a68i1-o729--------------·l 
I I !((protection or restoration) lusPAT; EPO; I I 116:34 I 
I ! lnear5 scheme) and priority IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i !and @ad< "20050214" II BM TDB i i i I 
!s?s _________ [3479-------------· i'(IJrotec'tio~--c;;--~8st-;;-~at-i;;-~y-------- [u&-~F>us;--------------- iA'o:J _____________________________ [oN _____________ [2-6o8'71'6729 _______________ I 
I ! lnear5 parameter luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:51 I 
i i i IJPO· DERWENT i i i I 
i i i 1

1 
BM, TDB ' i i i I 

~''''''''~''''''''" ~''''''''''''''''''''''''' L''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''v ~'''~'''''='''''''''''''''''''''''''" t'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''" ~''''''''''''''''''''" ~''''''''''"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''" ~ 
IS79 12628 !(protection or restoration) IU&PGPUB; IADJ iON 12008/10/29 I 
! ! :near5 parameter and IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:52 1 

I ! l@ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i ~ ~IBM TDB ~ i i I ; ; l ~ - ~ ; ; ! 
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!88_6 _________ [6----------------------- f(('P;c;18c'tio~--;;;--~851-;;-~ai-io-~)------- rus:-F>GF>uEC ____________ !A'o:J _____________________________ roN _____________ f2-6os71-6729 _______________ 1 

! ! !near5 parameter) with (ffi1) !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:53 I 
! ! !and (destin$? near3 node) IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I land @ad< "20050214" 11 BM_ TDB I I I I 
1581 _________ 126-------------------- [(-(·;;-rot-ect-ion __ o_r __ r_estoratio~-)------- rusffi'Pus·;-------------- fP:oJ" ___________________________ loN ______________ I2oo-871'ci/29 _______________ 1 

! ! !near5 parameter) and !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:55 1 

! ! !(handshaking) and iJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! i@ad< "20050214" II BM TDB ! ! ! I 
!882--------- i-73------------------- fU'Protec'tio~--c;;:-;851-;;-rat-io-~Y------- rus:-~F>us;-------------- iP.oJ _____________________________ fo'N _____________ [2-6os'71-o729 _______________ I 
! ! !near5 parameter) and luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !17:04 I 
! ! !(destination node) and IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !@ad< "20050214" l1 BM TDB ! ! ! I 
iss3 _________ !a ______________________ k(·;;-rot-ect_i_;;r;--;;-~--~-estora'iio~Y------ iu&~'Pus_; _______________ fP:oJ' ____________________________ ioN _____________ i2o6871-o/29 ______________ I 
! ! inear5 parameter) wotj iUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !17:04 I 
! ! !(destination node) and IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! i@ad< "20050214" II BM TDB ! ! ! I 
[884 _________ i-6---------------------- i((iJr-otect-i;;-~--;;-r--;:8-st-orat_i_c;r;--;;-~-- i·us:-~p'LJ's;-------------- tP:oJ ______________________________ i·aN ______________ i·2aoshoi2_9 _______________ I 
! ! !config$7) near5 parameter) luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !17:05 I 
! ! !wotj (destination node) and IJPO; DERWENT; i ! ! I 
! ! i@ad< "20050214" l1 BM TDB i ! ! I 
i88_5 _________ !1·5-------------------- i·(·(·p-~ot-ec'tio~---;;;:--~851o-~-ai-io-~--;;~--- ius:-~8F>us;--------------- iP:o:J _____________________________ ioN _____________ i266si1-o729 ______________ I 
! ! !config$7) near5 parameter) luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !17:05 I 
! ! !with (destination node) and IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !@ad< "20050214" !1 BM TDB ! ! ! I 
~ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. : .... .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ~ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ~ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._ .. =.._ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._._, ~ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. : .... .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. : .... .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ! 
!886 !4 !((protection or restoration or !U&PGPUB; !ADJ !ON !2008/10/29 I 
! ! !config$7) near2 parameter) lusPAT; EPO; i ! !17:05 I 
! ! !with (destination node) and IJPO; DERWENT; i ! ! I 
! ! i@ad< "20050214" II BM TDB i ! ! I 
i88T _______ [5·5·1------------------ i·ha~-dsh-aki~-9--and----------------------------- ius:-~'GF>us;-------------- iP:o:J _____________________________ !oN _____________ !2'oosi1'6729 _______________ I 
! ! !@ad<"20050214" and lusPAT; EPO; ! ! !17:10 I 
! ! !(config$7 parameter) IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i il BM TDB i i i I 
~ ..................................... ~ ................................................... L .......... ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· ~~~~~~~~~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· ! 
!888 !O !receiving acknowledgement !U&PGPUB; !WITH !ON !2008/10/30 I 
! ! pndicat$7 parameter accept IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !09:27 I 
! ! i$7 destination node !JPO; DERWENT; i ! ! I 
i i i !IBM TDB i i i I 

1889 _________ [6---------------------- !-~ecei~$7--a.c:kr;;;;-18Ci9'8'n1'8ri1 _______ fus:-~F>us;-------------- lwi-TH _________________________ fa-N------------- 12-oos'/'1-6736 ______________ I 
I ! lindicat$7 parameter accept iuSPAT; EPO; ! ! !09:27 I 
! ! !$7 destination node IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i ~IBM TDB i i i I 

lma _________ 1275----------------- f;ece-i~$7--ackno;iedge~e~'t------ lus~'Pu·s·;-------------- [w-ITH _________________________ ioN _____________ l2a68T1-o73o _______________ I 
! ! !destination node iUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !09:28 I 
! ! ! iJPO· DERWENT i ! ! I 
! ! ! !IBM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
fm-1---------- fa----------------------- ~~8c8i~$7--a.C:k~-;;;18Ci9'8'n18;;1------- fus:-~F>us:-------------- lwi'TH _________________________ lo'N _____________ l2oosi1'o73o _______________ I 
! ! !(parameter accept$5 lusPAT; EPO; ! ! !09:40 I 
! ! !destination node) IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i !1 BM TDB i i i I 
fm2 _________ [5---------------------- fr8C:8i~$7"ack-~o;i8'd98~8~1------ lus:-~F'us;--------------- 1-wl-fH------------------------- [oN _____________ [266si1-o/3o ______________ I 
I I laccept$3 destination node !USPAT; EPO; I I !09:45 I 
i i ~ ~JPO· DERWENT ~ i i I 

! ! ! !IBM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
; 1 l ~ - ~ ; ; ! 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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!s1-66 ______ [6----------------------- !ti-e;c;·;ith---i-~Ciica$7-;it_h ________________ rus:-F>GF>us;-------------- !A"o:J _____________________________ [oN _____________ f2-6os71-673Ci ______________ l 
! ! !(domain type) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !12:36 I 
I I I IJPO· DERWENT· i I I I 
i i i 11 BM, TDB ' I i i I 
~''''''''~''''''''" ~''''''''''''''''''''''''' L''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''v ~'''~'''''='''''''''''''''''''''''''" t'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''" ~''''''''''''''''''''" ~''''''''''"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''" ~ 
IS107 1179 !(single-hop) same (multi- IU&PGPUB; iADJ ION 12008/10/30 1 

~ : ~hop) ~usPAT· EPO· ~ : :12·37 1 

I ! ! !JPO· D,ERWENT ! ! ! · I 
i i i II BM, TDB , i i i I 
fs1-6s ______ [1-6-------------------- !·ui-e;c;·c;;:--;;-a;:a.·m-eterl"same _________ rus:-~F>us;-------------- iA"o:J-----------------------------foN-------------f2-6os71-673Ci--------------l 
! ! !((single-hop) same (multi- !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !12:37 I 
I i ihop)) IJPO· DERWENT i i i I i I I 11 BM, TDB ' I I I I 
~1-o-9------l2s·3-----------------l(-('5ir;9-ie-ho-;;Y"o_r __ Tsi-~9i8:--------------l-us:~;;-us·;-------------- fP:o:J-----------------------------IoN-------------I2aa·s71-o/3o---------------l 
! i !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or IUSPAT; EPO; ! i !12:40 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I I 11 BM TDB i I I I 

ls1 __ 1_T ____ !·2·1-------------------- b;-ar-amet_e_r __ o_r __ t_i81Cifsam_e __________ rus:-~F>us;-------------- iAo~:r----------------------------fo"N-------------f2-6os'71-o73Ci--------------l 
! ! !s1o9 !usPAT; EPO; ! ! !12:41 I i i I I PO· . I i i 1 i i ~ ~J , DERWENT, ~ i i 1 

I I I l1 BM TDB I I I I 

i-s1·1·2------ ia----------------------[s1-a9·-sa:m_e __ (_d_om-a.ir;--type) _________ i-us:-~8F'us_; _______________ 1-P:oT-------------------------- iaN _____________ i2Ci6871-o/3o--------------l 
i i ~ ~uSPAT· EPO· i i i12"44 I 
! ! ! !JPO· D,ERWENT i ! ! · I 
i i i 11 BM, TDB ' i i i I 

rs1 __ 1_3 _______ !·1-34---------------- i((s·i-~9i8--tio;;)--c;;:--(s·i-~9i8~-------------- i·us:-~8PDs;-------------- fP:oJ------------------------------1-oN-------------- !·2aosho73_6 _______________ 1 

! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !12:46 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !@ad< "20050214" !1 BM TDB ! ! ! I 
js1·14 ______ tCi ______________________ j·;;·a.;:a:m-eter--~it·ti--;r;c;;;;-ai-$5 ___________ jus:-~8F>ui3;--------------- iA"o:J _____________________________ joN _____________ j266871'673o ______________ l 
! ! !same ((single hop) or IUSPAT; EPO; I ! !12:48 I 
! ! !(single-hop)) same ((multi- !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !hop) or (multi hop)) and !IBM_TDB ! ! ! I 
! ! !@ad< "20050214" ! ! ! ! I 
is1·1·5------ ia ______________________ i(t-i81Ci __ o_r--;;a:ram8i8r)--;it_h ____________ iu&F'8'Pu·s·;-------------- fP:oT ___________________________ ioN ______________ i2oCisT1-o73o _______________ l 
! ! !indicat$5 same ((single hop) !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !12:49 I 
I I lor (single-hop)) same !JPO; DERWENT; ! I I I 
! ! !((multi-hop) or (multi hop)) pBM_TDB ! ! ! I 
I I land @ad<"20050214" I I I I I 
!s1 __ 1_6 ______ [6---------------------- i·ui-e;c;·c;;:·IJaram-et-er)--~-~tti ____________ [us:-F>GF>us;--------------- iA"o:J _____________________________ [oN _____________ [2-6os'i1-673Ci ______________ l 
! ! !(show$3 or indicat$5) same !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !12:49 I 
! ! !((single hop) or (single- !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I lhop)) same ((multi-hop) or IIBM_TDB ! I I I 
I ! !(multi hop)) and I I ! ! I 
! ! !@ad< "20050214" ! ! ! ! I 
~1-1'7"---- !a ______________________ t(·t-i81Ci __ o_r __ ;;·a.;:-an1-8't8r)--;;t_h ____________ j-u&-ffi'Pus·;-------------- fP:oT __________________________ !oN _____________ !2o6871-o/3o _______________ l 
I i !(domain type) same ((multi- IUSPAT; EPO; ! i !12:50 I 
! ! !hop) or (multi hop)) and !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !@ad< "20050214" II BM TDB ! ! ! I 
!s1 __ 1_8 ______ i·6s ___________________ f(fi8i(j--c;;:·IJ-ar-amet·8-rf;-ith ____________ rus:-~F>us;-------------- iAoJ _____________________________ fo"N _____________ [2oos'71-o736 ______________ 1 

! ! !(domain type) and !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !12:50 I 
I I !@ad< "20050214" !JPO; DERWENT; ! I I I 
! ! i pBM_TDB ! ! ! I 
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!81"1'9 ______ f1'4 ____________________ f(fi8i(J--c;;-'Pa~-a.;8t'8-~)--~-~i'h"""""" fu&'ffipus;-------------- !P.o':J ___________________________ " fo'N ___________ " f2'6os71'o736 _____________ " I 
! ! [(indicat$5 or show$5) with [USPAT; EPO; ! ! [12:50 I 
! ! [(domain type) and IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !@ad<"20050214" IIBM TDB ! ! ! I 
~1-2'6""" jT"""""""""" j(-;;rot'8ciio'n"iyf)8)"an<T"""""""'" ju&~F'us';""""""'" i'P:oJ'"""""""""""""" joN"""""'" j2oo871'o/3o""""""" I 
! ! !(standby path) IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! [13:44 1 

i i ~ ~JPO· DERWENT ~ i i I 

! ! ! !IBM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
r81'21""'" !'2636""""""" i-(hot"o;-;a:r-~"c;;-c:c;-l'd)"~-ea;3-"" 1-us:-~Pus:""""""" !P.oj"""""""""""""'" fo'N"""""'" f2-6o8'71'o/36""""""'" I 
! ! !standby lusPAT; EPO; i ! [13:46 I i i I I PO· . I i i 1 i i ~ ~J , DERWENT, ~ i i 1 

I I I !1 BM TDB I I I I 

i81'22""" [2-83""""""""" i-u;-c;t"'an'(J"C:a'l'df'8a:~-8"8t'an'dtiy"' ius:-~;;us;""""""""I'Ao:J""""""""""""""' ioN"""""'" i266871'6/3o""""""" I 
I I 1and @ad< "20050214" iUSPAT; EPO; I I 113:47 I 
! ! I IJPO· DERWENT ! ! ! I 
! ! ! !IBM, TDB , I ! ! I 
!-81'23"""" i-s-1"""""""""" i(ti'a'i"anCi"caidT'a~-,i"""""""""""" 1-us:-~p'LJ's;""""""" fp;iJj"""""""""""""'"" b:,j"""""'"" i-2ooshoi'3'6""""""""1 
! ! [(parameter with standby) lusPAT; EPO; i ! [13:48 I 
! ! !and @ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; i ! ! I 
I I I II BM TDB I I I I 

r8124"""·f2'6""""""""'"" i'(tieicl"~itti"i'n'dicat'$'5"~'it'h"""""" fuS:'~GPUs;"""""""" i'Aoj"""""""""""""'". f6N"""""'". f2'6o871'673o""""""'" I 
I I [(standby mode)) and luSPAT; EPO; ! I [13:49 I 
! ! [@ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i 1

1 
BM TDB i i i I 

is1'2'6""" 1696"""""""'" fcan't'i9$9-;it'ti"'(8'tan_d,by""""""'" !u&~8F'u's';""""""" fP:oT"""""""""""""" ioN"""""'"" !'2a68T1'oi'3o""""""""l 
I I lmode) and lusPAT; EPO; I I 113:50 I 
! ! i@ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; I ! ! I 
I I I 11 BM TDB I I I I 

[8127""" [4'66"""""""'" lco,~ti9$9"~'8a;?'(sta~dby""""""' fuS:'~GPUs;""""""" i'Aoj"""""""""""""'" fa-N"""""'" [2'6o871'673o""""""'" I 
! ! !mode) and luSPAT; EPO; ! ! [13:51 I 
! ! [@ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i 1

1 
BM TDB i i i I 

ls1'2'8""" 1324"""""""'" lcan't'i'9$9"n8ar5"('8t'ar1Cit;y"""""" lus~8F'u's';""""""" fP:oJ'"""""""""""""" ioN"""""'" l2o68T1'o73o""""""'" I 
! ! 1mode) and !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !13:51 1 

! ! [@ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i ~ ~IBM TDB ~ i i I 

[81'29""" [1-94"""""""'" lco,nti9$9"n'ea;3"(sta~dby"""""'" fuS:'~pus;""""""" i'Aoj"""""""""""""'" fa-N"""""'" [2'6o8'71'673o""""""'" I 
I I lmode) and lusPAT; EPO; ! I 113:52 I 
I I l®ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
~1'3'6 ______ 17--------------------" f;;c;n-ti9$9'r18a~3--(sian_d,by ____________ ~~~~%~8-;------------" tP:o:J _____________________________ joN------------- l2a6871'o/3o _______________ I 
I I imode) and 1USPAT; EPO; I I 113:54 I 
I I l@ad<"20050214" and (hot IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
! 1 1and cold) 11 BM_ TDB ! I I 1 

!81'31"""' f9""""""""""" lt'y-pe-;it't1"(8ian_d,by"~-c;'d8)""""" ru&'ffipus;""""""" !P.oj""""""""""""""' fo'N""""""' f2oosT1'oi'3o""""""'" 1 

I ! land @ad<"20050214" and lusPAT; EPO; i ! [14:01 I 
I ! l(hot and cold) IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I I l1 BM TDB I I I I 

is1'32""" i4""""""""""" iiyf)8"n'8a;3"(sta~'dtiy;-;nc;Ci8)""" ius:-~F'us;"""""""' fP:oJ'"""""""""""""" ioN"""""'" i266871'o/3o""""""" I 
I I 1and @ad<"20050214" and IUSPAT; EPO; I I 114:01 I 
I I l(hot and cold) IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
i i ~ ~IBM TDB ~ i i I 
; 1 l ~ - ~ ; ; ! 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
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!8133------·ra----------------------- !'('(5i~-9-18"h·c;;;y-·c;7('8i~-9-18~-------------- !u&'ffipus;--------------- !'AoJ _____________________________ . !oN _____________ . !2'oos71'o73o _______________ 1 

! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:38 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and (domain !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i !type) !1 BM_TDB i i i I 
1s1·3·5------ r1·34 _________________ l((si;;9ie-hap'}"a~--(s·i-~9i8~-------------- ID&ffi-p!J's·;-------------- fP:oJ' _____________________________ IoN ______________ 12oCi8T1'Ci73o _______________ l 
I ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or !uSPAT; EPO; i ! !14:39 I 
i i l(multi hop)) and IJPO; DERWENT; I i i I 
! ! i@ad< "20050214" II BM TDB I ! ! I 
!8136 ______ to----------------------· i·r(si~-9-le--h·c;;;)--·c;;--('si~-9-18~-------------- !us-~Pus;-------------- i'AoJ _____________________________ !oN _____________ t2·aas71-673Ci ______________ I 
I ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:43 I 
I ! !(multi hop)) and (parameter !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i lor field) @ad< "20050214" 11 BM_ TDB I i i I 
'''''''''~''''''''" '''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''v ''''~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''" ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''" '''''''''''''''''''''" '''''''''''"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''" ~ 

IS137 !126 l((single hop) or (single- !U&PGPUB; iADJ !ON !2008/10/30 I 
I ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:43 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and (parameter iJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i lor field) and 11 BM_ TDB i i i I 
! ! !@ad< "20050214" ! ! ! ! I 
!8138 ______ !1·1--------------------· f('(5i~9-18 __ h_o'P)--·c;;--(;;~-9-18~-------------- tu&'ffipus;-------------- i'Ao] _____________________________ !oN _____________ t2-6os71-6736 ______________ I 
I ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:44 I 
I ! !(multi hop)) same !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i !(parameter or field) and !1 BM_ TDB I i i I 
1 i !@ad< "2oo5o214" i 1 1 1 I fs1_3_9 ______ io ______________________ [('('8i;;9-ie-ho-i)Y'o-r--(5Tn9i8~-------------- [u&-;;8;;us_; _______________ fP:oJ' ____________________________ ioN _____________ i2Ci6871-Ci/3o ______________ 1 

! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:53 I 
I I !(multi hop)) and (type near5 IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
! ! 1netowrk) 11 BM_ TDB ! I I I 
!s1-4o ______ !'1'36----------------· !'((sin91e--hop)--c;;--(5i~-9-18~-------------· ru&-P8P"us;-------------- !P.oJ _____________________________ fo'N _____________ f2-6os'71-o736 ______________ 1 

I ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:53 I 
I ! !(multi hop)) and (type near5 IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I ! I network) l1 BM TDB i ! ! I 
!81·4·1"'---- !Ci······················ kp.aram.ete·;;;·f;eid··;;;·t;i'ti············ ju&-~8Pus;··············· i'AoJ···························-- ioN···········-- i266871'o73Ci············-- I 
i i !with indicat$7 with ((single !USPAT; EPO; i i !14:55 I 
! ! !hop) or (single-hop)) same iJPO; DERWENT; 1 ! ! I 
I ! !((multi-hop) or (multi hop)) IIBM_TDB ! ! ! I 
:~~~~~~~~'''''''''' :'''''''''''''''''''''''''" :''''''''''''''~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· ~~~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ :~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~• :~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~• :~~~~~~~~~~n~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~• ~ 
!8142 !2 !(paramete or field or bit) !U&PGPUB; !ADJ !ON !2008/10/30 I 
I ! !with indicat$7 same ((single lusPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:55 I 
I ! !hop) or (single-hop)) same IJPO; DERWENT; i ! ! I 
I ! !((multi-hop) or (multi hop)) l1 BM TDB i I I I 
!81'43------·!1----------------------· i·(;;;;;i8c'tio~---n8a:r3 ___________________________ , tus·~;;us;--------------· ioR _______________________________ . !6N ______________ t2·aa97o'57o2 _______________ I 
I ! !properties) and standby luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:27 I 
I ! lnear3 path IJPO ! ! ! I 
is1·4·4 ...... i? ...................... [(iJr.otect·ic;·~--~·8ar3·························· .. iusffipu·s·:·············· f6Fi···························· .. ioN .............. i2o697o57a2············· .. 1 

I ! !(parameter or propert$5)) lusPAT; EPO; i ! !14:28 I 
i i land standby near3 path !JPO I i i I 
!81.45 ...... !6·1-963 ............ 1c;c;·~ti9~·$s··~-~th .. (st.andby········ .... , fu&.F>GF>us;·············· !oR····························· .. !6Fi=······· .... !2.6o9'7657a2············· .. 1 

I ! !path) !USPAT; EPO; i ! !15:12 I 

is1·4·6 ...... 1.1·s················· .. [c;;;~·t·i·9·~$5 .. ;it·h··(sta~dtiy··········· .. l~~ffipu·s·;···············fP:oJ'··························· .. Iai=F········ .... I2Ci697o57a2············· .. 1 

i i lpath) lusPAT; EPO; I i !15:13 I 

181.47 ...... [2·5················· ... 1·(;;58~·d·c;;i;8·;;;·;;58~·d·c;~;;;8;·-- t~~F>GF>us;··············laR····························· .. f6N··········· .. f2.6o9'7657a2············· .. 1 

I ! land(standby) luSPAT ! ! !15:20 I 
' . ' ' ~ . . ~ 
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!8148 ______ [3----------------------- f(pse~a;;;T~8-c;;--pse~a;;·:;;;8)--- fu&'F>GF>uEC _____________ !A'oJ _____________________________ [oN _____________ f2'oo97657o2 _______________ 1 

! ! [and (standby path) [USPAT; EPO; ! ! [15:20 I 

~~~~~lru-1~1 
i i !(standby path) !USPAT; EPO; i i !16:04 1 

t81-5o ______ [;----------------------- l-('p;;;i-8C:'iion--sci1_8_m_8f~-~it1 ___________ t~~F>GF>uE;;-------------- IA'oJ _____________________________ toN _____________ t2-oo97657o2 _______________ I 
! ! [(standby path) lusPAT; EPO; ! ! [16:06 I 

~~~~~lru-1~1 
I I !property)) with (standby IUSPAT; EPO; 1 I 116:22 I 
i i !(path or route)) !JPO i i i I 
!81-52 ______ t;·a-------------------- rnp;c;i8C:'iion--(type·c;;--------------------- rus:-F>GF>uEC ____________ !A'oJ _____________________________ [oN _____________ f2-oo97657o2 _______________ I 
! ! [property)) or OOS) with lusPAT; EPO; ! ! [16:23 I 
! ! [(standby (path or route)) IJPO ! ! ! I 
is1_5_3 ______ i-1-9------------------- lntype--;;-~--p-~oiJ8~t'yy·;;~--oos)---- lu&F'8F'IJ's-;-------------- [1\oJ'---------------------------- ioN _____________ i2o697o57o2 _______________ I 
I I lwith (standby (path or IUSPAT; EPO; 1 I 116:26 I 
I I iroute)) iJPO I I I I 
!81-54 ______ !1----------------------- f(-p;;;i8C:'iion--sci1_8_m_8)--~-i-th ___________ tus-PGPuEC ____________ iA'oJ _____________________________ io_N _____________ [2-oo97657o2 _______________ I 
! ! [(standby (path or route)) luSPAT; EPO; ! ! [16:27 I 

~~~~~~~~ i i !(standby (path or route)) !USPAT; EPO; i i !16:27 1 

t81'56 ______ 1-3---------------------- ~(-p;;;-i8ct'ion--(sC:il-8n18--;;;---------------- t~~P'GF>us:-------------- 1:1\oj----------------------------- tol\i _____________ t2-oo9/'o57o2 _______________ I 
! ! [propert$3 or parameter or luSPAT; EPO; ! ! [16:29 I 
! ! !type)) same (standby (path IJPO i ! ! I 
! ! !or route)) I i ! ! I 
~1·5·7------ i2o ____________________ kb-ack~-;;-;;a:it1f;-ith ________________________ ju&-F>GF'us_; _______________ i'P:oT __________________________ ioN _____________ i2oo97o6/'1_7 ______________ I 
i i !(protection scheme) IUSPAT; EPO; i i !1 0:22 I 

[81-58 ______ 1-o---------------------- ~(IJack~p--p-at-ilY';it_il _________________________ t~~F>GF>us:-------------- IP.oJ _____________________________ lal\i _____________ [2-oo9/'o671_7 _______________ I 
! ! [(protection near3 luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !1 0:35 I 
! ! [parameter) IJPO i ! ! I 
is1_5_9 ______ i1_2_1 __________________ kb-ack~-;;-;;a:it1)--;i'tt1 ________________________ iu&-F>GF'us;--------------- fP:oT __________________________ ioN _____________ i26o97o6/'1_7 ______________ I 
i i !(protection) IUSPAT; EPO; i i !10:35 I 

[81'6o _______ k---------------------- 1(98~-e;a.$5--;;;--;;;;~'fi9~-;$5) ____________ IL~ffipLJ's;-------------- fP.oJ _____________________________ la'N ______________ ~oo9/'o671'7 _______________ I 
! ! !with (backup path) with lusPAT; EPO; i ! !1 0:36 I 
! ! [(parameter) IJPO i ! ! I 
is1_6_1 _______ !1'44 _________________ k9-en·e~a$5--;;~--c;;;;;t-i9·~-~$5Y' _________ iu&'F>GF'us;---------------~oJ _____________________________ ioN _____________ i26o97o6/'1_7 ______________ I 
i i !with (backup path) IUSPAT; EPO; i i !1 0:37 I 

[81'62·------122------------------- b-e-nera$5--c;;--;;;;·;;t;9~-r-$5i ___________ IL~ffi-pu-8;-------------- fP:oJ------------------------------I-oN--------------I2a69/'o671T-------------I 
! ! !with (backup path) and lusPAT; EPO; i ! !1 0:38 I 
! ! [(protection scheme) IJPO i ! ! I 
i81'63 ______ !6---------------------- k9-en·e-ra$5--;;·r--;;·c;n·t-i9-~-r$5Y __________ ius:-F>GF>us;--------------· iA'oJ _____________________________ ioN _____________ i2'669766h7 ______________ I 
I I lwith (backup path) with IUSPAT; EPO; I I 110:42 I 
! [ !(base or according) !JPO i i i I 
:·81'64 _______ !a ______________________ !(~i8·;;-e;:a.$5--c;;--;;;;·;;t;9~-r-$5i ___________ rus:·ffi-pu-8;-------------- !1\oJ------------------------------ raN ______________ !2oCi9/'o671T _____________ I 
! ! !with (backup path) with lusPAT; EPO; i ! !1 0:42 I 
! ! [("base" or "according") IJPO i ! ! I 
' ' ~ ~ ~ ' ' ~ I 

I 
I 
! 
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•181'6'5'·---- 11·5·9----------------- fT9·8;;8~a$5--c;;·'Cc;;;f·;9·~-~$5·c;;------ lu&"F>G'Pus;-------------.. I'Ao:J _____________________________ ioN _____________ 120'6970'6/'1_7 ______________ 1 

! ! !setup) with (backup path) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !1 0:43 I 

• ts1'66 _______ l-1·5------------------- 1(98nera$5--c;·r--co.nti9~-~-$·s--;;·r ______ IL~ffip'LJ's;-------------- tAo'J----------------------------·I·aN ______________ 1·2a0'9io6i1·i----------·-- I 
! ! !setup) with (backup path) !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !1 0:43 I 
! ! !not 8161 !JPO i ! ! I 
• is1·5·s------ [2·42·1--------------- k370'i2·1·6~-22s:22sY:ccis~-------------- [u&.F>GFius;--------------· 1-oi=~------------------------------· iaN _____________ i2669i66h7 ______________ I 
i i i IUSPAT i i !14·35 I 

• fs1.69·------ i3s49 ______________ i(7697226Y:ccis~------------------------------·-- kis:·ffip'LJ's;-------------- foFi------------------------------· i·aN ______________ i·2a69io6i1_i _____________ I 
! ! ! !uSPAT i ! !14·35 I 
• i81·7·5------ [29·1------------------ [;;58-~c;c;~-~~8--c;·~--;;58·~c;c;:;i·~8------ iu&'F>G'Pus;--------------· fo'R _______________________________ ioN _____________ i20'6970'6/'1_7 ______________ I 
i i i IUSPAT i i !14·35 I 

• fs1'71·------ f5 ....................... i·(70'97220')·:e:cis~--an.<T81'7o ___________ kis.PGPus;-------------- !oFi ............................... fo'N ............. [2·a69i6671'7 ............... I 
! ! ! !uSPAT i ! !14·35 I 
• ~1-72 ______ !1"------------------·-- [::2-6o50'2262'1'5;;-------------------------------- iu&'Fi8Fius·; ............... i·aP: .............................. ioFF ___________ i20'6'970'6i1'7 ______________ I 
i i i IUSPAT· EPO· i i i16·27 I 

lb3121;;2006004502ii··l~!oo--~~iii6iii I 
! ! ! !usPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:30 I 
·~81'74 ______ [39·7----------------- [(';;58·~c;;;;·;~8--c;7;;58·~c;;;·:;i-~8---- ~~~Fi8Fius;--------------· ~o:J _____________________________ loN _____________ 120'6970'6/'1_7 ______________ I 
! ! !or pseudo wire) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:41 I 

• ts1·75·------ l-1·3------------------- l(iJ58~-do~ir8--;;·~--iJ58~·dc;~-~-~~-8---- IL~ffi-pu·s;-------------- tAoJ ______________________________ l·aN ______________ 1·2a0'9io6i1·i----------·-- I 
! ! !or pseudo wire) and (backup !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:41 I 
! ! !path) !JPO i ! ! I 
~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~U·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL:LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL:LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL:LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL 

EAST Search History (Interference) 

<This search history is empty> 
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Dec' 21 09 11:5la Greg H. Leitich 512-4ss-q_!_J23. ____ JtE~i:.io~-

cemm'-AX CENTER 

PA~2 2009 
ATIORNEY DOCKET 

NO. HAMMP0008 

IN THE u'NITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Applicants: 

Serial No.: 

Filed: 

Title: 

Ping Pan 

11/354,569 

February 14, 2006 

PSEUDO-WIRE PROTECTION 
USING A STANDBY 
PSEUDOWIRE 

Group Art Unit: 2416 
Examiner: Ll U, Siming 

) CERTIFICATE OF FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION 
) 
) The undersigned hereby certifies that this 
) document is being facsimile transmitted to the fax 
) number and date given below. 
) 
) Date Transmitted: December 21. 2009 
) Facsimile Number: 571-273-8300 
) No. of Pages: Cov ( 1 l + RCE (2) + Pet.Ext.Time 
) (1} + CC (1) + Amd (10} =Total (15) 

) ~~ 
) By:_~~~--~--~~~------~ 

Greg H. Leitich 

REQUEST FOR CONTINUED EXAMINATION 
Mail Stop RCE 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Sir: 

Applicant hereby requests continued examination, in accordance with 37 C.F.R. §1.114, 
for the above-identified application. 

TIME REQUEST IS BEING MADE 

1. Prosecution on this application being closed (under either appeal, final action, notice of 
allowance, or other prosecution closing action), this request is being submitted prior to the 
earliest of: 

i. 
ii. 

[g) 
0 
0 

Abandonment of the application. 
Payment of issue fee, or 
Issue fee has been paid but a petition under 37 C.F.R. §1.313 has been granted. 

iii. 0 Filing of a notice of appeal to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit 
under 35 U.S.C. §1.313, or commencement of a civil action under 35 U.S.C. 145 or 146, unless 
the appeal or civil action is terminated. 
iv. 0 A decision on appeal to the Board of Patent Appeals & Interferences (this RCE is 
to be treated as a request to withdraw the appeal and to reopen prosecution of the application) 
-A notice is being separately sent to the Board of Patent Appeals & Interferences that this RCE 
is being filed. 

... ,. 
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Dec' 21 09 ll:Sla Greg H. Leitich 512-469-0023 

Serial No.: 11/486,432 Attorney Docket No.: HAMMP0013 

2. 
l. 
ii. 
iii. 

iv. 

v. 
vi. 

SUBMISSIONS AND ENCLOSURES 

Enclosed herewith is/are: 
[;g) 
[;g) 
D 

D 

D 
D 

A Petition for Extension of Time for three (3) month(s). 
The enclosed Preliminary Amendment. 
Please enter the previously unentered Amendment faxed 18 June 2008...::. 
A copy 0 is or 0 is not provided herein. 
An Information Disclosure Statement (37 C.F.R §1.98) with PT0-1449 and 

___ copies of references. 
New arguments or new evidence in support of patentability. 
Other: 

FEE FOR REQUEST REQUIRED BY 37 C.F.R. §1.17Cel 

3. 1Zl Filing fee has been calculated as shown below (small entity) after entering the 
previous amendment and/or currently submitted amendment as may be applicable: 

Current Claims Pending No. Extra Rate Fees 
Minus Highest Number 

Previously Paid For 
Total Claims 21-21 =0 X $52= $ 0.00 
lndep. Claims 3- 3 =0 X $110 = J $ 0.00 
D Multiple Dependent Claims Present + $390:::: $ 0.00 

Basic filing fee $ 810.00 
Total $ 810.00 

4. A credit card payment form including the amount of the fee is enclosed. 

PLEASE MAIL CORRESPONDENCE TO: 

Greg H. Leitich 
P.O. Box 3255 
Austin TX 78703 

-2-

Respectfully submitted, 

AJ~ 
Greg H. Leitich, Reg. No. 39,745 
Attorney(s) for Applicant(s) 
Direct Dial: 512-469-0063 

December 21, 2009 
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Eeo 21 09 11:52a Gl""eg H. Leitich 512 469-0023 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Applicants: Ping Pan ) CERTIFICATE OF f,\CS!M!LE TR.t\1\'SMJSSION 

Serial No.: 11/354,569 
)) The undersigned hereby certifies tha: this document is being lilcsimilc 

transmitted to lhe fax number and date given below. 
) 
) Date Transmitted: Dccember21 2009 
) Facsimile Number: ~57,wl..:.-2"-'7.d:3-"'8d.l300"":::-~--::c--=:--:=-:-

Filed: February 14,2006 

Title: PSEUDO-WIRE PROTECTION 
USING A STANDBY 

) 
No. of Pages: Cov (I)+ RCE (2) + Pet.Exc. Time (1}+ CC (I) 

) +AmMIO~~~~ 

)By: ~~~A. PSEUDO WIRE 
Docket No. HAMMP008 
Grqup Art Unit: 2416 
Examiner: LIU, Siming 

Petition For Extension of Time 

Box Amendment FEE 
Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks 
Washington, DC 20231 

Dear Sir: 

) "' Greg 1-l. Lei tiel:! 

) 
) 

This is a request under the provisions of 37 CFR Ll36(a) to extend the period for filing a response to the 
office action in the above identified application. 

The requested extension and appropriate fee are as follo\vs: 
One month (37 CFR 1.l7(a)(1)) $ 
Two months (37 CFR Ll7(a)(2)) 

_x_ Three months (37 CFR l.l7(a)(3)) $ 1110.00 
Four months (37 CFR 1.17(a)(4)) $ 
Five months (3 7 CFR I. 17(a)(5)) $ 

Applicant is a small entity under 37 CF R· I .9 and 1.27, therefore the fee amount shown above is 
reduced by one-half, and d1e resulting fee is: $ _. 

A small entity statement under 37 CFR 1.27: 
is enclosed. 
has already been filed in this application. 

A check in the amount of the fee is enclosed 
.lL A credit card payment form including the amount of the fee is enclosed 

The Commissioner has already been authorized to charge fees in this application to a Deposit 
·Account. 

I am the: 
assignee of record ofthe entire interest. 
applicant. 
attorney or agent of record. 
attorney or agent under 3 7 CFR 1.34(a). Reg. No: ---=3~9,_,7__,4-=.5 __ _ 

p.4 

Date December 2 L 2009 Name: Greg H. Leitich Signature: ~~~ 
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nee 21 09 11:52a Greg H. Leitioh 512-469-0023 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATE:l\T'f AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Applicants: Ping Pan ) CERTIFICATE OFF ACSIMILE TRANSMISSION 

~ The undersigned hereby certifies that this document is 

) 
being facsimile transmitted to the fax number and date 
given below. 

) 

Serial No.: 11/354,569 

Filed: Febntary 14, 2006 
) Date Transmitted: December 21 2009 

PSEUDO-WIRE PROTECTIO]tacsimile Number: 571-273-&300 . 
USING A STANDBY ) ~o. of Pages: Covjl) + RCE (2) + Pet.Ext.T1me fl) 
PSEUDOWIRE ) . cc (I)+ Amd 00)- Total 05) 

Title: 

)By: ~~~~ 
Group Art Unit: 2416 ) · ot;g .... I-I.LeitiC 
Examiner: LIU, Siming ) 

AMENDMENT 

Dear Sir: 

In response to the final Offidal Action mailed June 22, 2009, applicants respectfully 

request that the following amendment be made part ofthe official record in the above captioned 

case. The applicant also submits a petition for a 3 month extension oftime and submits a request 

for continued examination (RCE). 

Amendments to the claims begin on page 2 of this paper. 

Remarks begin at page 6 of this paper. 

Page 1 of 10 

PAGE 
618 
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~. ' Dec 21 09 11: 52a Greg H. Leitich 512-469-0023 

Application Serial No. ll/354,569 Patent 

AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS: 

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the application: 

Listin!l of Claims: 

1. (Currently Amended) A method of providing protection to network traffic, comprising: 

sending a Pseudo wire protection configuration parameter for configuring a standby 

Pseudowire between a source node and a destination node, the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter indicating a protection property associated with the standby 

Pseudowire; 

receiving a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement indicating whether the . 

Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has been accepted by the destination node; 

and 

in tlle event that accepting the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has been 

aeee13£ed by the destination node[[,]]; 

using the standby Pseudowire; '•Vherei:n the standby Pseudov.'ire that is configured based 

at least in part on the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter. 

2. (Original) A method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the standby Pseudowire is configured to 

provide protection to at least one primary Pseudowire. 

3. (Original) A method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the standby Pseudowire is configured to 

provide protection to at least one primary Pseudowire, and in the event that the primary 

Pseudowire fails to transfer network traffic, switching network traffic from at least one of 

said at least one primary Pseudowire to the standby Pseudowire. 

4. (Original) A method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the standby PseudoVvi.re is dynamically 

selected from a plurality of connections. 

5. (Original) A method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the Pseudowire protection configuration 

Page 2 of 10 
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• • • I '·" .. D e c 2 1 0 9 1 1 : 52 a Greg H. Leitioh 512-469 0023 ___ . p.B -------
Application Serial No. I 11354,569 Patent 

parameter includes a domain type. 

6. (Original) A method as recited in Claim I, \\'herein the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter includes a protection type. 

7. (Original) A method as recited in Claim I, wherein the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter includes a protection scheme. 

8. (Original) A method as recited in Claim I, wherein the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter includes a priority. 

9. (Original) A method as recited in Claim I, further including determining whether to preempt 

existing traffic on the standby Pseudowire, the determination being based at least in part on a 

priority associated with the standby Pseudowire. 

10. (Original) A method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the Pseudo wire protection configuration 
PAGE Bill' RCVD AT 12/?11200~ 12;.14 :.QO. f>II!J.[I;!I.S.tE!I]I.~.I_al),!l!lrC! Tilll~] 'I\!VR;US~T:Q-EPXR.F~J1.5 • D~!S:273830(! • CSI0:.512 469 0023 • DURATION (mm·ss):02-46 
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0 e c' 2 1 0 9 1 1 : 51 a Greg H. Leitich 512 469-0023 

GREG H. LEITICH 

P.O. BOX 3255 

AUSTIN, TEXAS 76764 

TELEPHONE: (512) 469-0063 

FACSIMILE: (512) 409-0023 

E-MAIL: leitich@sbcglol.>~l.net 

FAX TRANSMITTAL COVER SHEET 

TO: 

DATE: 

FROM: 

MATTER: 

Examiner LIU 
USPTO 571-273-8300 
Group Art Unit 2416 

December 21, 2009 

Greg H. Leitich 

11/354,569 

TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES (INCLUDING THIS ONE): 15 

Applicants: Ping Pan 

Serial No.: 11/354,569 

Filed: February 14, 2006 

Title: PSEUDO-WIRE PROTECTION 
USfNG A STANDBY 

PSEUDOWTRE 

Group Art Unit: 2416 
Examiner: LIU, Siming 

) CERTIFICATE OF FACSIM!J.E TRANSMISSION 

) The undersigned hereby certifies lhlll.lhis docum~nt is 
) being fw;similc tnmsmittcd to the fax number and date 
) given below. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
)) 

Date Transmitted: l)ecemhcr 21 2009 

Facsimile Number: 571-273-8300 

No. of Pages: Cov ( ll + RCE (2) + 
Pet ExL Time Cl) + CC (I) + Amd (! 0) = ToL1I (15) 

This facsimile and the information it contains is intended to be a confidential communication only to the person or entity 
to whom it is addressed. If you have received this facsimile in error, please notify us immediately by calling us collect at 
the above-listed number(s). 

.. £>.·1 ___ _ 
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PTO/SB/06 (07-06) 
Approved for use through 1/31/2007. OMB 0651-0032 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number. 

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD Application or Docket Number Filing Date 

Substitute for Form PT0-875 11/354,569 02/14/2006 D To be Mailed 

APPLICATION AS FILED- PART I OTHER THAN 

(Column 1) (Column 2) SMALL ENTITY D OR SMALL ENTITY 

FOR NUMBER FILED NUMBER EXTRA RATE($) FEE($) RATE($) FEE($) 

D BASICFEE N/A N/A N/A N/A 
(37 CFR 1.16(a), (b), or (c)) 

D SEARCH FEE 
(37 CFR 1.16(k), (i), or (m)) 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

D EXAMINATION FEE 
(37 CFR 1.16(o), (p), or (q)) 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

TOTAL CLAIMS X$ = OR X$ = 
(37 CFR 1.16(1)) minus 20 = 

INDEPENDENT CLAIMS X$ = X$ = (37 CFR 1.16(h)) minus 3 = 

If the specification and drawings exceed 100 

0APPLICATION SIZE FEE 
sheets of paper, the application size fee due 
is $250 ($125 for small entity) for each 

(37 CFR 1.16(s)) 
additional 50 sheets or fraction thereof. See 
35 U.S.C. 41 (a)(1)(G) and 37 CFR 1.16(s). 

D MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT (37 CFR 1.16U)) 

* If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter "0" in column 2. TOTAL TOTAL 

APPLICATION AS AMENDED- PART II 
OTHER THAN 

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITY OR SMALL ENTITY 

CLAIMS HIGHEST 

12/22/2009 REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT 
RATE($) 

ADDITIONAL 
RATE($) 

ADDITIONAL 
I- AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA FEE($) FEE($) 
z AMENDMENT PAID FOR w 

Total (37 CFR ~ 1.16(i)) * 10 Minus ** 21 = 0 X$ = OR X $52= 0 
0 Independent z * 1 Minus ***3 = 0 X$ = OR X $220= 0 w (37 CFR 1.16(h)) 

~ D Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s)) 
<( 

D FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j)) OR 

TOTAL TOTAL 
ADD'L OR ADD'L 0 
FEE FEE 

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) 

CLAIMS HIGHEST 
REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT 

RATE($) 
ADDITIONAL 

RATE($) 
ADDITIONAL 

AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA FEE($) FEE($) 

I-
AMENDMENT PAID FOR 

z Total (37 CFR 
* Minus ** = X$ = OR X$ = w 1.16(i)) 

~ Independent 
* Minus *** = X$ = OR X$ = 

0 (37 CFR 1.16(h)) 

z D Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s)) w 
~ D FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j)) <( OR 

TOTAL TOTAL 
ADD'L OR ADD'L 
FEE FEE 

* If the entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write "0" in column 3. Legal Instrument Examiner: 
** If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 20, enter "20". /DIANIECE JACOBS/ 
*** If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, enter "3". 

The "Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest number found in the appropriate box in column 1. 

Th1s collect1on of mformat1on IS requ1red by 37 CFR 1.16. The mformat1on IS requ1red to obtam or retam a benefit by the public wh1ch IS to f1le (and by the USPTO to 
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering, 
preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you 
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. 
Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS 
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. 

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PT0-9199 and select option 2. 
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

VAN PELT, Yl & JAMES, LLP 
10050 N. FOOTHILL BLVD #200 
CUPERTINO, CA 95014 

In re Application of 
Ping Pan 
Application No. 111354,569 
Filed: February 14, 2006 
Attorney DocKet No. HAMMP008 

Commissioner for Patents 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 

P.O. Box 1450 

COPY MAILED 

·SEP 1· 6 2009 

OffiCE Of PETITIONS 

DECISION ON PETITION 
TO WITHDRAW FROM 

RECORD 

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 
www.uspto.gov 

This is a decision on the Request to Withdraw as attorney or agent of record under 37 CFR § 1.36(b), 
filed July 24, 2009. 

The request is AEPRO)LED. 

A grantable request to withdraw as attorney/agent of record must be signed by every 
attorney/agent seeKing to withdraw or contain a clear Indication that one attorney Is signing on 
behalf of another/others. 

The request was signed by Lee van Pelt on behalf of an attorneys/agents of record Who are 
associated with customer No. 21912. Therefore, Lee van Pelt and all the attorneys/agents of record 
who are associated with customer No. 21912 have been withdrawn. 

Applicant Is reminded that there are no attorneys/agents of record at this time. 

The request to change the correspondence of record is not acceptable1 as the requested 
correspondence address is not that of: (1) the first named signing inventor; or (2) an Intervening 
assignee of the entire Interest under 37 C.F.R 3.71. All future communications from the Office will 
continue to be directed to the above listed address until other-Wise properly notified by the applicant. 

is an outstanding Office action mailed June 22, 2009 that requires a reply from applicant. 

cc: Greg Leitich 

g referred to Technology Center Art Unit 2416 to await a response to the Office 
2, 2009. 

oncerning this decision should be directed to the undersigned at (571) 272-3226. 

804 Baylor Street 
Austin, TX 78703 

1 The Office will no longer change the correspondence address to that of a new practitioner unless the Request is accompanied by a 
power of attorney to a new practitioner (See USPTO Form PTO/SB/82). 
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APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 3 71 (C) DATE 

11/354,569 

21912 
VAN PELT, Yl & JAMES LLP 
10050 N. FOOTHILL BLVD #200 
CUPERTINO, CA 95014 

02/14/2006 

UJ\TTED STI\TES DEPA RTME'IT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Adill"'· COMMISSIO'JER FOR PATENTS 

PO Box 1450 
Alexandria, Vllgmia 22313-1450 
"W'.'Iw.uspto.gov 

FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE 

Ping Pan HAMMP008 
CONFIRMATION NO. 6912 

POWER OF ATTORNEY NOTICE 

llllllllllllllllllllllll]~!l]~~~~~~~~~~~lli~UI~~] 11111111111111111111111 

Date Mailed: 09/15/2009 

NOTICE REGARDING CHANGE OF POWER OF ATTORNEY 

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 07/24/2009. 

• The withdrawal as attorney in this application has been accepted. Future correspondence will be mailed to the 
new address of record. 37 CFR 1.33. 

/amsmith/ 

Office of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101 

page 1 of 1 
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. •' 
Doc Code: PET.POA.WDRW 
Document Description: Petition to withdraw attorney or agent (SB83) PTO/SB/83 (04-08) 

Approved for use through 12131/2008 OMB 0651 0035 QT" ,C.~ U.S. Patent and Trademarll: Office, U.S. DEPARTMENT. OF COMMERCE /!! Under the Paperworll: Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number. 

/' ... ~~~ Application Number 11/354,569 "" (-o J ~ EQUEST FOR WITHDRAWAL Filing Date February 14, 2006 ~~ 2 4 2, ti. AS ATTORNEY OR AGENT First Named Inventor PinQ Pan 

~ 

ty AND CHANGE OF Art Unit 4145 
CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS Examiner Name SiminQ Liu 

" Attorney Docket Number HAMMP008 ..1 

To: Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313·1450 

Please withdraw me as attorney or agent for the above identified patent application, and 

D all the practitioners of record; 

D the practitioners (with registration numbers) of record~attached paper(s); or 

0 the practitioners of record associated with Customer Number: 21912 

NOTE: The immediately preceding box should only be marked when the practitioners were appointed using the listed 
Customer Number. 

The reason(s) for this request are those described in 37 CFR : 

D 10.40(b)(1) D 10.40(b)(2) D 10.40(b)(3) D 1 0.40(b)(4) 

D 10.40(c)(1)(i) D 1 0.40(c)(1 )(ii) D 1 0.40(c)(1 )(iii) D 1 0.40(c)(1 )(iv) 

D 10.40(c)(1)(v) D 1 0.40(c)(1 )(vi) [l] 10.40(c)(2) D 1 0.40(c)(3) 

D 10.40(c)(4) D 1 0.40(c)(5) D 10.40(c)(6) Please explain below: 

Certifications 
Check each box below that is factually correct. WARNING: If a box Is left unchecked, the request will likely not 
be approved. 

1. l.f 11/We have given reasonable notice to the client, pr"ior to the expiration of the response period, that the 
practitioner(s) intend to withdraw from employment. 

2. l.f I 1/We have delivered to the client or a duly authorized representative of the client all papers and property 
(including funds) to which the client is entitled. 

3. l.f I 1/We have notified the client of any responses that may be due and the time frame within which the 
client must respond. 
Please provide an explanation, if necessary: 

(Page 1 of 2] 
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.36. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO 
to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete. 
including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments 
on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent 
and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS 
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. 

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1_-800-PT0-9199 and select option 2. 
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I, 
~ 

0 ,,. S' "' 

~ 
JUL 2 4 2:;;. · PTOISB/83 ,,..,,, 

. Approved for use through 12/31/2008. OMS 0651-0035 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

f h;, _ ,...v., er the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number. 

-= REQUEST FOR WITHDRAWAL 
AS ATTORNEY OR AGENT t 

AND CHANGE OF CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS 

Complete the following section only when the correspondence address will change. Changes of address will only be accepted to an 
inventor or an assignee that has properly made itself of record pursuant to 37 CFR 3. 71. 

Change the correspondence address and direct all future correspondence to: 

A. DThe address of the inventor or assignee associated with Customer Number: 

OR 
[{]Inventor or I .. 

B. Assignee name Greg Leltlch 

Address 804 Baylor Street 

City Austin I State TX I Zip 78703 I Country US 

Telephone I I Email leitich@sbcglobal.net 

I am authorized to siJ/. on behalf of myself and all withdrawing practitioners . 

JI/V 
.... 

Signature 

Name L/e Van Pelt I Registration No. 38,352 

Address 1Jl050 N. Foothill Blvd., Suite 200 

City Cupertino I State CA I Zip 95014 !country us 
Date July \I t 2009 Trelephone No. 408-973-2585 

NOTE: Withdrawal is effective when approved rather than when received. 

[Page 2 of2] 
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.36. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO 
to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, 
including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments 
on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden. should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent 
and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS 
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. 

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-BOD-PT0-9199 and select option 2. 
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UNITED STA1ES PA1ENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE 

11/354,569 02/14/2006 

21912 7590 06/22/2009 

VAN PELT, YI & JAMES LLP 
10050 N. FOOTHILL BLVD #200 
CUPERTINO, CA 95014 

FIRST NAMED INVENTOR 

Ping Pan 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 

P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450 
www.uspto.gov 

ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO. 

HAMMP008 6912 

EXAMINER 

LIU,SIMING 

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER 

2416 

MAIL DATE DELIVERY MODE 

06/22/2009 PAPER 

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding. 

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication. 

PTOL-90A (Rev. 04/07) 
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Application No. Applicant(s) 

11/354,569 PAN, PING 

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit 

I SIMING LIU 2416 

-- The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address -
Period for Reply 

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE ;z MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS, 
WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION. 

Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed 
after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication. 
If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication. 
Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133). 
Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any 
eamed patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b). 

Status 

1 )IZ! Responsive to communication(s) filed on 24 February 2009. 

2a)IZJ This action is FINAL. 2b)0 This action is non-final. 

3)0 Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is 

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213. 

Disposition of Claims 

4)1ZJ Claim(s) 1-21 is/are pending in the application. 

4a) Of the above claim(s) __ is/are withdrawn from consideration. 

5)0 Claim(s) __ is/are allowed. 

6)1Z! Claim(s) 1-21 is/are rejected. 

7)0 Claim(s) __ is/are objected to. 

8)0 Claim(s) __ are subject to restriction and/or election requirement. 

Application Papers 

9)0 The specification is objected to by the Examiner. 

10)0 The drawing(s) filed on __ is/are: a)O accepted or b)O objected to by the Examiner. 

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a). 

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121 (d). 

11 )0 The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PT0-152. 

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119 

12)0 Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f). 

a)O All b)O Some* c)O None of: 

1.0 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received. 

2.0 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. __ . 

3.0 Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage 

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17 .2(a)). 

*See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received. 

Attachment(s) 

1) IZJ Notice of References Cited (PT0-892) 

2) 0 Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review (PT0-948) 

4) 0 Interview Summary (PT0-413) 
Paper No(s)/Mail Date. __ . 

5) 0 Notice of Informal Patent Application 3) 0 Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08) 
Paper No(s)/Mail Date __ . 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Off1ce 

PTOL-326 (Rev. 08-06) 

6) 0 Other: __ . 

Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20090410 
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Application/Control Number: 11/354,569 

Art Unit: 2416 

DETAILED ACTION 

This Action is in response to communication filled on 02/24/2009. 

Claim Rejections- 35 USC§ 101 

Base on the amendment, 101 rejections are removed to claims 17-21. 

Response to Arguments 

Page 2 

1. Applicant's arguments with respect to claims 1, 11, 17 have been considered but 

are moot in view of the new ground(s) of rejection. Applicant amended the claims 1, 11, 

17 to include new limitation "the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter 

indicating a protection property associated with the standby Pseudowire", which 

necessitates the new ground of rejection. 

Claim Rejections- 35 USC§ 103 

1. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) which forms the basis for all 

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action: 

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set 
forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and 
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the 
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. 
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made. 
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Art Unit: 2416 

Page 3 

2. Claims 1-4, 7, 11-12, 15, 17, 20 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being 

unpatentable over Huang US 2003/0117950 A 1, in view of Voit US 2006/004 7851 A 1, 

further in view of Blanchet US 2004/0133692 A 1, further in view of Sridhar US 

2006/0018252 A 1. 

3. Regarding claim 1, Huang teaches a method of providing protection to network 

traffic (Huang, page 2, [0015], lines 1-6), comprising: 

sending (Huang, page 2, [0016], right column, line 1: "receiving a request to set up". 

There must be sending, thus receiving can happen) a ... protection configuration 

parameter (Huang, page 2, [0016], right column, lines 2-4: "the request specifying a 

required protection bandwidth for the label switched path segment", "required protection 

bandwidth" can be considered as a protection configuration parameter) for configuring a 

standby ... between a source node and a destination node (Huang, page 2, [0016], right 

column, lines 4-5: "and determining a backup route to the tail end node"), ... ; receiving a 

... configuration acknowledgement indicating whether the ... protection configuration 

parameter has been accepted by the destination node; and 

in the event that the ... protection configuration parameter has been accepted by the 

destination node, using the standby ... (Huang, page 2, [0016], right column, lines 6-14: 

In response of the request of setting up a label switched path segment over a direct 

connection between two nodes, a backup route is also being determined); 

wherein the standby Pseudowire is configured based at least in part on the ... protection 

configuration parameter parameter (Huang, page 2, [0016], right column, lines 8-12: 

"The method also includes signaling to reserve the required protection bandwidth along 
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Art Unit: 2416 

the backup route, receiving confirmation of reservation of the required protection 

Page 4 

bandwidth and generating a backup connection map", required protection bandwidth as 

a configuration parameter is a major factor in the backup path forming). 

Huang doesn't expressly teach Pseudowire and Pseudowire protection. 

Voit teaches Pseudowire (Voit, page 2, [0011], lines 2-7) and Pseudowire 

protection (Voit, page 4, [0046], lines 1-3: "a network topology is provided with 

redundant pseudowire connections ... "). 

At the time of the invention was made, it would have been obvious to a person of 

ordinary skill in the art to implement Pseudowire as a type of network service in the 

system disclosed by Huang in order to increase communication security since Voit 

teaches that PWs can provide point-to-point connectivity and are similar to virtual 

private link. Voit also teaches providing data traffic protection for primary Pseudowire 

path (Voit, page 4, [0046], lines 1-3). Both Huang and Voit are in the same field of 

endeavor (network transfer) and are directed to the same problem sought to be solved 

(data traffic protection). 

Huang in view of Voit doesn't expressly teach that receiving a configuration 

acknowledgement indicating whether the configuration parameter has been accepted by 

the destination node. 

Blanchet teaches that receiving a configuration acknowledgement indicating 

whether the configuration parameter has been accepted by the destination node 

(Blanchet, page 4, [0035], lines 2-4 ). 
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Page 5 

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary 

skill in the art to modify the system to send an ACK indicating the acceptance of the 

configuration parameters in the system disclosed by Huang in view of Voit in order to 

makes the system more reliable. Both Huang in view of Voit and Blanchet are in the 

same field of endeavor (Network transfer). 

Huang in view of Voit and Blanchet doesn't expressly teach that the configuration 

parameter indicating a protection property associated with the standby link. 

Sridhar teaches that the configuration parameter indicating a protection property 

associated with the standby link (Sridar, [0031], lines 3-10: it is noted the backup path 

setup is based on one of the three protection schemes, the parameter indicate the type 

of protection scheme is considered as the configuration parameters). 

At the time of the invention was made, it would have been obvious to a person of 

ordinary skill in the art to configure a backup path based on the configuration 

parameters which indicate a property associated with the standby link in the system 

disclosed by Huang in view of Voit and Blanchet in order increase the efficiency of the 

system. Since not all primarily paths have the same risk, it enables the system to weight 

the risk and assign proper resources to each primary path for protection. Both Huang in 

view of Voit, Blanchet and Sridhar are in the same field of endeavor (Network transfer) 

and are directed to the same problem sought to be solved (data traffic protection). 

2. Regarding claims 2, 12, Huang in view of Voit, Blanchet and Sridhar further 

teaches the standby (Huang, page 2, [0016], right column, lines 5: "backup" is 
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equivalent to standby in the context) Pseudowire (VOlT, [0002], lines 1-2) is configured 

to provide protection to at least one primary (Huang, page 1, [0008], lines 2-4) 

Pseudowire. 

3. Regarding claim 3, Huang in view of Voit, Blanchet and Sridhar further teaches 

the standby Pseudowire is configured to provide protection to at least one primary 

Pseudowire (Huang, page 1, [0008], lines 2-4), and in the event that the primary 

Pseudowire (VOlT, [0002], lines 1-2) fails to transfer network traffic (Huang, page 2, 

[001 0], line 5: "when a fault is discovered in a single link between two nodes along a 

path"), switching network traffic from at least one of said at least one primary 

Pseudowire to the standby Pseudowire (Huang, page 2, [001 0], lines 9-10: "switches 

the traffic that was using the connection to the alternate path", the limitation 

"Psedudowire" has been discussed). 

4. Regarding claim 4, Huang in view of Voit, Blanchet and Sridhar further teaches 

the standby Pseudowire is dynamically selected from a plurality of connections (Huang, 

page 4, [0040], lines 12-14: "The backup route may, for instance, be selected from a 

table of routes that have been pre-computed to connect the head end node 1 02A to the 

tail end node 1 02B"; page 4, [0040], right column, lines 1-2: "a backup route can be 

determined instantaneously by the head end node 1 02A given information about the 

current state of the network 1 00"). 
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5. Regarding claims 7, 15, 20, Huang in view of Voit, Blanchet and Sridhar further 

teaches the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter includes a protection 

scheme (Sridar, [0031], lines 3-10: it is noted the backup path setup is based on one of 

the three protection schemes, the parameter indicate the type of protection scheme is 

considered as the configuration parameters). 

6. Regarding claim 10, Huang in view of Voit, Blanchet and Sridhar further teaches 

the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter is established using the Label 

Distribution Protocol (LOP) (Huang, page 1, [0005], right column, last 3 lines). 

7. Regarding claim 11, Huang in view of Voit, Blanchet and Sridhar teaches a 

system for providing protection to network traffic, comprising: 

a processor (Blanchet, Fig. 2, element 50: It's inherent, since all computers have at 

least one processor) configured to: 

send a Pseudowire protection configuration parameter for configuring a 

standby Pseudowire between a source node and a destination node, the Pseudowire 

protection configuration parameter indicating a protection property associated with the 

standby Pseudowire; and 

receive a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement indicating whether 

the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has been accepted by the 

destination node; and in the event that the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter has been accepted by the destination node, use the standby Pseudowire; 
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wherein the standby Pseudowire is configured based at least in part on the 

Pseudowire protection configuration parameter; and a memory coupled to the 

processor, configured to provide the processor with instructions (Blanchet, Fig. 2, 

Page 8 

element 50: it's inherent since all computers have a memory coupled to a processor, 

and provide instructions with processor). (All of the remaining limitations have been 

discussed in claim 1) 

8. Regarding claim 17, Huang in view of Voit, Blanchet and Sridhar teaches a 

computer program product (Huang, page 2, [0013]: "the 'gold' level of service 

protection" is a computer program product) for configuring a Pseudowire between a 

source node and a destination node, the computer program product being embodied in 

a computer readable storage medium and comprising computer instructions (Blanchet, 

Fig. 2, element 50: it's inherent, since all computers have memory and can give 

computer instructions) for: 

sending a Pseudowire protection configuration parameter for configuring a 

standby Pseudowire between a source node and a destination node, the Pseudowire 

protection configuration parameter indicating a protection property associated with the 

standby Pseudowire; 

receiving a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement indicating whether the 

Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has been accepted by the destination 

node; and in the event that the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has been 

accepted by the destination node, using the standby Pseudowire; wherein the standby 
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Pseudowire is configured based at least in part on the Pseudowire protection 

Page 9 

configuration parameter (All of the remaining limitations have been discussed in claim 

1 ). 

9. Claims 5, 13, 18 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) as being unpatentable over 

under 35 U .S.C. 1 03(a) as being unpatentable over Huang, in view of Voit, Blanchet 

and Sridhar, further in view of Cruz, US 2006/0046658 A 1. 

10. Regarding claims 5, 13, 18, Huang in view of VOlT, Blanchet and Sridhar as 

applied in claim above teaches a method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the Pseudowire 

(VOlT, [0002], lines 1-2) protection configuration parameter (Huang, page 2, [0016], 

right column, lines 2-4: "the request specifying a required protection bandwidth for the 

label switched path segment", "required protection bandwidth" is equivalent to a 

protection configuration parameter) includes ... 

Huang in view of Voit, Blanchet and Sridhar doesn't expressly teach that a 

domain type. 

Cruz teaches a domain type (Cruz, page 1, para 0017, line 2: According to the 

specification of the application, domain type is about whether the network is either multi-

hop or single hop). 

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary 

skill in the art to modify the configuration parameter to include domain type. The reason 

is that by including domain type in the configuration parameter, it would be more 

accurate to select a desire standby path, given that you have more information about 
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the network. The method of change the configuration parameter by including the 

domain type of Huang in view of VOlT, Blanchet and Sridhar was within the ordinary 

ability of one of ordinary skill in the art based on the teachings of Cruz. 

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of the ordinary skill in the art to 

combine the teachings of Huang, VOlT, Blanchet, Sridhar and Cruz to obtain the 

invention as specified in claims 5, 13, 18. 

11. Claims 6, 14, 19 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over 

Huang in view of VOlT, Blanchet and Sridhar, further in view of Rathunde, US 

6,574,477 B1. 

12. Regarding claims 6, 14, 19, Huang in view of Voit, Blanchet and Sridhar teaches 

a method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter (previous discussed) includes ... 

Huang in view of Voit, Blanchet and Sridhar doesn't expressly teach that a 

protection type. 

Rathunde teaches a protection type (Rathunde, col 9, line 3: "type of standby 

mode", according to the specification of the application, protection type just means what 

type of standby mode). 

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary 

skill in the art to modify the configuration parameter to include a protection type. The 

reason is that by including protection type in the configuration parameter, it would be 

more accurate to select a desire standby path, given that you have more information 
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about the network. The method of change the configuration parameter by including the 

protection type of Huang in view of VOlT and Blanchet was within the ordinary ability of 

one of ordinary skill in the art based on the teachings of Rathunde. 

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of the ordinary skill in the art to 

combine the teachings of Huang, VOlT, Blanchet and Rathunde to obtain the invention 

as specified in claims 6, 14, 19. 

13. Claims 8-9, 16, 21 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) as being unpatentable 

over Huang, Voit, Blanchet and Sridhar, further in view of Saleh, US 7,200,104 B2. 

14. Regarding claims 8, 16, 21, Huang in view of Voit, Blanchet and Sridhar teaches 

a method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter (previous discussed) includes a ... 

Huang in view of Voit, Blanchet and Sridhar doesn't expressly teach that a 

priority. 

Saleh teaches a priority (Saleh, col 3, line 38: "restoration priority level"). 

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary 

skill in the art to modify the configuration parameter to include priority. The reason is 

that by including domain type in the configuration parameter, it would be more accurate 

to select a desire standby path, given that you have more information about the 

network. The method of change the configuration parameter by including the domain 

type of Huang in view of Voit and Blanchet was within the ordinary ability of one of 

ordinary skill in the art based on the teachings of Saleh. 
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Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of the ordinary skill in the art to 

combine the teachings of Huang, Voit, Blanchet and Saleh to obtain the invention as 

specified in claims 8, 16, 21. 

15. Regarding claim 9, Huang in view of Voit, Blanchet and Sridhar teaches a 

method as recited in Claim 1, further including determining whether to preempt existing 

traffic on the standby Pseudowire, the determination being based at least in part on a 

priority associated with the standby Pseudowire (Saleh, col 3, lines 3-8: QoS is 

equivalent to priority). 

Conclusion 

16. Applicant's amendment necessitated the new ground(s) of rejection presented in 

this Office action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP 

§ 706.07(a). Applicant is reminded of the extension of time policy as set forth in 37 

CFR 1.136(a). 

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE 

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within 

TWO MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not 

mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the 

shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any 
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extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of 

the advisory action. In no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later 

than SIX MONTHS from the date of this final action. 

17. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 

examiner should be directed to SIMING LIU whose telephone number is (571 )270-3859. 

The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Friday 8:30am-5:00pm. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 

supervisor, William Trost can be reached on 571-272-7872. The fax phone number for 

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300. 

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the 

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for 

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. 

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only. 

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should 

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic 

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a 

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information 

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000. 

IS. L./ 
Examiner, Art Unit 2416 
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!84·1----------·ro-------------------·--· i·(se-~'d$5--~ii·ti--;;c;~·r~$?.;itti _______ [u&'FiGFius;------------·-- iP:o:i .............................. !oN .............. t2·aas71'67o9 ............... I 
! ! !parameter) and (receiv$5 !USPAT ! ! !10:50 I 
! ! !with (ack or acknowledge)) ! ! ! ! I 
! ! !and ( 840) and ! ! ! ! I 
! ! !@ad< "20050214" ! ! ! ! I 
i842 _________ !233 ................. i(58~-d$5-;i'tti .. co.~f'i9·$·7--~-~i-ti ______ iu&Fi8Fiu·s·;-------------- fP:oJ' ............................. ioN .............. i2o6si1'67o9 ............... 1 

I I !parameter) and (receiv$5 lusPAT I I 110:50 I 
! ! !with ( ack or acknowledge)) ! ! ! ! I 
! ! land @ad< "20050214" I I ! ! I 
!843 ......... [2T .................. i·Sia·a~-d--initiaii~a:i·;;;·~--------------------· [u&.P8F>us;------------·-- iP:o:i ............................. [6N ............. t2·aas71'67o9 ............... I 
1 1 I lusPAT ! 1 110·54 I 
i844 ......... i3434o1_1 ______ i(iirik:·c;;:·;:c;~'t8--c;;:--;;ai·tiy----------------· lusFi8Fiu·s·;-------------- i6Fi ............................... iaN .............. i2a5·si1'o729 ............... 1 

i I i iUSPAT· EPO· i I 109·26 I 
! ! ! !JPO· D,ERWENT ! ! ! · I 
! ! ! !IBM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
i846 ......... [133461_9 ______ !·ua:ii$5--or .. (stop$·1--;c;;:k·i·~9Y) ______ fus:-~8F>us;-------------- iP:o:i ............................. fa-N----------·-- l2-6os71'6729 ............... I 
I I I luSP'AT· EPO· ! I io9·27 I 
~ : ~ ~ ' ' ' : : . \ 

I ! ! !JPO· DERWENT ! ! ! I 
! I I II BM, TDB , I I I I 

1847 ......... 1364'6734 ______ l(a:ii8r$?--;;·~--iJack~iJ·c;;:------------------· lus~Fiu·s·;-------------- fP:oJ' ............................ iaN _____________ i2a68T1'o729 .............. I 
I I istandby) ~USPAT; EPO; I I 109:28 I 
! ! ! iJPO· DERWENT I ! ! I 
! ! ! !IBM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
[848""'"" f2978'856T" f®ad~·;;20'65o2'1'4;;"""""""""""""' fiJS:'~F>ui3;""""""" i'Aoj"""""""""""""'" ro'N"""""'" [2'6o8i1'o/29""""""'" I 
I I I lusPAT EPO· ! I lo9·28 I 
I I I IJPO; D,ERWENT; I I I · I 
I I I l1 BM TDB I I I I 

fsi9 ......... 163'86553 ______ [(·;;·;c;k$s--c;·r--5818ci$5--c;;:·c;ti·c;c;5---- ius-~Fius;--------------· i·P:o:J' ............................ ioN ............. i266si1'o/29 ______________ I 
! ! i$5) IUSPAT; EPO; I ! !09:30 I 
I I I IJPO· DERWENT I I I I 
! ! ! !IBM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
rsso"""'" ~o9"""""""'" i(S44"~'8'ar?'S46')"~it'ti"(849""'"' i·os:·~PU's;"""""""f'Aoj""""""""""""""' fo'N"""""'"' ~oo871'o72'9""""""'" I 
! ! !near? 847 near? 844) and !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !09:31 I 
i i 184 I PO· . I i i 1 i i ~ 8 ~J , DERWENT, ~ i i 1 

I I I II BM TDB I I I I 

iss·1 __________ i2'8'8 ................. i·(-S44--;;8a:~TS46)--;itti ... (S49 ________ ius:-~F>us;--------------· i'Ao:i ............................. ioN ............. i2-66si1'o729 ______________ I 
! ! 1near? 847 near? 844) and !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !09:38 1 

! ! !848 and (priority or !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !bandwidth) !1 BM_ TDB ! ! ! I 
' . ' ' ' . . ~ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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185_2 _________ [2·5 .................... [('S44--;;8a:r·i-S46i--;i'tti ... (S49 ________ !G&'F>GFius;--------------·I'AoJ ............................. IoN ............. I266871'6/29 ______________ 1 

! ! 1near? 847 near? 844) same !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !09:43 1 

! ! !(priority or bandwidth or !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !parameter) and 848 !1 BM_ TDB ! ! ! I 
i'ss3 ......... i228_9 ______________ iS47--~it·h--e:c;~·f·i-9$?';i'tti ................ i·us:·ffip'LJ's;-------------- t;.;o'J ............................. i·aN .............. i'2oo8hoi'2'9 ............... 1 

! ! !(primary near? 847) !usPAT; EPO; ! ! !09:49 I 
i ! ! !JPO· DERWENT ! ! ! I 
! ! ! !1 BM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
iss4---------·[1·59 ................. i·r847-~ear5 .. 844)";;'tt; .. c;c;~t-i9 _____ fu&-~Fius;--------------- i'AoJ .............................. faN .............. f2-6os71'6729 ............... I 
! ! !$7 with (primary near? 847) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !09:54 I 
i i i ljPQ· DERWENT ! i i I 
! ! ! !IBM, TDB , i ! ! I 

isss _________ l-1-15 ................. i(S4Tn.ear5 __ 84.4f~-~i-t1--c;c;;;·t;9---- iDs:~G'PIJ's·;-------------- fJ\oJ' ............................. ioN .............. !'2a68T1.o729---------------l 
I I 1$7 with (primary near? 844) lusPAT; EPO; I I lo9:54 I 
i i i iJPO· DERWENT i i i I 
! ! ! !1 BM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
fss·6--------- [1-1--1 .................. i·(S47-~ear5 .. 844)--;;t·ti--co~t-;9·---- fu&-~Fius;--------------- i'Ao] ............................. faN _____________ f2-6os71.6/29---------------l 
! ! !$7 with (primary near? 844) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !09:56 I 
! ! !and 848 !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i 11 BM TDB i i i I 

iss? ________ i1 ...................... la9/s59'1'66 .......................................... lus~8Fi!J's·;-------------- fJ\oJ' ............................ ioN ............. i2o68T1.o729---------------l 
i ! ! !uSPAT· EPO· ! ! i1 0·26 I 
I ! ! !JPO· D,ERWENT ! ! ! · I 
! ! ! !IBM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
fss·s----·---- [33 .................... krest'o.rai·;c;·;;--scheme) .. an_d ___________ rus:-~8F>us;-------------- i'Ao] ............................. fo-N-------------12-6os71.6/29---------------l 
I I 1("1 :N") IUSPAT; EPO; I I 110:50 I 
i i i IJPO· DERWENT i ! ! I 
! i i II BM, TDB , i i i I 

fss9 _________ 14 ...................... b·estora'tic;;;--;c;t;·8;'8)--·a.~c;---------- lus-~8Fius·;-------------- fP:o:J ............................. loN--------------I2ao'871'o/29 ............... 1 

! ! !(priority) and (standby IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !12:42 I 
I I lmode) IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
i i ~ ~IBM TDB ~ i i I 

fffio ......... !·1·8 ................... best·o-rat·;c;·;;--sC:.t18n18) .. an·d ........... rus:·~8F>us; .............. iAo'J ............................. fo'N ............. f2·6a8T1.o729 ............... 1 

! ! !(priority) and (config$7 !usPAT; EPO; ! ! !13:27 I 
! ! !near5 parameter$1) !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i ! i l1 BM TDB i i i I 

i931 ......... i37o672·3------[(·sen'd$?·c;;:·'t;:a:;;;~·;i·$5Y ............... iu-s·~Fius·; ............... fP:oT .......................... iaN ............. i2aos71.o/29 .............. 1 

i i ~ ~uSPAT· EPO· i i i13·30 I 
! ! ! !JPO· DERWENT ! ! ! . I 
! ! ! !IBM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
[932 ......... i-6---------------------- i(so~-r-ce.nod.ef·~-i-th .. ffi·1--;it'ti .... i·us:·~-Pu·s;-------------- i;.;oj .............................. 1-oN .............. i·2a68hoi'2·9--------------·l 
! ! !(config$7 near3 parameter !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !13:31 I 
! ! !$1) with (destin$? node) !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i II BM TDB i i i I 

iffi3 _________ f5 ....................... i·(·5c;·~-rcei---~-i-tt1 .. ffi1--;it'ti ................. !us:-~F>us;--------------· i'AoJ ............................. IoN----------·--1266871-o/29--------------l 
! ! !(config$7 near3 parameter !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !13:32 I 
! ! !$1) with (destin$?) !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i II BM TDB i i i I 
~ ................................. ~ ................................................... L ................................................................................................................................... ~ .................. = ...................................................... -L_ ......................................................................... ~ ......................................... ~ ................................................................................. ! 
!ffi4 !569 !(source) with ffi1 with !U&PGPUB; !ADJ !ON !2008/10/29 I 
! ! !(parameter$1) with (destin !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !13:33 I 
i ! 1$7) iJPO· DERWENT ! ! ! I 
! ! ! !1 BM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
~ ; l ~ - ~ ; ; ! 
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!86_5 _________ [54-------------------· r(-s;;-~;;;-e--nc;c;;;;;--;;i·;;--86·1---~-;i·;;---- ru&-F>GF>us;-------------- !A'o:J _____________________________ [oN _____________ [2-6o871-6729 _______________ 1 

! ! !(parameter$1) with (destin !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !13:33 I 
! ! !$7 node) IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i il BM TDB i i i I 

iS66---------1295·9--------------[(ack--or--ackno;;;;;dgemen1)--------[u·s:~G"PIJ's·;-------------- [J\oJ'-----------------------------IoN--------------I2aosi1-o729---------------l 
! ! !and (config$7 parameter$1) IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !13:53 I 
i i i IJPO· DERWENT i i i I 
i i i !1 BM, TDB , i i i I 
f86T _______ fo----------------------- kack--or--ackn·;;;·;8c;9·8·m-eniY ______ fus-~F>us;-------------- iA"o:J _____________________________ foN-------------f2-6o871-6729---------------l 
! ! !same (config$7 parameter luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !13:53 I 
I I l$1) @ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
IS6s---------l2as-67 ___________ f(con·t-i9$7'1Jar-am-8t'8-r$1Y ____________ ~~~~~Zs·;-------------- [J\oJ'----------------------------IoN-------------I2a68i1-o729---------------l 
~ ~ ~ ~usPAT· EPO· ~ ~ 113-54 1 

i i i IJPO· D,ERWENT i i i · I 
i i i II BM, TDB , i i i I 
1869 _________ rs29o_6 ____________ rrack·c;;--ackn·;;;l-eCi9-emen·ty------- rus-~F>us;-------------- i"Ao"J--------------------------·--fa"N-------------f2-6o871-o729---------------l 
I I land @ad< "20050214" IUSPAT; EPO; I I 113:54 I 
i i i IJPO· DERWENT i ! ! I 
i i i II BM, TDB ' i i i I 
~76---------129--------------------[(-ack--;;·r--ack-no;i8'd98m-en1)--------lus·~8F>us·;--------------- i·J\oT--------------------------1oN-------------12a6871-6/29--------------l 
I I land (restoration scheme) IUSPAT; EPO; I I 113:55 I 
i ! :and @ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; i ! ! I 
i i ~ ~IBM TDB ~ i i I 

ls7_1 __________ l-1-37----------------- IS61--;;t·ii--(1Jaramet-er$1Y-;;t·h--- i·us:-~8F>us;-------------- i"Ao'J-----------------------------Io"N-------------f2-oos'71-o729---------------l 
! ! !(destin$? node) lusPAT; EPO; i ! !16:19 I 
i i i i PO· . ! i i I i i ~ ~J , DERWENT, ~ i i 1 

i i i !1 BM TDB i i i 1 

is72 _________ fo----------------------- i·;;·an·d-sii-akin·9--;;i·;;----------------------------[us-~8F>us;--------------- iA"o:J _____________________________ ioN-------------1266871'6729--------------1 
I I !(restoration scheme) IUSPAT; EPO; I I 116:29 I 
i i ~ ~JPO· DERWENT i i i I 
i i i II BM, TDB , i i i I 
~~~~~~~~'''''''''' ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''• ~''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''=''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''n''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~ 
!873 !10549 !handshaking and IU&PGPUB; iADJ !ON !2008/10/29 I 
i i i@ad<"20050214" luSPAT· EPO· i i !16·29 I 
i i i IJPO· DERWENT i i i . I 
i i i II BM, TDB , i i i I 
is74---------·f7-59 _________________ i·;;-an-dsii-a'kin·9--and _____________________________ fus-~F>us;--------------- iA"o:J _____________________________ . faN _____________ . [2-6o871-6/29---------------l 
I I l@ad<"20050214" and (844 luSPAT; EPO; ! I 116:30 I 
I ! lwith 846) IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i 11 BM TDB i i i I 

is75 _________ 12---------------------- h3s-53o34~~-_-;;·n·~---------------------------------- ius~F>u·s·;-------------- fl\oJ' _____________________________ iaN ______________ !'2ao-si1-o729---------------l 
i i i luSPAT EPO· i i !16·32 I 
I i I IJPO· D,ERWENT i i i · I 
I i i II BM, TDB , i i i I 
fs76 _________ !1-68----------------- 1-(~iri-~-a;--;;·at-iiYand---------------------------- fus-~F>us;--------------- iA"o:J-----------------------------[o-N-------------I2-6os'71-6729---------------l 
I ! !((protection or restoration) luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:34 I 
I ! lnear5 scheme) and priority IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i 11 BM TDB i i i I 

is7i--------l-1-o3-----------------~(~-i-rt~-a:;·IJa:it1Y--anCi---------------------------lus~F>u·s·;--------------- [J\oJ'----------------------------IoN-------------I2a68T1-o729---------------l 
I ! !((protection or restoration) IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:34 I 
I ! lnear5 scheme) and priority IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! i !and @ad< "20050214" U BM TDB ! i i I 
) ~ ~ ~- ' ~ ~ ~ 
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!sis _________ [3479 ______________ f(proi-8C:'iion--or--rest'o-rai-;;;-ny-------- rus:-F>GF>uEC ____________ !A'o:J _____________________________ [oN _____________ f2-6os71-6729 _______________ I 
! ! !near5 parameter !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:51 I 
I i i iJPO· DERWENT· i i i I 
i I I 11 BM, TDB ' I I I I 
~79--------- 126'28 ______________ l(-;;ra1'8'Ciio_n __ o_r--restora1ion'l" _______ lus:~'Pus-;-------------- fP:o:T ___________________________ loN _____________ l2ao'871'o/29 ______________ I 
! ! :near5 parameter and IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:52 1 

! ! !@ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i ~ ~IBM TDB ~ i i I 

rsso""'"" 1'6""""""""""" bprotection--or,rest'o'rat'io'n)'"'"" fuS:-~F>us;""""""" iAoj"""""""""""""'" fo'N"""""'" f2'6o8'71'o729""""""'" I 
! ! !near5 parameter) with (861) luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:53 I 
! ! !and (destin$? near3 node) IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !and @ad< "20050214" l1 BM_ TDB ! ! ! I 
jss1 _________ j26 ____________________ l(_(_p-rot-8C:i_i_c;r;--c;·r--r-8s1orat'ion'l" _____ ju&ffi'Pus_; _______________ i'P:oT __________________________ joN _____________ j2oO's71-o/29 ______________ I 
! ! :near5 parameter) and IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:55 I 
i i !(handshaking) and UPO; DERWENT; ! i i I 
! ! i@ad< "20050214" II BM TDB ! ! ! I 
[ss2 _________ 1-73------------------- i((;;r-otect-;;;·n--;;-r--re-si-c;;a:i·i·c;r;) _______ i·us:-~p'LJ's;-------------- tP:oJ ______________________________ i·aN ______________ i·2aosho72_9 _______________ I 
! ! !near5 parameter) and luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !17:04 I 
! ! !(destination node) and IJPO; DERWENT; i ! ! I 
! ! i@ad< "20050214" l1 BM TDB i ! ! I 
iss_3 _________ to _______________________ j'('('p-roi-8C:'iion---c;;--r8st'o_r_a1-;;;·n-i _______ jus:-~8F>us;--------------· iA'o:J _____________________________ ioN _____________ j20'6871'o729 ______________ I 
! ! !near5 parameter) wotj IUSPAT; EPO; I ! !17:04 I 
! ! !(destination node) and IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! i i@ad< "20050214" II BM TDB ! i i I 
~ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. : .... .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ~ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ~ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._ .. =.._ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._._, ~ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. : .... .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. : .... .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ! 
!884 !O !((protection or restoration or IU&PGPUB; iADJ !ON !2008/10/29 I 
! ! !config$7) near5 parameter) lusPAT; EPO; i ! !17:05 I 
! ! !wotj (destination node) and IJPO; DERWENT; i ! ! I 
! ! i@ad< "20050214" II BM TDB i ! ! I 
!ss_s _________ [1·5-------------------- i'('(IJro-iect'ion--or--rest-;;-ra:i·;;;·n--;;-r--- [us:-~8F>us;-------------- iA'o:J _____________________________ [oN _____________ [2-oos/'1'6729 _______________ I 
! ! !config$7) near5 parameter) luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !17:05 I 
! ! !with (destination node) and IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i !@ad< "20050214" II BM TDB ! i i I : .... .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. : .... .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. : .... .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· ~~~~~~~~~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· :~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· :~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- ! 
!886 !4 !((protection or restoration or IU&PGPUB; IADJ !ON !2008/10/29 I 
! ! !config$7) near2 parameter) IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !17:05 I 
! ! !with (destination node) and IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i@ad< "20050214" II BM TDB I i i I 
!ssT _______ [5·5·1------------------ i·t1a:n-dsh-akin·9--and _____________________________ tus:-~F>us;-------------- iA'o:J _____________________________ !o_N _____________ !2-6os'71'6729 _______________ I 
I ! i@ad<"20050214" and lusPAT; EPO; ! ! !17:10 I 
! ! !(config$7 parameter) IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i il BM TDB i i i I 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'" ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~v ~~~~~~~~~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~" t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· ~~~~~~~~~~~"~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'" ~ 
!888 !O !receiving acknowledgement IU&PGPUB; IWITH !ON !2008/10/30 I 
! ! pndicat$7 parameter accept IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !09:27 I 
! i 1$7 destination node IJPO; DERWENT; ! i i I 
I I I II BM TDB i I I I 

rss9""""' fa""""""""""'" frecei~$7"ackn'o;I8Ci9'8;8r;t"""' fuS:'~F>us:""""""" lwi'TH""""""""""""' fo'N""""""' f2oo8!'1'o73o"""""""' I 
! ! !indicat$7 parameter accept luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !09:27 I 
! ! !$7 destination node IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I I l1 BM TDB I I I I 
fm6 _________ [27'6 _________________ fr8C:8i~$7"ack-no;i8'd98ment ______ lus:-~F'us;--------------- 1-wl-=rH------------------------- [oN _____________ [20'6871-o/3o ______________ I 
! i !destination node IUSPAT; EPO; ! i !09:28 I 
i i i IJPO· DERWENT I i i I 
i i i 11 BM, TDB ' i i i I 
; 1 l ~ - ~ ; ; ! 
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!s1-64 ______ ro----------------------- !ti8ic;-;;th---i-~Ciica$?-;it_h ________________ ru&-F>GF>us;-------------- !A'o:J _____________________________ [oN _____________ f2-6os71-6736 ______________ 1 

! ! !((single-hop) same (multi- !u8PAT; EPO; ! ! !12:34 I 
! ! !hop)) !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i il BM TDB i i i I 

l-s1·o-5------- i-1-47----------------- !f'ie-ld--~-~i-t1--;n·d-ica$T~-~tt1 _______________ !u-s:~-PIJ's·;-------------- fl\o:J------------------------------IoN--------------I2o687'1-o-i3o--------------·l 
I I !(topology) IU8PAT; EPO; I I 112:34 I 
i i ~ ~JPO· DERWENT ~ i i I 

! ! ! !IBM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
fs1-66 ______ [6----------------------·lti8iCi-;ith---i-~Ciica$?';;th ________________ fu&-~F>us;-------------- iP:o:J-----------------------------IoN-------------I2-6osi1-673o---------------l 
! ! !(domain type) !u8PAT; EPO; ! ! !12:36 I 
I ! ! !JPO· DERWENT ! ! ! I 
! I I II BM, TDB , I I I I 

~1-o-7------~1-79-----------------[(-si~9-i8:-t1c;;;)--sa;;;-e--r~-~-~i-i:----------l-us:~;;-us·;-------------- rf\o:J-----------------------------IoN-------------I2aa·s71-o/3o---------------l 
! ! !hop) 1U8PAT; EPO; I ! !12:37 I 
I I I IJPO· DERWENT I I I I 
! ! ! !IBM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
fs1-os ______ 1-1-o------------------- f(fi8i(j--c;;:·IJa:r·a.;;;-ei·8-rl"sa~-8---------- rus:-~F>us;-------------- IJ\o~:r----------------------------fo'N-------------f2-6os'71-o736--------------l 
! ! !((single-hop) same (multi- !u8PAT; EPO; ! ! !12:37 I 
! ! !hop)) !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I I l1 BM TDB I I I I 

~1-o-9------12s·3-----------------[(·(-si~9-ie-ho-;;)--;;·r--(sT~9i8:--------------l-us-~8F'us_; _______________ i·J\oT--------------------------!oN-------------12a6871-o/3o--------------l 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or IU8PAT; EPO; ! ! !12:40 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I I 11 BM TDB i I I I 
~~~~~~~~'''''''''' ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''• ~''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''=''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''n''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~ 
!8111 !21 !(parameter or field) same !us- PGPUB; !ADJ !ON !2008/ 10/30 I 
! ! !8109 !u8PAT; EPO; ! ! !12:41 I 
I ! ! iJPO· DERWENT ! ! ! I 
! ! ! !1 BM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
is1-12------[o----------------------- i·s1-o9---sa.;;;·e--(domain--ty·;;-8) __________ ius-~8F>ui3;--------------·IA'o:J _____________________________ ioN _____________ i2o-6si'1'6/3o--------------1 
! ! I 1U8PAT; EPO; I ! !12:44 I 
I I I IJPO· DERWENT ! I I I 
! ! ! !IBM, TDB , I ! ! I 
~ ................................. ~ ................................................... L ........................................................................................................................................................................................ ~ ........................... = ................................................................................. -t ................................................................................................................ ~ ............................................................. ~ ......................................................................................................................... ! 
!8113 !134 !((single hop) or (single- !U&PGPUB; !ADJ !ON !2008/10/30 I 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or !u8PAT; EPO; ! ! !12:46 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !@ad< "20050214" !IBM TDB ! ! ! I 
!s1 __ 1_4 ______ to----------------------- i·;;a:;:a:~-eter--~-~i-t1--;n·d-icai$5 ___________ fu&-~F>us;-------------- iP:o:J _____________________________ to-N _____________ t2-6os'71-673o---------------l 
! ! !same ((single hop) or !U8PAT; EPO; ! ! !12:48 I 
! ! !(single-hop)) same ((multi- !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I lhop) or (multi hop)) and IIBM_TDB I I I I 
i ! !@ad< "20050214" ! i i i I 
, ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ,..................................................................................................................... ... ................................................................................................................ , ............................................................. ,......................................................................................................................... ~ 

!8115 !O l(tield or parameter) with IU&PGPUB; IADJ !ON !2008/10/30 I 
! ! pndicat$5 same ((single hop) !U8PAT; EPO; ! ! !12:49 I 
! ! !or (single-hop)) same !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !((multi-hop) or (multi hop)) pBM_TDB ! ! ! I 
! ! !and @ad<"20050214" ! ! ! ! I 
!s1 __ 1_6 ______ to----------------------- i·u;-e;c;·c;;:·IJa:;:a_;;;·et-er)--~-~t-h ____________ tu&-F>GF>us;-------------- iA'o:J _____________________________ !o_N _____________ !2-6os'71-673o---------------l 
! ! !(show$3 or indicat$5) same !u8PAT; EPO; ! ! !12:49 I 
! ! !((single hop) or (single- !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! lhop)) same ((multi-hop) or IIBM_TDB I ! ! I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and ! ! ! ! I 
I I !@ad "20050214" I I I I I i i ! < ! i i i I 
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!s1_1_7 ______ [6---------------------- f(fi8iCi·c;;--pa;a:~-8t8~)--~-~t-h ____________ rus:-F>GF>uE;;-------------- !A'o:J _____________________________ faN _____________ f2-6os71-6736 ______________ 1 

! ! !(domain type) same ((multi- !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !12:50 I 
! ! !hop) or (multi hop)) and IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !@ad<"20050214" IIBM TDB ! ! ! I 
~1·1·8------ !68-------------------- kt·i-eiCi __ o_r--;;a.;am818;y;;t't1 ____________ iu&~F'us_; _______________ i·P:oJ' ____________________________ ioN _____________ i2o6871-o/3o ______________ I 
! ! !(domain type) and IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !12:50 I 
I I l@ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
i i ~ ~IBM TDB ~ i i I 

rs1 __ 1_9 ______ 1-1-4------------------- fui8i(j--c;;·IJa~-a.~8t-8-~)--~-i-th ____________ rus:-~F>us;-------------- !AoJ _____________________________ fo'N _____________ f2-6os'71-o736 ______________ I 
! ! !(indicat$5 or show$5) with luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !12:50 I 
! ! !(domain type) and IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !@ad< "20050214" l1 BM TDB ! ! ! I 
is1·2·6------ j1 _______________________ kp-rot-ect·ic;~--typ-8)--a:~Ci------------------- ius-~'Pus;--------------- ~o:J _____________________________ joN _____________ j20'6871'o/3o ______________ I 
! ! !(standby path) IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !13:44 1 

i i ~ ~JPO· DERWENT ~ i i I 

! ! ! !IBM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
~~~~~~~~'''''''''' ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''• ~''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''=''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''n''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~ !8121 !2636 !(hot or warm or cold) near3 !U&PGPUB; !ADJ !ON !2008/10/30 I 
I ! !standby !uSPAT· EPO· ! ! 113"46 I 
i i i IJPO· D,ERWENT i i i · I 
i ! ! !1 BM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
is1·22······!2·s3················· kh·c;t···a.~·d··c;c;i"di···sa:~·8··st·a:~Citiy···!us:·~8F>us;··············· !P:oT·························· faN············· [26os71.o73a-··············l 
! ! !and @ad< "20050214" luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !13:47 I 
I I I IJPO· DERWENT ! I I I 
! ! ! !IBM, TDB , I ! ! I 
i-s1_2_3 ______ !51-------------------- !(il'o't--a:~Ci-co-ldfan"d _________________________ lus~8'Pu's-;-------------- fP:oJ' _____________________________ !oN ______________ !'2ao-8T1'o73o--------------·l 
! ! !(parameter with standby) lusPAT; EPO; i ! !13:48 I 
! ! !and @ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; i ! ! I 
I I I 11 BM TDB I I I I 

rs124 ______ [2-6-------------------- i-Ui8iCi-;itil--~-~"dicat_$_5 __ ~-~t-h-----------·!us:·~"GF>us;-------------- !P:o:J _____________________________ faN----------·-- [2·aas71.673o _______________ I 
! ! !(standby mode)) and luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !13:49 I 
! ! !@ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i 11 BM TDB i i i I 

i-s1·2·5------- 1696 _________________ [;;c;~·f·i-9$9-;itil---(sta~-d-by _______________ [us~8'Pu-s·;-------------- fP:o:J ______________________________ ioN ______________ l2o68T1-o73o _______________ I 
! ! 1mode) and !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !13:50 1 

! ! !@ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i ~ ~IBM TDB ~ i i I 

ls1-27 ______ [4-66----------------· lco-~'fi9$9--~-8a;=ns'tan"dtiy _____________ !us:-~F>us;-------------- !P:o:J _____________________________ faN------------- [2-6os'71-673o ______________ I 
I I lmode) and lusPAT; EPO; ! I 113:51 I 
I I l®ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
~1·2·8------ !32·4----------------- f;;c;~-ti9$9-~8a:~s--(51a~-d-by ____________ ~~~~%~8·;-------------- tP:oT __________________________ joN------------- l2ao871'o/3o _______________ I 
I I imode) and 1USPAT; EPO; I I 113:51 I 
I I l@ad< "20050214" !JPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
i i ~ ~IBM TDB ~ i i I 

ls1-29 ______ !·1-94---------------- ~;;-~'fi9_$_9 __ n_8a;3--(st'a~"dtiy _____________ rus:-~Pus;-------------- !AoJ _____________________________ fo'N _____________ f2oos/'1-o736 ______________ I 
I ! lmode) and lusPAT; EPO; ! ! !13:52 I 
I I l@ad< "20050214" !JPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
; i i pBM_TDB i i i I 
181'3'6""" !?""""""""""" [co~'ti9$9'~8a~3--(sta~-d-by"""""" [u&'F>G'Pus;""""""'" rAoT""""""""""""" ioN"""""'" 126o871'o/3o""""""" I 
I I imode) and IUSPAT; EPO; I I 113:54 I 
I I l@ad<"20050214" and (hot IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
i ! 1and cold) 11 BM_ TDB ! i i 1 
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181·3·1------- [9 ....................... fi'YiJ8--~-~t·h--(.51·a.·~c;t;y--~c;d-e) __________ ru&'F>GFius;--------------· !'AoJ ............................. IoN _____________ I266871.6/3o ______________ l 
! ! !and @ad<"20050214" and !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:01 I 
! ! !(hot and cold) IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i il BM TDB i i i I 

is1·3·2------ 14---------------------- i1-yiJ8-;;8a.;3--(sia~-d-by--~·c;c;8) ...... iu-s:~·PIJ's·;-------------- fP:oJ' ............................ ioN .............. i2o68T1'673o--------------·l 
! ! !and @ad< "20050214" and lusPAT; EPO; i ! !14:01 I 
I I l(hot and cold) IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
i i ~ ~IBM TDB ~ i i I 

i8133 ______ [6---------------------- i·((si~-9-le __ h_oiJ)--·c;;--(si~-9-18~-------------- fu&-~FiuE;;-------------- i'AoJ ............................. faN _____________ [2-6o871'6736--------------l 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:38 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and (domain IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i I ltype) 11 BM_TDB I i i I 
, ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ,..................................................................................................................... ... ................................................................................................................ , ............................................................. ,......................................................................................................................... ~ 

!S135 !134 l((single hop) or (single- IU&PGPUB; IADJ !ON !2008/10/30 I 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:39 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !@ad< "20050214" !IBM TDB ! ! ! I 
!8136 ______ [6---------------------· i'((si~9-le __ h_oiJ)--·c;;--(si~-9-18~-------------- tu&-~Fius;-------------- i'Ao] ............................. taN _____________ [2-6o871-6736 ______________ 1 

! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:43 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and (parameter IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I lor field) @ad< "20050214" 11 BM_ TDB I I I I 
1s1·3·7------ r1-26 ................. i((·s;;;~iie-hop'J'·;;~--(si-~918~-------------- !u&Fi8Fi!J's·;-------------- [1\o:J' ............................ ioN _____________ i2o6si1-o73o ............... l 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or iUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:43 I 
I I l(multi hop)) and (parameter IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
! ! !or field) and !IBM_ TDB ! ! ! I 
! ! !®ad< "20050214" I ! ! ! I 
!s1'38 ______ h--1-------------------- f((sin91e .. hop)--c;;:--(si~-9-18~-------------- rus:·PGPus;-------------- iP.oJ ............................. io'N ............. [2-6os'71.o736 ______________ 1 

! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:44 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) same IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !(parameter or field) and l1 BM_ TDB ! ! ! I 
i i i@ad "20050214" i i i i 1 
! ................. l ........................ .!. .......... ~ ..................................................... l ....................................... L .................................... ! .................... t-...................................... ..1 
!S139 !o l((single hop) or (single- IU&PGPUB; !ADJ !ON !2008/10/30 I 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or iUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:53 I 
I I l(multi hop)) and (type near5 IJPO; DERWENT; ! I I I 
! ! !netowrk) II BM_ TDB ! ! ! I 
i's1'46 ______ i-1-36 ................. i((s·i-~9ie .. hop)--;;;:--(s·i-n918~-------------- i·us:·PGPU's;-------------- iP:oJ .............................. i·aN ______________ i'2o68ho73_6 _______________ 1 

! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or lusPAT; EPO; i ! !14:53 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and (type near5 IJPO; DERWENT; i ! ! I 
I I I network) !1 BM TDB i I I I 
!81'41------··ro----------------------· i'(IJa;:a.;·et·e·;;~--t-ield--;;~--t>itY __________ [u&-~Fius;--------------· i'AoJ ______________________________ to-N ______________ !2-6o871'673o _______________ I 
I ! lwith indicat$7 with ((single luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:55 I 
I ! lhop) or (single-hop)) same IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i I l((multi-hop) or (multi hop)) IIBM_TDB I i i I 
1s1·4·2------ !2 ...................... 1(iJa.ra~818--c;;:--ti8iCi--c;;:--t;-iif _________ lu&P8Fiu·s·;-------------- fP:6T ........................... ioN .............. !2o68T1'673o ............... l 
I I lwith indicat$7 same ((single lusPAT; EPO; I I 114:55 I 
I ! lhop) or (single-hop)) same IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I ! !((multi-hop) or (multi hop)) pBM_TDB ! ! ! I 
[81'43 ______ r1 ....................... f('Protec'tio~--;;8a:r3 ............................ ru&'ffipus;--------------· !oR ............................... [O'N _____________ [2'6o9'7657o2 ............... 1 

I ! !properties) and standby luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:27 I 
I ! lnear3 path IJPO ! ! ! I 
js1·4·4·------ j? ...................... l(iJ~·c;'t8ct·ic;·~--~-ear3 ............................ iu&P8FiGs·;------------·-- [6Fi ............................... joN .............. j2o697o57o2 ............... 1 

1 ! !(parameter or propert$5)) IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:28 1 

! 1 !and standby near3 path !JPO ! ! i 1 
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!8145 ______ [6'1'963 ____________ rc;;;-~'fi9~-$-5--~-~t'h __ (_st-a;;Cit;_y _____________ ru&'F>GF>uE;;--------------- !oR _______________________________ [oFF ___________ f2'oo97657o2 _______________ 1 

! ! lpath) iusPAT; EPO; I ! !15:12 I 

~~~~~~~~ i i !Path) iUSPAT; EPO; i i !15:13 1 

t8147 ______ t2_5 ____________________ l-(;;se~d-;;;;;8-c;;--;;58~d-;;~;;;8)--- t~~F>GF>uE;;-------------- loR _______________________________ faN _____________ t2-oo97657o2 _______________ I 
i ! iand(standby) iuSPAT ! ! !15:20 I 
:''''''''~''''''''" :''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''v ~'''~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''" ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''" :''''''''''''''''''''" :''''''''''"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''" ~ 
IS148 13 l(pseudowire or pseudo-wire) IU&PGPUB; IADJ ION 12009/05/02 I 
i i iand (standby path) IUSPAT; EPO; i i !15:20 1 

t8149 ______ t12 ____________________ 1-(IJroteC:'iion--scil_e_m_el"a~Ci------------ t~~F>GF>uE;;-------------- IAoJ _____________________________ taN _____________ t2-oo97657o2 _______________ I 
i ! !(standby path) iuSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:04 I 
!__ ______________ __! _________________________ L ________________________________________________________________ . !~-~------------------------------L __________________________________ __! ___________________ __! _______________________________________ J 
IS150 11 !(protection scheme) with IU&PGPUB; IADJ iON 12009/05/02 I 
i i !(standby path) !USPAT; EPO; i i !16:06 1 

t81_5_1 _______ [;----------------------- 1-(IJroteC:'iion---(type-c;;----------------------- t~~PGPuE;;-------------- IAoJ _____________________________ t<s-N _____________ t2-oo97657o2 _______________ I 
i ! !property)) with (standby iuSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:22 I 
i ! i(path or route)) iJPO ! ! ! I 
is1_5_2 ______ i-1-o------------------- 1((-;;rot'ecii;;-~--(iyiJe--;;-r--------------------- lu&F'8F'IJ's-;-------------- [1\oJ'---------------------------- ioN _____________ i2o697o5762 _______________ I 
I I I property)) or QOS) with IUSPAT; EPO; 1 I 116:23 I 
i i i( standby (path or route)) iJPO i i i I 
!8153 ______ t1_9 ____________________ iT(i-yiJ8-;;~-;;~;;-;;8~ty)---c;;--oo8)---- fus-PGPuEC ____________ !AoJ _____________________________ ra_N _____________ f2-oo97657o2 _______________ I 
i ! iwith (standby (path or iuSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:26 I 
i ! iroute)) iJPO i ! ! I 
~1-54 ______ j1 _______________________ j(-;;-rot-8'Ci'i;;;;--5;;'h8;;8)--;;t_h ___________ ju&'F'GF'us-;-------------- !1\o:J----------------------------- joN _____________ j2oo97o5/'62 _______________ 1 

i i !(standby (path or route)) !USPAT; EPO; i i !16:27 1 

t81'55 ______ f2---------------------- ~(IJro-tec'iion--scil-8;-ey--sa:m-8 _________ t~~F>GF>us;-------------- IAo'J _____________________________ to'N _____________ t2-oo9io57o2 _______________ I 
i ! !(standby (path or route)) iuSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:27 I 

~6~3 iiPCOiect;OOiSCiiem;;;;r ~~~~~7057621 
i ! ipropert$3 or parameter or iUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:29 1 

i i !type)) same (standby (path iJPO I i i I 
i ! lor route)) i ! ! ! I [81-57 ______ i'2o ___________________ f(IJack'uiJ--;;-at'ilY;it_il _________________________ rus:-F>GF>us;-------------- iAoJ _____________________________ [o'N _____________ [2oo9/'o671_i ______________ I 
i ! !(protection scheme) iuSPAT; EPO; ! ! !1 0:22 I 

~sloiib1iCk~PP1iiii)~itiii~~~~~06ii71 
i i !(protection near3 ~USPAT; EPO; i i i1 0:35 I 
I I !parameter) IJPO ! I I I 181-59 ______ i-1-21 __________________ i'(IJack'u;;--;;at-hy-;;t_h _________________________ i'u&-F>GF>us;-------------- tAo'J _____________________________ to'N _____________ t2oo9/'o671_7 _______________ I 
i ! !(protection ) iusPAT; EPO; i ! !1 0:35 I 

~6 wliii90~e;a$50;c;;;;;;g;;$5ii~~~~~06iT71 
I I lwith (backup path) with IUSPAT; EPO; I I 110:36 I 
i ! !(parameter) iJPO i i i 1 !81'61 _____ _, !'1'44 _________________ i(98~8ra$5--c;r--;;;;~'fi9~-r-$5) ____________ ru&'ffipLJ's;-------------- iAo'J ___________________________ _, fo'N ____________ _, !2oo9/'o671_7 _______________ 1 

i ! iwith (backup path) iusPAT; EPO; i ! !1 0:37 I 
I I I IJPo I I I I 
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•181'62 ______ 122-------------------- fT9'8;;8~a$5--c;;-c;c;;;t-i9-~-~$5) ___________ lu&"F>G'Pus;-------------" I'Ao:J _____________________________ ioN _____________ 120'6970'6/'1'7""""""" 1 

! ! !with (backup path) and !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !1 0:38 I 
! ! !(protection scheme) !JPO ! ! ! I 
• fs1'63 _____ , to _______________________ i(98~8;a.$5--c;-~--c;c;~'fi9~;$-5) ____________ i'u&'ffiF>us:-------------- [Ao'J ____________________________ , !o'N ____________ _, !2oo9/'o6H?"""""""' I 
! ! !with (backup path) with !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !1 0:42 I 
! ! !(base or according) !JPO ! ! ! I 
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PATENT 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Inventor: Ping Pan Examiner: Siming Liu 

Application No.: . 11/354,569 Art Unit: 4145 

Filed: February 14, 2006 Docket No. HAMMPOOS 

Title: PSEUDOWIRE PROTECTION 
CERTIFICATE OF MAJLING 

I hereby certifY that this correspondence is being deposited with the United 
States Postal Service as First Class Mail in a prepaid envelope addressed to: 
Mail Stop Amendment, Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 on: 

02/!9 ,2009. ~ 
EiliillCYCI1 

TRANSMITTAL OF AMENDMENT A 

Mail Stop Amendment 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Sir: 

Transmitted herewith is Amendment A in response to Office Action mailed November 20. 
2008 in the above-identified application. 

The fee has been calculated as shown below. 

CLAIMS After Amd. HP* Extra 
Small Entity Large Entity 

Rate Fee Rate Fee 

Total 21 21 -0- X $26 $ OR X $52 $ 
Independent 3 3 -0- x$110=$ OR X $220 = $ 
Multiple Dependent Claims X $195 =$ OR X $390 = $ 

*HP ~ Highest previously paid TOTAL FEE$ OR TOTAL FEE$ -0-

D Applicant(s) hereby petition for following extension of time in which to respond to the 
outstanding Office Action. 

l j Extension for Response within FIRST month 
D Extension for Response within SECOND month 
D Extension for Response within THIRD month 
D Extension for Response within FOURTH month 
D Extension for Response within FIFTH month 

Attorney Docket No.: HAMMP008 
Application No.: 111354,569 

SMALL ENTITY 
Rate Add'l Fee 
X $65 = $ 
X $245 = $ 
X $555 = $ 
X $865 $ 
X $1175 $ 

I of2 

LARGE ENTITY 
Rate Add'! Fee 

OR x$130-$ 
OR X $490 = $ 
OR X $1110 - $ 
OR x$1730=$ 
OR X $2350 = $ 
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C8J Applicant(s) believe that no (additional) Extension of Time is required; however, if it is 
determined that such an extension is required, Applicant(s) hereby petition that such an extension 
be granted and authorize the Commissioner to charge the required fees for an Extension of Time 
under 37 CFR 1.136 to Deposit Account No. 50-0685. (HAMMP008 ). 

D Enclosed is our Check No. in the amount of$ to cover the additional claim ----
fee and/or extension of time fees. 

D 

D 

D 

Enclosed is Applicant Initiated Interview Request Form, PTOL-413A. 

Enclosed are ___ sheets replacement drawings. 

Please charge Deposit Account No. 50-0685 (HAMMP008 ) in the amount of 
cover the additional claim fee and/or extension of time fees. 

C8J If the required fees are missing or any additional fees are required during the pendency of 
the subject application, please charge such fees or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account 
No. 50-0685 (HAMMP008 ). 

D OTHER: 

10050 N. Foothill Blvd., Suite 200 
Cupertino, CA 95014 

Attorney Docket No.: HAMMP008 
Application No.: 111354,569 

Respectfully submitted, 
VAN PELT, YI & JAMES LLP 

Di~ 
Registration No. 52,924 
v 408-973-2593 
F 408-973-2595 

2 of2 
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Inventor: Ping Pan Examiner: Siming Liu 

Application No.: 111354,569 Art Unit: 4145 

Filed: February 14, 2006 Docket No.: HAMMP008 

Title: PSEUDOWIRE PROTECTION 

Mail Stop Amendment 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Dear Sir: 

CERTIFICATE OF MAJLING 

I hereby certifY that this correspondence is being deposited with the United 
States Postal Service as First Class Mail in a prepaid envelope addressed to: 
Mail Stop Amendment, Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, 
Alexan ria, VA 22313·1450 on: 

--!<J.~_,_q _ _, 2009. 

AMENDMENT A 

This is in response to the Office Action mailed November 20, 2008. The following 

amendments and remarks are respectfully submitted. 

Application Serial No. 11/354,569 
Attorney Docket No. HAMMP008 1 
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C8J Applicant(s) believe that no (additional) Extension of Time is required; however, if it is 
determined that such an extension is required, Applicant(s) hereby petition that such an extension 
be granted and authorize the Commissioner to charge the required fees for an Extension of Time 
under 37 CFR 1.136 to Deposit Account No. 50-0685. (HAMMP008 ). 

D Enclosed is our Check No. in the amount of$ to cover the additional claim ----
fee and/or extension of time fees. 

D 

D 

D 

Enclosed is Applicant Initiated Interview Request Form, PTOL-413A. 

Enclosed are ___ sheets replacement drawings. 

Please charge Deposit Account No. 50-0685 (HAMMP008 ) in the amount of 
cover the additional claim fee and/or extension of time fees. 

C8J If the required fees are missing or any additional fees are required during the pendency of 
the subject application, please charge such fees or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account 
No. 50-0685 (HAMMP008 ). 

D OTHER: 

10050 N. Foothill Blvd., Suite 200 
Cupertino, CA 95014 

Attorney Docket No.: HAMMP008 
Application No.: 111354,569 

Respectfully submitted, 
VAN PELT, YI & JAMES LLP 

Di~ 
Registration No. 52,924 
v 408-973-2593 
F 408-973-2595 

2 of2 
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Inventor: Ping Pan Examiner: Siming Liu 

Application No.: 111354,569 Art Unit: 4145 

Filed: February 14, 2006 Docket No.: HAMMP008 

Title: PSEUDOWIRE PROTECTION 

Mail Stop Amendment 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Dear Sir: 

CERTIFICATE OF MAJLING 

I hereby certifY that this correspondence is being deposited with the United 
States Postal Service as First Class Mail in a prepaid envelope addressed to: 
Mail Stop Amendment, Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, 
Alexan ria, VA 22313·1450 on: 

--!<J.~_,_q _ _, 2009. 

AMENDMENT A 

This is in response to the Office Action mailed November 20, 2008. The following 

amendments and remarks are respectfully submitted. 

Application Serial No. 11/354,569 
Attorney Docket No. HAMMP008 1 
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AMENDMENTS TO THE ABSTRACT 

Please replace the section entitled "Abstract of the Disclosure" beginning on page 17 

with the following replacement section: 

PSEUDOWIRE PROTECTION 

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

Providing protection to network traffic includes sending a Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter for configuring a standby Pseudo Wire between a source node and a 

destination node, receiving a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement indicating whether the 

Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has been accepted by the destination node, and in 

the event that the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has been accepted by the 

destination node, using the standby Pseudowire, wherein the standby Pseudowire is configured 

based at least in part on the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter. 

Application Serial No. 11/354,569 
Attorney Docket No. HAMMP008 2 
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AMENDMENTS TO THE SPECIFICATION 

Please replace the title of the invention appearing on the Cover Page and Page 1 with the 

following: 

PSEUDOWIRB PROTECTION 

PSEUDOWIRE PROTECTION USING A STANDBY PSEUDOWIRE 

Application Serial No. 111354,569 
Attorney Docket No. HAMMPOOS 3 
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IN THE CLAIMS 

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the 

application: 

Listing of Claims: 

1. (Currently Amended) A method of providing protection to network traffic, comprising: 

sending a Pseudowire protection configuration parameter for configuring a 

standby Pseudowire between a source node and a destination node, the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter indicating a protection property associated with the standby Pseudo wire; 

receiving a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement indicating whether the 

Pseudo wire protection configuration parameter has been accepted by the destination node; and 

in the event that the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has been 

accepted by the destination node, using the standby Pseudowire; 

wherein the standby Pseudowire is configured based at least in part on the 

Pseudowire protection configuration parameter. 

2. (Original) A method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the standby Pseudowire is configured 

to provide protection to at least one primary Pseudowire. 

3. (Original) A method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the standby Pseudowire is configured 

to provide protection to at least one primary Pseudowire, and in the event that the primary 

Pseudowire fails to transfer network traffic, switching network traffic from at least one of said at 

least one primary Pseudowire to the standby Pseudowire. 

4. (Original) A method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the standby Pseudo wire is 

dynamically selected from a plurality of connections. 

5. (Original) A method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter includes a domain type. 

6. (Original) A method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the Pseudo wire protection 

configuration parameter includes a protection type. 

7. (Original) A method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter includes a protection scheme. 

8. (Original) A method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter includes a priority. 

Application Serial No. 11/354,569 
Attorney Docket No. HAMMP008 4 
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9. (Original) A method as recited in Claim 1, further including determining whether to 

preempt existing traffic on the standby Pseudowire, the determination being based at least in part 

on a priority associated with the standby Pseudo wire. 

I 0. (Original) A method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the Pseudo wire protection 

configuration parameter is established using the Label Distribution Protocol (LDP). 

11. (Currently Amended) A system for providing protection to network traffic, comprising: 

a processor configured to: 

send a Pseudowire protection configuration parameter for configuring a 

standby Pseudowire between a source node and a destination node, the Pseudowire 

protection configuration parameter indicating a protection property associated with the 

standby Pseudowire; and 

receive a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement indicating whether 

the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has been accepted by the destination 

node; and 

in the event that the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has 

been accepted by the destination node, use the standby Pseudowire; 

wherein the standby Pseudowire is configured based at least in part on the 

Pseudowire protection configuration parameter; and 

a memory coupled to the processor, configured to provide the processor with 

instructions. 

12. (Original) A system as recited in Claim 11, wherein the standby Pseudowire is configured 

to provide protection to at least one primary Pseudowire. 

13. (Original) A system as recited in Claim 11, wherein the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter includes a domain type. 

14. (Original) A system as recited in Claim 11, wherein the Pseudo wire protection · 

configuration parameter includes a protection type. 

15. (Original) A system as recited in Claim 11, wherein the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter includes a protection scheme. 

16. (Original) A system as recited in Claim 11, wherein the Pseudo wire protection 

configuration parameter includes a priority. 

Application Serial No. 11/354,569 
Attorney Docket No. HAMMP008 5 
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17. (Currently Amended) A computer program product for configuring a Pseudowire 

between a source node and a destination node, the computer program product being embodied in 

a computer readable storage medium and comprising computer instructions for: 

sending a Pseudowire protection configuration parameter for configuring a 

standby Pseudowire between a source node and a destination node, the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter indicating a protection property associated with the standby Pseudowire; 

receiving a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement indicating whether the 

Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has been accepted by the destination node; and 

in the event that the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has been 

accepted by the destination node, using the standby Pseudowire; 

wherein the standby Pseudowire is configured based at least in part on the 

Pseudowire protection configuration parameter. 

18. (Original) A computer program product as recited in claim 17, wherein the Pseudowire 

protection configuration parameter includes a domain type. 

19. (Original) A computer program product as recited in claim 17, wherein the Pseudowire 

protection configuration parameter includes a protection type. 

20. (Original) A computer program product as recited in claim 17, wherein the Pseudowire 

protection configuration parameter includes a protection scheme. 

21. (Original) A computer program product as recited in claim 17, wherein the Pseudowire 

protection configuration parameter includes a priority. 

Application Serial No. 11/354,569 
Attorney Docket No. HAMMP008 6 
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REMARKS 

Claims 1, 11, and 17 have been amended to clarify the subject matter regarded as the 

invention. Claims 1-20 are pending. 

Claim Rejections 35 U.S. C. §101 

Claims 17-21 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 101 for being directed to non-statutory 

subject matter. The amended claims are believed to overcome the rejection. 

Claim Rejections- 35 U.S. C. §103 

Claims 1-4, 7, 11-12, 15, 17, and 20 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. §103(a) as being 

unpatentable over Huang (US 2003/0117950) and in view of Background of the Inventions of the 

present application and further in view of Blanchet (US 2004/0133692). 

With respect to Claims 1, 11, and 17, support for the amendment may be found, as an 

example and without limitation, at paragraph [0021] of the present application. 

Neither Huang, nor Blanchet, nor the BaGkground of the Invention teaches, either singly 

or in combination, that the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter indicates a protection 

property associated with the standby Pseudowire. Claims 1, 11, and 17 are therefore believed to 

be allowable. 

Further, The Office Action referred to Paragraph [0002], lines 3-4 and lines 8-10 of the 

present application as admission of prior art (AAPA), stating that "at the time of the invention, it 

would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art to implement Pseudowire as a 

type of n~twork service. The reason is that Pseudo wire can emulate the operation of a 

"transparent wire" carrying the native service. The method of modifying the system of Huang 

was within the ordinary ability of one of ordinary skill in the art based on the teaching of 

AAP A." Applicant respectfully disagrees with this line of reasoning. 

"Under§ 103, the scope and content of the prior art are to be determined; differences 

between the prior art and the claims at issue are to be ascertained; and the level of ordinary skill 

in the pertinent art resolved. Against this background the obviousness or nonobviousness of the 

Application Serial No. 11/354,569 
Attorney Docket No. HAMMP008 7 
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subject matter is determined. Such secondary considerations as commercial success, long felt but 

unsolved needs, failure of others, etc., might be utilized to give light to the circumstances 

surrounding the origin of the subject matter sought to be patented." Graham v. John Deere Co., 

383 U.S. at 17-18, (1966). 

The Background of the Invention explicitly describes such long felt but unresolved needs, 

and failure of others to provide adequate Pseudowire protection: 

[0003] At the edge of a network, a network edge device such as an edge 
router may receive multiple Layer-2 flows (also referred to as Attachment 
Circuits (ACs)). In a typical network supporting Pseudowires, each AC is 
mapped to a Pseudowire. Ingress packets received mapped to a specific 
Pseudowire are labeled with an identifier associated with this Pseudowire, and are 
switched via the Pseudowire. A physical link may support one or more 
Pseudowires. Ideally, the data flow in a Pseudowire should be protected. In other 
words, if an active Pseudowire fails, the data flow should be redirected to an 
alternative Pseudowire to avoid data loss. 

[0004] Pseudowires can operate over many physical media types. 
However, existing Pseudowire systems typically provide no protection or very 
limited protection. For example, there is usually no data protection for 
Pseudowires on different physical media types, since most network protection 
schemes, such as APS for SONET, Link Aggregation for Ethernet, do not apply 
over multiple physical media types. 

[0005) Some MPLS devices implement schemes such as MPLS Fast 
Reroute to provide limited data protection. These existing schemes, however, 
often do not provide adequate protection. Take the following scenario as an 
example: between two provider edges (PEs), a first tunnel comprising multiple 
Pseudowires is protected by a second tunnel. Due to network topology 
constraints, the two tunnels may have different bandwidth. This is a possible 
scenario in an MPLS Fast Reroute operation. In this example, the second tunnel 
may have lower bandwidth than that of the first one. If the first tunnel should fail, 
the amount of data that needs to be redirected through the second tunnel may 
exceed the capacity of the second tunnel. Furthermore, existing protocols 
typically do not provide a way of determining which data gets priority. Thus, 
certain mission critical data may be dropped while other less critical data may 
pass through. 

[0006] It would be desirable to have a way to provide better Pseudowire 
protection and to have more control during switchover. It would also be desirable 
if the protection scheme could be implemented without significant changes to 
existing protocols and devices. 

Application Serial No. 111354,569 
Attorney Docket No. HAMMP008 8 
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Thus, the Background of the Invention shows that at the time of the invention, given the 

long felt but unresolved needs and failure of others, it would not have been obvious for one with 

ordinary skill in the art to combine a Pseudowire as taught in the Background with a system such 

as that of Huang. 

As such, Claims 1, 11, and 17 are believed to be allowable of Huang, the Background of 

the Invention, and Blanchet. 

Claims 2-10 depend from Claim 1, Claims 12-16 depend from Claim 11, and Claims 17-

21 depend from Claim 17. They are believed to be allowable for the same reasons described 

above. 

The foregoing amendments are not to be taken as an admission of unpatentability of any 

of the claims prior to the amendments. 

Reconsideration of the application and allowance of all claims are respectfully requested 

based on the preceding remarks. If at any time the Examiner believes that an interview would be 

helpful, please contact the undersigned. 

Dated: _·_:z_/_1 q_/_o_J_j __ _ 

VAN PELT, YI & JAMES LLP 
10050 N. Foothill Blvd., Suite 200 
Cupertino, CA 95014 

Application Serial No. 11/354,569 
Attorney Docket No. HAMMP008 

Respectfully submitted, 

D?:;;:f= 
Registration No. 52,924 
v 408-973-2593 
F 408-973-2595 
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U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
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PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD Application or Docket Number Filing Date 
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(37 CFR 1.16(a), (b), or (c)) 

D SEARCH FEE 
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D EXAMINATION FEE 
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DETAILED ACTION 

Specification 

Page 2 

1. The abstract of the disclosure is objected to because the title should not be 

included on the same sheet with the abstract. Correction is required. See MPEP 

§ 608.01 (b). 

2. The title of the invention is not descriptive. A new title is required that is clearly 

indicative of the invention to which the claims are directed. 

There is no 101 issue for claims 1-10. Because inherently there is a device which 

performs the steps recites in claims 1-10, the device is mentioned in the specification at 

line 8 of paragraph 0015, as a processor. 

Claim Rejections- 35 USC§ 101 

3. Claims 17-21 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 101 because the claimed invention is 

directed to non-statutory subject matter. "A computer program product" recites in claim 

17-21 refer to computer readable medium in the specification. In the specification, 
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computer readable medium include "electronic communication link" which can be a 

signal. Signal is considered as non-statutory subject matter. 

Claim Rejections- 35 USC§ 103 

4. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) which forms the basis for all 

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action: 

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set 
forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and 
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the 
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. 
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made. 

5. Claims 1-4, 7, 11-12, 15, 17,20 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being 

unpatentable over Huang, US 2003/0117950 A 1 in view of admission of prior art 

(AAPA), further in view of Blanchet, US 2004/0133692 A 1. 

1. Regarding claim 1, Huang teaches a method of providing protection to network 

traffic (Huang, page 2, para 0015, lines 1-6), comprising: 

sending (Huang, page 2, para 0016, right column, line 1: "receiving a request to set 

up". There must be sending, thus receiving can happen. It's inherent.) a ... protection 

configuration parameter (Huang, page 2, para 0016, right column, lines 2-4: "the 

request specifying a required protection bandwidth for the label switched path segment", 

"required protection bandwidth" is equivalent to a protection configuration parameter) for 

configuring a standby ... between a source node and a destination node (Huang, page 
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2, para 0016, right column, lines 4-5: "and determining a backup route to the tail end 

node"); 

... protection (Huang, page 2, para 0016, right column, lines 2-4: "the request 

specifying a required protection bandwidth for the label switched path segment") ... ; and 

in the event that ... protection configuration parameters has been accepted by the 

destination node, using the standby ... (Huang, page 2, para 0016, right column, lines 

6-14: In response of the request of setting up a label switched path segment over a 

direct connection between two nodes, a backup route is also being determined); 

wherein the standby ... is configured based at least in part on the 

... protection configuration parameter (Huang, page 2, para 0016, right column, lines 8-

12: "The method also includes signaling to reserve the required protection bandwidth 

along the backup route, receiving confirmation of reservation of the required protection 

bandwidth and generating a backup connection map", required protection bandwidth as 

a configuration parameter is a major factor in the backup path forming). 

Huang doesn't expressly teach that Pseudowire. 

AAPA teaches Pseudowire (AAPA, background of the inventions, para 0002, lines 

3-4, lines 8-10: "A Pseudowire (PW) refers to an emulation of a native service over a 

network"). 

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary 

skill in the art to implement Pseudowire as a type of network service. The reason is that 

Pseudowire can emulate the operation of a "transparent wire" carrying the native 
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service. The method of modifying the system of Huang was within the ordinary ability of 

one of ordinary skill in the art based on the teachings of AAPA. 

Huang in view of AAPA doesn't expressly teach that receiving a configuration 

acknowledgement indicating whether the configuration parameter has been accepted by 

the destination node. 

Blanchet teaches that receiving a configuration acknowledgement indicating 

whether the configuration parameter has been accepted by the destination node 

(Blanchet, page 4, para 0035, lines 2-4 ). 

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary 

skill in the art to modify the system to send an ACK indicating the acceptance of the 

configuration parameters. The rational is that by sending out ACK indicating the 

acceptance of the configuration parameter makes the system more reliable. The 

method of modifying the system of Huang in view of AAPA was within the ordinary 

ability of one of ordinary skill in the art based on the teachings of Blanchet. 

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of the ordinary skill in the art to 

combine the teachings of Huang, AAPA and Blanchet to obtain the invention as 

specified in claim 1. 

2. Regarding claim 2, Huang in view of AAPA and Blanchet as applied in claim 1 

above teaches a method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the standby (Huang, page 2, 

para 0016, right column, lines 5: "backup" is equivalent to standby in the context) 

Pseudowire (AAPA, para 0002, lines 1-2) is configured to provide protection to at least 
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one primary (Huang, page 1, para 0008, lines 2-4) Pseudowire (previous discussed). 

3. Regarding claim 3, Huang in view of AAPA and Blanchet as applied in claim 1 

above teaches a method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the standby Pseudowire 

(previous discussed in claim 2) is configured to provide protection to at least one 

primary Pseudowire (previous discussed in claim 2), and in the event that the primary 

Pseudowire (previous discussed) fails to transfer network traffic (Huang, page 2, para 

0010, line 5: "when a fault is discovered in a single link between two nodes along a 

path"), switching network traffic from at least one of said at least one primary 

Pseudowire to the standby Pseudowire (Huang, page 2, para 0010, lines 9-10: 

"switches the traffic that was using the connection to the alternate path", the limitation 

"Psedudowire" has been discussed). 

4. Regarding claim 4, Huang in view of AAPA and Blanchet as applied in claim 1 

above teaches a method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the standby Pseudowire is 

dynamically selected from a plurality of connections (Huang, page 4, para 0040, lines 

12-14: "The backup route may, for instance, be selected from a table of routes that have 

been pre-computed to connect the head end node 1 02A to the tail end node 1 02B"; 

page 4, para 0040, right column, lines 1-2: "a backup route can be determined 

instantaneously by the head end node 1 02A given information about the current state of 

the network 1 00"). 
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5. Regarding claim 7, Huang in view of AAPA and Blanchet as applied in claim 1 

above teaches a method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter (previous discussed) includes a protection scheme (Huang, 

page 2, para 0011, lines 9-10: "protection scheme"). 

6. Regarding claim 10, Huang in view of AAPA and Blanchet as applied in claim 1 

above teaches a method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter (previous discussed) is established using the Label Distribution 

Protocol (LOP) (Huang, page 1, column 0005, right column, last 3 lines). 

7. Regarding claim 11, a system for providing protection to network traffic, 

comprising: 

a processor (Blanchet, Fig. 2, element 50: It's inherent, since all computers have at 

least one processor) configured to: 

send a Pseudowire protection configuration parameter for configuring a 

standby Pseudowire between a source node and a destination node; and 

receive a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement indicating whether 

the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has been accepted by the 

destination node; and in the event that the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter has been accepted by the destination node, use the standby Pseudowire; 

wherein the standby Pseudowire is configured based at least in part on the 

Pseudowire protection configuration parameter; and a memory coupled to the 
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element 50: it's inherent since all computers have a memory coupled to a processor, 

and provide instructions with processor). (All of the remaining limitations have been 

discussed in claim 1) 

8. Regarding claim 12, a system as recited in Claim 11, wherein the standby 

Pseudowire is configured to provide protection to at least one primary Pseudowire (All 

of the remaining limitations have been discussed in claim 2). 

9. Regarding claim 15, a system as recited in Claim 11, wherein the Pseudowire 

protection configuration parameter includes a protection scheme (All of the limitations 

have been discussed in claim 7). 

10. Regarding claim 17, a computer program product (Huang, page 2, para 0013: 

"the 'gold' level of service protection" is a computer program product) for configuring a 

Pseudowire between a source node and a destination node, the computer program 

product (previous discussed) being embodied in a computer readable medium and 

comprising computer instructions (Blanchet, Fig. 2, element 50: it's inherent, since all 

computers have memory and can give out computer instructions) for: 

sending a Pseudowire protection configuration parameter for configuring a 

standby Pseudowire between a source node and a destination node; 

receiving a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement indicating whether the 
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Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has been accepted by the destination 

node; and in the event that the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has been 

accepted by the destination node, using the standby Pseudowire; wherein the standby 

Pseudowire is configured based at least in part on the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter (All of the remaining limitations have been discussed in claim 

1 ). 

11. Regarding claim 20, Huang in view of AAPA, Blachet as applied in claim above 

teaches a computer program product as recited in claim 17, wherein the Pseudowire 

protection configuration parameter includes a protection scheme (All of the remaining 

limitations have been discussed in claim 7). 

12. Claims 5, 13, 18 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over 

under 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) as being unpatentable over Huang, US 2003/0117950 A 1 in 

view of admission of prior art (AAPA), further in view of Blanchet, US 2004/0133692 A 1, 

further in view of Cruz, US 2006/0046658 A 1. 

13. Regarding claim 5, Huang in view of AAPA and Blanchet as applied in claim 

above teaches a method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the Pseudowire (AAPA, para 

0002, lines 1-2) protection configuration parameter (Huang, page 2, para 0016, right 

column, lines 2-4: "the request specifying a required protection bandwidth for the label 

switched path segment", "required protection bandwidth" is equivalent to a protection 

configuration parameter) includes ... 
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Huang in view of AAPA and Blanchet doesn't expressly teach that a domain 

type. 

Cruz teaches a domain type (Cruz, page 1, para 0017, line 2: According to the 

specification of the application, domain type is about whether the network is either multi-

hop or single hop). 

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary 

skill in the art to modify the configuration parameter to include domain type. The reason 

is that by including domain type in the configuration parameter, it would be more 

accurate to select a desire standby path, given that you have more information about 

the network. The method of change the configuration parameter by including the 

domain type of Huang in view of AAPA and Blanchet was within the ordinary ability of 

one of ordinary skill in the art based on the teachings of Cruz. 

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of the ordinary skill in the art to 

combine the teachings of Huang, AAPA, Blanchet and Cruz to obtain the invention as 

specified in claim 5. 

14. Regarding claim 13, a system as recited in Claim 11, wherein the Pseudowire 

protection configuration parameter includes a domain type (All of the remaining 

limitations have been discussed in claim 5). 
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15. Regarding claim 18, a computer program product as recited in claim 17, wherein 

the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter includes a domain type (All of the 

remaining limitations have been discussed in claim 5). 

16. Claims 6, 14, 19 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) as being unpatentable over 

Huang, US 2003/0117950 A1 in view of admission of prior art (AAPA), further in view of 

Blanchet, US 2004/0133692 A1, further in view of Rathunde, US 6,574,477 B1. 

Regarding claim 6, a method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter (previous discussed) includes ... 

Huang in view of AAPA and Blanchet doesn't expressly teach that a protection 

type. 

Rathunde teaches a protection type (Rathunde, col 9, line 3: "type of standby 

mode", according to the specification of the application, protection type just means what 

type of standby mode). 

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary 

skill in the art to modify the configuration parameter to include a protection type. The 

reason is that by including protection type in the configuration parameter, it would be 

more accurate to select a desire standby path, given that you have more information 

about the network. The method of change the configuration parameter by including the 

protection type of Huang in view of AAPA and Blanchet was within the ordinary ability of 

one of ordinary skill in the art based on the teachings of Rathunde. 
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Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of the ordinary skill in the art to 

combine the teachings of Huang, AAPA, Blanchet and Rathunde to obtain the invention 

as specified in claim 6. 

17. Regarding claim 14, a system as recited in Claim 11, wherein the Pseudowire 

protection configuration parameter includes a protection type (All of the limitations have 

been discussed in claim 6). 

18. Regarding claim 19, a computer program product (previous discussed) as 

recited in claim 17, wherein the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter includes 

a protection type (All of the remaining limitations have been discussed in claim 6). 

19. Claims 8-9, 16, 21 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) as being unpatentable 

over Huang, US 2003/0117950 A 1 in view of admission of prior art (AAPA), further in 

view of Blanchet, US 2004/0133692 A1, further in view of Saleh, US 7,200,104 B2. 

20. Regarding claim 8, a method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the Pseudowire 

protection configuration parameter (previous discussed) includes a ... 

Huang in view of AAPA and Blanchet doesn't expressly teach that a priority. 

Saleh teaches a priority (Saleh, col 3, line 38: "restoration priority level"). 

At the time of the invention, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary 

skill in the art to modify the configuration parameter to include priority. The reason is 

that by including domain type in the configuration parameter, it would be more accurate 
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network. The method of change the configuration parameter by including the domain 

type of Huang in view of AAPA and Blanchet was within the ordinary ability of one of 

ordinary skill in the art based on the teachings of Saleh. 

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of the ordinary skill in the art to 

combine the teachings of Huang, AAPA, Blanchet and Saleh to obtain the invention as 

specified in claim 8. 

21. Regarding claim 9, a method as recited in Claim 1, further including determining 

whether to preempt existing traffic on the standby Pseudowire, the determination being 

based at least in part on a priority associated with the standby Pseudowire (Saleh, col 3, 

lines 1-5). 

22. Regarding claim 16, a system as recited in Claim 11, wherein the Pseudowire 

protection configuration parameter includes a priority (All of the limitations have been 

discussed in claim 8). 

23. Regarding claim 21, a computer program product (previous discussed) as 

recited in claim 17, wherein the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter includes 

a priority (All of the remaining limitations have been discussed in claim 8). 
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Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 

examiner should be directed to SIMING LIU whose telephone number is (571 )270-3859. 

The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Friday 8:30am-5:00pm. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 

supervisor, Pankaj Kumar can be reached on 571-272-3011. The fax phone number for 

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300. 

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the 

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for 

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. 

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only. 

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should 

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic 

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a 

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information 

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000. 

SL 
/Pankaj Kumar/ 
Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 4145 
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! ! !(primary or main) and ! ! ! ! I 
! ! !(secondly or backup or ! ! ! ! I 
! ! !standby) ! i ! ! I 
i82'9 ......... [43 .................... kpse-~Ci;;;·i-re .. or __ (.pse~Ci;;-------------- ju&'F>GF>us;--------------· i'AoJ ............................. ioN ............. [26os71'o7o9 .............. I 
i i !wire) or pseudo-wire) and IUSPAT ! i !1 0:34 I 
I I l(config$7 with parameter) I ! I I I 
~~~~~~~~~·········· : •• ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,. : •• ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,. ~-······································ : •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : ••••••••••••••••••••• : •••••••••• u ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ! 
!830 !14 i(pseudowire or (pseudo IU&PGPUB; iADJ !ON !2008/10/09 I 
! ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) same !uSPAT ! ! !1 0:35 I 
! ! !(config$7 with parameter) ! i ! ! I 
im·1 ......... [6 ...................... kpse-~Ci;;;·i-re .. or .. (pse~Ci;;-------------- ju&'F>8F>us;--------------· i'AoJ ............................. ioN ............. [26os71'o7o9 .............. I 
! ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) same IUSPAT i ! !1 0:38 I 
! ! !(config$7 with parameter) ! ! ! ! I 
! ! !same (destination near5 ! ! ! ! I 
I I !node) I I I I I 
im2 ......... 1-1-s------------------- [(;;58~Cic;~-~~-8--;;·r--(-;;58~Cic;------------- lu&Fi8PIJ's·;-------------- rP:oJ' ............................ ioN .............. i2a68T1'67o9---------------l 
! ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) and !uSPAT ! ! !1 0:38 I 
! ! !((config$7) same ! i ! ! I 
I I I( destination near5 node)) I I I I I 
1833 ......... !1" ..................... f(IJse~d·;;;ire-or .. (IJ58~-d-;;-------------· fus-P8Fius;-------------- !'Ao] ............................. 16N _____________ 12-oos71-o7o9 ............... I 
! ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) and !USPAT ! ! !10:41 I 
! ! !(config$7 with ! ! ! ! I 
! ! !acknowledgement) ! ! ! ! I 
im4 .......... ia ...................... l(iJ58~Cic;~-~~-8--;;·r--(.iJ58~Cio ............. ju&Fi8PU's·;-------------· tP:o:J .............................. ioN .............. i2o68T1'67o9 ............... 1 

! ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) and !USPAT ! ! !1 0:44 I 
i i i(config same I I i i I 
I I !(acknowledgement or ack)) I I I I I 
1835 _________ ts ....................... !'(IJse~d·c;;ire-or .. (IJ58~-d-c;-------------- fu&'F>GF>us;-------------- !'Ao] ............................. r<s-N _____________ !2-oos'71'67o9 ............... I 
! ! !wire) or pseudo-wire) and !USPAT ! ! !1 0:44 I 
! ! !(config$7 same ! ! ! ! I 
! ! !(acknowledgement or ack)) ! ! ! ! I 
im6 _________ i37o ................. l(s8~-d$5-;Tih--c;;;·~ti9·$·7--~-~t_h ______ ju&'PG;;u·s·;-------------- tP:oT .......................... ioN _____________ i2o68T1'67o9 ............... 1 

! ! !parameter) and (receiv$5 !USPAT ! ! !1 0:47 I 
! ! !with ( ack or acknowledge)) I ! ! ! I 
1837 _________ b ...................... !'(58r;Ci$5--~-~t·h--;;c;~-t-i9$7·;;th _______ fu&'F>GF>us;-------------- i'Ao] ............................. ra·N------------- !2-oos'71-o7o9 ............... I 
! ! !parameter) and (receiv$5 !uSPAT ! ! !10:48 I 
! ! !with ( ack or acknowledge)) ! ! ! ! I 
! ! !and ( 833) and ! i ! ! I 
I I !@ad "20050214" I I I I I i i ! < ! I i i I 
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!m_s _________ r2·1·8----------------- fpse~Ci;;;;·r8·c;;:--pse~Ci;;-~;;;:8 ______ ru&-F>GF>uEC ____________ !oR _______________________________ [oN _____________ f2-6o871-67o9 _______________ I 
1 1 I lusPAT i 1 110"49 I im9 __________ ia ______________________ l(s8~-d$5-;i'tt1--c;;;·~ti9'$'7--~-;t·h ______ lns:ffi·pu-s·;-------------- fP:oJ' _____________________________ ioN ______________ i2a6·sno769---------------l 
! ! !parameter) and (receiv$5 !USPAT ! ! !1 0:49 I 
i i !with (ack or acknowledge)) I ! i i I 
! ! !and (S38) and I ! ! ! I 
i i l®ad< "2oo5o214" I i i i I 
!84_6 _________ [2·75----------------- fpse~Ci;;;;·r8·c;;:--pse~Ci;;-~;;;:8 ______ tu&-F>GF>uEC ____________ i'Ao] _____________________________ !oN _____________ !2-6o871-67o9 _______________ I 
! ! !or (pseudo wire) luSPAT ! ! !1 0:49 I 
i841 _________ ia ______________________ l(s8~-d$5-;i'tt1--c:;;-~ti9-$T~-;t·h ______ lns:ffi-pu·s·;-------------- [P:oJ' ____________________________ ioN _____________ i2o6si1-6769 _______________ 1 

! ! !parameter) and (receiv$5 IUSPAT ! ! !10:50 I 
i i !with (ack or acknowledge)) I ! i i I 
! ! !and ( 840) and I ! ! ! I 
i i l®ad< "2oo5o214" I i i i I 
!842 _________ i-233---------------- f(58r1Ci$·5--~-;t·h--co~-ti9$?';;t't1 _______ tus:-F>GF>us;-------------- iP.oJ' _____________________________ !o'N _____________ !2-6os'71-o769 _______________ I 
! ! !parameter) and (receiv$5 luSPAT ! ! !10:50 I 
! ! !with (ack or acknowledge)) I ! ! ! I 
! ! !and @ad< "20050214" I ! ! ! I 
fs43 _________ i21 ___________________ i84o--a:~Ci--~~-~t·i-ali;a.'t;c;~--------------------- iu&-F>8F>us_; _______________ i·P:o:J' ____________________________ ioN _____________ i266s71-6'769 ______________ I 
i i i lusPAT I i ho·54 I 
f844 _________ i'34346_1_T ___ 1(~-~~-k--c;;:--rc;~i-8--;;·r--;;a.'tilY _________________ fus-PG~us;---~---------- ioR _______________________________ [o'N _____________ [2·6?s'71-o729 _______________ I 
i , , ,USPAT, EPO, : i i09.26 1 
i i I I PO· . I i i 1 i i : ,J , DERWENT, : i i 1 

I I I l1 BM TDB I I I I 

1846 _________ l1-334o1_9 ______ fTtail$5·c;;:--(s'to;;$·1---~·c;;:'ki~9)) _____ ius-~8F>us;--------------- ~o:J _____________________________ ioN _____________ i2o-6871'6/29 ______________ I 
i i : •USPAT· EPO· i i i09·27 I 
i i i IJPO· D,ERWENT i i i · I 
i i i II BM, TDB , i i i I 
[847--------· 13646734 _____ i(aii-8r$i'or--back-~;;--;;·r------------------- i·us:-~'GPU's;-------------- fP:oJ ______________________________ 1-oN-------------· i·2a68ho72·9--------------·l 
! ! !standby) lusPAT; EPO; i ! !o9:28 I 
I i i IJPO· DERWENT i i i I 
i i i II BM, TDB , i i i I 
i&ts _________ !2·9-788·5-61·--· i·®a:d·~-~~20'65o21'4~~--------------------------- !u&-~F>us;--------------· i'Ao:J _____________________________ 1oN------------- 1266871-6729 ______________ I 
I I I luSP'AT· EPO· i I io9·28 I 
~ : ~ ~ ' ' ' : : . \ 

I I I IJPO· DERWENT i I I I 
i i i II BM, TDB , I i i I 

!849 _________ 1638-6553 ______ f(-;;ic'k$5--;;·r--s8i8C:i$5--;;;:--c;t1·;;·;;5--- ius~F>u·s·;-------------- fP:oT __________________________ ioN ______________ !'2a6si1-6729--------------·l 
I i i$5) luSPAT EPO· i i io9·30 I 
i i i IJPO· D,ERWENT i i i · I 
i i i II BM, TDB ' i i i I 
!sso"""'" [4'69""""""""" i'(844'n8ari"846)";;t·h--(S49"'""' ru&'~F>us;""""""" lAo]"""""""""""""'" loN"""""'" !2'6o8'71'6729""""""'" I 
! ! !near? 847 near? 844) and luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !09:31 I 
I I 1848 IJPO· DERWENT i I I I 
i i i 11 BM, TDB ' I i i I 

iss1----------1238 _________________ 1(844--~-ear7--S46)--~-~th--(-849 _______ [us~F>Gs_; _______________ fJ\5j------------------------------loN--------------12o-6sT1'0'729---------------I 
1 ! 1near? 847 near? 844) and IUSPAT; EPO; ! 1 !09:38 1 

! ! !848 and (priority or IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I ! !bandwidth) p BM_TDB ! ! ! I 
!852 _________ [2·5-------------------· !'(844-near?--846)--;it'il--(849 ________ rus:-F>GF>us;-------------- !'Ao] _____________________________ ra·N------------- f2-6os'71-6729 _______________ I 
! ! !near? 847 near? 844) same luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !09:43 I 
! ! !(priority or bandwidth or IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I !parameter) and 848 11 BM_ TDB I I I I 
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!86_6 _________ [2-959 ______________ f(ack--or--ack;;;;;·I8Ci9_8_m_entY ______ fu&-F>GF>us;-------------- !A'o:J _____________________________ [oN _____________ f2-6o871-6729 _______________ 1 

! ! !and (config$7 parameter$1) !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !13:53 I 
I I I IJPO· DERWENT· i I I I 
i i i 11 BM, TDB ' I i i I 

iS67--------Io----------------------[(a:c;k--;;r--a:ck:no;iedgemen1)--------[u·s:~G"PIJ's-;-------------- [J\oJ'-----------------------------IoN--------------I2a68i1-6729---------------l 
! ! !same (config$7 parameter IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !13:53 I 
! ! !$1) @ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i ~ ~IBM TDB ~ i i I 

186-8--------- f2-68oi ___________ kc;;;·nti9-$7";;a.;a:;n8i8r$-1T _____________ fus-~F>us;-------------- iA"o:J _____________________________ foN-------------f2-6o871-6729---------------l 
I I I luSP'AT· EPO· i I 113-54 I 
~ : ~ ~ ' ' ' : : . \ 

I i i IJPO· DERWENT i i i I 
i I I 11 BM, TDB ' I I I I 

iS69---------1529-66-----------[(a:ck--or--ackno;iedgemen1Y-------Iu-s:~-Pu·s·;-------------- [J\oJ'----------------------------IoN-------------I2a68i1-o729---------------l 
! i !and @ad< "20050214" IUSPAT; EPO; ! i !13:54 I 
i i I IJPO· DERWENT I i i I 
i i i II BM, TDB , i i i I 
1s7o _________ !29-------------------- rrack·c;;--a.ck~-;;;l-ec;9·8;n-e~-tY _______ rus-~F>us;-------------- i"Ao"J--------------------------·--fa"N-------------f2-6o871-o729---------------l 
! ! !and (restoration scheme) luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !13:55 I 
I I land @ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
i i i !IBM_ TDB i i i I ls7T ______ I1-3T _______________ [86·1---~-iit1--rr;-a;:a:n1-818r$-1Y;i1t1--- [u&-F>8F>us_; _______________ fl\oJ' ____________________________ IoN _____________ I2o6871-6/29 ______________ 1 

i i l(destin$7 node) IUSPAT; EPO; ! i !16:19 I 
i i i IJPO· DERWENT I i i I 
i i i 11 BM, TDB ' i i i I 

ls72 _________ 1-6----------------------- i·ha:~-dsh-aki~9--~-~t-h ____________________________ 1-us:-~"GF>us:-------------- i"Ao'J-----------------------------Io"N-------------I2-oos'71-o729---------------l 
! ! !(restoration scheme) luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:29 I 
i i I I PO· . I i i 1 i i ~ ~J , DERWENT, ~ i i 1 

I I I l1 BM TDB I I I I 

isi3 _________ 11-6549 ____________ i·ti·a.~-d-sh-aki~-9--a:n·d-----------------------------lus-~8F>us;---------------IA"o:J _____________________________ ioN-------------1266871'6729--------------1 
! i !@ad< "20050214" IUSPAT; EPO; ! i !16:29 I 
i i I IJPO· DERWENT i i i I 
i i i II BM, TDB , I i i I 
~~~~~~~~'''''''''" ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''• ~''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''=''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''" ~'''''''''''''''''''" ~'''''''''n''''''''''''''''''''''''''''" ~ 
!874 !759 !handshaking and IU&PGPUB; iADJ !ON !2008/10/29 I 
! ! i@ad<"20050214" and (844 lusPAT; EPO; i ! !16:30 I 
! ! !with 846) IJPO; DERWENT; i ! ! I 
I I I II BM TDB I I I I 

is?s---------·[2----------------------- i-~-6553-634:::-p~-:----------------------------------- fus-~F>us;--------------- iA"o:J _____________________________ . faN _____________ . [2-6o871-6/29---------------l 
1 1 I lusPAT· EPO· i 1 115·32 I 
~ : ~ ~ ' ' ' : : . \ 

I I I IJPO· DERWENT i I I I 
i i i 11 BM, TDB ' I i i I 

is76 _________ l-1-as----------------- 1(~-i-rt~·a:;·-pa:i·hy--a_r;c;--------------------------- ius~F>u·s·;-------------- fl\o:J" _____________________________ iaN ______________ !'2a68i1-o729---------------l 
I I !((protection or restoration) lusPAT; EPO; I I 116:34 I 
! ! !near5 scheme) and priority IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i ~ ~IBM TDB ~ i i I 

is?? _________ !1-63----------------· 1-(~irt-~-a;--;;·a.t-ti'l"and---------------------------- fu&-~F>us;--------------- iA"o:J-----------------------------[o-N-------------I2-6os'71-6729---------------l 
! ! !((protection or restoration) luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:34 I 
! ! !near5 scheme) and priority IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i !and @ad< "20050214" II BM TDB ! i i I 
:''''''''~''''''''" :''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''v ~'''~'''''='''''''''''''''''''''''''" ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''" :''''''''''''''''''''" :''''''''''"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''" ~ 
IS78 13479 !(protection or restoration) IU&PGPUB; IADJ iON 12008/10/29 I 
! ! :near5 parameter IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:51 1 

i i ~ ~JPO· DERWENT ~ i i I 

i i i II BM, TDB , i i i I 
; ; l ~ - ~ ; ; ! 
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!si9 _________ [2'628 ______________ f(proi-8C:'iion--or--rest'o-rai-;;;-ny-------- rus:-F>GF>uEC ____________ !A'o:J _____________________________ [oN _____________ f2-6o871-6729 _______________ I 
! ! !near5 parameter and !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:52 I 
I I l®ad<"20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
~0--------- 16---------------------- f(-('f)'ra1'8'Ci'iori--c;-r--r-es'tora1ion_) _______ ~~~~~Zs-;-------------- tP:o:T ___________________________ loN _____________ l2ao'871'o/29---------------l 
! ! !near5 parameter) with (861) IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:53 I 
! ! !and (destin$? near3 node) IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! I !and @ad< "20050214" p BM_ TDB ! I I I 
!88_1 __________ f26 ___________________ fUIJrotect'ion--or-rest_o_ra:i·;c;-ny------- rus:-F>GF>us;-------------- !P.oJ _____________________________ faN' _____________ f2-6os'71-o729 _______________ 1 

! ! !near5 parameter) and luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !16:55 I 
! ! !(handshaking) and IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !@ad< "20050214" l1 BM TDB ! ! ! I 
iss2 _________ j?3 ____________________ t(·(·;;-rot-ect_i_c;r;--c;·r--r-es'torat'ion'l" _____ !us~Pus_; _______________ i'P:oT __________________________ joN _____________ j2o0'871-o/29 ______________ I 
! ! !near5 parameter) and !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !17:04 1 

! ! !(destination node) and iJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! i@ad< "20050214" II BM TDB ! ! ! I 
[883 _________ i-6---------------------- i((iJr-otect-;;;·n--;;-r--re-si-c;ra:i·i-oni _______ i·us:-~p'LJ's;-------------- tP:oJ ______________________________ i·aN-------------· i·2aos'71-o72_9 _______________ I 
! ! !near5 parameter) wotj luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !17:04 I 
! ! !(destination node) and IJPO; DERWENT; i ! ! I 
! ! i@ad< "20050214" l1 BM TDB i ! ! I 
j88_4 _________ Ia _______________________ j'('(';;-r;;i-8C:'iion---c;;--r8st'o_r_a1-;;;·n--or--- jus:-~8F>us;--------------- iA'o:J _____________________________ joN _____________ j20'6871'6729 ______________ I 
! ! !config$7) near5 parameter) !USPAT; EPO; I ! !17:05 I 
! ! !wotj (destination node) and IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !@ad< "20050214" !1 BM TDB ! ! ! I 
~ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. : .... .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ~ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ~ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._ .. =.._ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._._, ~ .. .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. : .... .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. : .... .._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._.._. ! 
!885 !15 !((protection or restoration or !U&PGPUB; !ADJ !ON !2008/10/29 I 
! ! !config$7) near5 parameter) lusPAT; EPO; i ! !17:05 I 
! ! !with (destination node) and IJPO; DERWENT; i ! ! I 
! ! i@ad< "20050214" II BM TDB i ! ! I 
!88_6 _________ [4----------------------· i'('(IJro-iect'ion--or--rest-;;-ra:i·;;;·n--;;-r--- [us:-~8F>us;-------------- iA'o:J _____________________________ [oN _____________ [2-6os71-6729 _______________ I 
! ! !config$7) near2 parameter) luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !17:05 I 
! ! !with (destination node) and IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !@ad< "20050214" II BM TDB ! ! ! I iss? _________ i6s1 _________________ jt;·a:nCishaki-n9--ariCi ____________________________ ju&~8Pu·s·;-------------- jP:oJ' _____________________________ ioN ______________ i2oO'sT1-o729 _______________ 1 

! ! i@ad<"20050214" and IUSPAT; EPO; I ! !17:10 I 
I I l(config$7 parameter) IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
i i ~ ~IBM TDB ~ i i I 

f88s _________ fo----------------------- !-recei~-~n9--ack-no~-~8Ci98m-ent' _____ fus:-~F>us;-------------- lwi-TH _________________________ fa-N------------- l2-6os'71'673o _______________ I 
I I lindicat$7 parameter accept luSPAT; EPO; ! I 109:27 I 
I ! l$7 destination node IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i il BM TDB i i i I 

lss9 _________ Ia---------------------- lrece-i~$7"ackno;iedgement ______ lus~Pu·s·;-------------- [viliH _________________________ ioN _____________ l2a0'8T1-o73o---------------l 
I ! pndicat$7 parameter accept IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !09:27 I 
! ! 1$7 destination node iJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I I II BM TDB i I I I 

fmo""""' r276"""""""'" rrecei~$7"ackn'o;I8Ci9'8'nlent"""' fus:-~F>us:""""""" lwi'TH""""""""""""' lo'N""""""' l2oo8!'1'o73o"""""""' I 
I ! !destination node lusPAT; EPO; ! ! !09:28 I 
I ! ! !JPO· DERWENT ! ! ! I 
I ! ! !IBM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
fmT _______ ia ______________________ frecei~$7"ack-no;i8'd98ment ______ ius-~Pus;--------------- 1-wl-iH------------------------- iaN _____________ i2o-6s71-o/3o ______________ I 
! ! !(parameter accept$5 !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !09:40 1 

! ! !destination node) IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I I 11 BM TDB i I I I 
; 1 l ~ - ~ ; ; ! 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
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!s1-o5 ______ [147----------------· !ti8ic;·;;th---i-~Ciica$?-;it_h ________________ ru&-F>GF>us;-------------- !A"o:J _____________________________ [oN _____________ f2-oos71-o73Ci ______________ l 
! ! !(topology) !u8PAT; EPO; ! ! !12:34 I 
I I I IJPO· DERWENT· i I I I 
i i i 11 BM, TDB ' I i i I 
l-s1·o-5------- 16---------------------- if'ie-ld--~-~i-t1--;n·d-ica$·7--~-~tt1 _______________ iu-s:~-PIJ's·;-------------- fl\o:J ______________________________ ioN ______________ i2oCi87'1-0'i3o---------------l 
I I !(domain type) IU8PAT; EPO; I I 112:36 I 
i i ~ ~JPO· DERWENT ~ i i I 

i i i II BM, TDB , i i i I 
fs1-o7 ______ [1-79----------------- ksin·9-18~t;·;;-pfsame-(m-~iti~---------- fu&-~F>us;-------------- iA"o:J-----------------------------foN-------------f2-oosi1-o73Ci--------------l 
I I ihop) lu8PAT· EPO· i I 112·37 I 
~ : ~ ~ ' ' : : : . ~ 

I i I UPO· DERWENT I i i I 
i I I 11 BM, TDB ' I I I I 
~1-o-8------11·a--------------------l(·t-i81Ci--;;-~--;;a.~a:m8't8;)---s-an:;-e----------l-us:~"Pus·;-------------- fl\o:J-----------------------------IoN-------------I2aa·s71-o/3o---------------l 
! i !((single-hop) same (multi- IU8PAT; EPO; ! i !12:37 I 
i i !hop)) IJPO· DERWENT I i i I 
i i i 11 BM, TDB ' i i i I 

fs1-o9 ______ i-283 ________________ bsi~9i8--t1o;;)--c;;--(sin·9-18~-------------· rus:-~F>us;-------------- IJ\o~:r----------------------------fo"N-------------f2-oos'71-o73Ci--------------l 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or !u8PAT; EPO; ! ! !12:40 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I I l1 BM TDB I I I I 

~1·1·1·------ i21--------------------[(·i)·a.~a:~-8't-e;·c;;·tieid'l'-same _________ i-us-~8F'us_; _______________ i-1\oT-------------------------- iaN _____________ i2Ci6871-o/3o--------------l 
I I !8109 1U8PAT; EPO; I I 112:41 I 
i i I IJPO· DERWENT I i i I 
i i i 11 BM, TDB ' i i i I 

~~~~~~~~'''''''''" ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''• ~''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''=''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''" ~'''''''''''''''''''" ~'''''''''n''''''''''''''''''''''''''''" ~ 
!8112 !O !81 09 same (domain type) Ius- PGPUB; iADJ !ON !2008/ 10/30 I 
i I I lu8P'AT· EPO· I 1 112·44 1 
~ : ~ ~ ' ' : : : . ~ 

I i i IJPO· DERWENT i i i I 
! i i II BM, TDB , i i i I 
is1-13------[134 _________________ i·(-(sin·9-i8 __ t;_;;_i)f·;;·r--(-siri9-i8·~-------------- ius-~8F>ui3;--------------- iA'o:J _____________________________ iaN _____________ i2o-osho/3o--------------1 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or IU8PAT; EPO; I ! !12:46 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! i i@ad< "20050214" II BM TDB ! i i I 
i-s1·1·4------- ia ______________________ i;;a:~amei-e;·;;th---i~Ciicat$5 ____________ iu&~8"Pu-s·;--------------·tf\o:J ______________________________ ioN ______________ i2aa·s;-1-oi3o _______________ l 
! ! !same ((single hop) or !u8PAT; EPO; ! ! !12:48 I 
! ! !(single-hop)) same ((multi- !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I lhop) or (multi hop)) and IIBM_TDB I I I I 
I I i@ad< "20050214" i i I I I 
is1 __ 1_5 ______ [o----------------------- i·u;8;c;·c;;·IJa:;a_n:;·8t-er)--~-~i-t1 ____________ fu&-F>GF>us;-------------- iA"o:J _____________________________ faN _____________ [2-oos'/'1-6736--------------1 
! ! !indicat$5 same ((single hop) !u8PAT; EPO; ! ! !12:49 I 
! ! !or (single-hop)) same !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I I l((multi-hop) or (multi hop)) IIBM_TDB I I I I 
i ! iand @ad<"20050214" i i ! ! I 
'''''''''~''''''''" '''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''v ''''~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''" ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''" '''''''''''''''''''''" '''''''''''"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''" ~ 

!8116 !O l(tield or parameter) with !U&PGPUB; IADJ !ON !2008/10/30 I 
! ! !(show$3 or indicat$5) same !U8PAT; EPO; ! ! !12:49 I 
! i !((single hop) or (single- IJPO; DERWENT; ! i i I 
I I lhop)) same ((multi-hop) or IIBM_TDB I I I I 
! i !(multi hop)) and I ! i i I 
! ! l®ad< "20050214" ! ! ! ! I 
!s1 __ 1_7 ____ _, i-6---------------------- f(field--or-IJa~·a.n:;-et·e-rf;-ith ____________ rus:-F>GP"us;-------------- iJ\oj ___________________________ _, fo'N _____________ f2oos7'1-o736 ______________ 1 

! ! !(domain type) same ((multi- !u8PAT; EPO; ! ! !12:50 I 
! ! !hop) or (multi hop)) and !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i ! !@ad< "20050214" !1 BM TDB ! ! ! I 
~ ' ~ ~- ~ ' ' ~ 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
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!s1_1_8 ______ f6_8 ____________________ f(fi8iCi·c;;--pa;a:~-8t8~)--~-~t-h ____________ rus:-F>GF>uE;;-------------- !A'o:J _____________________________ faN _____________ f2-oos71-o73Ci ______________ 1 

! ! !(domain type) and !uSPAT; EPO; ! ! !12:50 I 
I I l@ad<"20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
i i i !IBM_ TDB i i i I 1s1·1·9------ 11·4------------------- [('t·i-eiCi __ o_r--;;a.;am818;y;;t't1 ____________ !u&ffi'Pus_; _______________ fP:oJ' ____________________________ !oN _____________ !2o6871'6/3o ______________ 1 

! ! !(indicat$5 or show$5) with IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !12:50 I 
! ! !(domain type) and iJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! i@ad< "20050214" II BM TDB ! ! ! I 
!s1-2a·----- i-1----------------------- f(IJ;o-tectio~--type)--a~-d-------------------- rus:-~F>us;-------------- iP.oJ _____________________________ !o'N _____________ [2-oos'71-o73Ci ______________ I 
! ! !(standby path) lusPAT; EPO; i ! !13:44 I 
i i I I PO· . I i i 1 i i ~ ~J , DERWENT, ~ i i 1 

I I I !1 BM TDB I I I I 

is1·2·1·------ [2636 ______________ fTt1-c;t--o7~a;;n--c;;--c;();(jy;;8a.;3---- ius:-~'Pu-8;--------------- ~o:J _____________________________ ioN _____________ i2o-os71'o/3o ______________ I 
! ! !Standby iUSPAT; EPO; I ! !13:46 I 
I I I IJPO· DERWENT I I I I 
! ! ! !IBM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
~~~~~~~~'''''''''' ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''• ~''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''=''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''''''''''''' ~'''''''''n''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' ~ 
!8122 !283 !(hot and cold) same standby !U&PGPUB; !ADJ !ON !2008/10/30 I 
I ! !and @ad<"20050214" !uSPAT· EPO· ! ! 113"47 I 
i i i IJPO· D,ERWENT i i i · I 
i ! ! !1 BM, TDB , ! ! ! I 
is1·23······!s·1····················· kt1·c;t···a.~·d··c;c;ieii···a.·~Ci·························!us:·~8F>us;··············· iP:oT·························· faN············· [2Cios71.o73Ci··············l 
! ! !(parameter with standby) luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !13:48 I 
! ! !and @ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i 11 BM TDB i i i I 

i-s1_2_4 ______ i2o ___________________ i(t-ie-ld--~-~t-h--~~-d-icat$5-;itil ____________ lus~8'Pu's';-------------- fP:oJ' _____________________________ ioN ______________ !'2aeisT1'o73o--------------·l 
! ! !(standby mode)) and lusPAT; EPO; i ! !13:49 I 
! ! i@ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; i ! ! I 
I I I 11 BM TDB I I I I 

is126 ______ [6-96----------------· lc:c;-~'fi9$9--~-~t-il __ (_st-a~CiiJy ________________ fus:-~8F>us;-------------- iP:o:J _____________________________ faN _____________ f2-oo871'o73Ci ______________ I 
! ! !mode) and luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !13:50 I 
! ! !@ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i 11 BM TDB i i i I 

i-s1·2·7·------ 1466 _________________ [;;a~·f·i-9$9--~8a~7--('5t-a.;;Cit;-y------------ lus~8'PGs·;-------------- fP:o:J ______________________________ ioN ______________ l2oCisT1'Ci73o _______________ I 
! ! 1mode) and !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !13:51 1 

! ! !@ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i ~ ~IBM TDB ~ i i I 

is1-28 ______ 1824----------------· ic:;;-~'fi9$9--~-8a;5--(standby _____________ fus:-~F>us;-------------- iP:o:J _____________________________ faN------------- f2-oos'71-o73Ci ______________ I 
I I lmode) and lusPAT; EPO; ! I 113:51 I 
I I l®ad< "20050214" IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
~1·2·9------ !1·9·4----------------- fc;o~-ti9$9-;;8a:~3--(sta~-d-by ____________ ~~~~%~8·;-------------- tP:oT __________________________ joN------------- l2ao871'o/3o---------------l 
I I imode) and 1USPAT; EPO; I I 113:52 I 
I I l@ad< "20050214" !JPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
i i ~ ~IBM TDB ~ i i I 

fs1-3o ______ 1'7"-------------------- ~;;-~'fi9·$·9--~-8a;3--(st'andby _____________ rus:-~Pus;-------------- iP.oJ _____________________________ fo'N _____________ f2oos/'1-o736 ______________ I 
I ! lmode) and lusPAT; EPO; ! ! !13:54 I 
I ! l@ad<"20050214" and (hot IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I ! land cold) l1 BM_ TDB ! ! ! I 
~1·3·1·------ j9 ______________________ I1'YiJ8--;i1'i1"(8t-andby--mod-e) _________ ju&-ffi'Pus;--------------- i'P:oT __________________________ joN _____________ j26os71-o/3o ______________ I 
I I 1and @ad<"20050214" and iUSPAT; EPO; I I 114:01 I 
I I l(hot and cold) IJPO; DERWENT; I I I I 
i i ~ ~IBM TDB ~ i i I 
; 1 l ~ - ~ ; ; ! 
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•181'32 ______ [4 ...................... fi'YiJ8--~-8a~3--(s'ta~dby--;;;c;c:i8Y·---- ru&'F>GFius;--------------· !'Ao:J ............................. [oN _____________ [266871'6/3o ______________ l 
! ! !and @ad<"20050214" and !USPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:01 I 
! ! !(hot and cold) IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i il BM TDB i i i I 

• is1·3·3------lo----------------------l((si;;9ie.hop'J"o~--(s·i-~9i8~--------------lu-s:~·PIJ's·;-------------- [P:oJ' ............................ iaN----------·--·I2o68T1.673o--------------·l 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:38 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and (domain IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !type) !IBM TDB i ! ! I 
• !8135 ______ [134 ................. i'((si~-9-le __ h.op)--·c;;--(si~-9-18~-------------- fu&-~Fius;-------------- i'Ao:J ............................. !oN _____________ t2-6o871'6736 ______________ 1 

! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:39 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and !JPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i I l@ad< "20050214" 11 BM_ TDB I i i I 
•1s1·3·5----·--la ...................... i(('8i;;9-ie·h;;;;y-;;~--(si-~9i8~-------------- ru-s:FiG·Pu-s·;-------------- [P:o:J .............................. IoN .............. I2o68T1'o73o ............... l 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:43 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and (parameter IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !or field) @ad< "20050214" II BM_ TDB ! ! ! I 
• [8137 ______ !126 ................. i'((si~9-18 __ h_oiJ)--·c;;--(5i~-9-18~-------------- fu&-F>GFius;--------------I'Ao] ............................. foN _____________ f2-6o871-6736 ______________ 1 

! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:43 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and (parameter IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !or field) and !IBM TDB ! ! ! I 
1 1 l®ad< "2oo5o214" I - I 1 1 I 
•1s1·3·8------ r1·1 .................... [('('5i;;9-ie·h;;·i)y-;;·r--(5Tn9i8~-------------- [u&'Fi8Fius_; _______________ fP:oJ' ............................ IoN ............. I266871.Ci/3o ______________ l 
! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:44 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) same IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !(parameter or field) and II BM_ TDB ! ! ! I 
! ! !@ad< "20050214" ! ! ! ! I 
• !s1.39 ______ i.6 ....................... i·((si~91e .. hop)--c;;--(5i~-9-18~-------------- i·us:·PGPus;-------------- i:A.oJ ............................. !o'N _____________ [2-6os'71.o736 ............... 1 

! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:53 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and (type near5 IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
! ! !netowrk) l1 BM_ TDB ! ! ! I 
• i81'4o ______ !13·5----------------- i·(-(si~-9-ie .. h·c;·i)f·c;·r--(.5i;;9-i8·~-------------- [us.P8Fius;--------------· i'Ao:J ............................. ioN ............. !266871'6/36 .............. 1 

! ! !hop)) same ((multi-hop) or IUSPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:53 I 
! ! !(multi hop)) and (type near5 IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i I network) 11 BM_ TDB I i i I 
• :·s1'4T _____ !'6 ...................... !(iJara;;;8i·8--c;·r--f·i-el'd--c;·r--b.iiY __________ rus:·PGPU's;-------------- [1\o:J .............................. raN .............. !'2o68ho73_6 _______________ 1 

I I lwith indicat$7 with ((single iusPAT; EPO; I I 114:55 I 
! ! !hop) or (single-hop)) same IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
i i i((multi-hop) or (multi hop)) IIBM_TDB i i i I 
• 181'42 ______ !2 ....................... i'(IJa;a.;·et·e·c;~--t-i8i<TCi~--iJitY __________ ru&'F>GFius;--------------· !'AoJ ............................. !6N ............. i2'6o871'673o ............... I 
I ! lwith indicat$7 same ((single luSPAT; EPO; ! ! !14:55 I 
I ! lhop) or (single-hop)) same IJPO; DERWENT; ! ! ! I 
I ! !((multi-hop) or (multi hop)) IIBM_TDB ! ! ! I 

:.:,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,:,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''~'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''":''''''''''''''''''''",:,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 

1 0/30/2008 6:23:26 PM 
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Inventor N arne Search Result Office of Public Affairs EXPO V 1.1 

Inventor Name Search Result Office of Public Affairs 

Your Search was: 

Last Name= PAN 
First Name= PING 

Application# IPatent#ll 

I 

6Q653Q65 
I 

Not 
Issued 

ll1E'Zfi64 Not 
Issued 

61064357 Not 
Issued 

12101245 Not 
Issued 

60360786 Not 
Issued 

10095000 7359377 

I II II 

PG Pub# 
IB 

20070163769 EJ 
20070163769 041 

20070163769 020 

20070163769 025 

20070163769 [J 
20070163769 150 

II II 

Date Filed ITitle 

02114/2005 PSEUDO WIRE 
PROTECTION 

04/16/2007 HYBRID DATA 
SWITCHING FOR 
EFFICIENT 
PACKET 
PROCESSING 

02/29/2008 METHOD AND 
APPARATUS FOR 
EVENT-PROFILE-
BASED 
INTERACTIVE 
VIDEO 

04111/2008 GRACEFUL 
RESTART FOR 
USE IN NODES 
EMPLOYING 
LABEL 
SWITCHED PATH 
SIGNALING 
PROTOCOLS 

02/28/2002 DETECTING 
DATA PLANE 
LIVELINESS IN 
MPLS 

03111/2002 GRACEFUL 
RESTART FOR 
USE IN NODES 
EMPLOYING 
LABEL 
SWITCHED PATH 
SIGNALING 
PROTOCOLS 

I 

Page 1 of 5 

Day : Wednesday 

IIExaminer N arne 

DUONG,FRANK 

HALIYUR,VENKAT1 
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1Ql4213Q Not 20070163769 071 05/08/2002 AGGREGATING SAM,PHIRIN 
Issued END-TO-END QOS 

SIGNALED 
PACKET FLOWS 
THROUGH LABEL 
SWITCHED 
PATHS 

1Ql12227 733_6615 20070163769 150 06/25/2002 DETECTING HAILE,FEBEN 
DATA PLANE 
LIVELINES IN 
CONNECTIONS 
SUCH AS LABEL-
SWITCHED 
PATHS 

60444440 Not 20070163769 [J 02/03/2003 PSEUDO-WIRE 
Issued ADMISSION 

CONTROL 
EXTENSION 

60698893 Not 20070163769 159 07112/2005 SUPPORTING 
Issued PSEUDO-WIRES 

IN SUB-IP 
ACCESS 
NETWORKS 

11184171 Not 20070163769 041 07119/2005 METHOD AND KAMARA,MOHAME 
Issued APPARATUS FOR 

INTERFACING 
APPLICATIONS 
TOLCASFOR 
EFFICIENT 
SONET TRAFFIC 
FLOW CONTROL 

60726115 Not 20070163769 [J 10112/2005 IMS-BASED 
Issued NETWORK 

CONVERGENCE 
WITHTHEHSX 

6Q725Q)8 Not 20070163769 159 10/07/2005 APPLICATION 
Issued WIRE: MAPPING 

APPLICATION 
STREAMS TO 
PSEUDO-WIRES 

ll89QJQ8 Not 20070163769 030 08/03/2007 GLOBAL IP- PATEL,JA Y ANTI 
Issued BASED SERVICE-

ORIENTED 
NETWORK 
ARCHITECTURE 

6Q99658_Q Not 20070163769 ll 11/26/2007 METIIOD AND I 
Issued APPARATUS FOR 
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INTERACTIVE 
VIDEO 
ADVERTISEMENT 
OVER THE 
INTERNET 

6Q22Ql97 Not 20070163769 160 01/01/0001 METHOD AND 
Issued APPARATUS FOR 

INTERACTIVE 
VIDEO 
ADVERTISEMENT 
OVER THE 
INTERNET 

1Q'751.528 628_5·188 20070163769 150 01115/2004 METHOD AND LEVITAN,DMITRY 
APPARATUS FOR 
TRANSPORTING 
PACKET DATA 
OVER AN 
OPTICAL 
NETWORK 

I 
11154562 

I 

Not 20070163769 EJ 02/14/2006 PSEUDO WIRE ILIU,SIMING 
Issued PROTECTION 

1Q16989l 74119.50 20070163769 150 02/03/2004 METHOD AND MURPHY,RHONDA 
APPARATUS FOR 
PERFORMING 
DATAFLOW 
INGRESS/EGRESS 
ADMISSION 
CONTROL IN A 
PROVIDER 
NETWORK 

60440313 Not 20070163769 159 01115/2003 METHOD AND 
Issued APPARATUS FOR 

TRANSPORTING 
LAYER-2 
TRAFFIC OVER 
SONET/SDH 
NETWORKS 

115805JQ Not 20070163769 LJ 10/12/2006 CONTROL PLANE IMIAN,OMER 
Issued TO DATA PLANE 

BINDING 

61083822 Not 20070163769 020 07/25/2008 AUTO 
Issued PROVISIONING 

FOR METRO 
ETHERNET 
NETWORK 
ELEMENTS 

115,13721 fNo1l 20070163769 rol 10/05/2006 !APPLICATION IIHASPEL,AMY 

http://expoweb1:8002/cgi-bin/expo/Invinfo/invquery.pl?FAM_NAM=PAN&GIV _NAM=... 10/8/2008 
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Inventor N arne Search Result Office of Public Affairs EXPO V 1.1 Page 4 of 5 

I II Issued II II II IIWIRE I 
f5Q835724 Not 20070163769 159 08/04/2006 GLOBAL IP-

Issued BASED SERVICE-
ORIENTED 
NETWORK 
ARCHITECTURE 
OVERVIEW AND 
IMS USER CASE 

11486382 Not 20070163769 030 07112/2006 LIGHTWEIGHT PATEL,JA Y ANTI 
Issued CONTROL-PLANE 

SIGNALING FOR 
AGGREGATION 
DEVICES IN A 
NETWORK 

11486432 Not 20070163769 030 07112/2006 PROXIES FOR PATEL,JA Y ANTI 
Issued PSEUDO-WIRE 

ALLOCATION 
AND 
DISTRIBUTION 

6Q3QlQ50 Not 20070163769 [J 06/25/2001 DETECTING 
Issued DATA PLANE 

LIVELINESS IN 
RSVP-TE 

60222813 Not 20070163769 [J 06119/2001 GRACEFUL 
Issued RESTART 

MECHANISM FOR 
RSVP-TE 

6Q722Q18 Not 20070163769 159 04/14/2006 HYBRID 
Issued SWITCHING 

METHOD FOR 
EFFICIENT 
PACKET 
PROCESSING 

6Q5:82Q04 Not 20070163769 159 07/20/2004 METHOD AND 
Issued APPARATUS FOR 

INTERFACING 
APPLICATIONS 
TOLCASFOR 
EFFICIENT 
SONET TRAFFIC 
FLOW CONTROL 

10869501 Not 20070163769 D 06/16/2004 PROTECTING COULTER,KENNET1 
Issued CONNECTION 

TRAFFIC USING 
FILTERS 

10357262 Not 20070163769 ll 02/03/2003 DETECTING A ENGLAND,DA VID 
Issued LABEL-

http://expoweb1:8002/cgi-bin/expo/Invinfo/invquery.pl?FAM_NAM=PAN&GIV _NAM=... 10/8/2008 
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Inventor N arne Search Result Office of Public Affairs EXPO V 1.1 

uuuuu SWITCHED PATH 
OUTAGE USING 
ADJACENCY 
INFORMATION 

lQ3_65528 Not 20070163769 093 02112/2003 DETECTING 
Issued DATA PLANE 

LIVELINESS OF A 
LABEL-
SWITCHED PATH 

60444456 Not 20070163769 LJ 02/03/2003 DRY-MARTINI 
Issued APPLICATIONS 

ON PALM 

1Cll65MJ Not 20070163769 161 06/07/2002 COMBINATION 
Issued THERAPY FOR 

THE 
PREVENTION OR 
TREATMENT OF 
CANCER, 
INFLAMMATORY 
DISORDERS OR 
INFECTIOUS 
DISEASES IN A 
SUBJECT 

6D816863 Not 20070163769 159 06/28/2006 APPARATUS AND 
Issued FILE FORMAT 

FOR TEXT WITH 
SYNCHRONIZED 
AUDIO 

1181213_3_ Not 20070163769 030 06/15/2007 APPARATUS, 
Issued METHOD, AND 

FILE FORMAT 
FOR TEXT WITH 
SYNCHRONIZED 
AUDIO 

Inventor Search Completed: No Records to Display. 

Last Name 
Search Another: Inventor IP.L\f\1 

First Name 

Enter both names for a faster result, even if it is only a few letters. 

(To go back use Back button on your browser toolbar) 

Page 5 of 5 

TSEGA YE,SABA 

I 
LI,QIAN 

HERNDON,HEATHE 

http://expoweb1:8002/cgi-bin/expo/Invinfo/invquery.pl?FAM_NAM=PAN&GIV _NAM=... 10/8/2008 
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Inventor: Ping Pan Examiner: Not Assigned 

Application No.: 111354,569 Art Unit: 2875 

Filed: 

Title: 

February 14, 2006 Docket No.: HAMMP008 

PSEUDOWIRE PROTECTION 

CERTifiCATE OF MATI..ING 

I hereby certify lhatlhis correspondence is being deposited wilh lhe United States 
Postal Service as First Class Mail in a prepaid envelope addressed to: Mail Stop 
Missing Parts, Commissioner for PateniS, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria. VA 22313· 

145001f ~ 

Sf/1 .2006. ~ 
Elain~en 

RESPONSE TO NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS 

MAIL STOP MISSING PARTS 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Sir: 
This is a Response to Notice to File Missing Parts mailed March 20, 2006. 

Application Elements: 
l:gj Declaration 

l:gj Newly executed (original or copy) 

D Copy from a prior application (37 CFR 1.63(d) for a continuation or divisional). 
The entire disclosure of the prior application from which a copy of the declaration is 
herein supplied is considered as being part of the disclosure of the accompanying 
application and is hereby incorporated by reference therein. 

D Deletion of inventors Signed statement attached deleting inventor(s) named in 
the prior application, see 37 CFR 1.63(d)(2) and 1.33(b). 

Accompanying Application Parts: 

D Information Disclosure Statement with Form PTO/SB/08 D Copies of IDS Citations 

D Preliminary Amendment (New claims numbered after highest original claim in prior application.) 

l:gj Return Receipt Postcard 

l:gj Copy of Notice to File Missing Parts of NonProvisional Application 

D Other: 

Attorney Docket No. HAMMP008 Page I of2 
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Amendments 

0 Cancel in this application original claims of the prior application 
before calculating the filing fee. (At least one original independent claim must be retained.) 

Fee Calculation (37 CFR § 1.16) 

Small Entity Large Entity 

Rate Fee Rate Fee 

Filing Fees X $!50 $ OR X $300 = $ 300 

Search Fees X $250 = $ OR X $500 :: $ 500 

Examination Fees X $100 = $ OR X $200 = $ 200 

CLAIMS Filed. Extra 

Total 21 Less 20 I X $25 = $ OR X $50 = $ 50.00 

Independent 3 Less 3 -0- X $!00 = $ OR X $200 =$ 
Multiole Deoendent Claims· I -0- x$180 =$ OR X $360 = $ 

Declaration and Surcharge Fee X $65 ;$ OR X$130=$ 130 

TOTAL TOTAL 
1180.00 RUNG FEE$ F1LING FEE$ 

0 Applicants petition for an extension of time to respond under 37 CFR § 1.136(a) as follows: 
SMALLENTO'Y LARGE ENTITY 

Rate Add1 Fee Rate Add1 Fee 
D Extension for Response within FIRST month X $60 = $ OR X $120 ::$ 

Extension for Response within SECOND month X $225 = $ OR X $450 = $ 
Extension for Response within TIURD month x$510 =$ OR X $1020 =$ 
Extension for Response within FOURTH month X $795 = $ OR X $1590 = $ 
Extension for Response within FIFTH month X $1080 = $ OR X $2160=$ 

~Check No. 2332 for $1180.00 is enclosed. 

General Authorizations 
~ Applicants hereby make and generally authorize any Petitions for Extensions of Time as needed for 
this or any subsequent filings. The Commissioner is also authorized to charge any extension fees under 
37 CFR § 1.17 as needed to Deposit Account No. 50-0685 (Order No. HAMMP008). 
~The Commissioner is given general authorization to charge any fees or to credit any overpayment 
during the pendency of this application to Deposit Account No. 50-0685 (Order No. HAMMP008). 
~ Please send correspondence to the following address: 

Date: Y- zs -ok 

Attorney Docket No. HAMMP008 

Customer No. 21912 
VAN PELT, YI &JAMES LLP 
10050 N. Foothill Blvd. 
Suite 200 
Cupertino, CA 95014 

Clover Huang 
Reg. No. 55,285 

Page 2 of2 
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND 'TRADEMARK 0FF1CE 

Page 1 of2 

\\~\}J/ 

UNITED STAT~ DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
United Stntes Potent nnd 1'rndemnrk Office 
Addmo:COM.'\11SSIONER FOR PATENTS 

P.O.Bo:II4SO 
Al .... dria. \'.pia 1'2)1).1.50 
www."'l"D.SO\' 

APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 371 (c) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTORNEY DOCKET NUMBER I' 
11/354,569 

21912 
VAN PELT, Yl & JAMES LLP 
10050 N. FOOTHILL BLVD #200 
CUPERTINO, CA 95014 

05/16/2006 SSITHIB1 00000024 11354569 
01 FC:1011 ' 300.00 OP 
02 FC:1111 500.00 OP 
03 FC:1311 200.00 OP 
04 FC:1051 130.00 OP 

02/14/2006 Ping Pan HAMMPOOS 

CONFIRMATION NO. 6912 

FORMALITIES 
LETTER 

Date Mailed: 03/20/2006 

NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF NON PROVISIONAL APPLICATION 

05 FC:1202 50.00 OP 
FILED UNDER 37 CFR 1.53(b) 

Filing Date Granted 

Items Required To Avoid Abandonment: 

An application number and filing date have been accorded to this application. The item(s) indicated below, 
however, are missing. Applicant is given TWO MONTHS from the date of this Notice within which to file all 
required items and pay any fees required below to avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained by 
filing a petition accompanied by the extension fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). 

• The statutory basic filing fee is missing. 
Applicant must submit $ 300 to complete the basic filing fee for a non-small entity. If appropriate, applicant 
may make a written assertion of entitlement to small entity status and pay the small entity filing fee (37 
CFR 1.27). 

• The oath or declaration is missing. A properly signed oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1. 63, 
identifying the application by the above Application Number and Filing Date, is required. 
Note: If a petition under 37 CFR 1. 4 7 is being filed, an oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1. 63 
signed by all available joint inventors, or if no inventor is available by a party with sufficient proprietary 
interest, is required. 

The applicant needs to satisfy supplemental fees problems indicated below. 

The required item(s) identified below must be timely submitted to avoid abandonment: 

• Additional claim fees of $50 as a non-small entity, including any required multiple dependent claim fee, are 
required. Applicant must submit the additional claim fees or cancel the additional claims for which fees are due. 
• To avoid abandonment, a surcharge (for late submission of filing fee, search fee, examination fee or oath or 
declaration) as set forth in 37 CFR 1.16(f) of $130 for a non-small entity, must be submitted with the missing items 
identified in this letter. 

SUMMARY OF FEES DUE: 

Total additional fee(s) required for this application is $1180 for a Large Entity 
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• $300 Statutory basic filing fee. 
· • $130 Surcharge. 

• The application search fee has not been paid. Applicant must submit $500 to complete the search fee. 
• The application examination fee has not been paid. Applicant must submit $200 to complete the 

examination fee for a large entity 

• Total additional claim fee(s) for this application is $50 

• $50 for 1 total claims over 20. 

Replies should be mailed to: Mail Stop Missing Parts 

Commissioner for Patents 

P.O. Box 1450 

Alexandria VA 22313-1450 

A copy of this notice MUST be returned with the reply. 

·io (57L) 272-4000, or 1-800-PT0-9199, or 1-800-972-6382 
PART 2- COPY TO BE REJVRNED WITH RESPONSE 
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~'\, 
~-
~ ECLARATION AND POWER OF ATTORNEY 

\AV 
15 100

; FOR ORIGINAL U.S. PATENT APPLICATION 

cf!JiA~~ Attorney's Docket No. HAMMP008 

As a below-named inventor, I hereby declare that: 

My residence, post office address and citizenship are as stated below next to my name. 

I believe that I am the original, first and sole inventor (if only one name is listed below) or an original, first and joint 
inventor (if plural names are listed below) of the subject matter which is claimed and for which a patent is sought on 
the invention entitled: PSEUDOWIRE PROTECTION, the specification of which, 

(check one) 1. 0 is attached hereto. 

2. [81 was fLied on ____ ....:.21"'-"--14:.:..:/2=00=6 ________ as 

U.S. Application No. _ ___.1 ..... 11""'3"'"54..u:::..56""'9'--------
and was amended on--------------

3. 0 was fLied on---------------- as 
International PCT Application No.---------
and was amended on--------------

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above-identified specification, including the 
claims, as amended by any amendment referred to above. 

For Assigned Inventions: I understand that the purpose of making this appointment is to permit prosecution of patent 
applications for the above-identified invention for the benefit of my assignee, and that this appointment does not 
create an attorney-client relationship between me and these appointees. 

I acknowledge the duty to disclose information which is material to the examination of this application in 
accordance with Title 37, CFR § 1.56. 

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35, United States code, § 119(a)-(d) or § 365(b) of any foreign 
application(s) for patent or inventor's certificate, or§ 365(a) of any PCT International application which designated 
at least one country other than the United States, listed below and have identified below, by checking the box, any 
foreign application for patent or inventor's certificate, or PCT International application having a filing date before 
that of the application on which priority is claimed: 

Prior Foreign Application(s) Priority Benefits Claimed? 

DYes 0No 
(Appl. No.) (Country) (Filing Date) 

I hereby claim the benefit under 35 U.S.C. §119(e) of any United States provisional application(s) listed below: 

Prior Provisional Application(s) 

60/653.065 2/14/2005 
(Application No.) (Filing Date) 

Atty. Dkt. No. HAMMP008 
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I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code, § 120 of any United States application(s), or § 365(c) 
of any PCT International application designating the United States, listed below and, insofar as the subject matter of 
each of the claims of this application is not disclosed in the prior United States or PCT International application in 
the manner provided by the first paragraph of Title 35, United States Code, § 112, I acknowledge the duty to 
disclose information which is material to patentability as defined in Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, § 1.56 
which became available between the filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT international filing 
date of this application: 

Prior U.S. Application(s) 

(Application No.) (Filing Date) (Status - patented, pending, abandoned) 

And I hereby appoint the attorneys and/or agents associated with Customer No. 21912 as my principal attorneys to 
prosecute this application and to transact all business in the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith: 

Please Direct all Correspondence To: 

Direct Telephone Calls To: 

Customer No. 21912 
VAN PELT, YI & JAMES LLP 
10050 N. Foothill Blvd., Suite 200 
Cupertino, CA 95014 

Clover Huang at telephone number (408) 973-2585 

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made on 
information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that 
willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under section 1001 of 
Title 18 of the United States Code, and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the 

li . . . th appl cation or any patent 1ssumg ereon. 

Full name of sole 
Pinf{an ~ or first inventor 

Signature of sole '0 rJ ~ Date: 4/1/! '2006 or first inventor \;- ~' Residence: City San lose \~ j State: I CA Citizenship: United States of America 

Mailing Address 640 Clyde Court, Mountain View, CA 94043 

2 Atty. Dkt. No. HAMMP008 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COM:viERCE 
United Stotes Potent ond Trodemark Office 
Addre": COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 

P.O. Box 1450 
Al•xnndrio. VUl!inio 22313-1450 
www.UJPto.gov 

. ~~---M--PL-IC_A_TI_O_N_~ ___ E_R __ ~----F-IL_m_G~O-R-37-I~(c-)D_A_TE ____ ._ __ F_IR_ST_N_A_ME_D_~ __ P_LI_CA_N_T ____ I __ A_TI~O-RN_E_Y_D~O-CK_E_T_N_illm __ E_R~ 
11/354,569 

21912 
VAN PELT, Yl & JAMES LLP 
10050 N. FOOTHILL BLVD #200 
CUPERTINO, CA 95014 

02/14/2006 Ping Pan HAMMP008 

CONFIRMATION NO. 6912 

FORMALITIES 
LETTER 

Date Mailed: 03/20/2006 

NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF NONPROVISIONAL APPLICATION 

FILED UNDER 37 CFR 1.53(b) 

Filing Date Granted 

Items Required To Avoid Abandonment: 

An application number and filing date have been accorded to this application. The item(s) indicated below, 
however, are missing. Applicant is given TWO MONTHS from the date of this Notice within which to file all 
required items and pay any fees required below to avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained by 
filing a petition accompanied by the extension fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). 

• The statutory basic filing fee is missing. 
Applicant must submit $ 300 to complete the basic filing fee for a non-small entity. If appropriate, applicant 
may make a written assertion of entitlement to small entity status and pay the small entity filing fee (37 
CFR 1.27). 

• The oath or declaration is missing. A properly signed oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1. 63, 
identifying the application by the above Application Number and Filing Date, is required. 
Note: /fa petition under 37 CFR 1.47 is being filed, an oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63 
signed by all available joint inventors, or if no inventor is available by a party with sufficient proprietary 
interest, is required. 

The applicant ne~ds to satisfy supplemental fees problems indicated below. 

The required item(s) identified below must be timely submitted to avoid abandonment: 

• Additional claim fees of $50 as a non-small entity, including any required multiple dependent claim fee, are 
required. Applicant must submit the additional claim fees or cancel the additional claims for which fees are due. 
• To avoid abandonment, a surcharge (for late submission of filing fee, search fee, examination fee or oath or 
declaration) as set forth in 37 CFR 1.16(f) of $130 for a non-small entity, must be submitted with the missing items 
identified in this letter. 

SUMMARY OF FEES DUE: 

Total additional fee(s) required for this application is $1180 for a Large Entity 
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• $300 Statutory basic filing fee. 
• $130 Surcharge. 

• The application search fee has not been paid. Applicant must submit $500 to complete the search fee. 
• The application examination fee has not been paid. Applicant must submit $200 to complete the 

examination fee for a large entity 

• Total additional claim fee(s) for this application is $50 

• $50 for 1 total claims over 20. 

Replies should be mailed to: Mail Stop Missing Parts 

Commissioner for Patents 

P.O. Box 1450 

Alexandria VA 22313-1450 

A copy of this notice MUST be returned with the reply. 

272-4000, or 1-800-PT0-9199, or 1-800-972-6382 
PART 3 -OFFICE COPY 
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~----------------------------------------------------------------.---------------------, 
~ c:; UTILITY PATENT APPLICATION TRANSMITTAL Attorney Docket No. 

2 ~ .~ HAMMP008 
~~ L-~--------~(l~N~e~w~N~o~n~tP~Jr~ov~i~si~on~a~I~A~,p~plli~ca~t~io~n~s~U~n~d~er~3~7~C~F~R~§~l~.~S3~1(1~bu_)) ________ ~------------------~ 
~~ 

0 0>= c 
-=~ 

TO THE COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS: 
~ 

~ XJansmitted herewith is the patent application of ( 
G:!EEUDOWJRE PROTECTION, for a(n): 

) application identifier or (X) first named inventor, Ping Pan, entitled 

(X) Original Patent Application. 

( ) Continuing Application (prior application not abandoned): 
( ) Continuation ( ) Divisional ( ) Continuation-in-part (CIP) 

of prior Application No. filed-------------· 

( ) Please add after the title of the application "This is a 
( ) Continuation ( ) Divisional ( ) Continuation-in-part (CIP) 

of Application No. , filed , which is hereby incorporated by reference." 

(X) This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No. 60/653,065 filed February 14, 2005. 

Enclosed are: 
(X) Specification; _!1_ Total Pages. (X) Drawing(s); _]_ Total Sheets. 
( ) Oath or Declaration: 

( ) A Newly Executed Combined Declaration and Power of Attorney: 
( ) Signed. ( ) Unsigned. ( ) Partially Signed. 

( ) A Copy from a Prior Application for Continuation/Divisional (37 CFR § 1.63(d)). 
( ) Signed Statement Deleting Inventor(s) Named in the Prior Application. (37 CFR § 163(d)(2)). 

( ) Power of Attorney. (X) Return Receipt Postcard. · 
( ) Associate Power of Attorney. ( ) A Check in the amount 
( ) Preliminary Amendment. ( ) Information Disclosure Statement 
( ) A Duplicate Copy of this Form for Processing Fee Against Deposit Account. · 
( ) A Certified Copy of Priority Documents (if foreign priority is claimed). 
( ) Statement(s) of Status as a Small Entity. 
( ) Statement(s) of Status as a Small Entity Filed in Prior Application, Status Still Proper and Desired. 
(X) Non Publication Request. 
( ) Other: 

PLEASE DO NOT CHARGE THE FILING FEE AT THIS TIME. 

0 
'1-a.o:> 

.<0 
(l)l.C) 
·v 

:::>L.O 
f'-..C"') 
(0-
~,.... ,...,.... 

Respectfully submitted, 

B~ ~~ ~"' 
I hereby certify that this is being deposited with the U.S. Postal 
Service "Express Mail Post Office to Addressee" service under 
3 7 CFR § 1.10 on the date indicated below and is addressed to: 

Clover uang, Reg. No. 55,285 

Date: February 14, 2006 

Correspondence Address: 

Customer No. 21912 
Van Pelt, Yi & James LLP 
10050 N. Foothill Blvd. 
Suite 200 
Cupertino, CA 95014 
Telephone: 408-973-2585 
Fax: 408-973-2595 

Commissioner for Patents 
P. 0. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313- I 450 

ByCf/4'-r=: ~ 
Typed Name: Meghan Long 

Express Mail Label No.: EV324996756US 

Date of Deposit: February 14, 2006 
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Attorney Docket No. HAMMP008 

APPLICATION FOR UNITED STATES PATENT 

PSEUDOWIRE PROTECTION 

By Inventors: 

Ping Pan 
San Jose, CA 

A Citizen of the United States of America 

Assignee: Hammerhead Systems 

VAN PELT, YI & JAMES LLP 
10050 N. Foothill Blvd., Suite 200 

Cupertino, CA 95014 
Telephone (408) 973-2585 
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PSEUDOWIRE PROTECTION 

CROSS REFERENCE TO OTHER APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 

60/653,065 entitled PSEUDO WIRE PROTECTION filed February 14,2005 which is 

incorporated herein by reference for all purposes. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] In recent years, many networking and telecommunications carriers have 

deployed Pseudowires to carry Layer-2 (also known as the data link layer of the Open 

Systems Interconnection (OSI) Reference Model) traffic. A Pseudowire (PW) refers to 

an emulation of a native service over a network. Examples of the native service include 

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM), Frame Relay, Ethernet, Time Division 

Multiplexing (TDM), Synchronous Optical Network (SONET), Synchronous Digital 

Hierarchy (SDH), etc. Examples of the network include Multiprotocol Label Switching 

(MPLS), Internet Protocol (IP), etc. More recently, a number of carriers have extended 

the use of Pseudowires beyond packet encapsulation, and offered Pseudowires as a type 

of network service. Consequently, data traffic protection and redundancy in environments 

that use Pseudowire have become critical. 

[0003] At the edge of a network, a network edge device such as an edge router 

may receive multiple Layer-2 flows (also referred to as Attachment Circuits (ACs)). In a 

typical network supporting Pseudowires, each AC is mapped to a Pseudowire. Ingress 

packets received mapped to a specific Pseudowire are labeled with an identifier 

associated with this Pseudowire, and are switched via the Pseudowire. A physical link 

may support one or more Pseudowires. Ideally, the data flow in a Pseudowire should be 

protected. In other words, if an active Pseudowire fails, the data flow should be 

redirected to an alternative Pseudowire to avoid data loss. 

Attomcy Docket No. HAMMP008 PATENT 
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[0004] Pseudowires can operate over many physical media types. However, 

existing Pseudowire systems typically provide no protection or very limited protection. 

For example, there is usually no data protection for Pseudowires on different physical 

media types, since most network protection schemes, such as APS for SO NET, Link 

Aggregation for Ethernet, do not apply over multiple physical media types. 

[0005] Some MPLS devices implement schemes such as MPLS Fast Reroute to 

provide limited data protection. These existing schemes, however, often do not provide 

adequate protection. Take the following scenario as an example: between two provider 

edges (PEs), a first tunnel comprising multiple Pseudo wires is protected by a second 

tunnel. Due to network topology constraints, the two tunnels may have different 

bandwidth. This is a possible scenario in an MPLS Fast Reroute operation. In this 

example, the second tunnel may have lower bandwidth than that of the first one. If the 

first tunnel should fail, the amount of data that needs to be redirected through the second 

tunnel may exceed the capacity of the second tunnel. Furthermore, existing protocols 

typically do not provide a way of determining which data gets priority. Thus, certain 

mission critical data may be dropped while other less critical data may pass through. 

[0006] It would be desirable to have a way to provide better Pseudowire 

protection and to have more control during switchover. It would also be desirable if the 

protection scheme could be implemented without significant changes to existing 

protocols and devices. 

Attorney Docket No. HAMMP008 2 PATENT 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0007] Various embodiments of the invention are disclosed in the following 

detailed description and the accompanying drawings. 

[0008] FIGS. 1 A and 1 B are block diagrams illustrating an embodiment of a 

single-hop Pseudowire system and an embodiment of a multi-hop Pseudowire system, 

respectively. 

[0009] FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating an embodiment of a process ofproviding 

data protection using Pseudowires. 

[0010] FIG. 3A is a flowchart illustrating another embodiment of a process of 

providing data protection using Pseudowires. 

[0011] FIG. 3B is a flowchart illustrating how the Pseudowire is used, according 

to some embodiments. 

[0012] FIG. 4 is a data structure diagram illustrating an embodiment of a 

Pseudowire protection configuration parameter that specifies several protection-related 

properties of the Pseudowire. 

[0013] FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating an example process of using the priorities 

during switchover. 

[0014] FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating am example in which preemption takes 

place during a switchover operation. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0015] The invention can be implemented in numerous ways, including as a 

process, an apparatus, a system, a composition of matter, a computer readable medium 

such as a computer readable storage medium or a computer network wherein program 

instructions are sent over optical or electronic communication links. In this specification, 

these implementations, or any other form that the invention may take, may be referred to 

as techniques. A component such as a processor or a memory described as being 

configured to perform a task includes both a general component that is temporarily 

configured to perform the task at a given time or a specific component that is 

manufactured to perform the task. In general, the order of the steps of disclosed 

processes may be altered within the scope of the invention. 

[0016] A detailed description of one or more embodiments of the invention is 

provided below along with accompanying figures that illustrate the principles of the 

invention. The invention is described in connection with such embodiments, but the 

invention is not limited to any embodiment. The scope of the invention is limited only by 

the claims and the invention encompasses numerous alternatives, modifications and 

equivalents. Numerous specific details are set forth in the following description in order 

to provide a thorough understanding of the invention. These details are provided for the 

purpose of example and the invention may be practiced according to the claims without 

some or all of these specific details. For the purpose of clarity, technical material that is 

known in the technical fields related to the invention has not been described in detail so 

that the invention is not unnecessarily obscured. 

[0017] Providing protection to network traffic using one or more Pseudowires is 

disclosed. In some embodiments, a Pseudowire protection configuration parameter is 

sent to a destination node. A Pseudowire configuration acknowledgment from the 

destination node is received. If a Pseudowire is allowed to be established according to 

the Pseudowire configuration acknowledgment, it is established based at least in part on 

the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter. In embodiments where the 
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Pseudowire is established as a standby Pseudowire configured to protect one or more 

primary Pseudowires, in the event that a primary Pseudowire fails to transfer network 

traffic for reasons such as network congestion, equipment failure, etc., network traffic 

that is originally designated to be transferred on the primary Pseudowire(s) is switched 

from the primary Pseudowire(s) to the standby Pseudowire. 

[0018] The protection technique is applicable to both single-hop and multi-hop 

systems. FIGS. lA and lB are block diagrams illustrating an embodiment of a single

hop Pseudowire system and an embodiment of a multi-hop Pseudowire system, 

respectively. Configuring and switching the Pseudowire will be discussed in more detail 

below. 

[0019] In the example shown in FIG. lA, system 100 is a single-hop system 

where the nodes in the system all belong to the same carrier network. Within each carrier 

network, all network nodes and facility are under a common administrative control. A 

service provider company may own multiple carrier networks in different regions. As 

used herein, a node refers to a networked device. In this case, the nodes in the system are 

provider edges (PEs) A, B, C, and D, which all belong to the same carrier network. 

Ingress data received by attachment circuits 112 ofPE A designated for PE B may be 

sent via a label switched path (LSP) through PEs A, C, and B, or an LSP through PEs A, 

D, and B. The first LSP comprises Pseudowires 102, 104 and 106, and the second LSP 

comprises Pseudowires 108 and 110. In this example, the Pseudowire connections 

between PEs are established using the Label Distribution Protocol (LDP). The 

connections are based on LDP sessions. Each LDP session is to connect two local or 

remote nodes. There may be multiple paths interconnecting any two nodes in the 

network. Thus, for each LDP session, there may be multiple LDP Hello Adjacencies, one 

LDP Hello Adjacency per path. For purposes of example, throughout this specification, 

LDP is used as the communication protocol between nodes. Other appropriate protocols 

may also be used. 

[0020] In the example shown in FIG. 1B, system 150 is a multi-hop system since 
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it includes multiple carrier networks. Carrier networks 1 ~6 form autonomous systems 1-

6, respectively. Each autonomous system includes one or more networks that are 

controlled by a carrier. For purposes of illustration, three Pseudowires are shown in this 

example to transfer data between PE lA and PE 3B: a first Pseudowire comprising a path 

via autonomous systems 1, 2, and 3, a second Pseudowire comprising a path via 

autonomous systems 1, 6, and 3, and a third Pseudowire comprising a path via 

autonomous systems 1, 4, 5, and 3. Other Pseudowire formations are possible. At the 

source node PE lA, data packets to be sent via a particular Pseudowire are labeled with 

an identifier associated with the Pseudowire, forwarded on to the next provider edge on 

one Pseudowire segment, and forwarded again if necessary until the packets reach the 

destination node 3B. 

[0021] FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating an embodiment of a process of providing 

data protection using Pseudowires. Process 200 may be implemented on a source node 

such as A or lA of systems 100 and 150, or on an independent management agent that 

communicates with the source node. For purposes of illustration, the process is shown as 

implemented on a source node in the following example. The process initializes when a 

connection session is established between the source node and the destination node (202). 

A Pseudowire protection configuration parameter for configuring a Pseudowire based on 

the connection session is sent (204). The Pseudowire protection configuration parameter 

includes one or more fields that specify certain protection properties associated with the 

Pseudowire. It may be sent to the destination node or a management agent that 

communicates with the destination node. Details of the configuration parameter will be 

discussed further below. 

[0022] Once the destination node (or its associated management agent) receives 

the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter, it determines whether it will accept 

the Pseudowire protection configuration and allow a standby Pseudowire to be 

established. Depending on implementation, the destination node determines whether to 

accept the protection configuration based on factors such as traffic condition, number of 

existing Pseudowires, priority information, etc. The destination node may reject the 
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protection request for a number of reasons. For example, the destination node does not 

support Pseudowire protection mechanism as described here. If a standby Pseudowire 

may be established, the destination node accepts it and configures the Pseudowire based 

at least in part on the configuration parameters. In some embodiments, the destination 

node adds the Pseudowire to a table of Pseudo wires. A corresponding Pseudowire 

configuration acknowledgment is generated, indicating whether the destination node has 

accepted the Pseudowire configuration. The Pseudowire configuration acknowledgment 

is sent to the source node. In some embodiments, as a part of the LDP process, a MPLS 

label for the data packets traversing through the standby Pseudowire is assigned. 

[0023] At the source node, once the Pseudowire configuration acknowledgment is 

received (206), it is examined to determine whether the Pseudowire configuration has 

been accepted (208). If, according to the Pseudowire configuration acknowledgment, the 

Pseudowire configuration has been accepted by the destination, a standby Pseudowire is 

established based at least in part on the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter 

and may be used as such (21 0). If, however, the Pseudo wire configuration has not been 

accepted, the process performs appropriate exception handling, such as re-sending the 

Pseudowire protection configuration parameter (212). 

[0024] FIG. 3A is a flowchart illustrating another embodiment of a process of 

providing data protection using Pseudowires. Process 300 may be implemented on a PE, 

on an independent management agent, or the like. For purposes of illustration, in the 

following example, the process is initiated and carried out on a PE source node. 

[0025) Process 300 begins with the initialization of an LDP session (302). 

According to the negotiation scheme based on LDP, the source node exchanges messages 

with the destination node and establishes an LDP Hello Adjacency (304). A Pseudowire 

setup request that includes a Pseudowire protection configuration parameter is sent to the 

destination node (or its associated management agent), requesting that a standby 

Pseudowire be established over the LDP Hello Adjacency (306). In some embodiments, 

multiple LDP Hello Adjacencies are available for Pseudowire setup, thus multiple setup 
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requests are sent, and the destination node processes the requests and maps Pseudowires 

to appropriate LDP Hello Adjacencies. In some embodiments, the source node 

dynamically determines which LDP Hello Adjacency among the available connections is 

to be configured as a standby Pseudowire, and directs its setup request accordingly. The 

dynamic determination may be based on, among other things, bandwidth availability on 

the adjacency path. 

[0026] In some embodiments, the request is sent as a LDP Label Mapping 

Message. The configuration parameter is used to configure various properties of the 

Pseudowire, including protection type, protection scheme, priority, etc. Further details of 

the configuration parameters are discussed below. In some embodiments, multiple LDP 

Hello Adjacencies are established and the source node sends multiple Pseudowire setup 

requests to configure Pseudowires over these LDP Hello Adjacencies. 

[0027] In this example, upon receiving a Pseudowire setup request, the 

destination node maps the request to the appropriate LDP Hello Adjacency. If the 

mapping is successful, the Pseudowire is established. Sometimes, however, the mapping 

and consequently the Pseudowire setup may fail for reasons such as network congestion, 

resource limitation, equipment failure, etc. The destination node sends a Pseudowire 

configuration acknowledgment to the source node. In this example, the Pseudowire 

configuration acknowledgment is an LDP acknowledgement indicating whether a 

particular Pseudowire has been successfully established. Once the source node receives 

the acknowledgement (308), it determines whether the configuration has been accepted 

by the destination (31 0). If the configuration has been accepted, a standby Pseudowire is 

successfully established based at least in part on the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter, and the source and destination nodes can start using the standby Pseudowire to 

protect other Pseudowires (312). If, however, the acknowledgment indicates that the 

configuration has not been accepted and a Pseudowire has not been successfully 

established, appropriate exception handling measures such as resending the Pseudowire 

protection configuration parameter are taken (314 ). 
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[0028] Process 300 is applicable to both single-hop and multi-hop systems. In a 

single-hop system, the source node and the destination node correspond to a source PE 

and a destination PE on the network and the process is used to configure a standby 

Pseudowire between the PEs. In a multi-hop system, the process may be repeated by the 

PEs on various carrier networks to establish Pseudowire segments. For example, in 

system 150 of FIG. lB, PE lA can use process 300 to establish a Pseudowire segment 

with PE 6A, and PE 6A can use the same process to establish-a Pseudowire segment with 

PE 6B, which can use the same process to establish a Pseudowire segment with PE 3B. 

[0029] FIG. 3B is a flowchart illustrating how the Pseudowire is used, according 

to some embodiments. Process 350 may be implemented on the source node, the 

destination node, or both. In this example, the designation of the Pseudowire is first 

determined (352). The designation may be configured by a system administrator, in an 

Pseudowire configuration process, or any other appropriate means. If the Pseudowire is 

designated as a primary Pseudowire, it is configured to carry network traffic (354). In the 

event that a primary Pseudowire fails (356), the nodes associated with the Pseudowire 

will attempt to switch the traffic over to the standby Pseudowire by sending a switchover 

request to the Pseudowire (358). As will be shown in more detail below, in some 

embodiments, whether the traffic on the primary Pseudowire can preempt the traffic on 

the standby Pseudo wire and be switched over depends on priority configuration of the 

Pseudo wires. 

[0030] If it is designated as a standby Pseudowire, it is enters into standby mode 

to provide protection to one or more primary Pseudowires (360). In some embodiments, 

the standby Pseudowire carries network traffic during normal operation. It is ready to 

take over traffic from the primary Pseudowire if necessary. If a switch over request is 

received from a primary Pseudowire (362), traffic on the primary Pseudowire is switched 

over to the standby Pseudo wire. In some embodiments, the switchover only occurs if the 

priority comparison of the primary and standby Pseudowires indicates the switchover is 

allowed. 
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[0031] Optionally, during the operation, if a Pseudowire is no longer needed, the 

source node can send a withdraw request over the Pseudowire and the destination node 

disassociates the Pseudowire with the LDP Hello Adjacency to break the Pseudowire 

connection. 

[0032] FIG. 4 is a data structure diagram illustrating an embodiment of a 

Pseudowire protection configuration parameter that specifies several protection-related 

properties ofthe Pseudowire. In this example, Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter 400 includes four fields: protection scheme, protection type, domain type, and 

priority. A field may have one or more subfields. For example, the priority field is 

shown to include a holding priority and a setup priority. One or more of the fields and/or 

subfields may be used in various embodiments. Other appropriate fields may also be 

implemented. In the example shown, the fields are numerical values that map to 

appropriate property values. 

[0033] In some embodiments, one ofthe following Pseudowire protection 

schemes is used to set up the Pseudowires: 1 + 1, 1: 1, 1 :N or M:N. The protection scheme 

field is used to indicate which protection scheme is used in the system setup. A specific 

protection scheme corresponds to a field value. For example, 1 + 1 maps to 0, 1:1 maps to 

1, and so on. In a system implementing a 1 + 1 protection scheme, the same traffic is sent 

over two parallel Pseudowires and the receiver selects one traffic stream at a time. In a 

system implementing a 1 : 1 protection scheme, one Pseudowire is used is used to protect 

another Pseudowire. Similarly, in a 1 :N system (e.g. MPLS Facility Backup), one 

Pseudowire is used to protect N other Pseudowires, and in a M:N system M Pseudowires 

are used to protect N other Pseudowires. 

[0034] The protection type field is used to configure the standby mode of the 

Pseudowire. In some embodiments, cold, warm, and hot standby modes are supported. 

Other appropriate standby modes may be implemented in other embodiments. In some 

embodiments, in cold standby mode configuration, once network failure on a Pseudowire 

carrying network traffic is detected, a standby Pseudowire is selected from the remaining 
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functional Pseudowires, and traffic is redirected to the standby Pseudowire. In some 

embodiments with warm standby mode configuration, one or more standby Pseudowires 

are established before any network failure has occurred. These standby Pseudowires, 

however, are not maintained or used to transport data until a network failure is detected. 

Upon failure detection, the source or destination nodes will modify the data-plane and 

switch data traffic over to the standby Pseudowire(s). In some embodiments with hot 

standby mode configuration, one or more standby Pseudowires are pre-established and 

maintained at both control-plane and data-plane, so that once a network failure is 

detected, data traffic is directly switched over to the standby Pseudowire(s). 

[0035] The domain type field indicates whether the Pseudowire is configured in a 

single-hop environment where all the nodes of the Pseudowire belong to the same carrier 

network, or a multi-hop environment where the Pseudowire includes nodes on several 

carrier networks. This is because the intermediate may process single-hop and multi-hop 

Pseudowire differently. 

[0036] The priority field indicates the preference level of a Pseudowire in 

preempting other Pseudo wires during switchover. In the event of a network failure, the 

edge nodes will preferentially provide protection according to the priority setting of the 

Pseudowires. In a situation where network resources (such as bandwidth) are limited, 

data sent on a higher priority Pseudowire is more likely to be protected than data sent on 

a lower priority Pseudowire. In some embodiments, the priority field includes two 

subfields: a holding priority and a setup priority. The holding priority indicates the 

relative priority of a currently active Pseudowire with respect to other Pseudowires when 

the latter attempt to preempt the former's use of the data link. Stated another way, it 

determines how easily a currently active Pseudowire gives up its hold on a data link upon 

request. The setup priority indicates the relative priority of a Pseudowire during the setup 

process. 

[0037] FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating an example process of using the priorities 

during switchover. Process 500 may be implemented on an edge node, an independent 
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management agent, or the like. In this example, process 500 initiates when a network 

failure has been detected (502). It is determined whether preemption is required (504). 

Preemption is required when the failed link carries more Pseudowire traffic than the 

available bandwidth on the standby linlc If preemption is not required, the Pseudowire(s) 

may directly switchover (506). If, however, preemption is required, the setup priorities 

of the Pseudowires on the failed link are compared and the Pseudowire with the highest 

setup priority is selected (508). The setup priority of the selected Pseudowire is 

compared to the holding priority of the standby Pseudowire (51 0). If the setup priority is 

greater than the holding priority, traffic on the selected Pseudowire is switched over to 

the standby Pseudowire (506). If, however, the setup priority is no greater than the 

holding priority, no switchover takes place and the standby Pseudowire continues to 

transfer its own data and the data on the failed Pseudo wires is lost ( 514). 

[0038] FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating am example in which preemption takes 

place during a switchover operation. In this example, Pseudowires 600, 602 and 604 are 

active, primary Pseudowires carrying traffic. Pseudowire 604 is used as the standby 

Pseudo wire. Pseudowire 600 has a holding priority and a setup priority of 1 0 and 11, 

respectively, Pseudowire 602 has priorities of 11 and 12, and Pseudowire 604 has 

priorities of9 and 9. Thus, ifthe link on which Pseudowires 600 and 602 operate fails, 

the nodes will initiate switchover using Pseudowire 604. A comparison of the setup 

priority of Pseudowires 600 and 602 indicates that Pseudo wire 602 has a higher setup 

priority, thus 602 is given preference in the switchover. The setup priority ofPseudowire 

602 is compared with the holding priority of Pseudo wire 604. Since 602 's setup priority 

is greater than 604's holding priority, data on 602 preempts data on 604 and takes over 

the link. 

[0039] Providing protection to network traffic using one or more Pseudowires has 

been disclosed. Pseudowire protection improves the reliability ofPseudowire services. 

Pseudowires are better controlled by appropriately configuring the properties of 

Pseudowires and without requiring significant changes to existing protocols and devices. 
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[0040] Although the foregoing embodiments have been described in some detail 

for purposes of clarity of understanding, the invention is not limited to the details 

provided. There are many alternative ways of implementing the invention. The disclosed 

embodiments are illustrative and not restrictive. 

[0041] WHAT IS CLAIMED IS: 
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CLAIMS 

1. A method of providing protection to network traffic, comprising: 

sending ~ Pseudowire protection configuration parameter for configuring a 

standby Pseudowire between a source node and a destination node; 

5 receiving a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement indicating whether the 

10 

Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has been accepted by the destination 

node; and 

in the event that the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has been 

accepted by the destination node, using the standby Pseudowire; 

wherein the standby Pseudowire is configured based at least in part on the 

Pseudowire protection configuration parameter. 

2. A method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the standby Pseudowire is configured to 

provide protection to at least one primary Pseudowire. 

3. A method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the standby Pseudowire is configured to 

15 provide protection to at least one primary Pseudowire, and in the event that the primary 

Pseudowire fails to transfer network traffic, switching network traffic from at least one of 

said at least one primary Pseudowire to the standby Pseudowire. 

4. A method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the standby Pseudowire is dynamically 

selected from a plurality of connections. 

20 5. A method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter includes a domain type. 

6. A method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the Pseudo wire protection configuration 

parameter includes a protection type. 

7. A method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the Pseudowire protection configuration 

25 parameter includes a protection scheme. 

8. A method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter includes a priority. 

9. A method as recited in Claim 1, further including determining whether to preempt 
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10 

15 

existing traffic on the standby Pseudowire, the determination being based at least in part 

on a priority associated with the standby Pseudowire. 

10. A method as recited in Claim 1, wherein the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter is established using the Label Distribution Protocol (LDP). 

11. A system for providing protection to network traffic, comprising: 

a processor configured to: 

send a Pseudowire protection configuration parameter for configuring a 

standby Pseudowire between a source node and a destination node; and 

receive a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement indicating whether 

the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has been accepted by the 

destination node; and 

in the event that the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has 

been accepted by the destination node, use the standby Pseudowire; 

wherein the standby Pseudowire is configured based at least in part on the 

Pseudowire protection configuration parameter; and 

a memory coupled to the processor, configured to provide the processor with 

instructions. 

12. A system as recited in Claim 11, wherein the standby Pseudo wire is configured to 

provide protection to at least one primary Pseudowire. 

20 13. A system as recited in Claim 11, wherein the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter includes a domain type. 

14. A system as recited in Claim 11, wherein the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter includes a protection type. 

15. A system as recited in Claim 11, wherein the Pseudowire protection configuration 

2s parameter includes a protection scheme. 

16. A system as recited in Claim 11, wherein the Pseudowire protection configuration 

parameter includes a priority. 

17. A computer program product for configuring a Pseudowire between a source node 
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10 

and a destination node, the computer program product being embodied in a computer 

readable medium and comprising computer instructions for: 

sending a Pseudowire protection configuration parameter for configuring a 

standby Pseudowire between a source node and a destination node; 

receiving a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement indicating whether the 

Pseudo wire protection configuration parameter has been accepted by the destination 

node; and 

in the event that the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has been 

accepted by the destination node, using the standby Pseudowire; 

wherein the standby Pseudowire is configured based at least in part on the 

Pseudowire protection configuration parameter. 

18. A computer program product as recited in claim 17, wherein the Pseudowire 

protection configuration parameter includes a domain type. 

19. A computer program product as recited in claim 17, wherein the Pseudo wire 

1s protection configuration parameter includes a protection type. 

20. A computer program product as recited in claim 17, wherein the Pseudo wire 

protection configuration parameter includes a protection scheme. 

21. A computer program product as recited in claim 17, wherein the Pseudo wire 

protection configuration parameter includes a priority. 
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PSEUDOWIRE PROTECTION 

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

Providing protection to network traffic includes sending a Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter for configuring a standby Pseudowire between a source node and 

a destination node, receiving a Pseudowire configuration acknowledgement indicating 

whether the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter has been accepted by the 

destination node, and in the event that the Pseudowire protection configuration parameter 

has been accepted by the destination node, using the standby Pseudowire, wherein the 

standby Pseudowire is configured based at least in part on the Pseudowire protection 

configuration parameter. 
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PACKET FILTER TABLE 

PACKET FILTER 
DATA TUNNEL 

(DATA INTERFACE, LABEL) 
ENCAPSULATION LABEL CIR CLASS SETUP PRIORITY HOLDING PRIORITY 

PACKET FILTER-1 
SONET VCG NUMBER 3 

(PORT 1, ETHERNET VLAN 100) 
MPLS LABEL 10000 50Mb/Sec AF-1 3 5 

PACKET FIL TER-2 
ROUTER INTERFACE 5 

(PORT 5, ATM VCINPI12/45) 
MPLS LABEL 20000 8Mb/Sec EF 3 5 

PACKET FILTER-3 
SONET VCG NUMBER 3 

(PORT 2, FR DLCI 900) 
MPLS LABEL 500 10Mb/Sec AF-1 3 5 

PACKET FIL TER-4 
ETHERNETINTERFACE12 

(PORT 10) 
MPLS LABEL 50001 1Gb/Sec AF-3 5 5 

Figure 26 
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CIRCUIT FILTER TABLE 

CIRCUIT FILTER OUTGOING DATA 
(DATA TUNNEL, LABEL) INTERFACE 

CIR CLASS SETUP PRIORITY HOLDING PRIORITY 

CIRCUIT FILTER-1 
DATA PORT 1 (SONET VCG 3, LABEL 20000) 50Mb/Sec AF-1 3 3 

CIRCUIT FIL TER-2 
DATA PORT 2 

(SONET VCG 3, LABEL 20001) 8Mb/Sec EF 3 3 

CIRCUIT FIL TER-3 
(OPTICAL INTERFACE 1, LABEL DATA PORT 10 10Gb/Sec AF-3 3 3 

300) 

CIRCUIT FIL TER-4 
DATA PORT 1 (SONET VCG 5, LABEL 12000) 100Mb/Sec AF-1 1 1 

CIRCUIT FIL TER-5 
DATAPORT2 

(SONET VCG 3, LABEL 3) 1Gb/Sec AF-1 5 5 

Figure 27 
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SESSION TABLE 

SESSION OUTGOING 
(CONTROL MESSAGE 10) DATA TUNNEL 

ENCAPSULATION LABEL CIR CLASS 

SESSION 1 
SONET VCG NUMBER 3 

(TCP SRC PORT 1345) 
MPLS LABEL 3 1Mb/Sec EF 

SESSION 2 
(TCP SRC PORT 3456) 

MPLS LSP 8 MPLS LABEL 3 2Mb/Sec EF 

SESSION 3 
OPTICAL INTERFACE 1 

(TCP SRC PORT 1998) 
MPLS LABEL 10000 N/A EF 
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INGRESS RESOURCE TABLE 

DATA TUNNEL PHYSICAL BANDWIDTH 
AVAILABLE TOTAL AVAILABLE BANDWIDTH AVAILABLE BANDWIDTH AVAILABLE BANDWIDTH 

BANDWIDTH CLASS 1 CLASS ... CLASS N 

MPLS LSP with label 45 80Mb/Sec 70Mb/Sec 20Mb/sec ... 30Mb/sec 

SONETVCG4 100Mb/Sec 50Mb/Sec 50Mb/Sec ... 0 

DEDICATED POS 
45Mb/Sec 12Mb/Sec 1.5 Mb/src 

CONNECTION 
... 3.0 Mb/src 

Figure 29a 
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EGRESS RESOURCE TABLE 

AVAILABLE TOTAL AVAILABLE BANDWIDTH AVAILABLE BANDWIDTH 
AVAILABLE 

DATA INTERFACE PHYSICAL BANDWIDTH BANDWIDTH 
BANDWIDTH CLASS 1 CLASS ... 

CLASS N 

ATM Interface 150Mb/Sec 70Mb/Sec 20Mb/sec ... 30Mb/sec 

Ethernet Interface 100Mb/Sec 50Mb/Sec 50Mb/Sec ... 0 

DS3 Interface 45Mb/Sec 12Mb/Sec 1.5 Mb/src ... 3.0 Mb/src 

Figure 29b 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PERFORMING 
DATA FLOW INGRESS/EGRESS ADMISSION 

CONTROL IN A PROVIDER NETWORK 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

[0001] This application claims priority to U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 10/757,528, filed Jan. 15, 2004 (which 
is a provisional conversion of and claims priority to Pro vi
sionalApplication No. 60/440,313, filed Jan. 15, 2003); U.S. 
Provisional Patent Application 60/444,456, filed Feb. 3, 
2003, and U.S. Provisional Patent Application 60/444,440, 
filed Feb. 3, 2003, all of which are by common inventors, 
Ping Pan and Ralph Theodore Hofmeister, all of which are 
hereby fully incorporated herein by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] 1. Field of Invention 

[0003] The invention generally relates to methods and 
apparatuses for transporting diverse traffic types such as 
different types of layer-2 traffic over an optical transport 
network such as a SONET/SDH network. The invention 
more particularly relates to utilizing pseudo-wires carried 
directly on top of the SONET, SDH, or OTN layer to 
transport diverse data packet traffic types such as various 
types of layer-2 traffic. The second embodiment of the 
invention expands the field of invention to also cover 
electrical transport networks and expands the functionality 
to include admission control at the ingress and egress points 
of a provider network. 

[0004] 2. Description of Related Art 

[0005] Service provider communication networks today 
consist of multiple types of equipment designed to transmit 
and route many kinds of traffic. Traditionally, these networks 
evolved from voice/telephone service so they were designed 
to carry fixed-sized circuit connections between end users. 
As data applications have evolved and capacity require
ments have grown, several generations of packet switched 
networking equipment was installed into networks to route 
the packet data. Examples include ATM, Gigabit Ethernet, 
and MPLS, as shown in FIG. 21. 

[0006] While new packet switching technologies continue 
to emerge, service providers must continue to service older 
technologies as it takes many years for end users to phase 
out a particular technology. This has led to the service 
providers maintaining several independent packet switched 
networks to carry the different types of service. Provisioning 
and maintaining these multiple networks is costly it would 
be advantageous to converge these packet switched net
works onto a common network. As shown in FIG. 21, 
Layer-2 and MPLS switches are deployed to aggregate data 
flows into SONET backbone. 

[0007] Conventionally circuit switched connections are 
used to provide transport functions between the various 
packet switching network equipment. But these circuit 
switched connections are limited in flexibility: they are 
available in limited bandwidth sizes: 10 Gbps, 2.5 Gbps, 622 
Mbps, 155 Mbps, 53 Mbps, 1.5 Mbps, 64 Kbps, and are 
provisioned and maintained independently of the packet 
switched traffic. The static nature of these circuit connec-
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tions imposes inefficiency in utilization of the capacity of the 
circuit switched network when carrying packet data traffic. 

[0008] As a result, the interface between the packet data 
layer (layer 2) of the carrier network and the circuit switch 
layer (layer 1) leads to network utilization inefficiencies and 
difficult and expensive provisioning and maintenance tasks 
for the service providers. 

[0009] The invention described herein presents a method 
to couple the Layer-2/MPLS packet data convergence func
tion directly onto circuit switch equipment and integrate the 
control and management of connections in layer 1 and 2. 
Integration of these functions will greatly reduce provision
ing and maintenance expenses of carrier networks and 
improve the utilization of the network capacity. The benefit 
of the invention is evident in FIG. 22. 

[0010] Luca Martini and others have introduced the con
cept of pseudo-wires in a number of Internet Engineering 
Task Force (IETF) drafts, which has been widely referred to 
as "draft-martini". In Martini's design, some pseudo-wires 
can be initiated from the edge of multi-protocol label 
switching (MPLS) and/or IP backbone networks. Once 
established, a customer's layer-2 traffic can be aggregated 
into the pseudo-wires. To control the pseudo-wires, LDP 
(label distribution protocol) messages are routed through the 
backbone network to communicate between network edges. 
A serious drawback with the draft-martini design is that 
communication carriers must rely on MPLS/IP backbones 
with expensive high-performance routers to support the 
control messaging and label distribution protocol thereby 
greatly increasing the cost of transporting Layer-2 traffic 
which is otherwise inexpensive and relatively simple. In 
reality, these routers are essentially used to perform rela
tively trivial switching functionality. 

[0011] In a parallel development, the Optical Internet
working Forum (OIF) has defined a user-network interface 
(UNI) specification that allows users to request the creation 
of Synchronous Optical Network (SONE1) connections for 
data traffic. However, there are a number of issues in the 
UNI approach: 

[0012] Both user and network elements must imple
ment the UNI specification thereby dramatically 
increasing the cost of implementation and creating 
compatibility problems with non-UNI networks that 
interface with the UNI-enabled network. 

[0013] The existing OIF UNI is only designed to 
interface user and network elements over optical 
interfaces. 

[0014] George Swallow and others have proposed an 
overlay model where MPLS routers can use an RSVP 
(resource reservation protocol extension for traffic engineer
ing) protocol to communicate with a GMPLS-enabled (gen
eralized multi-protocol label switching-enabled) optical 
backbone. This approach can potentially introduce user 
traffic aggregation from optical network edges. However, 
this model requires MPLS and IP to be used across the 
transport networks. Also, this approach may require the 
carriers to reveal internal routing and resource information 
to the external customers, which is not practical in most of 
the operational networks today. 

[0015] There have been a number of advancements of 
SONET/SDH technology in recent years. For example, 
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Virtual Concatenation provides the flexibility that allows 
edge switches to create SONET/SDH connections with finer 
granularity bandwidth. Link Capacity Adjustment Scheme 
(LCAS) uses several control bits in the SONET/SDH frame 
to increase or decrease a connection's bandwidth. Finally, 
Generic Framing Procedure (GFP) specifies the framing 
format for a number of link protocols, such as Ethernet and 
PPP. 

[0016] It is admitted that MPLS, LDP, draft-martini, and 
OIF UNI, Virtual Concatenation, LCAS and GFP are con
ventional elements with respect to the invention. Although 
the invention utilizes some of these conventional elements, 
details of which may be found in available literature, the 
methods and apparatuses disclosed and claimed herein differ 
substantially therefrom. In other words, the invention lever
ages such conventional technologies in unique ways to 
achieve a method and apparatus for transporting packet data 
from customer data nodes over an optical network. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0017] The present invention will become more fully 
understood from the detailed description given herein below 
and the accompanying drawings which are given by way of 
illustration only, and thus are not limitative of the present 
invention, and wherein: 

[0018] FIG. 1 is a network protocol layer model according 
to the concepts of the invention; 

[0019] FIG. 2 is a simplified network diagram showing a 
very high level view of the inventive pseudo-wire directly 
over optical transport network connection techniques 
according to the invention; 

[0020] FIG. 3 is a network operation model in a high-level 
block diagram format for explaining network operation 
according to the invention; 

[0021] FIG. 4 is a structural block diagram illustrating a 
packet-data-enabled optical connection switch according to 
the concepts of the invention; 

[0022] FIG. 5 is a functional block diagram illustrating 
operational details of the inventive packet-data-enabled 
optical connection switch according to the invention and 
further illustrating the processing of the data packets on the 
ingress pathway through the switch; 

[0023] FIG. 6 is a functional block diagram illustrating 
operational details of the inventive packet-data-enabled 
optical connection switch according to the invention and 
further illustrating the processing of the data packets on the 
egress pathway through the switch; 

[0024] FIG. 7 is a network diagram explaining the opera
tion of control messages according to the concepts of the 
invention; 

[0025] FIG. 7a is a detailed block diagram illustrating the 
structure and function of the packet processing engine 
according to the invention; 

[0026] FIG. 7b is a diagram of the packet filter table 
structure according to the invention; 

[0027] FIG. 7c is a diagram of the circuit filter table 
structure according to the invention; 
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[0028] FIG. 7d is a diagram of the session table structure 
according to the invention; 

[0029] FIG. 8 is a high-level block diagram of a packet
data-enabled optical connection switch according to the 
invention; 

[0030] FIG. 9 is a detailed block diagram of alternative 
construction and operation of a packet data-enabled optical 
connection switch and further illustrating an alternative 
connection of a packet access line module (PALM') accord
ing to the invention; 

[0031] FIG. 10 is a high-level block diagram showing an 
alternative packet-data-enabled optical connection configu
ration according to the invention and utilizing the alternative 
packet access line module of FIG. 9; 

[0032] FIG. 11 is a high-level block diagram showing one 
alternative data flow within the packet-data enabled optical 
connection switch configuration of FIG. 10; 

[0033] FIG. 12 is a high-level block diagram showing a 
second alternative data flow within the packet-data-enabled 
optical connection switch configuration of FIG. 10; 

[0034] FIG. 13 is a high-level block diagram showing a 
third alternative data flow within the packet-data-enabled 
optical connection switch configuration of FIG. 10; 

[0035] FIG. 14 is a high level flowchart illustrating the 
general operation of the invention from both the transmit 
and receive perspectives. 

[0036] FIG. 15a is a flow chart illustrating the inventive 
processing of a data packet received from a data port; 

[0037] FIG. 15b is a flow chart illustrating the inventive 
processing of a packet fetched from an optical connection 
including the processing of both data packets and control 
messages; 

[0038] FIG. 16 is a flow chart illustrating the inventive 
method of injecting a control message into an optical 
interface; 

[0039] FIG. 17 is a sequence diagram showing the inven
tive method of setting up data flow over an optical connec
tion; 

[0040] FIG. 18 is a sequence diagram showing the inven
tive method of removing a data flow over an optical con
nection; 

[0041] FIG. 19 is a sequence diagram showing the inven
tive method of handling the situation in which the optical 
connection has failed or become deactivated; 

[0042] FIG. 20 is an example of the inventive apparatus 
and methods in operation; 

[0043] FIG. 21 is a model of a conventional network used 
by communication providers; 

[0044] FIG. 22 is a model of the network according to the 
principles of the invention; 

[0045] FIG. 23a is a high-level network diagram showing 
a scenario that exemplifies the need for admission control on 
outgoing data flows according to the invention; 
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[0046] FIG. 23b is another high-level network diagram 
illustrating the operation of service negotiation between 
Provider Edge Nodes according to the concepts of the 
invention; 

[0047] FIG. 24 is a high-level block diagram of a packet 
access line module and control module for performing 
admission control according to the invention; 

[0048] FIG. 25a is a high-level flowchart illustrating the 
processes and methods performed by the invention for 
pseudo-wire admission control provisioning from the per
spective of an initiating point; 

[0049] FIG. 25b is a high-level flowchart illustrating the 
processes and methods performed by the invention for 
pseudo-wire admission control provisioning from the per
spective of an initiating point; 

[0050] FIG. 26 is a diagram of the packet filter table 
structure according to a second embodiment of the inven
tion; 

[0051] FIG. 27 is a diagram of the circuit filter table 
structure according to a second embodiment of the inven
tion; 

[0052] FIG. 28 is a diagram of the session filter table 
structure according to a second embodiment of the inven
tion; 

[0053] FIG. 29a is a diagram of the ingress resource table 
structure according to a second embodiment of the inven
tion; 

[0054] FIG. 29b is a diagram of the egress resource table 
structure according to a second embodiment of the inven
tion; 

[0055] FIG. 30 is a high-level flowchart illustrating the 
processes and methods performed by the invention for 
pseudo-wire admission control provisioning at both pseudo
wire initiating and terminating points; 

[0056] FIG. 31 diagrammatically illustrates the concept of 
pseudo-wire shuffling according to the invention; 

[0057] FIG. 32 is a high-level flowchart illustrating the 
process for shuffling pseudo-wires according to the inven
tion; 

[0058] FIG. 33 is a high-level flowchart illustrating the 
process for preempting pseudo-wires according to the inven
tion; 

[0059] FIG. 34 shows the operational sequence of pseudo
wire shuffling between two PE nodes in terms of both the 
data plane and control plane; 

[0060] FIG. 35 shows the operational sequence for 
pseudo-wire preemption at an ingress point; and 

[0061] FIG. 36 shows the operational sequence for 
pseudo-wire preemption at an egress point. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF INVENTION 

[0062] The following detailed description of the invention 
refers to the accompanying drawings. The same reference 
numbers in different drawings identify the same or similar 
elements. Also, the following detailed description does not 
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limit the invention. Instead, the scope of the invention is 
defined by the appended claims and equivalents thereof. 

[0063] The expression "optically communicates" as used 
herein refers to any connection, coupling, link or the like by 
which optical signals carried by one optical system element 
are imparted to the "communicating" element. Such "opti
cally communicating" devices are not necessarily directly 
connected to one another and may be separated by interme
diate optical components or devices. Likewise, the expres
sions "connection" and "operative connection" as used 
herein are relative terms and do not require a direct physical 
connection. 

[0064] Definitions: 

[0065] The invention described below utilizes various 
terms that may or may not be fully consistent with the 
conventional understanding of similar or identical terms. To 
clarify the meaning of these various terms the following 
definitions are used by this invention description: 

[0066] a) MAC: media access control: The interface to the 
physical media. Assembles and disassembles frames and 
controls physical interface communications. The physical 
interface and frame format is L2-specific so that different 
client interfaces will contain specific MAC devices and/or 
multi-purpose MAC devices. 

[0067] b) PALM: Packet Access Line Module. unit that 
originates and terminates packet data traffic from/to other 
equipment via physical interfaces. The PALM differs from 
the TDM (Time Division Multiplexed) Line Module in that 
it terminates packet data physical interfaces and frames and 
processes the packet traffic. The PALM described in more 
detail below generally contains the PPE (packet processing 
engine) and PPE controller and performs the translation and 
aggregation of packet data to/from optical connections. The 
simplified PALM' in the server architecture does not origi
nate/terminate the optical connections. Instead, it translates 
packet data to/from internal connections between the PALM' 
and the server cards. 

[0068] c) PPE: Packet Processing Engine. Performs per
packet forwarding decisions, appends/removes encapsula
tion labels, processes and delivers control messages, collects 
performance statistics, polices incoming traffic and shapes 
outgoing traffic. 

[0069] d) optical circuit switch: A network element that 
switches and manages optical connections. 

[0070] e) line module: a field-replaceable unit of the 
switch that contains the physical ports for traffic termination 
and origination. 

[0071] f) data flow: a sequence of data packets that are 
associated with one another. All packets in a flow originate 
at the same node and terminate at the same node but not all 
packets with the same origin and termination are necessarily 
in the same flow as one another. 

[0072] i) customer data flow: includes all types of L2 
and MPLS packets. Flows from/to the client edge are 
differentiated by one another by various means, 
depending on the physical interface and frame for
mat of the data link layer. 

[0073] ii) provider data flow: also feeds into the line 
modules being used as well as the various node 
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definitions below. The invention does not depend on 
the topology or protection scheme of the optical 
network. The invention simply requires a point-to
point connection between two provider edge nodes. 

[0074] g) provider edge node: the nodes at which client 
data packets from a flow are translated from/to an optical 
connection. Packets in a flow will traverse two and only two 
provider edge nodes: the ingress and the egress. 

[0075] h) customer edge node: the node originating (ter
minating) the data link layer session terminating ( originat
ing) on the provider edge node client port. 

[0076] i) intermediate provider nodes: nodes that the opti
cal connection traffic passes through between the ingress and 
egress provider edge nodes. The intermediate nodes do not 
have to be aware of the data flows contained within the 
optical connections. Their primary function is to switch/ 
manage the optical connection as they would a traditional or 
non-data flow optical connection. 

[0077] j) encapsulation label: A unique identifier con
tained in every data packet traversing the optical connection, 
used to differentiate pseudo-wires. The encapsulation label 
is normally appended by the ingress provider edge node and 
removed by the egress provider edge node. However, it is 
possible and may be desirable in some cases for the encap
sulation label to be appended and/or removed by a customer 
node, or over-written by an intermediate provider node. 

[0078] k) pseudo-wire: a logical point-to-point connection 
between two provider edge nodes that is used to forward 
data packets from one and only one flow. One or more 
pseudo wires may be contained in an optical connection. A 
pseudo wire differs from a flow in that: 1) it originates and 
terminates on provider edge nodes while a flow does so on 
customer nodes; 2) the arrival sequence of packets will be 
maintained over the pseudo wire while a flow may not 
guarantee the sequence of packets. 

[0079] 1) control message label: a unique label such as the 
IP4 Explicit NULL Label that distinguishes control mes
sages from data packets. In general, a unique encapsulation 
label to differentiate packets in an optical connection that are 
used by the provider nodes to pass management and control 
information between themselves. 

[0080] m) control message: a message or signal that is 
used to control the provider network, customer edge nodes, 
components thereof, or the data being transported across the 
provider network or to the customer edge nodes. The inven
tion does not generate the control messages or effect control 
based on them. Instead, the invention is concerned with 
transporting such conventional control messages. In general, 
the invention can practically tunnel any appropriate control 
message. Some illustrative but non-limiting examples are as 
follows: 

[0081] 1. control messages relating to MPLS/IP con
trol protocols: such control messages are used to 
discover and establish pseudo-wires as well as 
MPLS labeled-switch-path. All of these MPLS!IP 
control messages may be aggregated into an optical 
connection with label Explicit-Null or other control 
message encapsulation label according to the inven
tion as discussed in detail below. Some of the more 
important categories of control messages may be 
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taken from the following protocols: LDP (label dis
tribution protocol), RSVP (resource reservation pro
tocol), and OSPF (open shortest path first). 

[0082] 2. IP Data control messages: To ensure the 
connectivity between two edge nodes, the user can 
aggregate probing packets from an edge node, and 
check if they can be received at the other edge node. 
Such probing packets are defined in ICMP (internet 
control message protocol) and LSP-ping (a special 
sequence of packets designed to detect the connec
tivity of MPLS LSPs as known in the art. 

[0083] 3. Layer-2 messages: To interconnect two 
layer-2 data interfaces through an optical connection, 
it is possible to tunnel conventional Layer-2 control 
messages such as ARP (address resolution protocol) 
PAUSE (a signaling protocol in Ethernet for flow 
control), heartbeat messages between two nodes 
through an identifiable control message encapsula
tion label according to the teachings of the invention. 

[0084] 4. Control messages relating to upper appli
cation data: when supporting IP encapsulated pack
ets, such as real-time traffic using RTP (real time 
protocol) which are used to convert real-time streams 
into IP packets. The invention can pick out or capture 
the in-band control packets within RTP packets such 
as RTCP (Real Time Control Protocol) packets and 
deliver them to the other edge of the optical connec
tion. This will allow the edge nodes to monitor 
real-time flows, and enforce associated QoS for the 
flows. 

[0085] General Description 

[0086] In general terms, the invention initiates and main
tains pseudo-wires directly over existing SONET networks 
using the already-deployed SONET switching gear. In the 
invention, unlike a UNI-based network, the switching intel
ligence only needs to be implemented in the SONET 
switches (network elements) and the users are not required 
to implement additional functionality. Furthermore, the 
invention works over a wide variety of customer interfaces 
including Ethernet, ATM, and Frame Relay optical and/or 
copper interfaces. 

[0087] By examining some of the existing communication 
backbone topologies and traffic patterns, the inventors 
noticed that much of the data traffic comes from traditional 
switching networks: Ethernet, Frame Relay and ATM. Typi
cally, voice traffic can be transported via Frame Relay 
circuits, and ADSL is based on ATM. With the recent rapid 
advancement in Gigabit Ethernet technology, Ethernet inter
faces have been gradually deployed at places where both IP 
and non-IP traffic aggregation takes place. 

[0088] Hence, the invention represents a very practical 
application that enables carriers to "tunnel" user traffic 
through well-provisioned SO NET transport backbones from 
the edge of their networks. Further, the idea of developing 
yet another layer of tunnels on top of SONET cross
connections, such as building MPLS LSPs (label switched 
paths) as is being proposed by router vendors, is not eco
nomically practical or technically beneficial. 

[0089] The invention creates "pseudo-wires" over, for 
example, SONET cross-connections directly, and switches 
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layer-2 MAC frames from network edges, reducing cost and 
complexity of the network switching elements. The inven
tion may utilize many of the conventional mechanisms for 
setting up pseudo-wires but in unique ways as explained 
herein. Details of the conventional pseudo-wire mechanisms 
are well known and need not be discussed here in detail. 
Instead, this disclosure focuses on the adaptation of pseudo
wire techniques such that a pseudo wire may be carried 
directly over a provisioned SO NET network. Alternatively, 
the pseudo wire may be carried directly over a provisioned 
Synchronous Digital Heirarchy (SDH) or Optical Transport 
Network (OTN) network. 

[0090] The inventive protocol-layering model is shown in 
FIG. 1. It is important to realize that this protocol-layering 
model is different from the current framework, where 
pseudo-wires are created on top of either MPLS or IP GRE 
(generic routing encapsulation) tunnels which are, in turn, 
carried on top of the SONET transport layer. 

[0091] One constraint in the conventional framework is 
that to create and manage MPLS or GRE tunnels (generic 
routing encapsulation), IP routing, IGP (interior gateway 
protocols) and BGP (border gateway protocol) and signaling 
RSVP-TE (resource reservation protocol extension for traf
fic engineering) and LDP (label distribution protocol) have 
to be used throughout the network. Therefore, to transfer 
layer-2 traffic according to conventional schemes such as 
those proposed by Luca Martini, the carriers have to rely on 
an IP overlay network between the layer-2 switching net
works and the transport networks. Due to backbone traffic 
volume, high-end expensive backbone routers are required 
to construct such overlay networks. This design could result 
in adding tremendous cost to carriers, while their existing 
SONET transport links and equipment may be under-uti
lized. Also, maintaining an additional overlay IP network 
increases the network management and operation cost to the 
earners. 

[0092] Thus, to achieve the objectives of transporting 
layer-2 traffic, the inventors create pseudo-wires over, for 
example, SONET cross-connections directly, and support 
draft-martini (or equivalent) on SO NET switches at network 
edges to setup and manage pseudo-wires. No router over-lay 
network is required in the inventive design. 

[0093] Returning to FIG. 1, the protocol-layering model 
includes the conventional SONET transport layer that cre
ates and maintains SONET cross connections in the con
ventional fashion. The pseudo-wiring is carried directly on 
top of the SO NET transport layer according to the inventive 
protocol-layering model. Such pseudo-wires may be used to 
carry Layer-2 traffic such as Ethernet MAC, ATM, Frame 
Relay, etc. as well as MPLS data packets. In general, any 
packetized traffic may be carried by the pseudo-wires. The 
next layer is the actual payload which may be any data 
including voice, data packets, etc as is well known in the art. 

[0094] It is important to realize here that, in the conven
tional model proposed in IETF and Luca Martini, the 
pseudo-wiring layer situates above IP layer. Below the IP 
layer is MPLS, Layer-2 and transport layers, respectively. 
One of the main reasons for such a model is to use IP layer 
for control message delivery. Since only routers have the 
ability to deliver control messages through the Internet 
backbone, pseudo-wiring therefore becomes a router-only 
application. In contrast, the invention utilizes the conven-
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tional SONET transport layer to deliver control messages 
between edge nodes. As a result, pseudo-wiring can be 
accomplished on devices other than routers at a much 
cheaper cost. 

[0095] Overview Of Operation 

[0096] Before proceeding to the apparatus details, a gen
eral overview of the inventive operation is provided. Setting 
up pseudo wires (PW) may follow a procedure as defined in 
[PWE3-CTRL (L. Martini, et al, "Transport of Layer 2 
Frame Over MPLS", draft-ietf-pwe3-control-protocol-
05.txt)], but this procedure is modified by the invention to 
operate in the context of PW directly on top of the SO NET, 
SDH, OTN or equivalent layer. The operation reference 
model for a SONET system is shown in FIG. 2 but it is to 
be understood that substantially the same reference model 
applies for SDH and OTN. 

[0097] As shown in FIG. 2, the inventive network 
includes customer data nodes such as customer data nodes 1 
and 2. A customer data node may be a conventional switch 
or router. The provider edge node generally includes con
ventional SONET cross-connect functionality but imple
mented by a data-enabled SONET switch according to the 
invention such as the one illustrated in FIG. 4 and further 
explained below. 

[0098] From the customer network edge (customer data 
nodes as illustrated in FIG. 2 represent the customer net
work edge), data flow such as layer-2 frames enter the 
provider's backbone. More specifically, a data packet such 
as a layer-2 frame may be sent from customer data node 1 
to provider edge node 1. The provider edge nodes 1, 2 set up 
a SONET cross-connection in the usual and conventional 
fashion across the provider network. 

[0099] The invention then sets up a pseudo wire directly 
within the SONET cross-connect as further illustrated in 
FIG. 2. The pseudo-wire and SONET cross-connect are 
terminated at the other end of the provider network, in this 
case at provider edge node 2. The provider edge node 2 then 
transmits the data flow (e.g. layer-2 frames) to the customer 
data node 2. 

[0100] It is to be understood that the provider network 
typically includes far more than 2 edge nodes and that 
intermediate nodes are also typically included but for ease of 
illustration such additional nodes are omitted from FIG. 2. 

[0101] Each of the layer-2 frames within the layer 2 flow 
has a "flow-id" in their header. The flow-id may be imple
mented with conventional VLAN-ID's for Ethernet MAC 
frames, DLCI for Frame Relay frames, and VPI/VCI for 
ATM cells. It is also a possibility that the customer edge 
equipment may inject MPLS frames into the backbone. The 
use of this flow-id for the setting up and maintenance of 
pseudo wires according to the invention is further explained 
below. 

[0102] FIG. 3 is a network operation model according to 
the invention and is useful for illustrating the general 
concepts of the invention. The customer data nodes (A, E) 
and provider edge nodes (B, D) may be implemented as 
discussed above. The backbone network is a conventional 
optical network such as a SONET, SDH or OTN-based 
network that is typically part of a provider network. 
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[0103] In reference to FIG. 3, data packets travel from A 
to E through B, C and D. Each packet is encapsulated with 
either Layer-2 and/or MPLS label. Each Layer-2 and MPLS 
label uniquely identifies one data flow between two nodes. 
In this description, when such a data flow is placed onto the 
provider network according to the inventive teachings it is 
referred to as "pseudo-wire". Further, it is assumed that the 
data flows and pseudo-wires are bidirectional, although the 
mechanism defined here does not exclude the operation for 
uni-directional traffic. It is further assumed that the back
bone network, C, is a conventional carrier's transport net
work utilizing conventional mechanisms such as SONET
switching to deliver data. In other words, no modifications 
are necessary for the backbone network C elements to carry 
the inventive pseudo-wires. 

[0104] Provider edge nodes B and D are the devices to 
which this invention will apply and represent the network 
elements that would be modified (or replaced) according to 
the invention. Provider edge nodes B and D are capable of 
performing both data switching and circuit switching. "Data 
switching" means that the packets are forwarded based on 
Layer-2 and MPLS headers. "Circuit switching" means all 
data sent to the circuit will be routed through the network 
along the same path from the time the circuit is established 
until it is terminated. 

[0105] Upon the completion of inspecting an incoming 
data packet, provider edge nodes B and D will encapsulate 
the data packet with a label that can uniquely identify the 
user flow to which the packet belongs, and send the packet 
to a pre-established circuit over backbone network C. At 
egress, provider edge nodes B and D will recover the packet 
from the circuit, remove the label and transmit the packet out 
to the proper destination. There exist one or multiple circuits 
between provider edge nodes B and D. Each circuit can 
aggregate one or multiple pseudo-wires. 

[0106] From the control plane perspective, it takes two 
steps to initiate a pseudo-wire over a circuit between pro
vider edge nodes B and D. The first step requires the network 
operator, F, to download the mapping between the pseudo
wires and the circuits to the provider edge nodes B and D. 
The creation of the mappings may be the result of a prior 
business agreement, or bilateral agreement between carriers, 
and is beyond the scope of this invention. 

[0107] Once the mapping information has been received 
and processed on provider edge nodes B and D, B and D will 
start to negotiate with each other to agree upon the encap
sulation labels that pseudo-wires should use for packet 
encapsulation. By default, provider edge nodes B and D will 
allocate two encapsulation labels for each pseudo-wire, one 
for receiving and another for transmitting. Upon the comple
tion of the label negotiation, provider edge nodes B and D 
will update the encapsulation label information to the data 
plane, and thus a pseudo-wire has been created. 

[0108] At any given time, provider edge nodes B and D 
may inform operation status to network operator F. Like
wise, network operator F may query provider edge nodes B 
and D for control and accounting information. However, it 
is beyond the scope of this invention to further specify the 
relationship between network operator F and customer (cli
ent) data nodes, A and E. 

[0109] The apparatus elements within the provider edge 
nodes that is responsible for the functionality described 
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above is shown in block diagram form in FIG. 4. As shown 
therein, the inventive modifications are within an optical 
circuit switch such as a SO NET, SDH or OTN optical circuit 
switch and transform the conventional optical circuit switch 
into what is termed herein a "packet-data-enabled optical 
connection switch" which is represented as element 5 in the 
drawings. 

[0110] As shown in FIG. 4, the packet-data-enabled opti
cal connection switch 5 includes a packet access line module 
(PALM) 10 that receives packet data from a port. This is 
diagrammatically indicated by a data flow arrow but the 
physical port will also include an appropriate physical 
interface (not shown) the conventional construction of 
which will vary depending upon the type of packet data 
being received and physical interface (optical, copper, line 
rate) as is known in the art. The PALM 10 is operatively 
connected to a TDM switch fabric 30 which may be con
structed with a known cross connecting TDM switch fabric 
such as those used in conventional SONET switches one 
example of which is used by the CoreDirector® switch made 
by CIENA Corporation. 

[0111] FIG. 4 is a simplified drawing for the purposes of 
explaining the processing of a single data flow and therefore 
shows only a single PALM 10 having only one port receiv
ing a data flow. Likewise, the simplified drawing of FIG. 4 
only shows one output from the TDM switch fabric to a 
single TDM line module 40. It is to be understood that the 
actual implementation would have a plurality of ports for the 
PALM 10. Furthermore, the actual implementation would 
have a plurality of ports that feed into the TDM switch fabric 
30 and that the TDM switch fabric 30 output will feed into 
a plurality of TDM line modules 40 and output ports. In 
addition, it is to be understood that the implementation 
would have a mechanism to aggregate packet data from a 
plurality of PALMs prior to transmitting into the optical 
connections. Such a mechanism for aggregating packet data 
is known in the packet data switch art and could be included 
in the inventive packet-data-enabled optical connection 
switch 5, 5'. 

[0112] In general, the packet fabric 34 provides connec
tivity between PPEs and the PPEs perform the aggregation. 
Even without aggregation over multiple PALMs there could 
still be other types of aggregation performed by the inven
tion because a single PALM 10 may have multiple physical 
ports and flows from different ports may be mapped to 
pseudo-wires that reside in a common optical connection. 

[0113] Examples of a full packet-data enabled optical 
switch are explained below in reference to FIGS. 8 and 10. 

[0114] The TDM line module(s) 40 are conventional ele
ments in and of themselves and provide the functions of 
framing (via conventional framer 45 included therein) and, 
electrical-to-optical conversion, and optical signal transmit
ting such that the data may be carried as an optical signal 
over the provider network. The framer 45 is a very conven
tional element and may utilize conventional optical transport 
framing schemes such as SONET, SDH, OTN, or a future 
developed optical signal transport framing scheme. It is 
greatly preferred that standardized optical transport framing 
schemes be used so as to take advantage of and otherwise 
leverage the existing optical networks utilizing such stan
dardized framing schemes. In the U.S., this would mean 
SO NET while in Europe it would be SDH since those are the 
respectively prevailing standards at this time. 
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[0115] The PALM 10 includes a media access controller 
(MAC) 12 which is a conventional element receiving packet 
data and terminating the customer data flow. The MAC also 
extracts the packet data such as an L2 packet from the 
customer data flow. The MAC 12 is connected to a packet 
processing engine (PPE) 15 that is a unique element con
structed according to the principles of the invention as 
further discussed below in relation to FIGS. 7a-d. 

[0116] The packet processing engine 15 has access to a 
mapping database 19-1 that contains mapping tables (packet 
filter table 60 subset and circuit filter table 80 subset which 
are explained below in relation to FIGS. 7a-c). The PPE 15 
also has access to a control message database 18-1 which 
includes a session table 25 subset. Generally speaking, the 
PPE 15 classifies the incoming packet or otherwise deter
mines what type of packet is incoming, polices the data flow, 
collects performance statistics, appends an appropriate 
encapsulation label, aggregates traffic and shapes the out
going traffic for logical circuits. Aggregation of traffic is 
possible since a single optical connection (e.g. a subnetwork 
connection which may be at a rate of OC-12, OC-48, etc) 
may hold more than one pseudo wire containing a packet. 
Further details of the PPE 15 operation are provided below 
in relation to FIG. 7a. 

[0117] The PPE is operatively connected to the mapping 
engine 17 which is itself a conventional element that encap
sulates the packet+label. One example of such encapsulation 
that may be used by the invention is the conventional GFP 
(Generic Framing Procedure as defined by ITU-T G.7041! 
Y.1303). Other examples include LAPS (Link Access Pro
cedure-SDH, ITU standard X.86), PoS (Packet over SO NET 
IETF RFC2615) and other HDLC-framing methods (such as 
the ones used on Cisco routers). 

[0118] The mapping engine 17 also originates and termi
nates optical connections as is known in the art (e.g. optical 
connections using SONET, SDH or OTN). The mapping 
engine, in one implementation originates/terminates the 
optical connection. The TDM fabric 30 and TDM 
LM/framer 45 allow muxing/demuxing of the optical con
nection so that it may go out one or more physical ports and 
share the physical port with other TDM traffic and/or other 
PW-carrying optical connections. These optical connections 
output from the mapping engine are then sent to the TDM 
switch fabric 30 that switches the connections (or circuit 
elements if virtual concatenation is used). The switch fabric 
30 is connected to a TDM line module 40 which includes a 
framer 45 that implements a conventional SO NET, SDH, or 
OTN optical transport framing and originates/terminates the 
optical transport signal to/from the provider network. 

[0119] As mentioned above and as shown in FIG. 4, the 
main data flow pathway through the packet-data-enabled 
optical circuit switch 5 is a bidirectional pathway. Although 
the above description mainly focuses on the left-to-right 
(ingress) flow taking the customer data flow and processing 
it to output an optical signal on the provider network, the 
reverse (egress) flow is also part of the invention. This is 
further discussed below in relation to, for example, FIGS. 5 
(ingress flow) and 6 (egress flow). 

[0120] As further shown in FIG. 4, a switch controller 20 
has control over the MAC 12, PPE 15, mapping engine 17, 
TDM switch fabric 30 and TDM line module 40. The switch 
controller 20 may be constructed with, for example, a 
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general-purpose microprocessor and associated memory, 
ASIC(s), FPGA(s) or other well-known techniques for 
building such control modules. The control functions per
formed by the switch controller 20 are programmed into the 
microprocessor, ASIC, FPGA, etc. Conventional aspects of 
switch controller 20 functionality such as certain conven
tional aspects of control over the TDM switch fabric 30, line 
module 40, MAC 12 and mapping engine 17 are not 
described in detail herein. As appropriate, this disclosure 
focuses on the novel aspects of control exercised by the 
switch controller 20 and are explained in detail below 
particularly in relation to FIGS. 17-19. Generally speaking, 
the PW label negotiation is performed by the switch con
troller 20 as the PPE 15 typically cannot provide system
wide label allocation and network view etc. Once the labels 
have been negotiated, the switch controller 20 will down
load the negotiated labels to the PPEs 15 for data switching. 
The switch controller 20 has access to a control message 
database (DB) 18 which includes a session table 25. The 
database 18 holding session table 25 may be stored in a 
separate memory module as shown in FIG. 4 or it may be 
stored in a common memory module along with the map
ping tables of database 19. More specifically, the switch 
controller 20 maintains a master copy of all information 
including a master copy of the control message database 18 
storing the session table 25 and a master copy of the 
mapping database 19 including the packet filter table 60 and 
circuit filter table 80. The switch controller 20 distributes the 
information from all of these tables to the PPE 15 on each 
individual PALM 10. 

[0121] In a full packet-data-enabled optical connection 
switch 5 such as the one shown in FIG. 8, the switch 
controller 20 controls a plurality of PALMs 10-1 through 
10-n each of which includes a PPE 15. Continuing this 
notation, the individual PPEs 15-1 through 15-n each have 
a corresponding subset of the control message database 18 
and the mapping database 19. Thus, the individual PPEs 
15-n each store a control message DB subset 18-n (storing 
a session table 25 subset) and a mapping DB subset 19-n 
(storing a packet filter table 60 subset and a circuit filter table 
80 subset). 

[0122] FIG. 5 further illustrates the inventive ingress 
processing of packet data arriving as a client signal. In detail, 
FIG. 5 shows the main elements of the packet-data-enabled 
optical connection switch 5 including MAC 12, PPE 15, 
mapping engine 17, TDM switch fabric 30 and framer 45. A 
customer data flow arriving at the MAC 12 may be in a wide 
variety of formats including but not limited to GE (gigabit 
Ethernet), LAPS (link access procedure-SDH), EoS (Eth
ernet over SONET),ATM (asynchronous transfer mode), FR 
(frame relay), RPR (Resilient Packet Ring IEEE 802.17), 
POS (Packet over SONET) or any layer 2 packet with or 
without an MPLS label. 

[0123] All of these data types are represented in FIG. 5 as 
a layer-2 packet (L2 pkt) after the associated transport frame 
structure has been removed. As shown therein, the MAC 12 
extracts the L2 packet. The PPE 15 appends an appropriate 
encapsulation label (further discussed below) which is 
shown as "L2 pkt!Label" in FIG. 5. The mapping engine 
encapsulates the L2 packet with the encapsulation label in a 
GFP frame or equivalent and optical connection frame 
structure. The mapping engine further encapsulates the 
packet as necessary in a compatible format for the TDM 
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switch fabric 30. The packet traverses the TDM switch 
fabric in the optical connection to one or more framers 45 
where the optical connection may be groomed with other 
optical connections and prepared for transmission in a 
conventional optical frame such as a SONET frame, SDH 
frame or OTN frame. 

[0124] FIG. 6 further illustrates the reverse or egress path 
through the packet-data-enabled optical connection switch 5 
from the perspective of the data flow through the packet
data-enabled optical connection switch 5. Specifically, data 
packets transmitted through the optical transport network via 
pseudo-wires carried on optical connections are received by 
the framer 45 where the underlying SONET, SDH, or OTN 
frame structure is terminated and the payload envelope is 
converted as necessary into a compatible format for the 
TDM switch fabric 30. The data packets traverse the TDM 
switch fabric to the mapping engine 17, which converts as 
necessary from the TDM switch fabric format, terminates 
individual optical connections, and extracts packets and 
removes the GFP or equivalent frame overhead. The under
lying packet that still includes the encapsulation label is 
passed to the PPE 15. The PPE determines the appropriate 
physical port to send the packet out on and optionally 
overwrites the L2 label based on the encapsulation label 
value and the optical connection it was received on. The PPE 
removes the encapsulation label prior to passing the L2 
packet to the MAC. The MAC encapsulates the L2 packet in 
the appropriate Ll frame/format and sends it to the physical 
port for transmission to the customer edge node. 

[0125] Edge-to-Edge Message Tunneling 

[0126] FIG. 7 illustrates the structure of a network that 
can aggregate multiple data flows over a single optical 
connection. There exists an optical connection between two 
Packet-Data-Enabled Optical Connection Switches, C and H 
that are built according to the invention (e.g. the packet
data-enabled optical connection switch 5, 5' as described 
herein). The remainder of the nodes A, B, D-G, I and 1 are 
conventional equipment. The optical connection can be in 
the form of, for example, a SO NET, SDH or OTN transport 
circuit. 

[0127] The optical connection can aggregate multiple data 
flows from Customer Nodes A, B, I, and J. Each flow is 
associated with a unique encapsulation label at either receive 
or transmit direction. The packets that belong to a particular 
flow will be encapsulated with a label at C and H. The value 
of the label is the result of control-plane negotiation between 
C and H as further explained below. 

[0128] One critical issue in this architecture is the delivery 
of the control messages. Obviously, to support large number 
of data flows, each Data-Enabled Optical Switch may 
require processing a large volume of control traffic. There 
are a number of methods to accomplish this including: 

[0129] 1. Route control messages through the net
work. This is the method used in the Internet, where 
each control packet is delivered hop-by-hop until it 
reaches to the final destination. Note: in the similar 
method of aggregating data flows over MPLS net
work [draft-martini], the control packets are "routed" 
through the router network. This approach is not 
practical in optical networks, since this would 
require every optical node to establish a special 
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connection to a neighboring optical node for the 
purpose of delivering control messages only. 

[0130] 2. Send control messages through SONET 
DCC channel: the DCC channel is a set of control 
overhead fields in SONET frames. It has been used 
to exchange control messages between optical nodes 
within optical networks. DCC channels, however, 
have very limited bandwidth. The option of inserting 
data-control messages to DCC channels may cause 
traffic congestion which would result in optical net
work internal information loss. 

[0131] 3. Out-of-band signaling: Like SS7 networks 
operated in PSTN networks, one option is to build an 
out-of-band control network for control message 
delivery. However, this can be very costly in terms of 
network manageability. 

[0132] After evaluating all the existing options, the inven
tors created an in-band method for control message delivery. 
The idea is to treat control messages as regular data packets, 
and inject them into the optical connection that they are 
supposed to provision for the data flows. In other words, in 
the invention, all control packets are to be "tunneled" 
through SONET (or SDH or OTN) cross-connections as 
regular payload from the edge. Each data flow is associated 
with a label, and the invention encapsulates each control 
message with an identifiable encapsulation label that can be 
recognized by the edge nodes. 

[0133] In FIG. 7, there exists an optical connection going 
through nodes C, D, E, G and H. The provider edge nodes 
D and H include a data enabled optical switch 5 according 
to the invention such that C and H will use the connection 
to exchange control messages. Each control message is 
encapsulated with a label that both C and H can recognize. 
Subsequently, C and H will capture and send the control 
messages to the control plane for processing. One example 
of an identifiable label is the Explicit NULL label defined in 
Rosen et. al, "MPLS Label Stack Encoding", RFC3032, 
Network Working Group, Request for comments 3032 sub
mitted to Internet Society, January 2001 which may be found 
at http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3032.txt). The identifiable label 
is also called a control message encapsulation label herein 
and is not limited to the NULL label mentioned above. 
Indeed, any label could be used as the control message 
encapsulation label. For example, the provider edge nodes 
may negotiate any label to serve as the control message 
encapsulation label and such a label will thereafter identify 
the data packet as a control message. 

[0134] There are a number of advantages in the inventive 
approach described herein including: 

[0135] 1. Control message processing only involves 
the edge nodes. Network intermediate nodes are not 
disturbed, need no modification and merely pass 
along optical signals in the normal fashion. In FIG. 
7, other than the provider edge nodes C and H, the 
rest of the optical nodes (D, E, F, and G) are not 
aware of the existence of control messages. 

[0136] 2. Since control messages are encapsulated 
with labels, this simplifies the processing overhead at 
the provider edge nodes. The control messages are 
processed as regular data packets. Instead of sending 
out to a data interface, they are forwarded to the 
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control module. The detailed mechanism for accom
plishing this is elaborated upon below. 

[0137] 3. Since control messages traverse the same 
optical connections that data flows will traverse, it is 
easier and faster for the edge nodes to react to 
network failures. In comparison, in MPLS networks, 
when there is a failure on the data plane, it will take 
seconds before the control plane will be aware of the 
problem-likely to be notified from the routing 
protocol updates. In the inventive approach, the 
control-plane and the data-plane share the same fate. 
As a result, the control-plane can respond to failures 
faster. This is a huge advantage particularly because 
protection mechanisms can be triggered much faster 
thereby preventing data loss. At modern line rates 
currently approaching 40 gigabits/seconds per wave
length activating protection mechanisms in a shorter 
time will prevent the loss of tremendous amounts of 
data. 

[0138] Generally speaking, the invention operates as fol
lows. When a data flow such as a layer-2 frame is received 
from a user's network, the PPE 15 encapsulates (or pushes) 
a pre-negotiated encapsulation label onto the packet. On the 
other hand, when a control packet (such as LDP Hello 
message) needs to be delivered through the network, the 
invention pushes an identifiable label such as the "IP4 
Explicit NULL Label" on to the control message. The PPE 
15 will direct all frames into the pre-established SONET 
connections (pseudo-wires). Further detailed operation is 
provided below in relation to FIGS. 14 and 16. 

[0139] On the other end of the SONET connection, the 
PPE 15 will de-encapsulate (or pop) all received frames. For 
data packets, the PPE 15 forwards them to the user network. 
If the received label is the identifiable control message label 
(e.g. "IP4 Explicit NULL Label"), the PPE 15 forwards the 
message to the switch's central processor 20 for further 
processing. Further details are provided below in relation to 
FIGS. 14 and 15b. 

[0140] FIG. 14 is a high level flowchart illustrating the 
general operation of the invention from both the transmit 
and receive perspectives. All of the operations outlined in 
FIG.14 are performed by the PPE 15. As shown therein, the 
invention first establishes (300) an optical connection 
between two provider edge nodes which is a conventional 
process in and of itself that may use conventional SO NET, 
SDH or OTN techniques to do so. The data packets may be 
aggregated into this optical connection. Next, the PPE 15 
tunnels (305) packet data within the established optical 
connection. Pseudo-wires may then be established (310) by 
tunneling command messages within the same established 
optical connection as used for the packet data. Like the data 
packets, the control messages may also be aggregated within 
the same optical connection at least to the extent the control 
messages share the same optical connection pathway 
through the provider network. When transporting control 
messages, the PPE utilizes (320) a distinguishable encapsu
lation label for the command message. Such a distinguish
able encapsulation label is also referred to herein as a control 
message encapsulation message. 

[0141] On the receive end, as further shown in FIG. 14, 
the PPE 15 parses the encapsulation label from the received 
data. The PPE 15 may then decide (330) whether the parsed 
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encapsulation label matches the command encapsulation 
label type. If yes, then the received message is processed 
(340) as a command message a process which may includes 
sending the command message to the switch controller 20. 
If the parsed label does not match the command message 
encapsulation label type, then the received message is pro
cessed (335) as a data packet a process which may include 
using the parsed label to lookup the outgoing data interface 
from the circuit table 80 that applies to the particular data 
packet just received. 

[0142] FIG. 7a is a detailed block diagram of the packet 
processing engine (PPE) 15 that is a key part of the invention 
and which may, for example, be part of the packet access 
line module 10 as shown in FIG. 4. 

[0143] The packet processing engine 15 is the device 
responsible for processing incoming data packets, mapping 
packets into optical connections, processing packets 
received from optical connections, and injecting control 
messages into optical connections. Unlike traditional 
switching devices that perform either packet or circuit 
switching, in the invention design, each PPE 15 operates for 
both packet and circuit switching simultaneously. 

[0144] The processing of data packets includes operations 
such as packet header lookup, extra header encapsulation, 
and packet switching into optical connections. The process
ing of packets from optical connections includes operations 
such as SONET Path Over Head (POH), packet header 
manipulation and label switching. One SONET POH han
dling is the ability to work with Virtual Concatenation and 
LCAS that are used to group and maintain optical connec
tions. 

[0145] The PPE 15 includes a packet filter 65 receiving 
data packets as shown from the MAC 12. The packet filter 
65 has an operative connection to packet filter tables 60 
(actually a subset of all the packet filter tables as discussed 
above in relation to FIG. 4). 

[0146] Packet filter 65 is the engine that processes the 
packets from data interfaces. The packet filter 65 is associ
ated with and has access to packet filter table 60. For each 
incoming data packet, the packet filter 65 will extract data 
interface information and the packet's Layer-2 and/or MPLS 
headers, and use the packet filter table 60 to determine the 
encapsulation labels and the corresponding logical connec
tion. The packet filter 65 forwards the packets into the 
corresponding optical connections so determined. 

[0147] Packet filter 65 is connected to a packet forwarder 
75 which is responsible for adding/stripping the labels, and 
forward packets to/from data and circuit interfaces. 

[0148] Elements 65, 75, and 85 may be implemented any 
number of ways and with any number of physical elements 
such as logical entities within a software program. For high 
packet-switching performance, Elements 65, 75 and 85 can 
be implemented with specialize ASIC, FPGA, or off-the
shelf Network Processors. To satisfy pseudo-wire QoS 
requirements, further ASIC, FPGA and off-the-shelf Traffic 
Management chips may be required. Another example is a 
network processor unit complex which would include a 
network processing unit (NPU), memory, and optionally a 
traffic management chip with software coded to implement 
the invention running on the NPU. Another option would put 
all of these functions on one or more ASICs. 
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[0149] Packet forwarder 75 is also connected to a circuit 
filter 85 which has access to circuit filter table 80 (again, a 
subset of the circuit filter table maintained by the switch 
controller 20 as discussed above in relation to FIG. 4). 

[0150] The circuit filter 85 is the engine that processes the 
packets coming from optical connections. Circuit filter 85 is 
associated with and has access to the circuit filter table 80. 
For each packet fetched from the optical connection, circuit 
filter 85 will extract the encapsulation label that identifies 
the data flow from the packet, and search the circuit filter 
table 80 for the outgoing data interface. If the packet is a 
control message (as determined by the identifiable encap
sulation label for control messages), it will be forwarded to 
the switch controller 20 via the control message pathway as 
further shown in FIG. 7a. Otherwise, the circuit filter 85 
strips off the label, and forwards the recovered packet to the 
corresponding data interface. 

[0151] PPE controller 70 has a control connection to 
packet forwarder 75 and a control message pathway to 
switch controller 60. In addition, PPE controller 70 has 
access to session table 25 (again, a subset of the session filter 
table maintained by the switch controller 20 as discussed 
above in relation to FIG. 4). 

[0152] The PPE Controller 70 is the logical entity that 
communicates with the switch controller 20. PPE controller 
70 is associated with and has access to the session table 25, 
which maintains the mapping of control messages and 
outgoing optical connections. To inject a control message, 
PPE controller 70 searches the session table 25 to determine 
the encapsulating label and optical connection. Once the 
information is located, PPE controller 70 will encapsulate 
the control message and send out the control message via the 
optical connection (by way of the mapping engine 17, TDM 
switch fabric 30, and TDM line module 40). 

[0153] The packet filter 65 and circuit filter 85 may be 
constructed as logical elements within a software program. 
As such these filters 65, 85 may share processing resources 
with the PPE controller 70 or may be separately constructed. 

[0154] In more detail and as shown in FIG. 7b, the packet 
filter table 60 has the following attributes: 

[0155] A Searching Key which includes the packet's 
(incoming) data interface and label information. 

[0156] (Incoming) data interface: This is the inter
face that receives the packet. It can be the iden
tification for either a physical or logical interface. 
The invention makes no assumption on how such 
information is actually obtained. However, the 
interface information is required for each packet 
being received. 

[0157] Label: This can be, for example, a Layer-2 
or MPLS header. A Layer-2 header can be an 
Ethernet MAC and VLAN tag, a Frame Relay 
DLCI, or an ATM VCINPI. It is noteworthy that 
a received packet may have been encapsulated 
with a Layer-2 header and a MPLS label. In this 
case, two matching keys are defined: one with 
Layer-2 header; the other, MPLS label. In FIG. 
7b, Packet-Filter-1 and Packet-Filter-4 can be 
applied to the same packet. 
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[0158] Outgoing Optical Connection: This is the con
nection that the packet will be injected into as it 
enters the provider network. 

[0159] Encapsulation Label: The label for each data 
flow. It will be encapsulated with the packet. 

[0160] Filter Priority: The importance of the filter. As 
mentioned above, a packet may be encapsulated with 
both Layer-2 and MPLS. Thus, two matching filters 
may be found. We use the Filter Priority to decide 
which filter should be applied to the packet. In FIG. 
7b, if a packet received from Port-1 that matches to 
both Packet-Filter-1 and Packet-Filter-4, Packet-Fil
ter-1 will be chosen since it has a higher priority. 

[0161] Guaranteed QoS: This is an optional field 
when QoS (quality of service) is an issue. If so, each 
data flow should comply within a fixed traffic bound
ary. Otherwise, traffic congestion may result within 
an optical connection. This field maintains the guar
anteed QoS for the flow. For packets that do not 
comply, a user-defined traffic conditioning mecha
nism will be used. The mechanism itself is beyond 
the scope of this invention. 

[0162] As shown in FIG. 7b, the packet filter table 60 is 
populated with data showing the various types of packets 
that may be processed including Ethernet, ATM, FR and 
MPLS. Indeed, in this populated packet filter table 60, the 
PPE 15 is handling 4 different flows each with a unique 
encapsulation label. The corresponding outgoing optical 
connection fields are associated with each of these packet 
types. 

[0163] As further shown in FIG. 7a, the data packets that 
arrive at the packet filter may be in the form of a layer 2 data 
(L2) with an associated packet or frame structure encapsu
lating the L2 data. Alternatively, an MPLS data with an 
associated packet or frame structure may also arrive at the 
packet filter 65. At element 75, the element 75 pushes a 
pre-negotiated encapsulation label onto the L2 packet or 
MPLS packet. When a control message is received from 
switch controller 50 via PPE controller 70, the element 75 
also pushes a pre-negotiated encapsulation label onto the 
control message. With the encapsulation label added, the 
data flow is next sent to the circuit filter 85 before being 
output as a logical circuit (SNC or sub-network connection) 
to the next stage which is the mapping engine 17 as shown 
in FIG. 4. 

[0164] FIG. 15a shows in more detail the processing 
performed by the PPE 15 on a data packet received from a 
data interface. As shown therein, the PPE 15 receives ( 400) 
a packet from a data port and then the packet filter 65 parses 
(405) the layer-2 (and perhaps the MPLS header if present) 
and searches the packet filter table 60. 

[0165] The packet filter 65 then decides (410) whether 
there is a match with the packet filter table 60. If not, then 
the packet is dropped ( 440) thereby ending processing for 
the received packet. 

[0166] If there is a match, the flow proceeds and decides 
( 415) if there is more than one matching filter which may be 
the case if the packet is encapsulated with both Layer-2 and 
MPLS headers (or other multiple headers as may be the 
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case). More than one header cases the packet filter 65 to 
choose ( 445) the header with the highest priority (see filter 
priority field in Fib. 7b). 

[0167] The traffic condition may then be determined 
( 420). When a filter is found for a packet, the traffic 
condition for that flow, such as the bandwidth consumed by 
the flow, will be known. The packet filter 65 and packet filter 
table 60 keep track of the QoS information for all flows. If, 
by receiving this packet, it will cause the flow's QoS 
parameters (such as bandwidth consumption) to be over its 
defined limit, the PPE 15 will apply traffic conditioning to 
the packet, either dropping or tagging the packet. With this 
information, the packet filter 65 may then determine (425) if 
the traffic condition is within a QoS limit. The invention 
does not define the actual mechanism for the packet filter 65 
to come to that decision 425; rather, it only operates on the 
final outcome. If not within the QoS limit, then the traffic 
condition or rule is followed 450 meaning that the traffic is 
dropped or tagged. If ( 455) not tagged, the packet is dropped 
( 440). If it is tagged, the flow proceeds to the encapsulation 
( 430) step. Steps 420, 425, 450, 455 are considered option 
and implemented only when QoS is a factor. 

[0168] The encapsulation (430) involves looking up the 
encapsulation label from the packet filter table 60 and 
pushing the encapsulation label onto the packet as illustrated 
in FIG. 7a. Then, the encapsulated packet may be sent ( 435) 
out to the outgoing optical connection as defined in the 
packet filter table 60. 

[0169] In general, the PPE 15 performs the following 
processes. Since each SONET cross-connection can carry 
traffic from multiple L2 users, it is necessary to be able to 
distinguish individual user's frames at place where de
multiplexing takes place. The PPE takes care of this by 
pushing an encapsulation label onto every L2 frame that will 
enter the provider network. The encapsulation label may 
come from the negotiation between provider edges using 
LDP. 

[0170] At exiting edge, the encapsulation label will be 
popped, and the original frames will be recovered and 
delivered out to the destination customer. This process is 
described below in more detail in relation to FIG. 15b and 
the circuit filter table of FIG. 7c. 

[0171] FIG. 7c: Circuit Filter Table 

[0172] The Circuit Filter Table has the following 
attributes: 

[0173] Searching Key: Optical Connection and Label 

[0174] Optical Connection: The connection where 
a packet is received. It can be a SONET VCG 
(Virtual Concatenation Group) or an optical inter
face 

[0175] Label: This is the label that has been 
inserted at the ingress of the data flow. It is used 
to identify a specific data flow. 

[0176] Outgoing Data Interface: The interface where 
the packet to be forwarded. As shown in FIG. 7c, all 
control messages go to "Host Interface", which is the 
Switch Controller in this case. 

[0177] Overwritten Label: It is possible that the cus
tomer may want to change a packet's Layer-2 label 
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as it traverses through the optical network. One such 
instance is that the customers want to change Eth
ernet VLAN values to satisfy Ethernet bridging 
protocol requirements. Overwritten Label contains 
the new label information. PPE is responsible for the 
label over-writing. 

[0178] Guaranteed QoS: Each data flow must comply 
within a fixed traffic boundary. Otherwise, this may 
result in traffic congestion at outgoing data port. This 
field maintains the guaranteed QoS for the flow. For 
packets that do not comply, a user-defined traffic 
conditioning mechanism will be used. The mecha
nism itself is beyond the scope of this invention. 

[0179] As shown in FIG. 15b, the PPE 15 performs the 
following processes when receiving a packet from an optical 
connection. First, the PPE fetches (500) the packet from an 
optical connection. The circuit filter 85 may then parse (505) 
the encapsulation label from the packet and use it to search 
the circuit filter table 80 (see FIG. 7c). The results of the 
circuit filter table 80 search are used to determine ( 510) if 
there is exactly one match. If not, the packet is dropped 
(540) and this event is recorded. 

[0180] If there is only one match, then the circuit filter 85 
may determine (515) the traffic condition. Once again, the 
circuit filter is keeping track of the QoS parameters, (band
width, delay, and packet dropped etc.) for every flow. If by 
receiving this packet causes the flow's QoS parameters 
going over the limit, we will have to either drop or tag the 
packet.) The results of this determination ( 515) are used to 
decide (520) if the traffic condition is over the QoS limit. If 
yes, then the packet is (tagged or dropped) (545) according 
to the QoS rule stored in the circuit filter table 80 for that 
packet. A decision (550) is based on whether the packet is 
tagged or dropped: if to be dropped the flow proceeds to 
drop (540) the packet; otherwise, the flow proceeds to 
remove (525) the encapsulation label. Like the QoS pro
cessing described above in relation to FIG. 15a, these steps 
are option if QoS is not a factor in the system. 

[0181] After removing (525) the label, the circuit filter 85 
decides (530) whether to require overwriting of the packet 
header. See the description for the parameter above for 
details. If yes, the circuit filter 85 overwrites the header 
according to the entry for that circuit contained in the circuit 
filter table 80. If the entry indicates that the label is not to be 
overwritten than the PPE 15 sends out the packet through the 
data interface defined in the circuit filter table 80 for that 
packet. In this way, the data flow arriving from the provider 
network may be correctly routed to the correct data interface 
and, ultimately, to the correct client edge node. 

[0182] Since the control messages come as labeled pack
ets, the circuit filter table 80 will match them to "host 
interface". The sending step 535 will send regular packets to 
data interfaces, and control messages to this "host interface" 
which is the switch controller 20 itself. 

[0183] FIG. 16 and session table 7d further explain the 
control messaging procedures. PPE controller 70 imple
ments the process of FIG. 16 with access to the session table 
25 of FIG. 7d. 
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[0184] FIG. 7d: Session Table 

[0185] The Session Table 25 has the following attributes: 

[0186] Searching Key: Control Message ID 

[0187] Each control message carries a unique ID to 
identify which "peering session" it belongs to. A 
peering session is a logical connection between 
two edge nodes. It is used to exchange control 
information between two nodes. For example, in 
pseudo-wire operation, the customer may apply 
LDP [RFC3036] to negotiate data flows. LDP 
operates over TCP. Between two edge nodes, all 
control messages go over a TCP session that can 
be uniquely identified with TCP Sender Port Num
ber, and IP addresses. In this invention disclosure, 
we shall not specify the exact message ID format. 
However, it is reasonable to assume that each 
control message carries enough information to 
identify the session to which it belongs. 

[0188] As an example, in FIG. 7d, there are three 
sessions that are identified with TCP and UDPport 
numbers. 

[0189] Outgoing Optical Connection: This is the con
nection that the control messages will be injected 
into. 

[0190] Encapsulation Label: The identifiable label 
for the control message. PPE will insert this label to 
the control message. 

[0191] Guaranteed QoS: All control messages within 
a session will have a fixed network resource level. 
This is designed to protect the control messages from 
potential congestion caused by regular data traffic. 

[0192] The process begins by the PPE controller 70 
receiving (600) a control message from the switch controller 
20 which is then parsed (605) to find the ID as explained 
above. 

[0193] The PPE controller 70 then searches (610) the 
session table 25 according to the control message ID parsed 
(605) from the control message. The results of the search are 
used to decide ( 615) if there is a match such that the 
corresponding entry may be retrieved from the session table 
25. If not match, the message is dropped (640) and the event 
recorded. If there is a match, the PPE controller 70 may 
perform some QoS processing (steps 620, 625, 645, 650, 
640) that are analogous to the QoS processing described 
above in relation to FIGS. 15a and 15b such that a repetition 
here is not necessary. Again, this QoS processing is consid
ered an optional but desirable feature. 

[0194] After QoS processing, the PPE may then send 
( 635) out the control message to the associated optical 
interface (identified by the entry in the session table 25 for 
that control message) as a data payload. Specifically, the 
control message is tunneled as payload within a SONET, 
SDH or OTN frame payload and thereby shares its fate with 
the packet data being carried by the provider network. 

[0195] Provisioning of Pseudo-Wires 

[0196] The conventional LDP (label distribution protocol, 
RFC3036) is used by the invention to setup and manage 
pseudo wires: each pseudo-wire runs over a bi-directional 
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cross-connection such as a SONET, SDH, or OTN cross
connection. Each pseudo-wire includes two unidirectional 
paths, one in each direction. Each provider edge initiates the 
setup of the path on behalf of ingress L2 traffic. 

[0197] Each path may be uniquely identified by the triple 
<sender, receiver, encapsulation label>. The triple is part of 
the message sent between nodes during the label negotiation 
phase shown in FIG. 17. The VCID is an example of an 
encapsulation label that may be used by the invention. A 
conventional VCID label is a 32-bit quantity that must be 
unique in the context of a single LDP session between two 
provider edges. For a given pseudo-wire, the same encap
sulation label (e.g. VCID) must be used when setting up both 
paths. 

[0198] As described during our discussion on FIG. 3, to 
aggregate a data flow and thus establish a pseudo-wire, the 
network operator first downloads all the mapping informa
tion to the provider edge nodes. Through LDP, two provider 
edge nodes negotiate encapsulation label for a data flow. 

[0199] To create a pseudo wire between two provider 
edges, the network operator needs to provide the IP 
addresses of the provider edges, and assign a, for example, 
32-bit VCID to represent this pseudo wire. To support 
Ethernet VLAN services, the operator needs to feed VLAN
ID's to both provider edges as well. 

[0200] Through LDP, two provider edge nodes exchange 
encapsulation label, physical port and VLAN information, 
and negotiate the encapsulation labels. Specifically, LDP 
will use Virtual Circuit FEC and Generic Label FEC during 
label negotiation. Upon completion, the provider edge nodes 
will program hardware for frame classification and MPLS 
label encapsulation. The detailed operation of LDP is con
ventional and beyond the scope of this invention. 

[0201] FIG. 17 further explains the process of setting up 
a pseudo wire over optical network according to the inven
tion. Essentially, FIG. 17 is a sequence diagram that per
forms the following processes. 

[0202] 1. Initially, there exists an operational optical 
connection between provider edge nodes (Node-1 
and Node-2 in FIG. 17). Traditionally, in carrier 
networks, such connections are static in nature
they are not frequently modified once established. 

[0203] 2. Node-1 and Node-2 will establish a peering 
session over the optical connection. The method for 
session establishment is to inject control messages 
into the connection, and each control message is 
encapsulated with an identifiable label. (See the 
description for FIGS. 7 and 7d above) 

[0204] 3. Upon the establishment of the peering 
session, Network Operator will issue data flow setup 
requests to both Node-1 and Node-2. The request 
will include the following information: 

[0205] a. The data interfaces that packets will 
traverse. 

[0206] b. The optical connection the packets need 
to aggregate into. 

[0207] c. The QoS (bandwidth) requirements for 
each flow. 
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[0208] d. Optionally, the packet Layer-2label to be 
overwritten (see the description for FIG. 7c) 

[0209] 4. The integrity of the requests is maintained 
by the network operators, and is beyond the scope of 
this invention. 

[0210] 5. Node-1 and Node-2 will exchange control 
messages and negotiate the labels to be used by the 
data flows. An example of the label negotiation is 
described in [draft-martini]. 

[0211] 6. Upon the completion of the label negotia
tion, Node-1 and Node-2 will update the data-plane 
with the label information, that is, to populate the 
packet filter table 60 and the circuit filter table 80 on 
the PPE 15. 

[0212] 7. Data flow can now be transmitted over the 
optical connection. 

[0213] FIG. 18 further explains the process of tearing 
down or deleting a pseudo wire according to the invention. 
Essentially, FIG. 18 is a sequence diagram that performs the 
following processes. 

[0214] 1. The Network Operator sends the deletion 
requests to both Node-1 and Node-2. 

[0215] 2. Node-1 and Node-2 will exchange control 
messages and withdraw the labels that are previously 
allocated for the data flow. In case of SONET 
connection failure or operational teardown, LDP is 
responsible for withdrawing labels at provider edges 

[0216] 3. Upon the completion of the operation, 
Node-1 and Node-2 will update the data plane by 
deleting the corresponding entries from the Packet/ 
Circuit Filter Tables. 

[0217] FIG. 19 further explains the process of handing 
outages on the optical connections that affect one or more 
pseudo wires according to the invention. Essentially, FIG. 
19 is a sequence diagram that performs the following 
processes. 

[0218] 1. The optical connection between Node-1 
and Node-2 is no longer working. This could be the 
result of a planned outage by the carriers, or a link 
failure in the network. The outage may be detected in 
any number of conventional fashions and such detec
tion is outside the scope of this invention. 

[0219] 2. Node-1 and Node-2 will update the data
plane immediately. One action is to suspend all the 
relevant Packet/Circuit Filters on PPE. Another 
option is to reroute the traffic to another optical 
connection. The mechanism of rerouting at pseudo
wire level is beyond the scope of this invention. 

[0220] 3. Node-1 and Node-2 will notify the condi
tion to Network Operator. 

[0221] Alternative Architectures Benefiting from Inven
tion 

[0222] The switch fabric 32 is a generalized interconnect 
between line modules. The interconnects are for optical 
connections and may also include an additional packet flow 
interconnect to exchange packet data between modules prior 
to the mapping engine function. The implementation of the 
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fabric interconnects is outside the scope the invention and 
does not impact the invention functions. Conceptually, it is 
convenient to consider two independent switch fabrics as 
shown in FIGS. 8 through 13b; the TDM switch fabric 30 
for optical connections and the packet fabric 34 for packet 
data that has not been mapped to an optical connection. 
However, in practice the interconnect function may be 
implemented in any fashion and with any number of tech
nologies. Examples of other fabric implementations include 
a single TDM switch fabric, a single packet switch fabric, 
and technologies may include any pure electrical, or a hybrid 
optical/electrical switch fabric. 

[0223] Some higher-level architectural details and alter
natives will be explored in this section. All of these arc hi
tectures clearly benefit by utilizing the inventive concepts as 
further explained below. 

[0224] The invention described herein may be imple
mented on any form of optical connection switch. Given the 
variety of sizes and designs of switches and the varying 
needs in data packet capacity requirements, it is natural that 
there are many possible configurations for incorporating the 
functionality described in the invention into such switch 
designs. 

[0225] Generally speaking, the functional elements of the 
switch described herein are not required to be oriented or 
arranged as shown in FIG. 8. For example, the PPE 15 may 
be located on a dedicated field replaceable card independent 
of the line modules 40, switch controller 20, or switch fabric 
32 as shown in FIG. 9. 

[0226] As further shown in the packet-data-enabled opti
cal connection switch 5' configuration of FIG. 9, the packet 
server 90 contains the PPE 15 and mapping engine 17 while 
the MAC 12 is contained on a simplified Packet Access Line 
Module (PALM'10'). The TDM Line Module 40 is a con
ventional optical connection originating/terminating module 
as in FIG. 8. The switch 5' shown in FIG. 9 is a simplified 
diagram of a practical switch and has only one PALM'10', 
one TDM line module 40 and one packet server 90 but it is 
to be understood that in a practical implementation that a 
plurality of these elements are includes to provide the switch 
with greater capacity. 

[0227] Comparing the FIG. 9 configuration of the switch 
5' against the FIG. 8 configuration, the mapping engines 17 
function identically. The PPE 15 functions are also identical 
but implementation would be different, thus PPE is labeled 
15' in FIG. 9. The switch controller 20 and the tables 25, 60, 
80 would also be the same other than differences in switch 
control coordination of flows to PPE and PPE to optical 
connection which is more complicated. 

[0228] More specifically, the PPE 15' in FIG. 9 sends and 
receives traffic via the mapping engine 17 and packet fabric 
34 while the PPE 15 in FIG. 8 may also send and receive 
traffic via a physical client port via the MAC 12. In both 
configurations the PPE's primary function is to manage 
pseudo-wires in optical connections and translate and man
age packet data flows from/to the pseudo-wires. 

[0229] In order to benefit from statistical multiplexing 
gain, many pseudo-wires (on the order of 1,000 s or 10,000 
s) will be carried in each optical connection. The data flows 
that are translated into these pseudo-wires will normally 
connect to the packet-data-enabled optical connection 
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switch over many different physical ports. These physical 
ports may be located on several different PALMs 10. The 
PPE 15 will aggregate these multiple pseudo-wires and use 
traffic shaping principals to share one or more optical 
connections between the pseudo-wires. The source/destina
tion flow associated with each pseudo-wire may reach the 
PPE via a MAC 12 located on the PALM 10 with the PPE 
15, or it may be forwarded via the packet fabric 34 from a 
PPE 15 located on another PALM 10. This is the architecture 
shown in FIG. 8. 

[0230] As the space and power limits of the PALM 10 will 
limit the size and capacity of the PPE 15 that can be located 
on the PALM 10, it may be desirable to locate the PALM on 
a dedicated module like the packet server 90 shown in FIG. 
9. In this configuration, the PPE'15' operates as described 
above. 

[0231] The packet server 90 is essentially another example 
of switch architecture with the PPE and other data functions 
included. 

[0232] As described earlier, the implementation of the 
interconnect switch fabric 32 is beyond the scope of the 
invention. Depending on the implementation of the packet 
data interconnect function 34, it may be necessary to trans
late the packet data traffic from/to the PPE 15, 15' into a 
compatible format for the interconnect. In FIG. 9, the packet 
fabric interface 16 is fulfilling this function. This is a detail 
that could be considered part of the packet fabric/intercon
nect implementation and removed from the figure as in 
FIGS. 10-13a. 

[0233] More specifically, the switch 5' may contain mul
tiple packet server modules 55 to increase the packet pro
cessing capacity of the switch 5' and/or for redundancy as 
shown in FIG. 10. As shown therein, n PALM' modules 
labeled 10'-1 through 10'-n are provided. In addition, j 
packet servers labeled 90-1 through 90-j are also provided. 

[0234] Packet traffic transmitted between PALM'10' cards 
and packet server 90 cards can be carried over a packet 
switch fabric 34 or interconnect as shown in FIG. 10. The 
packet switch fabric 34 or interconnect may be implemented 
any number of ways. Examples of implementations include 
but are not limited to a dedicated packet switch element 
contained on a field replaceable switching card; dedicated 
backplane traces between PALMs 10' and packet servers 90; 
an asynchronous crossbar switch; or dedicated connections 
between PALMs 10' and packet servers 90 in the TDM 
switch fabric 30. 

[0235] A packet switch fabric 34 or interconnect may be 
used in the packet-data-enabled optical connection switch 5' 
even if the architecture does not include packet server 
modules 90. As shown in FIG. 8, a packet switch fabric 34 
or interconnect can be used to transmit packets between 
PPEs located on multiple PALMs (e.g. between PPE 15-1 on 
PALM 10-1 and PPE 15-n on PALM 10-n. Transmitting 
packets between PPEs 15 in such a fashion allows aggre
gation of packet data from multiple physical ports that reside 
on different PALMs 

[0236] An advantage of a packet-data-enabled optical con
nection switch 5, 5' is that the same network element can 
used to switch a variety of types of traffic. Traditional TDM 
circuit traffic is switched similarly as on traditional optical 
connection switches via a TDM fabric such as TDM fabric 
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32 and TDM line modules 40, 41 as shown in FIG. 12. 
Simultaneously, the packet-data-enabled optical connection 
switch 5, 5' can be switching L2 packet flows into pseudo
wires over optical connection as described in the invention 
and shown in FIG. 13 for the case of a packet server 
architecture. The PPE 15' and PALM 10' may be imple
mented to also allow packet switching between packet data 
ports as shown in FIG. 11. 

[0237] As mentioned earlier, an intermediate provider 
node may have the capability to overwrite an encapsulation 
label. Such a node would most likely contain a PPE 15 or 15' 
and mapping engine 17 to perform this function. One reason 
to overwrite the encapsulation label at an intermediate node 
would be to aggregate multiple pseudo-wires arriving at the 
node on different optical connections onto a common out
bound optical connection. 

[0238] An example of the data path through packet-data
enabled optical connection switch with packet server archi
tecture is shown in FIG. 13a In this example, an optical 
connection containing packet data traffic arrives at the 
switch on TDM line module 40-1 and is switched via the 
TDM switch fabric 32 to the mapping engine 17-1located 
on packet server 90-1. The PPE 15-1 will process the 
recovered packet as described earlier but the outgoing data 
interface entry in the circuit filter table will contain a value 
that reserved for the PPE to loop the packet back into the 
PPE 15-1 similar to if it were to have arrived from the packet 
fabric/interconnect 34. The PPE 15-1 will then process the 
packet again and based on the packet filter table 60 send the 
packet to the mapping engine 17-1 to go out another optical 
connection. This other optical connection, originating from 
the mapping engine 17-1 is switched via the TDM switch 
fabric 32 to the associated outbound TDM LM, 40-m in 
FIG. 13a. 

[0239] As noted previously, the different types of L2 traffic 
supported by the packet-data-enabled optical connection 
switch may require multiple MACs 12 and/or multiple types 
of PALMs 10, 10'. Additionally, the PALM 10, 10' may 
contain multiple physical ports that may or may not be 
sending/receiving the same type of L2 traffic. 

[0240] In a general case, a sub-set of ports on the PALM 
may send/receive conventional TDM optical connection 
traffic so that the PALM also functions as a TDM LM on a 
sub-set or all of the traffic. Similarly, a mixture of conven
tional TDM traffic and L2 traffic may arrive on the same 
physical port of a PALM. In this case, the L2 traffic is 
contained in a TDM transport frame that is multiplexed with 
other transport frames into a single high-speed TDM frame. 
In order to access the L2 traffic, the PALM 10, 10' would 
perform conventional TDM add/drop multiplexing (ADM) 
functionality to terminate the TDM connection containing 
the L2 traffic and pass the remaining TDM connections to 
the TDM switch fabric. 

[0241] For example, a physical port on a PALM may be 
receiving/transmitting a SONET OC48 signal with the first 
12 STSs carrying ATM traffic and the remaining 36 STSs 
carrying TDM circuit traffic that is to be switched to other 
TDM outbound ports on the switch. The PALM 10, 10' 
would first demultiplex the OC48 signal using conventional 
means. The resultant tributary that contained the ATM traffic 
would be terminated and the L2 packets recovered and 
forwarded to the PPE. The remaining TDM tributaries 
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would be forwarded to the TDM switch fabric 32, similar to 
how they would have been handled had they arrived at the 
switch on a TDM LM port. 

[0242] Example Of Inventive Operation 

[0243] In this section, we walk through an example of how 
a carrier provisions a pseudo-wire between SONET 
switches, such as a CoreDirector® (CD) switch made by 
CIENA Corporation. 

[0244] As shown in FIG. 20, CD-1 (IP loopback address 
1.1.1.1) and CD-2 (IP loopback 2.2.2.2) are provided in a 
network having other (unlabelled) CDs that serve as inter
mediate nodes in the provider network. A customer attaches 
to port 1 on CD-1 using VLAN ID 100, and to port 2 on 
CD-2 using VALN ID 200. Inside the SONET transport 
network, SNC-12 is established ahead of time. SNC-12 can 
be used to carry Ethernet traffic between CD-1 and CD-2. 

[0245] Both CD-1 and CD-2 use LDP to discover each 
other. This allows both nodes to exchange control informa
tion to setup the pseudo wires. All control messages are 
tunneled through SNC-12 asSONET payload and encapsu
lated with a MPLS "IP4 Explicit NULL Label". 

[0246] Once a SNC is in place, establishing a pseudo wire 
includes three basic steps: 

[0247] 1. Network Operator Provisioning: 

[0248] Each VCID uniquely identifies a pseudo wire 
between a pair of edge nodes. At each node we 
associate a port/VLAN with a remote edge (loop back 
address) and VCID. In the example, the network 
operator picks VCID 50 to identify the pseudo wire 
between (Port 1, VLAN 100) on CD-1 to (Port 2, 
VLAN 200) on CD-2. All necessary information is 
downloaded to CD-1 and CD-2. 

[0249] 2. MPLS Label Advertisement and Solicitation: 

[0250] Upon the completion of the provisioning pro
cess, LDP automatically exchanges pseudo wire 
information between CD-1 and CD-2. CD-1 adver
tises MPLS label1000 for VCID 50 to CD-2. Simi
larly, CD-2 advertises label 2000 for VCID 50 to 
CD-1. 

[0251] 3. Data Plane Setup: 

[0252] After MPLS labels have been exchanged, the 
edge nodes program the data plane for pseudo-wire 
operation. CD-1 will program the PPE as follows: 

[0253] For all Ethernet frames received from Port 
1 with VLAN 100, push label 2000, and send the 
frames through SNC-12. 

[0254] For all Ethernet frames carried over 
SONET arriving on SNC-12 with label 1000, 
rewrite VLAN-ID to 100, send them through Port 
1. 

[0255] Similar rules are configured on CD-2 for frames 
going to CD-1. 

[0256] Advantages Of Invention: 

[0257] Martini's pseudo-wire approach provides a 
uniformed method to carry all types of layer-2 traffic 
over a carrier's backbone network. However, the 
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backbone must be MPLS/IP-enabled. Traditionally, 
carriers are very careful with setting up SONET 
cross-connections inside their networks. In many 
cases, SO NET connections are well provisioned with 
a rich set of features for network resource allocation, 
traffic restoration, and link protection, etc. Thus, 
instead of building pseudo-wires over a MPLS back
bone, it would be desirable to use SONET cross
connects to carry pseudo-wire traffic directly. 

[0258] If backbone networks deliver only layer-2 
frames between edges, it may be more economical 
from both an equipment and management expense 
point of view to provide the "tunneling" functional
ity on top of the SONET cross-connects directly, 
rather than building another layer of tunneling 
mechanism running on top of optical transport net
works. 

[0259] In the invention, optical transport networks 
can be used to support both traditional voice traffic as 
well as data packets. The transport backbones can be 
provisioned and administrated as they have been for 
years. Only at network edges, pseudo wires are 
established to transfer data traffic. Thus, the overall 
transport management system is not disturbed. 

[0260] By creating pseudo wires on top of SONET 
cross-connects, carriers can better utilize network 
resource by mapping individual user traffic onto 
SONET virtual concatenated trunks, and adapt 
mechanisms such as LCAS to fine-tune bandwidth 
reservations. Since the pseudo wires and the optical 
cross-connections are originated from the same edge 
nodes, this can potentially reduce network operation 
cost for carriers. 

[0261] The carriers can aggregate data traffic into 
transport networks directly from network edge. 
There is no need to introduce UNI or NNI interfaces 
to bring data traffic into the optical domain. Mapping 
pseudo-wires into pre-established SNC's automati
cally can eliminate the undesired effect of creating 
and deleting SNC's dynamically at user and network 
interfaces. 

[0262] From a hardware support point of view, this 
approach will leverage the scalable SO NET switch
ing capability in some of the SONET switches. 
Carriers can bundle and aggregate pseudo-wires into 
fine-granular STS trunks. It is important to realize 
that SONET STS trunks themselves are perfect for 
user flow isolation and bandwidth guarantees. Pro
viding class-of-service or QoS at an STS granularity 
is hence a unique feature that routers cannot cheaply 
replace in the foreseeable future. 

[0263] This invention can aggregate both traditional 
Layer-2 as well as MPLS labeled traffic over optical 
transport networks. As a result, this invention can 
further help network providers to integration ser
vices, such as L2 and L2 VPN, more economically. 
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[0264] Second Embodiment (Admission Control Appara
tus, System and Method) 

[0265] Terminology of Second Embodiment 

[0266] Due to the possibility of a common environment, 
hardware and application, the second embodiment may use 
many of the same devices, processes and techniques of the 
first embodiment. However, it is to be noted that the second 
embodiment may be applied within a much broader context 
than the first embodiment. Specifically, the second embodi
ment may be applied to electrical transport networks that 
utilize routers and/or L2 switches. Some of the differences 
are pointed out below in this terminology section while 
specific hardware and operational differences are explained 
in following sections. 

[0267] CE: Customer Edge. This is also referred as a 
customer data node or customer edge node through
out this specification. The CE may be a router or a 
switch. 

[0268] PE: Provider Edge. This is a device (also 
referred to herein as a provider edge node) that either 
routes or switches traffic. In the context of the second 
embodiment of the invention, a PE can be a router, 
a Layer-2 switch or an optical switch. 

[0269] Ingress: This refers to traffic entering a pro
vider's backbone from aCE. 

[0270] Egress: This refers to traffic leaving a provid
er's backbone toward a CE. 

[0271] Data Tunnel: A data forwarding connection 
between two PE's. A data tunnel can be a MPLS 
label-switched-path (LSP), a SONET/SDH cross
connect, or an optical connection. Throughout this 
second embodiment one of the primary consider
ations is traffic engineering that may be applied 
within the backbone portion of the network to data 
connections to/from the backbone. 

[0272] Data Interface: An interface that points to a 
CE, and is responsible for receiving packets from 
customer networks. 

[0273] Data Flow: A stream of packets that can be 
uniquely identified through packet headers or the 
received physical interface. In the context of the 
invention, each Data Flow will be encapsulated with 
labels and aggregated into a Data Tunnel. That is, 
each Data Tunnel can aggregate multiple Data 
Flows. 

[0274] Pseudo-wires: One pseudo-wire maps to one 
Data Flow. A Pseudo-wire is the Data Flow with all 
packets encapsulated with a label. This description 
interchanges the terms Pseudo-wire or Data Flow 
during for simplicity and clarity. 

[0275] Initiating Point: the PE node that initiates the 
creation of a pseudo-wire. 

[0276] Terminating Point: the PE node that termi
nates a pseudo-wire. Note that each pseudo-wire 
may be a bidirectional data flow, thus, there may be 
no significant functional difference between an Ini
tiating and a Terminating point. 
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[0277] AC Logic: Pseudo-wire Admission Control 
Logic (see FIG. 24). This logical entity controls the 
admission control procedure during pseudo-wire 
setup and tear down. An actual implementation of 
AC Logic 220 is a software process running on a 
control module of a router or switch but thisAC logic 
220 could also be implemented with an ASIC, 
FPGA, etc as is known in the art. 

[0278] The first embodiment described above does not 
fully address the issues concerning data flow aggregation 
and the resulting potential for traffic congestion. In the 
context of pseudo wires used by the first embodiment and 
also described in conventional pseudo wire techniques such 
as Pseudo Wire Emulation Edge-to-Edge (PWE3), each data 
tunnel (such as an optical connection or a MPLS label
switched-path) between two provider edge nodes is capable 
of aggregating multiple data flows. The aggregation of such 
data flows can cause real and difficult congestion problems 
that need to be resolved. 

[0279] This congestion problem is magnified for those 
data flows that require service guarantees from provider 
backbone networks. If such quality of service guarantees are 
made then the provider edges should apply some type of 
admission control to regulate both incoming and outgoing 
data traffic. Otherwise, the quality of service guarantee 
cannot be consistently met with the result being that the 
provider may lose customers, be forced to pay fines, etc. 
While the need for admission control on incoming traffic 
flows is apparent and a relatively easy problem to solve, 
such admission control requirements on outgoing traffic 
flows can be subtle and tricky to resolve. 

[0280] FIG. 23a shows a scenario that exemplifies the 
need for admission control on outgoing data flows. As 
shown therein, both Customer Nodes 1 and 3 communicate 
with Customer Node 2. There exists one pseudo-wire, 
PW12, between Provider Edge Nodes 1 and 2 to transfer 
data traffic between Customer Node 1 and 2. Similarly, a 
pseudo-wire, PW32, is used to carry traffic between Cus
tomer Node 3 and 2. PW12 and PW32 require network 
bandwidth (BW) resources BW _12 and BW _32, respec
tively. 

[0281] Within the provider backbone, the provider may 
deploy techniques such as MPLS in a router backbone, and 
GMPLS or OSRP (optical signal routing protocol developed 
by CIENA Corporation) in an optical network backbone to 
manage the data connections between provider edge nodes. 
As a result, the packets are not likely to experience any 
traffic disturbance inside the backbone but this is not true of 
the ingress and egress data interfaces. 

[0282] In the example illustrated in FIG. 23a, both 
pseudo-wires (PW12 and PW32) exit the network at the 
same data interface on Provider Edge Node 2. The data 
interface, therefore, must have enough capacity to handle 
data traffic that is the "sum" of both pseudo-wires (BW _ 
12+ BW _32). Otherwise, data traffic from Customer Node 1 
and 3 may experience congestion at the data interface. This 
type of data service is unacceptable, and can be quite costly, 
particularly considering that data traffic has been well pro
visioned and delivered within the backbone, but dropped at 
the last leg of the transmission-the egress interface. 

[0283] Note that network resources are generally multi
dimensional vectors and may contain information such as 
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bandwidth, priority, and service classes. Therefore, it may 
not be possible to strictly add two resources. For example, 
one pseudo-wire may call for a higher bandwidth and 
another calls for a higher priority. In such a case, instead of 
simply "adding" up two resource vectors, the resource 
merging routines at the egress interface of the provider edge 
node must be able to return a third resource vector that is at 
least as large as each; mathematically, this is the "least upper 
bound" (LUB). When the term "adding" resources is used 
herein, it is meant to refer to a LUB operation or equivalent. 

[0284] To provide edge-to-edge service guarantees, it is 
critical to provision network resource on egress provider 
edge nodes. There are a number of conventional methods to 
achieve this goal each of which has associated disadvantages 
that the present invention seeks to avoid: 

[0285] 1. Best-effort: This has been assumed in the 
existing IETF PWE3 framework. This is a reason
able solution if the data service is to deliver best
effort packets only, such as today's Internet IP traffic. 
However, this is not acceptable for transporting 
delay-sensitive traffic, such as voice. 

[0286] 2. Over-provisioning: This is a method that 
over-provisions the egress data interfaces on the 
provider edge nodes to ensure that needed capacity 
will always be present. This approach is only rea
sonable if the providers have the control over the 
links to the customer networks and where excess 
capacity is available for the over-provisioning. How
ever, this may not be the case in many existing 
network configurations, particularly, in situations 
where the provide networks are transport backbones 
running SONET/SDH optical connections, and the 
customer networks are IP router networks. The inter
faces between transport and data networks are 
always administrated separately in current networks 
thereby making such a method unworkable. 

[0287] The present invention proposes a method of 
exchanging data service information between provider edge 
nodes that is based upon but which significantly extends the 
existing PWE3 framework. In the example, at pseudo-wire 
provisioning time, Provider Edge node 2 will be aware of the 
resources required for PW12 and PW32, and allocate appro
priate resource vectors (including bandwidth capacity) 
accordingly. If not enough resources are available, the 
Provider Edge nodes of the invention may apply mecha
nism, such as preemption and resource shuffling, to make 
room for more important pseudo-wires. 

[0288] Control-Plane Service Negotiation Overview 

[0289] FIG. 23b illustrates the operation of service nego
tiation between Provider Edge Nodes. Provider Edge Nodes 
C and H aggregate data flows (solid arrow) from Customer 
Data Node A, B, I and 1 over a data tunnel (heavy black line). 
The data tunnel traverses through a number of backbone 
nodes, D, E and G of the provider backbone network. 

[0290] Provider Edge Nodes C and H use signaling pro
tocols, such as those described above in relation to embodi
ment 1 or by using LDP and draft-martini, to provision 
pseudo-wires. The result of the provisioning is to aggregate 
multiple data flows into a single data tunnel. Each data flow 
is represented as a pseudo-wire within the data tunnel as will 
be described in more detail below in relation to FIG. 31. 
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[0291] In addition to the pseudo-wire information that has 
been described above in the first embodiment, the second 
embodiment requires the provider edge nodes to exchange 
the following information for each data flow (or pseudo
wire): 

[0292] CIR (Committed Information Rate): This 
information describes the amount of bandwidth that 
is required for a given pseudo-wire. This CIR infor
mation is essentially the same, in and of itself, as the 
CIR traditionally used in Frame Relay service offer
ings but is utilized by the invention in a completely 
different context and environment. CIR is derived 
from data flow's average and peak bandwidth 
requirements. Each provider may have different CIR 
settings the description of which is beyond the scope 
of this invention. 

[0293] Class: This information describes the traffic 
class to which a given pseudo-wire belongs. 
Although the description of the class may be the 
same as what has been defined in IETF DiffServ 
(specifically, RFC2597: Assured Forwarding PHB 
Group, http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2597.txt, 
RFC2598: An Expedited Forwarding PHB, http:// 
www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2598.txt) and the class format 
may be the same as DSCP [RFC2474: Definition of 
the Differentiated Services Field (DS Field) in the 
IPv4 and IPv6 Headers http://www.ietf.org/rfc/ 
rfc2474.txt], the application thereof to the specific 
provider edge node admission control techniques of 
the invention is unique. 

[0294] Setup Priority: This information describes the 
priority of a given pseudo-wire with respect to taking 
resources. This value is used in deciding whether this 
pseudo-wire can preempt another pseudo-wire. The 
Setup Priority is assigned by the provider to a 
customer's data flow. During pseudo-wire provision
ing, when this is no sufficient amount of network 
resource, a data flow with higher Setup Priority value 
can preempt the pseudo-wires with lower priority 
from a data tunnel. The concept is elaborated upon in 
detail in the operational section below. 

[0295] Holding Priority: This invention describes the 
priority of the pseudo-wire with respect to holding 
resources. The Holding Priority is used in deciding 
whether this pseudo-wire can be preempted by 
another pseudo-wire. The Holding Priority is 
assigned by the provider to a customer's data flow. 

[0296] Note that the usage of above parameters may exist 
in other technologies. Specifically, CIR is a concept from 
Frame Relay; Traffic Class is the central concept in Internet 
DiffServ service; Setup and Holding Priority have been 
mentioned in RSVP-TE for MPLS [RFC3209]. However, 
they have never been bundled together in the context of 
supporting CE-PE network edge admission control at PE 
nodes nor has this information been exchanged among PE's, 
particularly for the purpose of admission control. 

[0297] System Logical View 

[0298] FIG. 24 is a high-level block diagram of a packet 
access line module 210 and control module 200 for per
forming admission control according to the invention. The 
elements of FIG. 24 may be included within the provider 
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edge nodes illustrated in FIGS. 23a and 23b. In this second 
embodiment, the provider edge nodes may be a router, a 
Layer-2 data switch, or an optical switch that is capable of 
processing data traffic. In the latter case of an optical switch 
capable of processing data traffic, a prime example is the first 
embodiment of the invention that is described above in 
relation to FIGS. 1-22. 

[0299] As shown in FIG. 24, the inventive system 
includes a control module 200 that is responsible for han
dling all control protocol messages including the setup of 
pseudo-wires. As further shown in FIG. 24, the control 
module 200 includes a pseudo-wire manager 222 and a 
pseudo-wire admission control logic 220 that interfaces with 
multiple databases during its operation, which will be 
explained in detail below. The control module 200, pseudo
wire admission control logic 220 and pseudo-wire manager 
222 may all be implemented as software processes and 
executed by an available microprocessor which may already 
be present in the provider edge node. Alternatively, these 
elements may be part executed by a separate microprocessor 
or group of microprocessors or may be implemented by an 
FPGA, ASIC or other combination of hardware and software 
as is generally known in the art. 

[0300] As further shown in FIG. 24, the invention further 
includes a packet-access line module 210. Multiple packet 
access line modules 210 are typically included in an actual 
implementation but for the ease of explanation only one is 
illustrated in FIG. 24. 

[0301] The packet access line modules 210 differ from the 
PALMs 10, 10' of the first embodiment in that the packet 
access line modules 210 are more general and are not so tied 
to the SONET/SDH optical switching environment of the 
first embodiment. In the first embodiment, the PALM 10, 10' 
is responsible for processing MAC packets and maps them 
into an optical connection, thus, it is a component on an 
optical switching device. Whereas in the second embodi
ment, a PALM 210 can process packets from any data 
interface, and send them out to any data interface. Thus, the 
PALM 210 of the second embodiment can be one used on 
routers. However, in both cases, the PALM needs to be 
capable of supporting packet admission control, such as 
policing and shaping. 

[0302] The packet access line modules 210 interface with 
Customer Equipment (CE) Data Nodes, and are responsible 
for aggregating data flows using a multiplexer (not shown) 
or other conventional device for the physical aggregation. 
This could be a line module that interfaces with Customer 
Equipment Data Nodes directly, or a service module that 
process data flows from other line modules within the same 
system. Nevertheless, each Packet-Access Line Module 210 
processes packets coming from multiple data interfaces, and 
aggregates them into multiple outgoing interfaces toward the 
provider's backbone, which is explained below in more 
detail. 

[0303] To interface with the provider backbone, one or 
multiple provider-interface line modules (not shown) should 
be provided as is known in the art. Such provider-interface 
line modules interface with the Packet-Access Line Modules 
210 to inject packets into provider's backbone in the con
ventional fashion. Depending on the type of provider's 
network, they can be a conventional router packet forward
ing module, a Layer-2 switching module, or a TDM switch
ing module (see first embodiment above for an example). 
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[0304] Using or otherwise accessing the control module 
200, network operators request the setup of pseudo-wires. 
The actual details of pseudo-wire setup have been exempli
fied and specified in other relevant documents [draft-martini, 
LDP] a significant variation of which is described above in 
relation to embodiment one. To support the second embodi
ment, the pseudo-wire process needs to maintain the fol
lowing additional information within the databases shown in 
FIG. 24: 

[0305] Session Table 225: The session table 225 may 
be stored in a control message database 218 to 
maintain all the logical connections that the system 
has currently established with other provider edge 
(PE) nodes. Note that each PE node may have 
multiple parallel connections to another PE node, 
which results in having multiple logical peering 
sessions. Each peering session may be a TCP ses
sion, which can be uniquely identified by the com
bination of IP source and destination address, and 
source and destination port numbers. Further details 
of the session table 225 are discussed below in 
relation to FIG. 28. 

[0306] Mapping Tables: A provider-edge node sys
tem of the invention maintains two mapping tables 
within a mapping database 219: a packet filter table 
260 and a circuit filter table 280 are maintained by 
the control module 200 to enable admission control 
The packet filter table 260 is maintained to regulate 
data flows coming into the backbone (from a cus
tomer edge node), while the circuit filter table 280 is 
for controlling data flows leaving the backbone (and 
to be provided to a customer edge node). 

[0307] Resource Tables: The control module 200 also 
includes a pair of resource tables including an 
ingress resource table 232 stored in an ingress data
base 230 and an egress resource table stored in an 
egress database 235. These resource tables respec
tively maintain all data tunnels (provider-bound) and 
data interfaces (CE-bound) on a PE node. A data 
tunnel can be a MPLS Label-Switched-Path, a 
SONET/SDH cross-connection, or an optical 
DWDM connection. A data interface can be any 
interface that can carry data packets, such as Ether
net, FDDI, ATM, POS etc. In the context of the 
invention, all the data tunnels and data interfaces 
described here are always associated with network 
resources such as link bandwidth. There is much less 
relevance for using admission control in networks 
and links that do not support traffic engineering or 
QoS (quality of service). 

[0308] The pseudo-wire controller 215 on each packet 
access line module 210 is responsible for processing the 
actual packets. System-wide control is provided by the 
pseudo-wire manager 222 that keeps track of system-wide 
information (e.g. the control message database 218 and 
session table 225 have system-wide information for the 
pseudo-wire manager 222). In contrast, the pseudo-wire 
controller 215 within each of the Packet Access Line Mod
ules 210 maintains subsets of Mapping Tables and Sessions 
Tables. 

[0309] The packet access line modules 210 also include an 
ingress process 212 that interfaces with an appropriate 
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subset (260-1) of the packet filter table 260 to control 
incoming data flows for that packet access line module 210. 
Similarly, an egress process 217 interfaces with an appro
priate subset (280-1) of the circuit filter table 280 to control 
outgoing data packets for that packet access line module 
210. 

[0310] To support pseudo-wires, the ingress process 212 is 
responsible for encapsulating labels to incoming packets, 
that have a match in the Packet Filter Table 260, while the 
egress process 217 strips off the labels when delivering those 
packets to the customer networks. However, both processes 
may share the same set of traffic conditioning mechanisms 
in regulating incoming traffic. Some of the typical and 
conventional traffic conditioning mechanisms that may be 
used by the invention include RED ("Random early detec
tion gateways for congestion avoidance", Sally Floyd, Van 
Jacobson, IEEE Transaction Networking, 1993), Token 
Bucket, protective buffer management ("Protective buffer 
management policies", I. Cidon, R. Guerin, and A. Khamisy, 
IEEE Trans. Networking, 1994), and WFQ ("Analysis and 
simulation of a fair queuing algorithm", A Demers, S. 
Keshav and S. Shenker, Journal of Internetworking, 1990). 
By applying these mechanisms, packet traffic flows will 
behave according to the QoS parameters defined between 
PE's. 

[0311] The pseudo-wire controller 215 generally operates 
as follows: When sending control messages within data 
tunnels, pseudo-wire controller 215 relies on the session 
table 225 to determine where to forward the control mes
sages. In other words, the pseudo-wire controller 215 gen
erally operates like the PPE controller 70 of the first embodi
ment details of which are provided above. 

[0312] Before turning to details of the inventive operation, 
the tables and databases used by the invention will be 
discussed. 

[0313] Packet Filter Table 260 

[0314] The packet filter tables are for the purpose of 
handling packets coming from the customer equipment (CE) 
on the ingress interfaces. FIG. 26 illustrates a packet filter 
table 260 that is relevant to and used by the invention. Like 
the packet filter table 60 of the first embodiment, the packet 
filter table 260 of the second embodiment includes several 
data fields in common, namely, the data interface, label, data 
tunnel, and encapsulation label data that are described above 
in more detail. The packet filter table 260 of the second 
embodiment, however, includes additional data fields as 
further described below: 

[0315] A Searching Key which includes the packet's 
(incoming) data interface and label information. 

[0316] (Incoming) data interface: This is the inter
face that receives the packet. It can be the iden
tification for either a physical or logical interface. 
The invention makes no assumption on how such 
information is actually obtained. However, the 
interface information is required for each packet 
being received. In some applications, the system 
can direct incoming traffic base on the incoming 
data interface information only. 

[0317] Label: This can be, for example, a Layer-2 
header. ALayer-2 header can be an Ethernet MAC 
and VLAN tag, a Frame Relay DLCI, or an ATM 
VCI/VPI. 
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[0318] Data Tunnel: This is the connection that the 
packet will be injected into as it enters the provider 
network. As shown in the figure, a data tunnel can a 
MPLS LSP, a SO NET Virtual Concatenation path, or 
an optical cross-connect. 

[0319] Encapsulation Label: The label for each data 
flow. It will be encapsulated with the packet. The 
encapsulation label can be in MPLS label format, or 
any other format, so long as it can uniquely identify 
each individual data flow (that is, pseudo-wires) 
within a data tunnel. 

[0320] CIR (Committed Information Rate): This 
indicates the amount of network bandwidth that an 
incoming data flow can consume. If incoming traffic 
exceeds this value, traffic congestion may result 
within a data tunnel. For packets that do not comply, 
a user-defined traffic conditioning mechanism, such 
as RED, WFQ etc as described above and buffer 
management, will be used. 

[0321] Class: This indicates the traffic class that 
incoming packets belong. The traffic classes can be 
Assured Forwarding (AF) and Expedited Forward
ing (EF) classes defined in RFC2597 and RFC2598 
referenced above in which, there are four indepen
dent AF classes, and one EF class. 

[0322] Setup Priority: The priority of the pseudo
wire with respect to taking resources. This value is 
used in deciding whether this pseudo-wire can pre
empt another pseudo-wire. 

[0323] Holding Priority: The priority of the pseudo
wire with respect to holding resources. The Holding 
Priority is used in deciding whether this pseudo-wire 
can be preempted by another pseudo-wire. 

[0324] The CIR, Class, Setup and Holding Priorities of the 
packet filter table 260 may be assigned by the provider. As 
shown in FIG. 26, the packets from Filter-1 and Filter-3 
share the same data tunnel, SO NET VCG Number-3. Within 
the data tunnel, each data flow is differentiated by the 
encapsulation label. The packets that belong to Filter-1 and 
Filter-3 belong to the same traffic class,AF-1, however, each 
has a different CIR value. To avoid potential traffic conges
tion, the PE will apply a conventional mechanism such as 
RED and buffer management to regulate ingress traffic 
flows. 

[0325] Circuit Filter Table 280 

[0326] FIG. 27 provides further details of the circuit filter 
table 280 that is used by the second embodiment to handle 
packets coming from the provider backbone and going 
toward CE's at the egress interfaces. As shown there, circuit 
filter table 280 includes the following attributes many of 
which are shared with the circuit filter table 80 of the first 
embodiment: 

[0327] A Searching Key which includes the provider 
backbone-bound data tunnel and label information. 

[0328] Data Tunnel: The data connection where 
the packet arrives from the backbone. It can be a 
MPLS LSP, a SONET VCG (Virtual Concatena
tion Group), or an optical interface. 
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[0329] Label: This is the label that has been 
inserted at the ingress of the data flow. It is used 
to identify a specific data flow within a data 
tunnel. 

[0330] Outgoing Data Interface: The interface where 
the packet is to be forwarded. 

[0331] CIR (Committed Information Rate): This 
indicates the amount of network bandwidth that an 
outgoing data flow can consume. If data traffic 
exceeds this value, traffic congestion may result at an 
egress data interface. For packets that do not comply, 
a user-defined traffic conditioning mechanism, such 
as RED, WFQ, and buffer management, will be used. 

[0332] Class: This indicates the traffic class that out
going packets belong. The traffic classes can be 
Assured Forwarding (AF) and Expedited Forward
ing (EF) classes defined in RFC2597 and RFC2598, 
in which, there are four independent AF classes, and 
one EF class. 

[0333] Setup Priority: The priority of the data flow 
with respect to taking resources. This value is used in 
deciding whether this data flow can preempt another 
one. 

[0334] Holding Priority: The priority of the data flow 
with respect to holding resources. The Holding Pri
ority is used in deciding whether this data flow can 
be preempted by another one. 

[0335] In the circuit filter table 280 example of FIG. 27, 
Filter-1 and Filter-4 share the same outgoing data interface 
(data port 1). Packets from each filter must comply with the 
CIR that has been negotiated during the setup of the pseudo
wires. 

[0336] Session Table 225 

[0337] The session table 225 is used to keep track of all the 
control information with peering PE's. In the context of the 
invention, the provider can assign network resources to 
ensure the reliable and timely delivery of the control mes
sages. 

[0338] The session table 225 applies to control messages 
that are delivered as special "labeled" packets within the 
data tunnels where pseudo-wires will traverse details of 
which are described above in relation to the first embodi
ment. 

[0339] As shown in FIG. 28, session table 225 has the 
following attributes many of which are shared with the 
session table 25 of the first embodiment: 

[0340] Searching Key: Control Message ID 

[0341] Each control message carries a unique ID to 
identify the "peering session" to which it belongs. 
A "peering session" is a logical connection 
between two edge nodes and is used to exchange 
control information between two nodes. For 
example, in pseudo-wire operation, the customer 
may apply LDP [RFC3036]"Label Distribution 
Protocol, http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc3036.txt to 
negotiate data flows. LDP operates over TCP. 
Between two edge nodes, all control messages go 
over a TCP session that can be uniquely identified 
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with TCP Sender Port Number, and IP addresses. 
In this invention, the exact message ID format is 
not specified but is left open to provide compat
ibility with existing systems. However, it is rea
sonable to assume that each control message car
ries enough information to identify the session to 
which it belongs. 

[0342] As an example, FIG. 28 shows three ses
sions that are identified with, in this non-limiting 
example, TCP port numbers. 

[0343] Outgoing Data Tunnel: This is the connection 
that the control messages will be injected into. 

[0344] Encapsulation Label: The identifiable label 
for the control message. The system will insert this 
label to the control message as further described 
above in relation to the first embodiment. 

[0345] CIR (Committed Information Rate): All con
trol messages within a session will have a fixed 
network resource level. This is designed to protect 
the control messages from potential congestion 
caused by regular data traffic. 

[0346] Class: Control messages are assigned to a 
traffic class, according to DiffServ. This will further 
improve the latency for packet delivery. In the 
example, we assign EF (Expedited Forwarding) class 
to all three control messaging sessions. Conse
quently, control messages will always have the high
est priority over regular data packets. 

[0347] Note that in FIG. 28, there are three peering 
sessions on a specific PE node that are differentiated by TCP 
source port. In an actual implementation, these three peering 
sessions correspond to three different TCP sockets on a 
POSIX interface. It is possible that there is no CIR assigned 
to a control message for a number of reasons: 

[0348] 1. There is plenty of bandwidth within the data 
tunnel. 

[0349] 2. The system relies on transport layer (TCP 
retransmission) for reliable message delivery. 

[0350] In the example of FIG. 28, Session-3 has no CIR; 
however, it does have an EF class to ensure the timely 
delivery of the control messages. This illustrates some of the 
variations on how the session table may be structured and 
utilized by the invention. 

[0351] Resource Tables 

[0352] The control module 200 of each provider edge 
node maintains local resource usage information concerning 
both provider-network-bound data tunnels and customer
equipment-bound data interfaces. These inter-related 
resource tables are shown in FIG. 29a and FIG. 29b and 
respectively illustrate the ingress resource table 232 and the 
egress resource table 237 maintained by the control module 
200. 

[0353] The resource tables maintain the available resource 
information for each data flow local to the PE node in which 
the control module 200 resides. As shown in FIGS. 29a and 
29b, the inter-related resource tables 232, 237 support mul
tiple service classes and the control module 200 keeps track 
of the available resource information per each traffic class. 
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[0354] Furthermore, the inventive resource tables 232, 
237 support multiple types of PE/CE data interfaces includ
ing ATM, Ethernet, Frame Relay, PPP, RPR, Ethernet over 
SONET (EoS), LAPS, GFP-F, and Cisco-HDLC. As such, 
the inter-related resource tables of the invention may be 
termed multi -service-class/flexi-interface resource tables 
that may be used by provider edge nodes to negotiate 
consistently managed data tunnels across a provider network 
on behalf of data flowing from/to a diverse base of customer 
edge nodes. 

[0355] The resource tables 232, 237 shown in FIGS. 29a 
and 29b provide a typical but non-limiting example of the 
invention and its many applications. Although three service 
classes are shown the number could vary. Some granularity 
in the number of service classes is desirable both from a 
standpoint in traffic negotiation but also in terms of creating 
different levels of service points necessary for a broad range 
of network offerings. The invention further improves these 
offerings by permitting network providers to make better use 
of their networks by admitting more pseudo-wires and, 
thereby, more customer traffic. Thus, not only does the 
invention permit customer traffic from diverse data inter
faces to have multiple service classes, the invention also 
permits the provider network to more efficiently utilize all of 
the available bandwidth to carry this traffic. 

[0356] Further details of the resource tables 232, 237 will 
become apparent in the following sections. 

[0357] Operation Of Second Embodiment 

[0358] The following sections describe the methods and 
operations of the second embodiment. These methods may 
be performed utilizing the elements described above or their 
equivalents. 

[0359] Provisioning Pseudo Wires for Admission Control 

[0360] This section describes the inventive method of 
provisioning pseudo-wires that permit admission control 
functionality. Following sections will describe both pseudo
wire shuffling and preemption according to the inventive 
concepts. 

[0361] The provisioning of pseudo wires that will permit 
admission control functionality to operate is a process that 
includes the exchanging of specific resource information 
between PE nodes during the creation of pseudo-wires. 

[0362] Setting up pseudo-wires (PW) may follow a pro
cedure as defined in [PWE3-CTRL] or the procedure as 
defined above in the first embodiment. The second embodi
ment, however, modifies these provisioning processes to 
operate in context of and to otherwise permit admission 
control functions over pseudo-wires and in a more general 
context that is not necessarily limited to optical transport 
networks. 

[0363] FIG. 25a FIG. 25b are high-level flowcharts illus
trating the processes and methods performed by the inven
tion for pseudo-wire admission control provisioning from 
the perspective of initiating and terminating points. For ease 
of illustration, the method in both figures operates on two PE 
nodes, each connected to aCE node. For reference sake, one 
of the PE edge nodes is called the Initiating PE and the other 
the Terminating PE. 

[0364] As shown in FIG. 25a, the carrier/provider net
work requests to set up a data flow on the Initiating PE. The 
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Initiating PE receives the message on its control module 
200. The carrier network request includes the network 
resource information [CIR, Class, Setup Priority, Holding 
Priority] for the new data flow. 

[0365] The AC control logic 220 may then determine 
(350) if there is enough bandwidth available of the data 
tunnel to support the new data flow connection request by 
referring to the ingress resource table 232. This determina
tion (350) also includes the AC control logic 220 searching 
its packet filter table 260 to determine which data flows 
already exist that are configured to utilize the corresponding 
data tunnel. The CIR for all flows is tallied and the switch 
controller determines how much spare BW there is available 
on the data tunnel. 

[0366] If the new data flow CIR would not exceed the data 
tunnel's capacity, the pseudo-wire manager 222 will nego
tiate with the corresponding Terminating PE node to con
tinue the creation of the pseudo-wire (358). 

[0367] If the addition of the requested data flow would 
cause the data tunnel to exceed its resource, then the AC 
control logic 220 searches the packet filter table 260 to 
determine (352) if the request can be accommodated by 
adjusting the existing flows toward the terminating point. 
Such adjustment may include preemption and shuffling as 
described in detail below. If the adjust can gather enough 
resources on the data tunnel for the new data flow, the AC 
control logic 220 will proceed to adjust (356) the flows. The 
pseudo-wire manager 222 may then continue the negotiation 
(358) of pseudo-wire with the terminating PE node. Other
wise, the AC logic 220 will refuse or otherwise deny (354) 
the connection. 

[0368] Upon the completion of pseudo-wire creation, the 
AC logic 220 updates (360) the packet filter table 260 as 
well as the ingress resource table 232 with the network 
resource information for the new data flow. 

[0369] At the terminating PE node, as shown in FIG. 25b, 
the control messages are captured and forwarded (370) to 
the local control module 200. 

[0370] The termination PE node control module 200 will 
determine (374) the resource of the corresponding data port 
using the egress resource table 237 and by searching the 
circuit filter table 280 to determine the total CIRs of all 
pseudo-wire connections terminating on the given data port. 
If the requested data flow CIR would not exceed the data 
port capacity, the AC logic 220 will accept the new pseudo
wire. 

[0371] If the addition of the requested data flow would 
cause the data port to exceed its resources, then the switch 
controller searches the circuit filter table 280 to determine 
(376) if the new flow can be accommodated by adjust the 
existing pseudo-wires, which we will describe in detail 
below. If more resource can be found, AC logic 220 will 
proceed with the resource adjustment (380) action. Other
wise, the AC logic 220 will deny (378) the connection. 

[0372] Upon accepting a new flow, AC logic 220 will 
update (384) the corresponding entries in the circuit filter 
table 280 and egress resource table 237. As a part of 
pseudo-wire process as defined in LDP and draft-martini, the 
Terminating PE node will acknowledge (382) the establish
ment of the new flow to the Initiating PE node. 
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[0373] Note that FIGS. 26a and 26b are very similar in 
dealing with the data flow. However, FIG. 26a is the logic 
to admit flows into data tunnels in the backbone, while FIG. 
26b is the logic dealing with the data interfaces going toward 
the customer networks. 

[0374] FIG. 30 is a mid-level flowchart illustrating pro
cesses and method that may be performed by the invention 
for pseudo-wire admission control provisioning at both 
pseudo-wire initiating and terminating points (the PE nodes) 
and further including both pseudo-wire shufiling and 
pseudo-wire preemption processes to maximize the number 
of pseudo-wires admitted. The separate processes performed 
are indicated by the dashed line separating the respective 
initiating (labeled transmitting in the figure) initiating and 
the terminating (labeled receiving in the figure) PE node 
processes. Since the communication may be bi-directional 
the terms transmitting and receiving are not accurate in all 
circumstances but these terms are helpful to gain an under
standing of the invention. The relevant components of the 
control module 200 and packet access line module 210 in the 
PE nodes that perform these methods are shown in FIG. 25. 

[0375] Initiating Point Operation 

[0376] At the initiating point, Pseudo-wire Admission 
Control Logic 220 (AC Logic 220) will initiate (700) a 
pseudo wire with another PE node. To do this, the AC logic 
220 first determines (705) if there remains a sufficient 
amount of resources between the two PE nodes to satisfy the 
pseudo wire to be initiated. The determination (705) 
involves an extensive search in the Ingress Resource Table 
232 (see FIG. 29a) for the available bandwidth. As men
tioned above, network resource referred to here may be a 
multi-dimensional vector that includes bandwidth and traffic 
class therefore the determination is a class-by-class deter
mination for available bandwidth that is facilitated by the 
ingress resource table 232. 

[0377] It is possible and likely that there are multiple 
parallel data tunnels between two PE's. In this case, the 
provider may set up a pseudo-wire on any of the data tunnels 
(links) between the two PE nodes that can satisfy the 
resource requirement. The actual link selection may depend 
on the network provider's policy, which is a topic beyond 
the scope of this invention. 

[0378] If there are not enough network resources, the AC 
Logic 220 will attempt to shufile (710) pseudo-wires on all 
the links between two PEs. The goal of the shuffling (710) 
is to free up link resources to accommodate the new pseudo
wire. The mechanism for shufiling (710) will be described 
below. It is possible that the provider may not allow the 
practice of pseudo-wire shufiling to avoid traffic disturbance 
on operational data flows that may occur in some instances. 
It is also important to recognize, however, that such a 
potential traffic disturbance may be avoided by the inven
tion. This may be done by the AC Logic 220 which, in the 
case that it determines that shufiling pseudo-wires would not 
free up enough resource for the new flow, would not permit 
shufiling to take place. 

[0379] If it is determined (720) that shufiling (710) does 
not free up enough network resources, the AC Logic 220 
will try to preempt (725) less important flows to make room 
for the new flow. We will describe the detailed preemption 
procedure (725) below. Note that the policy that determines 
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or assigns relative importance levels to a flow is internal to 
network providers and their policies, and is also beyond the 
scope of this invention. 

[0380] If it is determined (730) by AC Logic 220 that it 
cannot gather enough network resources by preemption 
(720), it will reject (735) the user's request for a new 
pseudo-wire creation. Otherwise, after the preemption (720) 
of the less important flows, AC Logic will once again shuffle 
(740) the remaining pseudo-wires and make enough room 
for the new flow. 

[0381] Finally, AC Logic 220 formally admits the new 
pseudo wire flow by updating (745) the corresponding 
entries in ingress resource table 232 and packet filter table 
260. The system will then continue the creation of the new 
pseudo-wire by exchanging control messages with the ter
minating node (750). The control messages may be routed to 
the terminating point via routers over the backbone network. 
Alternatively, the control message may be switched by 
pseudo-wire manager 222 to the provider backbone network 
via pseudo-wire controller 215 and egress process 217. In 
the latter case, the reliability and performance of the mes
sage delivery could be guaranteed by allocating network 
resources to control message traffic, as indicated in Session 
Table (FIG. 28). A particular and preferred example of such 
control messaging is described above in the first embodi
ment. 

[0382] Terminating Point Operation 

[0383] The control message from the initiating provider 
edge node is received (755) by the provider edge node that 
will serve as the terminating point. The new pseudo wire 
request is extracted from the encapsulated control message 
in a manner like that described above in relation to the first 
embodiment with a unique label identifying the message as 
a control message such that it may be routed to the pseudo
wire manager 222 and AC logic 220. Upon receiving (755) 
the new request from the initiating point, the terminating 
point's AC Logic 220 will determine (760) if the outgoing 
data interface has available resource to accommodate the 
new pseudo-wire. 

[0384] If there are not enough network resources, the AC 
Logic 220 will try to preempt (765) the less important flows. 
If the pre-emption process (765) fails to free up enough 
network resources for the new pseudo-wire as determined 
(770) by the AC logic with reference to the egress resource 
table 237, AC Logic 220 will reject (775) the setup of the 
pseudo-wire. The rejection process (775) includes sending a 
control message back to the initiating PE node such that 
initiating node may update its packet filter table 260 and 
ingress resource table 232. Otherwise, the AC Logic 220 of 
the terminating node will admit the new flow by updating 
(780) its corresponding circuit filter table 280 and egress 
resource table 237. 

[0385] Note that no shufiling or preemption should take 
place on pseudo-wires, unless AC Logic 220 determines that 
such action would gather enough resources for the new flow. 
Likewise, the pseudo-wire managers 222 of the initiating 
and terminating points should only trigger AC Logic 220 
when there is a high probability that the new pseudo-wire 
would pass other checks, and be created successfully. Oth
erwise, it will cause unnecessary traffic disturbance to the 
existing data service. 
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[0386] Pseudo-Wire Shufiling 

[0387] By applying pseudo-wire shufiling and preemption 
techniques described below in more detail, network provid
ers can make better use of their network resources by 
admitting more pseudo-wires. 

[0388] FIG. 31 diagrammatically illustrates the concept of 
pseudo-wire shufiling according to the invention. 

[0389] In the example shown therein, there are two par
allel links (data tunnell and data tunnel2) between two PE 
nodes that together support five flows, Flow-1 to Flow-S. 
Before the new flow (Flow 6) arrives, data tunnel 1 carries 
Flows 1, 2 and 3. When a new flow, Flow-6, arrives, there 
are not enough resources on either of the links to admit the 
new flow. To admit Flow-6, AC Logic 220 can move Flow-3 
from Data-Tunnel-l to Data-Tunnel-2 as further illustrated 
in FIG. 31. After the moving, Flow-6 may be accommo
dated with Data-Tunnel-1. The invention refers to this 
"pseudo-wire shufiling" or "shufiling pseudo-wires." 

[0390] It is to be noted that FIG. 31 is a bit simplistic in 
that the only network resource being fully illustrated is 
bandwidth while the invention is capable of handling band
width demands within a plurality of service classes. Never
theless, FIG. 31 is helpful for understanding the inventive 
concept of shufiling pseudo-wires as that term applies to the 
full network resource vector. 

[0391] The process of shufiling, in and of itself, is con
ventional. In fact, a similar practice has been done in plain 
old telephone systems (POTS) for years. However, the 
present invention represents a new application of the shuf
fling technique within the context of data (IP) networks in 
general and pseudo-wires in particular. 

[0392] In addition, each shufiling requires extensive PE
node-to-PE-node negotiation on the "shufiled" flow. In FIG. 
31, the moving of Flow-3 would trigger a deletion procedure 
in Data-Tunnel-1, followed by a creation procedure in 
Data-Tunnel-2. Both procedures require extensive control
plane message negotiation which may introduce impact on 
existing data flows and the performance of the control plane. 
There are mechanisms to alleviate the stress imposed by the 
shufiling one of which is described below but others of 
which are certainly applicable to the invention. 

[0393] FIG. 32 is an algorithm to shufile pseudo-wires. In 
other words, the shufiling process of FIG. 32 is an example 
of how the shufiling steps 710, 740 (FIG. 30) may be 
performed. 

[0394] As illustrated in FIG. 32, based on the new flow's 
inputted (800) resource requirement and destination PE node 
identification, the algorithm will first search (805) the ses
sion table 225 (FIG. 28) to check if there exists at least one 
parallel link (data tunnel) to the destination PE. If it is 
decided (810) that there is no parallel link (not more than 
one data tunnel), the process will terminate (815) since there 
is no place to shufile old flows into. In other words, the 
shufiling process has failed and the new flow is not admitted. 

[0395] If there is more than one data tunnel that the 
invention can use to shufile flows, the algorithm will search 
(820) the packet filter table (FIG. 26) and Ingress Resource 
Table 232 (FIG. 29a) to determine if enough network 
resources can be found after shufiling one or multiple 
existing flows. The actual searching (820) procedure varies 
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depending on network utilization, network topology, user 
traffic behavior, and provider policy. For example, shufiling 
could start on the data tunnel with the most available 
resource, or the one with the most physical bandwidth. 
Another implementation issue would shufile the flows with 
the least resources first, vs. the ones with the most resources. 
Also, the selection of the shufiling flows can be sorted or 
random. 

[0396] If the algorithm determines (825) that there are not 
enough network resources to accommodate the new flow, the 
algorithm will terminate (815) the shufiling process. Other
wise, the search procedure (820) will produce a list of 
pseudo-wires that may be shufiled by the shufile step 830. 
Shufiling (830) a flow may follow the following sequence: 

[0397] 1. If possible, direct existing traffic to a 
backup link (e.g. such as using protection bandwidth 
triggered via a conventional APS (automatic protec
tion switch) protocol for SONT/SDH traffic). 

[0398] 2. Negotiating with the destination PE to 
create a new pseudo-wire over the data tunnel where 
the flow will move into. The negotiation can be the 
same pseudo-wire setup procedure described in LDP, 
draft-martini or FIG. 30 above. 

[0399] 3. If possible, upon the completion of the new 
pseudo-wire, move data traffic into the new data 
tunnel from the backup link. 

[0400] 4. Notify the destination PE to withdraw the 
pseudo-wire from the old data tunnel. The negotia
tion can be the same pseudo-wire withdrawal pro
cedure described in LDP, draft-martini or FIG. 30 
above. 

[0401] 5. Update the corresponding entries in the 
Packet Filter Table 260 (FIG. 26), and Ingress 
Resource Table 232 (FIG. 29a). 

[0402] Note that in the above sequence, shufiling a flow is 
preferably a "make-before-break" process, which does not 
impact the ongoing user traffic. 

[0403] FIG. 34 shows the operational sequence of pseudo
wire shufiling between two PE nodes in terms of both the 
data plane and control plane. It is assumed that there are 
multiple data tunnels and one pseudo-wire (PWl) between 
PEl and PE2 initially. When a new pseudo-wire PW2 is 
admitted into the network, PEl needs to shufile PWl into 
another data tunnel by first backing up PWl's traffic. It 
follows by setting up a new pseudo-wire on a different data 
tunnel. After PWl' s traffic is redirected into the new pseudo
wire, PEl can begin the process of setting up PW2 as further 
illustrated in FIG. 34. 

[0404] Pseudo-Wire Preemption 

[0405] Preemption, in and of itself, is a conventional 
technique for CAC (Call Admission Control). The general 
idea is to rank the importance, or priority, of a flow relative 
to the others competing for admission into a network. 
Priority considerations are utilized when a set of flows 
attempting admission through a node or a link that cause 
overbooking of resources. CAC resolves the overbooking or 
oversubscription problem by rejecting one or more of the 
flows competing for admission. Network nodes also use 
priorities to preempt some previously admitted low-priority 
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flows in order to make room for a newer, higher-priority 
flow. The application of such CAC techniques in the specific 
environment disclosed herein, particularly in combination 
with the other features of the invention is a novel and highly 
advantageous features. 

[0406] In the invention, two basic priority classes may be 
used for each flow: Setup Priority and Holding Priority 
which are defined above in detail and further discussed 
below. 

[0407] Setup Priority is the relative importance 
(ranking) of a new pseudo-wire with respect to 
taking resources from other pre-established pseudo
wires. 

[0408] Holding Priority is the relative importance 
(ranking) of an existing pseudo-wire with respect to 
holding the resources from being taken away or 
pre-empted by another pseudo-wire requesting 
admission. 

[0409] For any data flow at an ingress and egress point, its 
Setup Priority is preferably less than or equal to the Holding 
Priority. The gap between Setup and Holding Priority makes 
it harder for a data flow to preempt others, but once it 
succeeds, the higher Hold Priority makes it easier for the 
flow to prevent being preempted itself This mechanism 
provides a mechanism for balancing between dependency 
and priority. 

[0410] Both Setup and Holding Priorities may be assigned 
by the providers or network operators using a craft interface, 
network administrator node, or other known technique. The 
preemption algorithm of the invention applies at both 
ingress and egress interfaces of a pseudo-wire, as illustrated 
in the flowchart of FIG. 30 (e.g. see pseudo-wire preemption 
step 725 (transmit or ingress interface) preemption step 770 
(receive or egress interface). 

[0411] The preemption steps illustrated in FIG. 30 and 
discussed above may utilize the more detailed preemption 
algorithm illustrated in FIG. 33. The preemption algorithm 
requires an input (900) providing the information on a 
pseudo-wire's resource requirement, set-up priority and the 
data tunnel or interface where preemption will take place. 
Note that this algorithm is applied at both ingress and egress 
interfaces. At ingress, preemption may take place in a data 
tunnel, whereas preemption can remove less important flows 
from a data interface at an egress point. 

[0412] The algorithm begins in earnest by searching (905) 
for all the flows having a holding priority less than the setup 
priority of the new flow. If at the ingress point, the searching 
(905) is done within the packet filter table 260. 

[0413] With this information in hand, the method may 
then determine (910) if the combined resources from the 
selected flow(s) having a holding priority less than the setup 
priority are not enough to accommodate the new flow. If so, 
the algorithm will fail (915) the preemption process because 
the new flow simply cannot be accommodated according to 
the relative priority levels and resource demands. Otherwise, 
the algorithm will select (920) a set of flows that can 
accommodate the new flow and which may be preempted 
according to the relative setup and holding priorities. The 
combined resources from the selected (920) flows will be 
larger or equal to the resources required by the new flow. The 
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actual selection mechanism (920) may be based on provider 
policy. For example, only the smallest flows would be 
preempted, or the flow selection can be random. 

[0414] After the selection (920) of the preempting flows, 
the algorithm will notify (925) the PE nodes corresponding 
to the flows being preempted in order to trigger the pseudo
wire withdrawal procedure (defined in LDP and draft
martini) that removes the flows from the control-plane. The 
method should also notify (930) the network operator of the 
preemption events. After which or at the same time, the 
algorithm will update the corresponding entries in packet 
filter table 260, circuit filter table 280, ingress resource table 
232 and egress resource table 237 as appropriate and thus 
remove (935) the flows from the data-plane. 

[0415] FIG. 35 and FIG. 36 are the operational sequence 
diagrams for pseudo-wire preemption at ingress and egress, 
respectively. These diagrams show the operations relative to 
both the control plane and data plane relative to the initiating 
and terminating provide edge nodes 1 and 2. As detailed 
therein, the creation of a higher priority PW2 will result in 
the deletion of PWl. 

[0416] It is important to realize that both shufiling and 
preemption can be applied during pseudo-wire modification 
as well and are not limited to pseudo-wire creation. For 
example, a user may decide to increase the bandwidth 
allocated to a pseudo-wire. The AC Logic 220 at both 
ingress and egress will apply appropriate mechanisms 
described in this invention to accommodate the modification 
request in much the same way as the creation or initiation or 
a pseudo-wire. 

[0417] Third Embodiment 

[0418] The invention also includes a third embodiment 
that is generally directed to pseudo-wire probing. The 
pseudo-wire probing feature allows the network operators to 
actively detect the aliveness of pseudo-wires from network 
edge. 

[0419] The general concept is derived from LSP-ping 
[LSP-PING], which supports both RSVP-TE and LDP. All 
probing packets may use UDP (port 3503). 

[0420] The existing LSP-ping is to "ping" at the FEC 
level. The processing procedure can be very complex due to 
LSP merging among nodes inside the network. Worse, for 
load-balanced traffic, the LSP-ping cannot probe the 
intended path accurately. 

[0421] To probe pseudo-wires, the invention modifies the 
scope of the conventional protocol and simplifies the imple
mentation. The invention essentially probes edge-to-edge, 
point-to-point connections. For example, instead of "ping
ing" at FEC level, the invention will "ping" per VCID (that 
is, per pseudo-wire). 

[0422] Since each pseudo-wire is always strictly a point
to-point connection between two network edges, the probing 
will always be accurate. Thus, the protocol level processing 
is largely simplified. 

[0423] At the data processing level, at ingress, the inven
tion marks the probing messages and injects them into the 
targeted pseudo-wires. The probing messages must be pro
cessed differently at the PPE. Each probe message is encap-
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sulated with a special control word beneath the MPLS 
header as described above in relation to the first embodi
ment. 

[0424] The procedure of the third embodiment is as fol
lows: 

[0425] The control module will provide the following to 
the PALM: 

[0426] probing message payload; 

[0427] message length; 

[0428] the targeted pseudo-wire ID. 

[0429] On the PALM, the CPU and the PPE will perform 
the following method: 

[0430] 1. Based on the pseudo-wire ID, the CPU 
constructs a MPLS header and a layer-2 header to the 
probing message. The MPLS label and the layer-2 
id's (such as VLAN-tag, DLCI, etc.) must be the 
same as the ones used by the pseudo-wire that carries 
user traffic. 

[0431] 2. In addition, a Control Word needs to be 
created and inserted beneath the MPLS header. 

[0432] 3. Update the message length field in the 
layer-2 header. 

[0433] 4. Send out the control messages through the 
same SNC used by the user traffic. 

[0434] At the egress edge, the PPE performs the following 
method: 

[0435] 1. After checking on the incoming MPLS 
label, check if there exists a control word that 
indicates the packet is a probing message. 

[0436] 2. If the result is negative, forward the packet 
to the corresponding outgoing port. 

[0437] 3. Otherwise, forward the packet to the CPU, 
which in turn will send it up to the control module. 

[0438] It is to be understood that the inventive concepts 
are not limited to SO NET and also include SDH which is the 
prevailing standard in Europe and emerging standards such 
as OTN. In other words, although the invention (particularly 
the first embodiment) is described mainly in terms of 
SONET in the interest of simplifying the description, the 
inventive concepts may be equivalently applied to SDH or 
OTN networks. 

[0439] The invention being thus described, it will be 
obvious that the same may be varied in many ways. Such 
variations are not to be regarded as departure from the spirit 
and scope of the invention, and all such modifications as 
would be obvious to one skilled in the art are intended to be 
included within the scope of the following claims. 

1. A control module for a provider edge node of a provider 
network, comprising: 

a session table storing control information relating to 
peering sessions between the provider edge node and 
the provider network, 

a circuit table storing, for each data tunnel, data tunnel 
identification data, encapsulation label data, outgoing 
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data packet interface identification data, CIR data, class 
data, setup priority data, and holding priority data; 

a packet table storing, for each data packet flow, packet 
data interface identification data, data tunnel identifi
cation data, encapsulation label data, CIR data, class 
data, setup priority data, and holding priority data; 

an ingress resource table storing, for each data tunnel, 
data tunnel identification data, physical bandwidth data 
and available bandwidth for each of a plurality of 
classes; 

an egress resource table storing, for each egress data 
interface, egress data interface identification data, 
physical bandwidth data, available total bandwidth 
data, and available bandwidth for each of a plurality of 
classes; 

admission control logic operatively connected to said 
session table, said circuit table, said packet table, said 
ingress resource table, and said egress resource table; 

said admission control logic referring to said session 
table, said circuit table, said packet table, said ingress 
resource table, and said egress resource table to per
form admission control on behalf of a new data flow 
requesting ingress to and egress from the provider 
network. 

2. A method of establishing pseudo-wires between an 
initiating provider edge node and a terminating provider 
edge node of a provider network so as to permit admission 
control, comprising: 

initiating a pseudo-wire request from the initiating pro
vider edge node requesting a new data flow having a 
network resource requirement; 

searching an ingress resource table for available network 
resources on one or more data tunnels to determine if 
there is a sufficient amount of available network 
resources on one or more data tunnels connecting the 
initiating and terminating provider edge nodes to sat
isfy the new data flow; 

wherein upon the determination that there is a sufficient 
amount of available network resources to satisfy the 
new data flow, the method further comprises: 

updating a packet table associated with the initiating 
provider edge node with the network resource 
requirement of the new data flow; 

updating the ingress resource table with the network 
resources to be consumed by the new data flow; and 

creating and sending a control message to the termi
nating provider edge node requesting a pseudo-wire 
to be set up between the initiating and terminating 
provider edge nodes to carry the new data flow. 

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein at the 
terminating provider edge node the method further com
prises: 

receiving the control message requesting a pseudo-wire to 
be set up between the initiating and terminating pro
vider edge nodes; and 

determining if there are enough available network 
resources on the outgoing data interface to accommo-
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date the new data flow based on the information 
contained in the control message and an egress resource 
table. 

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein upon the 
determination that there is a sufficient amount of available 
network resources on the outgoing data interface to accom
modate the new data flow, the method further comprises: 

updating a circuit table associated with the terminating 
provider edge node with the network resource require
ment data of the new data flow; and 

updating an egress resource table with the network 
resources to be consumed by the new data flow. 

5. The method according to claim 3, wherein upon the 
determination that there is not a sufficient amount of avail
able network resources on the outgoing data interface to 
accommodate the new data flow, the method further com
prises: 

rejecting the pseudo-wire request. 
6. The method according to claim 4, 

wherein the network resource requirement of the new data 
flow includes CIR data and class data. 

7. A method of establishing pseudo-wires between an 
initiating provider edge node and a terminating provider 
edge node of a provider network so as to permit admission 
control, comprising: 

initiating a pseudo-wire request from the initiating pro
vider edge node requesting a new data flow having 
network resource requirements; 

determining if there is a sufficient amount of available 
network resources on one or more data tunnels con
necting the initiating and terminating provider edge 
nodes to satisfy the new data flow; and 

shuffling at least one existing pseudo-wire to accommo
date the network resource requirements the new data 
flow if said determining step determines that there are 
insufficient available network resources. 

8. The method according to claim 7, said shuffling further 
including exchanging control messages between the initiat
ing and terminating provider edge nodes to adjust the 
shuffled pseudo-wires and ensure that the existing pseudo
wires are not disturbed due to said shuffling. 

9. The method according to claim 7, further comprising: 

preempting at least one existing pseudo-wire with the new 
data flow if said shuffling fails to provide enough 
network resources to accommodate the new data flow. 

10. The method according to claim 9, said preempting 
further including exchanging control messages between the 
initiating and terminating provider edge nodes to adjust the 
at least one preempted pseudo-wire, ensure that the remain
ing pseudo-wires are not disturbed due to said preemption, 
and ensure that data flows associated with the preempted 
pseudo-wire can be properly terminated. 

11. The method according to claim 9, further comprising: 

re-determining, after said shuffling and said preempting, if 
there is a sufficient amount of available network 
resources on one or more data tunnels connecting the 
initiating and terminating provider edge nodes to sat
isfy the new data flow based on the network resource 
requirements of the new data flow and an ingress 
resource table. 
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12. The method according to claim 11, wherein upon the 
re-determination that there is not a sufficient amount of 
available network resources to satisfy the new data flow 
after said shuffling, the method further comprises: 

rejecting the new data flow request. 
13. The method according to claim 11, wherein upon the 

re-determination that there is a sufficient amount of available 
network resources to satisfy the new data flow after said 
shuffling, the method further comprises: 

re-shuffling at least one existing pseudo-wire to accom
modate the network resources of the new data flow. 

14. The method according to claim 7, 

said determining step searching an ingress resource table 
for available network resources on one or more data 
tunnels existing between the initiating and terminating 
provider edge nodes. 

15. The method according to claim 14, 

wherein upon the determination that there is a sufficient 
amount of available network resources to satisfy the 
new data flow, the method further comprises: 

updating a packet table associated with the initiating 
provider edge node with the network resource require
ments of the new data flow; 

updating the ingress resource table with the network 
resources to be consumed by the new data flow; and 

creating and sending a control message to the terminating 
provider edge node requesting a pseudo-wire to be set 
up within at least one data tunnel between the initiating 
and terminating provider edge nodes to carry the new 
data flow. 

16. The method according to claim 15, wherein at the 
terminating provider edge node the method further com
prises: 

receiving the control message requesting a pseudo-wire to 
be set up between the initiating and terminating pro
vider edge nodes; and 

determining if there are enough available network 
resources on the outgoing data interface to accommo
date the new data flow based on the information 
contained in the control message and an egress resource 
table. 

17. The method according to claim 16, wherein if said 
determination step determines that there are not enough 
available network resources on the outgoing data interface to 
accommodate the new data flow, the method further com
prises: 

preempting bandwidth between the terminating provider 
edge node and a customer equipment node connected to 
the terminating provider edge node via the outgoing 
data interface and the associated pseudo-wire in order 
to accommodate the new data flow. 

18. The method according to claim 17, further compris
ing: 

re-determining, after said preempting, if there are enough 
available network resources on the outgoing data inter
face to accommodate the new data flow based on the 
information contained in the control message and an 
egress resource table. 
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19. The method according to claim 18, wherein upon the 
re-determination that there is not a sufficient amount of 
available network resources on the outgoing data interface to 
accommodate the new data flow, the method further com
prises: 

rejecting the pseudo-wire request. 
20. The method according to claim 16, wherein upon the 

re-determination that there is not a sufficient amount of 
available network resources on the outgoing data interface to 
accommodate the new data flow, the method further com
prises: 
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updating a circuit table associated with the terminating 
provider edge node with the network resource require
ments of the new data flow; and 

updating an egress resource table with the network 
resources to be consumed by the new data flow. 

21. The method according to claim 20, 

wherein the network resource requirements of the new 
data flow include CIR data, class data, setup priority 
data, and holding priority data. 

* * * * * 
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1. Introduction

   This document is the result of the Network Hierarchy and
   Survivability Techniques Design Team established within the Traffic
   Engineering Working Group.  This team collected and documented
   current and near term requirements for survivability and hierarchy in
   service provider environments.  For clarity, an expanded set of
   definitions is included.  The team determined that there appears to
   be a need to define a small set of interoperable survivability
   approaches in packet and non-packet networks.  Suggested approaches
   include path-based as well as one that repairs connections in
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   proximity to the network fault.  They operate primarily at a single
   network layer.  For hierarchy, there did not appear to be a driving
   near-term need for work on "vertical hierarchy," defined as
   communication between network layers such as Time Division
   Multiplexed (TDM)/optical and Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS).
   In particular, instead of direct exchange of signaling and routing
   between vertical layers, some looser form of coordination and
   communication, such as the specification of hold-off timers, is a
   nearer term need.  For "horizontal hierarchy" in data networks, there
   are several pressing needs.  The requirement is to be able to set up
   many Label Switched Paths (LSPs) in a service provider network with
   hierarchical Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP).  This is necessary to
   support layer 2 and layer 3 Virtual Private Network (VPN) services
   that require edge-to-edge signaling across a core network.

   This document presents a proposal of the near-term and practical
   requirements for network survivability and hierarchy in current
   service provider environments.  With feedback from the working group
   solicited, the objective is to help focus the work that is being
   addressed in the TEWG (Traffic Engineering Working Group), CCAMP
   (Common Control and Measurement Plane Working Group), and other
   working groups.  A main goal of this work is to provide some
   expedience for required functionality in multi-vendor service
   provider networks.  The initial focus is primarily on intra-domain
   operations.  However, to maintain consistency in the provision of
   end-to-end service in a multi-provider environment, rules governing
   the operations of survivability mechanisms at domain boundaries must
   also be specified.  While such issues are raised and discussed, where
   appropriate, they will not be treated in depth in the initial release
   of this document.

   The document first develops a set of definitions to be used later in
   this document and potentially in other documents as well.  It then
   addresses the requirements and issues associated with service
   restoration, hierarchy, and finally a short discussion of
   survivability in hierarchical context.

   Here is a summary of the findings:

   A. Survivability Requirements

   o  need to define a small set of interoperable survivability
      approaches in packet and non-packet networks
   o  suggested survivability mechanisms include
      -  1:1 path protection with pre-established backup capacity (non-
         shared)
      -  1:1 path protection with pre-planned backup capacity (shared)
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      -  local restoration with repairs in proximity to the network
         fault
      -  path restoration through source-based rerouting
   o  timing bounds for service restoration to support voice call cutoff
      (140 msec to 2 sec), protocol timer requirements in premium data
      services, and mission critical applications
   o  use of restoration priority for service differentiation

   B. Hierarchy Requirements

   B.1. Horizontally Oriented Hierarchy (Intra-Domain)

   o  ability to set up many LSPs in a service provider network with
      hierarchical IGP, for the support of layer 2 and layer 3 VPN
      services
   o  requirements for multi-area traffic engineering need to be
      developed to provide guidance for any necessary protocol
      extensions

   B.2. Vertically Oriented Hierarchy

   The following functionality for survivability is common on most
   routing equipment today.

   o  near-term need is some loose form of coordination and
      communication based on the use of nested hold-off timers, instead
      of direct exchange of signaling and routing between vertical
      layers
   o  means for an upper layer to immediately begin recovery actions in
      the event that a lower layer is not configured to perform recovery

   C. Survivability Requirements in Horizontal Hierarchy

   o  protection of end-to-end connection is based on a concatenated set
      of connections, each protected within their area
   o  mechanisms for connection routing may include (1) a network
      element that participates on both sides of a boundary (e.g., OSPF
      ABR) - note that this is a common point of failure; (2) a route
      server
   o  need for inter-area signaling of survivability information (1) to
      enable a "least common denominator" survivability mechanism at the
      boundary; (2) to convey the success or failure of the service
      restoration action; e.g., if a part of a "connection" is down on
      one side of a boundary, there is no need for the other side to
      recover from failures
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2. Terminology and Concepts

2.1 Hierarchy

   Hierarchy is a technique used to build scalable complex systems.  It
   is based on an abstraction, at each level, of what is most
   significant from the details and internal structures of the levels
   further away. This approach makes use of a general property of all
   hierarchical systems composed of related subsystems that interactions
   between subsystems decrease as the level of communication between
   subsystems decreases.

   Network hierarchy is an abstraction of part of a network’s topology,
   routing and signaling mechanisms.  Abstraction may be used as a
   mechanism to build large networks or as a technique for enforcing
   administrative, topological, or geographic boundaries.  For example,
   network hierarchy might be used to separate the metropolitan and
   long-haul regions of a network, or to separate the regional and
   backbone sections of a network, or to interconnect service provider
   networks (with BGP which reduces a network to an Autonomous System).

   In this document, network hierarchy is considered from two
   perspectives:

   (1) Vertically oriented: between two network technology layers.
   (2) Horizontally oriented: between two areas or administrative
       subdivisions within the same network technology layer.

2.1.1 Vertical Hierarchy

   Vertical hierarchy is the abstraction, or reduction in information,
   which would be of benefit when communicating information across
   network technology layers, as in propagating information between
   optical and router networks.

   In the vertical hierarchy, the total network functions are
   partitioned into a series of functional or technological layers with
   clear logical, and maybe even physical, separation between adjacent
   layers. Survivability mechanisms either currently exist or are being
   developed at multiple layers in networks [3].  The optical layer is
   now becoming capable of providing dynamic ring and mesh restoration
   functionality, in addition to traditional 1+1 or 1:1 protection.  The
   Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH)/Synchronous Optical NETwork
   (SONET) layer provides survivability capability with automatic
   protection switching (APS), as well as self-healing ring and mesh
   restoration architectures.  Similar functionality has been defined in
   the Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) Layer, with work ongoing to also
   provide such functionality using MPLS [4].  At the IP layer,
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   rerouting is used to restore service continuity following link and
   node outages.  Rerouting at the IP layer, however, occurs after a
   period of routing convergence, which may require a few seconds to
   several minutes to complete [5].

2.1.2 Horizontal Hierarchy

   Horizontal hierarchy is the abstraction that allows a network at one
   technology layer, for instance a packet network, to scale.  Examples
   of horizontal hierarchy include BGP confederations, separate
   Autonomous Systems, and multi-area OSPF.

   In the horizontal hierarchy, a large network is partitioned into
   multiple smaller, non-overlapping sub-networks.  The partitioning
   criteria can be based on topology, network function, administrative
   policy, or service domain demarcation.  Two networks at the *same*
   hierarchical level, e.g., two Autonomous Systems in BGP, may share a
   peer relation with each other through some loose form of coupling.
   On the other hand, for routing in large networks using multi-area
   OSPF, abstraction through the aggregation of routing information is
   achieved through a hierarchical partitioning of the network.

2.2 Survivability Terminology

   In alphabetical order, the following terms are defined in this
   section:

   backup entity, same as protection entity (section 2.2.2)
   extra traffic (section 2.2.2)
   non-revertive mode (section 2.2.2)
   normalization (section 2.2.2)
   preemptable traffic, same as extra traffic (section 2.2.2)
   preemption priority (section 2.2.4)
   protection (section 2.2.3)
   protection entity (section 2.2.2)
   protection switching (section 2.2.3)
   protection switch time (section 2.2.4)
   recovery (section 2.2.2)
   recovery by rerouting, same as restoration (section 2.2.3)
   recovery entity, same as protection entity (section 2.2.2)
   restoration (section 2.2.3)
   restoration priority (section 2.2.4)
   restoration time (section 2.2.4)
   revertive mode (section 2.2.2)
   shared risk group (SRG) (section 2.2.2)
   survivability (section 2.2.1)
   working entity (section 2.2.2)
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2.2.1 Survivability

   Survivability is the capability of a network to maintain service
   continuity in the presence of faults within the network [6].
   Survivability mechanisms such as protection and restoration are
   implemented either on a per-link basis, on a per-path basis, or
   throughout an entire network to alleviate service disruption at
   affordable costs.  The degree of survivability is determined by the
   network’s capability to survive single failures, multiple failures,
   and equipment failures.

2.2.2 Generic Operations

   This document does not discuss the sequence of events of how network
   failures are monitored, detected, and mitigated.  For more detail of
   this aspect, see [4].  Also, the repair process following a failure
   is out of the scope here.

   A working entity is the entity that is used to carry traffic in
   normal operation mode.  Depending upon the context, an entity can be
   a channel or a transmission link in the physical layer, an Label
   Switched Path (LSP) in MPLS, or a logical bundle of one or more LSPs.

   A protection entity, also called backup entity or recovery entity, is
   the entity that is used to carry protected traffic in recovery
   operation mode, i.e., when the working entity is in error or has
   failed.

   Extra traffic, also referred to as preemptable traffic, is the
   traffic carried over the protection entity while the working entity
   is active.  Extra traffic is not protected, i.e., when the protection
   entity is required to protect the traffic that is being carried over
   the working entity, the extra traffic is preempted.

   A shared risk group (SRG) is a set of network elements that are
   collectively impacted by a specific fault or fault type.  For
   example, a shared risk link group (SRLG) is the union of all the
   links on those fibers that are routed in the same physical conduit in
   a fiber-span network.  This concept includes, besides shared conduit,
   other types of compromise such as shared fiber cable, shared right of
   way, shared optical ring, shared office without power sharing, etc.
   The span of an SRG, such as the length of the sharing for compromised
   outside plant, needs to be considered on a per fault basis.  The
   concept of SRG can be extended to represent a "risk domain" and its
   associated capabilities and summarization for traffic engineering
   purposes.  See [7] for further discussion.
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   Normalization is the sequence of events and actions taken by a
   network that returns the network to the preferred state upon
   completing repair of a failure.  This could include the switching or
   rerouting of affected traffic to the original repaired working
   entities or new routes.  Revertive mode refers to the case where
   traffic is automatically returned to a repaired working entity (also
   called switch back).

   Recovery is the sequence of events and actions taken by a network
   after the detection of a failure to maintain the required performance
   level for existing services (e.g., according to service level
   agreements) and to allow normalization of the network.  The actions
   include notification of the failure followed by two parallel
   processes: (1) a repair process with fault isolation and repair of
   the failed components, and (2) a reconfiguration process using
   survivability mechanisms to maintain service continuity.  In
   protection, reconfiguration involves switching the affected traffic
   from a working entity to a protection entity.  In restoration,
   reconfiguration involves path selection and rerouting for the
   affected traffic.

   Revertive mode is a procedure in which revertive action, i.e., switch
   back from the protection entity to the working entity, is taken once
   the failed working entity has been repaired.  In non-revertive mode,
   such action is not taken.  To minimize service interruption, switch-
   back in revertive mode should be performed at a time when there is
   the least impact on the traffic concerned, or by using the make-
   before-break concept.

   Non-revertive mode is the case where there is no preferred path or it
   may be desirable to minimize further disruption of the service
   brought on by a revertive switching operation.  A switch-back to the
   original working path is not desired or not possible since the
   original path may no longer exist after the occurrence of a fault on
   that path.

2.2.3 Survivability Techniques

   Protection, also called protection switching, is a survivability
   technique based on predetermined failure recovery: as the working
   entity is established, a protection entity is also established.
   Protection techniques can be implemented by several architectures:
   1+1, 1:1, 1:n, and m:n. In the context of SDH/SONET, they are
   referred to as Automatic Protection Switching (APS).

   In the 1+1 protection architecture, a protection entity is dedicated
   to each working entity.  The dual-feed mechanism is used whereby the
   working entity is permanently bridged onto the protection entity at
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   the source of the protected domain.  In normal operation mode,
   identical traffic is transmitted simultaneously on both the working
   and protection entities.  At the other end (sink) of the protected
   domain, both feeds are monitored for alarms and maintenance signals.
   A selection between the working and protection entity is made based
   on some predetermined criteria, such as the transmission performance
   requirements or defect indication.

   In the 1:1 protection architecture, a protection entity is also
   dedicated to each working entity.  The protected traffic is normally
   transmitted by the working entity.  When the working entity fails,
   the protected traffic is switched to the protection entity.  The two
   ends of the protected domain must signal detection of the fault and
   initiate the switchover.

   In the 1:n protection architecture, a dedicated protection entity is
   shared by n working entities.  In this case, not all of the affected
   traffic may be protected.

   The m:n architecture is a generalization of the 1:n architecture.
   Typically m <= n, where m dedicated protection entities are shared by
   n working entities.

   Restoration, also referred to as recovery by rerouting [4], is a
   survivability technique that establishes new paths or path segments
   on demand, for restoring affected traffic after the occurrence of a
   fault.  The resources in these alternate paths are the currently
   unassigned (unreserved) resources in the same layer.  Preemption of
   extra traffic may also be used if spare resources are not available
   to carry the higher-priority protected traffic.  As initiated by
   detection of a fault on the working path, the selection of a recovery
   path may be based on preplanned configurations, network routing
   policies, or current network status such as network topology and
   fault information. Signaling is used for establishing the new paths
   to bypass the fault.  Thus, restoration involves a path selection
   process followed by rerouting of the affected traffic from the
   working entity to the recovery entity.

2.2.4 Survivability Performance

   Protection switch time is the time interval from the occurrence of a
   network fault until the completion of the protection-switching
   operations.  It includes the detection time necessary to initiate the
   protection switch, any hold-off time to allow for the interworking of
   protection schemes, and the switch completion time.
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   Restoration time is the time interval from the occurrence of a
   network fault to the instant when the affected traffic is either
   completely restored, or until spare resources are exhausted, and/or
   no more extra traffic exists that can be preempted to make room.

   Restoration priority is a method of giving preference to protect
   higher-priority traffic ahead of lower-priority traffic.  Its use is
   to help determine the order of restoring traffic after a failure has
   occurred.  The purpose is to differentiate service restoration time
   as well as to control access to available spare capacity for
   different classes of traffic.

   Preemption priority is a method of determining which traffic can be
   disconnected in the event that not all traffic with a higher
   restoration priority is restored after the occurrence of a failure.

2.3 Survivability Mechanisms: Comparison

   In a survivable network design, spare capacity and diversity must be
   built into the network from the beginning to support some degree of
   self-healing whenever failures occur.  A common strategy is to
   associate each working entity with a protection entity having either
   dedicated resources or shared resources that are pre-reserved or
   reserved-on-demand.  According to the methods of setting up a
   protection entity, different approaches to providing survivability
   can be classified.  Generally, protection techniques are based on
   having a dedicated protection entity set up prior to failure.  Such
   is not the case in restoration techniques, which mainly rely on the
   use of spare capacity in the network.  Hence, in terms of trade-offs,
   protection techniques usually offer fast recovery from failure with
   enhanced availability, while restoration techniques usually achieve
   better resource utilization.

   A 1+1 protection architecture is rather expensive since resource
   duplication is required for the working and protection entities.  It
   is generally used for specific services that need a very high
   availability.

   A 1:1 architecture is inherently slower in recovering from failure
   than a 1+1 architecture since communication between both ends of the
   protection domain is required to perform the switch-over operation.
   An advantage is that the protection entity can optionally be used to
   carry low-priority extra traffic in normal operation, if traffic
   preemption is allowed.  Packet networks can pre-establish a
   protection path for later use with pre-planned but not pre-reserved
   capacity.  That is, if no packets are sent onto a protection path,
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   then no bandwidth is consumed.  This is not the case in transmission
   networks like optical or TDM where path establishment and resource
   reservation cannot be decoupled.

   In the 1:n protection architecture, traffic is normally sent on the
   working entities.  When multiple working entities have failed
   simultaneously, only one of them can be restored by the common
   protection entity.  This contention could be resolved by assigning a
   different preemptive priority to each working entity.  As in the 1:1
   case, the protection entity can optionally be used to carry
   preemptable traffic in normal operation.

   While the m:n architecture can improve system availability with small
   cost increases, it has rarely been implemented or standardized.

   When compared with protection mechanisms, restoration mechanisms are
   generally more frugal as no resources are committed until after the
   fault occurs and the location of the fault is known.  However,
   restoration mechanisms are inherently slower, since more must be done
   following the detection of a fault.  Also, the time it takes for the
   dynamic selection and establishment of alternate paths may vary,
   depending on the amount of traffic and connections to be restored,
   and is influenced by the network topology, technology employed, and
   the type and severity of the fault.  As a result, restoration time
   tends to be more variable than the protection switch time needed with
   pre-selected protection entities.  Hence, in using restoration
   mechanisms, it is essential to use restoration priority to ensure
   that service objectives are met cost-effectively.

   Once the network routing algorithms have converged after a fault, it
   may be preferable in some cases, to reoptimize the network by
   performing a reroute based on the current state of the network and
   network policies.

3. Survivability

3.1 Scope

   Interoperable approaches to network survivability were determined to
   be an immediate requirement in packet networks as well as in
   SDH/SONET framed TDM networks.  Not as pressing at this time were
   techniques that would cover all-optical networks (e.g., where framing
   is unknown), as the control of these networks in a multi-vendor
   environment appeared to have some other hurdles to first deal with.
   Also, not of immediate interest were approaches to coordinate or
   explicitly communicate survivability mechanisms across network layers
   (such as from a TDM or optical network to/from an IP network).
   However, a capability should be provided for a network operator to
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   perform fault notification and to control the operation of
   survivability mechanisms among different layers.  This may require
   the development of corresponding OAM functionality. However, such
   issues and those related to OAM are currently outside the scope of
   this document.  (For proposed MPLS OAM requirements, see [8, 9]).

   The initial scope is to address only "backhoe failures" in the
   inter-office connections of a service provider network.  A link
   connection in the router layer is typically comprised of multiple
   spans in the lower layers.  Therefore, the types of network failures
   that cause a recovery to be performed include link/span failures.
   However, linecard and node failures may not need to be treated any
   differently than their respective link/span failures, as a router
   failure may be represented as a set of simultaneous link failures.

   Depending on the actual network configuration, drop-side interface
   (e.g., between a customer and an access router, or between a router
   and an optical cross-connect) may be considered either inter-domain
   or inter-layer.  Another inter-domain scenario is the use of intra-
   office links for interconnecting a metro network and a core network,
   with both networks being administered by the same service provider.
   Failures at such interfaces may be similarly protected by the
   mechanisms of this section.

   Other more complex failure mechanisms such as systematic control-
   plane failure, configuration error, or breach of security are not
   within the scope of the survivability mechanisms discussed in this
   document.  Network impairment such as congestion that results in
   lower throughput are also not covered.

3.2 Required initial set of survivability mechanisms

3.2.1   1:1 Path Protection with Pre-Established Capacity

   In this protection mode, the head end of a working connection
   establishes a protection connection to the destination.  There should
   be the ability to maintain relative restoration priorities between
   working and protection connections, as well as between different
   classes of protection connections.

   In normal operation, traffic is only sent on the working connection,
   though the ability to signal that traffic will be sent on both
   connections (1+1 Path for signaling purposes) would be valuable in
   non-packet networks.  Some distinction between working and protection
   connections is likely, either through explicit objects, or preferably
   through implicit methods such as general classes or priorities.  Head
   ends need the ability to create connections that are as failure
   disjoint as possible from each other.  This requires SRG information
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   that can be generally assigned to either nodes or links and
   propagated through the control or management plane.  In this
   mechanism, capacity in the protection connection is pre-established,
   however it should be capable of carrying preemptable extra traffic in
   non-packet networks.  When protection capacity is called into service
   during recovery, there should be the ability to promote the
   protection connection to working status (for non-revertive mode
   operation) with some form of make-before-break capability.

3.2.2   1:1 Path Protection with Pre-Planned Capacity

   Similar to the above 1:1 protection with pre-established capacity,
   the protection connection in this case is also pre-signaled.  The
   difference is in the way protection capacity is assigned.  With pre-
   planned capacity, the mechanism supports the ability for the
   protection capacity to be shared, or "double-booked".  Operators need
   the ability to provision different amounts of protection capacity
   according to expected failure modes and service level agreements.
   Thus, an operator may wish to provision sufficient restoration
   capacity to handle a single failure affecting all connections in an
   SRG, or may wish to provision less or more restoration capacity.
   Mechanisms should be provided to allow restoration capacity on each
   link to be shared by SRG-disjoint failures.  In a sense, this is 1:1
   from a path perspective; however, the protection capacity in the
   network (on a link by link basis) is shared in a 1:n fashion, e.g.,
   see the proposals in [10, 11].  If capacity is planned but not
   allocated, some form of signaling could be required before traffic
   may be sent on protection connections, especially in TDM networks.

   The use of this approach improves network resource utilization, but
   may require more careful planning.  So, initial deployment might be
   based on 1:1 path protection with pre-established capacity and the
   local restoration mechanism to be described next.

3.2.3   Local Restoration

   Due to the time impact of signal propagation, dynamic recovery of an
   entire path may not meet the service requirements of some networks.
   The solution to this is to restore connectivity of the link or span
   in immediate proximity to the fault, e.g., see the proposals in [12,
   13].  At a minimum, this approach should be able to protect against
   connectivity-type SRGs, though protecting against node-based SRGs
   might be worthwhile.  Also, this approach is applicable to support
   restoration on the inter-domain and inter-layer interconnection
   scenarios using intra-office links as described in the Scope Section.
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   Head end systems must have some control as to whether their
   connections are candidates for or excluded from local restoration.
   For example, best-effort and preemptable traffic may be excluded from
   local restoration; they only get restored if there is bandwidth
   available.  This type of control may require the definition of an
   object in signaling.

   Since local restoration may be suboptimal, a means for head end
   systems to later perform path-level re-grooming must be supported for
   this approach.

3.2.4   Path Restoration

   In this approach, connections that are impacted by a fault are
   rerouted by the originating network element upon notification of
   connection failure.  Such a source-based approach is efficient for
   network resources, but typically takes longer to accomplish
   restoration.  It does not involve any new mechanisms.  It merely is a
   mention of another common approach to protecting against faults in a
   network.

3.3 Applications Supported

   With service continuity under failure as a goal, a network is
   "survivable" if, in the face of a network failure, connectivity is
   interrupted for a "brief" period and then recovered before the
   network failure ends.  The length of this interrupted period is
   dependent upon the application supported.  Here are some typical
   applications and considerations that drive the requirements for an
   acceptable protection switch time or restoration time:

   - Best-effort data: recovery of network connectivity by rerouting at
     the IP layer would be sufficient
   - Premium data service: need to meet TCP timeout or application
     protocol timer requirements
   - Voice: call cutoff is in the range of 140 msec to 2 sec (the time
     that a person waits after interruption of the speech path before
     hanging up or the time that a telephone switch will disconnect a
     call)
   - Other real-time service (e.g., streaming, fax) where an
     interruption would cause the session to terminate
   - Mission-critical applications that cannot tolerate even brief
     interruptions, for example, real-time financial transactions
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3.4 Timing Bounds for Survivability Mechanisms

   The approach to picking the types of survivability mechanisms
   recommended was to consider a spectrum of mechanisms that can be used
   to protect traffic with varying characteristics of survivability and
   speed of protection/restoration, and then attempt to select a few
   general points that provide some coverage across that spectrum.  The
   focus of this work is to provide requirements to which a small set of
   detailed proposals may be developed, allowing the operator some
   (limited) flexibility in approaches to meeting their design goals in
   engineering multi-vendor networks.  Requirements of different
   applications as listed in the previous sub-section were discussed
   generally, however none on the team would likely attest to the
   scientific merit of the ability of the timing bounds below to meet
   any specific application’s needs.  A few assumptions include:

   1. Approaches in which protection switch without propagation of
      information are likely to be faster than those that do require
      some form of fault notification to some or all elements in a
      network.

   2. Approaches that require some form of signaling after a fault will
      also likely suffer some timing impact.

   Proposed timing bounds for different survivability mechanisms are as
   follows (all bounds are exclusive of signal propagation):

   1:1 path protection with pre-established capacity:  100-500 ms
   1:1 path protection with pre-planned capacity:      100-750 ms
   Local restoration:                                  50 ms
   Path restoration:                                   1-5 seconds

   To ensure that the service requirements for different applications
   can be met within the above timing bounds, restoration priority must
   be implemented to determine the order in which connections are
   restored (to minimize service restoration time as well as to gain
   access to available spare capacity on the best paths).  For example,
   mission critical applications may require high restoration priority.
   At the fiber layer, instead of specific applications, it may be
   possible that priority be given to certain classifications of
   customers with their traffic types enclosed within the customer
   aggregate.  Preemption priority should only be used in the event that
   not all connections can be restored, in which case connections with
   lower preemption priority should be released. Depending on a service
   provider’s strategy in provisioning network resources for backup,
   preemption may or may not be needed in the network.
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3.5 Coordination Among Layers

   A common design goal for networks with multiple technological layers
   is to provide the desired level of service in the most cost-effective
   manner.  Multilayer survivability may allow the optimization of spare
   resources through the improvement of resource utilization by sharing
   spare capacity across different layers, though further investigations
   are needed.  Coordination during recovery among different network
   layers (e.g., IP, SDH/SONET, optical layer) might necessitate
   development of vertical hierarchy.  The benefits of providing
   survivability mechanisms at multiple layers, and the optimization of
   the overall approach, must be weighed with the associated cost and
   service impacts.

   A default coordination mechanism for inter-layer interaction could be
   the use of nested timers and current SDH/SONET fault monitoring, as
   has been done traditionally for backward compatibility.  Thus, when
   lower-layer recovery happens in a longer time period than higher-
   layer recovery, a hold-off timer is utilized to avoid contention
   between the different single-layer survivability schemes.  In other
   words, multilayer interaction is addressed by having successively
   higher multiplexing levels operate at a protection/restoration time
   scale greater than the next lowest layer.  This can impact the
   overall time to recover service.  For example, if SDH/SONET
   protection switching is used, MPLS recovery timers must wait until
   SDH/SONET has had time to switch.  Setting such timers involves a
   tradeoff between rapid recovery and creation of a race condition
   where multiple layers are responding to the same fault, potentially
   allocating resources in an inefficient manner.

   In other configurations where the lower layer does not have a
   restoration capability or is not expected to protect, say an
   unprotected SDH/SONET linear circuit, then there must be a mechanism
   for the lower layer to trigger the higher layer to take recovery
   actions immediately.  This difference in network configuration means
   that implementations must allow for adjustment of hold-off timer
   values and/or a means for a lower layer to immediately indicate to a
   higher layer that a fault has occurred so that the higher layer can
   take restoration or protection actions.

   Furthermore, faults at higher layers should not trigger restoration
   or protection actions at lower layers [3, 4].

   It was felt that the current approach to coordination of
   survivability approaches currently did not have significant
   operational shortfalls.  These approaches include protecting traffic
   solely at one layer (e.g., at the IP layer over linear WDM, or at the
   SDH/SONET layer).  Where survivability mechanisms might be deployed
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   at several layers, such as when a routed network rides a SDH/SONET
   protected network, it was felt that current coordination approaches
   were sufficient in many cases.  One exception is the hold-off of MPLS
   recovery until the completion of SDH/SONET protection switching as
   described above.  This limits the recovery time of fast MPLS
   restoration.  Also, by design, the operations and mechanisms within a
   given layer tend to be invisible to other layers.

3.6 Evolution Toward IP Over Optical

   As more pressing requirements for survivability and horizontal
   hierarchy for edge-to-edge signaling are met with technical
   proposals, it is believed that the benefits of merging (in some
   manner) the control planes of multiple layers will be outlined.  When
   these benefits are self-evident, it would then seem to be the right
   time to review whether vertical hierarchy mechanisms are needed, and
   what the requirements might be.  For example, a future requirement
   might be to provide a better match between the recovery requirements
   of IP networks with the recovery capability of optical transport.
   One such proposal is described in [14].

4. Hierarchy Requirements

   Efforts in the area of network hierarchy should focus on mechanisms
   that would allow more scalable edge-to-edge signaling, or signaling
   across networks with existing network hierarchy (such as multi-area
   OSPF).  This appears to be a more urgent need than mechanisms that
   might be needed to interconnect networks at different layers.

4.1 Historical Context

   One reason for horizontal hierarchy is functionality (e.g., metro
   versus backbone).  Geographic "islands" or partitions reduce the need
   for interoperability and make administration and operations less
   complex.  Using a simpler, more interoperable, survivability scheme
   at metro/backbone boundaries is natural for many provider network
   architectures.  In transmission networks, creating geographic islands
   of different vendor equipment has been done for a long time because
   multi-vendor interoperability has been difficult to achieve.
   Traditionally, providers have to coordinate the equipment on either
   end of a "connection," and making this interoperable reduces
   complexity.  A provider should be able to concatenate survivability
   mechanisms in order to provide a "protected link" to the next higher
   level.  Think of SDH/SONET rings connecting to TDM DXCs with 1+1
   line-layer protection between the ADM and the DXC port.  The TDM
   connection, e.g., a DS3, is protected but usually all equipment on
   each SDH/SONET ring is from a single vendor.  The DXC cross
   connections are controlled by the provider and the ports are
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   physically protected resulting in a highly available design.  Thus,
   concatenation of survivability approaches can be used to cascade
   across a horizontal hierarchy.  While not perfect, it is workable in
   the near to mid-term until multi-vendor interoperability is achieved.

   While the problems associated with multi-vendor interoperability may
   necessitate horizontal hierarchy as a practical matter in the near to
   mid-term (at least this has been the case in TDM networks), there
   should not be a technical reason for it in the standards developed by
   the IETF for core networks, or even most access networks.
   Establishing interoperability of survivability mechanisms between
   multi-vendor equipment in core IP networks is urgently required to
   enable adoption of IP as a viable core transport technology and to
   facilitate the traffic engineering of future multi-service IP
   networks [3].

   Some of the largest service provider networks currently run a single
   area/level IGP.  Some service providers, as well as many large
   enterprise networks, run multi-area Open Shortest Path First (OSPF)
   to gain increases in scalability.  Often, this was from an original
   design, so it is difficult to say if the network truly required the
   hierarchy to reach its current size.

   Some proposals on improved mechanisms to address network hierarchy
   have been suggested [15, 16, 17, 18, 19].  This document aims to
   provide the concrete requirements so that these and other proposals
   can first aim to meet some limited objectives.

4.2 Applications for Horizontal Hierarchy

   A primary driver for intra-domain horizontal hierarchy is signaling
   capabilities in the context of edge-to-edge VPNs, potentially across
   traffic-engineered data networks.  There are a number of different
   approaches to layer 2 and layer 3 VPNs and they are currently being
   addressed by different emerging protocols in the provider-provisioned
   VPNs (e.g., virtual routers) and Pseudo Wire Edge-to-Edge Emulation
   (PWE3) efforts based on either MPLS and/or IP tunnels.  These may or
   may not need explicit signaling from edge to edge, but it is a common
   perception that in order to meet SLAs, some form of edge-to-edge
   signaling may be required.

   With a large number of edges (N), scalability is concerned with
   avoiding the O(N^2) properties of edge-to-edge signaling.  However,
   the main issue here is not with the scalability of large amounts of
   signaling, such as in O(N^2) meshes with a "connection" between every
   edge-pair.  This is because, even if establishing and maintaining
   connections is feasible in a large network, there might be an impact
   on core survivability mechanisms which would cause
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   protection/restoration times to grow with N^2, which would be
   undesirable.  While some value of N may be inevitable, approaches to
   reduce N (e.g. to pull in from the edge to aggregation points) might
   be of value.

   Thus, most service providers feel that O(N^2) meshes are not
   necessary for VPNs, and that the number of tunnels to support VPNs
   would be within the scalability bounds of current protocols and
   implementations.  That may be the case, as there is currently a lack
   of ability to signal MPLS tunnels from edge to edge across IGP
   hierarchy, such as OSPF areas.  This may require the development of
   signaling standards that support dynamic establishment and
   potentially the restoration of LSPs across a 2-level IGP hierarchy.

   For routing scalability, especially in data applications, a major
   concern is the amount of processing/state that is required in the
   variety of network elements.  If some nodes might not be able to
   communicate and process the state of every other node, it might be
   preferable to limit the information.  There is one school of thought
   that says that the amount of information contained by a horizontal
   barrier should be significant, and that impacts this might have on
   optimality in route selection and ability to provide global
   survivability are accepted tradeoffs.

4.3 Horizontal Hierarchy Requirements

   Mechanisms are required to allow for edge-to-edge signaling of
   connections through a network.  One network scenario includes medium
   to large networks that currently have hierarchical interior routing
   such as multi-area OSPF or multi-level Intermediate System to
   Intermediate System (IS-IS).  The primary context of this is edge-
   to-edge signaling, which is thought to be required to assure the SLAs
   for the layer 2 and layer 3 VPNs that are being carried across the
   network.  Another possible context would be edge-to-edge signaling in
   TDM SDH/SONET networks with IP control, where metro and core networks
   again might be in a hierarchical interior routing domain.

   To support edge-to-edge signaling in the above network scenarios
   within the framework of existing horizontal hierarchies, current
   traffic engineering (TE) methods [20, 6] may need to be extended.
   Requirements for multi-area TE need to be developed to provide
   guidance for any necessary protocol extensions.

5. Survivability and Hierarchy

   When horizontal hierarchy exists in a network technology layer, a
   question arises as to how survivability can be provided along a
   connection that crosses hierarchical boundaries.
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   In designing protocols to meet the requirements of hierarchy, an
   approach to consider is that boundaries are either clean, or are of
   minimal value.  However, the concept of network elements that
   participate on both sides of a boundary might be a consideration
   (e.g., OSPF ABRs).  That would allow for devices on either side to
   take an intra-area approach within their region of knowledge, and for
   the ABR to do this in both areas, and splice the two protected
   connections together at a common point (granted it is a common point
   of failure now).  If the limitations of this approach start to appear
   in operational settings, then perhaps it would be time to start
   thinking about route-servers and signaling propagated directives.
   However, one initial approach might be to signal through a common
   border router, and to consider the service as protected as it
   consists of a concatenated set of connections which are each
   protected within their area.  Another approach might be to have a
   least common denominator mechanism at the boundary, e.g., 1+1 port
   protection.  There should also be some standardized means for a
   survivability scheme on one side of such a boundary to communicate
   with the scheme on the other side regarding the success or failure of
   the recovery action.  For example, if a part of a "connection" is
   down on one side of such a boundary, there is no need for the other
   side to recover from failures.

   In summary, at this time, approaches as described above that allow
   concatenation of survivability schemes across hierarchical boundaries
   seem sufficient.

6. Security Considerations

   The set of SRGs that are defined for a network under a common
   administrative control and the corresponding assignment of these SRGs
   to nodes and links within the administrative control is sensitive
   information and needs to be protected.  An SRG is an acknowledgement
   that nodes and links that belong to an SRG are susceptible to a
   common threat.  An adversary with access to information contained in
   an SRG could use that information to design an attack, determine the
   scope of damage caused by the attack and, therefore, be used to
   maximize the effect of an attack.

   The label used to refer to a particular SRG must allow for an
   encoding such that sensitive information such as physical location,
   function, purpose, customer, fault type, etc. is not readily
   discernable by unauthorized users.

   SRG information that is propagated through the control and management
   plane should allow for an encryption mechanism.  An example of an
   approach would be to use IPSEC [21] on all packets carrying SRG
   information.
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Appendix A: Questions used to help develop requirements

   A. Definitions

   1. In determining the specific requirements, the design team should
      precisely define the concepts "survivability", "restoration",
      "protection", "protection switching", "recovery", "re-routing"
      etc. and their relations.  This would enable the requirements doc
      to describe precisely which of these will be addressed. In the
      following, the term "restoration" is used to indicate the broad
      set of policies and mechanisms used to ensure survivability.

   B. Network types and protection modes

   1. What is the scope of the requirements with regard to the types of
      networks covered?  Specifically, are the following in scope:

      Restoration of connections in mesh optical networks (opaque or
      transparent)
      Restoration of connections in hybrid mesh-ring networks
      Restoration of LSPs in MPLS networks (composed of LSRs overlaid on
      a transport network, e.g., optical)
      Any other types of networks?
      Is commonality of approach, or optimization of approach more
      important?

   2. What are the requirements with regard to the protection modes to
      be supported in each network type covered? (Examples of protection
      modes include 1+1, M:N, shared mesh, UPSR, BLSR, newly defined
      modes such as P-cycles, etc.)

   3. What are the requirements on local span (i.e., link by link)
      protection and end-to-end protection, and the interaction between
      them?  E.g.: what should be the granularity of connections for
      each type (single connection, bundle of connections, etc).

   C. Hierarchy

   1. Vertical (between two network layers):
      What are the requirements for the interaction between restoration
      procedures across two network layers, when these features are
      offered in both layers?  (Example, MPLS network realized over pt-
      to-pt optical connections.)  Under such a case,

      (a) Are there any criteria to choose which layer should provide
          protection?
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      (b) If both layers provide survivability features, what are the
          requirements to coordinate these mechanisms?

      (c) How is lack of current functionality of cross-layer
          coordination currently hampering operations?

      (d) Would the benefits be worth additional complexity associated
          with routing isolation (e.g. VPN, areas), security, address
          isolation and policy / authentication processes?

   2. Horizontal (between two areas or administrative subdivisions
      within the same network layer):

      (a) What are the criteria that trigger the creation of protocol or
          administrative boundaries pertaining to restoration? (e.g.,
          scalability?  multi-vendor interoperability?  what are the
          practical issues?)  multi-provider?  Should multi-vendor
          necessitate hierarchical separation?

      When such boundaries are defined:

      (b) What are the requirements on how protection/restoration is
          performed end-to-end across such boundaries?

      (c) If different restoration mechanisms are implemented on two
          sides of a boundary, what are the requirements on their
          interaction?

      What is the primary driver of horizontal hierarchy? (select one)
          - functionality (e.g. metro -v- backbone)
          - routing scalability
          - signaling scalability
          - current network architecture, trying to layer on TE on top
            of an already hierarchical network architecture
          - routing and signalling

      For signalling scalability, is it
          - manageability
          - processing/state of network
          - edge-to-edge N^2 type issue

      For routing scalability, is it
          - processing/state of network
          - are you flat and want to go hierarchical
          - or already hierarchical?
          - data or TDM application?
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   D. Policy

   1. What are the requirements for policy support during
      protection/restoration, e.g., restoration priority, preemption,
      etc.

   E. Signaling Mechanisms

   1. What are the requirements on the signaling transport mechanism
      (e.g., in-band over SDH/SONET overhead bytes, out-of-band over an
      IP network, etc.) used to communicate restoration protocol
      messages between network elements?  What are the bandwidth and
      other requirements on the signaling channels?

   2. What are the requirements on fault detection/localization
      mechanisms (which is the prelude to performing restoration
      procedures) in the case of opaque and transparent optical
      networks? What are the requirements in the case of MPLS
      restoration?

   3. What are the requirements on signaling protocols to be used in
      restoration procedures (e.g., high priority processing, security,
      etc)?

   4. Are there any requirements on the operation of restoration
      protocols?

   F. Quantitative

   1. What are the quantitative requirements (e.g., latency) for
      completing restoration under different protection modes (for both
      local and end-to-end protection)?

   G. Management

   1. What information should be measured/maintained by the control
      plane at each network element pertaining to restoration events?

   2. What are the requirements for the correlation between control
      plane and data plane failures from the restoration point of view?
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Introduction
Metro Ethernet—opposites attract. Ethernet is a technology that has had major success in the LAN, displacing 
other once-promising technologies such as Token Ring, FDDI, and ATM. Ethernet’s simplicity and price/
performance advantages have made it the ultimate winner, extending from the enterprise workgroup closet all 
the way to the enterprise backbone and data centers. The metro is the last portion of the network standing 
between subscribers or businesses and the vast amount of information that is available on the Internet. The metro 
is entrenched with legacy time-division multiplexing (TDM) and SONET/SDH technology that is designed for 
traditional voice and leased-line services. These legacy technologies are inadequate for handling the bandwidth 
demands of emerging data applications. 

Ethernet in the metro can be deployed as an access interface to replace traditional T1/E1 TDM interfaces. 
Many data services are being deployed in the metro, including point-to-point Ethernet Line Services and 
multipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet LAN services or Virtual Private LAN services (VPLS) that extend the 
enterprise campus across geographically dispersed backbones. Ethernet can run over many metro transport 
technologies, including SONET/SDH, next-generation SONET/SDH, Resilient Packet Ring (RPR), and 
wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM), as well as over pure Ethernet transport. 

Ethernet, however, was not designed for metro applications and lacks the scalability and reliability required 
for mass deployments. Deploying Ethernet in the metro requires the scalability and robustness features that 
exist only in IP and Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) control planes. As such, hybrid Layer 2 (L2) and 
Layer 3 (L3) IP and MPLS networks have emerged as a solution that marries Ethernet’s simplicity and cost 
effectiveness with the scale of IP and MPLS networks. With many transport technologies deployed in the 
metro, Ethernet services have to be provisioned and monitored over a mix of data switches and optical 
switches. It becomes essential to find a control plane that can span both data and optical networks. MPLS has 
been extended to do this task via the use of the Generalized MPLS (GMPLS) control plane, which controls 
both data and optical switches. Understanding these topics and more will help you master the metro space 
and its many intricacies.

Goals and Methods
The goal of this book is to make you familiar with the topic of metro Ethernet—what it is, how it started, and 
how it has evolved. One thing is for certain: after you read this book, you will never be intimidated by the 
metro Ethernet topic again. You will be familiar with the different technologies, such as Ethernet switching, 
RPR, next-generation SONET/SDH, MPLS, and so on, in the context of metro deployments. 

The industry today is divided among different pools of expertise—LAN switching, IP routing, and 
transport. These are three different worlds that require their own special knowledge base. LAN switching 
expertise is specific to individuals who come from the enterprise space, IP routing expertise is more 
specific to individuals who deal with public and private IP routed backbones, and transport expertise 
is specific to individuals who deal with TDM and optical networks. The metro blends all these areas of 
expertise. This book attempts to bridge the gap between enterprise LAN, IP/MPLS, and transport knowledge 
in the same way metro bridges the gap between enterprise networks and IP routed backbones over a blend 
of transport technologies.
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The style of this book is narrative. It goes from simple to more challenging within each chapter and across 
chapters. The big picture is always presented first to give you a better view of what is being described in 
the chapter, and then the text goes into more details. It is possible to skip the more detailed sections of the 
book and still have a complete picture of the topic. I call the different levels within a chapter or across 
chapters “warps.” Different readers will find comfort in different warps. The main thing is to learn something 
new and challenging every time you enter a new warp.

Who Should Read This Book?
The book is targeted at a wide audience, ranging from nontechnical, business-oriented individuals to very 
technical individuals. The different people who have interest in the subject include network operators, engineers, 
consultants, managers, CEOs, and venture capitalists. Enterprise directors of technology and CIOs will read 
the book to assess how they can build scalable virtual enterprise networks. Telecom operators will find in the 
book a way to move into selling next-generation data services. Engineers will augment their knowledge base 
in the areas of Ethernet switching, IP/MPLS, and optical networks. Salespeople will gain expertise in 
selling in a fast-growing metro Ethernet market. Last but not least, businesspeople will understand the topic 
to the level where they can make wise investments in the metro Ethernet space.

How This Book Is Organized
This book is organized into two main parts:

• Part I—Ethernet: From the LAN to the MAN

This part of the book—Chapters 1 through 4—starts by describing the different drivers that 
motivated the adoption of metro Ethernet services and how they have evolved in the United States 
versus internationally. You will see how Ethernet has moved from the LAN into the MAN and 
how it is complementing existing and emerging metro technologies such as SONET/SDH, next-
generation SONET, RPR, and WDM. You will then learn about the different Ethernet services, such 
as point-to-point Ethernet Line Services and multipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet LAN services as 
represented by the concept of Virtual Private LAN Service (VPLS). This part of the book explains 
the challenges of deploying Ethernet networks and how hybrid Ethernet and IP MPLS networks 
have emerged as a scalable solution for deploying L2 Ethernet VPN services. 

• Part II—MPLS: Controlling Traffic over Your Optical Metro

MPLS is an important technology for scaling metro deployments. Whereas the first part of the book 
discusses MPLS in the context of building Layer 2 metro Ethernet VPNs, Part II—Chapters 5 
through 8—explores the use of MPLS to control the traffic trajectory in the optical metro. The metro 
is built with data-switching, SONET/SDH, and optical-switching systems. The act of provisioning 
different systems and controlling traffic across packet and optical systems is difficult and consitutes 
a major operational expense. GMPLS has extended the use of MPLS as a universal control plane 
for both packet/cell and optical systems. GMPLS is one of those “warp 7” subjects. Part II first 
familiarizes you with the subject of traffic engineering and how the RSVP-TE signaling protocol is 
used to control traffic trajectory and reroute traffic in the case of failure. This makes the transition 
into the topic of GMPLS go smoother, with many of the basic traffic engineering in packet/cell 
networks already defined.
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Chapters 1 through 8 and the appendix cover the following topics:

• Chapter 1, “Introduction to Data in the Metro”—The metro has always been a challenging 
environment for delivering data services, because it was built to handle the stringent reliability and 
availability needs of voice communications. The metro is evolving differently in different regions 
of the world, depending on many factors. For example, metro Ethernet is evolving slowly in the 
U.S. because of legacy TDM deployments and stiff regulations, but it is evolving quickly in other 
parts of the world, especially in Asia and Japan, which do not have as many legacy TDM deployments 
and are not as heavily regulated.

• Chapter 2, “Metro Technologies”—Metro Ethernet services do not necessitate an all-Ethernet 
Layer 2 network; rather, they can be deployed over different technologies such as next-generation 
SONET/SDH and IP/MPLS networks. This chapter goes into more details about the different 
technologies used in the metro.

• Chapter 3, “Metro Ethernet Services”—Ethernet over SONET, Resilient Packet Ring, and 
Ethernet transport are all viable methods to deploy a metro Ethernet service. However, functionality 
needs to be offered on top of metro equipment to deliver revenue-generating services such as 
Internet connectivity or VPN services. Chapter 3 starts by discussing the basics of Layer 2 Ethernet 
switching to familiarize you with Ethernet switching concepts. You’ll then learn about the different 
metro Ethernet services concepts as introduced by the Metro Ethernet Forum (MEF). Defining the 
right traffic and performance parameters, class of service, and service frame delivery ensures 
that buyers and users of the service understand what they are paying for and also helps service 
providers communicate their capabilities.

• Chapter 4, “Hybrid L2 and L3 IP/MPLS Networks”—Chapter 4 focuses first on describing a 
pure Layer 3 VPN implementation and its applicability to metro Ethernet. This gives you enough 
information to compare Layer 3 VPNs and Layer 2 VPNs relative to metro Ethernet applications. 
The chapter then delves into the topic of deploying L2 Ethernet services over a hybrid L2 
Ethernet and an L3 IP/MPLS network. Some of the basic scalability issues that are considered 
include restrictions on the number of customers because of the VLAN-ID limitations, scaling the 
Layer 2 backbone with spanning tree, service provisioning and monitoring, and carrying VLAN 
information within the network.

• Chapter 5, “MPLS Traffic Engineering”—Previous chapters discussed how metro Ethernet 
Layer 2 services can be deployed over an MPLS network. Those chapters also covered the concept 
of pseudowires and LSP tunnels. In Chapter 5, you’ll learn about the different parameters used for 
traffic engineering. Traffic engineering is an important MPLS function that allows the network 
operator to have more control over how traffic traverses its network. This chapter details the concept 
of traffic engineering and its use.

• Chapter 6, “RSVP for Traffic Engineering and Fast Reroute”—MPLS plays a big role in delivering 
and scaling services in the metro, so you need to understand how it can be used to achieve traffic 
engineering and protection via the use of Resource Reservation Protocol traffic engineering (RSVP-TE). 
In this chapter, you see how MPLS, through the use of RSVP-TE, can be used to establish backup 
paths in the case of failure. This chapter discusses the basics of RSVP-TE and how it can be applied 
to establish LSPs, bandwidth allocation, and fast-reroute techniques. You’ll get a detailed explanation 
of the RSVP-TE messages and objects to give you a better understanding of this complex protocol.
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• Chapter 7, “MPLS Controlling Optical Switches”—The principles upon which MPLS technology 
is based are generic and applicable to multiple layers of the transport network. As such, MPLS-based 
control of other network layers, such as the TDM and optical layers, is also possible. Chapter 7 
discusses why Generalized MPLS (GMPLS) is needed to dynamically provision optical networks. 
You’ll learn about the benefits and drawbacks of both static centralized and dynamic decentralized 
provisioning models. Chapter 7 also introduces you to the different signaling models (overlay, 
peer, and augmented) and to how GMPLS uses labels to cross-connect the circuits for TDM and 
WDM networks.

• Chapter 8, “GMPLS Architecture”—Generalized MPLS (GMPLS) attempts to address some of 
the challenges that exist in optical networks by building on MPLS and extending its control parameters 
to handle the scalability and manageability aspects of optical networks. This chapter explains the 
characteristics of the GMPLS architecture, such as the extensions to routing and signaling 
and the technology parameters that GMPLS adds to MPLS to be able to control optical networks.

• Appendix, “SONET/SDH Basic Framing and Concatenation”—This appendix presents the 
basics of SONET/SDH framing and how the SONET/SDH technology is being adapted via the use 
of standard and virtual concatenation to meet the challenging needs of emerging data over SONET/
SDH networks in the metro. The emergence of L2 metro services will challenge the legacy 
SONET/SDH network deployments and will drive the emergence of multiservice provisioning 
platforms that will efficiently transport Ethernet, Frame Relay, ATM, and other data services over 
SONET/SDH.
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This chapter covers the following topics:

• The Metro Network

• Ethernet in the Metro

• The Early Metro Ethernet Movers

• The U.S. Incumbent Landscape

• The International Landscape

• A Data View of the Metro

• Metro Services

• Ethernet Access and Frame Relay Comparison
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C H A P T E R 1

Introduction to Data in the Metro
The metro, the first span of the network that connects subscribers and businesses to the 
WAN, has always been a challenging environment for delivering data services because 
it has been built to handle the stringent reliability and availability needs of voice 
communications. The metro is evolving differently in different regions of the world 
depending on many factors, including the following:

• Type of service provider—Metro deployments vary with respect to the type of 
service providers that are building them. While regional Bell operating companies 
(RBOCs) are inclined to build traditional SONET/SDH metro networks, greenfield 
operators have the tendency to build more revolutionary rather than evolutionary 
networks. 

• Geography—U.S. deployments differ from deployments in Europe, Asia Pacific, 
Japan, and so on. For example, while many metro deployments in the U.S. are SONET 
centric, China and Korea are not tied down to legacy deployments and therefore could 
adopt an Ethernet network faster.

• Regulations—Regulations tie to geography and the type of service providers. 
Europe, for example, has less regulation than the U.S. as far as defining the boundary 
between a data network and a Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) network; hence, 
the adoption of Ethernet over SDH deployments could move faster in Europe than 
in the U.S.

The Metro Network 
The metro is simply the first span of the network that connects subscribers and businesses 
to the WAN. The different entities serviced by the metro include residential and business 
customers, examples of which are large enterprises (LEs), small office/home office 
(SOHO), small and medium-sized businesses (SMBs), multitenant units (MTUs), and 
multidwelling units (MDUs) (see Figure 1-1).

The portion of the metro that touches the customer is called the last mile to indicate the last 
span of the carrier’s network. In a world where the paying customer is at the center of the 
universe, the industry also calls this span the first mile to acknowledge that the customer 
comes first. An adequate term would probably be “the final frontier” because the last span 
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of the network is normally the most challenging and the most expensive to build and is the final 
barrier for accelerating the transformation of the metro into a high-speed data-centric network. 

Figure 1-1 The Metro

The legacy metro consists primarily of time-division multiplexing (TDM) technology, which 
is very optimized for delivering voice services. A typical metro network consists of TDM 
equipment placed in the basement of customer buildings and incumbent local exchange carrier 
(ILEC) central offices. The TDM equipment consists of digital multiplexers, digital access 
cross-connects (DACs, often referred to as digital cross-connects), SONET/SDH add/drop 
multiplexers (ADMs), SONET/SDH cross-connects, and so on.

Figure 1-2 shows a TDM view of a legacy metro deployment. This scenario shows connectivity 
to business customers for on-net and off-net networks. An on-net network is a network in which 
fiber reaches the building and the carrier installs an ADM in the basement of the building 
and offers T1 or DS3/OCn circuits to different customers in the building. In this case, digital 
multiplexers such as M13s multiplex multiple T1s to a DS3 or multiple DS3s to an OCn circuit 
that is carried over the SONET/SDH fiber ring to the central office (CO). In an off-net network, 
in which fiber does not reach the building, connectivity is done via copper T1 or DS3 circuits 
that are aggregated in the CO using DACS. The aggregated circuits are cross-connected in 
the CO to other core COs, where the circuits are terminated or transported across the WAN 
depending on the service that is being offered.

The operation and installation of a pure TDM network is very tedious and extremely expensive 
to deploy, because TDM itself is a very rigid technology and does not have the flexibility or 
the economics to scale with the needs of the customer. The cost of deploying metro networks 
is the sum of capital expenditure on equipment and operational expenditure. Operational 
expenditure includes the cost of network planning, installation, operation and management, 
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maintenance and troubleshooting, and so on. What is important to realize is that these 
operational expenditures could reach about 70 percent of the carrier’s total expenditure, which 
could weigh heavily on the carrier’s decision regarding which products and technologies to 
install in the network. 

Figure 1-2 A TDM View of the Metro

The cost of bringing up service to a customer has a huge effect on the success of delivering that 
service. The less the carrier has to touch the customer premises and CO equipment to deliver 
initial and incremental service, the higher the carrier’s return on investment will be for that 
customer. The term truck rolls refers to the trucks that are dispatched to the customer premises 
to activate or modify a particular service. The more truck rolls required for a customer, the more 
money the carrier is spending on that customer. 

The challenge that TDM interfaces have is that the bandwidth they offer does not grow linearly 
with customer demands but rather grows in step functions. A T1 interface, for example, 
offers 1.5 Mbps; the next step function is a DS3 interface at 45 Mbps; the next step function is 
an OC3 interface at 155 Mbps; and so on. So when a customer’s bandwidth needs exceed the 
1.5-Mbps rate, the carrier is forced to offer the customer multiple T1 (nXT1) circuits or move 
to a DS3 circuit and give the customer a portion of the DS3. The end effect is that the physical 
interface sold to the customer has changed, and the cost of the change has a major impact on 
both the carrier and the customer. 

Moving from a T1 interface to an nXT1 or DS3/OCn requires changes to the customer premises 
equipment (CPE) to support the new interface and also requires changes to the CO equipment 
to accommodate the new deployed circuits. This will occur every time a customer requests a 
bandwidth change for the life of the customer connection. Services such as Channelized DS1, 
Channelized DS3, and Channelized OCn can offer more flexibility in deploying increments of 
bandwidth. However, these services come at a much higher cost for the physical interface and 
routers and have limited granularity. This is one of the main drivers for the proliferation of 
Ethernet in the metro as an access interface. A 10/100/1000 Ethernet interface scales much better 
from submegabit speeds all the way to gigabit, at a fraction of the cost of a TDM interface.
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Figure 1-3 shows the difference between the TDM model and Ethernet model for delivering 
Internet connectivity. In the TDM model, the metro carrier, such as an ILEC or RBOC, offers 
the point-to-point T1 circuit, while the ISP manages the delivery of Internet services, which 
includes managing the customer IP addresses and the router connectivity in the point of 
presence (POP). This normally has been the preferred model for ILECs who do not want to 
get involved in the IP addressing and in routing the IP traffic. In some cases, the ILECs can 
outsource the service or manage the whole IP connection if they want to. However, this model 
keeps a demarcation line between the delivery of IP services and the delivery of connectivity 
services.

Figure 1-3 Connectivity: TDM Versus Ethernet

In the Ethernet model, both network interfaces on the customer side and the ISP side are 
Ethernet interfaces. The ILEC manages the Layer 2 (L2) connection, while the ISP manages the 
IP services. From an operational perspective, this arrangement keeps the ILEC in a model 
similar to the T1 private-line service; however, it opens up the opportunity for the ILEC to up-
sell additional service on top of the same Ethernet connection without any changes to the CPE 
and the network. 

Ethernet in the Metro
Ethernet technology has so far been widely accepted in enterprise deployments, and millions 
of Ethernet ports have already been deployed. The simplicity of this technology enables you 
to scale the Ethernet interface to high bandwidth while remaining cost effective. The cost of 
a 100-Mbps interface for enterprise workgroup L2 LAN switches will be less than $50 in 
the next few years. 

These costs and performance metrics and Ethernet’s ease of use are motivating carrier networks 
to use Ethernet as an access technology. In this new model, the customer is given an Ethernet 
interface rather than a TDM interface.
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The following is a summary of the value proposition that an Ethernet access line offers relative 
to TDM private lines: 

• Bandwidth scalability—The low cost of an Ethernet access interface on both the CPE 
device and the carrier access equipment favors the installation of a higher-speed Ethernet 
interface that can last the life of the customer connection. Just compare the cost of having 
a single installation of a 100-Mbps Ethernet interface versus the installation of a T1 
interface for 1.5-Mbps service, a T3 for 45-Mbps service, and an OC3 (155 Mbps) for 
100-Mbps service. A TDM interface offering results in many CPE interface changes, 
many truck rolls deployed to the customer premises, and equipment that only gets more 
expensive with the speed of the interface.

• Bandwidth granularity—An Ethernet interface can be provisioned to deliver tiered 
bandwidth that scales to the maximum interface speed. By comparison, a rigid TDM 
hierarchy changes in big step functions. It is important to note that bandwidth granularity 
is not a function specific to Ethernet but rather is specific to any packet interface. Early 
deployments of metro Ethernet struggled with this function because many enterprise-class 
Ethernet switches did not have the capability to police the traffic and enforce SLAs.

• Fast provisioning—Deploying an Ethernet service results in a different operational 
model in which packet leased lines are provisioned instead of TDM circuit leased lines. 
The packet provisioning model can be done much faster than the legacy TDM model 
because provisioning can be done without changing network equipment and interfaces. 
Packet provisioning is a simple function of changing software parameters that would 
throttle the packets and can increase or decrease bandwidth, establish a connection in 
minutes, and bill for the new service.

The Early Metro Ethernet Movers
The earliest service providers to move into the metro Ethernet space appeared in the 1999–2000 
timeframe in the midst of the telecom bubble and have adopted variations of the same business 
model across the world.

In the U.S., the early adopters of metro Ethernet were the greenfield service providers that
wanted to provide services to some niche segments, such as SMBs that are underserved by the 
incumbent providers. Other providers have found an opportunity in promoting cheaper 
bandwidth by selling Ethernet pipes to large enterprises or to other providers such as ISPs 
or content providers.

The greenfield operators consist of BLECs and metro operators, which are discussed next.

The BLECs
The Building Local Exchange Carriers (BLECs) have adopted a retail bandwidth model 
that offers services to SMBs which are concentrated in large MTUs. (These are the “tall 
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and shiny buildings” that are usually located in concentrated downtown city areas.) The BLECs 
focus on wiring the inside of the MTUs for broadband by delivering Ethernet connections to 
individual offices. The BLECs capitalize on the fact that from the time an SMB places an order, 
it takes an incumbent operator three to six months to deploy a T1 circuit for that SMB. The 
BLECs can service the customers in weeks, days, or even hours rather than months and at much 
less cost.

As shown in Figure 1-4, a BLEC installs its equipment in the basement of the MTU, runs 
Ethernet in the risers of the building, and installs an Ethernet jack in the customer office. The 
customer can then get all of its data services from the Ethernet connection.

Figure 1-4 The BLEC Network Model

The Metro Ethernet Carrier
Although the BLECs are considered metro operators, they specialize in servicing the MTU 
customers rather than building connectivity within the metro itself. The metro carriers are 
focused on building connectivity within the metro and then selling connectivity to BLECs, large 
enterprises, or even other service providers, depending on the business model. However, a lot 
of consolidation has occurred because metro operators have acquired BLECs, blurring the 
distinction between the two different providers.

Whereas some metro carriers have adopted a retail model, selling bandwidth to large 
enterprises, other metro carriers have adopted a wholesale model, selling bandwidth to other 
service providers (see Figure 1-5).

Other business plans for metro deployments target cities that want to enhance the quality of 
life and attract business by tying the whole city with a fiber network that connects schools, 
universities, businesses, financial districts, and government agencies.
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Figure 1-5 Retail Versus Wholesale Model

The Greenfield Value Proposition
The following sections describe the value proposition that greenfield operators can offer to 
attract business away from the incumbents.

Bringing the Service Up in Days Rather Than Months
As mentioned earlier, one of the key selling points for the metro greenfield operators is their 
ability to bring service up in days. However, to accomplish this, the service has to be almost 
ready to be brought up once the customer requests it. Greenfields spend a lot of money on idle 
connections, waiting for a customer to appear.

Pay as You Grow Model
With an Ethernet connection, the customer can purchase an initial amount of bandwidth and 
SLA and then has the option to change the service in the future by simply calling the provider. 
The provider could then immediately assign the customer to a different SLA by changing the 
network parameters via software. Some metro operators offer their customers the ability to 
change their own bandwidth parameters via a web-based application.

Service Flexibility
With an Ethernet interface, the provider can offer the customer different types of services, such 
as Internet access, transparent LAN service (TLS), Voice over IP (VoIP), and so on, with 
minimal operational overhead. Each service is provided over its own virtual LAN (VLAN) 
and is switched differently in the network. The different services can be sold over the same 
Ethernet interface or, alternatively, each service can have a separate physical interface.
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Lower Pricing Model
The initial claims for the metro Ethernet service were very aggressive. Some of the early 
marketing campaigns claimed “twice the bandwidth at half the price.” The quotes for 100-Mbps 
Ethernet connections initially ranged from $100 per month to $5000 per month depending on 
which carrier you talked to and at what time of the day you talked to them. Table 1-1 compares 
sample pricing for Ethernet and T1/T3 services. The Ethernet pricing might vary widely 
depending on the region and how aggressive the carrier gets. 

The Challenges of the Greenfield Operators
The BLECs and metro Ethernet carriers have encountered many challenges in their business 
model that have hindered their success and caused a lot of them to cease to exist after the 
telecom downturn. This section explores several of those challenges.

The Fight for the Building Riser
Delivering Ethernet connections to the MTU offices requires having access to the building riser, 
which means dealing with the building owner—although there are regulations that prevent 
building owners from refusing to allow access to providers. The BLECs, who normally manage 
to have the first access to the building, have the early field advantage in capturing real estate 
in the basement and the riser. Of course, how much real estate becomes available or unavailable 
to other BLECs who are competing for the same MTU usually depends on what percentage 
of the profits the building owner is receiving.

Cost of Overbuilding the Network
Because many providers in the past operated on the “build it and they will come” theory, 
millions of dollars were spent on overbuilding the network, which consisted of

• Pulling fiber in the riser

• Building the last-mile connectivity

• Building the core metro network

A challenge for the BLECs is to figure out how much connectivity they need inside the building. 
Many BLECs have deployed as many connections as possible in the building on the hope that 
the BLECs will attract customers. This model has, again, resulted in a lot of money spent with 
no return on investment, forcing many BLECs out of business.

Table 1-1 Sample Pricing Comparison for Ethernet Versus T1/T3 Private-Line Service

Greenfield Incumbent

1.5 Mbps at ~$500/month T1 (1.5 Mbps) at ~$750/month

3 Mbps at ~$750/month 2 * T1 at ~$1500

45 Mbps at ~$2250/month T3 (45 Mbps) at ~$6000/month
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The premise of delivering services to customers in hours and days rather than months is made 
under the assumption that the BLEC has control of the network facilities inside and outside the 
building. The perfect solution is to have the BLEC lease or own fiber connections into the 
building. However, only about five percent of buildings in a metro area have access to fiber, while 
the rest can only be accessed via copper T1 and DS3 lines. Many BLECs are looking for the “low-
hanging fruit,” buildings that are already connected via fiber. In many cases, the BLECs try to have 
arrangements with utility companies to pull fiber into the buildings using existing conduits. In the 
cases where fiber passes across the building and not into the buildings, the BLECs have to 
share the cost of digging up the streets with building owners or utility companies. The challenge 
is that the first BLEC to ask for access into a building has to share the cost of digging the trench, 
while the BLECs who come after can easily have access to the existing conduit.

For buildings that couldn’t have fiber connectivity, the BLECs had to rely on existing copper 
T1 and DS3 lines to deliver bandwidth into the building. So although the BLECs were 
competing with the ILECs, they still had to rely on them to provide the copper lines at the 
ILECs’ slow pace of operation.

The metro carriers that are building the metro edge and core infrastructure have sunk a lot of 
money into buying or leasing the fiber that connects the different points of presence. Many 
metro providers have locked themselves into multimillion-dollar fiber leases based on the hope 
that their business will grow to fill up the big pipes.

The Breadth and Reach of Services
Metro carriers have also struggled with the different types of services that they offer and 
whether the service is offered on a regional or national basis. High-end customers such as large 
enterprises and financial institutions usually use a one-stop shop: one provider offering local 
and national connectivity with different types of services, such as Frame Relay or ATM VPN 
services. An Ethernet-only service approach with no national coverage isn’t too attractive. This 
has forced the metro providers to remain as niche players that do not have the support and reach 
that the incumbents have.

The Pricing Model
The cheap Ethernet connectivity pricing model could not be sustained. High-speed connections 
between 10 and 100 Mbps require a higher-speed backbone, which is expensive to build and 
manage. Also, the greenfield providers were still building up their customer base, and the low 
Ethernet pricing model did not help with a very small customer base. So Ethernet pricing for 
100-Mbps connections was across the map and a trial-and-error process with prices varying by 
thousands of dollars depending on who you talk to.

The U.S. Incumbent Landscape
While the greenfield operators were fast to build their metro networks, the U.S. incumbents 
took a sit-and-watch approach to see how the market would shake out. If the greenfield metro 
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Ethernet model were to succeed, it would start stealing customers from the incumbents, thereby 
affecting the deployment of their private-line services. Threatened by the newcomers, the 
RBOCs and IXCs, such as SBC, Verizon, Bellsouth, Qwest, and MCI, initiated requests for 
information (RFIs) to solicit information from vendors about how to deliver Ethernet services 
in the metro.

The challenges the incumbents face in deploying metro Ethernet are very different than the 
challenges of the greenfields. This section discusses some of those challenges, including the 
following:

• Existing legacy TDM infrastructure

• Building an all-Ethernet data network

• Pricing the services

• Regulations

Existing Legacy TDM Infrastructure
The U.S. metro is entrenched in TDM technology, and billions of dollars have already been 
spent on building that network. Anyone who intends to build a new service has to consider the 
existing infrastructure. As inefficient as it may seem, building an Ethernet service over the 
legacy infrastructure might be the only viable way for some incumbents to make a first entry 
into the metro Ethernet business. Many of the operational models have already been built for 
the SONET network. Operators know how to build the network, how to manage and maintain 
it, and how to deliver a service and bill for it. The incumbents have the challenge of adopting 
their existing discipline to the metro Ethernet model.

Building an All-Ethernet Data Network 
Alternatively, some U.S. incumbents have opted (after many internal debates) to build an 
all-Ethernet network tailored for data services. However, as of the writing of this book, none 
of these networks have materialized. Incumbents, who have always dealt with SONET 
technology, still do not quite understand Ethernet networks. Incumbents normally build their 
networks and services to tailor to the masses, so any new technology they deploy needs to scale 
to support thousands of customers nationwide. With Ethernet’s roots in enterprise networks, a 
big gap still exists between what the incumbents need and what existing Ethernet switches, or 
existing Ethernet standards, have to offer. Incumbents are also unfamiliar with how to manage 
an Ethernet network, price the service, and bill for it. All of these factors have contributed to the 
delay in the deployment of such networks.

The deficiencies in Ethernet technology and Ethernet standards in dealing with the metro 
scalability and availability requirements were one of the main reasons for the proliferation of 
MPLS in the metro. This topic will be explained in more detail in Chapter 4, “Hybrid L2 and 
L3 IP/MPLS Networks.”
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Pricing the Service
For the incumbents, pricing the metro Ethernet services is an extremely challenging exercise. 
Incumbents that are selling T1 and DS3 connectivity services would be competing with 
themselves by offering Ethernet services. A very aggressive Ethernet pricing model would 
jeopardize the sales of T1 and DS3 lines and disrupt the incumbent’s business model.

For incumbents selling T1/E1 and DS3 services, their Ethernet pricing model has to do the 
following to succeed:

• Move hand in hand with existing pricing for legacy services to avoid undercutting the 
legacy services.

• Offer different levels of services with different price points, in addition to the basic 
connectivity service. Metro Ethernet services present a good value proposition for both 
the customer and carrier. The customer can enjoy enhanced data services at higher 
performance levels, and the carrier can benefit from selling services that it otherwise 
wouldn’t have been able to sell with a simple TDM connection. So the carrier can actually 
sell the Ethernet connection at a lower price than the legacy connection, based on the hope 
that the additional services will eventually result in a more profitable service than the 
legacy services.

The Incumbent Regulations
Another area that challenges the deployment of metro Ethernet services in the U.S. are the 
regulations that the incumbent carriers have and the delineation between the regulated and 
unregulated operation inside the same carriers. The regulated portions of the incumbents deal 
mainly with transport equipment and have rules and guidelines about the use and the location 
of data switching equipment. The unregulated portion of the incumbent normally has enough 
flexibility to deploy a mix of hybrid data switching and transport equipment without many ties. 

These regulations have created a big barrier inside the incumbents and have created two 
different operational entities to deal with data and transport. The deployment of new data 
services such as metro Ethernet will prove to be challenging in the U.S. because such services 
require a lot of coordination between the data operation and the transport operation of the same 
incumbent carrier.

The International Landscape
In 2000, while the U.S. market was bubbling with greenfield operators building their metro 
networks and challenging the almighty RBOCs and IXCs, the metro Ethernet market was 
taking its own form and shape across the globe. What was different about the rest of the world 
was the lack of venture capital funding that had allowed new greenfield providers to mushroom 
in the U.S. 
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The European Landscape
In Europe, the first activities in metro Ethernet occurred in Scandinavia, specifically Sweden. 
Telia, the largest Swedish telecom provider, had submitted an RFI for metro Ethernet services. 
Unlike the U.S., where the providers were focusing on T1 private-line replacement, the target 
application in Sweden was residential. Many MDU apartment complexes were located in 
concentrated residential areas, and many of the new developments had fiber already deployed 
in the basements of the MDUs. Ethernet services seemed like the perfect vehicle to deliver 
value-added services such as converged voice, data, and video applications. A single Ethernet 
connection to an MDU could provide Internet access, VoIP, video on demand, and so on.

Also across Europe, a handful of greenfield operators had very aggressive plans to deploy metro 
Ethernet services, but most faced the same challenges as the U.S. greenfield operators. In 
pockets of Europe such as Italy, large players such as Telecom Italia were experimenting with 
an all-Ethernet metro for residential customers.

In general, however, the European metro is entrenched in SDH technology and, like the U.S., 
has invested in legacy TDM deployments. This puts the big European providers in the same 
challenging position as the U.S. incumbents in dealing with service cannibalization and the cost 
of a new buildout. However, Europe differs from the U.S. in that it doesn’t have stringent 
regulations that require a strict boundary between the operation of data switching equipment 
and SDH transport equipment, which could play a big role in the shift toward metro Ethernet 
buildouts.

The Asian Landscape
The metro Ethernet landscape in Asia is very different than in the U.S. and Europe. Japan, 
Korea, and China will prove to be the major players in the deployment of all-Ethernet metro 
services. One of the major reasons is that these countries haven’t invested as much in SONET 
or SDH and, thus, have a cleaner slate than the U.S. and Europe from which to deploy new data 
services in the metro.

Many metro Ethernet deployments have already been announced and deployed by big telecom 
providers such as Korea Telecom SK and others. China will also emerge as a big player in this 
market after the restructuring of China Telecom into different entities, China Netcom, Unicom, 
and Railcom. 

In Japan, tough competition between telecom providers has driven the cost of private-line 
services lower than in most other countries. Japan is also a leader in all-metro Ethernet 
deployments for multimedia services.

A Data View of the Metro
A data view of the metro puts in perspective the different metro services and how they are 
offered by the different providers. 
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Figure 1-6 shows a view of the metro with the emphasis on the data access, data aggregation, 
and service delivery. As you can see, the metro is divided into three segments:

• Metro access—This segment constitutes the last-mile portion, which is the part of the 
network that touches the end customer. For business applications, for example, access 
equipment resides in a closet in the basement of the enterprise or MTU.

• Metro edge—This segment constitutes the first level of metro aggregation. The 
connections leaving the buildings are aggregated at this CO location into bigger pipes that 
in turn get transported within the metro or across the WAN.

• Metro core—This segment constitutes a second level of aggregation where many edge 
COs are aggregated into a core CO. In turn, the core COs are connected to one another to 
form a metro core from which traffic is overhauled across the WAN. 

Figure 1-6 Data View of the Metro

The terminology and many variations of the metro can be confusing. In some cases, there is 
only one level of aggregation; hence, the building connections are aggregated into one place and 
then directly connected to a core router. In other scenarios, the metro core CO, sometimes called 
the metro hub, co-locates with the wide-area POP. 

Metro Services
The metro services vary depending on the target market—commercial or residential—and 
whether it is a retail service or a wholesale service. The following list gives a summary of some 
of the metro services that are promoted:

• Internet connectivity

• Transparent LAN service (point-to-point LAN to LAN)
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• L2VPN (point-to-point or multipoint-to-multipoint LAN to LAN)

• LAN to network resources (remote data center)

• Extranet

• LAN to Frame Relay/ATM VPN

• Storage area networks (SANs) 

• Metro transport (backhaul)

• VoIP

Some of these services, such as Internet connectivity and TLS, have been offered for many years. 
The difference now is that these services are provided with Ethernet connectivity, and the carriers 
are moving toward a model in which all of these services can be offered on the same infrastructure 
and can be sold to the same customer without any major operational overhead. This introduces 
an excellent value proposition to both the customer and the carrier. The services are provisioned 
through transporting the application over point-to-point or multipoint-to-multipoint L2 
connections. The following sections discuss some of these services in greater detail. 

LAN to Network Resources
Earlier, in the section “The Metro Network,” you saw how Internet service can be delivered by 
installing at the customer premises an Ethernet connection rather than a T1 TDM connection. 
After the Ethernet connection is installed at the end customer, the ILEC can sell different 
services to the customer, such as LAN to network resources. An example of such a service is 
one that enables an enterprise to back up its data in a remote and secure location for disaster 
recovery. 

Figure 1-7 shows that in addition to Internet service, the customer can have a data backup and 
disaster recovery service that constantly backs up data across the metro.

Figure 1-7 LAN to Network Resources
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For new data networks in which the connectivity is done via gigabit and 10 gigabit pipes, the 
metro can be transformed into a high-speed LAN that offers bandwidth-intensive applications 
that would not normally be feasible to deploy over legacy TDM infrastructure.

As previously mentioned, the service in the metro will take many shapes and forms depending 
on the target customer. The same LAN to network resources model could be applied toward 
residential applications, enabling the ILECs to start competing with cable companies in 
distributing multimedia services. In a residential application, video servers would be located 
in a metro POP and residential MDU customers could access high-speed digital video on 
demand over an Ethernet connection. While these services still seem futuristic in the U.S., the 
international landscape soon could be very different in Europe (particularly Sweden), Japan, 
and Korea, where the fast deployment of Ethernet networks is already making these 
applications a reality.

Ethernet L2VPN Services
You may have noticed that many of the services mentioned are pure L2 services that offer 
connectivity only. This is similar to legacy Frame Relay and ATM services, where the Frame 
Relay/ATM connection offers a pure L2 pipe and the IP routed services can ride on top of that pipe. 

Figure 1-8 shows a carrier deploying an Ethernet L2VPN service. The carrier network behaves 
as an L2 Ethernet switch that offers multipoint-to-multipoint connectivity between the different 
customer sites. The customer can benefit from running its own control plane transparently over 
the carrier’s network. The customer routers at the edge of the enterprise could exchange routing 
protocols without interference with the carrier routing, and the carrier would not have to support 
any of the customer’s IP addressing. An important observation is that while the carrier’s network 
behaves like an L2 Ethernet switch, the underlying technology and the different control planes 
used in the carrier network are not necessarily based on Ethernet or a Layer 2 control plane.

Figure 1-8 L2VPN services
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Ethernet Access and Frame Relay Comparison
Frame Relay VPN services have been widely accepted and have proven to be very cost effective 
compared to point-to-point private-line service. In essence, Ethernet services can be considered 
the next-generation of Frame Relay because they provide most of the benefits of Frame Relay 
with better scalability as far as providing higher bandwidth and multipoint-to-multipoint 
connectivity services. The following list shows some of the similarities and dissimilarities 
between an Ethernet and a Frame Relay service: 

• Interface speed—Frame Relay interface speeds range from sub-T1 rates up to OCn 
speeds. However, Frame Relay has been widely deployed at the lower sub-T1, T1, and 
DS3 speeds. An Ethernet interface can run at up to 10 Gbps.

• Last-mile connectivity—Ethernet services will find better acceptance in on-net 
deployments (where fiber reaches the building), irrespective of the transport method (as 
will be explained in the next chapter). Frame Relay has the advantage of being deployed 
in off-net applications over existing copper T1 and DS3 lines, which so far constitutes a 
very high percentage of deployments. There are existing efforts in forums, such as the 
Ethernet in the First Mile (EFM) forum, to run Ethernet directly over existing copper lines. 
It is unknown at this point whether such a deployment would find acceptance compared 
to a traditional Frame Relay service.

• Virtual circuit support—Both Ethernet and Frame Relay offer a multiplexed interface 
that allows one customer location to talk to different locations over the same physical 
interface. The VLAN notion of Ethernet is similar to the Frame Relay permanent virtual 
circuit (PVC). 

• Multipoint connectivity—An obvious difference between Frame Relay and Ethernet is 
that Frame Relay virtual circuits are point-to-point circuits. Any point-to-multipoint or 
multipoint-to-multipoint connectivity between sites is done via the provisioning of 
multiple point-to-point PVCs and routing between these PVCs at a higher layer, the IP 
layer. With Ethernet, the VLAN constitutes a broadcast domain, and many sites can share 
multipoint-to-multipoint connectivity at L2.

• L2 interface—A very important benefit that both Frame Relay and Ethernet offer is the 
ability to keep the separation between the network connectivity at L2 and the higher-level 
IP application, including L3 routing. This allows the customer to have control over its 
existing L2 or L3 network and keep a demarcation between the customer’s network and 
the carrier’s network.

Conclusion
The proliferation of data services in the metro is already taking place. You have seen in this 
chapter how metro data services and specifically Ethernet services are making their move into 
the metro. The greenfield metro operators have had quite an influence on this shift by putting 
pressure on traditional metro operators, such as the ILECs. While metro Ethernet is evolving 
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slowly in the U.S. due to legacy TDM deployments and regulations, it has found good success 
in different parts of the world, especially in Asia and Japan. Metro Ethernet services offer an 
excellent value proposition both to service providers and to businesses and consumers. Metro 
Ethernet services will reduce the recurring cost of service deployment while offering much 
flexibility in offering value-added data services. 

Metro Ethernet services do not necessitate an all-Ethernet L2 network; rather, they can be 
deployed over different technologies such as next-generation SONET/SDH and IP/MPLS 
networks. Chapter 2, “Metro Technologies,” goes into more details about the different 
technologies used in the metro.
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This chapter covers the following topics:

• Ethernet over SONET/SDH (EOS)

• Resilient Packet Ring (RPR)

• Ethernet Transport
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Metro Technologies
Metro Ethernet services and applications do not necessarily require Ethernet as the 
underlying transport technology. The metro can be built on different technologies, 
such as

• Ethernet over SONET/SDH (EOS)

• Resilient Packet Ring (RPR)

• Ethernet Transport

Ethernet over SONET/SDH
Many incumbent carriers in the U.S. and Europe have already spent billions of dollars 
building SONET/SDH metro infrastructures. These carriers would like to leverage the 
existing infrastructure to deliver next-generation Ethernet services. For such deployments, 
bandwidth management on the network is essential, because of the low capacity of existing 
SONET/SDH rings and the fact that they can be easily oversubscribed when used for data 
services. 

Incumbents who want to deploy EOS services face tough challenges. Traditionally, for 
RBOCs and ILECs in the U.S., there is a clear-cut delineation between transport and data. 
The regulated part of the organization deals with transport-only equipment, not data 
equipment. With EOS, the equipment vendors blur the line between data and transport, 
which creates a problem for the adoption of the new technology. So, it is worth spending 
some time explaining the EOS technology itself.

The benefit of EOS is that it introduces an Ethernet service while preserving all the 
attributes of the SONET infrastructure, such as SONET fast restoration, link-quality 
monitoring, and the use of existing SONET OAM&P network management. With EOS, 
the full Ethernet frame is still preserved and gets encapsulated inside the SONET payload 
at the network ingress and gets removed at the egress. 

As Figure 2-1 shows, the entire Ethernet frame is encapsulated inside an EOS header by 
the EOS function of the end system at the ingress. The Ethernet frame is then mapped 
onto the SONET/SDH Synchronous Payload Envelope (SPE) and is transported over the 
SONET/SDH ring. The Ethernet frame is then extracted at the EOS function on the 
egress side.
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Figure 2-1 Ethernet over SONET

There are two standardized ways to transport Ethernet frames over a SONET/SDH 
network:

• LAPS—Ethernet over the Link Access Procedure SDH is defined by the ITU-T, which 
published the X.86 standard in February 2001. LAPS is a connectionless protocol similar 
to High-Level Data Link Control (HDLC).

• GFP—Generic Framing Procedure is also an ITU standard that uses the Simple Data 
Link (SDL) protocol as a starting point. One of the differences between GFP and 
LAPS is that GFP can accommodate frame formats other than Ethernet, such as PPP, 
Fiber Channel, fiber connectivity (FICON), and Enterprise Systems Connection 
(ESCON).

The EOS function can reside inside the SONET/SDH equipment or inside the packet switch. 
This creates some interesting competing scenarios between switch vendors and transport 
vendors to offer the Ethernet connection.

Figures 2-2, 2-3, and 2-4 show different scenarios for the EOS connection. In Figure 2-2, 
the EOS function is inside the ADM. This is normally done via a combination framer/mapper 
that supports EOS and is placed on a line card or daughter card inside the ADM. The EOS 
mapping function adds an X.86 or GFP wrapper around the whole Ethernet frame, and the 
framing function encapsulates the frame in the SONET/SDH SPE. From then on, the SONET/
SDH SPE is transported across the SONET/SDH ring and gets peeled off on the egress side. 
ADMs that contain the EOS function plus other functions such as virtual concatenation 
(discussed in the next section) are called next-generation ADMs. Figure 2-3 places the EOS 
function inside the switch.

Figure 2-2 EOS Function Inside the ADM

The difference here is that the data equipment and the transport equipment are two different 
entities that can be owned by different operational groups within the same carrier. This makes 
it much easier for regulated and unregulated entities within the carrier to deploy a new service. 
The regulated group’s sole responsibility is to provision SONET/SDH circuits, as they would 
do for traditional voice or leased-line circuits. The unregulated group in turn deploys the 
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higher-layer data services. It is also worth mentioning that in this scenario, the Ethernet switch 
that delivers the data services has full control of the SONET/SDH tributaries. This is in contrast to 
Figure 2-2, in which the SONET/SDH tributaries are terminated inside the ADM, and the Ethernet 
switch sees only a concatenated Ethernet pipe. Figure 2-4 combines the packet-switching, ADM, 
and EOS functions in the same equipment.

Figure 2-3 EOS Function Inside the Switch

For equipment efficiency, this is the optimal solution; however, the deployment of such systems 
can be challenging if strict operational delineation between packet and transport exists. Such 
deployments are occurring in the U.S. by smaller competitive telecom providers and by the 
unregulated portion of the RBOCs/ILECs that do not have many restrictions about data versus 
transport. Deployments of such systems in Europe are more prevalent because Europe has 
fewer restrictions than the U.S.

Figure 2-4 EOS and Switching Functions Inside the ADM

EOS introduces some bandwidth inefficiencies in deploying metro Ethernet services because of 
the coarse bandwidth granularity of SONET/SDH circuits and the bandwidth mismatch with the 
sizes of Ethernet pipes. Virtual concatenation (VCAT) is a mechanism used to alleviate such 
inefficiencies, as discussed next.

The Role of Virtual Concatenation
Virtual concatenation is a measure for reducing the TDM bandwidth inefficiencies on SONET/
SDH rings. With standard SONET/SDH concatenation, SONET/SDH pipes are provisioned 
with coarse granularity that cannot be tailored to the actual bandwidth requirement. The TDM 
circuits are either too small or too large to accommodate the required bandwidth. On a SONET/
SDH ring, once the circuit is allocated, the ring loses that amount of bandwidth whether the 
bandwidth is used or not. 

Appendix A, “SONET/SDH Basic Framing and Concatenation,” briefly describes SONET/
SDH and the different terminology you see throughout this chapter. 

With VCAT, a number of smaller pipes are concatenated and assembled to create a bigger pipe 
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itself, meaning that the different individual circuits are bonded and presented to the upper 
network layer as one physical pipe. Virtual concatenation allows the grouping of n * STS/STM 
or n * VT/VC, allowing the creation of pipes that can be sized to the bandwidth that is needed. 

Figure 2-5 highlights the bandwidth efficiency that VCAT can provide. If standard 
concatenation is used and the bandwidth requirement is for 300 Mbps (about six STS-1s), the 
carrier has the option of provisioning multiple DS3 interfaces and using packet multiplexing 
techniques at the customer premises equipment (CPE) to distribute the traffic over the 
interfaces. (Note that a DS3 interface is the physical interface that runs at a 45-Mbps rate, while 
an STS-1 is a SONET envelope that can carry 50 Mbps.) Provisioning multiple DS3s at the CPE 
is normally inefficient, because it increases the cost, does not guarantee the full bandwidth 
(because of packet load-sharing techniques), and restricts the packet flow to 45 Mbps (because 
the individual physical circuits are restricted to DS3 bandwidth). The other alternative is for the 
carrier to allocate a full OC12 (12 STS-1s); this causes the carrier to lose revenue from selling 
six STS-1s, because they are allocated to a particular customer and cannot be used for other 
customers on the ring. With virtual concatenation, the carrier can provision a 300 Mbps pipe by 
bonding six STS-1s as one big pipe—hence no wasted bandwidth.

Figure 2-5 Virtual Concatenation

Figure 2-6 shows an example of how multiple services such as Ethernet connectivity services 
and traditional TDM services can be carried over the same SONET/SDH infrastructure. If the 
SONET/SDH equipment supports VCAT, a Gigabit Ethernet interface can be carried over a 
concatenated 21 STS-1 pipe, another Fast Ethernet (FE) 100-Mbps interface can be carried over 
two STS-1s, and a traditional DS3 interface can be carried over a single STS-1. In many cases, 
the speed of the Ethernet interface does not have to match the speed on the SONET/SDH side. 
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A Fast Ethernet 100-Mbps interface, for example, can be carried over an STS-1 (50 Mbps), two 
STS-1s, or three STS-1s. To handle this oversubscription, throttling of data and queuing of 
packets or some kind of data backoff need to happen to minimize packet loss.

Figure 2-6 Transporting Ethernet over SONET

Most rings today support channelization down to the STS-1 (DS3) level and can cross-connect 
circuits at that level. For T1 services, M13 multiplexers are used to aggregate multiple T1 
lines to a DS3 before transporting them on the ring. SONET/SDH equipment that operates at 
the VT/VC level is starting to be deployed by some RBOCs, which means that with virtual 
concatenation, circuits of n * VT/VC size can be provisioned.

The EOS and VCAT functions are implemented at the entry and exit points of the SONET/
SDH infrastructure, and not necessarily at every SONET/SDH station along the way. In 
Figure 2-6, ADMs 1 and 2 support the EOS and VCAT functions, while the cross-connect (XC) 
that connects the two rings functions as a traditional cross-connect. However, for VCAT to be 
effective, the SONET/SDH equipment on the ring has to be able to cross-connect the tributaries 
supported by the VCAT; otherwise, the bandwidth savings on the ring are not realized. So, if 
the equipment on the ring supports the allocation of STS-1 circuits and higher, the smallest 
circuit that can be allocated is an STS-1 circuit. If the terminating equipment supports VCAT 
to the VT 1.5 level (T1), a full STS-1 bandwidth is still wasted on the ring even if the CPE is 
allocated n * VT 1.5 via VCAT. In Figure 2-6, for example, if ADMs 1 and 2 support VCAT 
down to the VT 1.5 (T1) level, and the cross-connect can cross-connect only at the STS-1 (DS3) 
level, the savings are not realized.

Link Capacity Adjustment Scheme 
Virtual concatenation is a powerful tool for efficiently grouping the bandwidth and creating 
pipes that match the required bandwidth. However, the customer bandwidth requirement could 
change over time, which requires the SONET/SDH pipes to be resized. This could cause 
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network disruption as more SONET/SDH channels are added or removed. Link Capacity 
Adjustment Scheme (LCAS) is a protocol that allows the channels to be resized at any time 
without disrupting the traffic or the link. LCAS also performs connectivity checks to allow 
failed links to be removed and new links to be added dynamically without network disruption.

The combination of EOS, VCAT, and LCAS provides maximum efficiency when deploying 
Ethernet services over SONET. 

NOTE Virtual concatenation and EOS are orthogonal technologies, meaning that they are totally 
independent. EOS is a mapping technology that runs over standard concatenation and VCAT; 
however, the full benefits are achieved if done over the latter.

The following sections describe different scenarios in which EOS is used as a pure transport 
service or is applied in conjunction with packet switching.

EOS Used as a Transport Service
Ethernet over SONET/SDH by itself is still a transport service with an Ethernet interface, 
similar to the traditional private-line service with a T1, DS3, or OCn interface. EOS offers what 
is comparable to a point-to-point packet leased-line service. It provides an easy migration 
for carriers that sell transport to get their feet wet with Ethernet services. EOS is a “packet 
mapping” technology, not a “packet switching” technology, and does not offer the packet 
multiplexing that is needed for the aggregation and deaggregation of services. To deliver 
enhanced switched data services, you need to introduce packet-switching functionality into 
the metro equipment. 

The lack of packet multiplexing for the EOS service and the fact that thousands of point-to-
point circuits need to be provisioned between the customers and the central office (CO) create 
a problem in the aggregation of services in large-scale deployments. Each individual EOS 
circuit could be presented as a separate Ethernet interface in the CO. With thousands of 
customers getting an EOS circuit, the CO would have to terminate thousands of individual 
Ethernet wires. Imagine if the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) were still operating 
with each customer line terminated inside the CO as a physical wire rather than as a logical 
circuit. This would create a big patch-panel effect and a nightmare for provisioning and 
switching between circuits. This patch-panel effect presents a scalability limitation for
large-scale EOS deployments, as explained next.

Figure 2-7 shows a scenario in which a carrier is using EOS to sell a basic Internet-connectivity 
service. A SONET/SDH metro access ring connects multiple enterprise and multitenant unit 
(MTU) buildings to a CO location. Next-generation ADMs in the basements of the buildings 
provide 100-Mbps Ethernet connections that connect to the individual routers at each customer 
premise. The ring itself, in this example, allows channelization down to the VT 1.5 (T1) level, 
and each Ethernet connection is mapped to one or n * VT 1.5 circuits. 
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Figure 2-7 EOS Inside Transport Equipment

For every customer who is provisioned with an Ethernet interface, an Ethernet interface is 
extended out of the XC at the CO, because the XC works at the TDM level, and each circuit has 
to be terminated individually. The individual Ethernet interfaces are then connected to an 
Ethernet switch that aggregates the traffic toward the ISP router. This means that if a building 
has 20 customers, 20 different circuits have to be provisioned for that building and have 
to be terminated in the CO. If the CO supports 50 buildings with 20 customers per building, 
1000 TDM circuits have to be provisioned, and hence 1000 Ethernet interfaces have to 
be terminated in the CO. This model is very inefficient and does not scale well in terms of 
equipment or management. The XC will be loaded with physical Fast Ethernet interfaces, 
and the physical connectivity is unmanageable. The logical solution for this problem is to 
introduce aggregation techniques inside the cross-connect using Ethernet VLANs and to 
aggregate multiple Ethernet circuits over a single Gigabit or 10 Gigabit Ethernet interface 
where each circuit is individually identified. While such techniques are possible, they would 
mean more involvement of transport vendors on the data side, which is challenging from an 
operational perspective, especially in the U.S.

Figure 2-8 shows an example in which the XC aggregates the different EOS circuits over a 
single Ethernet interface that connects to an Ethernet switch. For this to happen, the XC needs 
to be able to logically separate the individual EOS circuits when presenting them to the Ethernet 
switch. This needs to be done because the traffic sent from the Ethernet switch to the XC over 
the GE port needs to be tagged with the right circuit ID to reach the correct destination. One 
method is to have the XC tag individual circuits with a VLAN ID before sending the traffic to 
the Ethernet switch. Other current implementations put the whole Ethernet bridging function 
inside the XC itself to allow the multiple EOS streams to be aggregated over a single interface 
when leaving the transport equipment. This has all the signs of fueling an ongoing industry
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debate over what functions reside in which equipment as the data vendors and transport vendors 
start stepping on each other’s toes.

Figure 2-8 EOS Aggregation Inside Transport Equipment

An obvious benefit of a transport service that gives each customer its own TDM circuit is 
that the customer is guaranteed the full bandwidth. The metro carriers that sell SONET/SDH 
circuits have dealt with this model for years and know full well how to substantiate the SLAs 
they sell. When this model is used with VCAT, which enables carriers to tailor the size of the 
circuit to the customer’s need, carriers can realize great bandwidth efficiency and offer firm 
QoS guarantees. However, you need to weigh this with the complexity of managing the 
multitude of additional TDM circuits that have to be provisioned, because all these new 
circuits need to be cross-connected in the network.

EOS with Packet Multiplexing at the Access
The previous example assumes that each customer in the building gets an individual TDM 
circuit. Another alternative is for the service provider to introduce packet multiplexing in the 
access switch. The service provider can achieve cost savings by having multiple customers 
share the same TDM circuit. These cost savings translate into lower cost for the basic 
connectivity service provided to the customer. 

Figure 2-9 shows a scenario where, in the same 50-building metro, each building has an STS-1 
(DS3) link that is shared by all 20 customers in each building. This greatly reduces the number 
of TDM circuits that have to be provisioned, because all customers in the same building share 
the same STS-1 circuit toward the CO. This reduces the total TDM circuits from 1000 to 50. 
Notice that 50 Ethernet ports still need to be terminated in the CO if the cross-connect does not 
have tagging or packet-multiplexing capabilities.
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Figure 2-9 EOS with Packet Multiplexing at the Access

Packet multiplexing in the last mile is yet another incremental step that the metro carriers would 
have to adopt to move in the direction of delivering switched Ethernet services. Although this 
model reduces the number of TDM circuits that need to be provisioned, it introduces issues 
of circuit oversubscription and SLA guarantees. Traffic from multiple customers would be 
fighting for the STS-1 link, and one customer with a Fast Ethernet (100 Mbps) interface could 
easily oversubscribe the 45-Mbps link. The carrier would need to use techniques such as traffic 
policing and traffic shaping to be able to sell its customers tiered bandwidth. These techniques 
are discussed in Chapter 3, “Metro Ethernet Services,” as part of a discussion about bandwidth 
parameters defined by the Metro Ethernet Forum (MEF).

EOS with Packet Switching
The discussion thus far has addressed the ability to deliver a basic point-to-point leased-line 
or Internet-connectivity service. More-advanced VPN services can also be delivered over a 
SONET/SDH metro network that supports EOS. With a VPN service, the assumption is that 
different locations of the “same” customer exist in a metro area, and the customer wants to 
be able to tie to these locations via a virtual network. This type of service requires packet 
switching. Of course, if all the customer wants is a point-to-point service, no switching 
is required.

Packet switching can be delivered using either of two methods:

• Centralized switching

• Local switching 
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EOS with Centralized Switching
With centralized switching, a TDM circuit is provisioned from each building to the CO. All 
circuits are terminated in the CO, which is where the packet switching happens. Note that 
the standard SONET/SDH operation in unidirectional path switched rings (UPSRs) is to 
have active circuits and protect circuits on the other side of the ring to achieve the 50-ms ring 
failure. So, in the metro that has 50 buildings, 50 active STS-1s and 50 protect STS-1 circuits 
are provisioned. Also note that in case the XC does not support packet tagging or switching, 
50 Ethernet interfaces need to be connected to the Ethernet switch at the CO. In Figure 2-10, 
customer A in sites 1 and 2 belongs to VPN A, while customer B in sites 1 and 2 belongs 
to VPN B.

Figure 2-10 EOS with Centralized Switching

EOS with Local Switching
With local switching, packet switching occurs on each node in the ring. The difference here is 
that TDM circuits are no longer provisioned between the buildings and the CO but are instead 
provisioned around the ring. Each ADM in the building terminates circuits for both east and 
west, and packets get switched at the local switching function in the basement of the building, 
as shown in Figure 2-11. In this case, SONET/SDH ring protection is not used. The metro 
carrier must rely on higher-level protection. In the case of L2 Ethernet, this means implementing 
standard spanning-tree mechanisms, such as the Spanning Tree Protocol (STP), or some 
other proprietary mechanisms that the Ethernet switch vendor offers. For example, STP 
would block one side of the ring to prevent a broadcast storm. Also note in Figure 2-11 that in 
each ADM, a separate Ethernet interface is dedicated to each TDM circuit that gets terminated, 
unless the ADM itself has a packet-switching function to aggregate the traffic toward the 
building. If more bandwidth is needed for the building, VCAT can be used to aggregate more 
circuits while still making them look like a single pipe.
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Figure 2-11 EOS with Local Switching

A variation of local switching is to integrate the Ethernet switching function and the ADM/EOS 
function into one box, as shown in Figure 2-12.

Figure 2-12 A Variation of EOS with Local Switching

In this case, the TDM circuits are still terminated at each switch/ADM box on the ring. The 
benefit of this model is that it reduces the number of boxes deployed in the network; however, 
it blurs the line between the operation of data and TDM networks. 

You probably realize by now why metro carriers that are used to SONET/SDH provisioning 
would like to stay close to the same old circuit-provisioning model. The terms “spanning tree” 
and “broadcast storms” give metro operators the jitters, because these are enterprise terms that 
sound very threatening for carriers that are bound to strict SLAs. 
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EOS Interfaces in the Data Equipment
So far, this chapter has discussed different scenarios for having an EOS interface within the 
transport equipment. This section discusses the scenario in which the EOS interfaces are 
part of the data equipment rather than the transport equipment. In this model, the transport 
equipment does not have to deal with mapping the Ethernet frames carried in the SONET/SDH 
payload; the data-switching equipment does that instead.

The EOS interfaces inside the data equipment, as shown in Figure 2-13, are SONET/SDH 
interfaces with a mapping function that maps the EOS frames carried inside the SONET/SDH 
payload to an Ethernet frame. The Ethernet frame is in turn presented to the switching logic 
inside the data equipment. As in the case of transport equipment, the EOS interface can 
support VCAT. The advantage of this model is that the switching function, the EOS function, 
and the VCAT functions are all in the same box and are decoupled from the TDM box, which 
may already be installed in the network. This allows the data equipment to have better control 
over mapping the different data streams over the SONET/SDH circuits. With this model, 
multipoint-to-multipoint switched Ethernet services can be delivered efficiently while 
leveraging the existing legacy SONET/SDH infrastructure. This also fits better with the 
current operational model, in which transport and data are managed separately. 

Figure 2-13 EOS in the Data Equipment

The previously mentioned EOS scenarios are bound to create a lot of debates and confusion 
in the industry. From a technology perspective, all options are viable, assuming the vendor 
equipment is capable of delivering the services. From a business perspective, the ownership 
of the EOS interface determines who makes money on the sale: the data-switching vendors 
or the transport vendors. You will see numerous debates from both ends about where the EOS 
services and functions such as VCAT start and terminate.
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Resilient Packet Ring
RPR also plays an important role in the development of data services in the metro. RPR is a new 
Media Access Control (MAC) protocol that is designed to optimize bandwidth management 
and to facilitate the deployment of data services over a ring network. The roots of RPR go 
back to the point at which Cisco Systems adopted a proprietary Data Packet Transport (DPT) 
technology to optimize packet rings for resiliency and bandwidth management. DPT found its 
way into the IEEE 802.17 workgroup, which led to the creation of an RPR standard that differs 
from the initial DPT approach.

RPR has so far been a very attractive approach to multiple service operators (MSOs), such as 
cable operators that are aggregating traffic from cable modem termination systems (CMTSs) 
in the metro. It remains to been seen whether RPR will be deployed by the incumbent carriers, 
such as the RBOCs and ILECs, that so far haven’t been widely attracted to the RPR concept. 
The primary reason why they lack interest is that they view RPR deployments as new 
deployments, compared to EOS deployments, which leverage existing infrastructure and are 
therefore more evolutionary. RPR is a new packet-ring technology that is deployed over dark 
fiber or wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) instead of the traditional SONET/SDH rings. 
RPR could be deployed as an overlay over existing SONET/SDH infrastructure; however, the 
complexity of overlaying logical RPR rings over physical SONET/SDH rings will probably not 
be too attractive to many operators. Although RPR and EOS solve different issues in the metro 
(EOS solves Ethernet service deployment, and RPR solves bandwidth efficiency on packet 
rings), both technologies will compete for the metro provider’s mind share.

Figure 2-14 shows a typical RPR deployment with a cable operator. The CMTSs aggregate the 
traffic coming over the coaxial cable from businesses and homes and hand over the data portion 
(assuming the cable is carrying voice/video as well) to the RPR router. Multiple RPR routers 
connect via an OC48 packet ring, and the traffic gets aggregated in the core hub, where Internet 
connectivity is established.

Figure 2-14 RPR Deployments
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RPR is somehow more commonly associated with routers than with switches, whereas EOS is 
more commonly associated with switches than routers. The reason for these associations is that 
DPT historically has been deployed using Cisco IP routers for delivering routed IP services over 
a packet ring. While the IEEE 802.17 standards body would like to make RPR independent 
of Layer 2 (L2) switching or Layer 3 (L3) routing, the fact remains that RPR has so far been 
adopted for L3 services. Also, many routers lack the right functionality to deliver L2 services, 
which makes EOS more suitable for switches. Again, while the technologically savvy reader 
might argue that L2 or L3 could be delivered with either technology—and there are existing 
platforms that support both L2 and L3 services—service provider adoption will be the 
determining factor in how each technology will most likely be used.

In comparing RPR with traditional SONET/SDH rings, you will realize that RPR deployments 
have many advantages simply because RPR is a protocol built from the ground up to support 
data rings. The following sections discuss several features of RPR.

RPR Packet Add, Drop, and Forward
The RPR operation consists of three basic operations: add, drop, and forward. These operations 
mimic the add/drop mechanisms that are used in traditional SONET networks, where circuits 
get added, dropped, and cross-connected inside a ring. 

The advantage that RPR has over a traditional Ethernet switched packet ring is that Ethernet 
802.3 MAC operation processes packets at each node of the ring irrespective of whether the 
packet destination is behind that node. In contrast, RPR 802.17 MAC forwards the traffic on 
the ring without doing any intermediary switching or buffering if the traffic does not belong 
to the node. This reduces the amount of work individual nodes have to do.

In the RPR operation shown in Figure 2-15, traffic that does not belong to a particular node is 
transited (forwarded) on the ring by the 802.17 MAC. In the Ethernet 802.3 MAC operation, 
the traffic is processed and buffered at each node for the switching function to determine the 
exit interface.

RPR’s advantage over a SONET/SDH ring is that all the packets coming into the ring share 
the full-ring bandwidth, and the RPR mechanism manages the bandwidth allocation to 
avoid congestion and hot spots. In a SONET/SDH ring, TDM time slots are allocated 
to each circuit, and the bandwidth is removed from the ring whether there is traffic on 
that circuit or not.

RPR Resiliency
RPR offers ring protection in 50 ms, comparable with the traditional SONET/SDH protection. 
RPR fast protection with full-ring bandwidth utilization is probably one of the main assets 
that RPR has when compared to SONET/SDH and other packet-protection mechanisms. 
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RPR protection is achieved in two ways:

• Ring wrapping—The ring is patched at the location of the fault.

• Ring steering—In case of failure, the traffic is redirected (steered) at the source toward 
the working portion of the ring. 

Figure 2-15 RPR Add, Drop, and Forward

In general, the physical layer detects faults and signals that information to the MAC layer. If the 
failure is determined to be critical, each affected RPR node initiates a fail-over action for the 
service flows it originates that are affected by the facility outage. The fail-over action is a simple 
redirection of the traffic from the failed path to the protection path. The process of alarm 
notification and redirecting traffic is completed within 50 ms of the outage. 

Figure 2-16 compares and contrasts RPR and SONET/SDH. In the SONET/SDH UPSR 
schemes, for example, 50-ms protection is achieved by having a working fiber and a standby 
protect fiber at all times. A sending node transmits on both fibers (east and west) at the same 
time, and a receiving node accepts traffic from only one side. In case of a fiber cut, recovery is 
done in less than 50 ms. In UPSRs, only 50 percent of the fiber capacity is used, because the 
other half is kept for failure mode. In RPR, both fiber rings—the outer ring and the inner ring—
are used to utilize 100 percent of the ring capacity. In case of a failure, the ring wraps, isolating 
the failed portion. So, in essence, the effective bandwidth of an RPR ring is twice as much as 
a SONET/SDH ring because of the SONET/SDH protection.
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Figure 2-16 RPR Protection

RPR Fairness
RPR implements a fairness algorithm to give every node on the ring a fair share of the ring. RPR 
uses access-control mechanisms to ensure fairness and to bound latency on the ring. The access 
control can be broken into two types, which can be applied at the same time:

• Global access control—Controls access so that every node can get a fair share of the 
ring’s global bandwidth.

• Local access control—Gives the node additional ring access—that is, bandwidth beyond 
what was globally allocated—to take advantage of segments that are less-used.

RPR uses the special reuse protocol (SRP), which is a concept used in rings to increase the 
ring’s overall aggregate bandwidth. This is possible because multiple spans of the ring can be 
used simultaneously without having the traffic on one span affect the traffic on the other spans. 
If a node experiences congestion, it notifies the upstream nodes on the ring, which in turn adjust 
the transmit rate to relieve downstream congestion. 

It helps to contrast ring bandwidth fairness between RPR and L2 Ethernet rings. In the case of 
an Ethernet ring with L2 switching, there is no such thing as ring fairness, because the QoS 
decisions are local to each node, irrespective of what is on the ring. You can use rate-limiting 
techniques to prevent a set of customers who are coming in on one node from oversubscribing 
the ring; however, it would be hard to have a global fairness mechanism without resorting to 
complicated QoS management software applications that would coordinate between all nodes. 

Figure 2-17 shows three different scenarios for SONET/SDH UPSR, RPR, and L2 Ethernet 
rings. In the SONET/SDH case, if an STS-1 is allocated, the ring loses an STS-1 worth of 
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bandwidth, irrespective of actual traffic. In the Ethernet case, traffic from A to C and from B to 
C might oversubscribe the capacity of the point-to-point link between switches SW2 and SW3. 
In the RPR case, the MAC entity on each node monitors the utilization on its immediate links 
and makes that information available to all nodes on the ring. Each node can then send more 
data or throttle back.

Figure 2-17  Ring Bandwidth

Ethernet Transport
So far, this book has addressed the reasoning behind adopting Ethernet as an access interface 
rather than a TDM interface. But as discussed in this section, Ethernet isn’t limited to being an 
access technology. Many efforts have been made to extend Ethernet itself into the MAN as a 
transport technology. Since the early 2000s, metro Ethernet deployments have taken many 
shapes and forms; some have proven to work, and others have not. When Ethernet is used as 
a transport technology, the access network can be built in either ring or hub-and-spoke 
topologies. These are discussed next.
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Gigabit Ethernet Hub-and-Spoke Configuration
In a Gigabit Ethernet hub-and-spoke configuration, Ethernet switches deployed in the basement 
of buildings are dual-homed into the nearest point of presence (POP) or CO. Dedicated fiber, 
or dedicated wavelengths using WDM, is used for connectivity. Although this is the most 
expensive approach for metro access deployments because of the cost of fiber, some carriers 
consider it to be the better solution as far as survivability and scalability compared to deploying 
Ethernet in a ring topology (described in the next section). With the hub-and-spoke model, 
the bandwidth dedicated to each building can scale, because the full fiber is dedicated to the 
building. Protection schemes can be achieved via mechanisms such as link aggregation 
802.3ad or dual homing. With link aggregation, two fibers are aggregated into a bigger 
pipe that connects to the CO. Traffic is load-balanced between the two fibers, and if one fiber 
is damaged, the other absorbs the full load. This, of course, assumes that the two fibers are 
run into two different conduits to the CO for better protection. This scenario is shown in 
Figure 2-18 for the connection between building 1 and the CO.

Figure 2-18  Ethernet Hub and Spoke

Another approach is to dual-home the fiber into different switches at the CO, as shown in 
Figure 2-18 for buildings 2 and 3. Although this prevents a single point of failure on the 
switching side, it creates more complexities, because STP must be run between the buildings 
and the CO, causing traffic on one of the dual-homed links to be blocked. 

Gigabit Ethernet Rings
Many fiber deployments in the metro are laid in ring configurations. Consequently, ring 
topologies are the most natural to implement and result in cost savings. However, the situation 
differs depending on whether you are dealing with U.S. carriers or international carriers, 
incumbents, or greenfields. Ring deployments could be extremely cost-effective for one carrier 
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but a nonissue for another. For existing fiber laid out in a ring topology, Gigabit Ethernet rings 
are a series of point-to-point connections between the switches in the building basements and 
the CO, as shown in Figure 2-19. As simple as they might look, Gigabit Ethernet rings may  
create many issues for the operators because of protection and bandwidth limitations. First of 
all, ring capacity could be a major issue. Gigabit Ethernet rings have only 1 GB of capacity 
to share between all buildings, and some of that capacity is not available because spanning tree 
blocks portions of the ring to prevent loops.

Figure 2-19 Gigabit Ethernet Rings

With an Ethernet L2 switched operation, the ring itself becomes a collection of point-to-point 
links. Even without a fiber cut, spanning tree blocks portions of the ring to prevent broadcast 
storms caused by loops (see Part A of Figure 2-20). Broadcast storms occur, for example, when 
a packet with an unknown destination reaches a node. The node floods the packet over the ring 
according to standard bridging operation as defined in 802.3d. If there is a loop in the network 
(in this case, the ring), the packet could end up being received and forwarded by the same node 
over and over. The spanning-tree algorithm uses control packets called bridge protocol data 
units (BPDUs) to discover loops and block them. Spanning tree normally takes between 30 
and 60 seconds to converge. The new 802.1W Rapid Spanning Tree allows faster convergence 
but still doesn’t come close to 50 ms. Many proprietary algorithms have been introduced to 
achieve ring convergence in less than 1 second, which many operators view as good enough 
for data services and even for Voice over IP (VoIP) services. However, because L2 switching 
cannot operate in a loop environment, many of these algorithms still need to block redundant 
paths in the ring to prevent broadcast storms, and are not considered as reliable as RPR or 
SONET/SDH protection mechanisms that are more carrier-class. When a fiber cut occurs, 
spanning tree readjusts, and the new path between the different nodes is established, as shown 
in Part B of Figure 2-20. 
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Figure 2-20 Gigabit Ethernet Rings—Spanning Tree

Although 10-Gigabit Ethernet rings would alleviate the congestion issues, initial solutions for 
10-GE switches are cost-prohibitive. Initial equipment with 10-GE interfaces was designed 
for core networks rather than building access. As 10-GE solutions mature and their prices are 
reduced to fit the building access, 10-GE rings will become a viable solution.

Other methods, such as deploying WDM, could be used to add capacity on the ring. It is 
debatable whether such methods are cost-effective for prime-time deployments, because they 
increase the operational overhead of deploying the access ring. 

Conclusion
So far, you have read about different technologies that can be used for physical metro 
connectivity. Ethernet over SONET, RPRs, and Ethernet transport are all viable methods to 
deploy a metro Ethernet service. Ethernet over SONET presents a viable solution for deploying 
Ethernet services over an existing installed base. You have seen how virtual concatenation 
allows better efficiency and bandwidth granularity when mapping Ethernet pipes over SONET/
SDH rings. RPR is a packet-ring technology that is attracting much interest from MSOs 
because it solves many of the restoration and bandwidth inefficiencies that exist in SONET/
SDH rings. Ethernet as a transport technology is also a simple and efficient way to deploy 
Ethernet services; however, by itself, this solution inherits many of the deficiencies of L2 
switched Ethernet networks. 
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Much functionality still needs to be offered on top of metro equipment to deliver revenue-
generating services such as Internet connectivity and VPN services. Ethernet, for example, 
has always been used in a single-customer environment, such as an enterprise network. It 
is now moving to a multicustomer environment in which the same equipment delivers services 
to different customers over a shared carrier network. Issues of virtualization of the service and 
service scalability become major issues. Ethernet over MPLS (EoMPLS) is becoming a viable 
solution for deploying scalable metro Ethernet services. The MPLS control plane delivers most 
of the functionality that is lacking in Ethernet switched networks as far as scalability and 
resiliency. Chapter 3 discusses metro Ethernet services and Layer 2 switching, in preparation 
for Chapter 4, which discusses delivering Ethernet over hybrid Ethernet and IP/MPLS 
networks. 
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This chapter covers the following topics:

• L2 Switching Basics

• Metro Ethernet Services Concepts

• Example of an L2 Metro Ethernet Service

• Challenges with All-Ethernet Metro Networks
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Metro Ethernet Services
As discussed in Chapter 1, “Introduction to Data in the Metro,” Ethernet services can take 
either of two forms: a retail service that competes with traditional T1/E1 private-line services, 
or a wholesale service where a carrier sells a big Ethernet transport pipe to another, smaller 
service provider. In either case, multiple customers share the same metro infrastructure and 
equipment. For TDM deployments, sharing the infrastructure is a nonissue, because the 
services are limited to selling transport pipes, and each customer is allocated a circuit that 
isolates its traffic from other customers. The customer gets well-defined SLAs, mainly 
dictated by the circuit that is purchased.

When packet multiplexing and switching are applied, such as in the cases of switched EOS, 
Ethernet Transport, and RPR, things change. Packets from different customers are multiplexed 
over the same pipe, and the bandwidth is shared. No physical boundaries separate one 
customer’s traffic from another’s, only logical boundaries. Separation of customer traffic 
and packet queuing techniques have to be used to ensure QoS. Multiple functions have to 
be well-defined to offer a service:

• How to identify different customers’ traffic over a shared pipe or shared network

• How to identify and enforce the service given to a particular customer

• How to allocate certain bandwidth to a specific customer

• How to “transparently” move customers’ traffic between different locations, such as 
in the case of transparent LAN services

• How to scale the number of customers

• How to deploy a VPN service that offers any-to-any connectivity for the same customer

This chapter starts by discussing the basics of L2 Ethernet switching to familiarize you 
with Ethernet-switching concepts. Then it discusses the different metro Ethernet service 
concepts as introduced by the Metro Ethernet Forum (MEF).

L2 Switching Basics
L2 switching allows packets to be switched in the network based on their Media Access 
Control (MAC) address. When a packet arrives at the switch, the switch checks the packet’s 
destination MAC address and, if known, sends the packet to the output port from which it 
learned the destination MAC.
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The two fundamental elements in Ethernet L2 switching are the MAC address and the virtual 
LAN (VLAN). In the same way that IP routing references stations on the networks via an L3 
IP address, Ethernet L2 switching references end stations via the MAC address. However, 
unlike IP, in which IP addresses are assigned by administrators and can be reused in different 
private networks, MAC addresses are supposed to be unique, because they are indicative of the 
hardware itself. Thus, MAC addresses should not be assigned by the network administrator. 
(Of course, in some cases the MAC addresses can be overwritten or duplicated, but this is not 
the norm.)

Ethernet is a broadcast medium. Without the concept of VLANs, a broadcast sent by a station 
on the LAN is sent to all physical segments of the switched LAN. The VLAN concept allows 
the segmentation of the LAN into logical entities, and traffic is localized within those logical 
entities. For example, a university campus can be allocated multiple VLANs—one dedicated 
for faculty, one dedicated for students, and the third dedicated for visitors. Broadcast traffic 
within each of these VLANs is isolated to that VLAN.

Figure 3-1 shows the concept of an Ethernet LAN using a hub (Part A) and an Ethernet switch 
(Part B). With an Ethernet hub, all stations on the LAN share the same physical segment. 
A 10-Mbps hub, for example, allows broadcast and unicast traffic between the stations 
that share the 10-Mbps bandwidth. The switched LAN on the right allows each segment a 
100-Mbps connection (for this example), and it segments the LAN into two logical domains, 
VLAN 10 and VLAN 20. The concept of VLANs is independent of the stations themselves. 
The VLAN is an allocation by the switch. In this example, ports 1 and 2 are allocated to 
VLAN 10, while ports 3 and 4 are allocated to VLAN 20. When stations A1 and A2 send 
traffic, the switch tags the traffic with the VLAN assigned to the interface and makes the 
switching decisions based on that VLAN number. The result is that traffic within a VLAN is 
isolated from traffic within other VLANs. 

Ethernet switching includes the following basic concepts:

• MAC learning

• Flooding

• Using broadcast and multicast

• Expanding the network with trunks

• VLAN tagging

• The need for the Spanning Tree Protocol (STP)

MAC Learning
MAC learning allows the Ethernet switch to learn the MAC addresses of the stations in the 
network to identify on which port to send the traffic. LAN switches normally keep a MAC 
learning table (or a bridge table) and a VLAN table. The MAC learning table associates the 
MACs/VLANs with a given port, and the VLAN table associates the port with a VLAN. In 
Figure 3-1, Part B, the switch has learned the MAC addresses of stations A1, A2, B1, and B2 
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on ports 1, 2, 4, and 3, respectively. It also shows that ports 1 and 2 are associated with 
VLAN 10 and ports 3 and 4 are associated with VLAN 20.

Figure 3-1 Ethernet MACs and VLANs

Flooding
If the switch receives a packet with a destination MAC address that does not exist in the bridge 
table, the switch sends that packet over all its interfaces that belong to the same VLAN 
assigned to the interface where the packet came in from. The switch does not flood the frame 
out the port that generated the original frame. This mechanism is called flooding. It allows the 
fast delivery of packets to their destinations even before all MAC addresses have been learned 
by all switches in the network. The drawback of flooding is that it consumes switch and network 
resources that otherwise wouldn’t have been used if the switch had already learned which port 
to send the packet to. 

VLANs minimize the effect of flooding because they concentrate the flooding within a 
particular VLAN. The switch uses the VLAN table to map the VLAN number of the port on 
which the packet arrived to a list of ports that the packet is flooded on.

Using Broadcast and Multicast
Broadcast is used to enable clients to discover resources that are advertised by servers. When 
a server advertises its services to its clients, it sends broadcast messages to MAC address 
FFFF FFFF FFFF, which means “all stations.” End clients listen to the broadcast and pick up 
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only the broadcasts they are interested in, to minimize their CPU usage. With multicast, a 
subset of broadcast, a station sends traffic only to a group of stations and not to all stations. 
Broadcast and multicast addresses are treated as unknown destinations and are flooded over all 
ports within a VLAN. Some higher-layer protocols such IGMP snooping help mitigate the 
flooding of IP multicast packets over an L2 switched network by identifying which set of ports 
a packet is to be flooded on. 

Expanding the Network with Trunks
So far you have seen the case of a single L2 switch. An L2 Ethernet-switched network would 
consist of many interconnected switches with trunk ports. The trunk ports are similar to 
the access ports used to connect end stations; however, they have the added task of carrying 
traffic coming in from many VLANs in the network. This scenario is shown in Figure 3-2. 
Trunk ports could connect Ethernet switches built by different vendors—hence the need for 
standardization for VLAN tagging mechanisms.

Figure 3-2 Trunk Ports

In Figure 3-2, switches SW1 and SW3 have assigned access port 1 with VLAN 10 and access 
port 2 with VLAN 20. Port 3 is a trunk port that is used to connect to other switches in the 
network. Note that SW2 in the middle has no access ports and is used only to interconnect trunk 
ports. You can see that the simplicity of switched Ethernet becomes extremely complex because 
VLAN assignments need to be tracked inside the network to allow the right traffic to be switched 
on the right ports. In Frame Relay, ATM, and MPLS, similar complexities do exist, and signaling 
is introduced to solve the network connectivity issues. Ethernet has not defined a signaling 
protocol. The only mechanisms that Ethernet networks have are third-party applications that 
surf the network and make it easier to do some VLAN allocations. While these mechanisms 
work in small enterprise environments, they immediately became showstoppers in larger 
enterprise deployments and carrier networks. Chapter 4 discusses LDP as a signaling 
mechanism for delivering Ethernet services. Chapter 7 discusses RSVP-TE and its use in 
relation to scaling the Ethernet services.
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VLAN Tagging
IEEE 802.1Q defines how an Ethernet frame gets tagged with a VLAN ID. The VLAN ID is 
assigned by the switch and not the end station. The switch assigns a VLAN number to a port, 
and every packet received on that port gets allocated that VLAN ID. The Ethernet switches 
switch packets between the same VLANs. Traffic between different VLANs is sent to a routing 
function within the switch itself (if the switch supports L3 forwarding) or an external router. 
Figure 3-3 shows how the VLAN tags get inserted inside the untagged VLAN packet.

Figure 3-3 VLAN Tagged Packet

The untagged Ethernet packet consists of the destination MAC address and source MAC 
address, a Type field, and the data. The 802.1Q tag header gets inserted between the source 
MAC address and the Type field. It consists of a 2-byte Type field and a 2-byte Tag Control Info 
field. The 2-byte Type field is set to 0X8100 to indicate an 802.1Q tagged packet. The 2-byte 
Tag Control Info field consists of the 3 leftmost bits indicating the 802.1P priority and the 
12 rightmost bits indicating the VLAN tag ID. The 802.1P field gives the Ethernet packet up to 
eight different priority levels that can be used to offer different levels of service within the 
network. The 12-bit VLAN ID field allows the assignment of up to 4096 (212) VLAN numbers 
to distinguish the different VLAN tagged packets.

Metro Ethernet applications require extensions to L2 switching that are not defined in the 
standards. An example is the ability to do VLAN stacking—that is, to do multiple VLAN 
tagging to the same Ethernet packet and create a stack of VLAN IDs. Different entities can 
do L2 switching on the different levels of the VLAN stack. Cisco Systems calls this concept 
Q-in-Q, short for 802.1Q-in-802.1Q, as shown in Figure 3-4.

As shown, an already tagged frame can be tagged again to create a hierarchy. The simplicity 
of Ethernet, the lack of standardization for many such extensions, the reliance on STP, and
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the explosion of MAC addresses contribute to the lack of confidence of many providers in 
deploying a large-scale, all-Ethernet network.

Figure 3-4 Q-in-Q

VLAN tag support is discussed more in the section “VLAN Tag Support Attribute.”

The Need for the Spanning Tree Protocol
L2 Ethernet-switched networks work on the basis of MAC address learning and flooding. If 
multiple paths exist to the same destination, and the packet has an unknown destination, packet 
flooding might cause the packet to be sent back to the original switch that put it on the network, 
causing a broadcast storm. STP prevents loops in the network by blocking redundant paths and 
ensuring that only one active path exists between every two switches in the network. STP uses 
bridge protocol data units (BPDUs), which are control packets that travel in the network and 
identify which path, and hence ports, need to be blocked.

The next section covers in detail the Ethernet services concepts as defined by the Metro 
Ethernet Forum.

Metro Ethernet Services Concepts
The Metro Ethernet Forum is a nonprofit organization that has been active in defining the scope, 
concepts, and terminology for deploying Ethernet services in the metro. Other standards bodies, 
such as the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), have also defined ways of scaling Ethernet 
services through the use of MPLS. While the terminologies might differ slightly, the concepts 
and directions taken by these different bodies are converging. 

For Ethernet services, the MEF defines a set of attributes and parameters that describe the 
service and SLA that are set between the metro carrier and its customer.

Ethernet Service Definition
The MEF defines a User-to-Network Interface (UNI) and Ethernet Virtual Connection (EVC). The 
UNI is a standard Ethernet interface that is the point of demarcation between the customer 
equipment and the service provider’s metro Ethernet network.
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The EVC is defined by the MEF as “an association of two or more UNIs.” In other words, the EVC 
is a logical tunnel that connects two (P2P) or more (MP2MP) sites, enabling the transfer of 
Ethernet frames between them. The EVC also acts as a separation between the different 
customers and provides data privacy and security similar to Frame Relay or ATM permanent 
virtual circuits (PVCs). 

The MEF has defined two Ethernet service types:

• Ethernet Line Service (ELS)—This is basically a point-to-point (P2P) Ethernet service.

• Ethernet LAN Service (E-LAN)—This is a multipoint-to-multipoint (MP2MP) Ethernet 
service.

The Ethernet Line Service provides a P2P EVC between two subscribers, similar to a Frame 
Relay or private leased-line service (see Figure 3-5). 

Figure 3-5 Ethernet Service Concepts
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Figure 3-5 also illustrates the E-LAN, which provides multipoint connectivity between multiple 
subscribers in exactly the same manner as an Ethernet-switched network. An E-LAN service 
offers the most flexibility in providing a VPN service because one EVC touches all sites. If 
a new site is added to the VPN, the new site participates in the EVC and has automatic 
connectivity to all other sites. 

Ethernet Service Attributes and Parameters
The MEF has developed an Ethernet services framework to help subscribers and service 
providers have a common nomenclature when talking about the different service types and their 
attributes. For each of the two service types, ELS and E-LAN, the MEF has defined the 
following service attributes and their corresponding parameters that define the capabilities of 
the service type:

• Ethernet physical interface attribute

• Traffic parameters

• Performance parameters

• Class of service parameters

• Service frame delivery attribute

• VLAN tag support attribute

• Service multiplexing attribute

• Bundling attribute

• Security filters attribute

Ethernet Physical Interface Attribute
The Ethernet physical interface attribute has the following parameters:

• Physical medium—Defines the physical medium per the IEEE 802.3 standard. Examples 
are 10BASE-T, 100BASE-T, and 1000BASE-X.

• Speed—Defines the Ethernet speed: 10 Mbps, 100 Mbps, 1 Gbps, or 10 Gbps.

• Mode—Indicates support for full duplex or half duplex and support for autospeed 
negotiation between Ethernet ports.

• MAC layer—Specifies which MAC layer is supported as specified in the 802.3-2002 
standard.

Traffic Parameters
The MEF has defined a set of bandwidth profiles that can be applied at the UNI or to an EVC. 
A bandwidth profile is a limit on the rate at which Ethernet frames can traverse the UNI or the 
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EVC. Administering the bandwidth profiles can be a tricky business. For P2P connections 
where there is a single EVC between two sites, it is easy to calculate a bandwidth profile coming 
in and out of the pipe. However, for the cases where a multipoint service is delivered and there 
is the possibility of having multiple EVCs on the same physical interface, it becomes difficult 
to determine the bandwidth profile of an EVC. In such cases, limiting the bandwidth profile 
per UNI might be more practical.

The Bandwidth Profile service attributes are as follows:

• Ingress and egress bandwidth profile per UNI

• Ingress and egress bandwidth profile per EVC

• Ingress and egress bandwidth profile per CoS identifier

• Ingress bandwidth profile per destination UNI per EVC

• Egress bandwidth profile per source UNI per EVC

The Bandwidth Profile service attributes consist of the following traffic parameters: 

• CIR (Committed Information Rate)—This is the minimum guaranteed throughput that the 
network must deliver for the service under normal operating conditions. A service can 
support a CIR per VLAN on the UNI interface; however, the sum of all CIRs should not 
exceed the physical port speed. The CIR has an additional parameter associated with it called 
the Committed Burst Size (CBS). The CBS is the size up to which subscriber traffic is 
allowed to burst in profile and not be discarded or shaped. The in-profile frames are those that 
meet the CIR and CBS parameters. The CBS may be specified in KB or MB. If, for 
example, a subscriber is allocated a 3-Mbps CIR and a 500-KB CBS, the subscriber is 
guaranteed a minimum of 3 Mbps and can burst up to 500 KB of traffic and still remain 
within the SLA limits. If the traffic bursts above 500 KB, the traffic may be dropped or 
delayed.

• PIR (Peak Information Rate)—The PIR specifies the rate above the CIR at which traffic 
is allowed into the network and that may get delivered if the network is not congested. The 
PIR has an additional parameter associated with it called the Maximum Burst Size (MBS). 
The MBS is the size up to which the traffic is allowed to burst without being discarded. The 
MBS can be specified in KB or MB, similar to CBS. A sample service may provide 
a 3-Mbps CIR, 500-KB CBS, 10-Mbps PIR, and 1-MB MBS. In this case, the following 
behavior occurs:

— Traffic is less than or equal to CIR (3 Mbps)—Traffic is in profile with a 
guaranteed delivery. Traffic is also in profile if it bursts to CBS (500 KB) 
and may be dropped or delayed if it bursts beyond 500 KB.

— Traffic is more than CIR (3 Mbps) and less than PIR (10 Mbps)—Traffic is out 
of profile. It may get delivered if the network is not congested and the burst size 
is less than MBS (1 MB).

— Traffic is more than PIR (10 Mbps)—Traffic is discarded.
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Performance Parameters
The performance parameters indicate the service quality experienced by the subscriber. They 
consist of the following:

• Availability

• Delay 

• Jitter

• Loss

Availability
Availability is specified by the following service attributes:

• UNI Service Activation Time—Specifies the time from when the new or modified 
service order is placed to the time service is activated and usable. Remember that the main 
value proposition that an Ethernet service claims is the ability to cut down the service 
activation time to hours versus months with respect to the traditional telco model.

• UNI Mean Time to Restore (MTTR)—Specifies the time it takes from when the UNI is 
unavailable to when it is restored. Unavailability can be caused by a failure such as a 
fiber cut.

• EVC Service Activation Time—Specifies the time from when a new or modified service 
order is placed to when the service is activated and usable. The EVC service activation 
time begins when all UNIs are activated. For a multipoint EVC, for example, the service 
is considered active when all UNIs are active and operational.

• EVC Availability—Specifies how often the subscriber’s EVC meets or exceeds the 
delay, loss, and jitter service performance over the same measurement interval. If an 
EVC does not meet the performance criteria, it is considered unavailable.

• EVC (MTTR)—Specifies the time from when the EVC is unavailable to when it 
becomes available again. Many restoration mechanisms can be used on the physical 
layer (L1), the MAC layer (L2), or the network layer (L3). 

Delay
Delay is a critical parameter that significantly impacts the quality of service (QoS) for real-time 
applications. Delay has traditionally been specified in one direction as one-way delay or 
end-to-end delay. The delay between two sites in the metro is an accumulation of delays, starting 
from one UNI at one end, going through the metro network, and going through the UNI on the 
other end. The delay at the UNI is affected by the line rate at the UNI connection and the supported 
Ethernet frame size. For example, a UNI connection with 10 Mbps and 1518-byte frame size 
would cause 1.2 milliseconds (ms) of transmission delay (1518 * 8 / 106). 

The metro network itself introduces additional delays based on the network backbone speed 
and level of congestion. The delay performance is defined by the 95th percentile (95 percent) 
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of the delay of successfully delivered egress frames over a time interval. For example, a 
delay of 15 ms over 24 hours means that over a period of 24 hours, 95 percent of the “delivered” 
frames had a one-way delay of less than or equal to 15 ms.

The delay parameter is used in the following attributes:

• Ingress and egress bandwidth profile per CoS identifier (UNI service attribute)

• Class of service (EVC service attribute)

Jitter
Jitter is another parameter that affects the service quality. Jitter is also known as delay 
variation. Jitter has a very adverse effect on real-time applications such as IP telephony. The 
jitter parameter is used in the following service attributes:

• Ingress and egress bandwidth profile per CoS identifier (UNI service attribute)

• Class of service (EVC service attribute)

Loss
Loss indicates the percentage of Ethernet frames that are in-profile and that are not reliably 
delivered between UNIs over a time interval. On a P2P EVC, for example, if 100 frames have 
been sent from a UNI on one end and 90 frames that are in profile have been received on the 
other end, the loss would be (100 – 90) / 100 = 10%. Loss can have adverse effects, depending 
on the application. Applications such as e-mail and HTTP web browser requests can tolerate 
more loss than VoIP, for example. The loss parameter is used in the following attributes:

• Ingress and egress bandwidth profile per CoS identifier (UNI service attribute)

• Class of service (EVC service attribute)

Class of Service Parameters
Class of service (CoS) parameters can be defined for metro Ethernet subscribers based on various 
CoS identifiers, such as the following:

• Physical port—This is the simplest form of QoS that applies to the physical port of the 
UNI connection. All traffic that enters and exits the port receives the same CoS.

• Source/destination MAC addresses—This type of classification is used to give 
different types of service based on combinations of source and destination MAC addresses. 
While this model is very flexible, it is difficult to administer, depending on the service 
itself. If the customer premises equipment (CPE) at the ends of the connections are Layer 2 
switches that are part of a LAN-to-LAN service, hundreds or thousands of MAC addresses 
might have to be monitored. On the other hand, if the CPEs are routers, the MAC 
addresses that are monitored are those of the router interfaces themselves. Hence, the 
MAC addresses are much more manageable. 
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• VLAN ID—This is a very practical way of assigning CoS if the subscriber has different 
services on the physical port where a service is defined by a VLAN ID (these would be 
the carrier-assigned VLANs).

• 802.1p value—The 802.1p field allows the carrier to assign up to eight different levels of 
priorities to the customer traffic. Ethernet switches use this field to specify some basic 
forwarding priorities, such as that frames with priority number 7 get forwarded ahead 
of frames with priority number 6, and so on. This is one method that can be used to 
differentiate between VoIP traffic and regular traffic or between high-priority and best-
effort traffic. In all practicality, service providers are unlikely to exceed two or three levels 
of priority, for the sake of manageability. 

• Diffserv/IP ToS—The IP ToS field is a 3-bit field inside the IP packet that is used to 
provide eight different classes of service known as IP precedence. This field is similar to 
the 802.1p field if used for basic forwarding priorities; however, it is located inside the IP 
header rather than the Ethernet 802.1Q tag header. Diffserv has defined a more sophisticated 
CoS scheme than the simple forwarding priority scheme defined by ToS. Diffserv allows 
for 64 different CoS values, called Diffserv codepoints (DSCPs). Diffserv includes 
different per-hop behaviors (PHBs), such as Expedited Forwarding (EF) for a low delay, 
low-loss service, four classes of Assured Forwarding (AF) for bursty real-time and 
non-real-time services, Class Selector (CS) for some backward compatibility with IP ToS, 
and Default Forwarding (DF) for best-effort services.

Although Diffserv gives much more flexibility to configure CoS parameters, service 
providers are still constrained with the issue of manageability. This is similar to the airline 
QoS model. Although there are so many ways to arrange seats and who sits where and so 
many types of food service and luggage service to offer travelers, airlines can manage at 
most only three or four levels of service, such as economy, economy plus, business class, 
and first class. Beyond that, the overhead of maintaining these services and the SLAs 
associated with them becomes cost-prohibitive.

Service Frame Delivery Attribute
Because the metro network behaves like a switched LAN, you must understand which frames 
need to flow over the network and which do not. On a typical LAN, the frames traversing the 
network could be data frames or control frames. Some Ethernet services support delivery of all 
types of Ethernet protocol data units (PDUs); others may not. To ensure the full functionality of 
the subscriber network, it is important to have an agreement between the subscriber and the 
metro carriers on which frames get carried. The EVC service attribute can define whether a 
particular frame is discarded, delivered unconditionally, or delivered conditionally for each 
ordered UNI pair. The different possibilities of the Ethernet data frames are as follows:

• Unicast frames—These are frames that have a specified destination MAC address. If 
the destination MAC address is known by the network, the frame gets delivered to the 
exact destination. If the MAC address is unknown, the LAN behavior is to flood the frame 
within the particular VLAN.
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• Multicast frames—These are frames that are transmitted to a select group of destinations. 
This would be any frame with the least significant bit (LSB) of the destination address 
set to 1, except for broadcast, where all bits of the MAC destination address are set to 1. 

• Broadcast frames—IEEE 802.3 defines the broadcast address as a destination MAC 
address, FF-FF-FF-FF-FF-FF.

Layer 2 Control Processing packets are the different L2 control-protocol packets needed for 
specific applications. For example, BPDU packets are needed for STP. The provider might 
decide to tunnel or discard these packets over the EVC, depending on the service. The following 
is a list of currently standardized L2 protocols that can flow over an EVC:

• IEEE 802.3x MAC control frames—802.3.x is an XON/XOFF flow-control 
mechanism that lets an Ethernet interface send a PAUSE frame in case of traffic 
congestion on the egress of the Ethernet switch. The 802.3x MAC control frames 
have destination address 01-80-C2-00-00-01.

• Link Aggregation Control Protocol (LACP)—This protocol allows the dynamic 
bundling of multiple Ethernet interfaces between two switches to form an aggregate 
bigger pipe. The destination MAC address for these control frames is 01-80-C2-00-00-02.

• IEEE 802.1x port authentication—This protocol allows a user (an Ethernet port) to 
be authenticated into the network via a back-end server, such as a RADIUS server. The 
destination MAC address is 01-80-C2-00-00-03.

• Generic Attribute Registration Protocol (GARP)—The destination MAC address is 
01-80-C2-00-00-2X.

• STP—The destination MAC address is 01-80-C2-00-00-00.

• All-bridge multicast—The destination MAC address is 01-80-C2-00-00-10.

VLAN Tag Support Attribute
VLAN tag support provides another set of capabilities that are important for service frame 
delivery. Enterprise LANs are single-customer environments, meaning that the end users 
belong to a single organization. VLAN tags within an organization are indicative of different 
logical broadcast domains, such as different workgroups. Metro Ethernet creates a different 
environment in which the Ethernet network supports multiple enterprise networks that share the 
same infrastructure, and in which each enterprise network can still have its own segmentation. 
Support for different levels of VLANs and the ability to manipulate VLAN tags become 
very important. 

Consider the example of an MTU building in which the metro provider installs a switch in the 
basement that offers multiple Ethernet connections to different small offices in the building. 
In this case, from a carrier perspective, each customer is identified by the physical Ethernet 
interface port that the customer connects to. This is shown in Figure 3-6.

Although identifying the customer itself is easy, isolating the traffic between the different 
customers becomes an interesting issue and requires some attention on the provider’s part. 
Without special attention, traffic might get exchanged between the different customers in the
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building through the basement switch. You have already seen in the section “L2 Switching 
Basics” that VLANs can be used to separate physical segments into many logical segments; 
however, this works in a single-customer environment, where the VLAN has a global meaning. 
In a multicustomer environment, each customer can have its own set of VLANs that overlap 
with VLANs from another customer. To work in this environment, carriers are adopting a model 
very similar to how Frame Relay and ATM services have been deployed. In essence, each 
customer is given service identifiers similar to Frame Relay data-link connection identifiers 
(DLCIs), which identify EVCs over which the customer’s traffic travels. In the case of Ethernet, 
the VLAN ID given by a carrier becomes that identifier. This is illustrated in Figure 3-7.

Figure 3-6 Ethernet in Multicustomer Environments

In this example, the carrier needs to assign to each physical port a set of VLAN IDs that are 
representative of the services sold to each customer. Customer 1, for example, is assigned 
VLAN 10, customer 2 is assigned VLAN 20, and customer 3 is assigned VLAN 30. VLANs 10, 
20, and 30 are carrier-assigned VLANs that are independent of the customer’s internal 
VLAN assignments. To make that distinction, the MEF has given the name CE-VLANs to 
the customer-internal VLANs. The customers themselves can have existing VLAN assignments 
(CE-VLANs) that overlap with each other and the carrier’s VLAN. There are two types of 
VLAN tag support:

• VLAN Tag Preservation/Stacking

• VLAN Tag Translation/Swapping

VLAN Tag Preservation/Stacking
With VLAN Tag Preservation, all Ethernet frames received from the subscriber need to be 
carried untouched within the provider’s network across the EVC. This means that the VLAN 
ID at the ingress of the EVC is equal to the VLAN ID on the egress. This is typical of services 
such as LAN extension, where the same LAN is extended between two different locations and 
the enterprise-internal VLAN assignments need to be preserved. Because the carrier’s Ethernet
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switch supports multiple customers with overlapping CE-VLANs, the carrier’s switch needs 
to be able to stack its own VLAN assignment on top of the customer’s VLAN assignment to 
keep the separation between the traffic of different customers. This concept is called 
802.1Q-in-802.1Q or Q-in-Q stacking, as explained earlier in the section “VLAN Tagging.” 
With Q-in-Q, the carrier VLAN ID becomes indicative of the EVC, while the customer 
VLAN ID (CE-VLAN) is indicative of the internals of the customer network and is hidden 
from the carrier’s network. 

Figure 3-7 Logical Separation of Traffic and Services

WARNING The Q-in-Q function is not standardized, and many vendors have their own variations. For the 
service to work, the Q-in-Q function must work on a “per-port” basis, meaning that each 
customer can be tagged with a different carrier VLAN tag. Some enterprise switches on the 
market can perform a double-tagging function; however, these switches can assign only a 
single VLAN-ID as a carrier ID for the whole switch. These types of switches work only if 
a single customer is serviced and the carrier wants to be able to carry the customer VLANs 
transparently within its network. These switches do not work when the carrier switch is 
servicing multiple customers, because it is impossible to differentiate between these customers 
using a single carrier VLAN tag.
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VLAN Tag Translation/Swapping
VLAN Tag Translation or Swapping occurs when the VLAN tags are local to the UNI, meaning 
that the VLAN tag value, if it exists on one side of the EVC, is independent of the VLAN tag 
values on the other side. In the case where one side of the EVC supports VLAN tagging and the 
other side doesn’t, the carrier removes the VLAN tag from the Ethernet frames before they 
are delivered to the destination. 

Another case is two organizations that have merged and want to tie their LANs together, but 
the internal VLAN assignments of each organization do not match. The provider can offer a 
service where the VLANs are removed from one side of the EVC and are translated to the 
correct VLANs on the other side of the EVC. Without this service, the only way to join the two 
organizations is via IP routing, which ignores the VLAN assignments and delivers the traffic 
based on IP addresses. 

Another example of tag translation is a scenario where different customers are given Internet 
connectivity to an ISP. The carrier gives each customer a separate EVC. The carrier assigns its 
own VLAN-ID to the EVC and strips the VLAN tag before handing off the traffic to the ISP. 
This is illustrated in Figure 3-8.

Figure 3-8 VLAN Translation

Figure 3-8 shows the metro carrier delivering Internet connectivity to three customers. The carrier 
is receiving untagged frames from the CPE routers located at each customer premises. The 
carrier inserts a VLAN tag 10 for all of customer 1’s traffic, VLAN 20 for customer 2’s traffic, 
and VLAN 30 for customer 3’s traffic. The carrier uses the VLAN tags to separate the three 
customers’ traffic within its own network. At the point of presence (POP), the VLAN tags are 
removed from all EVCs and handed off to an ISP router, which is offering the Internet IP 
service.
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Service Multiplexing Attribute
Service multiplexing is used to support multiple instances of EVCs on the same physical 
connection. This allows the same customer to have different services with the same Ethernet wire. 

Bundling Attribute
The Bundling service attribute enables two or more VLAN IDs to be mapped to a single EVC 
at a UNI. With bundling, the provider and subscriber must agree on the VLAN IDs used at the 
UNI and the mapping between each VLAN ID and a specific EVC. A special case of bundling is 
where every VLAN ID at the UNI interface maps to a single EVC. This service attribute is 
called all-to-one bundling.

Security Filters Attribute
Security filters are MAC access lists that the carrier uses to block certain addresses from flowing 
over the EVC. This could be an additional service the carrier can offer at the request of the 
subscriber who would like a level of protection against certain MAC addresses. MAC addresses 
that match a certain access list could be dropped or allowed.

Tables 3-1 and 3-2 summarize the Ethernet service attributes and their associated parameters 
for UNI and EVCs.

Table 3-1 UNI Service Attributes 

UNI Service Attribute Parameter Values or Range of Values

Physical medium A standard Ethernet physical interface.

Speed 10 Mbps, 100 Mbps, 1 Gbps, or 10 Gbps.

Mode Full-duplex or autospeed negotiation.

MAC layer Ethernet and/or IEEE 802.3-2002.

Service multiplexing Yes or no. If yes, all-to-one bundling must be no.

Bundling Yes or no. Must be no if all-to-one bundling is yes and 
yes if all-to-one bundling is no.

All-to-one bundling Yes or no. If yes, service multiplexing and bundling must 
be no. Must be no if bundling is yes.

Ingress and egress bandwidth profile 
per UNI

No or one of the following parameters: CIR, CBS, 
PIR, MBS.

If no, no bandwidth profile per UNI is set; otherwise, 
the traffic parameters CIR, CBS, PIR, and MBS need 
to be set.

continues
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UNI Service Attribute Parameter Values or Range of Values

Ingress and egress bandwidth profile 
per EVC

No or one of the following parameters: CIR, CBS, 
PIR, MBS.

Ingress and egress bandwidth profile 
per CoS identifier

No or one of the following parameters: CIR, CBS, 
PIR, MBS.

If one of the parameters is chosen, specify the CoS 
identifier, Delay value, Jitter value, Loss value.

If no, no bandwidth profile per CoS identifier is set; 
otherwise, the traffic parameters CIR, CBS, PIR, and 
MBS need to be set.

Ingress and egress bandwidth profile 
per destination UNI per EVC

No or one of the following parameters: CIR, CBS, 
PIR, MBS.

Egress bandwidth profile per source
UNI per EVC

No or one of the following parameters: CIR, CBS, 
PIR, MBS.

Layer 2 Control Protocol processing Process, discard, or pass to EVC the following control 
protocol frames:

• IEEE 802.3x MAC control

• Link Aggregation Control Protocol (LACP)

• IEEE 802.1x port authentication

• Generic Attribute Registration Protocol (GARP)

• STP

• Protocols multicast to all bridges in a bridged LAN

UNI service activation time Time value

Table 3-2 EVC Service Attributes 

EVC Service Attribute Type of Parameter Value

EVC Type P2P or MP2MP

CE-VLAN ID preservation Yes or no

CE-VLAN CoS preservation Yes or no

Unicast frame delivery Discard, deliver unconditionally, or deliver conditionally 
for each ordered UNI pair

Multicast frame delivery Discard, deliver unconditionally, or deliver conditionally 
for each ordered UNI pair

Broadcast frame delivery Discard, deliver unconditionally, or deliver conditionally 
for each ordered UNI pair

Table 3-1 UNI Service Attributes (Continued)
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Example of an L2 Metro Ethernet Service
This section gives an example of an L2 metro Ethernet service and how all the parameters 
defined by the MEF are applied. The example attempts to highlight many of the definitions and 
concepts discussed in this chapter. 

If you have noticed, the concept of VPNs is inherent in L2 Ethernet switching. The carrier 
VLAN is actually a VPN, and all customer sites within the same carrier VLAN form their own 
user group and exchange traffic independent of other customers on separate VLANs. 

The issue of security arises in dealing with VLAN isolation between customers; however, because 
the metro network is owned by a central entity (such as the metro carrier), security is enforced. 
First of all, the access switches in the customer basement are owned and administered by the 
carrier, so physical access is prevented. Second, the VLANs that are switched in the network are 
assigned by the carrier, so VLAN isolation is guaranteed. Of course, misconfiguration of switches 
and VLAN IDs could cause traffic to be mixed, but this problem can occur with any technology 
used, not just Ethernet. Issues of security always arise in public networks whether they are 
Ethernet, IP, MPLS, or Frame Relay networks. The only definite measure to ensure security is to 
have the customer-to-customer traffic encrypted at the customer sites and to have the customers 
administer that encryption. 

Figure 3-9 shows an example of an L2 metro Ethernet VPN. This example attempts to show in 
a practical way how many of the parameters and the concepts that are discussed in this chapter 
are used.

EVC Service Attribute Type of Parameter Value

Layer 2 Control Protocol processing Discard or tunnel the following control frames:

• IEEE 802.3x MAC control

• Link Aggregation Control Protocol (LACP)

• IEEE 802.1x port authentication

• Generic Attribute Registration Protocol (GARP)

• STP

• Protocols multicast to all bridges in a bridged LAN

EVC service activation time Time value

EVC availability Time value

EVC mean time to restore Time value

Class of service CoS identifier, Delay value, Jitter value, Loss value

This assigns the Class of Service Identifier to the EVC

Table 3-2 EVC Service Attributes (Continued)
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Figure 3-9 All-Ethernet L2 Metro Service Example

Figure 3-9 shows a metro carrier offering an L2 MP2MP VPN service to customer A and a 
packet leased-line service (comparable to a traditional T1 leased line) to an ISP. In turn, the ISP 
is offering Internet service to customers B and C. It is assumed that customer A connects to 
the carrier via L2 Ethernet switches and customers B and C connect via IP routers. Notice the 
difference between access ports and trunk ports on the Ethernet switches. The ports connecting 
the customer’s Ethernet switch to the carrier’s Ethernet switch are trunk ports, because these 
ports are carrying multiple VLANs between the two switches. When the carrier’s switch port 
is configured for Q-in-Q, it encapsulates the customers’ CE-VLAN tags VLAN 10 and 
VLAN 20 inside the carrier VLAN 100. On the other hand, the ports connecting the customer 
router with the carrier switch are access ports and are carrying untagged traffic from the router. 
Tables 3-3 and 3-4 describe the UNI and EVC service attributes for customers A, B, and C as 
defined by the MEF.  

Table 3-3 Customer A E-LAN UNI Service Attributes 

Customer A E-LAN 
UNI Service Attribute Parameter Values or Range of Values

Physical medium Standard Ethernet physical interfaces

Speed 100 Mbps site 1, 10 Mbps sites 2 and 3

Mode Full duplex all sites

MAC layer IEEE 802.3-2002

Service multiplexing No 

V10 V20 A

(1 Mbps)
Q-in-Q

Site 3

V10 V20 A

(1 Mbps)
Q-in-Q

Site 2

B
(1 Mbps)

Trunk Ports

V10 V20A

(1 Mbps)
Q-in-Q

Site 1

C
(1 Mbps)

Access Port

VLAN 300 VLAN 200

(10 Mbps)

ISP POP

*All indicated
 bandwidth is
 CIR.

VPN-A (VLAN 100)
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Note in Table 3-3 that customer A is given only one MP2P EVC; hence, there is no service 
multiplexing. All customer VLANs 10 and 20 are mapped to the MP2MP EVC in the form 
of carrier VLAN 100. Customer A is given two Class of Service profiles—CoS 1 and CoS 0. 
Each profile has its set of performance attributes. Profile 1, for example, is applied to high-
priority traffic, as indicated by 802.1p priority levels 6 and 7. Profile 0 is lower priority, with 
less-stringent performance parameters. For customer A, the metro carrier processes the 802.3x 
and LACP frames on the UNI connection and passes other L2 control traffic that belongs to 
the customer. Passing the STP control packets, for example, prevents any potential loops 
within the customer network, in case the customer has any L2 backdoor direct connection 
between its different sites.

Customer A E-LAN 
UNI Service Attribute Parameter Values or Range of Values

Bundling No

All-to-one bundling Yes

Ingress and egress bandwidth profile 
per CoS identifier

All sites CoS 1:

• CIR = 1 Mbps, CBS = 100 KB, PIR = 2 Mbps, 
MBS = 100 KB

• CoS ID = 802.1p 6–7

• Delay < 10 ms, Loss < 1%

All sites CoS 0:

• CIR = 1 Mbps, CBS = 100 KB, PIR = 10 Mbps, 
MBS = 100 KB

• CoS ID = 802.1p 0–5, Delay < 35 ms, Loss < 2%

Layer 2 Control Protocol processing • Process IEEE 802.3x MAC control

• Process Link Aggregation Control Protocol (LACP)

• Process IEEE 802.1x port authentication

• Pass Generic Attribute Registration Protocol (GARP)

• Pass STP

• Pass protocols multicast to all bridges in a bridged LAN

UNI service activation time One hour after equipment is installed

Table 3-4 Customer A E-LAN EVC Service Attributes 

Customer A E-LAN
EVC Service Attribute Type of Parameter Value

EVC type MP2MP

CE-VLAN ID preservation Yes

continues

Table 3-3 Customer A E-LAN UNI Service Attributes (Continued)
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The EVC service parameters for customer A indicate that the EVC is an MP2MP connection 
and the carrier transparently moves the customer VLANs between sites. The carrier does this 
using Q-in-Q tag stacking with a carrier VLAN ID of 100. The carrier also makes sure that the 
802.1p priority fields that the customer sends are still carried within the network. Note that 
the carrier allocates priority within its network whichever way it wants as long as the carrier 
delivers the SLA agreed upon with the customer as described in the CoS profiles. For customer A, 
the carrier passes all unicast, multicast, and broadcast traffic and also tunnels all L2 protocols 
between the different sites.

Tables 3-5 and 3-6 describe customers B and C and ISP POP service profile for the Internet 
connectivity service. These are the service attributes and associated parameters for customers 

Customer A E-LAN
EVC Service Attribute Type of Parameter Value

CE-VLAN CoS preservation Yes

Unicast frame delivery Deliver unconditionally for each UNI pair

Multicast frame delivery Deliver unconditionally for each UNI pair

Broadcast frame delivery Deliver unconditionally for each UNI pair

Layer 2 Control Protocol processing Tunnel the following control frames:

• IEEE 802.3x MAC control

• Link Aggregation Control Protocol (LACP)

• IEEE 802.1x port authentication

• Generic Attribute Registration Protocol (GARP)

• STP

• Protocols multicast to all bridges in a bridged LAN

EVC service activation time Twenty minutes after UNI is operational

EVC availability Three hours

EVC mean time to restore One hour

Class of service All sites CoS 1:

• CoS ID = 802.1p 6–7

• Delay < 10 ms, Loss < 1%, Jitter (value)

All sites CoS 0:

• CoS ID = 802.1p 0–5, Delay < 35 ms, Loss < 2%, 
Jitter (value)

Table 3-4 Customer A E-LAN EVC Service Attributes (Continued)
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B and C as well as the service attributes and associated parameters for the ISP POP offering 
Internet connectivity to these customers.

For customers B and C and ISP POP UNI service parameters, because two different P2P EVCs 
(carrier VLANs 200 and 300) are configured between the customers and the ISP POP, service 
multiplexing occurs at the ISP UNI connection where two EVCs are multiplexed on the same 
physical connection. For this Internet access scenario, routers are the customer premises 
equipment, so it is unlikely that the customer will send any L2 control-protocol packets to the 
carrier. In any case, all L2 control-protocol packets are discarded if any occur.   

Table 3-5 Customers B and C and ISP POP UNI Service Attributes

Customers B and C and 
ISP POP Internet Access
UNI Service Attribute Parameter Values or Range of Values

Physical medium Standard Ethernet physical interfaces

Speed 10 Mbps for customers B and C, 100 Mbps for the 
ISP POP

Mode Full duplex all sites

MAC layer IEEE 802.3-2002

Service multiplexing Yes, only at ISP POP UNI

Bundling No

All-to-one bundling No

Ingress and egress bandwidth profile 
per EVC

Customers B and C

CIR = 1 Mbps, CBS = 100 KB, PIR = 2 Mbps, 
MBS = 100 KB

ISP POP

CIR = 10 Mbps, CBS = 1 MB, PIR = 100 Mbps, 
MBS = 1 MB

Layer 2 Control Protocol processing Discard the following control frames:

• IEEE 802.3x MAC control

• Link Aggregation Control Protocol (LACP)

• IEEE 802.1x port authentication

• Generic Attribute Registration Protocol (GARP)

• STP

• Protocols multicast to all bridges in a bridged LAN

UNI service activation time One hour after equipment is installed
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The EVC parameters indicate that the carrier is not preserving any customer VLANs or CoS 
info. Also, because this is an Internet access service, normally the provider receives untagged 
frames from the CPE router. The provider can map those frames to carrier VLANs 200 and 
300 if it needs to separate the traffic in its network. The VLAN IDs are normally stripped off 
before given to the ISP router.

Challenges with All-Ethernet Metro Networks
All-Ethernet metro networks pose many scalability and reliability challenges. The following are 
some of the issues that arise with an all-Ethernet control plane:

• Restrictions on the number of customers

• Service monitoring

• Scaling the L2 backbone

Table 3-6 Customers B and C and ISP POP EVC Service Attributes

Customers B and C and 
ISP POP Internet Access 
EVC Service Attribute Type of Parameter Value

EVC type P2P

CE-VLAN ID preservation No; mapped VLAN ID for provider use

CE-VLAN CoS preservation No

Unicast frame delivery Deliver unconditionally for each UNI pair

Multicast frame delivery Deliver unconditionally for each UNI pair

Broadcast frame delivery Deliver unconditionally for each UNI pair

Layer 2 Control Protocol processing Discard the following control frames:

• IEEE 802.3x MAC control

• Link Aggregation Control Protocol (LACP)

• IEEE 802.1x port authentication

• Generic Attribute Registration Protocol (GARP)

• STP

• Protocols multicast to all bridges in a bridged LAN

EVC service activation time Twenty minutes after UNI is operational

EVC availability Three hours

EVC mean time to restore One hour

Class of service One CoS service is supported:

Delay < 30 ms, Loss < 1%, Jitter (value)
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• Service provisioning

• Interworking with legacy deployments

The following sections describe each of these challenges.

Restrictions on the Number of Customers
The Ethernet control plane restricts the carrier to 4096 customers, because the 802.1Q defines 
12 bits that can be used as a VLAN ID, which restricts the number of VLANs to 212 = 4096. 
Remember that although Q-in-Q allows the customer VLANs (CE-VLANs) to be hidden from 
the carrier network, the carrier is still restricted to 4096 VLAN IDs that are global within its 
network. For many operators that are experimenting with the metro Ethernet service, the 4096 
number seems good enough for an experimental network but presents a long-term roadblock if 
the service is to grow substantially.

Service Monitoring
Ethernet does not have an embedded mechanism that lends to service monitoring. With Frame 
Relay LMI, for example, service monitoring and service integrity are facilitated via messages 
that report the status of the PVC. Ethernet service monitoring requires additional control-plane 
intelligence. New Link Management Interface (LMI) protocols need to be defined and instituted 
between the service provider network and the CPE to allow the customer to discover the 
different EVCs that exist on the UNI connection. The LMI could learn the CE-VLAN to EVC 
map and could learn the different service parameters such as bandwidth profiles. Other 
protocols need to be defined to discover the integrity of the EVC in case of possible failures. 
You have seen in the previous section how performance parameters could indicate the 
availability of an EVC. Protocols to extract information from the UNI and EVC are needed 
to make such information usable.

Scaling the L2 Backbone
A metro carrier that is building an all-Ethernet network is at the mercy of STP. STP blocks 
Ethernet ports to prevent network loops. Traffic engineering (discussed in Chapter 5, “MPLS 
Traffic Engineering”) is normally a major requirement for carriers to have control over network 
bandwidth and traffic trajectory. It would seem very odd for any carrier to have the traffic 
flow in its network be dependant on loop prevention rather than true bandwidth-optimization 
metrics. 

Service Provisioning
Carrying a VLAN through the network is not a simple task. Any time a new carrier VLAN is 
created (a new VPN), care must be taken to configure that VLAN across all switches that need 
to participate in that VPN. The lack of any signaling protocols that allow VPN information to 
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be exchanged makes the task manual and tedious. Early adopters of metro Ethernet have 
endured the pains of carrying VLANs across many switches. Even with the adoption of new 
protocols such as 802.1s (“Amendment to 802.1Q (TM) Virtual Bridged Local Area Networks: 
Multiple Spanning Trees”), the task of scaling the network is almost impossible.

Interworking with Legacy Deployments
Another challenge facing Ethernet deployments is interworking with legacy deployments such 
as existing Frame Relay and ATM networks. Frame Relay has been widely deployed by many 
enterprises as a WAN service. Remote offices are connected to headquarters via P2P Frame 
Relay circuits forming a hub-and-spoke topology. Enterprises that want to adopt Ethernet as an 
access technology expect the carrier to provide a means to connect the new sites enabled with 
Ethernet access with existing headquarters sites already enabled with Frame Relay. This means 
that a function must exist in the network that enables Frame Relay and Ethernet services to 
work together. 

The IETF has standardized in RFC 2427, Multiprotocol Interconnect over Frame Relay, 
how to carry different protocols over Frame Relay, including Ethernet. In some other cases, 
the Ethernet and Frame Relay access networks are connected by an ATM core network. 
In this case, two service-interworking functions need to happen, one between Ethernet 
and ATM and another between ATM and Frame Relay. Ethernet-to-ATM interworking is 
achieved using RFC 2684, and ATM-to-Frame Relay interworking is achieved via the Frame 
Relay Forum specification FRF 8.1. Figure 3-10 illustrates the service-interworking 
functions.

Figure 3-10 Service Interworking
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Figure 3-10 shows a scenario in which an enterprise headquarters is connected to its remote sites 
via Frame Relay connections carried over an ATM network. The different service-interworking 
functions are displayed to allow such networks to operate. For service interworking, two 
encapsulation methods are defined: one is bridged, and the other is routed. Both sides of 
the connection are either bridged or routed. Some challenges might exist if one end of the 
connection is connected to a LAN switch, and hence bridged, while the other end is connected 
to a router. Other issues will arise because of the different Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) 
formats between the different technologies, such as Ethernet, Frame Relay, and ATM. Some 
vendors are attempting to solve these problems with special software enhancements; however, 
such practices are still experimental and evolving. 

It is all these challenges that motivated the emergence of hybrid architectures consisting of 
multiple L2 domains that are connected via L3 IP/MPLS cores. The network can scale because 
L2 Ethernet would be constrained to more-controlled access deployments that limit the VLAN 
and STP inefficiencies. The network can then be scaled by building a reliable IP/MPLS core. 
This is discussed in Chapter 4, “Hybrid L2 and L3 IP/MPLS Networks.”

Conclusion
This chapter has discussed many aspects of metro Ethernet services. The MEF is active in 
defining the characteristics of these services, including the service definitions and framework 
and the many service attributes that make up the services. Defining the right traffic and 
performance parameters, class of service, service frame delivery, and other aspects ensures 
that buyers and users of the service understand what they are paying for and also helps service 
providers communicate their capabilities.
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This chapter covers the following topics:

• Understanding VPN Components

• Delivering L3VPNs over IP

• L2 Ethernet Services over an IP/MPLS Network
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Hybrid L2 and L3 IP/MPLS 
Networks

In Chapter 3, “Metro Ethernet Services,” you reviewed the issues that can be created 
by an L2-only Ethernet model. This chapter first focuses on describing a pure L3VPN 
implementation and its applicability to metro Ethernet. This gives you enough information 
to compare L3VPNs and L2VPNs relative to metro Ethernet applications. The chapter then 
delves into the topics of deploying L2 Ethernet services over a hybrid L2 Ethernet and L3 
IP/MPLS network. Some of the basic scalability issues to be considered include restrictions 
on the number of customers because of the VLAN-ID limitations, scaling the L2 backbone 
with spanning tree, service provisioning and monitoring, and carrying VLAN information 
within the network. The following section describes some basic VPN definitions and 
terminology.

Understanding VPN Components
There are normally two types of VPNs: customer premises equipment-(CPE) based VPNs 
and network-based VPNs. With CPE-based VPNs, secure connections are created between 
the different customer premises equipment to form a closed user group/VPN. This normally 
creates scalability issues, because many CPE devices have to be interconnected in a full mesh 
or a partial mesh to allow point-to-multipoint connectivity. On the other hand, network-
based VPNs create some level of hierarchy where connections from many CEs are 
aggregated into an edge switch or router offering the VPN service. 

The definitions of the different elements of the network follow:

• Customer edge (CE)—The customer edge device resides at the edge of the 
enterprise. This device is usually a router or a host in L3VPNs; however, as you will 
see with L2VPNs, the CE could also be an L2 switch. The CE connects to the provider 
network via different data-link protocols such as PPP, ATM, Frame Relay, Ethernet, 
GRE, and so on.

• Provider edge (PE)—The provider edge device is a provider-owned device that 
offers the first level of aggregation for the different CEs. The PE logically separates 
the different VPNs it participates in. The PE does not have to participate in all 
VPNs but would only participate in the VPNs of the enterprises that are directly 
attached to it. 
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• Provider (P)—The provider device  is normally a core IP/MPLS router that offers a 
second level of aggregation for the PEs. This device does not participate in any VPN 
functionality and is normally agnostic to the presence of any VPNs.

The remainder of the chapter mainly focuses on different types of VPNs and how they differ 
between an L2 or L3 service. The different types of VPNs include

• GRE- and MPLS-based L3VPNs

• Hybrid Ethernet and IP/MPLS L2VPNs via L2TPv3, Ethernet over MPLS (EoMPLS), 
and Virtual Private LAN Service (VPLS)

Delivering L3VPNs over IP 
L3VPNs allow the provider to extend its customer’s private IP network over the provider’s 
backbone. When delivering an L3 service, the service provider is normally involved in the 
assignment and management of a pool of IP addresses allocated to its customer. This is typical 
of carriers that are also ISPs offering Internet services or carriers offering IP multicast services 
and so on. L3VPNs can be delivered via GRE tunnels or MPLS L3VPNs.

GRE-Based VPNs
L3VPN services over IP have traditionally been done using generic routing encapsulation 
(GRE) tunnels, which allow the encapsulation of IP packets inside IP packets. GRE-based 
VPNs are CE-based VPNs. A network hierarchy can be maintained in which an enterprise that 
has, for example, a private IP addressing scheme can create a private VPN on top of a service 
provider’s network. IP forwarding is used to exchange traffic between the endpoints of GRE 
tunnels, allowing full or partial connectivity between the different sites of the same enterprise. 
From a scalability perspective, this scheme could scale to a certain point and then become 
unmanageable, because the VPN becomes the collection of many point-to-point tunnels. As 
many sites are added to the VPN and many tunnels have to be created to all or a partial set of 
the other sites, the operational management of such a scheme becomes cost-prohibitive, 
especially because there are no rules or guidelines or an industry push to allow such tunneling 
schemes to scale.

Figure 4-1 shows an example of a service provider delivering a GRE-based VPN service using 
managed CEs located at different enterprise sites. The provider is managing the CEs at each site 
of each enterprise and is managing the tunnel connectivity between the different sites. As the 
number of enterprises grows and the number of sites per enterprise grows as well, this model 
will definitely have scalability issues. Notice that different enterprises could use overlapping 
private IP addresses, because all IP and routing information between the enterprise sites is 
carried within tunnels and hence is hidden from the provider’s network and other enterprises.

For large-scale deployments of IP VPNs, the industry has gradually moved toward adopting 
MPLS L3VPNs, as defined in RFC 2547. 
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Figure 4-1 GRE Tunnels

MPLS L3VPNs
MPLS L3VPNs are network-based VPNs. This scheme defines a scalable way for the service 
provider to offer VPN services for enterprises. Enterprises can leverage the service provider 
backbone to globally expand their intranets and extranets. An intranet normally means that all 
sites in the VPN connect to the same customer, and extranet means that the various sites in the 
VPN are owned by different enterprises, such as the suppliers of an enterprise. An example of 
an extranet would be a car manufacturer that builds a network that connects it and all its parts 
suppliers in a private network.

Although MPLS L3VPNs provide a sound and scalable solution for delivering VPNs over IP, 
they have some characteristics that make them overkill for metro Ethernet services. L3VPNs, 
for example, are more adequate for delivering IP services than L2VPN services. This is one of 
the reasons that the industry is looking at L2VPNs for metro Ethernet services. To understand 
the differences between L2VPNs and L3VPNs, it helps to identify the different elements of 
MPLS L3VPNs (RFC 2547) and the challenges that come with them.

MPLS L3VPNs use the CE, PE, and P terminology described earlier in the “Understanding 
VPN Components” section. In the case where the CE is a router, the CE and PE become 
routing peers if a routing protocol is used between the two to exchange IP prefixes. In other 
scenarios, static routing is used between the PE and CE to alleviate the exchange of routing 
information. With L3VPNs, enterprise edge routers have to talk only to their direct neighbor, 
which is the router owned by the provider. From a scalability perspective, the L3VPN model 
scales very well, because each site does not need to know of the existence of other sites. On the 
other hand, this model is not so good for enterprises that would like to maintain their own 
internal routing practices and control the routing mechanism used between the different sites. 
Also, this model forces the service provider to participate in and manage the IP addressing 
schemes for its customers, as is typically done when IP services are sold. This model is not 
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adequate for selling L2 services only (L2VPN) where the customer’s IP network becomes an 
overlay on top of the service provider’s network. 

Another disadvantage of L3VPNs when used for metro Ethernet services is that L3VPNs apply 
only to the transport of IPv4 packets. For metro deployments, enterprise traffic consists of IPv4 
as well as other types of traffic such as IPX and SNA. An L2VPN allows any type of traffic 
to be encapsulated and transported across the metro network. 

Take a close look at the example in Figure 4-2. The provider is delivering VPN services to two 
different enterprises, A and B, and each enterprise has two different sites. Sites A1 and A2 are 
part of enterprise A and belong to VPN-A. Sites B1 and B2 are part of enterprise B and belong 
to VPN-B. Note that enterprises A and B could have overlapping IP addresses. The following 
are the reasons why the MPLS L3VPN model scales:

• Each PE knows only of the VPNs it attaches to. PE1 knows only of VPN-A, and PE3 
knows only of VPN-B.

• The P routers do not have any VPN information.

• The CE routers peer with their directly attached PEs. A1 peers with PE1, B1 peers with 
PE3, and so on.

Figure 4-2 MPLS L3VPN Principles

The following sections describe 

• How MPLS L3VPN PEs maintain separate forwarding tables between different VPNs

• The concept of  VPN-IPv4 addresses
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• The PEs populate the forwarding tables from information learned from the directly 
attached sites or learned across the backbone from other PEs that have a VPN in common. 
Information from directly attached CEs is learned via routing protocols such as OSPF, 
IS-IS, RIP, and BGP or via static configuration. Distribution of VPN information across the 
backbone is done via multiprotocol BGP (MP-BGP). MP-BGP introduces extensions to 
the BGP-4 protocol to allow IPv4 prefixes that are learned from different VPNs to be 
exchanged across the backbone. IP prefixes can overlap between different VPNs via the 
use of VPN-IPv4 address, as explained later, in the section “Using VPN-IPv4 Addresses 
in MPLS L3VPNs.”

• The CEs learn from the PEs about the routes they can reach via routing protocols or static 
configuration.

Traffic is forwarded across the backbone using MPLS. MPLS is used because the backbone 
P routers have no VPN routes; hence, traditional IP routing cannot be used. Figure 4-3 illustrates 
the packet forwarding process.

Figure 4-3 The Packet Forwarding Process

As Figure 4-3 shows, when a packet is received from a site, the PE looks up the IP destination 
in the site’s forwarding table and, if found, forwards the packet via MPLS. Otherwise, the 
PE checks the destination in other forwarding tables and discards the packet if no match has 
been made.

Figure 4-4 shows how the PEs maintain a different forwarding table per site. PE1 contains a 
forwarding table for enterprise A site 1 (A1). That forwarding table is populated from routes 
learned from A1 and from BGP routes across the backbone. PE2 contains a forwarding table 
for both enterprise A site 2 (A2) and enterprise B site 2 (B2). 
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Figure 4-4 PE Logical Separation

Target VPN
For identifying different VPNs, every per-site forwarding table is associated with one or more 
target VPN attributes. When a PE router creates a VPN-IPv4 route, the route is associated with 
one or more target VPN attributes, which are carried in BGP as attributes of the route. A route 
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VPN of Origin
Additionally, a VPN-IPv4 route may be optionally associated with a VPN of origin attribute. 
This attribute uniquely identifies a set of sites and identifies the corresponding route as having 
come from one of the sites in that set. Typical uses of this attribute might be to identify the 
enterprise that owns the site where the route leads, or to identify the site’s intranet. However, 
other uses are also possible, such as to identify which routes to accept and which to drop based 
on the VPN of origin. By using both the target VPN and the VPN of origin attributes, different 
kinds of VPNs can be constructed. 

Site of Origin
Another attribute, called the site of origin attribute, uniquely identifies the site from which 
the PE router learned the route (this attribute could be encoded as an extended BGP community 
attribute). All routes learned from a particular site must be assigned the same site of origin 
attribute.

Using VPN-IPv4 Addresses in MPLS L3VPNs
The purpose of VPN-IPv4 addresses is to allow routers to create different routes to a common 
IPv4 address. This is useful in different scenarios that relate to L3VPNs.

One such scenario occurs when multiple VPNs have overlapping IPv4 addresses. In this case, 
routers need to treat each address differently when populating the per-site forwarding table. 
If the same address belongs in two different VPNs, the router needs to place the same 
address into two different VRF tables. Another use of VPN-IPv4 is to create separate routes 
to reach the same IPv4 destination address. In the case of an enterprise that has an intranet and 
an extranet, the same server can have its IP address advertised in two different routes, one used 
by the intranet and another by the extranet. The extranet route could be forced to go through 
a firewall before reaching the server.

The VPN-IPv4 address, as shown in Figure 4-5, is a 12-byte quantity, beginning with an
8-byte Route Distinguisher (RD) and ending with a 4-byte IPv4 address. The RD consists of 
a Type field that indicates the length of the Administrator and Assigned Number fields. The
Administrator field identifies an Assigned Number authority field, such as an autonomous 
system number given to a certain service provider. The service provider can then allocate the 
assigned number to be used for a particular purpose. Note that the RD by itself does not contain 
enough information to indicate the origin of the route or to which VPNs the route needs to be 
distributed. In other words, the RD is not indicative of a particular VPN. The purpose of the RD 
is only to allow the router to create different routes to the same IPv4 address. 

As referenced in Figure 4-5, ISP A wants to distinguish between two IPv4 addresses 10.10.10.0; 
therefore, it assigns these two addresses two different RDs. The RD administrator number is 
ISP A’s autonomous system (AS) number (1111). The assigned numbers 1 and 2 are just arbitrary 
numbers that help the routers distinguish between the two IP addresses that could be in the same 
VPN or different VPNs. Again, it is important to understand that the VPN-IPv4 does not modify 
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the IP address itself but rather is an attribute sent within BGP (RFC 2283) that indicates that the 
IP address belongs to a certain family.

Figure 4-5 VPN-IPv4 Address

Forwarding Traffic Across the Backbone
Only the edge PE routers have information about the VPN IP prefixes. The backbone P routers 
do not carry any VPN IP prefixes. With traditional IP forwarding, this model does not work, 
because the P routers drop any traffic destined for the VPN IP addresses. MPLS is used to allow 
packet forwarding based on labels rather than IP addresses. The PE routers tag the traffic with 
the right label based on the destination IP address it needs to go to, and the MPLS P routers 
switch the traffic based on the MPLS labels. If this model is not adopted, the P routers would 
have to carry IP prefixes for all VPNs, which would not scale. 

MPLS L3VPN does not mandate the use of traffic engineering (a topic that is explained in 
more detail in Chapter 5, “MPLS Traffic Engineering”). When traffic moves from one site to 
another across the carrier’s backbone, it follows the MPLS label switched path (LSP) assigned 
for that traffic. The LSP itself could have been formed via dynamic routing calculated by the 
routing protocols. On the other hand, the LSP could be traffic-engineered to allow certain types 
of traffic to follow a well-defined trajectory. Also, many mechanisms can be used for traffic 
rerouting in case of failure. The mechanism used depends on whether the carrier requires 
normal IP routing or MPLS fast reroute mechanisms (as explained in Chapter 6, “RSVP for 
Traffic Engineering and Fast Reroute”).

The traffic across the MPLS backbone carries a label stack. The label on top of the stack is 
called the packet-switched network (PSN) tunnel label and is indicative of the path that a packet 
needs to take from the ingress PE to the egress PE. The label beneath is indicative of the 
particular VPN that the packet belongs to. In the case where IP forwarding (rather than MPLS) 
is used in the provider routers, the PSN tunnel can be replaced by a GRE tunnel, and the packet 
would carry the VPN label inside the GRE tunnel.

Applicability of MPLS L3VPNs for Metro Ethernet
The MPLS L3VPN model presents many challenges if used to deliver metro Ethernet services. 
This model is more applicable for delivering IP services, where an enterprise is outsourcing the 
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operation of its WAN/metro IP network to a service provider. From an administration point 
of view, the MPLS L3VPN model dictates that the carrier is involved with the customer’s IP 
addressing scheme. Remember that the CE routers would have to peer with the provider’s routers. 
If static routing is not used, routing exchange between the PE and CE might involve configuring 
routing protocols like RIP and OSPF and will involve many guidelines to allow protocols such 
as OSPF to understand the separation between the different VPN routes and to distribute the 
correct routes between BGP and OSPF.

From an equipment vendor perspective, while the MPLS L3VPN model scales in theory, it 
introduces major overhead on the edge routers. If you assume that an edge router needs to 
support 1000 VPNs, and each VPN has 1000 IP prefixes, the edge routers would have to 
maintain at least 1,000,000 IP prefixes in 1000 separate forwarding tables. Most routers on 
the market are still struggling to reach 256,000 to 500,000 IP entries, depending on the vendor’s 
implementation. So what would happen if the IP prefixes per VPN reaches 5000 entries rather 
than 1000? A clever answer would be to support 200 VPNs per PE router to stay within the 
1,000,000 prefix limit, until vendors find a way to increase that number. 

There are other ways of deploying L3VPNs, such as using virtual routers where different 
instances of routing protocols run on each router. Each routing instance carries the IP prefixes 
of a different VPN, and traffic is forwarded across the network using traditional IP forward-
ing; hence, the final outcome is very similar to running MPLS L3VPNs. The MPLS L3VPN 
and virtual routers have their advantages in delivering IP services, which include IP QoS 
mechanisms, IP address pool management, and so on. These advantages are very important 
but are outside the scope of this book and will not be discussed. However, L3VPN is still 
overkill for deploying metro Ethernet services, which focuses on simpler deployments and 
L2 services.

It is understandable why the industry started looking at simpler VPN schemes like L2VPNs to 
avoid many of the L3VPN complexities and to create a model in which simpler services like 
Transparent LAN Service (TLS) can be deployed with less operational overhead.

In an L2 service, the carrier offers its customers the ability to “transparently” overlay their 
own networks on top of the carrier’s network. The customer of a carrier could be an ISP that 
offers Internet services and purchases last-mile connectivity from the carrier, or an enterprise 
customer that uses the carrier’s backbone to build the enterprise WAN while still controlling 
its internal IP routing.

L2 Ethernet Services over an IP/MPLS Network
The inherent properties of an IP/MPLS network mitigate most of the scalability issues by 
design. IP and MPLS have been widely deployed in large service provider networks, and 
these protocols have been fine-tuned over the years to offer high levels of stability and 
flexibility. Table 4-1 shows a brief comparison of the merits of IP/MPLS versus L2 Ethernet 
networks.
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Segmenting the L2 Ethernet network with IP/MPLS creates an L2 Ethernet domain at the metro 
access and an IP/MPLS metro edge/core and WAN backbone capable of carrying the L2 
services. As you will see in this chapter, the closer the IP/MPLS network gets to the customer, 
the more scalable the service becomes; however, it introduces more complications. 

The exercise of deploying Ethernet L2 services becomes one of balance between the L2 Ethernet 
simplicity and its scalability shortfalls and the L3 IP/MPLS scalability and its complexity 
shortfalls. First, it helps to compare and contrast the benefits that IP/MPLS offers over flat L2 
networks.

You have seen so far in this book two extremes: one with an MPLS L3VPN service and one 
with an all-L2 Ethernet service. In this chapter, you see the hybrid model that falls in between. 
Figure 4-6 shows how an IP/MPLS domain can create a level of hierarchy that allows the L2 
services to be confined to the access/edge network. There could be either an L2 access with
IP/MPLS edge and core or an L2 access and edge with IP/MPLS core.

Figure 4-6 Hybrid L2 and IP/MPLS Metro

The IP/MPLS edge/core network limits the L2 domains to the access or access/edge side and 
provides a scalable vehicle to carry the L2 services across.

The L2 Ethernet service across an IP/MPLS cloud can be a point-to-point (P2P) or multipoint-
to-multipoint (MP2MP) service. This is very similar to the Metro Ethernet Forum (MEF) 
definitions of an Ethernet Line Service (ELS) and Ethernet LAN Service (E-LAN). The following 

Table 4-1 Comparing Ethernet and IP/MPLS

Feature Ethernet IP/MPLS

Signaling No signaling LDP, RSVP-TE, and so on

Loop-free topology Blocked ports via Spanning 
Tree Protocol

Yes, via routing protocols and 
Time To Live

User and service identification VLAN ID space limited Label space more scalable

Traffic engineering (TE) No TE RSVP-TE

Restoration Via STP Backup path, MPLS fast reroute

Address aggregation No aggregation for MAC 
addresses

Yes, via classless interdomain 
routing

L2

PE
CE

L3/MPLS

CE

L2

PE
CE

CE
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associates the service with the different methods to deliver it:

• P2P Ethernet Service—Comparable to ELS, delivered via:

— L2TPv3 over an IP network

— Ethernet over MPLS, also known as draft-martini in reference to the author of 
the original draft

• MP2MP Ethernet Service—Comparable to E-LAN, delivered via VPLS

Before getting into more details of the different mechanisms to deploy P2P and MP2MP L2 
services, it helps to understand the packet leased-line concept, which is also referred to as 
pseudowire (PW), as explained next.

The Pseudowire Concept
The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has defined the concept of a pseudowire. An 
Ethernet PW allows Ethernet/802.3 protocol data units (PDUs) to be carried over a PSN, such 
as an IP/MPLS network. This allows service providers or enterprise networks to leverage an 
existing IP/MPLS network to offer Ethernet services. 

You could set up the PW via manual configuration or a signaling protocol such as BGP or LDP. 
The PW may operate over an MPLS, IPv4, or IPv6 PSN. 

An Ethernet PW emulates a single Ethernet link between exactly two endpoints. The PW 
terminates a logical port within the PE. This port provides an Ethernet MAC service that 
delivers each Ethernet packet that is received at the logical port to the logical port in the 
corresponding PE at the other end of the PW. Before a packet is inserted into the PW at the PE, 
the packet can go through packet processing functions that may include the following:

• Stripping

• Tag stacking or swapping

• Bridging

• L2 encapsulation

• Policing

• Shaping 

Figure 4-7 shows a reference model that the IETF has adopted to support the Ethernet PW 
emulated services. As Figure 4-7 shows, multiple PWs can be carried across the network inside 
a bigger tunnel called the PSN tunnel. The PSN tunnel is a measure to aggregate multiple PWs 
into a single tunnel across the network. The PSN tunnel could be formed using generic routing 
encapsulation (GRE), Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol (L2TP), or MPLS and is a way to shield the 
internals of the network, such as the P routers, from information relating to the service provided 
by the PEs. In Figure 4-7, while the PE routers are involved in creating the PWs and mapping 
the L2 service to the PW, the P routers are agnostic to the L2 service and are passing either IP 
or MPLS packets from one edge of the backbone to the other. 
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Figure 4-7 Creating Pseudowires

The following sections describe the different mechanisms used to deliver P2P and MP2MP L2 
Ethernet service over MPLS, starting with L2TPv3. You then learn more about Ethernet over 
MPLS—draft-martini and VPLS.

PW Setup Via L2TPv3
L2TP provides a dynamic tunneling mechanism for multiple L2 circuits across a packet-
oriented data network. L2TP was originally defined as a standard method for tunneling the 
Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) and has evolved as a mechanism to tunnel a number of other 
L2 protocols, including Ethernet. L2TP as defined in RFC 2661, Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol 
(L2TP), is referred to as L2TPv2. L2TPv3 is an extension of that protocol that allows more 
flexibility in carrying L2 protocols other than PPP. Notable differences between L2TPv2 
and L2TPv3 are the separation of all PPP-related attributes and references and the transition 
from a 16-bit Session ID and Tunnel ID to a 32-bit Session ID and Control Connection ID, 
offering more scalability in deploying L2 tunnels. 

With L2TPv3 as the tunneling protocol, Ethernet PWs are actually L2TPv3 sessions. An L2TP 
control connection has to be set up first between two L2TP control connection endpoints (LCCEs) 
at each end, and then individual PWs can be established as L2TP sessions.

The provisioning of an Ethernet port or Ethernet VLAN and its association with a PW on the 
PE triggers the establishment of an L2TP session. The following are the elements needed for 
the PW establishment:

• PW type—The type of PW can be either Ethernet port or Ethernet VLAN. The Ethernet 
port type allows the connection of two physical Ethernet ports, and the Ethernet VLAN 
indicates that an Ethernet VLAN is connected to another Ethernet VLAN.

• PW ID—Each PW is associated with a PW ID that identifies the actual PW.

The entire Ethernet frame without the preamble or FCS is encapsulated in L2TPv3 and is sent 
as a single packet by the ingress side of the L2TPv3 tunnel. This is done regardless of whether 
an 802.1Q tag is present in the Ethernet frame. For a PW of type Ethernet port, the egress side 
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of the tunnel simply de-encapsulates the Ethernet frame and sends it out on the appropriate 
interface without modifying the Ethernet header. The Ethernet PW over L2TP is homogeneous 
with respect to packet encapsulation, meaning that both ends of the PW are either VLAN tagged 
or untagged; however, once the packet leaves the PW, a Native Service Processing (NSP) 
function within the PE can still manipulate the tag information. For VLAN-to-VLAN 
connectivity, for example, the egress NSP function may rewrite the VLAN tag if a tag 
replacement or swapping function is needed.

NOTE The preamble is a pattern of 0s and 1s that tells a station that an Ethernet frame is coming. FCS 
is the frame check sequence that checks for damage that might have occurred to the frame in 
transit. These fields are not carried inside the PW.

Figure 4-8 shows an L2TP control connection formed between PE1 and PE2. Over that 
connection two PWs or L2TPV3 sessions are formed. The two sessions are of type Ethernet 
VLAN, which means that the PW represents a connection between two VLANs. For session 1, 
VLAN 10 has been left intact on both sides. For session 2, the NSP function within PE2 
rewrites VLAN ID 20 to VLAN ID 30 before delivering the packet on the local segment.

Figure 4-8 Ethernet over L2TPV3

Ethernet over MPLS—Draft-Martini
You have seen in the previous section how an Ethernet packet can be transported using an 
L2TPv3 tunnel over an IP network. The IETF has also defined a way to carry L2 traffic over 
an MPLS network. This includes carrying Ethernet over MPLS (EoMPLS), Frame Relay, 
and ATM. This is also referred to as “draft-martini” encapsulation in reference to the author 
of the original Internet draft that defined Layer 2 encapsulation over MPLS. With this type of 
encapsulation, PWs are constructed by building a pair of unidirectional MPLS virtual 
connection (VC) LSPs between the two PE endpoints. One VC-LSP is for outgoing traffic, and 
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the other is for incoming traffic. The VC-LSPs are identified using MPLS labels that are statically 
assigned or assigned using the Label Distribution Protocol (LDP). 

EoMPLS uses “targeted” LDP, which allows the LDP session to be established between the 
ingress and egress PEs irrespective of whether the PEs are adjacent (directly connected) or 
nonadjacent (not directly connected). The following section explains the mechanism of 
encapsulating the Ethernet frames over the MPLS network and shows two scenarios of using 
LDP to establish PWs between directly connected and non-directly connected PEs.

Ethernet Encapsulation
Ethernet encapsulation is very similar to what was described in the “PW Setup Via L2TPv3” 
section, but a different terminology is introduced. The entire Ethernet frame without any 
preamble or FCS is transported as a single packet over the PW. The PW could be configured as 
one of the following:

• Raw mode—In raw mode, the assumption is that the PW represents a virtual connection 
between two Ethernet ports. What goes in one side goes out the other side. The traffic 
could be tagged or untagged and comes out on the egress untouched.

• Tagged mode—In tagged mode, the assumption is that the PW represents a connection 
between two VLANs. Each VLAN is represented by a different PW and is switched 
differently in the network. The tag value that comes in on ingress might be overwritten 
on the egress side of the PW.

The raw and tagged modes are represented in Figure 4-9.

Figure 4-9 Martini Tunnel Modes

Figure 4-9 shows that PE1 has established a PW of type raw with PE2 over which all traffic 
coming in on port 1 is mapped. As such, the traffic comes out as-is at the other end of the 
PW on PE2 port 1. Also, PE1 has defined on port 2 two PWs of type tagged. The first PW maps 
VLAN 20 on PE1 port 2 and connects it to VLAN 20 on PE2 port 1, and the second PW 
maps VLAN 30 on PE1 port 2 and maps it to VLAN 30 on PE2 port 2.
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Maximum Transmit Unit 
Both ends of the PW must agree on their maximum transmission unit size to be transported 
over the PSN, and the network must be configured to transport the largest encapsulation frames. 
If MPLS is used as the tunneling protocol, the addition of the MPLS shim layer increases 
the frame size. If the vendor implementation does not support fragmentation when tunneling the 
Ethernet service over MPLS, care must be taken to ensure that the IP/MPLS routers in the network 
are adjusted to the largest maximum transmission unit. 

Frame Reordering
The IEEE 802.3 requires that frames from the same conversation be delivered in sequence. Because 
the frames are now encapsulated inside PWs, the PW must be able to support frame reordering. 

Using LDP with Directly Connected PEs
Figure 4-10 shows how martini tunnels can be established using LDP between two directly 
connected PEs, such as PE1 and PE2. First, an LDP session needs to be established between the 
two PEs. Once the LDP session has been established, all PWs are signaled over that session. In 
this example, you can see the establishment of one bidirectional PW via two unidirectional 
VC-LSPs. Once both VC-LSPs are established, the PW is considered operational. PE2 assigns 
label 102 and sends it to PE1 to be used for propagating traffic from PE1 to PE2. In turn, PE1 
assigns label 201 and sends it to PE2 to be used for propagating traffic from PE2 to PE1. The 
label is pushed into the data packet before transmission, and it indicates to the opposite endpoint 
what to expect regarding the encapsulated traffic. Remember that this type of encapsulation 
is used to tunnel not only Ethernet but other types of traffic such as ATM, Frame Relay, and 
Circuit Emulation traffic. The VC label gives the opposite side an indication of how to process 
the data traffic that is coming over the VC-LSP.

Figure 4-10 LDP Between Directly Connected PEs
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The VC information is carried in a label mapping message sent in downstream unsolicited 
mode with a new type of forwarding equivalency class element defined as follows (refer to 
Figure 4-11):

• VC Type—A value that represents whether the VC is of type Frame Relay data-link 
connection identifier (DLCI), PPP, Ethernet tagged or untagged frames, ATM cell, Circuit 
Emulation, and so on.

• PW ID or VC ID—A connection ID that together with the PW type identifies a particular 
PW (VC). For P2P tunnels, the VC ID gives an indication of a particular service. You will 
see in the next section that in the context of an MP2MP VPLS service, the VC ID is 
indicative of a LAN.

• Group ID—Represents a group of PWs. The Group ID is intended to be used as a port 
index or a virtual tunnel index. The Group ID can simplify configuration by creating a 
group membership for all PWs that belong to the same group, such as an Ethernet port 
carrying multiple PWs.

• Interface Parameters—A field that is used to provide interface-specific parameters, such 
as the interface maximum transmission unit.

Figure 4-11 LDP Forwarding Equivalency Class

MPLS PWs are formed using two unidirectional VC-LSPs, which means that for each PW that 
is established from ingress to egress, a “matching” PW needs to be established between egress 
and ingress with the same PW ID and PW type. 

In the remainder of this book, the terms PW and VC-LSP are used interchangeably, but remember 
that a PW is formed of two unidirectional VC-LSPs, one inbound and one outbound. 

Non-Directly Connected PEs
If the PEs are not directly connected, the PE-to-PE traffic has to traverse the MPLS backbone 
across P core routers. These routers do not need to get involved with the different services 
offered at the edge and are concerned only with transporting the traffic from PE to PE. To hide 
the information from the P routers, LSP tunnels are constructed between the different PEs using 
targeted LDP, and the different PWs can share these tunnels. The construction of the LSP 
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tunnels does not relate to the Ethernet MPLS service whatsoever. These tunnels can be 
constructed via different methods, such as GRE, L2TP, or MPLS. If constructed via MPLS, a 
signaling protocol such as RSVP-TE can be constructed to traffic-engineer these LSP tunnels 
across the network (RSVP-TE is explained in Chapter 6.

In Figure 4-12, an LSP tunnel, called a packet-switched network (PSN) tunnel LSP, is 
constructed between PE1 and PE2, and the PW is carried across that tunnel. The PSN tunnel 
LSP is constructed by having PE1 push a tunnel label that gets the packets from PE1 to PE2. 
The PSN tunnel label is pushed on top of the VC label, which gives the other side an indication 
of how to process the traffic. The P routers do not see the VC label and are only concerned 
with switching the traffic between the PE routers irrespective of the service (indicated by the 
VC labels) that is carried. The following describes the process of transporting a packet from 
ingress PE to egress PE:

1 When PE1 sends a Layer 2 PDU to PE2, it first pushes a VC label on its label stack and 
then a PSN tunnel label. 

2 As shown in Figure 4-12, a targeted LDP session is formed between PE1 and PE2.

Figure 4-12 LDP Between Non-Directly Connected PEs

3 PE2 gives PE1 label 102 to be used for traffic going from PE1 to PE2 (the same scenario 
happens in the reverse direction). 

4 Label 102 is pushed by PE1, and then a PSN tunnel LSP label 5 is pushed on top. 

5 The P routers use the upper label to switch the traffic toward PE2. The P routers do not 
have visibility to the VC labels.
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6 The last router before PE2 performs a penultimate hop popping function to remove the 
upper label before it reaches PE2. Penultimate hop popping is a standard MPLS function 
that alleviates the router at the end of the LSP (PE2 in this case) from performing a 
popping function and examining the traffic beneath at the same time. PE2 receives the 
traffic with the inner label 102, which gives an indication of what is expected in the PW. 

So far you have seen a P2P L2 service over MPLS. Next, MP2MP is discussed when a LAN is 
emulated over MPLS using VPLS.

Virtual Private LAN Service
With Virtual Private LAN Service, an L2VPN emulates a LAN that provides full learning and 
switching capabilities. Learning and switching are done by allowing PE routers to forward 
Ethernet frames based on learning the MAC addresses of end stations that belong to the VPLS. 
VPLS allows an enterprise customer to be in full control of its WAN routing policies by running 
the routing service transparently over a private or public IP/MPLS backbone. VPLS services are 
transparent to higher-layer protocols and use L2 emulated LANs to transport any type of traffic, 
such as IPv4, IPv6, MPLS, IPX, and so on.

VPLS is flexible because it emulates a LAN, but by doing so it has all the limitations of Ethernet 
protocols, including MAC addresses, learning, broadcasts, flooding, and so on. The difference 
between VPLS and EoMPLS is that VPLS offers an MP2MP model instead of the previously 
discussed P2P model with L2TPv3 or EoMPLS using martini tunnels.

With VPLS, the CEs are connected to PEs that are VPLS-capable. The PEs can participate in 
one or many VPLS domains. To the CEs, the VPLS domains look like an Ethernet switch, and 
the CEs can exchange information with each other as if they were connected via a LAN. This 
also facilitates the IP numbering of the WAN links, because the VPLS could be formed with a 
single IP subnet. Separate L2 broadcast domains are maintained on a per-VPLS basis by PEs. 
Such domains are then mapped into tunnels in the service provider network. These tunnels can 
either be specific to a VPLS (for example, IP tunnels) or shared among several VPLSs (for 
example, with MPLS LSPs).

The PE-to-PE links carry tunneled Ethernet frames using different technologies such as GRE, 
IPSec, L2TP, MPLS, and so on. Figure 4-13 shows a typical VPLS reference model.

As Figure 4-13 shows, MPLS LSP tunnels are created between different PEs. These MPLS 
tunnels can be shared among different VPLS domains and with other services such as EoMPLS 
tunnels, Layer 3 MPLS VPN tunnels, and so on. The PE routers are configured to be part of one, 
many, or no VPLS, depending on whether they are participating in a VPLS service.

NOTE The access network connecting the CEs to the PEs could be built with Ethernet technology 
or with next-generation SONET/SDH running Ethernet framing over the Generic Framing 
Protocol (GFP) or any logical links such as ATM PVCs or T1/E1 TDM or any virtual or physical 
connections over which bridged Ethernet traffic is carried.
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Figure 4-13 VPLS Reference Model

The following sections discuss the different aspects of a VPLS model:

• VPLS requirements

• Signaling the VPLS service 

• VPLS encapsulation

• Creating a loop-free topology

• MAC address learning

• MAC address withdrawal

• Unqualified versus qualified learning

• Scaling the VPLS service via hierarchical VPLS (HVPLS)

• Autodiscovery

• Signaling using BGP versus LDP

• Comparing the Frame Relay and MPLS/BGP approaches

• L2VPN BGP model

• Frame Relay access with MPLS edge/core

• Decoupled Transparent LAN Service (DTLS)

VPLS Requirements
Following are the basic requirements of a VPLS service:

• Separation between VPLS domains—A VPLS system must distinguish different 
customer domains. Each customer domain emulates its own LAN. VPLS PEs must 
maintain a separate virtual switching instance per VPN.
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• MAC learning—A VPLS should be capable of learning and forwarding based on MAC 
addresses. The VPLS looks exactly like a LAN switch to the CEs.

• Switching—A VPLS switch should be able to switch packets between different tunnels 
based on MAC addresses. The VPLS switch should also be able to work on 802.1p/q 
tagged and untagged Ethernet packets and should support per-VLAN functionality.

• Flooding—A VPLS should be able to support the flooding of packets with unknown 
MAC addresses as well as broadcast and multicast packets. Remember that with Ethernet, 
if a switch does not recognize a destination MAC address, it should flood the traffic to all 
ports within a certain VLAN. With the VPLS model shown in Figure 4-13, if a VPLS-capable 
device receives a packet from VPLS A with an unknown MAC destination address, the 
VPLS device should replicate the packet to all other VPLS-capable devices that participate 
in VPLS A.

• Redundancy and failure recovery—The VPLS should be able to recover from network 
failure to ensure high availability. The service should be restored around an alternative 
path, and the restoration time should be less than the time the CEs or customer L2 control 
protocols need to detect the failure of the VPLS. The failure recovery and redundancy 
of MPLS depends on how fast MPLS paths can be restored in case of a failure and how 
fast the network can stabilize. Chapter 6 discusses MPLS fast restoration.

• Provider edge signaling—In addition to manual configuration methods, VPLS should 
provide a way to signal between PEs to auto-configure and to inform the PEs of 
membership, tunneling, and other relevant parameters. Many vendors have adopted LDP 
as a signaling mechanism; however, there are some who prefer BGP as used in RFC 2547,  
BGP/MPLS VPNs.

• VPLS membership discovery—The VPLS control plane and management plane 
should provide methods to discover the PEs that connect CEs forming a VPLS. Different 
mechanisms can be used to achieve discovery. One method is via the use of BGP, as 
adopted in the L3VPN model. However, there is some disagreement in the industry on 
whether BGP implementations are appropriate, due to the complexity of BGP and the 
fact that it cannot signal a different label to each VPLS peer, as required by MAC 
learning. A proposal for using BGP promotes the use of block label distribution, as 
explained in the “DTLS—Decoupling L2PE and PE Functionality” section later in this 
chapter.

• Interprovider connectivity—The VPLS domain should be able to cross multiple 
providers, and the VPLS identification should be globally unique.

• VPLS management and operations—VPLS configuration, management, and monitoring 
are very important to the success of the VPLS service. Customer SLAs should be able to 
be monitored for availability, bandwidth usage, packet counts, restoration times, and so 
on. The metrics that have been defined by the MEF regarding performance and bandwidth 
parameters should apply to the VPLS service. 
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Signaling the VPLS Service
Signaling with VPLS is the same as described in the section “Ethernet over MPLS—Draft-
Martini,” with LDP using a forwarding equivalency class element. The main difference is that 
in the P2P martini tunnel, the VC ID is a service identifier representing a particular service on 
the Ethernet port, such as a different P2P VLAN. With VPLS, the VC ID represents an emulated 
LAN segment, and its meaning needs to be global within the same provider and across multiple 
providers. 

VPLS Encapsulation
VPLS encapsulation is derived from the martini encapsulation used for a P2P EoMPLS service. 
The packet is always stripped from any service-related delimiter that is imposed by the local 
PE. This ensures that the Ethernet packet that traverses a VPLS is always a customer Ethernet 
packet. Any service delimiters, such as VLAN or MPLS labels, can be assigned locally at the 
ingress PE and stripped or modified in the egress PE. 

Creating a Loop-Free Topology
The problem with having a VPLS domain emulate a LAN is that it can create the same 
circumstances that create a loop in a LAN. With L2 Ethernet networks, Spanning Tree Protocol 
is used to prevent loops caused by the L2 flooding mechanism. In the case of VPLS, the same 
scenario could happen as illustrated in Figure 4-14.

Figure 4-14 L2 Loops
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In Figure 4-14, three LSP tunnels connect PE1, PE2, and PE3. VPLS A is emulating a LAN that 
is carried over these LSP tunnels. If CE1 sends a packet with a destination MAC address, say 
080002001234, that is unknown by PE1, PE1 has to flood, or replicate, that packet over the 
two tunnels connecting it to PE2 and PE3 that participate in the same VPLS. If PE2 does not know 
of the destination as well, it sends the packet to PE3 and CE2. In the same manner, if PE3 does 
not know of the destination, it sends the packet to PE1 and CE3, and the loop continues. To 
break the loop, Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) has to run on the PEs, and in the same way 
that Ethernet frames are tunneled over the MPLS LSPs, STP BPDUs also have to be tunneled. 

To avoid the deployment of spanning trees, a full mesh of LSPs needs to be installed between 
the PEs, and each PE must support a split-horizon scheme wherein the PE must not forward 
traffic from one PW to another in the same VPN. This works because each PE has direct 
connectivity to all other PEs in the same VPN. 

In Figure 4-15, a full mesh of tunnel LSPs and VC-LSPs (which are used to demultiplex the 
service over the tunnel LSPs) has been configured between all PEs. A PE receiving a packet 
over a VC-LSP cannot forward that packet to other VC-LSPs. PE1 receives an Ethernet packet 
with an unknown destination and replicates that packet over the three VC-LSPs that connect it 
to PE2, PE3, and PE4. Because there is a full mesh, PE2, PE3, and PE4 assume that the same 
packet they received has already been sent by the other PEs and thus do not replicate it. This 
prevents loops from taking place. Requiring a full mesh of LSPs becomes an issue if the PE 
functionality is moved closer into the access cloud, such as in the basement of multitenant unit 
(MTU) buildings. This would create an explosion of an LSP mesh that does not scale. The 
section “Scaling the VPLS Service Via Hierarchical VPLS” later in this chapter explains how 
such a scenario is solved.

Figure 4-15 Avoiding Loops Via Full Mesh
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In some cases, an enterprise customer can create a backdoor loop by connecting multiple sites 
directly via an L2 connection. To avoid loops, STP can be run on the CEs, and the STP BPDUs 
are tunneled over the MPLS cloud like any other data packets. This is shown in Figure 4-16. 

Figure 4-16 Backdoor Loops

In Figure 4-16, CE2 and CE3 have a direct L2 connection, creating a loop, because traffic 
between CE2 and CE3 can traverse two different paths: the direct connection and the MPLS 
cloud. If the customer runs STP between the two CEs, STP BPDUs can be tunneled over the 
MPLS cloud, causing the loop to break. In case the MPLS connection or the direct connection 
fails, traffic is switched over the remaining connection. 

So, there are many ways to create loops in an Ethernet L2 switched architecture. Some of these 
loops can be caused by the service provider equipment and some by the enterprise equipment 
itself. This creates more strain on the operation and management of these systems, when 
problems occur. Well-defined rules need to be set to indicate which L2 control PDUs are to be 
carried over the provider network. This prevents finger-pointing between the customer and 
provider in case problems such as broadcast storms occur.

MAC Address Learning
In the P2P PW scenarios in which Ethernet packets come in on one side of the PW and come 
out on the other side, MAC learning is not necessary. What goes in the tunnel comes out on the 
other end. VPLS operates in any-to-any MP2MP mode. This means that a PE is connected with 
multiple VC-LSPs to different PEs that participate in the multiple VPLS domains, and the PE 
needs to decide which LSPs to put the traffic on. This decision is based on destination MAC 
addresses that belong to a certain VPLS. It is unreasonable to assume that this function can be 
statically configured (although it could), because many MAC addresses would need to be mapped 
to many LSPs. MAC learning allows the PE to determine from which physical port or LSP a 
particular MAC address came.
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Figure 4-17 shows an example of how MAC learning is achieved.

Figure 4-17 MAC Learning

In Figure 4-17, PE1, PE2, and PE3 establish pairs of VC-LSPs between each other as follows:

1 Using LDP, PE2 signals VC label 201 to PE1, and PE1 signals VC label 102 to PE2. 

2 A station behind CE2, STA 2, with a MAC address of 080002002222, sends a broadcast 
packet to destination MAC FFFFFFFFFFFF. PE2 recognizes that STA 2 belongs to VPLS 
A (via configuration or other mechanism) and replicates the packet to the two VC-LSPs 
connected to PE1 and PE3 that also participate in VPLS A. 

3 When the packet comes to PE1 on PE1’s inbound VC-LSP, it associates the MAC address 
of STA 2 with the “outbound” VC-LSP in the same VC-LSP pair that constitutes the PW 
between PE2 and PE1. 

4 From then on, if PE1 receives a packet destined for MAC 080002002222, it automatically 
sends it on its outbound VC-LSP using label 201 (which was signaled by PE2). 

This process constitutes MAC learning on the VC-label side. Standard Ethernet MAC learning 
occurs on the Ethernet port side, where PE2, for example, associates MAC 080002002222 
with its local Ethernet port or the VLAN it came on. This process continues until all PEs have 
learned all MAC addresses on their local ports/VLANs and across the MPLS cloud. Notice 
that PE1 signals two different labels to PE2 and PE3. In this example, PE1 signals label 102 
to PE2 and 103 to PE3. This way, PE1 can distinguish inbound packets from PE2 and PE3.
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MAC Address Withdrawal
L2 Ethernet switching includes a mechanism called MAC aging that lets MAC addresses be 
aged out of an Ethernet switch MAC table after a certain period of inactivity. In some cases, 
such as an MTU building that is dual-homed to two different Ethernet switches in the central 
office (CO), faster convergence can occur if a mechanism exists to age out (withdraw) or relearn 
MAC addresses in a way that is faster than the traditional L2 MAC aging. The IETF has defined 
a MAC type length value (TLV) field that can be used to expedite learning of MAC addresses 
as a result of topology change. 

Unqualified Versus Qualified Learning
When a PE learns MAC addresses from the attached customers, these MAC addresses are kept 
in a Forwarding Information Base (FIB). The FIB should keep track of the MAC addresses and 
on which PWs they were learned. This allows MAC addresses to be tracked by VPLS. This 
is different from the traditional MAC learning of Ethernet switches, where all MAC addresses are 
shared by a single customer. VPLS can operate in two learning modes, unqualified and qualified.

In unqualified learning, a customer VPLS is a port-based service where the VPLS is considered  
a single broadcast domain that contains all the VLANs that belong to the same customer. 
In this case, a single customer is handled with a single VPLS. On the other hand, qualified 
learning assumes a VLAN-based VPLS where each customer VLAN can be treated as a 
separate VPLS and as a separate broadcast domain. The advantage of qualified learning is that 
customer broadcast is confined to a particular VLAN.

Scaling the VPLS Service Via Hierarchical VPLS
The VPLS service requires a full mesh of VC-LSPs between the PE routers. This works 
adequately if the PE routers are contained in COs and the different customers are aggregated 
in these COs. In the case of MTU deployments, the PEs are deployed in the building basements 
where multiple customers are aggregated. In this case, starting the VPLS service in the PE  might 
cause scalability problems because there are many more buildings than COs. A full mesh of LSPs 
between all the buildings that participate in the VPLS service would cause an unmanageable LSP 
deployment. For x PEs that are deployed, x * (x – 1) / 2 bidirectional LSPs need to be deployed. 
Remember also that it takes two LSPs—one inbound and one outbound—to construct a 
bidirectional PW, which means that x * (x – 1) unidirectional VC-LSPs need to be signaled. 

Figure 4-18 shows a deployment in which the VPLS starts in the basement of MTU buildings 
and a full mesh of LSPs is required between PEs. This LSP explosion will cause an operational 
nightmare. 

For any “new” MTU building that is added to the network, the new MTU must be meshed to 
every PE in the existing MTUs, which doesn’t scale. Packets get flooded over all LSPs 
participating in a VPLS; if the MAC destination is unknown, this puts a big load on the 
MTU PE.
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Figure 4-18 Full Mesh

A better approach for MTUs is to create a hierarchical VPLS (HVPLS) model in which the 
MTU PEs establish access tunnels (spokes) to the CO PEs, and the CO PEs (hubs) establish a 
full mesh. This is shown in Figure 4-19.
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The hierarchical model scales better, because a new MTU that is added to the network has to 
establish an LSP only with the local PE and does not need to establish LSPs with every other 
PE. This is a major operational cost saving. 

There are many flavors for the MTU and the CO PEs. The IETF has adopted the following 
terminology that is used in the rest of the chapter:

• MTU-s—This is a PE that is placed in the MTU and is capable of doing MAC learning and 
L2 switching/bridging. This could be a pure L2 Ethernet switch, or an L2 Ethernet switch 
that is capable of MPLS tagging and forwarding but does not have to do any IP routing.

• PE-r—This is a PE that is capable of IP routing/MPLS but is not capable of MAC learning. 
This device can be placed in the MTU or the CO. This is basically an IP/MPLS router.

• PE-rs—This a PE that is capable of both L2 switching and IP routing.

The following sections explain two different scenarios used in service provider deployments: 
one for MTU-s deployments and the other for PE-rs.

MTU Device Supports MAC Learning and L2 Switching (MTU-s)
In this scenario, the MTU-s is an L2 Ethernet switch that is capable of MAC learning and can 
do switching based on MAC addresses. The MTU-s does all the normal bridging functions 
of learning and replications on all its ports, including the virtual spoke ports, which are the 
PWs that connect the MTU-s to the PE-rs. The ability of the MTU-s to do MAC learning and 
bridging simplifies the signaling between the MTU-s and the PE-rs at the CO, because the 
MTU-s can associate all the access ports belonging to the same VPLS with a single PW between 
the MTU-s and the PE-rs. This is better illustrated in Figure 4-20.

Figure 4-20 Sample MTU-s
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In Figure 4-20, a service provider is offering a VPLS service to two customers via an MTU-s 
in the basement of the building. The MTU-s connects to a PE-rs in the CO. Note that on the 
MTU-s, two access Ethernet ports are assigned to VPLS A. These access ports are connected to 
CE11 and CE12, which both connect to the same customer. This scenario could occur if the 
same customer has two different locations that are in the same MTU or a nearby building and 
all connections are serviced by the same MTU-s toward the CO. In this case, the MTU-s 
switches all traffic between CE11 and CE12 locally via regular L2 switching and switches 
traffic between CE11 and CE12 and the remote sites in VPLS A using a single PW between the 
MTU-s and the PE-rs in the CO.

Because the MTU-s also services VPLS B, the service provider has to assign a service delimiter 
to traffic coming from VPLS A and VPLS B to differentiate between the two customers. 
Remember that this was discussed in Chapter 3, “Metro Ethernet Services,” which introduced 
the concept of using carrier VLAN IDs to differentiate between customer traffic. In this 
example, you could set up the spoke in two ways:

• The service provider is using Q-in-Q to separate the customer traffic on the MTU-s and to 
indicate to the PE-rs which traffic belongs to which VPLS. In this case, the service 
delimiter is a carrier VLAN ID carried on top of the customer’s Ethernet packet. The 
customer traffic itself also could carry customer-specific VLAN tags; however, those tags 
are not seen by the service provider.

• The service provider is using two martini EoMPLS PWs to carry traffic from the different 
customers. In this case, the MPLS tag on top of the customer’s Ethernet traffic is the 
service delimiter recognized by the PE-rs.

The decision of whether to use Q-in-Q or martini tunnels depends on the equipment the vendor 
uses in the MTU and the CO. In some cases, the MTU equipment doesn’t support MPLS. In 
other cases, the MTU and CO equipment does not interoperate when using Q-in-Q. You should 
also remember that some Ethernet switch vendors support neither VLAN stacking on a per-
customer basis nor MPLS. You should not use such equipment in MTU deployments.

Notice in this example that the PWs used between the MTU-s and the PE-rs have achieved 
multiple functions:

• The need for full PW mesh between the MTU-rs is eliminated. Only one PW is used 
per VPLS.

• The signaling overhead is minimized because fewer PWs are used.

• MTU-s devices are only aware of the PE-rs they attach to and not to all MTU-s devices 
that participate in the VPLS.

• An addition of a new MTU-s does not affect the rest of the network.

The MTU-s learns MAC addresses both from the Ethernet customer connections in the building 
and from the spoke PWs. The MTU-s associates the MAC addresses per VPLS. If an MTU-s 
receives a broadcast packet or a packet with an unknown destination MAC, the packet is 
flooded (replicated) over all the MTU-s physical or logical connections that participate within 
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the VPLS. Note that there is one PW per VPLS on the spoke connection, so the packet is 
replicated only once per VPLS. 

The MTU-s device and the PE-rs device treat each spoke connection like a physical port on the 
VPLS service. On the physical ports, the combination of the physical port and VLAN tag is 
used to associate the traffic with a VPLS instance. On the spoke port, the VC label or carrier 
VLAN ID (for Q-in-Q) is used to associate the traffic with a particular VPLS. L2 MAC address 
lookup is then used to find out which physical port the traffic needs to be sent on.

The PE-rs forms a full mesh of tunnels and PWs with all other PE-rs devices that are 
participating in the VPLS. A broadcast/multicast or a packet with an unknown MAC destination 
is replicated on all PWs connected to the PE-rs for a certain VPLS. Note that the PE-rs can 
contain more VPLS instances than the MTU-s, because the PE-rs participates in all the VPLSs 
of the MTU buildings that are attached to it, while the MTU-s only participates in the VPLS of 
the customers in a particular building. Also, the MAC learning function is done twice: once 
at the MTU-s and another time at the PE-rs. 

PE-rs Issues with MAC Learning
The fact that the PE-rs is doing MAC learning raises concerns with service providers. The PE-rs 
has to learn all the MAC addresses that exist in all VPLS instances it participates in. This could 
be in the hundreds of thousands of MAC addresses that need to be learned if the VPLS service 
is delivering LAN connectivity between CEs that are L2 switches. Remember that a VPLS 
emulates a LAN service and learns all MAC addresses it hears from all stations connected to 
the LAN. If the CEs are L2 Ethernet switches, the VPLS will learn all MAC addresses behind the 
Ethernet switch. Some of these concerns can be alleviated through different approaches:

• If the CE equipment is an IP router, the VPLS learns only the MAC addresses of the IP 
router interfaces that are connected to the VPLS. MAC stations behind IP routers are 
hidden, because IP routers route based on IP addresses and not MAC addresses. In this 
model, the MAC address space is very manageable.

• If the CEs are L2 switches, it is possible to use filtering mechanisms on the MTU-s to 
allow service for only a block of the customer’s MAC addresses and not all of them. 
Filtering helps reduce the explosion of MAC addresses on the PE-rs; however, it adds 
more management overhead for both the customer and the service provider.

A different model can be used to allow the MTU-s to do MAC learning at the building and 
not to do MAC learning at the PE-rs. This model is called the Decoupled Transparent LAN 
Service (DTLS), which is explained later in this chapter in the section “DTLS—Decoupling 
L2PE and PE Functionality.”

Non-Bridging Devices as Spokes 
In some cases, existing IP routers are deployed as spokes. As previously described, the IETF 
calls such a device a PE-r, to indicate routing functionality only. These routers are not capable 
of bridging and cannot switch packets based on MAC addresses. To offer an L2 service using 
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the PE-r, it is possible to create PWs between the PE-r and the CO PE-rs, where all the L2 
switching functions are done at the CO. This model creates more overhead, because unlike the 
MTU-s, where all access ports belonging to the same VPLS are mapped to a single PW, the 
PE-r requires that each access port is mapped to its own PW. This is illustrated in Figure 4-21.

Figure 4-21 Spoke Device Is a Router

Figure 4-21 uses a PE-r as a spoke. Note that VPLS A now requires two PWs—one for CE11 
and one for CE12—that belong to the same customer. For any traffic that needs to be switched 
between the two access ports of the same customer that are connected to CE11 and CE12, that 
traffic needs to be transported to the CO and switched at the PE-rs. 

Dual-Homed MTU Devices
It is possible to dual-home an MTU device to protect against the failure of a spoke or the failure 
of a PE-rs at the CO. Dual-home refers to connecting the MTU device via two separate spokes.

Figure 4-22 shows an MTU-s device that is dual-homed to the PR-rs at the CO via two PWs, 
one primary and one backup. To prevent an L2 loop in the network, the primary PW is active 
and passing traffic while the secondary PW is inactive. In this scenario, spanning tree is not 
needed, because only a single PW is active at the same time. In normal operation, all PE-rs 
devices participating in VPLS A learn the MAC addresses behind MTU-s via the primary PW 
connected to PE1-rs. The following two scenarios might take place:

• Failure of the primary PW—In this case the MTU-s immediately switches to the 
secondary PW. At this point the PE2-rs that is terminating the secondary PW starts 
learning MAC addresses on the spoke PW. The speed of convergence in the network 
depends on whether MAC TLVs are used, as described in the “MAC Address Withdrawal” 
section earlier in this chapter. If the MAC address TLVs are used, PE2-rs sends a 
flush message to all other PE-rs devices participating in the VPLS service. As such, 
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all PE-rs devices converge on PE2-rs to learn the MAC addresses. If the MAC TLV is 
not used, the network is still operational and converges using the traditional L2 MAC 
learning and aging. During this slow convergence, the PE-rs devices slowly learn the 
MAC addresses in the network.

• Failure of the PE1-rs—In this case, all PWs that are terminated at PE1-rs fail, and the 
network converges toward PE2-rs.

Figure 4-22 Dual-Homed MTU Device 

Autodiscovery
Autodiscovery refers to the process of finding all the PEs that participate in a given VPLS. So 
far, this chapter has assumed that this function is manual, meaning that the network operator 
dedicates certain PEs to belong to a certain VPLS and configures that information on each PE 
belonging to the VPLS. This process can be configuration-intensive, especially with a large 
number of PEs, because manual configuration and deletion are needed every time a PE is added 
to or removed from the network. With autodiscovery, each PE discovers which other PEs are part 
of the same VPLS and discovers PEs when they are added to or removed from the network. 
Different mechanisms have been proposed by different vendors, such as the use of BGP, LDP, or 
DNS to achieve autodiscovery. This section elaborates on BGP and how it compares with LDP.

BGP uses the concept of extended communities to identify a VPLS. PEs exchange information 
via direct Internal BGP (IBGP) or External BGP (EBGP) peering or route reflectors.

You saw at the beginning of this chapter that BGP is used with MPLS L3VPNs to achieve 
discovery of VPN information. A similar approach is used to achieve VPLS autodiscovery by 
having the routes exchanged in BGP carry a VPN-L2 address. A VPN-L2 address contains a route 
distinguisher (RD) field that distinguishes between different VPN-L2 addresses. Also, a BGP 
route target (RT) extended community is used to constrain route distribution between PEs. The 
RT is indicative of a particular VPLS. Because a PE is fully meshed with all other PEs, it receives 
BGP information from all PEs. The PE filters out the information based on the route target and 
learns only information pertinent to the route targets (VPLSs) it belongs to.
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Signaling Using BGP Versus LDP
In this chapter, you have learned about the use of LDP as a signaling mechanism to establish 
and tear down PWs between PEs. Some vendors have adopted BGP as a signaling mechanism 
because of its scalability and its ability to support VPLS deployment across multiple providers. 
This section presents a more detailed comparison of the use of LDP and BGP as a signaling 
mechanism and BGP.

With LDP used as the signaling protocol, targeted LDP sessions are established between PE 
peers. An LDP session is called “targeted” because it is set directly between two PEs that do not 
have to be adjacent. These PEs exchange MPLS labels directly, and that information is hidden 
from the routers that exist on the path between these PE peers. You have seen that a full mesh of 
these peers between PEs is needed per VPLS. If all PE routers participate in every VPLS, a full 
mesh is needed between all PEs. Also, each PE needs to carry a separate FIB per VPLS, which 
increases the number of FIBs per PE. However, it is possible to segment the network into PEs 
that have separate VPLS coverage, meaning that they do not serve a common set of VPLSs. In 
this case, the LDP mesh is needed only between the PEs covering a particular VPLS, and the 
signaling and the number of FIBs per PE are reduced. 

If all PEs participate in all VPLS instances, there is a full LDP mesh between all PEs, and each 
PE carries a FIB per VPLS, as shown in Figure 4-23, Part A. Figure 4-23, Part B, shows that 
three PEs participate in VPLS A and carry a VPLS A FIB (FIB A) while the other PEs carry 
a VPLS B FIB. Note that a full mesh between all PEs is not required.

Figure 4-23 LDP Signaling Options
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Vendors proposing BGP as a signaling mechanism between PEs argue that BGP offers more 
scalability and is already proven to work for L3VPNs as defined in RFC 2547. Also, BGP can 
be used for both signaling and PE discovery, whereas LDP is used only for signaling. BGP 
uses what is called a route reflector to solve the full-mesh PE-to-PE session issue and the fact 
that, with LDP, every time a new PE is added to the network, a full mesh needs to be established 
with all PEs (in the same VPLS). The route reflector concept allows PEs to operate in a client/
server model, where the PEs peer with a single or multiple route reflectors (for redundancy), 
and the route reflector relays information between the different PEs. In this case, if a new PE is 
added to the network, that PE needs to establish only a single peering session with the route 
reflector. 

Figure 4-24 shows all PEs peering with a route reflector. A new PE added to the network has to 
peer only with the route reflector. 

Figure 4-24 Signaling Via BGP with Route Reflectors

On the other hand, using BGP does create the issue of requiring label ranges, because BGP 
cannot direct label mappings to a specific peer. The use of label ranges is covered in the 
upcoming section “L2VPN BGP Model.”

Comparison Between the Frame Relay and MPLS/BGP Approaches
This section first briefly compares Frame Relay VPNs and MPLS L2VPNs and then delves into 
a discussion about how some IETF drafts proposing BGP are influenced by the Frame Relay 
VPN model.

As Figure 4-25 shows, a Frame Relay VPN with any-to-any connectivity between the different 
sites requires a full mesh of PVCs between the different CEs. The network uses Frame Relay 
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at the access and Frame Relay/ATM at the edge and core. The physical connection between the 
CE and the Frame Relay network is assigned multiple DLCIs, and each DLCI is used to switch 
the traffic from one CE all the way to another CE. 

Figure 4-25 Frame Relay Access, Edge, and Core

Such networks have two drawbacks. First, the whole network is locked into a single technology, 
such as Frame Relay or ATM. Second, adding a new site into the VPN and connecting that site 
to the rest of the VPN causes an operational headache because many PVCs need to be 
configured site to site.

Figure 4-26 shows the same VPN but with an MPLS deployment at the core and with the 
possibility of using Frame Relay, Ethernet, or MPLS at the access.

On the physical connection between the CE and PE, Frame Relay DLCI can still be used to 
indicate the particular service. However, these services are now carried through pre-established 
packet tunnels in the network. The provisioning is now simplified, because rather than 
configuring end-to-end PVCs in the network to establish connectivity between the different 
sites, the same can be accomplished by assigning the right DLCIs at the CE-to-PE connection; 
however, the services to different CEs are carried over pre-established tunnels in the network. 

L2VPN BGP Model
The L2VPN BGP model introduces some new terminology for referencing customer sites, 
customer equipment, and the way blocks of MPLS labels are allocated in the network. 
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Figure 4-26 Frame Relay Access and MPLS Edge/Core

The L2VPN BGP model divides the network into two levels:

• The provider backbone—Contains all the PEs. 

• The sites—These are the different locations where the customer equipment (CE) resides. 
A site can belong to a single customer and can have one or more CEs. Each CE is 
referenced using its own CE ID that is unique within the VPLS. 

In other scenarios, a site can belong to multiple customers, in the case of an 
MTU, and each customer can have one or more CEs in that site. In this case, a 
customer connection is represented via a combination site ID and VPLS ID and 
a physical port on the MTU device.

In the BGP L2VPN scheme, each PE transmits pieces of information such as label blocks and 
information about the CEs to which it connects to all other PEs. To reach a destination, the PE 
need only install a route to the site where the destination exits. This allows the service to scale 
well, because this model tracks the number of VPN sites rather than individual customers. 

The L2VPN BGP model is generalized to cover the following: 

• Connectivity of a CE to a PE—In this model, the CE is a Frame Relay–capable or 
MPLS-capable device and can allocate a Frame Relay DLCI or an MPLS label after 
negotiation with the PE. 

• Connectivity of a CE to an L2PE and then to a PE—This model reflects an MTU 
installation where an L2PE is used to connect the multiple customers within a site to a 
common piece of equipment in the basement. The L2PE is similar to the MTU-s that was 
already discussed. The L2PE is a switch that does MAC learning and bridging/switching, 
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and it encapsulates the Ethernet customer traffic inside an MPLS packet with labels that 
are allocated by the PE. In the MTU case, the CE need only have an Ethernet connection 
to the L2PE and does not need to have any MPLS functionality.

The following section describes an example of an L2VPN with Frame Relay connectivity used 
on the access and MPLS used on the edge/core.

Example of Frame Relay Access with MPLS Edge/Core
In this scenario, the CEs are connected to the PEs via Frame Relay, and the PEs carry the service 
over the network using MPLS. This is shown in Figure 4-27.

Figure 4-27 Frame Relay Access with MPLS Edge/Core

Both CE and PE must agree on the FR DLCI that will be used on the interface connecting them. 
Each CE that belongs to a VPN is given a CE ID, which is unique in the context of the VPN. In 
Figure 4-27, a VPN consists of the three CEs: CE1, CE2, and CE3, where CE1 and CE2 are 
located in site 3 and CE3 is located in site 2. The CE IDs 1, 2, and 3 are supposed to be unique 
within the same VPN.

Each CE is configured with a list of Frame Relay DLCIs that allows it to connect to the other 
CEs in the VPN. The size of this list for a particular CE is called the CE’s range. In Figure 4-27, 
for CE3 in site 2 to connect to both CE1 and CE2 in site 3, it would need two DLCIs, one for 
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each remote CE. As such, the CE range determines the number of remote sites a CE can connect 
to. The larger the range, the more remote CEs a CE can connect to. Each CE also knows which 
DLCI connects it to every other CE. When a packet comes to a CE from inside the customer 
network, the CE can use the correct DLCI based on where that packet is going. From then on, 
the packet is “switched” from one end to the other. The network behaves as a Frame Relay 
switch with respect to the CEs.

Each PE is configured with the VPNs in which it participates. For each VPN, the PE has a list 
of CEs that are members of that VPN. For each CE, the PE knows the CE ID, the CE range, and 
which DLCIs to expect from the CE. When a PE is configured with all the needed information 
for a CE, it chooses an MPLS label block, which is a contiguous set of labels. The number of 
these labels is the initial CE range, meaning if the CE has a range of ten DLCIs, the PE 
chooses ten MPLS labels. The smallest label in this label block is called the label base, and the 
number of labels in the label block is called a label range. The PE then uses BGP Network 
Layer Reachability Information (NLRI) to advertise the label blocks and the CE ID to which it 
connects, to all other PEs. Only the PEs that are part of the VPN (through the use of the BGP 
route target) accept the information. Other PEs discard the information or keep it for future use 
if they become part of that VPN. 

A CE can have one or more label blocks, because when the VPN grows, more CEs participate 
in the VPN, and the CE label ranges might need to be expanded. If a CE has more than one label 
block, the notion of block offset is used. The block offset identifies the position of a label block 
in the set of label blocks of a given CE.

In reference to Figure 4-27, PEs 1, 2, and 3 participate in VPN1. The following is an example 
of the information that needs to be configured on PE1 and the information that PE1 advertises 
and learns via BGP.

Figure 4-27 shows the following:

• CE3 in site 2 and CE1 and CE2 in site 3 all belong to VPN1, as shown by the dotted line.

• CE3 is given the following set of DLCIs: [10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80,90,100], which 
correspond to a CE range of 10 (10 DLCIs).

• PE1 is given an MPLS label block that contains 10 labels, from label 50 to label 59. Label 
range = 10, label base = 50, block offset = 0.

• CE1 is given the following set of DLCIs: [100,200,300,400,500,600,700,800,900,1000], 
which correspond to a CE range of 10 (10 DLCIs).

• PE3’s label block for CE1 contains 10 labels, from label 100 to label 109. Label 
range = 10, label base = 100, block offset = 0.

• CE2 is given the following set of DLCIs: [1,4,6,8,11], which correspond to a CE range of 
5 (5 DLCIs).

• PE3’s label block for CE2 contains 5 labels, from label 200 to label 204. Label range = 5, 
label base = 1, block offset = 0.
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For PE1, the following takes place:

1 PE1 is configured as part of VPN1. BGP route target = VPN1.

2 PE1 is configured to have CE3 be part of VPN1. This can be done by configuring a 
physical port or a combination physical port and VLAN to be part of VPN1. CE1 is then 
assigned to that port/VLAN. 

3 PE1 learns of CE1 and CE2 and the respective label blocks’ offset and label base via 
BGP NLRI.

4 The following label information is configured on PE1 for CE3:

— Label block: 50–59

— Label base = 50

— Label range (size of the block) = 10

— Block offset = 0 (there is only one block)

Note that PE1’s label block is the same size as CE3’s range of DLCIs, 
which is [10, 20, 30, 40, . . . , 100].

— PE1 advertises the ID of CE3 and the label block to all other PEs via BGP NLRI.

The choice of assigning a DLCI to a particular CE is a local matter. Some simple algorithms 
could be used such that the CE ID of the remote CE becomes an index into the DLCI list of the 
local CE (with index 0 being the first entry in the list, 1 being the second entry in the list, and 
so on). So, for a connection between CE3 and CE1, CE3 could be allocated the second DLCI 
in the list (DLCI 20) because the remote CE is CE1, and CE1 is allocated the fourth DLCI in 
its list (DLCI 400) because the remote CE is CE3. 

The PE in turn can use a simple algorithm to identify which MPLS label is used to reach a 
remote CE. In our example, suppose PE1 receives a BGP NLRI from PE3, indicating that CE1 
has a label block 100–109. PE1 could use the CE ID of CE3 as an index into CE1’s label block. 
In this case, PE1 could use label 103, which is CE1’s label base (100) + CE3’s ID (3). PE3 
then uses label 51 (CE3’s label base + 1) to reach CE3. As such, a packet coming from CE3 on 
DLCI 20 is encapsulated with MPLS label 103, and a packet coming from CE1 on DLCI 400 
is encapsulated with MPLS label 51. An additional label is used on top of the stack to indicate 
the PE-to-PE LSP tunnel between PE1 and PE3. 

DTLS—Decoupling L2PE and PE Functionality
The concept discussed in the preceding section is extended to address the Ethernet-to-MPLS 
scenario—specifically, for MTU deployments. In an MTU scenario, multiple customers in the 
building are connected to a basement box, the MTU-s, which is referred to as “L2PE” in this 
section. In this case, the CEs are talking Ethernet to the L2PE, and the L2PE can talk either 
Ethernet or MPLS to the PE. Unlike the Frame Relay service, in which all the connections 
are P2P, the Ethernet service allows P2P and MP2MP VPLS service. In a multipoint service, 
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MAC addresses are used to distinguish how the traffic is directed over the MPLS network. MAC 
learning in PEs can cause scalability issues, depending on the L2 service. It is possible to 
decouple the functions needed to offer a VPLS service between the L2PE and the PE. These 
functions consist of the following:

• MAC learning—Learning MAC addresses from customers in the MTU and from other 
L2PEs across the metro

• STP—Building a loop-free topology on both the LAN side and the metro side

• Discovery—Discovering other L2PEs connected to the metro

It is possible to have the L2PE do the MAC learning and STP functions and to have the PE do 
the discovery function. As you know, the discovery function can be done via a protocol such as 
BGP to exchange information between the PEs. The benefit of this decoupling, called 
Decoupled Transparent LAN Service (DTLS), is to alleviate the PEs from the L2 functionality. 
Most PEs that have been deployed in provider networks are IP routers. These routers have been 
designed for IP core routing and L3 edge functionality and lack most of the functionality of L2 
switches. L2 switches, on the other hand, come from an enterprise background and lack most 
of the scalability functions offered by L3 IP/MPLS routers. 

Although new equipment is coming on the market that does both L2 switching and L3 IP 
routing, most of the deployed equipment are routers. DTLS allows the PE to function as IP 
routers and MPLS switches and puts all the L2 functionality in the L2PE. The PE does the 
VPN/VPLS discovery and runs BGP. The L2PE could then be a simpler L2 switch. The L2PE 
does not have to do any IP routing or run complex protocols such as BGP. The L2PE needs to 
be able to do L2 functions, such as MAC learning, STP, and bridging/switching, and be able to 
label the packets via either VLAN IDs or MPLS labels.

Alleviating PEs from MAC Learning in the DTLS Model
One of the main issues for L2VPN services in the metro is MAC address learning. You have 
seen in this book that if the service offers a LAN connection between different sites and 
if the CEs are L2 switches (not routers), all MAC addresses that exist in the different connected 
LANs become part of the VPLS. As an example, assume the following scenario in a 
hypothetical metro:

• The metro contains 60 PEs

• Each PE is connected to ten buildings—that is, ten L2PEs

• Each L2PE services ten customers

• Each customer has two VPLS

• Each VPLS has 100 stations

The following calculations show the difference between starting the VPLS service at the L2PE 
and starting the service at the PE, based on the preceding information. 
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If you start the VPLS service at the L2PE, each L2PE has to support the following:

• Ten customers

• 10 * 2 = 20 VPLS

• 20 * 100 = 2000 MAC addresses

Also, because there are 60 * 10 = 600 L2PEs, assuming that each L2PE talks to every other 
L2PE in a full mesh (BGP or LDP), the number of bidirectional sessions between the L2PEs 
is 600 * (600 – 1) / 2 = 179,700 sessions. 

Starting the VPLS service at the PE, the PE has to support the following:

• 10 * 10 = 100 customers

• 100 * 2 = 200 VPLS

• 200 * 100 = 20,000 MAC addresses

If there is a full LDP/BGP mesh between the PEs, the number of bidirectional sessions is 
60 * (60 – 1) / 2 = 1770 sessions.

From the previous calculations, the following can be easily deduced:

• Doing MAC learning at the L2PE and not at the PE scales much better. Otherwise, the PE 
has to deal with an explosion of MAC addresses.

• Doing a hierarchy in which the full mesh of BGP/LDP sessions starts at the PE prevents 
a session explosion.

The DTLS model keeps the MAC learning at the L2PE, assigns MPLS labels at the L2PE, and 
puts the VPLS discovery with BGP or other protocols at the shoulder of the PE. This way, the 
model can scale much better. The following needs to happen on the L2PE and on the PE:

• The L2PE:

— Needs to behave as a bridge/switch. It should be able to learn MAC addresses 
from the building customers and from other L2PEs.

— Should be able to send or receive tagged packets. The L2PE should be able to 
perform tag stacking and swapping and handle both VLAN and MPLS tags.

— Should be able to take an Ethernet frame from a customer-facing port (access 
port), strip the CRC and preamble, and encapsulate the remaining frame using 
an MPLS packet.

— An L2PE that receives an MPLS packet should be able to decide which VPLS 
this packet belongs to and then send it to all customer-facing ports that belong 
to the VPLS.

— Maintains mapping between the learned MAC addresses and the customer’s 
ports and mapping between learned MAC addresses and labels. This mapping 
constitutes the L2PE’s MAC address cache.

— Maintains a separate MAC address cache per VPLS.
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— Maintains a mapping between customer-facing ports and the different VPLS.

— Runs a protocol between it and the PE in a client/server model. The PE has the 
intelligence to discover the VPLSs in the network and to inform the L2PE of 
right labels (or label blocks, as described earlier). The L2PE uses these labels to 
reach its destination.

• The PE:

— Needs to support the L2VPN functionality as described previously in the 
“L2VPN BGP Model” section. This means that a PE should be able to discover 
all the VPLSs in which it participates and distribute information about labels 
and about other L2PEs in the network.

— Runs a PE-to-L2PE protocol that allows the decoupling of functionality 
between these two devices.

Configuring the L2PE and PE
An L2PE needs to be told which VPLS it is a member of. This can be done by statically 
configuring a physical port or port/VLAN as part of a VPLS. In turn, for each (L2PE, VPLS) 
pair, the PE needs to be told the site ID of the (L2PE, VPLS). The PE also needs to be told which 
L2PEs it is connected to, and over which physical link and which VPLSs each L2PE 
participates in. This is illustrated in Figure 4-28.

Figure 4-28 L2PE and PE Configuration
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In Figure 4-28, L2PE1 is configured with the following:

• The L2PE1 ID is its router ID, 1.1.1.1

• Port 1 (P1) belongs to VPLS1

• Port 2 (P2) belongs to VPLS2

• L2PE1 is connected to PE1

• For the pair (L2PE1, VPLS1) the L2PE1 site ID is 1

• For the pair (L2PE1, VPLS2) the L2PE1 site ID is 1

• L2PE1 has a mapping between MAC addresses MAC x-MAC y with VPLS1

• L2PE1 has a mapping between MAC addresses MAC z-MAC w with VPLS2

If all information is configured on the PE, the PE can be given information pertinent to the L2PE 
that it can “push” into the L2PE via a certain client/server protocol. In this case, the PE needs 
to be configured with the following:

L2PE ID (router ID)
<connecting interface>
<VPLS ID> <L2PE site ID>
      <L2PE port ID, VLAN tag> <L2PE port ID, VLAN tag>
<VPLS ID> <L2PE site ID>
      <L2PE port ID, VLAN tag> <L2PE port ID, VLAN tag>

For each L2PE and each VPLS that the L2PE participates in, the PE is given the customer-
facing port IDs and corresponding VLAN tags that belong to that VPLS. The PE then transfers 
all information relevant to that L2PE using the L2PE-PE protocol. The protocol that allows the 
information exchange between the L2PE and PE can be an extension to LDP or via other 
protocols. The PE transfers all information relevant to other PEs using the L2VPN BGP 
mechanism. 

The following is a sample configuration for PE1, as shown in Figure 4-28. In this example, 
PE1 is connected to two different sites, 1 and 2. In site 1, L2PE1 offers service to two 
customers. Customer 1 on port 1 has VPLS1, which emulates a LAN between VLAN 100 
across different sites (sites 1, 2, and 3). Customer 2 has VPLS2, which emulates a LAN for all 
VLANs. 

PE1 is connected to L2PE1 and L2PE2. The following is the configuration for L2PE1 in PE1:

• L2PE1 has router ID 1.1.1.1

• Connecting interface: P1

• <VPLS 1, site ID 1>

— <L2PE1 port 1, VLAN 100>

• <VPLS 2, site ID 1>

— <L2PE1 port 2, all>
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• For VPLS1: 

— WAN label block 50–59, label range = 10, label base = 50, block offset = 0

— L2PE label block 30–39, label range = 10, label base = 30, block offset = 0

• For VPLS2: 

— WAN label block is x

— L2PE label block is y

The following is the configuration for L2PE2 in PE1:

• L2PE2 has router ID 2.2.2.2

• Connecting interface: P2

• <VPLS 1, site ID 2>

— <L2PE2 port 1, VLAN 100>

• For VPLS1: 

— WAN label is etc.

— L2PE label block is etc.

Note that the PE1 configuration includes the indication of label blocks and label ranges. This 
is the same concept discussed earlier for the Frame Relay scenario; however, two sets of label 
blocks need to be configured for each PE. One set, called the WAN label block, is used to direct 
traffic received from L2PEs served by other PEs to the correct L2PE served by this PE. The 
other set of label blocks is the L2PE label block that tells the L2PEs which label to use when 
sending traffic to another L2PE. This creates in the network a hierarchy where the L2PEs 
exchange information with the connected PEs and the PEs exchange information with 
each other. 

The site ID of an L2PE could be used as an offset from a label base to create a label. The next 
two sections explain how this is applied for WAN labels and the L2PE labels.

WAN Labels
For VPLS1, PE3, which is connected to L2PE3 in site 3, sends a BGP advertisement to PE1. 
This advertisement contains PE3’s WAN label base of 100, a block offset of 0 (because only 
one label block is used), and the label range of 10. 

For VPLS1, PE1, which is connected to L2PE1 in site 1, sends a BGP advertisement to PE3. 
This advertisement contains PE1’s WAN label base of 50, a block offset of 0, and a label range 
of 10. PE1 also sends advertisements for all the <L2PE, VPLS> pairs it connects to, such as 
<L2PE1, VPLS2> and L2PE2 and its respective VPLS.

PE1 uses label 101 when sending packets to L2PE3. This is calculated by taking PE3’s label 
base (100) and adding PE1’s site ID (1). PE3 uses label 53 when sending packets to L2PE1. 
This is calculated by taking PE1’s label base (50) and adding PE3’s site ID (3). 
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L2PE Labels
Each PE also allocates a set of label blocks, called L2PE labels, that will be used by the L2PEs. 
For VPLS1, PE1 sends to L2PE1 a label base of 30, a label range of 10, and a block offset of 0. 
For VPLS1, PE3 sends to L2PE3 a label base of 20 and a range of 10.

L2PE1 uses label 33 when sending packets to PE1. This is calculated by taking PE1’s label base 
(30) and adding L2PE3’s site ID (3). L2PE3 uses label 21 when sending packets to PE3. This 
is calculated by adding PE3’s label base (20) to L2PE1’s site ID (1).

Following a packet in VPLS1 from L2PE1, L2PE1 takes the Ethernet frame coming from port 1, 
VLAN 100, and encapsulates it in an MPLS frame with label 33. PE1 receives the packet with 
label 33 and swaps this label with label 101, which is sent to L2PE3. PE1 encapsulates another 
PE-to-PE label, which directs the packet from PE1 to PE3. When the packet reaches PE3, PE3 
swaps the label 103 for a label 21 and directs the packet to L2PE3. Based on this label, L2PE3 
directs the packet to VPLS1.

Flooding, learning, and spanning-tree behavior at the L2PE are similar to what was previously 
described with the L2VPN and the LDP PW model. When a packet with an unknown 
destination reaches the L2PE, the L2PE identifies to which VPLS this packet belongs. It then 
replicates the packet over all ports in the VPLS. If the packet is received on a customer-facing 
port, the L2PE sends a copy out every other physical port or VLAN that participates in the 
VPLS, as well as to every other L2PE participating in the VPLS. If the packet is received from 
a PE, the packet is sent to only customer-facing ports in the MPLS, assuming that a full mesh 
of PEs already exists.

If an L2PE wants to flood a VPLS packet to all other L2PEs in the VPLS, the L2PE sends a 
copy of the packet with each label in the L2PE label ranges for that VPLS, except for the label 
that corresponds to the L2PE itself.

The drawback of doing the flooding at the L2PE is that the L2PE is connected to many other 
L2PEs in other sites and has to do quite a lot of replications. You have to weigh this against the 
benefits of removing the MAC learning from the PEs and keeping it in the L2PEs.

As mentioned, the protocol used for the PE-to-L2PE information exchange can be an 
extension of LDP. Also, there is no technical restriction on whether the tags used between the 
L2PE and the PE are MPLS labels. Using VLAN tags with Q-in-Q is also a possibility. 
The choice of one approach or the other is implementation-specific and depends on the L2PE 
and PE equipment capability. The upper VLAN tag sent between the L2PE and the PE is 
indicative of the VPLS. The PE needs to match that tag with the right WAN label to transport 
the packet to the remote L2PEs. It is also possible to use LDP as a universal protocol to 
allow the exchange of Q-in-Q tags between the PE and L2PE in the same way that MPLS 
labels are exchanged. 
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Conclusion
You have seen in this chapter how IP/MPLS can be used to scale L2 Ethernet service 
deployments. By keeping L2 Ethernet networks confined to the access/edge and IP/MPLS at 
the edge/core, service providers can leverage the simplicity of deploying Ethernet LANs 
with the scalability offered by IP and MPLS. L2 Ethernet services can be offered as P2P or 
MP2MP services. P2P can be achieved via mechanisms such as L2TPv3 or EoMPLS draft-
martini. MP2MP can be achieved via VPLS. 

You have seen that the flexibility VPLS offers with any-to-any connectivity is also coupled 
with the drawbacks of delivering Ethernet LANs in dealing with L2 loops and broadcast storms. 
Also with VPLS come the challenges of dealing with MAC address explosion, because PEs 
have to keep track of all MAC addresses advertised within the VPLS(s) the PEs belong to. 
Some alternatives, such as DTLS, are proposed for dealing with MAC explosion; however, 
different network designs and different L2PE-to-PE protocols would have to be defined and 
standardized. 

Part II of this book, starting with Chapters 5 and 6, builds on the fact that scalable L2VPN 
networks are built with hybrid Ethernet and IP/MPLS networks. It also focuses on scaling the 
MPLS portion of the network with mechanisms such as traffic engineering via RSVP-TE and 
traffic protection via MPLS fast reroute. Chapters 7 and 8 move into the more advanced topic 
of Generalized MPLS (GMPLS). Metro networks are built with legacy TDM technology, so 
it is important to understand how the proliferation of MPLS in the metro will affect network 
provisioning on both packet and TDM networks—hence the need for a generalized control plane 
like GMPLS.
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MPLS: Controlling Traffic over 
Your Optical Metro
Chapter 5 MPLS Traffic Engineering

Chapter 6 RSVP for Traffic Engineering and Fast Reroute

Chapter 7 MPLS Controlling Optical Switches

Chapter 8 GMPLS Architecture
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This chapter covers the following topics:

• Advantages of Traffic Engineering

• Pre-MPLS Traffic Engineering Techniques

• MPLS and Traffic Engineering
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MPLS Traffic Engineering 
You have seen in the previous chapters how metro Ethernet Layer 2 (L2) services can 
be deployed over an MPLS network. You also learned about the concept of pseudowires 
and label switched path (LSP) tunnels. The LSP tunnels are simply a means to tunnel 
the pseudowires from one end of the MPLS cloud to the other with the opportunity of 
aggregating multiple pseudowires within a single LSP tunnel. The LSP tunnels themselves 
can be constructed manually, or via MPLS signaling using the Label Distribution Protocol 
(LDP) or RSVP traffic engineering (TE). TE is an important MPLS function that gives the 
network operator more control over how traffic traverses the network. This chapter details 
the concept of TE and its use.

Advantages of Traffic Engineering
One of the main applications of MPLS is TE. A major goal of Internet TE is to facilitate 
efficient and reliable network operations while simultaneously optimizing network 
resource utilization and traffic performance. TE has become an indispensable function 
in many large provider networks because of the high cost of network assets and the 
commercial and competitive nature of the Internet. 

The purpose of TE is to optimize the performance of operational networks. TE forces 
packets to take predetermined paths to meet network policies. In general, TE provides more 
efficient use of available network resources; provides control of how traffic is rerouted in 
the case of failure; enhances performance characteristics of the network relative to packet 
loss, delay, and so on; and enables value-added services, such as guaranteeing QoS and 
enforcing SLAs.

With metro Ethernet services, you have seen that setting bandwidth parameters on the UNI 
connection between the customer edge (CE) and the provider edge (PE) devices is part of 
the service sold to the customer. An Ethernet service with a committed information rate 
(CIR) of 1 Mbps should guarantee the customer that much bandwidth. It is the service 
provider’s duty to make sure that the bandwidth promised to the customer can be allocated 
on the network and that the traffic adheres to the packet loss and delay parameters that 
are promised. TE gives the service provider more control over how traffic from multiple 
customers is sent over the network, enabling the service provider to make the most use of 
the resources available and to optimize performance.
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In reference to RFC 2702, Requirements for Traffic Engineering over MPLS, the key 
performance objectives for TE can be classified as either of the following:

• Traffic-oriented 

• Resource-oriented

Traffic-oriented performance objectives deal with traffic characteristics such as minimizing 
loss and delay to enhance traffic quality. In reference to the performance parameters defined in 
Chapter 3, “Metro Ethernet Services,” traffic characteristics include availability, delay, jitter, 
and packet loss.

Resource-oriented performance objectives are mainly concerned with the optimization of 
resource utilization. The top priority of these objectives is to manage bandwidth resources 
through congestion control. Network congestion typically manifests under two scenarios:

• When network resources are insufficient or inadequate to accommodate the traffic load. 
An example is a spoke between a multitenant unit (MTU) device and a provider edge 
router at the central office (CO) that has less bandwidth than required to service all the 
customers of the building according to an agreed-upon SLA with the service provider. 

• When traffic streams are inefficiently mapped onto available resources, causing subsets of 
network resources to become overutilized while others remain underutilized. An example 
is the existence of multiple parallel links on the backbone where some of these links are 
oversubscribed and are dropping traffic while others are sitting idle. This is because of 
how Interior Gateway Protocols (IGPs) calculate the shortest path, as explained in the 
next section.

Expanding capacity, or overprovisioning, alleviates the first type of congestion. Adding more 
or bigger network pipes is a quick and easy fix, but it comes at additional cost. Other classic 
congestion-control techniques, such as rate limiting, queue management, and others, can also 
be used to deal with insufficient network resources. These techniques are important to prevent 
a set of users or traffic types from consuming the whole bandwidth and starving other users 
on the network. 

This chapter mainly addresses the second type of congestion problems—those resulting from 
inefficient resource allocation. You can usually address these congestion problems through TE. 
In general, you can reduce congestion resulting from inefficient resource allocation by adopting 
load-balancing policies. The objective of such strategies is to minimize maximum congestion, 
or alternatively to minimize maximum resource utilization, through efficient resource 
allocation. When congestion is minimized through efficient resource allocation, packet loss 
decreases, transit delay decreases, and aggregate throughput increases. This significantly 
enhances the end users’ perception of network service quality.

As you have noticed, this chapter so far hasn’t mentioned MPLS, because TE by itself is universal 
and a well-understood problem. The use of MPLS for TE is one of the methods for dealing 
with resource optimization, and the industry has begun adopting MPLS techniques only after 
going through many alternatives to solve the TE problem. The next section discusses some of 
the pre-MPLS TE techniques.
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Pre-MPLS Traffic Engineering Techniques
Pre-MPLS TE techniques involved multiple mechanisms:

• Altering IGP routing metrics

• Equal-cost multipath

• Policy-based routing

• Offline design of virtual circuit overlays

Altering IGP Routing Metrics
IGPs have many limitations when used to achieve traffic engineering. IGPs rely on metrics that 
do not reflect actual network resources and constraints. IGPs based on Shortest Path First (SPF) 
algorithms contribute significantly to congestion problems in IP networks. SPF algorithms 
generally optimize based on a simple additive metric. These protocols are topology-driven, 
so real-time bandwidth availability and traffic characteristics are not factors considered in 
routing decisions. As such, congestion occurs when the shortest paths of multiple streams 
converge over one link that becomes overutilized while other existing links are underutilized, 
as shown in Figure 5-1.

Figure 5-1 IGP Shortest Path First Congestion 

In Figure 5-1, based on the indicated link metric, an OSPF routing algorithm allows traffic 
coming from routers A and B, destined for router H, to use path C-G-I-H. Traffic from routers 
E and G, destined for H, uses path G-I-H. As you can see, multiple streams of traffic have 
converged on the same links or routers, causing congestion on link G-I, for example, while 
other links in the network remain underutilized.
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Altering IGP metrics could cause traffic to shift between links. Changing the metric of link
F-H from 15 to 10 or 5 could cause the traffic to start taking links C-D-F-H or C-G-F-H. Link 
manipulation for the purposes of TE works for quick-fix solutions but is mainly a trial-and-error 
process and does not scale as an operational model. Adjusting the link metrics might fix one 
problem but create other problems in the network.

Equal-Cost Multipath
Equal-cost multipath is a mechanism that allows routers to distribute traffic between equal-cost 
links to efficiently use the network resources and avoid the problem of link oversubscription 
and undersubscription. If, for example, a router calculates the shortest path based on link 
metrics and determines multiple equal paths exist to the same destination, the router can use 
load-balancing techniques to spread the traffic flows over the equal-cost links. Referring to 
Figure 5-1, if the metric of link F-H is changed to 10 instead of 15, the paths C-D-F-H and 
C-G-I-H would have the same metric, 30 (10 + 10 + 10). Traffic from routers A and B, destined 
for H, could be load balanced across the two equal-cost paths.

Policy-Based Routing
Policy-based routing is another mechanism that can be used for TE. It allows routers to dictate 
the traffic trajectory. That is, they pick the router output interface on which to route traffic based 
on a policy—for example, based on the source IP address rather than the destination IP address. 
With this type of TE, you can dictate that traffic coming from a certain customer or provider 
goes one way, while traffic from other customers or providers goes the other way, irrespective 
of what its actual destination is.

Policy-based mechanisms can be used to allow more granularity in identifying the source 
traffic. For example, the traffic can be identified based on source IP address, router port 
numbers, QoS, application type, and so on. Although this type of TE is useful, it has its drawbacks. 
First, it acts against the nature of routing, which is primarily destination-based. Second, it 
becomes yet another form of intelligent static routing with vulnerability to traffic loops and to 
the lack of dynamic rerouting in case of failure of network elements.

Offline Design of Virtual Circuit Overlays
A popular approach to circumvent the inadequacies of current IGPs is to use an overlay model, 
such as IP over ATM or IP over Frame Relay. The overlay model extends the design space 
by enabling arbitrary virtual topologies to be provisioned on top of the network’s physical 
topology. The virtual topology is constructed from virtual circuits (VCs) that appear as physical 
links to the IGP routing protocols. Overlay techniques can range from simple permanent 
virtual circuit (PVC) provisioning between routed edge networks to more fancy mechanisms 
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that include constraint-based routing at the VC level with support of configurable explicit VC 
paths, traffic shaping and policing, survivability of VCs, and so on. 

Figure 5-2 shows edge routers that are connected to each other via an overlay model on top of 
an ATM network. For the IGPs, the VCs appear as direct physical links between the routers. 
Traffic can be engineered between the routed edges and is agnostic to the L2 switched network 
in the middle of the cloud. This type of TE has several benefits: It enables you to achieve 
full traffic control, measure link statistics, divert traffic based on link utilization, apply load-
balancing techniques, and so on. It also has several obvious drawbacks: It creates multiple 
independent control planes—IP and ATM—that act independently of one another, a full mesh 
between the routers, an IGP neighbor explosion (each router has all other routers as neighbors 
and has to exchange routing updates with them), and finally a network management challenge 
constituting multiple control layers.

Figure 5-2 IGP TE Via Virtual Circuit Overlays

MPLS and Traffic Engineering
MPLS is strategically significant for TE because it can potentially provide most of the 
functionality available from the overlay model (described in the preceding section), with much 
better integration with IP. MPLS for TE is attractive because it enables you to do the following:

• Manually or dynamically build explicit LSPs 

• Efficiently manage LSPs

• Define traffic trunks and map them to LSPs

• Associate a set of attributes with traffic trunks to change their characteristics

• Associate a set of attributes with resources that constrain the placement of LSPs and traffic 
trunks mapped to those LSPs

• Aggregate and deaggregate traffic (whereas IP routing only allows aggregation)

ATM Switch PVCs
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• Easily incorporate a constraint-based routing framework with MPLS

• Deliver good traffic implementation with less overhead than pre-MPLS techniques

• Define backup paths with fast failover

Before delving into more details about TE, it helps to explain the terminology of trunks versus 
LSPs, because the two are often confused with one another.

Traffic Trunks Versus LSPs
Traffic trunks are not LSPs. The definition of traffic trunks as indicated in RFC 2430 follows: 
“A traffic trunk is an aggregation of traffic flows of the same class which are placed inside an 
LSP.” Examples of flow classes can be similar to Diffserv. Traffic trunks are also routable 
objects, similar to VCs for ATM. A traffic trunk can be mapped to a set of LSPs and can be 
moved from one LSP to another. 

An LSP, on the other hand, is a specification of the path through which the traffic traverses. The 
LSP is constructed through label swapping between ingress to egress to switch the traffic to 
its destination. Trunks traverse LSPs and can be routed from one LSP to another. This is 
illustrated in Figure 5-3.

Figure 5-3 Trunks and LSPs

Figure 5-3 shows two LSPs between routers C and H, LSP C-D-F-H and LSP C-G-I-H. Another 
LSP exists between routers F and H, LSP F-G-I-H. A set of traffic flows belonging to the same 
class, coming from router A and destined for destinations beyond router H, could be mapped to 
either LSP C-D-F-H or LSP C-G-I-H. This aggregated traffic flow is the traffic trunk. The same 
traffic trunk can be routed over LSP F-G-I-H if some trunk attributes, such as resiliency or 
bandwidth, are being enforced.
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Capabilities of Traffic Engineering over MPLS
The functional capabilities required to support TE over MPLS in large networks involve the 
following:

• A set of attributes that affect the behavior and characteristics of traffic trunks

• A set of attributes that are associated with resources and that constrain the placement of 
traffic trunks over LSPs 

• A constraint-based routing framework that is used to select paths subject to constraints 
imposed by traffic trunk attributes and available resources

The attributes associated with traffic trunks and resources, as well as parameters associated with 
routing, represent a set of variables that can be used to engineer the network. These attributes 
can be set either manually or through automated means. The next section discusses traffic 
trunk operation and attributes.

Traffic Trunk Operation and Attributes
Traffic trunks are by definition unidirectional, but it is possible to instantiate two trunks in 
opposite directions with the same endpoints. The set of traffic trunks, one called forward trunk 
and the other called backward trunk, form a logical bidirectional traffic trunk. The bidirectional 
traffic trunks can be topologically symmetrical or asymmetrical. A bidirectional traffic trunk is 
symmetrical if opposite trunks take the same physical path, and it is asymmetrical if opposite 
trunks take different physical paths.

The basic operations that you can perform on a trunk include establishing a trunk; activating, 
deactivating, and destroying a trunk; modifying a trunk’s attributes; and causing a trunk to 
reroute from its original path via manual or dynamic configuration. You can also police the 
traffic to comply with a certain SLA and shape and smooth the traffic before it enters the 
network.

As described in RFC 2702, the following are the basic attributes of traffic trunks that are 
particularly significant for TE:

• Traffic parameter attributes

• Generic path selection and maintenance attributes

• Priority attribute

• Preemption attribute

• Resilience attribute

• Policing attribute

• Resource attributes
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Traffic Parameter Attributes
Traffic parameter attributes indicate the resource requirements of a traffic trunk that are useful 
for resource allocation and congestion avoidance. Such attributes include peak rates, average 
rates, permissible burst size, and so on. Chapter 3 describes the applicable parameters, such 
as committed information rate (CIR), peak information rate (PIR), and so on.

Generic Path Selection and Maintenance Attributes
Generic path selection and maintenance attributes define how paths are selected, such as via 
underlying network protocols, via manual means, or via signaling. If no restrictions exist on 
how a traffic trunk is established, IGPs can be used to select a path. If restrictions exist, 
constraint-based routing signaling, such as RSVP-TE, should be used. 

Chapter 4, “Hybrid L2 and L3 IP/MPLS Networks,” describes how a metro provider carries L2 
services over an MPLS cloud via the use of pseudowires (VC-LSPs) carried in LSP tunnels. 
If the LSP tunnels are not traffic-engineered, the traffic on the MPLS cloud follows the path 
dictated by the IGP. If multiple IGP paths collide, traffic congestion could occur. Setting 
resource requirements coupled with TE alleviates this problem.

Priority Attribute
The priority attribute defines the relative importance of traffic trunks. Priorities determine 
which paths should be used versus other paths at connection establishment and under fault 
scenarios. A metro operator could deliver Internet service as well as IP storage backhaul over 
different pseudowires. The IP storage traffic could be carried over a separate LSP tunnel and 
given a high priority to be rerouted first in case of failure.

Preemption Attribute
The preemption attribute determines whether a traffic trunk can preempt another traffic trunk 
from a given path. Preemption can be used to ensure that high-priority traffic can always be 
routed in favor of lower-priority traffic that can be preempted. Service providers can use this 
attribute to offer varying levels of service. A service that has preemption could be priced at a 
higher rate than a regular service.

Resilience Attribute
The resilience attribute determines the behavior of a traffic trunk when fault conditions occur 
along the path through which the traffic trunk traverses. The resiliency attribute indicates 
whether to reroute or leave the traffic trunk as is under a failure condition. More extended 
resilience attributes could specify detailed actions to be taken under failure, such as the use of 
alternate paths, and specify the rules that govern the selection of these paths.
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Policing Attribute
The policing attribute determines the actions that should be taken by the underlying protocols 
when a traffic trunk exceeds its contract as specified in the traffic parameters. Policing is usually 
done on the input of the network, and it indicates whether traffic that does not conform to a 
certain SLA should be passed, rate limited, dropped, or marked for further action. 

Resource Attributes
Resource attributes constrain the placement of traffic trunks. An example of resource attributes 
is the maximum allocation multiplier. This attribute applies to bandwidth that can be 
oversubscribed or undersubscribed. This attribute is comparable to the subscription and 
booking factors in ATM and Frame Relay. A resource is overallocated or overbooked if the sum 
of traffic from all traffic trunks using that resource exceeds the resource capacity. Overbooking 
is a typical mechanism used by service providers to take advantage of the traffic’s statistical 
multiplexing and the fact that peak demand periods for different traffic trunks do not coincide 
in time.

Another example of resource attributes is the resource class attribute, which attempts to give a 
“class” to a set of resources. Resource class attributes can be viewed as “colors” assigned to 
resources such that resources with the same “color” conceptually belong to the same class. 
The resource class attribute can be used to implement many policies with regard to both traffic- 
and resource-oriented performance optimization. Resource class attributes can be used, for 
example, to implement generalized inclusion and exclusion to restrict the placement of traffic 
trunks to a specific subset of resources.

Constraint-Based Routing
Constraint-based routing assists in performance optimization of operational networks by 
finding a traffic path that meets certain constraints. Constraint-based routing is a demand-
driven, reservation-aware routing mechanism that coexists with hop-by-hop IGP routing. 

Constraints are none other than the attributes that were previously discussed: Trunk attributes 
such as path selection attributes, policing, preemption, and so on, coupled with resource 
attributes and some link-state parameter, would affect the characteristics and behavior of the 
traffic trunk.

A constraint-based routing framework can greatly reduce the level of manual configuration and 
intervention required to set TE policies. In practice, an operator specifies the endpoints of a 
traffic trunk and assigns a set of attributes to the trunk. The constraint-based routing framework 
is then expected to find a feasible path to satisfy the expectations. If necessary, the operator or 
a TE support system can then use administratively configured explicit routes to perform fine-
grained optimization.

Figures 5-4a and 5-4b show two different types of routing applied to the same scenario. In 
Figure 5-4a, simple IGP routing is applied, and the shortest path is calculated based on the IGP 
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metrics. A traffic trunk coming from router A is mapped to path (LSP) C-E-G-I-H. In 
Figure 5-4b, constraints are imposed on the routing construct. The constraint is not to use 
any path that has available bandwidth less than 250 Mbps. As such, the two links E-G and G-I 
have been removed, or pruned, from the selection algorithm, and the traffic trunk coming from 
router A has been mapped to path C-D-G-F-H.

Figure 5-4a Aggregating Trunks into Tunnels

Figure 5-4b Constraint-Based Routing

Conclusion
This chapter has discussed the different parameters used for TE. Some of the concepts, such 
as traffic parameter attributes and policing attributes, were discussed in the context of metro 
deployments in Chapter 3.

The next steps for TE entail a mechanism for exchanging the traffic attributes and parameters 
in the network for each router to build a TE database. This database gives the routers visibility 
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to all the network resources and attributes that can be used as input into a Constrained Shortest 
Path First (CSPF) algorithm. CSPF determines the path in the network based on different 
constraints and attributes. Finally, a signaling protocol such as RSVP-TE is used to signal the 
LSP in the network based on the path determined by the CSPF. The next chapters explain 
the concepts behind RSVP-TE to familiarize you with how Label Switched Path are signaled 
across a packet network. The book extends this concept further in Chapters 7 and 8 to discuss 
how MPLS signaling and routing can be extended as well to cover nonpacket networks, such 
as the case of an optical metro.
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• Understanding RSVP-TE

• Understanding MPLS Fast Reroute
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RSVP for Traffic Engineering
and Fast Reroute

Traffic engineering allows the service provider to manipulate the traffic trajectory to 
map traffic demand to network resources. You have seen in Chapter 5, “MPLS Traffic 
Engineering,” that traffic engineering can be achieved by manipulating Interior Gateway 
Protocol (IGP) metrics or, better yet, by using a signaling protocol such as RSVP-TE. 
RSVP-TE offers the ability to move trunks away from the path selected by the ISP’s IGP 
and onto a different path. This allows a network operator to route traffic around known 
points of congestion in the network, thereby making more efficient use of the available 
bandwidth. It also allows trunks to be routed across engineered paths that provide 
guaranteed service levels, enabling the sale of classes of service.

In metro networks, traffic engineering goes hand in hand with traffic path restoration upon 
failures. The behavior of a network upon failure depends on what layer the restoration methods 
are applied to. SONET/SDH networks, for example, can achieve restoration at Layer 1, 
meaning that if part of a SONET/SDH ring fails, there is always a backup TDM circuit 
provisioned on another fiber (unidirectional path switched ring, UPSR) or another pair of 
fibers (bidirectional line switched ring, BLSR). With Resilient Packet Ring (RPR), the ring 
is always fully utilized and a failure will cause the ring to wrap, allowing the rest of the 
ring to remain functional. 

Restoration can also be done at Layer 2. Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) and Rapid Spanning 
Tree Protocol (RSTP) (802.1w) are typical methods that allow the network to converge 
after failure. Layer 3 methods can also be used. Routing protocols such as Open Shortest 
Path First (OSPF) and Intermediate System-to-Intermediate System (IS-IS) are capable 
of computing multiple paths to the same destination. If the main path fails, the protocols 
converge to an alternate path. Mechanisms like equal-cost multipaths can also be used to 
allow faster convergence by having parallel active paths to the same destination.

In the use of traffic engineering and traffic restoration methods, operators look for the 
following:

• The ability to maintain customer SLAs in case of a network failure.

• The ability to achieve the most efficient use of network resources, in a way that 
provides good QoS that meets an SLA with their customers.

• The ability to restore failure within a timeline that does not violate any SLAs they 
established with their customers.
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Because MPLS plays a big role in delivering and scaling services in the metro, it is important 
to understand how it can be used to achieve TE and protection via the use of RSVP-TE. In this 
chapter, you see how MPLS, through the use of RSVP-TE, can be used to establish backup 
paths in the case of failure.

Understanding RSVP-TE
MPLS TE may be used to divert traffic over an explicit route. The specification of the explicit 
route is done by enumerating an explicit list of the routers in the path. Given this list, TE trunks 
can be constructed in a variety of ways. For example, a trunk could be manually configured 
along the explicit path. This involves configuring each router along the path with state 
information for forwarding the particular MPLS label.

Alternately, a signaling protocol such RSVP-TE can be used with an EXPLICIT_ROUTE 
object (ERO) so that the first router in the path can establish the trunk. The ERO is basically 
a list of router IP addresses. 

NOTE Constraint-based routing LDP (CR-LDP) is another signaling protocol that can be used to build 
traffic-engineered paths. However, the use of RSVP-TE is more widely deployed and as such 
will be discussed in this book. 

Originally, RSVP (defined in RFC 2205, Resource ReSerVation Protocol—Version 1 
Functional Specification) was designed as a protocol to deliver QoS in the network by 
allowing routers to establish resource reservation state for individual flows originated between 
hosts (computers). This model has not taken off with network operators because of scalability 
issues in maintaining the per-flow state between pairs of hosts in each router along the IGP path. 
The RSVP implementation is illustrated in Figure 6-1.

Figure 6-1 Original RSVP Implementation

Host A Host B

Host C Host D

RSVP Session 1

RSVP Session 2
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Figure 6-1 illustrates two RSVP sessions between hosts A and B and hosts C and D. The 
routers in the path would have to maintain state information for these sessions to allocate 
certain bandwidth to the individual flows. With a large number of hosts (millions) in a public 
network, this model has not proven to be efficient and hence has not been adopted in the 
public Internet.

In the late 1990s, RSVP was extended to support the creation of MPLS label switched paths 
(LSPs). The extended RSVP implementations introduced a lot of changes to the traditional 
RSVP, to support scalability issues and TE. In particular, RSVP sessions take place between 
ingress and egress label switch routers (LSRs) rather than individual hosts. The aggregated 
traffic flow, called a traffic trunk, is then mapped to LSPs, also called LSP tunnels. The RSVP-TE 
implementation is shown in Figure 6-2.

Figure 6-2 RSVP-TE Implementation

The extensions of RSVP to support MPLS and TE can accomplish the following:

• Establish a forwarding path—RSVP can be used to establish LSPs by exchanging label 
information. This mechanism is similar to the Label Distribution Protocol (LDP).

• Establish an explicit path—RSVP-TE is used to establish an LSP along an explicit route 
according to specific constraints. LSPs can be rerouted upon failure. (Fast reroute is 
discussed later, in the section “Understanding MPLS Fast Reroute.”)

• Resource reservation—The existing RSVP procedures for resource reservation can be 
applied on aggregated flows or traffic trunks. This model scales because it is done on 
trunks rather than flows and is done between pairs of routers rather than pairs of hosts, as 
was originally intended for RSVP.

The reason IETF chose to extend RSVP to support MPLS and TE has to do with the fact 
that RSVP was originally designed for resource reservation in the Internet, a concept that is 
closely tied to TE, so it makes sense to extend the protocol rather than create a new one. RSVP 
also can carry opaque objects such as fields that can be delivered to routers, which makes 
it easy to define new objects for different purposes. The purpose of some of these objects is 
to carry labels for the label distribution function, whereas the purpose of others is to create 
explicit routes.

Ingress LSR

Host A Host B

Host C Host D

Egress LSR

LSP Tunnel
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The following sections describe how RSVP tunnels are created and the mechanisms that are 
used to exchange MPLS labels and reserve bandwidth:

• RSVP LSP Tunnels

• Label Binding and LSP Tunnel Establishment Via RSVP

• Reservation Styles

• Details of the PATH Message

• Details of the Reservation Message

RSVP LSP Tunnels
Service providers create LSP tunnels to aggregate traffic belonging to the same forwarding 
equivalency class. You have seen in Chapter 4, “Hybrid L2 and L3 in IP/MPLS Networks,” that 
multiple Virtual Private LAN Services (VPLSs) can be carried over a single LSP tunnel across 
the network. 

LSPs are called LSP tunnels because the traffic going through an LSP tunnel is opaque to the 
intermediate LSRs between the ingress and egress LSRs. Figure 6-3 shows the establishment of 
an LSP tunnel between an ingress LSR and an egress LSR that is peering with multiple providers. 
Notice how the LSP tunnel is formed using two unidirectional tunnels in both directions.

Figure 6-3 LSP Tunnel Between Ingress and Egress LSRs

In Figure 6-3, traffic coming into router A and transiting the service provider’s network toward 
other service providers’ networks, such as ISP 1, ISP 2, and ISP 3, can all be grouped in the 
same forwarding equivalency class. This class is defined by all traffic destined for the exit 
router with IP address 10.10.10.10. In this case, all traffic toward 10.10.10.10 is tagged with the 
same outbound label at router A. This maps all transit traffic toward the same LSP tunnel. 

Ingress LSR

Egress LSR

LSP Tunnel

10.10.10.10
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ISP 2

ISP 3

All transit traffic toward
ISP 1, ISP 2, and ISP 3 is tagged

with the same output label.
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The exit point for a given external route (10.10.10.10) is normally learned via the Internal 
Border Gateway Protocol (IBGP). After the traffic reaches the exit router, it is sent to the correct 
ISP, depending on the final external route.

Label Binding and LSP Tunnel Establishment Via RSVP
RFC 3209, RSVP-TE: Extensions to RSVP for LSP Tunnels, defines the capabilities of 
extended RSVP. Regarding the operation of LSP tunnels, extended RSVP enables you to do 
the following:

• Perform downstream-on-demand label allocation, distribution, and binding.

• Observe the actual route traversed by an established LSP tunnel.

• Identify and diagnose LSP tunnels.

• Establish LSP tunnels with or without QoS requirements.

• Dynamically reroute an established LSP tunnel.

• Preempt an established LSP tunnel under administrative policy control.

To establish an LSP tunnel, the ingress LSR sends a PATH message to the egress LSR, which 
in turn replies with a reservation message (RESV). Upon completion of the handshake, an LSP 
tunnel is established. The PATH message indicates the PATH that the LSP should take, and the 
RESV message attempts to establish a bandwidth reservation following the opposite direction of 
the PATH message. PATH and RESV messages are explained in detail in the sections “Details 
of the PATH Message” and “Details of the RESV Message,” respectively.

RSVP-TE has defined new objects in support of creating LSP tunnels. These new objects, called 
LSP_TUNNEL_IPv4 and ISP_Tunnel_IPv6, help, among other things, identify LSP tunnels. 
The SESSION object, for instance, carries a tunnel ID, while the SENDER_TEMPLATE and 
FILTER_SPEC objects uniquely identify an LSP tunnel. 

The following is the sequence of events needed to establish an LSP tunnel:

1 The first MPLS node on the path—that is, the ingress LSR (sender)—creates an RSVP 
PATH message with a session type of LSP_TUNNEL_IPv4 or LSP_TUNNEL_IPv6 and 
inserts a LABEL_REQUEST object into the PATH message.

2 The LABEL_REQUEST object indicates that a label binding for this path is requested and 
also indicates the network layer protocol that is to be carried over this path. 

In addition to the LABEL_REQUEST object, the PATH message can carry a number of 
optional objects:

— EXPLICIT_ROUTE object (ERO)—Specifies a predetermined path between 
the ingress and egress LSRs. When the ERO object is present, the PATH message 
is sent toward the first node indicated by the ERO, independent of the IGP 
shortest path. 
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— RECORD_ROUTE object (RRO)—Used to record information about the 
actual route taken by the LSP. This information can be relayed back to the sender 
node. The sender node can also use this object to request notification from the 
network concerning changes in the routing path.

— SESSION_ATTRIBUTE object—Can be added to PATH messages to help in 
session identification and diagnostics. Additional control information, such as 
setup and hold priorities and local protection, is also included in this object.

3 The label allocation with RSVP is done using the downstream-on-demand label 
assignment mechanism. 

4 The RESV message is sent back upstream toward the sender, following the path created 
by the PATH message, in reverse order. 

5 Each node that receives an RESV message containing a LABEL object uses that label for 
outgoing traffic associated with this LSP tunnel. 

6 When the RESV message arrives at the ingress LSR, the LSP tunnel is established. 

This process is illustrated in Figure 6-4.

Figure 6-4 Establishing an LSP Tunnel

In Figure 6-4, ingress LSR A sends a PATH message toward LSR C with a session type object 
and an ERO. The ERO contains the explicit route that the PATH message needs to take. The 
ERO in this case is the set {B,C}, which dictates the path to be taken via LSR B, then LSR C. 

In turn, LSR B propagates the PATH message toward LSR C according to the ERO. When LSR 
C receives the PATH message, it sends an RESV message that takes the reverse PATH indicated 
in the ERO toward LSR A. LSR C includes an inbound label of 10. Label 10 is used as an 
outbound label in LSR B. LSR B sends an RESV message toward LSR A with an inbound label 
of 5. Label 5 is used as an outbound label by LSR A. An LSP tunnel is formed between 
LSRs A and C. All traffic that is mapped to this LSP tunnel is tagged with label 5 at LSR A.

Reservation Styles
The existing RSVP procedures for resource reservation can be applied on aggregated flows 
or traffic trunks. This model scales because it is done on trunks rather than flows and between 
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pairs of routers rather than pairs of hosts, as was originally intended for RSVP. The receiver 
node can select from among a set of possible reservation styles for each session, and each RSVP 
session must have a particular style. Senders have no influence on the choice of reservation 
style. The receiver can choose different reservation styles for different LSPs. Bandwidth 
reservation is not mandatory for the operation of RSVP-TE. It is up to the service provider to 
engineer the networks as necessary to meet the SLAs.

The following sections discuss the different reservation styles listed here and their advantages 
and disadvantages:

• Fixed Filter (FF)

• Shared Explicit (SE)

• Wildcard Filter (WF)

Fixed Filter Reservation Style
The FF reservation style creates a distinct reservation for traffic from each sender. This style is 
normally used for applications whose traffic from each sender is independent of other senders. 
The total amount of reserved bandwidth on a link for sessions using FF is the sum of the 
reservations for the individual senders. Because each sender has its own reservation, a unique 
label is assigned to each sender. This can result in a point-to-point LSP between every sender/
receiver pair. An example of such an application is a one-on-one videoconferencing session. 
Bandwidth reservations between different pairs of senders and receivers are independent of 
each other.

In Figure 6-5, ingress LSRs A and B create distinct FF-style reservations toward LSR D. The 
total amount of bandwidth reserved on link C-D is equal to the sum of reservations requested 
by A and B. Notice also that LSR D has assigned different labels in the RESV messages 
toward A and B. Label 10 is assigned for sender A, and label 20 is assigned for sender B. 
This creates two distinct point-to-point LSPs—one between A and D and the other between 
B and D.

Figure 6-5 Fixed Filter Reservation Style
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Shared Explicit Reservation Style
The SE reservation style allows a receiver to explicitly select a reservation for a group of 
senders—rather than one reservation per sender, as in the FF style. Only a single reservation 
is shared between all senders listed in the particular group. 

SE style reservations can be provided using one or more multipoint-to-point LSPs per sender. 
Multipoint-to-point LSPs may be used when PATH messages do not carry the ERO, or when 
PATH messages have identical EROs. In either of these cases, a common label may be assigned. 

PATH messages from different senders can each carry their own ERO, and the paths taken by 
the senders can converge and diverge at any point in the network topology. When PATH 
messages have differing EROs, separate LSPs for each ERO must be established. Figure 6-6 
explains the SE style even further.

Figure 6-6 Shared Explicit Reservation Style

In Figure 6-6, LSRs A and B are using the SE style to establish a session with LSR D. The 
reservation for link C-D is shared between A and B. In this example, both PATH messages 
coming from A and B have the same ERO and are converging on node C. Notice that D has 
allocated a single label 10 in its RESV message, hence creating the multipoint-to-point LSP. 
An example of such an application is a videoconferencing session between multiple branch 
offices in Europe and the main office in the United States. The bandwidth reserved on the 
international link is set for a certain amount, and the number of remote branch offices is set in 
a way that the total amount of bandwidth used by the branch offices does not exceed the total 
reserved bandwidth. 

Wildcard Filter Reservation Style
A third reservation style that is defined by RSVP is the WF reservation style. Unlike the SE 
style, where the receiver indicates the specific list of senders that are to share a reservation, with 
the WF reservation style, a single shared reservation is used for all senders to a session. The 
total reservation on a link remains the same regardless of the number of senders.
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This style is useful for applications in which not all senders send traffic at the same time. If, 
however, all senders send simultaneously, there is no means of getting the proper reservations 
made. This restricts the applicability of WF for TE purposes.

Furthermore, because of the merging rules of WF, EROs cannot be used with WF reservations. 
This is another reason that prevents the use of the WF style for traffic engineering. 

Details of the PATH Message
The PATH message can include several different RSVP objects, including the following:

• LABEL_REQUEST

• EXPLICIT_ROUTE

• RECORD_ROUTE

• SESSION_ATTRIBUTE

• FLOW_SPEC

• SENDER_TEMPLATE

• SESSION

Figure 6-7 shows the format of the PATH message.

Figure 6-7 RSVP-TE PATH Message

The following sections describe each object in more detail.

LABEL_REQUEST Object
The LABEL_REQUEST object is used to establish label binding for a certain path. It also 
indicates the network layer protocol that is to be carried over this path. The reason for this is 
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that the network layer protocol sent down an LSP does not necessarily have to be IP and cannot 
be deduced from the L2 header, which only identifies the higher-layer protocol as MPLS. The 
LABEL_REQUEST object has three possible C_Types (Class_Types): 

• Type 1, label request without label range—This is a request for a regular 32-bit MPLS 
label that sits in the shim layer between the data link and network layer headers.

• Type 2, label request with an ATM label range—This request specifies the minimum 
and maximum virtual path identifier (VPI) and virtual connection identifier (VCI) values 
that are supported on the originating switch. This is used when the MPLS label is carried 
in an ATM header.

• Type 3, label request with Frame Relay label range—This request specifies the minimum 
and maximum data-link connection identifier (DLCI) values that are supported on the 
originating switch. This is used when the MPLS label is carried in a Frame Relay header.

When the PATH message reaches an LSR, the LABEL_REQUEST object gets stored in the 
path state block for further use by refresh messages. When the PATH message reaches the 
receiver, the presence of a LABEL_REQUEST object triggers the receiver to allocate a label 
and to place the label in the LABEL object for the corresponding RESV message. If a label 
range is specified, the label must be allocated from that range. Error messages might occur in 
cases where the receiver cannot assign a label, cannot recognize the protocol ID, or cannot 
recognize the LABEL_REQUEST object. 

EXPLICIT_ROUTE Object
The EXPLICIT_ROUTE object (ERO) is used to specify an explicit path across the network 
independent of the path specified by the IGP. The contents of an ERO are a series of variable-length 
data items called subobjects.

A subobject is an abstract node that can be either a single node or a group of nodes such as 
an autonomous system. This means that the explicit path can cross multiple autonomous 
systems, and the hops within each autonomous system are opaque (hidden) from the ingress 
LSR for that path. 

The subobject contains a 1-bit Loose Route field (L). If set to 1, this field indicates that the 
subobject is a loose hop in the explicit path, and if set to 0, it indicates that the subobject is a strict 
hop. A strict hop indicates that this hop is physically adjacent to the previous node in the path.

The subobject also contains a Type field, which indicates the types of the content subobjects. 
Some defined values of the Type field are as follows:

• 1: IPv4 Prefix—Identifies an abstract node with a set of IP prefixes that lie within this IPv4 
prefix. A prefix of length 32 is a single node (for example, a router’s IP loopback address).

• 2: IPv6 Prefix—Identifies an abstract node with a set of IP prefixes that lie within this IPv6 
prefix. A prefix of length 128 is a single node (for example, a router’s IP loopback address).

• 32: Autonomous System number—Identifies an abstract node consisting of the set of 
nodes belonging to the autonomous system.
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Figures 6-8 and 6-9 illustrate two scenarios in which an explicit path is being established using 
strict and loose subobjects, respectively, of the Type IPv4 prefix and with a subobject length of 32.

In Figure 6-8, ingress LSR A sends a PATH message toward LSR D with an ERO that indicates 
a strict hop across routers B (192.213.1.1), C (192.213.2.1), and D (192.213.3.1). When B 
receives the PATH message, it propagates it toward C, and C propagates the message toward D. 
In turn, D sends a RESV message to A along the same path, and the label binding takes place. 
The ERO itself is modified at each hop. Each node in the ERO list removes itself from the ERO 
as the PATH message is forwarded.

Figure 6-8 Explicit Route, Strict Hops

In Figure 6-9, ingress LSR A sends a PATH message toward LSR D with an ERO that indicates 
a strict hop toward B. From router B, a loose hop is used. When router B receives the PATH 
message, it would send the PATH message to D along any available route. In this example, there 
are two possible routes toward D—one via a direct connection to C and the other via router E. 
The way the loose hop is picked depends on the IGP route that is available toward D. 

Figure 6-9 Explicit Route, Loose Hops
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It is important to note that intermediate LSRs between the sender and receiver may also change 
the ERO by inserting subobjects. An example is where an intermediate node replaces a loose 
route subobject with a strict route subobject to force the traffic around a specific path. Also, the 
presence of loose nodes in an explicit route implies that it is possible to create forwarding loops 
in the underlying routing protocol during transients. Loops in an LSP tunnel can be detected 
using the RECORD_ROUTE object (RRO), as discussed in the next section.

RECORD_ROUTE Object
The RRO is used to collect detailed path information and is useful for loop detection and for 
diagnostics. By adding an RRO to the PATH message, the sender can receive information about 
the actual PATH taken by the LSP. Remember that although the ERO specifies an explicit 
PATH, the PATH might contain loose hops, and some intermediate nodes might change the 
ERO, so the final PATH recorded by the RRO could be different from the ERO specified by 
the sender. The RRO can be present in both RSVP PATH and RESV messages. The RRO is 
present in an RESV message if the RRO that has been recorded on the PATH message needs 
to be returned to the ingress LSR.

There are three possible uses of RROs in RSVP:

• Loop detection—An RRO can function as a loop-detection mechanism to discover L3 
routing loops or loops inherent in the explicit route.

• Path information collection—An RRO collects up-to-date detailed path information 
hop-by-hop about RSVP sessions, providing valuable information to the sender or 
receiver. Any path change (because of network topology changes) is reported.

• Feedback into ERO—An RRO can be used as input to the ERO object. If the sender 
receives an RRO via the RESV message, it can alter its ERO in the next PATH message. 
This can be used to “pin down” a session path to prevent the path from being altered 
even if a better path becomes available.

The initial RRO contains only one subobject: the sender’s IP addresses. When a PATH message 
containing an RRO is received by an intermediate router, the router stores a copy of it in the 
path state block. When the PATH message is forwarded to the next hop, the router adds to 
the RRO a new subobject that contains its own IP address. When the receiver sends the RRO 
to the sender via the RESV message, the RRO has the complete route of the LSP from 
ingress to egress.

SESSION_ATTRIBUTE Object
The SESSION_ATTRIBUTE object allows RSVP-TE to set different LSP priorities, 
preemption, and fast-reroute features. These are used to select alternate LSPs in case of a failure 
in the network. The SESSION_ATTRIBUTE is carried in the PATH message. It includes fields 
such as Setup Priority and Holding Priority, which affect whether this session can preempt 
or can be preempted by other sessions. A Flag field is also used to introduce options such as 
whether transit routers can use local mechanisms that would violate the ERO and cause local 
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repair. Other Flag options indicate that the tunnel ingress node may choose to reroute this tunnel 
without tearing it down.

FLOW_SPEC Object
An elementary RSVP reservation request consists of a FLOW_SPEC together with a 
FILTER_SPEC; this pair is called a flow descriptor. The FLOW_SPEC object specifies a 
desired QoS. The FILTER_SPEC object, together with a SESSION object specification, defines 
the set of data packets—the “flow”—to receive the QoS defined by the flowspec. An example 
of the use of FLOW_SPEC with RSVP-TE would be to indicate which path certain traffic gets 
put on based on the QoS characteristics of such traffic. Data packets that are addressed to a 
particular session but that do not match any of the filter specs for that session are handled as
best-effort traffic. The flowspec in a reservation request generally includes a service class and 
two sets of numeric parameters: 

• An Rspec (R for “reserve”) that defines the desired QoS 

• A Tspec (T for “traffic”) that describes the data flow 

SENDER_TEMPLATE Object 
PATH messages are required to carry a SENDER_TEMPLATE object, which describes the 
format of data packets that this specific sender originates. This template is in the form of a 
FILTER_SPEC that is typically used to select this sender’s packets from others in the same session 
on the same link. The extensions of RSVP for TE define a new SENDER_TEMPLATE C-Type 
(LSP_TUNNEL_IPv4) that contains the IPv4 address for the sender node and a unique 16-bit 
identifier, the LSP_ID, that can be changed to allow a sender to share resources with itself. This 
LSP_ID is used when an LSP tunnel that was established with an SE reservation style is rerouted.

SESSION Object
The SESSION object is added to the PATH message to help identify and diagnose the session. The 
new LSP_TUNNEL_IPv4 C-Type contains the IPv4 address of the tunnel’s egress node and 
a unique 16-bit identifier that remains constant over the life of the LSP tunnel, even if the tunnel 
is rerouted.

Details of the RESV Message
An RESV message is transmitted from the egress LSR toward the ingress in response to the 
receipt of a PATH message. The RESV message is used for multiple functions, including: 
distributing label bindings, requesting resource reservations along the path, and specifying the 
reservation style (FF or SE).

The RSVP RESV message can contain a number of different objects such as LABEL, 
RECORD_ROUTE, SESSION, and STYLE.

Figure 6-10 shows the format of the RESV message.
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Figure 6-10 RSVP-TE RESV Message

The RECORD_ROUTE and SESSION objects were described as part of the PATH message 
in the preceding section. The LABEL object contains the label or stack of labels that is sent 
from the downstream node to the upstream node. The STYLE object specifies the reservation 
style used. As you have learned, the FF and SE reservation styles filters are used for TE. For the 
FF and SE styles, a label is provided for each sender to the LSP.

Understanding MPLS Fast Reroute 
One of the requirements for TE is the capability to reroute an established TE tunnel under 
various conditions. Such rerouting capabilities could include the following: 

• Setting administrative policies to allow the LSP to reroute, such as when the LSP does not 
meet QoS requirements. 

• Rerouting an LSP upon failure of a resource along the TE tunnel’s established path. 

• Setting an administrative policy that might require that an LSP that has been rerouted must 
return to its original path when a failed link or router becomes available. 

Network operation must not be disrupted while TE rerouting is in progress. This means that you 
need to establish backup tunnels ahead of time and transfer traffic from the old tunnel to the 
new tunnel before you tear down the old tunnel. This concept is called make-before-break. A 
problem could arise if the old and new tunnels are competing for network resources; this might 
prevent the new tunnel from being established, because the old tunnel that needs to be torn 
down still has the allocated resources. 

One of the advantages of using RSVP-TE is that the protocol has many hooks to take care of 
such problems. RSVP uses the SE reservation style to prevent the resources used by an old 
tunnel from being released until the new tunnel is established. The SE reservation style also 
prevents double counting of the resources when moving from an old tunnel to a new tunnel. 

The speed of rerouting a failed tunnel is crucial for maintaining SLAs for real-time applications 
in the metro. When an LSP tunnel fails, the propagation of the failure to the ingress LSR/LER 
that established the tunnel and the convergence of the network to a new LSP tunnel could cause 
higher-level applications to time out. MPLS fast reroute allows an LSP tunnel to be rerouted 
in tens of milliseconds. 

Common Headers

SESSION Object

LABEL Object

RECORD_ROUTE Object (RRO)

STYLE Object (FF or SE)

<Filter Descriptor Lists>
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RSVP-TE can be used to establish backup LSP tunnels if active LSP tunnels fail. There are two 
methods of doing so:

• End-to-end repair

• Local repair

End-to-End Repair
With the end-to-end repair method, the whole LSP tunnel is backed up from the ingress LSR to 
the egress LSR. If the LSP fails because of a break in the network, a whole new LSP is established 
end to end. In this case, it is possible to presignal the secondary path, which is quicker than 
resignaling the LSP.

Local Repair
Local repair allows the LSP to be repaired at the place of failure. This allows the existing LSP to 
reroute around a local point of failure rather than establish a new end-to-end LSP. The benefit 
of repairing an LSP at the point of failure is that it decreases the network convergence time and 
allows the traffic to be restored in tens of milliseconds. This is important to meet the needs of 
real-time applications such as Voice over IP or video over IP, which are the next-generation 
services for metro networks.

To achieve restoration in tens of milliseconds, backup LSPs are signaled and established in 
advance of failure. The traffic is also redirected as close to the failure as possible. This reduces 
the delays caused by propagating failure notification between LSRs.

Figure 6-11 shows the difference between using local repair and end-to-end repair.

Figure 6-11 The Value of Local Repair
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In Figure 6-11, an LSP tunnel is established between R1 and R5. If end-to-end repair is used 
and a failure occurs anywhere on the links or routers between R1 and R5—the R3-R4 link in 
this example—failure notification has to propagate from R3 all the way to R1. Also, all the 
LSRs, including R1 and R2, have to be involved in recomputing the new path. If the secondary 
path is presignaled between R1 and R5, convergence occurs much faster. 

Conversely, local repair allows the traffic to be redirected closest to the failure and hence 
dramatically reduces the restoration time. If local repair is used, the LSP could be spliced 
between R3 and R5, bypassing the failure. Of course, this is all great as long as you know where 
the failure will occur so that you can work around it. Because this is impossible to know, you 
have to predict which links are carrying critical data and need to be protected. Two local repair 
techniques, one-to-one backup and facility backup, are discussed next.

One-to-One Backup
In the one-to-one backup method, a node is protected against a failure on its downstream link 
or node by creating an LSP that starts upstream of that node and intersects with the original LSP 
somewhere downstream of the point of link or node failure. In Figure 6-11 (local repair) the 
one-to-one backup method was used to protect against a failure of the link R3-R4, or the failure 
of node R4. In this case, R3’s backup is an LSP that starts at R3 and ends downstream of the 
R3-R4 link on the R5 node. The partial LSP that starts from R3 and goes around R4 and splices 
back into the original LSP is called a detour LSP. To fully protect an LSP that passes N nodes, 
there could be as many as N–1 detours. In the example in Figure 6-12, to protect the LSP 
between R1 and R5, there could be as many as four detour LSPs.

Figure 6-12 Full LSP Protection

The LSP that needs to be protected is R1-R2-R3-R4-R5:

• Upon failure of the R1-R2 link, or R2 node, R1’s detour LSP would be R1-R6-R7-R8-R3.

• Upon failure of the R2-R3 link, or R3 node, R2’s detour LSP would be R2-R7-R8-R4.

• Upon failure of the R3-R4 link, or R4 node, R3’s detour LSP would be R3-R8-R9-R5.

• Upon failure of the R4-R5 link, R4’s detour LSP would be R4-R9-R5.

The point (router) that initiates the detour LSP is called the point of local repair (PLR). When 
a failure occurs along the protected LSP, the PLR redirects the traffic onto the local detour. If 
R1-R2 fails, R1 switches the traffic into the detour LSP R1-R6-R7-R8-R3.
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Facility Backup—Bypass 
Another method for protecting the LSP against failure is called the facility backup. Instead of 
creating a separate LSP for every backed-up LSP, a single LSP is created that serves to back 
up a set of LSPs. This LSP is called a bypass tunnel. The bypass tunnel intersects the path of 
the original LSPs downstream of the PLR. This is shown in Figure 6-13. 

Figure 6-13 Bypass Tunnel

The bypass tunnel R2-R6-R7-R4 is established between R2 and R4. The scalability improvement 
from this technique comes from the fact that this bypass tunnel can protect any LSP from R1, 
R2, and R8 to R4, R5, and R9. As with the one-to-one technique, to fully protect an LSP that 
traverses N nodes, there could be as many as N–1 bypass tunnels. However, each of these bypass 
tunnels can protect a set of LSPs.

Conclusion
This chapter has discussed the basics of RSVP-TE and how it can be applied to establish LSPs, 
bandwidth allocation, and fast-reroute techniques. A detailed explanation of the RSVP-TE 
messages and objects was offered to give you a better feel for this complex protocol, which 
probably requires a book of its own. Many of the techniques explained in this chapter apply 
to provisioning scalable L2 metro Ethernet services.

The metro will consist of a mix of technologies ranging from Ethernet switches to SONET/SDH 
equipment to optical switches. Creating a unified control plane that is capable of provisioning 
LSP tunnels end to end and helping in the configuration and management of such equipment 
becomes crucial. You have seen the MPLS control plane used for packet networks. The 
flexibility and standardization of MPLS is extending its use to TDM and optical networks. 
The next two chapters discuss Generalized MPLS (GMPLS) and how this control plane 
becomes universal in adapting not only to packet networks but also across TDM and optical 
networks.
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This chapter covers the following topics:

• Understanding GMPLS

• Establishing the Need for GMPLS

• Signaling Models

• Label Switching in a Nonpacket World
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C H A P T E R 7

MPLS Controlling
Optical Switches

The operation of today’s optical networks is manual and operator-driven, which increases 
network operational complexities and cost. The industry has been looking for methods that 
reduce the operational burden of manual circuit provisioning, reduce costs, and offer a 
more dynamic response to customer requirements. In other words, the industry wants to 
be able to deploy time-division multiplexing (TDM) and optical circuits more dynamically 
and wants faster provisioning times.

The principles upon which MPLS technology is based are generic and applicable to multiple 
layers of the transport network. As such, MPLS-based control of other network layers, such 
as the TDM and optical layers, is also possible. The Common Control and Measurement 
Plane (CCAMP) Working Group of the IETF is currently working on extending MPLS 
protocols to support multiple network layers and new TDM and optical services. This 
concept, which was originally referred to as Multiprotocol Lambda Switching (MPλS), 
is now referred to as Generalized MPLS (GMPLS). This chapter refers to definitions 
from the CCAMP Working Group in the areas that cover the GMPLS architecture and 
concepts.

Understanding GMPLS
Generalized MPLS is a set of architectures and protocols that enables TDM and optical 
networks to behave more dynamically. GMPLS builds on the MPLS control, which is 
well known and proven to work, and extends the capabilities of MPLS to control TDM 
and optical networks, including TDM switches, wavelength switches, and physical port 
switches.

In the same way that MPLS builds label switched paths (LSPs) between packet switches, 
GMPLS extends the concept of LSPs to TDM and optical switches. Figure 7-1 illustrates a 
three-layer hierarchy where GMPLS LSPs are built between two points in the network over 
multiple layers.

Figure 7-1 shows how the MPLS LSP concept that is used for the IP packet/cell layer 
can be extended to address the TDM and optical layers. On the IP layer, an LSP is formed 
between routers A and I. On the TDM layer, an LSP is formed between SONET/SDH 
multiplexers J and N. On the photonics layer, an LSP is formed between optical switches 
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S and W along the path S-T-U-V-W. The establishment of LSPs of course necessitates that 
TDM and optical switches become aware of the GMPLS control plane while still using their 
own multiplexing and switching techniques. This is one of the powerful advantages of 
MPLS, because the control and forwarding planes are decoupled.

Figure 7-1 GMPLS LSPs

GMPLS has two applications, both of which can be used in metro network deployments. First, 
for dynamic circuit provisioning, GMPLS can be used to establish point-to-point or multipoint-
to-point virtual private optical networks. Second, GMPLS can be used for protection on the 
circuit level. In the context of deploying Ethernet services over an optical cloud, GMPLS would 
extend across L2 Ethernet switches/routers, SONET/SDH multiplexers, and optical cross-connects 
(OXCs) to establish end-to-end circuits. Note that such deployments have not occurred yet, 
and it is unclear at the moment how fast or slow the adoption of GMPLS will evolve. The next 
section describes in more detail the need for GMPLS in optical networks.

Establishing the Need for GMPLS
Anyone who has been in the networking industry for a while would likely raise the issue of 
whether GMPLS is really needed or is overkill. After all, we have managed so far to build 
large-scale TDM networks with all sorts of methods, and we have seen improvement in tools to 
facilitate the operation and management of those networks. To understand the issue of whether 
GMPLS is necessary, you need to look first at how TDM networks function today and then 
at how they could benefit from GMPLS.
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The following section describes the provisioning model of today’s network deployments, which 
are more static with centralized management. The problem with this model is that it doesn’t 
enable carriers to provide new services that involve the dynamic establishment and restoration 
of TDM and optical circuits while minimizing the operational cost and provisioning times. 
This is the problem that the GMPLS model attempts to address. If GMPLS could solve this 
problem, the result would be a better service experience for customers and increased revenue 
for the carrier. However, adopting GMPLS would also require fundamental changes to the way 
you administer, manage, and build networks.

Static and Centralized Provisioning in TDM Networks
Currently, TDM and optical networks are statically provisioned. Provisioning a point-to-point 
circuit takes weeks to accomplish, because it entails lengthy administrative and architectural 
tasks. The majority of today’s TDM network management and provisioning models are 
centralized. Provisioning is done either manually or with automated tools and procedures that 
reside in a central network management entity that has knowledge of the whole network and its 
elements. To handle scalability issues, such as having too many nodes (thousands) to manage, 
network managers use a hierarchical approach in which they manage multiple domains 
separately and higher management layers oversee the whole service operation. The network 
topology includes topology information about rings and meshed networks. The network resources 
include information about the network elements, such as fibers, ducts, links, and their available 
capacity. Entering such information manually is tedious and error-prone, especially in networks 
that require constant changes for expansion and upgrades.

The provisioning process involves the following:

• Administrative tasks—Request for a circuit involves the paperwork or web-based tools 
for a customer such as a large enterprise to fill out and submit as a request for a circuit. 
The request is fulfilled by the network operator.

• Network planning—The network operator has to run simulations to find out whether 
the network has the capacity to absorb the additional circuits and to determine how 
to optimize the network resources. This task is normally done on a set of circuits at 
regular intervals. Network planning touches different parts of the network, depending on 
where these circuits start and end. High-capacity circuits normally put a major strain 
on metropolitan area networks that were built for traditional voice services. In some 
cases, the addition of one TDM circuit might cause the operator to build more metro 
SONET rings to absorb additional capacity; hence, the service could be rejected or 
delayed until the operator justifies the economics of building more circuits for a 
particular customer.

• Installing the physical ports—This is the manual task of installing the WAN ports at the 
customer premises and installing the connection/circuit between the customer premises 
and the operator’s networks.
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• Circuit provisioning—This is the task of establishing the circuit end to end, using either 
management tools or manual configuration. Circuit provisioning is one of the most 
challenging areas because it requires establishing circuits across multiple components, 
sometimes from different vendors, with different interfaces and different protocols. 
Circuit provisioning also involves testing the circuit to see whether it complies with the 
SLA that was promised to the customer.

• Billing—As simple as it may sound, a service cannot be deployed until it can be billed for. 
Whether flat billing or usage-based billing is used, the task of defining and accounting 
for the right variables is not simple.

• Network management—Last but not least is the continuous process of managing the 
different network elements, keeping the circuits up and running, and restoring the circuits 
in case of network failures.

The Effect of a Dynamic Provisioning Model
GMPLS offers a dynamic provisioning model for building optical networks. In this more 
dynamic and decentralized model, information about the network topology and resources can 
be exchanged via protocols such as OSPF traffic engineering (OSPF-TE) and IS-IS traffic 
engineering (ISIS-TE). The information is available to all nodes in the network, including 
the Network Management System (NMS), which can act upon it. The dissemination of such 
information via the routing protocols gives the operator a clearer view of the network, which 
facilitates planning, provisioning, and operation.

Figures 7-2 and 7-3 show two scenarios of centralization and decentralization. 

Figure 7-2 Centralized, Static Control
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Figure 7-2 shows the centralized approach, in which all nodes communicate with the NMS 
and relay information about topology and resources to a central database. The NMS acts on this 
information for path computation and provisioning. 

In optical networks, the control plane can be exchanged between the different network systems 
(optical switches, routers, and so on) via in-band or out-of-band communications. The GMPLS 
control plane can use multiple communication models:

• Over a separate fiber

• Over a separate wavelength

• Over an Ethernet link

• Over an IP tunnel through a separate management network

• Over the overhead bytes of the data-bearing link

A communication over a SONET/SDH data communication channel (DCC), for example, could 
use the SONET/SDH DCC path D1-D3 or the line D4-D24 overhead bytes. For wavelength-
division multiplexing (WDM) nodes, a separate wavelength could be dedicated as an IP 
management channel. It is important that the management channel be operational at all times. If, 
for example, the management is done in-band, a network failure could cause the management 
channel to fail. Hence, the nodes and links could become inaccessible and couldn’t be restored.

Figure 7-3 shows the decentralized approach, in which the nodes exchange topology and 
resource information via different protocols (for example, OSPF-TE) through the IP control 
plane running in-band or out-of-band. Path computation and provisioning can be triggered 
dynamically or via an NMS station. The NMS station could simply send commands to one 
of the ingress nodes to initiate a path.

Figure 7-3 Decentralized, Dynamic Control

When applying routing to circuit-switched networks, it is useful to compare and contrast this 
situation with the IP packet routing case, which includes the following two scenarios:

• Topology and resource discovery

• Path computation and provisioning
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Topology and Resource Discovery
In the case of routing IP packets, all routes on all nodes must be calculated exactly the same 
way to avoid loops and “black holes.” Conversely, in circuit switching, routes are established 
per circuit and are fixed for that circuit. To accommodate the optical layer, routing protocols 
need to be supplemented with new information, such as available link capacity. Due to the 
increase in information transferred in the routing protocol, it is important to separate a link’s 
relatively static parameters from those that may be subject to frequent changes.

Using a dynamic model to report link capacity in TDM and optical networks can be challenging. 
You have to find a balance where you are getting accurate reports about specific signals 
without flooding the network with too much information.

Path Computation and Provisioning
In packet networks, path computation and reachability are very dynamic processes. Routing 
protocols determine the best path to a destination based on simple metrics such as link bandwidth. 
As described in Chapter 6, “RSVP for Traffic Engineering and Fast Reroute,” MPLS with 
RSVP-TE gives you more control to traffic-engineer the network. For optical networks, path 
computation and provisioning depend on the following information:

• The available capacity of the network links

• The switching and termination capabilities of the nodes and interfaces 

• The link’s protection properties

When such information is exchanged dynamically via routing protocols, the network always 
has a real-time view of link and node capacity and properties that can be used to calculate 
the most suitable path.

With all the required tasks for deploying a service, optimizing the right mix of tasks becomes 
challenging. No one solution has a positive impact on all variables at the same time. Applying 
a dynamic provisioning model to the network, for example, would shorten provisioning 
but would also make network planning, service billing, and network management more 
challenging. After all, carriers have always dealt with a static provisioning and TE model, 
because they have always had total control of the network, its resources, and its behavior. 
Besides, for legacy SONET equipment that does not have the capability to run GMPLS 
and dynamic protocols, static approaches remain necessary. As such, a combination of 
static and dynamic, centralized and decentralized approaches would apply to most network 
designs.

The transition to adopting GMPLS will take many steps and will happen faster with some 
providers than others. Adopting this new model will be much easier for alternative providers 
and greenfield operators than for incumbents, which have well-defined procedures and 
tools that have been used for years. The cost justification for adopting GMPLS is not yet as 
clear as its benefits are. The next section discusses the dynamic provisioning model in 
more detail.
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To adapt MPLS to control TDM and optical networks, the following primary issues need to be 
addressed:

• Addressing

• Signaling 

• Routing 

• Restoration and survivability 

The following section begins by looking at the different signaling models that are in use and 
that are proposed for optical networks. Chapter 8, “GMPLS Architecture,” provides more 
details about the rest of the topics in the preceding list.

Signaling Models
Signaling is a critical element in the control plane. It is responsible for establishing paths 
along packet-switched capable (PSC) and non-PSC networking devices such as routers, 
TDM cross-connects, and OXCs. PSC networks have no separation between the data 
and signaling paths; both data traffic and control traffic are carried over the same channels. 
In optical networks, control traffic needs to be separated from data traffic. One of the 
reasons is that OXCs are transparent to the data, because they perform light or lambda 
switching, whereas control traffic needs to be terminated at each intermediary OXC, 
because it carries the information to manage the data flows and information exchange 
between OXCs. 

Multiple proposals exist for a signaling infrastructure over optical networks. The most common 
models are the following:

• The overlay model

• The peer model 

• The augmented model

The Overlay Model
In this model, illustrated in Figure 7-4, the internals of the optical infrastructure are totally 
transparent to the data-switching infrastructure. The optical infrastructure is treated as a separate 
intelligent network layer. Data switches at the edges of the optical infrastructure can statically or 
dynamically provision a path across the optical cloud. This is very similar to the IP-over-ATM 
model that exists today in carrier backbones. In this model, two independent control planes exist:

• Within the packet layer—The control plane runs on the User-to-Network Interface 
(UNI) between the data switches at the edge of the optical cloud and the optical switches. 

• Within the optical network—The control plane runs on the Network-to-Network 
Interface (NNI) between the optical switches.
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Figure 7-4 Overlay Model

The overlay model applies in environments with limited or unknown trust that apply strict levels 
of policy and authentication and that limit routing information transfer. 

The Peer Model
In the peer model, illustrated in Figure 7-5, the IP/MPLS layers act as peers of the optical transport 
network, such that a single control plane runs over both the IP/MPLS and optical domains. 
As far as routing protocols are concerned, each edge device is adjacent to the optical switch it 
is attached to. The label switch routers (LSRs) and OXCs exchange complete information. 
The routers/data switches know the full optical network topology and can compute paths over 
it. For data-forwarding purposes, a full optical mesh between edge devices is still needed so 
that any edge node can communicate with any other edge node. 

Figure 7-5 Peer Model
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The advantage of the peer model is that, by developing uniform control, it gives the IP layer 
visibility into the optical layer and supports better IGP scaling if routers are meshed over 
an operational network. The peer model is much more similar to the use of MPLS than is an 
IP-over-ATM overlay model.

The Augmented Model
The augmented model, illustrated in Figure 7-6, is a hybrid model that falls between the 
overlay and peer models. In the augmented model, separate control planes for the optical and 
IP domains are used, but some edge data switches still could have a limited exchange of 
routing information with border optical switches. This model allows for a transition from the 
overlay model to the more evolved peer model. One possible scenario in which the augmented 
model could be used is where a provider owns the data switches and the border optical 
switches and relies on a transport service offered by a different provider that owns the core 
optical switches.

Figure 7-6 Augmented Model

Label Switching in a Nonpacket World
MPLS networks consist of LSRs connected via circuits called label switched paths (LSPs). 
To establish an LSP, a signaling protocol is required. Between two adjacent LSRs, an LSP 
is locally identified by a short, fixed-length identifier called a label, which is only significant 
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between these two LSRs. When a packet enters an MPLS-based packet network, it is 
classified according to its forwarding equivalency class and, possibly, additional rules, 
which together determine the LSP along which the packet must be sent. For this purpose, 
the ingress LSR attaches an appropriate label to the packet and forwards the packet to the 
next hop. The label itself is a shim layer header, a virtual path identifier/virtual channel 
identifier (VPI/VCI) for ATM, or a data-link connection identifier (DLCI) for Frame Relay. 
When a packet reaches a core packet LSR, that LSR uses the label as an index into a forwarding 
table to determine the next hop, and the corresponding outgoing label. The LSR then writes the 
new label into the packet and forwards the packet to the next hop. When the packet reaches 
the egress LSR (or the one node before the egress LSR for penultimate hop popping), the 
label is removed and the packet is forwarded using appropriate forwarding, such as normal 
IP forwarding.

So how do these concepts apply to networks that are not packet-oriented, such as TDM- and 
WDM-based networks?

In TDM networks, the concept of label switching happens at the circuit level or segment level. 
Switching can happen, for example, at the time-slot level where an input OC3 time slot is 
cross-connected to an output OC3 time slot. 

For WDM-capable nodes, switching happens at the wavelength level, where an input 
wavelength is cross-connected to an output wavelength. As such, SONET/SDH add/drop 
multiplexers (ADMs) and OXCs become equivalent to MPLS LSRs, time-slot LSPs and 
lambda LSPs become equivalent to packet-based LSPs, and the selection of time slots and 
wavelength becomes equivalent to the selection of packet labels. Also, nonpacket LSPs are 
bidirectional in nature, in contrast to packet LSPs, which are unidirectional (this is covered 
in more depth in Chapter 8).

The following section takes a closer look at label switching in TDM-based networks and 
touches upon label switching in WDM networks. The concepts of label switching in both 
TDM and WDM networks are similar in the sense that with TDM networks GMPLS controls 
circuits and with WDM GMPLS controls wavelengths.

Label Switching in TDM Networks
SONET and SDH are two TDM standards that are used to multiplex multiple tributary signals 
over optical links, thus creating a multiplex structure called the SONET/SDH multiplex. Details 
about the SONET/SDH structure are covered in Appendix A, “SONET/SDH Basic Framing 
and Concatenation.” 

If you choose to use the GMPLS control plane to control the SONET/SDH multiplex, you 
must decide which of the different components of the SONET/SDH multiplex that can be 
switched need to be controlled using GMPLS. As described in Appendix A, the SONET/SDH 
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frame format consists of overhead bytes, a payload, and a pointer to the payload. 
Essentially, every SONET/SDH element that is referenced by a pointer can be switched. 
These component signals in the SONET case are the synchronous transport signal (STS), 
Synchronous Payload Envelopes (SPEs), and virtual tributaries (VTs), such as STS-1, VT-6, 
VT-3, VT-2, and VT-1.5. For SDH, the elements that can be switched are the VC-4, VC-3, 
VC-2, VC-12, and VC-11. 

When concatenation is used in the case of SONET or SDH, the new structure can also be 
referenced and switched using GMPLS. As explained in Chapter 2, “Metro Technologies,” 
concatenation—standard or virtual—allows multiple tributaries or STS/STM to be bonded 
to create a bigger pipe. GMPLS can be applied on the concatenated pipe.

The following sections discuss in more detail the concepts of label switching in a TDM network, 
including the following:

• Signaling in a TDM network

• SONET/SDH LSRs and LSPs

• The mechanics and function of a TDM label

Signaling in a TDM Network
To support signaling in the TDM network, several modifications need to be made to MPLS. 
First, the traditional MPLS label needs to be modified to provide better binding between the 
label itself and the circuit it represents on a particular interface. Second, an LSP hierarchy needs 
to be introduced so that LSPs that represent signals can be tunneled inside other LSPs. Third, the 
capabilities of the label distribution protocols need to be extended so that they can distribute 
the information that is necessary to switch the signals along the path. A high-level description 
of the signaling modifications is covered in the next section, and a more detailed description 
is available in Chapter 8.

SONET/SDH LSRs and LSPs
GMPLS defines a SONET/SDH terminal multiplexer, an ADM, and a SONET cross-connect 
as SONET/SDH LSRs. A path or circuit between two SONET/SDH LSRs becomes an LSP. A 
SONET/SDH LSP is a logical connection between the point at which a tributary signal (client 
layer) is adapted to its SPE for SONET or to its virtual container for SDH, and the point at which 
it is extracted from its SPE or virtual container. Figure 7-7 shows a SONET/SDH LSP. In this 
example, an STS-1 LSP is formed between path terminal equipment—PTE1 and PTE2—across 
line terminal equipment—LTE1 and LTE2. The LTEs are the SONET/SDH network elements 
that originate or terminate the line signal. The PTEs are the SONET/SDH network elements that 
multiplex/demultiplex the payload. A PTE, for example, would take multiple DS1s to form 
an STS-1 payload.
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Figure 7-7 GMPLS LSP Across SONET Equipment

To establish a SONET/SDH LSP, a signaling protocol is required to configure the input interface, 
switch fabric, and output interface of each SONET/SDH LSR along the path. A SONET/SDH 
LSP can be point-to-point or point-to-multipoint, but not multipoint-to-point, because no 
merging is possible with SONET/SDH signals. To facilitate the signaling and setup of SONET/
SDH circuits, a SONET/SDH LSR must identify each possible signal individually per interface, 
because each signal corresponds to a potential LSP that can be established through the SONET/
SDH LSR. GMPLS switching does not apply to all possible SONET/SDH signals—only 
to those signals that can be referenced by a SONET/SDH pointer, such as the STS SPEs and 
VTs for SONET and the VC-Xs for SDH. 

The next section addresses the mechanics and functions of a GMPLS label in the context of 
TDM networks. 

The Mechanics and Function of a TDM Label
You have already seen label switching adopted with an asynchronous technology such as IP 
where a label attaches to an IP packet and helps put that packet on the right LSP in the direction 
of its destination. For SONET/SDH, which are synchronous technologies that define a 
multiplexing structure, GMPLS switching does not apply to individual SONET/SDH frames. 
GMPLS switching applies to signals, which are continuous sequences of time slots that appear 
in a SONET/SDH frame. GMPLS can switch SONET/SDH signals. As such, a SONET/SDH 
label needs to indicate the signals that can be switched, such as the STS SPE, VTs, and virtual 
containers.

Figure 7-8 compares label switching applied to TDM and traditional label switching in the 
packet world.

As you can see, with a packet LSR, the labels are identified for a certain forwarding equivalency 
class and are used to label-switch the packet to its destination. The labels themselves are carried 
inside the IP packets for the LSR to perform the label-switching function. In the case of a 
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SONET/SDH LSR, the GMPLS control plane needs to map labels for the signals that 
need to be switched on each interface. In this example, the STS-1 signal on interface I1 is 
mapped to label 10 and is cross-connected to the STS-1 signal on interface I3, which is mapped 
to label 30. The VT 1.5 signal on interface I2 is mapped to label 20 and is cross-connected to 
the VT 1.5 signal on interface I4, which is mapped to label 40. Note that the SONET/SDH 
frames themselves do not carry any label; the mapping is just an indication by the GMPLS 
plane to allow the SONET/SDH node to perform the required switching function of the 
appropriate signals.

Figure 7-8 SONET/SDH Label Switching

A SONET/SDH LSR has to identify each possible signal individually per interface to fulfill the 
GMPLS operations. To stay transparent, the LSR obviously should not touch the SONET/SDH 
overheads; this is why an explicit label is not encoded in the SONET/SDH overheads. Rather, 
a label is associated with each individual signal and is locally unique for each signal at each 
interface. 

Because the GMPLS label is not coded in the signal itself, a mechanism needs to be established 
to allow the association of a label with SONET/SDH signals. The GMPLS label is defined in a 
way that enables it to give information about the SONET/SDH multiplex, such as information 
about the particular signal and its type and position in the multiplex.

Label Switching in WDM Networks
WDM is a technology that allows multiple optical signals operating at different wavelengths to 
be multiplexed onto a single fiber so that they can be transported in parallel through the fiber. 
OXCs in turn cross-connect the different wavelengths, in essence creating an optical path from 
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source to destination. The optical path itself can carry different types of traffic, such as SONET/
SDH, Ethernet, ATM, and so on. OXCs can be all optical, cross-connecting the wavelengths in 
the optical domain, or they can have optical-to-electrical-to-optical conversion, which allows for 
wavelength conversion mechanisms. In the GMPLS context, OXCs would run the GMPLS 
control plane and would become comparable to LSRs. Lambda LSPs are considered similar 
to packet-based LSPs, and the selection of wavelengths and OXC ports is considered similar to 
label selection.

Figure 7-9 compares the concept of MPLS switching in a WDM network in the same way 
that Figure 7-8 did for the TDM network.

Figure 7-9 WDM Label Switching

As already shown in the TDM example, the GMPLS labels are not carried inside the actual 
packet. In the case of an OXC LSR, the GMPLS control plane needs to map labels for the 
lambdas that need to be switched on each interface. In this example, label 1 on interface I1 is 
mapped to lambda 1 and cross-connected to lambda 1 on I3, which is mapped to label 1. Again, 
because the GMPLS label is not coded in the wavelength, a mechanism needs to be established 
to associate lambdas with labels. This is discussed in Chapter 8.

Conclusion
As discussed in this chapter, GMPLS is necessary to establish a dynamic way to provision optical 
networks. You have seen the benefits and drawbacks of both the static centralized and dynamic 
decentralized provisioning models. The chapter also discussed the different signaling models, 
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such as the overlay, peer, and augmented models. These resemble how IP packet-based networks 
are deployed today over ATM or Frame Relay circuit-based networks. You have also seen 
how GMPLS uses labels to cross-connect the circuits for TDM and WDM networks. Although 
the concept of labels was adopted, the use of these labels is quite different from the traditional 
use of labels in data forwarding.

The next chapter goes into more detail about the extensions to routing and signaling that were 
added to the traditional MPLS control plane to accommodate optical networks.
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This chapter covers the following topics:

• GMPLS Interfaces

• Modification of Routing and Signaling

• Inclusion of Technology-Specific Parameters

• Link Management Protocol

• GMPLS Protection and Restoration Mechanisms

• Summary of Differences Between MPLS and GMPLS
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GMPLS Architecture
Optical networks present some added challenges that do not normally exist in packet-
switched networks (PSNs) and hence cannot be fully addressed by the traditional MPLS 
schemes. Here are a few examples of these challenges:

• Optical/TDM bandwidth allocation is done in discrete amounts, whereas in PSNs, 
bandwidth can be allocated from a continuous spectrum. 

• The number of links in an optical network can be orders of magnitude larger than in 
a traditional network, due to the possible explosion in the number of parallel fibers 
deployed and the number of lambdas on each fiber. This in turn raises the issues of IP 
address assignment for optical links and the manageability of connecting ports on 
different network elements. If a fiber has 32 wavelengths, for example, between 
points A and B, and if each wavelength is treated as a separate link with its own 
addressing, the one fiber will create 32 different networks that need to be addressed 
and managed.

• Fast fault detection and isolation have always been advantages that optical networks 
have over PSNs.

• The fact that user data in an optical network is transparently switched necessitates the 
decoupling of user data from control plane information.

Generalized MPLS (GMPLS) attempts to address these challenges by building on MPLS 
and extending its control parameters to handle the scalability and manageability aspects of 
optical networks. This chapter explains the characteristics of the GMPLS architecture, 
such as the extensions to routing and signaling and the addition of technology parameters, 
that GMPLS adds to MPLS to be able to control optical networks.

GMPLS Interfaces
The GMPLS architecture extends MPLS to include five different types of interfaces used 
on label switch routers:

• Packet-switch capable (PSC) interfaces—Interfaces that can recognize packet 
boundaries and forward data based on packet headers. This is typical of interfaces on 
routers and L3 Ethernet switches.
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• Layer 2–switch capable (L2SC) interfaces—Interfaces that can recognize L2 cell or 
frame boundaries and forward data based on L2 headers. This is typical of interfaces on 
ATM switches, Frame Relay switches, and L2 Ethernet switches. 

• Time-division multiplexing (TDM) interfaces—Interfaces that can recognize time slots 
and forward data based on the data’s time slot in a repeating cycle. This is typical of 
interfaces on digital cross-connects (DACSs), SONET add/drop multiplexers (ADMs), 
and SONET cross-connects. Such interfaces are referred to as TDM capable.

• Lambda-switch capable (LSC) interfaces—Interfaces that can forward data based on 
the lambda (wavelength) it was received on. This is typical of optical cross-connects 
(OXCs) that switch traffic on the wavelength level. 

• Fiber-switch capable (FSC) interfaces—Interfaces that can forward data based on the 
position of the data in real-world physical spaces. This is typical of OXCs that switch 
traffic on the fiber or multiple-fiber level.

Modification of Routing and Signaling
The development of GMPLS requires the modification of current routing and signaling protocols. 
The adoption of a common, standardized control plane for managing packet/cell switches and 
optical switches is extremely important to the networking industry. This introduces a unified method 
for achieving fast provisioning, restoration, routing, monitoring, and managing data-switched and 
optical-switched networks while maintaining interoperability between multiple vendors. The MPLS 
control plane is being extended from controlling data switches to a more generic role of controlling 
any type of switching, including optical switching—hence the term Generalized MPLS. 

To help MPLS span switches that are not packet-oriented, GMPLS introduces some 
modifications to MPLS in the areas of routing and signaling. The modifications take place 
in the following areas:

• Enhancements to routing protocols

• Enhancements to signaling protocols

The following sections discuss routing and signaling enhancements.

Enhancements to Routing
Introducing routing into TDM and optical networks does not mean turning TDM and optical 
nodes into IP routers, but rather using the benefits of routing protocols as far as relaying paths 
and resource information to better use network resources. In optical and TDM networks, this 
information includes the following:

• The available capacity of the network links 

• The switching and termination capabilities of the nodes and interfaces 

• The link’s protection properties
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This information is carried inside routing protocols such as Open Shortest Path First for Traffic 
Engineering (OSPF-TE) and IS-IS Traffic Engineering (IS-IS–TE). GMPLS introduces 
extensions to OSPF-TE and IS-IS–TE to allow these protocols to tailor to the specific 
information required by these networks. OSPF-TE and IS-IS–TE are extensions of the OSPF 
and IS-IS routing protocols that allow them to carry network information about available 
network resources. This information is used by protocols such as RSVP-TE to engineer the 
traffic in the network.

An MPLS TE link is considered to be like any regular link, meaning a link where a routing 
protocol adjacency is brought up via protocols such as OSPF. The link’s Shortest Path First (SPF) 
properties and the TE properties are calculated and advertised. For GMPLS to accommodate 
optical networks, a few variations need to be introduced:

• Nonpacket links can be brought up without establishing a routing adjacency.

• A label switched path (LSP) can be advertised as a point-to-point TE link, and the
advertised TE link need no longer be between two OSPF/IS-IS direct neighbors.

• A number of links can be advertised as a single TE link, and there is no one-to-one 
association between routing adjacencies and a TE link.

A GMPLS TE link has special TE properties that can be configured or obtained via a 
routing protocol. An example of TE properties would be the bandwidth accounting for 
the TE link, including the unreserved bandwidth, the maximum reservable bandwidth, 
and the maximum LSP bandwidth. Other properties include protection and restoration 
characteristics.

IS-IS–TE and OSPF-TE explain how to associate TE properties to regular (packet-switched) 
links. GMPLS extends the set of TE properties and also explains how to associate TE properties 
with links that are not packet-switched, such as links between OXCs. 

Figure 8-1 shows a TE link. 

Figure 8-1 GMPLS TE Link
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As shown in Figure 8-1, a GMPLS TE link extends beyond two adjacent nodes and can 
include multiple parallel component links. The end nodes of the link do not have to be part of 
a routing adjacency. In the context of MPLS, the link is between two adjacent nodes A and B 
and forms a routing adjacency using a routing protocol, say OSPF. In the GMPLS context, the 
link traverses multiple nodes and the two label switch routers (LSRs) B and C. A and F do not 
have to establish a routing adjacency.

The GMPLS enhancements to routing include the following:

• LSP hierarchy—routing

• Unnumbered links

• Link bundling

• Link protection types

• Shared link group information

• Interface switching capability descriptor

The next sections examine each of these enhancements to routing introduced by GMPLS.

LSP Hierarchy—Routing
The difference between the traditional fiber networks and WDM networks is that WDM 
introduces a significant increase in the number of paths between two endpoints, mainly because 
it introduces hundreds of wavelengths on each fiber. Couple that with the possibility of tens and 
hundreds of fibers between two optical switches, and the number of paths could become 
challenging to traditional routing protocols if every path (LSP) is considered a separate link 
in interior routing protocols such as OSPF and IS-IS.

LSP hierarchy can address this issue by allowing LSPs to be aggregated inside other LSPs. 
There is a natural order for this aggregation that is based on the multiplexing capability of the 
LSP types. With GMPLS, LSPs start and end on devices of the same kind, such as routers, TDM 
switches, WDM switches, and fiber switches. An LSP that starts and ends on a packet-switch-
capable (PSC) interface can be nested with other LSPs into an LSP of type TDM that starts and 
ends on a TDM interface, which can be nested in LSC-LSPs that start and end on an LSC 
interface, which could be nested in FSC-LSPs that start and end on FSC interfaces. This is 
illustrated in Figure 8-2.

When an LSR establishes an LSP, it can advertise the LSP in its instance of routing protocol 
(OSPF or IS-IS) as a TE link. This link is called a forwarding adjacency (FA). The LSP itself is 
referred to as the forwarding adjacency LSP, or FA-LSP. 

IS-IS/OSPF floods the information about FAs just as it floods the information about any other 
links. As a result of this flooding, an LSR has in its TE link-state database information about 
not just basic TE links, but FAs as well. Figure 8-2 shows how GMPLS FA-LSP can be carried 
within other FA-LSPs. The different FA-LSPs introduced in this figure are FA-LSCs, FA-TDMs, 
and FA-PSCs.
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Figure 8-2 GMPLS LSP Hierarchy

Figure 8-2 shows the following: 

1 FA-LSCs are formed by nodes that sit at the boundary of a lambda cloud and a fiber cloud. 
The FA-LSCs get advertised in the routing protocols and are available to be used as any 
other TE links. 

2 Nodes that sit at the boundary of a TDM cloud and a lambda cloud form FA-TDMs. The 
FA-TDMs get advertised as TE links. 

3 Nodes that sit at the boundary of a PSC/L2SC and TDM cloud form FA-PSCs or FA-L2SCs 
that get advertised as TE links. 

4 Low-order packet LSPs can be combined and tunneled inside higher-order FA-PSCs. In 
the same manner, low-order FA-PSCs can be combined and tunneled inside higher-order 
FA-TDMs, which can be combined and tunneled inside higher-order FA-LSCs.

5 FAs (links) are either numbered or unnumbered and can be bundled according to the 
GMPLS bundling procedures. 

Unnumbered Links
As in an IP network, the nodes in an optical network have to be addressed and referenced. 
Addressing these nodes helps identify not only the nodes but also the components—that is, the 
links of each of these nodes. Addressing allows signaling protocols such as RSVP to establish 
optical paths across the OXCs. 

In normal routing, each link in the network can be identified via its own subnet. This has 
proven to be challenging even in packet networks because it requires the assignment and 
management of many small subnets. In optical networks, in which the number of links can 
increase dramatically, IP address assignment proves much more challenging because a fiber 
can carry hundreds of wavelengths. Thus, the concept of unnumbered links should be 
quite useful.
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An unnumbered link is a point-to-point link that is referenced using a link identifier. The link 
identifier is a unique, nonzero, 32-bit local identifier. The identifier for the local node is called 
the local link identifier, while the link identifier for the remote node is called the remote link 
identifier. If the remote link identifier is not known, a 0 identifier is used instead. 

A network node can be addressed via a router ID (normally the highest or lowest IP address on 
that node). The links on that node can then be identified locally via the tuple (router ID, link 
number). Exchanging the identifiers may be accomplished by multiple methods, including 
configuration, LMP, RSVP-TE, IS-IS/OSPF, and so on.

Figure 8-3 illustrates the concept of unnumbered links.

Figure 8-3 Unnumbered Links

Figure 8-3 shows how node A identifies each link with a tuple formed with its router ID RID-A 
and the local link identifier.

Current signaling used by MPLS TE doesn’t provide support for unnumbered links because the 
current signaling doesn’t provide a way to indicate an unnumbered link in its EXPLICIT_ROUTE 
object (ERO) and RECORD_ROUTE object (RRO). Extensions to RSVP-TE define an optional 
object called LSP_TUNNEL_INTERFACE_ID that could be used in RSVP PATH or Reservation 
(RESV) messages. The LSP_TUNNEL_INTERFACE_ID object is an LSR router ID and a 32-bit 
interface ID tuple. Also, subobjects of the ERO and RRO are defined for the support of 
unnumbered links.

Link Bundling
Link bundling allows multiple TE links to be bundled into one bigger TE link. The subset links 
are called component links, and the group of links is called a bundled link.

On a bundled link, a combination of <(bundled) link identifier, component link identifier, label> 
is sufficient to unambiguously identify the appropriate resources used by an LSP. 

Link bundling improves routing by reducing the number of links and associated attributes that 
are flooded into routing protocols such as OSPF and IS-IS. Link bundling allows multiple parallel 
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links of similar characteristics to be aggregated and flooded as a bundled link. Figure 8-4 shows 
this concept.

Figure 8-4 Link Bundling

All component links in a bundle must:

• Begin and end on the same pair of LSRs

• Have the same link type, such as point-to-point or multiaccess

• Have the same TE metric 

• Have the same set of resource classes at each end of the links

A bundled link is considered alive if one of its component links is alive. Determining the 
liveliness of the component links can be done via routing protocols, LMP, or L1 or L2 information. 
Once a bundled link is considered alive, the information about the bundled link is flooded as 
a TE link.

WARNING The benefits of link bundling in reducing the number of flooded links come at the expense of 
loss of information. Link bundling involves the aggregation of the component links, and in the 
process of summarizing the attributes of several links into a bundled link, information is lost. 
Remember that the information that is flooded in the routing protocols is information about the 
bundled link itself and not information about the component links. As an example, when multiple 
parallel SONET links are summarized, information about the total reservable bandwidth of the 
component links is advertised, but information about the bandwidth and time slots of each link 
is lost.

While the link-state protocols carry a single bundled link, signaling requires that individual 
component links be identified. Because the ERO does not carry information about the component 
links, the component link selection becomes a local matter between the LSR bundle neighbors. 
LMP offers a way to identify individual component links. (LMP is described later in the chapter, 
in the section “Link Management Protocol.”)
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Link Protection Types
GMPLS introduces the concept of a link protection type, which indicates the protection capabilities 
that exist for a link. Path computation algorithms use this information to establish links with the 
appropriate protection characteristics. This information is organized in a hierarchy where typically 
the minimum acceptable protection is specified at path instantiation and a path selection technique 
is used to find a path that satisfies at least the minimum acceptable protection. The different link 
protection types are as follows:

• Extra Traffic—This type of link protects another link or links. In case of failure of the 
protected links, all LSPs on this link are lost. 

• Unprotected—This type of link is simply not protected by any other link. If the 
unprotected link fails, all LSPs on the link are lost.

• Shared—This type of link is protected by one or more disjoint links of type Extra Traffic. 

• Dedicated 1:1—This type of link is protected by a disjoint link of type Extra Traffic.

• Dedicated 1+1—This type of link is protected by a disjoint link of type Extra Traffic. 
However, the protecting link is not advertised in the link-state database and therefore 
is not used by any routing LSPs. 

• Enhanced—This type of link indicates that a protection scheme that is more reliable than 
Dedicated 1+1 should be used—for example, four-fiber BLSR.

Figure 8-5 shows the different protection types.

Figure 8-5 Link Protection Types

Link A-B-D is protected by link A-C-D. Link A-C-D is of type Extra Shared. The following 
protection scenarios can occur:

• Link A-B-D is 1+1 protected—Link A-C-D protects link A-B-D. Link A-C-D is not 
advertised and hence does not carry any LSPs unless link A-B-D fails. 
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• Link A-B-D is 1:1 protected—Link A-C-D protects link A-B-D. Link A-C-D is advertised 
and can carry LSPs, but it gets preempted to protect link A-B-D if link A-B-D fails.

Shared Risk Link Group Information
A set of links may constitute a shared risk link group (SRLG) if they share a resource 
whose failure may affect all links in the set. Multiple fibers in the same conduit, for example, 
could constitute an SRLG because a conduit cut may affect all the fibers. The same applies to 
multiple lambdas in a fiber that can all be affected if a fiber cut occurs. The SRLG is an optional 
32-bit number that is unique within an IGP domain. A link might belong to multiple SRLGs. 
The SRLG of an LSP is the union of the SRLGs of the links in the LSP. The SRLG information 
is used to make sure that diversely routed LSPs do not have a common SRLG—that is, they do 
not share the same risks of failure. Figure 8-6 illustrates the concept of an SRLG.

Figure 8-6 Shared Risk Link Group

Figure 8-6 shows that all links that pass through conduit 1 share the same SRLG. The same is 
true for all links that pass through conduit 2. If the SRLG option is used, two LSPs that need to 
be diversely routed between node A and node D cannot both pass through conduit 1 or conduit 2, 
because they would have the same SRLGs in common.

Interface Switching Capability Descriptor
In the context of GMPLS, a link is connected to a node via an interface. An interface on the 
same node and on either side of the link may have multiple switching capabilities. The 
interface switching capability descriptor is used to handle interfaces that support multiple 
switching capabilities, for interfaces that have Max LSP Bandwidth values that differ by 
priority level (P), and for interfaces that support discrete bandwidth. A fiber interface, for 
example, that is connected to a node can carry multiple lambdas, and each lambda can be 
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terminated. If the lambda is carrying packets, packet-switching can be performed. If the lambda 
is carrying a TDM circuit, the TDM circuit is switched. If the lambda is not terminated at 
the node, the lambda itself can be lambda switched. To support such interfaces, a link-state 
advertisement would carry a list of interface switching descriptors. 

You saw in the “GMPLS Interfaces” section that GMPLS defines five types of interfaces: 
PSC, L2SC, TDM, LSC, and FSC. The following list describes the interface descriptors 
associated with these types of interfaces:

• For the PSC interfaces, various levels of PSC from 1 through 4 exist to establish a hierarchy 
of LSPs tunneled within LSPs, with PSC 1 being the highest order.

• For interfaces of type PSC1 through 4, TDM, and LSC, the interface descriptor carries 
additional information in the following manner: 

— For PSC interfaces, the additional information includes Maximum (Max) LSP 
Bandwidth, Minimum (Min) LSP Bandwidth, and interface MTU.

— For TDM-capable interfaces, the additional information includes Maximum 
LSP Bandwidth, information on whether the interface supports standard or 
arbitrary SONET/SDH, and Minimum LSP Bandwidth. 

— For LSC interfaces, the additional information includes Reservable Bandwidth 
per priority, which specifies the bandwidth of an LSP that can be supported by 
the interface at a given priority number.

Determining the Link Capability
The link capability is determined based on the tuple <interface switching capability, label>. 
Carrying label information on a given TE link depends on the interface switching capability at 
both ends of the link and is determined as follows:

• [PSC, PSC]—The label is carried in the “shim” header (RFC 3032, MPLS Label Stack 
Encoding).

• [TDM, TDM]—The label represents a TDM time slot.

• [LSC, LSC]—The label represents a port on an OXC.

• [PSC, TDM]—The label represents a TDM time slot.

• [TDM, LSC]—The label represents a port.

Interface Switching Capability Descriptor Examples
The following are examples of interface switching capability descriptors.

Fast Ethernet 100-Mbps Ethernet packet interface on an LSR:

• Interface switching capability descriptor:

— Interface Switching Capability = PSC-1

— Encoding = Ethernet 802.3
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— Max LSP Bandwidth[P] = 100 Mbps for all P (where P indicates the LSP priority 
level; a priority of 7, for example, gives the LSP high priority)

The following is how the interface descriptor is represented for an OC-192 SONET interface 
on a digital cross-connect with Standard SONET.

Assuming that it is possible to establish the following connections, VT-1.5, STS-1, STS-3c, 
STS-12c, STS-48c, STS-192c, the interface switching capability descriptor of that interface 
can be advertised as follows:

• Interface Switching Capability = TDM [Standard SONET]

• Encoding = SONET ANSI T1.105

• Min LSP Bandwidth = VT1.5

• Max LSP Bandwidth[p] = STS192 for all p (where p refers to LSP priority)

Enhancements to Signaling
GMPLS enhances the traditional MPLS control plane to support additional different classes of 
interfaces, such as TDM, LSC, and FSC. The support of these interfaces requires some changes 
to signaling, such as the following:

• LSP hierarchy—signaling

• Enhancements to labels

• Bandwidth encoding

• Bidirectional LSPs

• Notification of label error

• Explicit label control

• Protection information

• Administrative status information

• Separation of control and data channels

• Notify messages

The following sections describe the different enhancements to signaling introduced by GMPLS.

LSP Hierarchy—Signaling
As already explained in the “LSP Hierarchy—Routing” section, GMPLS supports the 
concept of hierarchical LSPs, which allows multiple LSPs to be nested; that is, it allows newly 
initiated LSPs to be aggregated within existing LSPs. The newly initiated LSPs are tunneled 
inside an existing higher-order LSP, which becomes a link along the path of the new LSP. This 
dramatically enhances network scalability and manageability because it minimizes the number 
of elements that are flooded and advertised within the network. This section explains the 
signaling aspect of the LSP hierarchy.
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To give an example of how GMPLS signaling uses the LSP hierarchy, assume that a certain 
router requests bandwidth to be allocated along a network consisting of data switches, SONET 
cross-connects, WDM-capable switches, and fiber switches. 

The request from the edge router to establish a PSC LSP with a certain bandwidth could trigger 
the establishment of multiple higher-order LSPs that get initiated by other switches along the 
path. Lower-order LSPs (the new LSPs) get nested inside the higher-order LSPs that 
already exist or that get triggered based on the edge router’s request.

Figure 8-7 shows the establishment of a series of LSPs along a path that consists of routers (R0, 
R1, R8, and R9), SONET ADMs (S2 and S7), WDM Optical Electrical Optical (OEO) switches 
(W3 and W6), and fiber switches (F4 and F5). A PATH request, path 0, needed for the formation 
of LSP0 between R0 and R9, is sent from R0 to R1. At router R1, this triggers the initiation of 
LSP1 between R1 and R8. LSP1 is nested inside LSP0. The PATH messages—path1, path2, and 
path3—continue to propagate, and the LSPs keep getting created until the final establishment 
of LSP0 between R0 and R9. 

Figure 8-7 Initiation of New Nested LSPs

ADM ADM

R0 R1 S2 W3 F4 F5 W6 S7 R8 R9

Time

path0
path1

path2
path3

LSP3 Resv3
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An LSP is established when the path message has completed its path inside higher-level LSPs 
and a RESV message is received. Note in Figure 8-8 how LSP3, the higher-level LSP, gets 
established first, then LSP2 gets established inside LSP3, then LSP 1 inside LSP2, and LSP 0 
inside LSP1.

Figure 8-8 Nested LSPs

Now assume that a carrier is offering an Ethernet packet transport service between two service 
providers—ISP1 and ISP2—with an SLA set to 200 Mbps. For simplicity, assume that the 
carrier’s end-to-end network is formed via routers (R0, R1, R8, and R9), SONET ADMs (S2 
and S7), WDM OEO switches (W3 and W6), and fiber switches (F4 and F5). Also, for the sake 
of simplicity, the GE service for the carrier is assumed to be point-to-point between R0 and R9, 
meaning that all traffic that comes in on the GE links of R0 comes out on the GE links of R9. 
Physical connectivity is done in the following way: 

• R0-R1 and R8-R9—Ethernet GE (1 Gbps) link

• R1-S2 and R8-S7—OC48c (2.4 Gbps) packet over SONET (PoS) link 

• S2-W3 and S7-W6—OC192 (9.6 Gbps) TDM link

• W3-F4 and W6-F5—16 OC192 lambdas

• F4-F5—16 fibers, carrying 16 OC192 lambdas each

ADM ADM
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The following illustrates the process of LSP creation on all the boxes between ISP1 and ISP2:

• LSP0 between R0 and R9 as a 200-Mbps connection

• LSP1 between R1 and R8 as an OC48c connection

• LSP2 between S2 and S7 as an OC192 connection

• LSP3 between W3 and W6 as a lambda connection

• LSP4 between P4 and P5 as a fiber connection

LSP0 is nested inside LSP1, LSP1 is nested inside LSP2, and LSP2 is nested inside LSP3. 

In addition to the creation of the LSPs, the nodes announce the residual bandwidth available in 
the LSP hierarchy in the following manner:

1 Node R0 announces a PSC link from R0 to R9 with bandwidth equal to the difference 
between the GE link and 200 Mbps—that is, 800 Mbps. 

2 Node R1 announces a PSC link from R1 to R8 with bandwidth equal to the difference 
between the OC48c capacity (2.4 Gbps) and 200 Mbps—that is, 2.2 Gbps.

3 Node S2 announces a TDM link from S2 to S7 with bandwidth equal to the difference 
between the OC192 (STS-192) link capacity and the allocated OC48 (STS-48) time 
slots—that is, STS-144.

4 Node W3 announces an LSC link from W3 to W6 with bandwidth equal to the difference 
between 16 lambdas and the allocated lambda—that is, 15 lambdas.

5 Node P4 announces an FSC link from P4 to P5 with bandwidth equal to the difference 
between 16 fibers and the allocated fiber—that is, 15 fibers. 

As part of enhancements to signaling, GMPLS introduces enhancements to the MPLS label 
itself, as described next.

Enhancements to Labels
GMPLS introduces new label concepts to accommodate the specific requirements of the optical 
space. The new concepts include the generalized label, the label set, and the suggested label.

The Generalized Label
To accommodate the scope of GMPLS that includes non-packet/cell interfaces, several new 
forms of labels are required, which are called generalized labels. A generalized label extends 
the traditional label by allowing the label to identify time slots, wavelengths, or space-division 
multiplexed positions. Examples are label representation of a fiber in a bundle, a waveband 
within a fiber, a wavelength in a waveband, and a set of time slots within a wavelength, as well 
as the traditional MPLS label. The generalized label has enough information to allow the 
receiving node to program a cross-connect regardless of the type of the cross-connect. As you 
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have already seen in Chapter 7, “MPLS Controlling Optical Switches,” the label is purely a 
signaling construct used to give information about how interfaces are cross-connected and is 
not part of the forwarding plane. 

An example of a SONET/SDH label format is shown in Figure 8-9. This is an extension 
of the (K, L, M) numbering scheme defined in ITU-T Recommendation G.707, “Network 
Node Interface for the Synchronous Digital Hierarchy” (October 2000). The S, U, K, L, 
and M fields help identify the signals in the SONET/SDH multiplex. Each letter indicates 
a possible branch number starting at the parent node in the SONET/SDH multiplex 
structure. 

Figure 8-9 SONET/SDH Label Format

A generalized label request is used to communicate the characteristics required to support the 
LSP being requested. The information carried in the generalized label request includes the 
following:

• LSP Encoding Type—An 8-bit field that indicates the LSP encoding types, such as packet, 
Ethernet, PDH, SDH, SONET, Digital Wrapper (DW), lambda, fiber, and Fiber Channel.

When a generalized label request is made, the request carries an LSP encoding 
type parameter that indicates the type of the LSP, such as SONET, SDH, Gigabit 
Ethernet, lambda, fiber, and so on. The lambda encoding type, for example, 
refers to an LSP that encompasses a whole wavelength. The fiber encoding type 
refers to an LSP that encompasses a whole fiber port. The encoding type represents 
the type of the LSP and not the nature of the links the LSP traverses. A link may 
support a set of encoding formats where the link can carry and switch a signal of 
one or more of these encoding formats depending on the link’s resource availability 
and capacity. 

• Switching Type—An 8-bit field that indicates the type of switching that should be 
performed on a particular link. This field is needed for links that advertise more than one 
type of switching capability, such as PSC, L2SC, TDM, LSC, and FSC. 

• Generalized Payload Identifier (G-PID)—A 16-bit field used by the nodes at the 
endpoint of the LSP to identify the payload carried by the LSP. Examples of the PID 
are standard Ethertype values for packet and Ethernet LSPs. Other values include 
payload types such as SONET, SDH, Digital Wrapper (DW), STS, POS, ATM 
mapping, and so on.

A generalized label carries only a single level of labels—that is, the label is nonhierarchical. When 
multiple levels of labels are required, each LSP must be established separately, as discussed in 
the previous section “LSP Hierarchy—Signaling.”
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Waveband Switching Support
A waveband represents a set of contiguous wavelengths that can be switched together to a 
new waveband. For optimization reasons, it may be desirable for an OXC to optically switch 
multiple wavelengths as a unit. This may reduce the distortion on the individual wavelengths 
and allow tighter separation of the individual wavelengths. The waveband label is defined to 
support this special case.

Waveband switching uses the same format as the generalized label. Figure 8-10 shows the 
format of the generalized label in the context of waveband switching.

Figure 8-10 Generalized Label—Waveband Switching

The Label Set
The label set is used to restrict the label ranges that may be used for a particular LSP between 
two peers. The receiver of a label set must restrict its choice to one label range that is in the 
label set. The label set is useful in the optical domain because of the restrictions on how optical 
equipment allocates wavelengths and handles wavelength conversion, which restricts the use 
of labels that are bound to these wavelengths. Reasons for using the label set include the 
following:

• The end equipment can transmit and receive only on a small, specific set of 
wavelengths/bands.

• There is a sequence of interfaces that cannot support wavelength conversion and that 
requires the same wavelength to be used end-to-end over a sequence of hops or an 
entire path.

• For operators, it is desirable to limit the amount of wavelength conversion being performed 
to reduce the distortion of the optical signals.

• The two ends of a link support different sets of wavelengths.

The use of a label set is optional, and if it is not present, it is assumed that all labels can 
be used.

Waveband ID 32 Bits

Start Label 32 Bits

End Label 32 Bits

Lowest     in the
band from sender's

perspective.

Highest     in the
band from sender's

perspective.
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The Suggested Label 
GMPLS allows an upstream node to suggest a label to the downstream (one hop away) node for 
different optimization purposes that are specific to optical networks. The downstream node may 
override the suggested label at the expense of higher LSP setup times and perhaps suboptimal 
allocation of network resources. A typical example is when an optical switch configures its 
own label to adjust its mirrors and save valuable time before the downstream switch allocates 
the label. Other examples involve any activity where there is latency in configuring the 
switching fabric. 

Early configuration can reduce setup latency and may be important for restoration purposes 
where alternate LSPs may need to be rapidly established as a result of network failures. 

Bandwidth Encoding
GMPLS LSPs support packet or nonpacket LSPs. For nonpacket LSPs, it is useful to list 
the discrete bandwidth value of the LSP. Bandwidth encoding values include values for DS0 
to OC768, E1 to STM-256, 10/100/1000/10,000-Mbps Ethernet, and 133- to 1062-Mbps 
Fiber Channel. The bandwidth encodings are carried in protocol-specific (RSVP-TE,
CR-LDP) objects. Examples of RSVP-TE are the SENDER_TEMPLATE and 
FLOW_SPEC objects.

Bidirectional LSPs
Many optical service providers consider bidirectional optical LSPs a requirement, because 
many of the underlying constructs for SONET/SDH networks are inherently bidirectional. 
It is assumed that bidirectional LSPs have the same TE requirements (including fate sharing, 
protection, and restoration) and resource requirements (such as latency and jitter) in each 
direction.

The traditional MPLS LSP establishment is unidirectional. Establishing a bidirectional LSP 
requires establishing two unidirectional LSPs, which has many disadvantages:

• The latency to establish the bidirectional LSP is equal to one round-trip signaling time 
plus one initiator-terminator signaling transit delay. This extends the setup latency for 
successful LSP establishment and extends the worst-case latency for discovering an 
unsuccessful LSP. These delays are particularly significant for LSPs that are established 
for restoration purposes.

• The control overhead of two unidirectional LSPs is twice that of one bidirectional LSP, 
because separate control messages must be generated for each unidirectional LSP.

• Because the resources are established in separate segments, route selection gets complicated. 
Also, if the resources needed to establish the LSP are not available, one unidirectional 
LSP gets established, but the other doesn’t. This decreases the overall probability of 
successful establishment of the bidirectional connection.
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• SONET equipment in particular relies on hop-by-hop paths for protection switching. 
SONET/SDH transmits control information in-band. This requires connections to be 
paired, meaning that bidirectional LSP setup is highly desirable. Therefore, GMPLS 
supports additional methods that allow bidirectional LSP setup, to reduce session 
establishment overhead.

Notification of Label Error
Some situations in traditional MPLS and GMPLS result in an error message containing an 
“Unacceptable label value” indication. When these situations occur, it is useful if the node 
that is generating the error message indicates which labels are acceptable. To cover these 
situations, GMPLS introduces the ability to convey such information via an acceptable 
label set. An acceptable label set is carried in appropriate protocol-specific error 
messages.

The format of an acceptable label set is identical to a label set, as described earlier in this 
chapter in the section “The Label Set.”

Explicit Label Control
As discussed in Chapter 7, with RSVP-TE, the interfaces used by an LSP may be controlled 
by an explicit route via the ERO or ERO hop. This allows the LSP to control which nodes/
interfaces it goes in and out on. The problem is that the ERO and ERO hop do not support 
explicit label subobjects, which means that they cannot support the granularity needed by 
optical networks. For example, in networks that are not packet-based, LSPs sometimes 
need to be spliced together. This means that the tail end of an LSP needs to be spliced with 
the head end of another LSP. GMPLS introduces the ERO subobject/ERO hop to allow finer 
granularity for explicit routes.

Protection Information
GMPLS uses a new object type length value (TLV) field to carry LSP protection information. 
The use of this information is optional. Protection information indicates the LSP’s link 
protection type. When a protection type is indicated, the connection request is processed 
only if the desired protection type can be honored. A link’s protection capabilities may be 
advertised in routing.

Protection information also indicates whether the LSP is a primary or secondary LSP. A 
secondary LSP is a backup to a primary LSP. The resources of a secondary LSP are not used 
until the primary LSP fails. The resources allocated for a secondary LSP may be used by other 
LSPs until the primary LSP fails over to the secondary LSP. At that point, any set of LSPs that 
are using the resources for the secondary LSP must be preempted.
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Administrative Status Information
GMPLS introduces a new object/TLV for administrative status information. The use of this 
information is optional. The information can be used in two ways:

• To indicate the LSP’s administrative state, such as “Administratively down,” “testing,” or 
“deletion in progress.” The nodes can use this information to allow local decisions, such 
as making sure an alarm is not sent if the LSP is put in a test mode. In RSVP-TE, this 
object is carried in the PATH and RESV messages.

• To send a request to set the LSP’s administrative state. This request is always sent to 
the ingress nodes that act on the request. In RSVP-TE, this object is carried in a Notify 
message (discussed later, in the section “Notify Messages”).

Separation of Control and Data Channels
In optical networks, the control and data channels need to be separated for multiple reasons, 
including these:

• Multiple links can be bundled. 

• Some data channels cannot carry control information. 

• The integrity of a data channel does not affect the integrity of control channels. 

The following two sections discuss two critical issues for the separation of data and control 
channels. 

Interface Identification 
In MPLS, a one-to-one association exists between the data and control channels (except for MPLS 
link bundling). In GMPLS, where such association does not exist, it is necessary to convey 
additional information in signaling to identify the particular data channel being controlled. GMPLS 
supports explicit data channel identification by providing interface identification information. 
GMPLS allows the use of several interface identification schemes, including IPv4 or IPv6 
addresses, interface indexes, and component interfaces (established via configuration or a protocol 
such as LMP). In all cases, the choice of the data interface is indicated by the addresses and 
identifiers used by the upstream node.

Fault Handling 
Two new faults must be handled when the control channel is independent of the data channel: 

• Control channel fault—A link or other type of failure that limits the ability of neighboring 
nodes to pass control messages. In this situation, neighboring nodes are unable to exchange 
control messages for a period of time. Once communication is restored, the underlying 
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signaling protocol must indicate that the nodes have maintained their state through the failure. 
The signaling protocol must also ensure that any state changes that were instantiated during 
the failure are synchronized between the nodes. 

• Nodal fault—A node’s control plane fails and then restarts and loses most of its state 
information but does not lose its data forwarding state. In this case, both upstream and 
downstream nodes must synchronize their state information with the restarted node. For 
any resynchronization to occur, the node undergoing the restart needs to preserve some 
information, such as its mappings of incoming labels to outgoing labels.

Notify Messages
GMPLS provides a mechanism to inform nonadjacent nodes of LSP-related failures using 
Notify messages. In optical networks, failure notification sometimes has to traverse transparent 
nodes to notify the nodes responsible for restoring failed connections (transparent nodes do not 
originate or terminate connections). This mechanism enables target nodes to be notified directly 
and more quickly of a network failure. The Notify message has been added to RSVP-TE. The 
Notify message includes the IP address of the node that needs to be notified. Other nodes in 
the path just pass on the message until it reaches the targeted node. The Notify message differs 
from the error messages Path-Error and Reservation-Error in that it can be “targeted” to a node 
other than the immediate upstream and downstream neighbor.

Another application of the Notify message is to notify when the control plane has failed while 
the data plane is still functional. GMPLS uses this mechanism to identify degraded links. 

Inclusion of Technology-Specific Parameters
The previous sections discussed the enhancements to signaling that allow GMPLS to control 
the different types of packet and nonpacket networks. GMPLS also allows the inclusion 
of technology-specific parameters that are carried in the signaling protocol in traffic parameter–
specific objects. This section looks at how this applies to SONET/SDH. A description of 
parameters that are specific to optical transport network (OTN) technology is not included in 
this book. 

The SONET/SDH traffic parameters specify a set for SONET (ANSI T1.105) and a set for SDH 
(ITU-T G.707), such as concatenation and transparency. Other capabilities can be defined and 
standardized as well. These traffic parameters must be used when SONET/SDH is specified in 
the LSP Encoding Type field of a generalized label request, discussed earlier in the section “The 
Generalized Label.” The SONET/SDH traffic parameters are carried in the SENDER_TSPEC and 
FLOWSPEC objects of RSVP-TE and in SONET/SDH TLVs in CR-LDP. 

Figure 8-11 shows how the SONET/SDH traffic parameters are organized. The Signal Type 
indicates the type of the elementary signal of the request LSP. Several parameters can be applied 
on the signal to build the final requested signals. These parameters are applied using the 
Request Contiguous Concatenation (RCC), Number of Contiguous Components (NCC), and 
Transparency fields included in the traffic parameter. 
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Figure 8-11 SONET/SDH Traffic Parameters

Examples of signal types for SONET/SDH include VT1.5, VT2, VT3, VT6, STS1, VC-11, VC-12, 
VC2, VC-3, and VC-4, plus other possible types, depending on the level of concatenation 
and transparency.

The RCC field, the NCC field, and the Number of Virtual Components (NVC) field are used to 
negotiate the type of concatenation and the number of signals that are to be concatenated. As 
mentioned in Chapter 2, “Metro Technologies,” concatenation can be applied to signals to form 
larger signals. Different types of concatenation, such as contiguous or virtual, can be applied, 
and the information is related in the signaling protocol.

NOTE Transparency, in the context of SDH/SONET signals, refers to the overhead signals, such as the 
section overhead (SOH) and the line overhead (LOH) in the case of SONET. Transparency 
indicates which of these overhead fields needs to remain untouched when delivered to the other 
end of the LSP.

Link Management Protocol 
Future networks may consist of optical switches, data switches that are managed by 
GMPLS. Thousands of fibers may connect a pair of nodes, and hundreds of wavelengths 
may exist on each fiber. Multiple fibers and wavelengths can be bundled to form TE links. 
These links need a control channel to manage routing, signaling, and link connectivity 
and management. LMP is a link-control protocol that runs between neighboring nodes to 
manage TE links.

LMP was created to address the issues of link provisioning and fault isolation to improve and 
scale network manageability. With GMPLS, the control channel between two adjacent nodes 
is no longer required to use the same physical medium as the data channels between those 
nodes. A control channel can run on a separate IP management network, a separate fiber, or a 
separate wavelength. LMP allows for the decoupling of the control channel from the component 
links. As such, the health of the control channel does not necessarily correlate to the health of 
the data links, and vice versa.

Transparency (32 Bits)

Multiplier (16 Bits)NVC (16 Bits)

RRC (8 Bits) NCC (8 Bits)Signal Type (8 Bits)
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LMP is designed to provide four basic functions to a node pair:

• Control channel management—A core function of LMP that is used to establish 
and maintain control channel connectivity between neighboring nodes. This consists 
of lightweight Hello messages that act as a fast keepalive mechanism between the 
nodes.

• Link connectivity verification—An optional LMP function that is used to verify 
physical connectivity of the data-bearing channels between the nodes and to exchange the 
interface IDs that are used in GMPLS signaling. The error-prone manual cabling procedures 
make LMP link connectivity verification very useful.

• Link property correlation—A core function of LMP that is designed to aggregate 
multiple ports or component links into a TE link and to synchronize the properties of the 
TE link. Link properties, such as link IDs for local and remote nodes, the protection 
mechanism, and priority, can be exchanged via LMP using the LinkSummary message 
between adjacent nodes.

• Fault management and isolation—An optional LMP function that provides a 
mechanism to isolate link and channel failures in both opaque and transparent networks, 
irrespective of the data format. Opaque nodes are nodes where channels can be terminated 
for the purpose of examining the headers and data. Transparent nodes are nodes where 
channels pass through without termination.

LMP requires that a pair of nodes have at least one active bidirectional control channel between 
them. This control channel may be implemented using two unidirectional control channels that 
are coupled using the LMP Hello messages. LMP allows backup control channels to be defined, 
such as using the data-bearing channels as backup in case of failure in the primary control 
channels. 

GMPLS Protection and Restoration Mechanisms
GMPLS introduces the necessary features in routing, signaling, and link management to 
support the fault management required in optical and electronic networks. Fault management 
requires the following capabilities: 

• Fault detection—For optical networks, fault detection can be handled via mechanisms 
such as loss of light (LOL) and optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) at the optical level, and 
bit error rate (BER), SONET/SDH Alarm Indicator Signal (AIS), or LOL at the SONET/
SDH level. 

• Fault isolation—For GMPLS, LMP can be used for fault isolation. The LMP fault-
management procedure is based on sending ChannelActive and ChannelFail messages 
over the control channel. The ChannelActive message is used to indicate that one or more 
data-bearing channels are now carrying user data. The ChannelFail message is used to 
indicate that one or more active data channels or an entire TE link has failed.

• Fault notification—GMPLS uses the RSVP-TE Notify message to notify nodes of any 
possible failures. The Notify message can be used over the data-bearing links to indicate 
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a failure in the control plane, or over the control channels to indicate a failure in the data 
plane. The notify request object can be carried in the RSVP PATH or RESV messages 
and indicates the IP address of the node that should be notified when generating an error 
message.

GMPLS uses the following protection mechanisms:

• 1+1 protection—The data is transmitted simultaneously over the two disjoint paths. The 
receiver selects the working path based on the best signal.

• 1:1 protection—A dedicated backup path is preallocated to protect the primary path.

• M:N protection—M backup paths are preallocated to protect N primary paths. 
However, data is not replicated onto a backup path, but only transmitted in case of failure 
on the primary path.

For 1:1 and M:N protection, the backup paths may be used by other LSPs. For 1+1 
protection, the backup paths may not be used by other LSPs because the data is 
transmitted on both paths.

• Span protection—Intermediate nodes initiate the recovery that requires switching to an 
alternative path. As part of the GMPLS routing extensions, the link protection type 
is advertised so that span protection can be used.

• Span restoration—Intermediate nodes initiate the recovery that requires switching to an 
alternative path. The alternative path is dynamically computed.

• Path protection—End nodes initiate the recovery that requires switching to an alternative 
path. The end nodes switch to the backup path.

• Path restoration—End nodes initiate the recovery that requires switching to an alternative 
path. The backup path is dynamically calculated upon failure.

Summary of Differences Between MPLS and GMPLS
As you’ve learned in this chapter, GMPLS extends MPLS to support non-packet/cell interfaces. 
The support of the additional TDM, lambda, and fiber interfaces impacts the basic LSP properties, 
such as how labels are requested and communicated and the unidirectional LSP behavior, error 
propagation, and so on.

Table 8-1 summarizes the basic differences between MPLS and GMPLS described in this 
chapter. 

Table 8-1 Differences Between MPLS and GMPLS 

MPLS GMPLS

Supports packet/cell-based interfaces only. Supports packet/cell, TDM, lambda, and fiber.

LSPs start and end on packet/cell LSRs. LSPs start and end on “similar type” LSRs (that 
is, PSC, L2SC, TDM, LSC, FSC).

continues
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Bandwidth allocation can be done in any 
number of units.

Bandwidth allocation can only be done in 
discrete units for some switching capabilities 
such as TDM, LSC, and FSC.

Typical large number of labels. Fewer labels are allocated when applied to 
bundled links.

No restrictions on label use by upstream 
nodes.

An ingress or upstream node may restrict the 
labels that may be used by an LSP along a single 
hop or the whole path. This is used, for example, 
to restrict the number of wavelengths that can 
be used in the case where optical equipment 
provides a small number of wavelengths.

Only one label format. Use of a specific label on a specific interface. 

Label formats depend on the specific interface 
used, such as PSC, L2SC, TDM, LSC, FSC.

Labels are used for data forwarding and are 
carried within the traffic.

Labels are a control plane construct only in 
GMPLS and are not part of the traffic.

No need for technology-specific parameters, 
because this is applied to packet/cell 
interfaces only.

Supports the inclusion of technology-specific 
parameters in signaling.

Data and control channels follow the 
same path.

Separation of control and data channels

MPLS fast-reroute. RSVP-specific mechanism for rapid failover 
(Notify message)

Unidirectional LSPs. Bidirectional LSPs enable the following:

• Possible resource contention when allocating 
reciprocal LSPs via separate signaling 
sessions

• Simplified failure restoration procedures

• Lower setup latency

• Lower number of messages required during 
setup

Labels cannot be suggested by upstream node. Allow a label to be suggested by an upstream 
node and can be overwritten by a downstream 
node (to prevent delays with setting optical 
mirrors, for example)

Table 8-1 Differences Between MPLS and GMPLS (Continued)

MPLS GMPLS
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Conclusion
As you have seen in this chapter, many extensions for routing, signaling, technology-specific 
parameters, and LMP allow the use of MPLS over non-packet/cell networks. Mechanisms such 
as link bundling and shared link groups are added to routing to influence the traffic trajectory 
and to take advantage of how the physical network topology is laid out. Signaling mechanisms 
such as the enhancements to the label allow the GMPLS label to be used as a control construct 
that indicates to the TDM/optical devices what circuits to switch and how to switch them. 
The introduction of LMP helps in the easy provisioning and protection of optical circuits by 
allowing channel link connectivity verification and fault management and isolation. 
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This appendix discusses the following topics:

• SONET/SDH Frame Formats

• SONET/SDH Architecture

• SONET/SDH Concatenation
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SONET/SDH Basic Framing 
and Concatenation

This appendix explains basic SONET/SDH framing and concatenation. With the 
emergence of L2 metro services, SONET/SDH metro networks are being challenged to 
offer cost-effective and bandwidth-efficient solutions for transporting data services. The 
following sections describe the different elements of a SONET/SDH frame and how 
the elements can be combined to form bigger SONET/SDH pipes. 

SONET/SDH Frame Formats
The fundamental signal in SONET is the STS-1, which operates at a rate of about 51 Mbps. 
The fundamental signal for SDH is STM-1, which operates at a rate of about 155 Mbps 
(three times the STS-1 rate). The signals are made of contiguous frames that consist of 
two parts: the transport overhead (TOH) contained in the header, and the payload. For 
synchronization purposes, the data can be allowed to shift inside the payload inside a 
Synchronous Payload Envelope (SPE) for SONET and inside the Virtual Container for 
SDH. The SPE inside the payload is referenced using a pointer. Figures A-1 and A-2 show 
the SONET and SDH frames.

Figure A-1 SONET Frame Format

Section Overhead
(SOH)

Pointer(s)

Line Overhead
(LOH)

Source: MPLS Forum

1

3

4
5

9

STS
POH

Payload

86 x N

STS-1 SPE

STS-N SPE

3 x N 87 x N

90 x N (Bytes)
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Figure A-2 SDH Frame Format

SONET/SDH Architecture
The SONET/SDH architecture identifies three different layers, each of which corresponds to 
one level of communication between SONET/SDH equipment. The layers are as follows, 
starting with the lowest: 

• The regenerator section, or section layer

• The multiplex section, or line layer

• The path layer

Figure A-3 shows the three SONET/SDH layers.

Figure A-3 SONET and SDH Layers

As shown in Figures A-1 and A-2, each of these layers in turn has its own overhead (header). 
The transport overhead (TOH) of a SONET/SDH frame is mainly subdivided into two parts 
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Source: MPLS Forum
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that contain the section overhead (SOH) and the line overhead (LOH). In addition, a pointer 
indicates the beginning of the SPE/Virtual Container in the payload of the overall frame. The 
SPE/Virtual Container itself is made up of the path overhead (POH) and a payload. This 
payload can be further subdivided into subelements, or a multiplex structure (signals). This 
multiplex structure leads to identifying time slots that contain tributary signals such as T1 
(1.5 Mbps), E1 (2 Mbps), and so on. For example, a SONET STS-1 can be further divided into 
7 * VT-6 (virtual tributaries), where VT-6 is equal to 6.321 Mbps. A VT-6 can be divided into 
4 * VT 1.5, where a VT-1.5 is 1.544 Mbps or a T1. Figure A-4 shows the SONET multiplexing 
structure. Figures A-5 and A-6 show the SDH multiplexing structure. Table A-1 shows some 
helpful mapping between SONET and SDH.

Figure A-4 SONET High-Order and Low-Order Multiplexing Structure

Figure A-5 SDH High-Order Multiplexing Structure
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Figure A-6 SDH Low-Order Multiplexing Structure

Table A-1 Helpful SONET/SDH Equivalency

SONET SDH

STS-1 VC-3 STM-0

STS-3c VC-4 STM-1

VT-6 VC-2

VT-3 

VT-2 VC-12

VT-1.5 VC-11

STS-12c VC-4-4c STM-4
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NOTE Note that STS-3, -12, -48, -192, -768, and so on are referred to as OC-3, -12, -48, -192, and 
so on.

An STS-N/STM-N signal is formed from N STS-1/STM-1 signals via byte interleaving. The 
SPEs/Virtual Containers in the N interleaved frames are independent and float according to their 
own clocking. This means that an STS-3 (OC3) pipe with bandwidth of about 155 Mbps is 
formed from three STS-1 signals. An STS-12 (OC12) pipe with bandwidth of about 622 Mbps 
is formed from 12 STS-1 signals. The STS-1 signals are independent. 

SONET/SDH Concatenation
To transport tributary signals in excess of the basic STS-1/STM-1 signal rates, the SPEs/Virtual 
Containers can be concatenated—that is, glued together. In this case, their relationship with 
respect to each other is fixed in time, and they act as one bonded pipe.

Different types of concatenations are defined, including contiguous standard concatenation and 
virtual concatenation. 

Contiguous Standard Concatenation
Contiguous standard SONET concatenation allows the concatenation of M STS-1 signals 
within an STS-N signal, with M <= N and M = 3, 12, 48, 192, 768, and so on in multiples of 4. 
The SPEs of these M STS-1s can be concatenated to form an STS-Mc. The STS-Mc notation is 
shorthand for describing an STS-M signal whose SPEs have been concatenated (c stands for 
concatenated). This means that an STS-12c (OC12c) is formed from the concatenation of 12 
STS-1 signals, and the 12 STS-1s act as one bonded pipe. Constraints are imposed on the size 
of STS-Mc signals (that is, they must be a multiple of 3) and on their starting location and 
interleaving. 

Figure A-7 shows an example of a SONET OC192 pipe (9.6 Gbps) that is multiplexed into 192 
STS-1s or into four concatenated STS-48c pipes.

One of the disadvantages of standard concatenation is the lack of flexibility in starting time 
slots for STS-Mc signals and in their interleaving. This means that the provider has to deploy 
SONET/SDH circuits with the predefined concatenation bandwidth size and with bandwidth 
increments that do not match its customer needs. This leads to inefficiencies in bandwidth 
deployment. Virtual concatenation solves this problem.
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Figure A-7 Sample SONET Structure

Virtual Concatenation
Virtual concatenation is a SONET/SDH end-system service approved by the committee T1 
of ANSI and ITU-T. The essence of this service is to have SONET/SDH end systems “glue” 
together the Virtual Containers or SPEs of separate signals rather than requiring that the signals 
be carried through the network as a single unit. In one example of virtual concatenation, two 
end systems that support this feature could essentially combine two STS-1s into a virtual 
STS-2c for the efficient transport of 100-Mbps Ethernet traffic. If instead these two end systems 
were to use standard concatenation with increments of STS-1, STS-3, and STS-12, a 100-Mbps 
pipe would not fit into an STS-1 (51 Mbps) circuit and would have to use an STS-3c (155 Mbps) 
circuit, therefore wasting about 55 Mbps of bandwidth. By using a virtual-concatenated 
STS-2c circuit (around 100 Mbps), the operator can achieve 100 percent efficiency in 
transporting a 100-Mbps Ethernet pipe.

NOTE The industry has suggested the use of arbitrary contiguous concatenation, which is similar in 
nature to virtual concatenation; however, it is applied inside the SONET/SDH network rather 
than the SONET/SDH end systems. Virtual concatenation will emerge as the solution of choice 
for next-generation data over SONET/SDH network deployments.

STS-192
(OC-192)

STS-192
(OC-192)

STS-192c
(OC-192c)

192 x STS-1 4 x STS-48c
One Concatenated Pipe

1 x STS-192c
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Conclusion
This appendix has presented the basics of SONET/SDH framing and explained how the 
SONET/SDH technology is being adapted via the use of standard and virtual concatenation to 
meet the challenging needs of emerging data over SONET/SDH networks in the metro. The 
emergence of L2 metro services will challenge the legacy SONET/SDH network deployments 
and will drive the emergence of multiservice provisioning platforms (MSPPs) that will 
efficiently transport Ethernet, Frame Relay, ATM, and other data services over SONET/SDH.
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A
add/drop multiplexer (ADM).  A device installed at an intermediate point on a 
transmission line that enables new signals to come in and existing signals to go 
out. Add/drop multiplexing can be done with optical or electronic signals. The 
device may deal only with wavelengths, or it may convert between wavelengths 
and electronic TDM signals.

adjacency.  A relationship formed between selected neighboring routers and end 
nodes for the purpose of exchanging routing information.

B
black hole.  Routing term for an area of the internetwork where packets enter but 
do not emerge due to adverse conditions or poor system configuration within a 
portion of the network.

Building Local Exchange Carriers (BLECs).  Service providers that offer 
broadband services to businesses and tenants concentrated in building offices.

C
class of service (CoS).  A classification whereby different data packets that 
belong to a certain class receive similar quality of service. 

committed burst size (CBS).  A parameter associated with CIR that indicates 
the size up to which subscriber traffic is allowed to burst in profile and not be 
discarded or shaped.

committed information rate (CIR).  The minimum guaranteed throughput that 
the network must deliver for the service under normal operating conditions.

component link.  A subset of a bigger link. A channel within a SONET/SDH 
channelized interface is an example of a component link.

control plane.  A logical plane where protocol packets get exchanged for the 
purpose of achieving multiple functions, such as setting up paths used for packet 
forwarding or for managing the nodes in the network.

customer edge (CE) device.  A device such as a switch or router that resides at 
the customer premises. The device could be owned by the customer or the provider.
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customer premises equipment (CPE).  Terminating equipment, such as switches, 
routers, terminals, telephones, and modems, supplied by the telephone company, 
installed at customer sites, and connected to the telephone company network.

D
Data Packet Transport (DPT).  A Media Access Control protocol that adds resiliency 
and protection to packet networks deployed in a ring topology. 

Decoupled Transparent LAN Service (DTLS).  A service that emulates a LAN over 
an IP/MPLS network, similar to VPLS. DTLS, however, proposes to remove any L2 
switching from the provider edge devices and restrict the L2 switching to the customer 
edge devices.

detour LSP.  An LSP that is set up to reroute the traffic in case the main LSP fails.

Diffserv.  A method used to classify IP packets so that different classes receive 
different quality of service treatment when forwarded in the network.

E
Ethernet LAN Service (E-LAN).  A multipoint-to-multipoint Ethernet service.

Ethernet over MPLS (EoMPLS).  An L2 tunneling technique that allows Ethernet 
frames to be carried over an IP/MPLS network.

Ethernet over SONET/SDH (EOS).  A technology that allows Ethernet packets to be 
transported over a SONET/SDH TDM network.

Ethernet Virtual Connection (EVC).  A point-to-point Ethernet service.

Explicit Route Object (ERO).  A field that indicates the path to be taken when traffic 
is forwarded.

F
fiber-switch capable (FSC) interfaces.  Interfaces that can forward data based on 
a position of the data in the real-world physical spaces. This is typical of optical 
cross-connects that switch traffic on the fiber or multiple-fiber level.

Fixed Filter (FF).  Reservation style that creates a distinct reservation for traffic from 
each sender. This style is common for applications in which traffic from each sender 
is likely to be concurrent and independent. The total amount of reserved bandwidth on 
a link for sessions using FF is the sum of the reservations for the individual senders.
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Forwarding Information Base (FIB).  A data structure and way of managing 
forwarding in which destinations and incoming labels are associated with outgoing 
interfaces and labels.

frame check sequence (FCS).  Extra characters added to a frame for error control 
purposes. Used in HDLC, Frame Relay, and other data link layer protocols.

G
generalized label request.  An MPLS label scheme that extends the use of the MPLS 
label to nonpacket networks.

Generalized Multiprotocol Label Switching (GMPLS).  A generalized MPLS 
control plane that allows the provisioning and protection of circuits over both packet 
and nonpacket networks.

Generic Attribute Registration Protocol (GARP).  A protocol defined by the IEEE 
to constrain multicast traffic in bridged Ethernet networks.

Gigabit Ethernet (GE).  Standard for a high-speed Ethernet, approved by the IEEE 
802.3z standards committee in 1996.

I
incumbent local exchange carrier (ILEC).  Traditional telephony company.

interexchange carrier (IXC).  Common carrier that provides long-distance 
connectivity between dialing areas serviced by a single local telephone company.

interface.  In routing or transport terminology, a network connection or a port. 

Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP).  Internet protocol used to exchange routing 
information within an autonomous system. Examples of common Internet IGPs 
include IGRP, OSPF, and RIP.

L
L2TPv3.  An L2 tunneling protocol that allows the tunneling of Ethernet packets over 
an L3 IP network.

label block.  A block of MPLS labels exchanged between two MPLS routers.
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Label Distribution Protocol (LDP).  A standard protocol between MPLS-enabled 
routers to negotiate the labels (addresses) used to forward packets. The Cisco 
proprietary version of this protocol is the Tag Distribution Protocol (TDP).

label switch router (LSR).  Forwards packets in an MPLS network by looking only at 
the fixed-length label.

label switched path (LSP).  A path that MPLS packets traverse between two 
edge LSRs.

lambda-switch capable (LSC) interfaces.  Interfaces that can forward data based on 
the wavelength on which it was received. This is typical of optical cross-connects that 
switch traffic on the wavelength level.

Layer 2-switch capable (L2SC) interfaces.  Interfaces that can recognize L2 cell 
or frame boundaries and can forward data based on L2 headers. This is typical of 
interfaces on ATM switches, Frame Relay switches, and L2 Ethernet switches.

Link Aggregation Control Protocol (LACP).  A protocol that allows multiple 
Ethernet links to be bundled in a larger pipe.

link bundling.  Aggregating multiple links into a bigger pipe.

Link Management Protocol (LMP).  Establishes and maintains control channel 
connectivity between neighbors. LMP also enables neighbor discovery, which allows 
neighbors to identify connected devices, obtain UNI connectivity information, and 
identify and verify port-level connections, network-level addresses, and corresponding 
operational states for every link.

LSP tunnel.  A configured connection between two routers that uses MPLS to carry 
the packets.

M
maximum transmission unit (MTU).  Maximum packet size, in bytes, that a 
particular interface can handle.

Media Access Control (MAC) address.  Standardized data link layer address that is 
required for every port or device that connects to a LAN. Other devices in the network 
use these addresses to locate specific ports in the network and to create and update 
routing tables and data structures. MAC addresses are 6 bytes long and are controlled 
by the IEEE.

metropolitan area network (MAN).  Network that spans a defined metropolitan or 
regional area; smaller than a WAN but larger than a LAN.
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multidwelling units (MDUs).  Buildings that contain multiple housing units, such as 
apartment complexes and university dormitories.

multiple service operator (MSO).  Cable service provider that also provides other 
services, such as data and voice telephony.

multiplexing.  Scheme that allows multiple logical signals to be transmitted 
simultaneously across a single physical channel.

multipoint-to-multipoint (MP2MP).  An any-to-any connection between end systems.

Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS).  Switching method that forwards IP traffic 
using a label. This label instructs the routers and switches in the network where to 
forward the packets based on pre-established IP routing information. 

multitenant units (MTUs).  Multitenant building offices that are recipients of 
broadband services by a BLEC.

N
Network Management System (NMS).  System responsible for managing at least 
part of a network. An NMS is generally a reasonably powerful and well-equipped 
computer, such as an engineering workstation. NMSs communicate with agents to 
help keep track of network statistics and resources.

Network-to-Network Interface (NNI).  A specification of the interface between a 
backbone system and another backbone system. For example, the specification of an 
optical interface that connects two optical switches in the carrier network.

Notify message.  A message used by RSVP-TE to notify other nodes of certain failures.

O
OAM&P.  Operations, administration, maintenance, and provisioning. Provides the 
facilities and personnel required to manage a network.

optical cross-connect (OXC).  A network device that switches high-speed optical 
signals. 

P
packet multiplexing.  Data packets coming in from different locations and being 
multiplexed over the same output wire.
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packet-switch capable (PSC).  Systems such as IP/MPLS routers that can switch 
data packets.

Packet-switch capable (PSC) interfaces.  Interfaces that can recognize packet 
boundaries and can forward data based on packet headers. This is typical of interfaces 
on routers and Layer 3 Ethernet switches.

packet switching.  The ability to forward packets in the network based on packet 
headers or fixed labels.

peak information rate (PIR).  Specifies the maximum rate above the CIR at which 
traffic is allowed into the network and may get delivered if the network is not congested.

point of local repair (PLR).  The router at which a failed LSP can be locally rerouted.

point-to-point (P2P).  A one-to-one connection between two end systems.

provider (P) device.  Normally, a core IP/MPLS router that offers a second level of 
aggregation for the provider edge devices.

provider edge (PE) device.  A provider-owned device that offers the first level of 
aggregation for the different customer edge (CE) devices.

pseudowire (PW).  A representation of packet-leased line, or a virtual circuit between 
two nodes.

Q
Q-in-Q.  An Ethernet encapsulation technique that allows Ethernet packets that 
already have an 802.1Q VLAN tag to be 802.1Q VLAN tagged again.

R
Record Route Object (RRO).  A field that indicates the path that traffic takes when 
forwarded.

regional Bell operating company (RBOC).  Regional telephone company formed by 
the breakup of AT&T. 

Resilient Packet Ring (RPR).  A Media Access Control standard protocol that adds 
resiliency and protection to packet networks deployed in a ring topology. 

Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP).  Protocol that supports the reservation of 
resources across an IP network. Applications running on IP end systems can use RSVP 
to indicate to other nodes the nature (bandwidth, jitter, maximum burst, and so on) 
of the packet streams they want to receive. 
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RSVP-TE.  A protocol that extends RSVP to support traffic engineering over an 
IP/MPLS network.

S
Shared Explicit (SE).  Reservation style that allows a receiver to explicitly select a 
reservation for a group of senders, rather than one reservation per sender, such as in 
the FF style. Only a single reservation is shared between all senders listed in the 
particular group.

shared risk link group (SRLG).  A grouping that indicates similar risk characteristics 
for a set of elements. A set of fibers, for example, that share the same conduit belong 
to the same SRLG, because if the conduit is cut, all fibers will fail.

shortest path first (SPF) algorithm.  Routing algorithm that iterates on length of 
path to determine a shortest-path spanning tree. Commonly used in link-state routing 
algorithms. Sometimes called Dijkstra’s algorithm.

SONET/SDH terminal multiplexer (TM).  A device installed at an endpoint on a 
transmission line that multiplexes multiple transmission lines, such as DS1s/DS3s, 
into a SONET/SDH network.

spanning tree.  Loop-free subset of a network topology.

Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH).  A standard for delivering data over optical 
fiber. SDH is used in Europe.

Synchronous Optical Network (SONET).  A standard for delivering data over 
optical fiber. SONET is used in North America and parts of Asia.

Synchronous Payload Envelope (SPE).  The payload-carrying portion of the 
STS signal in SONET. The SPE is used to transport a tributary signal across the 
synchronous network. In most cases, this signal is assembled at the point of entry to 
the synchronous network and is disassembled at the point of exit from the synchronous 
network. Within the synchronous network, the SPE is passed on intact between network 
elements on its route through the network.

T
time-division multiplexing (TDM).  Technique in which information from multiple 
channels can be allocated bandwidth on a single wire based on preassigned time 
slots. Bandwidth is allocated to each channel regardless of whether the station has data 
to transmit. 
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time-division multiplexing (TDM) interfaces.  Interfaces that can recognize time 
slots and can forward data based on the data’s time slot in a repeating cycle. This 
is typical of interfaces on digital cross-connects, SONET ADMs, and SONET 
cross-connects.

Time To Live (TTL).  A mechanism to prevent loops in IP networks. The TTL field 
gets decremented every time a packet traverses a router. When TTL reaches 0, 
the packet can no longer be forwarded.

traffic engineered (TE) link.  A link that is set up to divert the traffic over a path 
different than what is calculated by Interior Gateway Protocols.

traffic engineering (TE).  Techniques and processes that cause routed traffic to travel 
through the network on a path other than the one that would have been chosen 
if standard routing methods were used.

traffic engineering (TE) tunnel.  A label-switched tunnel that is used for traffic 
engineering. Such a tunnel is set up through means other than normal L3 routing; it is 
used to direct traffic over a path different from the one that L3 routing could cause the 
tunnel to take.

traffic trunk.  Physical and logical connection between two switches across which 
network traffic travels. A backbone is composed of a number of trunks.

Transparent LAN Service (TLS).  A service that extends the LAN over the MAN 
and WAN.

trunk.  Physical and logical connection between two switches across which network 
traffic travels. A backbone is composed of a number of trunks.

tunnel.  A connection between two end systems that allows the encapsulation of 
packets within it. 

U
unidirectional path switched ring (UPSR).  Path-switched SONET rings that 
employ redundant, fiber-optic transmission facilities in a pair configuration. One fiber 
transmits in one direction, and the backup fiber transmits in the other. If the primary 
ring fails, the backup takes over.

unnumbered link.  A link that does not have an IP address assigned to it.

User-to-Network Interface (UNI).  A specification of the interface between an end 
system and a backbone system. An example is the specification of an Ethernet interface 
that connects a switch at the customer site and a router at the provider site.
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Wildcard Filter (WF) 209

V
virtual circuit (VC).  Logical circuit created to ensure reliable communication 
between two network devices. A virtual circuit is defined by a VPI/VCI pair, and can 
be either permanent (PVC) or switched (SVC).

Virtual Container.  An SDH signal that transports payloads that are smaller than an 
STM-0 (48,384 kbps) payload. VC is part of the SDH hierarchy.

virtual LAN (VLAN).  Group of devices on one or more LANs that are configured 
(using management software) so that they can communicate as if they were attached 
to the same wire, when in fact they are located on a number of different LAN 
segments. Because VLANs are based on logical instead of physical connections, they 
are extremely flexible.

Virtual Private LAN Service (VPLS).  A service that extends the notion of a switched 
Ethernet LAN over an IP/MPLS network. 

virtual router forwarding (VRF).  A VPN routing/forwarding instance. A VRF 
consists of an IP routing table, a derived forwarding table, a set of interfaces that use 
the forwarding table, and a set of rules and routing protocols that determine what goes 
into the forwarding table. In general, a VRF includes the routing information that 
defines a customer VPN site that is attached to a PE router.

Virtual Tributary.  A SONET signal that transports payloads that are smaller than an 
STS-1 (44,736 kbps) payload. VT is part of the SONET hierarchy.

W
waveband.  A set of contiguous wavelengths that can be switched together as a unit.

wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM).  Optical technology whereby multiple 
optical wavelengths can share the same transmission fiber. The spectrum occupied by 
each channel must be adequately separated from the others.

Wildcard Filter (WF).  Reservation style in which a single shared reservation is used 
for all senders to a session. The total reservation on a link remains the same regardless 
of the number of senders.
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A
access 17

to building risers 12
control 38
EOS with packet multiplexing 30
Ethernet 20

add operation 36
add/drop multiplexers (ADMs) 6
addresses

MAC 46–47, 95
switching 45–50
VPN-IPv4 79

adjacency, FA 170
ADM, EOS function inside 24
administration

fault 188
LMP 187
networks 153
provisioning 153
NFS 154

administrative status information 185
ADMs (add/drop multiplexers) 6
aggregation, trunks into tunnels 130
AIS (Alarm Indicator Signal) 188
Alarm Indicator Signal (AIS) 188
algorithms, path computation 174
all-Ethernet networks, building 14
all-to-one bundling 61
arbitrary contiguous concatenation, 208. See also 

concatenation 
architecture

GMPLS 151–152
interfaces 167–168
need for 152–157

SONET/SDH 204–207
Asian markets 16
attributes

MEF 50–68
routes 78
site of origin 79
traffic

parameters 128
trunks 127

augmented model 159. See also signaling 
autodiscovery 103

availability 54
avoiding loops 94

B
backbones

L3VPNs 74–81
scaling 69
traffic forwarding 80

backdoor loops 95
backward trunks 127
bandwidth

encoding 183
Ethernet 9
requirements 27
RPR 35–39
VCAT 25–28

benefits of link bundling 173
BER (bit error rate) 188
BGP (Border Gateway Protocol) 104
bidirectional LSPs 183
billing 153
binding labels 137–138
bit error rate (BER) 188
BLECs (Building Local Exchange 

Carriers) 9
block offset 109
breadth of services 13
breaking loops 94
broadcast 47
broadcast frames 57
broadcast storms 41
building all-Ethernet data networks 14
Building Local Exchange Carriers (BLECs) 9
building risers, access to 12
bundling links 172
Bundling service attribute 61
bypass tunnels 149

C
cable modem termination systems (CMTSs) 35
capabilities, interface switching descriptors 175–177
carriers, metro Ethernet 10
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CBS (Committed Burst Size) 53
CCAMP (Common Control and Measurement Plane) 

151
CE (customer edge) 73
central office (CO) 97
centralized provisioning, TDM networks 153–154
centralized switching, EOS with 32
channels

control separation 185
data separation 185
fault handling 185–186

CIR (Committed Information Rate) 53
circuits, provisioning 153
class of service (CoS) parameters 55
CMTSs (cable modem termination systems) 35
CO (central office) 97
Committed Burst Size (CBS) 53
Committed Information Rate (CIR) 53
Common Control and Measurement Plane (CCAMP) 151
comparisons

Frame Relay 20
GMPLS/MPLS 189–190

components
links, 172
VPN 73–74

computation of paths 156, 174
concatenation

SONET/SDH 207–208
VCAT 25–28

configuration
hub-and-spoke (Gigabit Ethernet) 42
L2PE 113
PE 113
PW 83

congestion, TE 122
connections

EVC 50
LCAS 28
last-mile 20
metro. See metro 
mulitpoint 20
VPN components 73–74

constrained-based routing LDP (CR-LDP) 134
constraint-based routing 129–130
contiguous standard SONET concatenation, 207. See

also concatenation, SONET/SDH
control channels

fault handling 185

separating 185
CoS (class of service) parameters 55
costs, overbuilding networks 12
CPE (customer premises equipment) 7
CR-LDP (constrained-based routing LDP) 134
cross-connect (XC) 27
customer edge (CE) 73
customer premises equipment (CPE) 7
customers, restrictions to number of 69

D
data channels, separating 185
data equipment, EOS interfaces in 34
Data Packet Transport (DPT) 35
data-link connection identifier (DLCI) 142
Decoupled Transparent LAN Service (DTLS) 111
delay 54
delivering L3VPNs over IP 74–81
deployment

Ethernet L2 services 82
incumbents 13–15
international 15–16
legacy 70, 71
metro 5–8
RPR 36
services 35–39

descriptors, interface switching capability 175–177
detour LSPs 148
devices

CE 73
non-bridging as spokes 101
P 74
PE 73

DiffServ codepoints (DSCPs) 56
Digital Wrapper (DW) 181
discovery, resource topologies 156
DLCI (data-link connection identifier) 142
documentation. See MEF 
DPT (Data Packet Transport) 35
drop operation 36
DSCPs (Diffserv codepoints) 56
DTLS (Decoupled Transparent LAN Service) 111
dual-homed MTU devices 102
DW (Digital Wrapper) 181
dynamic provisioning model 154–157

CBS (Committed Burst Size)
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E
early service providers of metro Ethernet 9–13
eBGP (External BGP) 103
edge,core 17
E-LAN (Ethernet LAN Service) 51
ELS (Ethernet Line Service) 51
emulation, links 83
encapsulation

Ethernet 86
GRE 74
VPLS 93

encoding
bandwidth 183
LSP types 181

end-to-end repair method 147
Enterprise Systems Connection (ESCON) 24
EOS (extended operating system) 24

interfaces 34
packet multiplexing at access 30
packet switching 31–33
transport services 28–30

ERO (EXPLICIT_ROUTE) object 137, 142
ESCON (Enterprise Systems Connection) 24
establishing trunks, RSVP-TE 134–146
Ethernet 8–9

access 20
early service providers of 9–13
Gigabit Ethernet. See Gigabit Ethernet
L2VPN services 19
MEF 50–68
services

over IP/MPLS networks 81–83
over MPLS 85–90
PW 83–85
VPLS 90–116

over SONET/SDH 23–25
transport 39–42

Ethernet LAN Service (E-LAN) 51
Ethernet Line Service (ELS) 51
Ethernet physical interface attribute 52
Ethernet Virtual Connection (EVC) 50
European markets 16
EVC (Ethernet Virtual Connection) 50
existing legacy TDM infrastructure 14
expanding capacity 122
explicit label control 184

explicit paths, establishing 135
EXPLICIT_ROUTE object (ERO) 137, 142
extensions, RSVP 135
External BGP (eBGP) 103
extranets 75

F
FA (forwarding adjacency) 170
facility backups 149
fairness, RPR 38
fast provisioning 9
fast reroute, MPLS 146–149
fault handling 185–186
fault management 188
FCS (frame check sequence) 85
FF (Fixed Filter) 139
FIB (Forwarding Information Base) 97
fiber connectivity (FICON) 24
fibers, SRLG 175
fiber-switch capable (FSC) interfaces 168
FICON (fiber connectivity) 24
fields, TLV 184
filters 61, 139
first mile 5
Fixed Filter (FF) 139
flexibility of service 11
flooding 47
FLOW_SPEC object 145
formatting

frames (SONET/SDH) 203
loop-free topologies 93

forward operation 36
forward trunks 127
forwarding

packets 77
paths 135
tables 76
traffic 80

forwarding adjacency (FA) 170
Forwarding Information Base (FIB) 97
frame check sequence (FCS) 85
Frame Relay

comparisons 20
VPNs 105

Frame Relay
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frames 87
service frame delivery attribute 56
SONET/SDH 203

FSC (fiber-switch capable) interfaces 168
full mesh

loop aviodance 94
LSPs 97

functions
EOS 24
NSP 85
Q-in-Q 59

G
GARP (Generic Attribute Registration Protocol) 57
generalized labels 180, 181
Generalized MPLS. See GMPLS
Generalized Payload Identifier (G-PID) 181
Generic Attribute Registration Protocol (GARP) 57
Generic Framing Protocol (GFP) 90
generic path selection 128
generic routing encapsulation (GRE) tunnels 74
geography, variations of deployment 5
GFP (Generic Framing Protocol) 90
Gigabit Ethernet

hub-and-spoke configuration 42
rings 40

global access control 38
GMPLS (Generalized MPLS) 151–152

inclusion of technology-specific 186–187
interfaces 167–168
LMP 187
MPLS 189–190
need for 152–157
protection 188–189
restoration 188–189

G-PID (Generalized Payload Identifier) 181
granularity of bandwidth 9
GRE (generic routing encapsultion) tunnels 74
greenfield value proposition 11–13
groups, SRLG 175

H-J
hierarchies

LSP 177–180
LSPs 170
VPLS 97

hops
loose 143
strict 143

hub-and-spoke configuration (Gigabit Ethernet) 42

iBGP (Internal BGP) 103
identification

interfaces 185
PW 84

IGP (Internet Gateway Protocol) metrics 123
ILEC (incumbent local exchange carrier) 6
implementation of RSVP 135
inclusion of technology-specific parameters 186–187
incumbent local exchange carrier (ILEC) 6
incumbents, deployment of 13–15
infrastructure

signaling models 157–159
SONET/SDH (Ethernet over) 23–25

infrastructure existing legacy TDM 14
installation of physical ports 153
interfaces

EOS 34
Frame Relay 20
FSC 168
GMPLS 167–168
identification 185
L2 20
L2SC 168
LSC 168
NNI 157
PSC 167
switching 175, 176, 177
TDM 168
UNI 50, 157

Internal BGP (iBGP) 103
international deployment 15–16
Internet Gateway Protocol (IGP) metrics 123
interworking with legacy deployments 70–71
intranets 75

frames
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IP/MPLS networks
Ethernet services over 81–83

MPLS 85–90
PW 83–85
VPLS 90–116

IPv4, VPN-IPv4 addresses 79
IS-IS Traffic Engineering (IS-IS-TE) 169

jitter 55

L
L2 (Layer 2)

backbones 69
configuring 113
interfaces 20
labels 116

L2SC (Layer 2 switch capable) interfaces 168
L2TP control connection endpoints (LCCEs) 84
L2VPN BGP model 106–107
L2VPN services 19
L3VPN services 74–81
Label Distribution Protocol (LDP) 86
label switched path. See LSP
label switched routers (LSRs) 135
LABEL_REQUEST object 137, 141
labels

binding 137–138
explicit control 184
generalized 180–181
L2PE 116
optimizing 180
ranges 109
sets 182
suggested 183
switching

GMPLS 167–168
nonpackets 159

troubleshooting 184
WAN 115

LACP (Link Aggregation Control Protocol) 57
lambdas, SRLG 175
lambda-switch capable (LSC) interfaces 168

LAN (local-area network)
resources 18
VPLS 90–116

large enterprises (LEs) 5
last mile 5, 20
Layer 2 (L2)

backbones 69
configuring 113
interfaces 20
labels 116

Layer 2 switch capable (L2SC) interfaces 168
Layer Control Processing packets 57
layers, SONET/SDH 204–207
LCAS (Link Capacity Adjustment Scheme) 28
LCCEs (L2TP control connection endpoints) 84
LDP (Label Distribution Protocol) 86

BGP signaling 104
CR-LDP 134
directly connected PEs 87

learning
MAC addresses 46–47, 95
qualified/unqualified 97

legacy deployments, interworking with 70–71
LEs (large enterprises) 5
line overhead (LOH) 187
Link Aggregation Control Protocol (LACP) 57
Link Capacity Adjustment Scheme (LCAS) 28
Link Management Protocol (LMP) 187
links

bundling 172
emulating 83
GMPLS protection/restoration 188–189
protection types 174
unnumbered 171

LMP (Link Management Protocol) 187
local access control 38
local-area network. See LAN
local link identifiers 172
local switching, EOS with 32, 33
logical separation, PE 77
LOH (line overhead) 187
LOL (loss of light) 188
loop-free topologies, creating 93
loops

avoiding 94
backdoor 95

loose hops 143

loose hops
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loss 55
loss of light (LOL) 188
LSP (label switched path) 80, 126, 135

bidirectional 183
encoding types 181
full mesh 97
heriarchies 170, 177–180
RSVP tunnels 136
traffic trunks

LSRs (label switched routers) 135

M
MAC (Media Access Control)

addresses 95
learning 46–47
switching 45–50
RPR 35

management
fault 188
LMP 187
networks 153
NFS 154

Maximum Burst Size (MBS) 53
Maximum Transmit Unit. See MTU
MBS (Maximum Burst Size) 53
MDUs (multidwelling units) 5
Media Access Control. See MAC
MEF (Metro Ethernet Forum) 50–63

example of 63–68
messages

Notify 186
PATH 141–145
RESV 145

metrics, IGP 123
metro

data view of 16–17
deployment 5–8
Ethernet 8–13
MEF 50–68
services 17–19

Metro Ethernet Forum. See MEF 
migration, EOS as transport services 28–30

modification
routing 168–186
signaling 168–186

monitoring services 69
MP2MP (multipoint-to-multipoint) 82
MP-BGP (multiprotocol BGP) 77
MPLS (Multiprotocol Label Switching)

Ethernet over 85–90
fast reroute 146–149
GMPLS 189–190
TE 125–130

MPLS L3VPN 80
MPLS L3VPNs 75
MSOs (multiple service operators) 35
MTU (Maximum Transmit Unit) 87, 99–100
MTUs (multitenant units) 5
multicast 47
multicast frames 56
multidwelling units (MDUs) 5
multiple fibers, SRLG 175
multiple lambdas, SRLG 175
multiple LSPs, nesting 177–180
multiple service operators (MSOs) 35
multiple services 26
multiple switching capabilities 175–177
multiple T1 (nXT1) 7
multiple TE links, bundling 172
multiplexing 35, 61
multiplexing packets at access 30
multipoint connectivity 20
multipoint-to-multipoint (MP2MP) 82
multiprotocol BGP (MP-BGP) 77
multitenant units (MTUs) 5

N
Native Service Processing (NSP) 85
need for GMPLS 152–157
nesting multiple LSPs 177–180
Network Layer Reachability Information 

(NLRI) 109
Network Management System (NMS) 154
networks

all-Ethernet 14
GMPLS 151–157

loss
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IP/MPLS
Ethernet services over 81–83
over MPLS 85–90
over VPLS 90–116
PW 83–85

management 153
metro. See metro 
on-net 6
OTN 186
overbuilding 12
reliability

equal-cost multipath (TE) 124
IGP metrics (TE) 123
routing (TE) 124
TE 121–122
techniques (TE) 123
VC overlays (TE) 124

ring (RPR) 35–39
signaling models 157–159
SONET/SDH 183
TDM

label switching 160–163
provisioning 153–154

troubleshooting 68–71
trunking 48
WAN labels 115
WDM 163

NLRI (Network Layer Reachability Information) 109
NMS (Network Management System) 154
NNI (Network-to-Network Interface) 157
nodal fault handling 186
node pairs, LMP 187
non-bridging devices as spokes 101
non-directly connected PEs 88
nonpacket label switching 159
non-PSC networking devices 152, 157. See also 

routers; TDM
Notify messages 186
NSP (Native Service Processing) 85
numbers, unnumbered links 171
nXT1 (multiple T1) 7

O
O4 189
objects

ERO 142
FLOW_SPEC 145
LABEL_REQUEST 137, 141
RRO 144
SENDER_TEMPLATE 145
SESSION 145
SESSION_ATTRIBUTE 144

OC12 (12 STS-1s) 26
one-to-one backup method 148
on-net networks 6
Open Shortest Path First for Traffic Engineering 

(OSPF-TE) 169
operations

packets 36
traffic trunks 127

optical cross-connects (OXCs) 152
optical networks

GMPLS 151–157
signaling models 157–159

optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) 188
optical transport network (OTN) 186
optimization

bandwidth (RPR) 35–39
labels 180. See also labels 
routing 168. See also routing 
signaling 177. See also signaling 
TE 121–122

equal-cost multipath 124
IGP metrics 123
routing 124
techniques 123
VC overlays 124

OSNR (optical signal-to-noise ratio) 188
OSPF-TE (Open Shortest Path First for Traffic 

Engineering) 169
OTN (optical transport network) 186
overbuilding networks 12
overlays

models 158. See also signaling
VC 124

overprovisioning 122
OXCs (optical cross-connects) 152

OXCs (optical cross-connects)
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P
P (provider) 74
P2P (point-to-point) 82
packets

DPT 35
EOS

switching 31–33
as transport services 28–30

forwarding 77
Layer Control Processing 57
multiplexing at access 30
nonpacket label switching 159
operations 36
PW 83
RPR 35–39
switching 45–50

packet-switch capable (PSC) interfaces 157, 167
packet-switched network (PSN) tunnels 80
parameters

GMPLD 186–187
MEF 50–68
traffic attributes 128

PATH message 141–145
path overhead (POH) 204
paths

computation 156, 174
establishing 135
generic selection 128
LSP 80
LSPs 135
RSVP-TE 134–146

pay as you grow model 11
PE (provider edge) 73

configuring 113
LDP with directly connected 87
logical separation 77
non-directly connected 88

Peak Information Rate (PIR) 53
peer model 159. See also signaling 
penultimate hop popping 90
performance. See also optimization

parameters 54
TE 121–122

IGP metrics 123
techniques 123

PE-rs 101

physical ports, installing 153
PIR (Peak Information Rate) 53
planning provisioning 153
POH (path overhead) 204
point-to-point (P2P) 82
policing attribute 129
POP (point of presence) 8
ports

physical 153
trunks 48

preemption attribute 128
pricing

models 13
overbuilding networks 12
services 15

priority attribute 128
protection

GMPLS 188–189
link types 174
TLV fields 184

protocols
BGP signaling 104
GFP 90
GMPLS 151–152, 157
IP 74–81
MAC (RPR) 35
modifying 168–186
RSVP

extensions 135
implementing 135

SRP 38
STP 50, 94

provider (P) 74
provider edge (PE) 73

configuring 113
LDP with directly connected 87
logical separation 77
non-directly connected 88

provisioning
dynamic 154–157
path computation 156
TDM networks 153–154

provisioning services 69
PSC (packet-switch capable) interfaces 157, 167
PSN (packet-switched network) tunnels 80
PW (pseudowire) 83–85

P (provider)
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Q-R
Q-in-Q function 59
qualified learning 97

ranges, labels 109
raw mode 86
RD (Route Distinguisher) 79, 103
reach of services 13
RECORD_ROUTE object (RRO) 138, 144
reducing TDM bandwidth 25–28
reference models, VPLS 90
regulations 5, 15
reliability 68–71
reliablity of TE 121–122

equal-cost multipath 124
IGP metrics 123
routing 124
techniques 123
VC overlays 124

remote link identifiers 172
reordering 87
requirements

bandwidth 27
VPLS 91

resilience attribute 128
resiliency, RPR 36
resilient packet ring (RPR) 35–39
resource attributes 129
resource discovery topologies 156
resource reservation 135, 138

FF 139
SE 140
WF 140

resources, LAN 18
restoration, GMPLS 188–189
restrictions to number of customers 69
RESV message 145
retail models 10
rings

Gigabit Ethernet 40
RPR 35–39
steering 37
wrapping 37

risk, SRLG 175
Route Distinguisher (RD) 79, 103
route reflectors 105

route target (RT) 103
routers

attributes 78
interfaces, GMPLS 167–168
RSVP-TE 134–146

routing
constraint-based 129–130
CR-LDP 134
fast reroute 146–149
GMPLS protection/restoration 188–189
GRE 74
LSP 80, 170
modifying 168–186
TE 124

RPR (resilient packet ring) 35–39
RRO (RECORD_ROUTE) object 138, 144
RSVP (Resource Reservation Protocol)

extensions 135
implmenting 135
LSP tunnels 136

RSVP-TE 134–146
RT (route target) 103

S
scalability 9, 68–71

backbones 69
VPLS 97

SDH (Synchroous Digital Hierarchy)
architecture 204–207
concatenation 207–208
frame formats 203

SDL (Simple Data Link) 24
SE (Shared Explicit) 139–140
section overhead (SOH) 187, 204
security 61
SENDER_TEMPLATE object 145
seperation of control/data channels 185
service frame delivery attribute 56
service multiplexing attribute 61
service providers, metro Ethernet 9–13
services 17–19

data view of 16–17
Ethernet

over IP/MPLS networks 81–83
over MPLS 85–90

services
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PW 83–85
VPLS 90–116

flexibility of 11
MEF 50–68
monitoring 69
mulitple 26
pricing 15
provisioning 69
RPR 35–39
time to bring up 11
transport (EOS) 28–30
VPN components 73–74

SESSION object 145
SESSION_ATTRIBUTE object 138, 144
sets, labels 182
Shared Explicit 139–140 
shared risk link group (SRLG) 175
signaling

BGP 104
GMPLS protection/restoration 188–189
models 157–159
modifying 168–186
SONET/SDH concatenation 207–208
VPLS 93

Simple Data Link (SDL) 24
site of origin 79
small and medium-sized businesses (SMBs) 5
small office/home office (SOHO) 5
SMBs (small and medium-sized businesses) 5
SOH (section overhead) 187, 204
SOHO (small office/home office) 5
SONET

architecure 204–207
concatenation 207–208
frame formats 203

SONET/SDH
Ethernet over 23–25
label switching 162
LSP 161
LSRs 161
networks 183

Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) 50, 94
spans 5
SPE (Synchronous Payload Envelope) 23, 203
special reuse protocol (SRP) 38
speed, Frame Relay speed 20
spokes, non-bridging devices as 101

SRLG (shared risk link group) 175
SRP (special reuse protocol) 38
stacking 58
static provisioning, TDM networks 153–154
steering, ring 37
STP (Spanning Tree Protocol) 50, 94
strict hops 143
STS-1 (50 Mbps) 27
styles, resource reservation 138. See also resource 

reservation
subobjects 142, 144
suggested labels 183
support

VC 20
waveband switching 182

swapping 60
switches

EOS functions inside 24
GMPLS 151–152

need for 152–157
LMP 187

switching 45–50
interfaces 175–177
labels

GMPLS 167–168
nonpackets 159

LSP 80
packets (EOS) 31–33
types 181
waveband 182

Synchronous Payload Envelope (SPE) 
23, 203

T
tables

forwarding 76
MAC learning 46–47

tagged mode 86
tagging VLAN 49–50, 57
targets

RT 103
VPNs 78

TDM (time-division multiplexing) 6
existing legacy infrastructure 14

services
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GMPLS 151–152
need for 152–157

interfaces 168
label switching 160–163
network provisioning 153–154

TE (traffic engineering) 121–122
equal-cost multipath 124
IGP metrics 123
IS-IS-TE 169
MPLS 125–130
OSPF-TE 169
routing 124
techniques 123
tunnels (MPLS fast reroute) 146–149
VC overlays 124

time to bring up service 11
time-division multiplexing. See TDM
TLS (Transparent LAN Service) 81
TLV (type length value) 97, 184
TOH (transport overhead) 204
topologies

loop-free 93
resource discovery 156

traffic
forwarding 80
parameters 52, 128
trunks 135

attributes/operations 127
comparing to LSPs 126

traffic engineering. See TE
translation, VLAN 60
Transparent LAN Service (TLS) 81
transport, Ethernet 39–42
transport overhead (TOH) 204
transport services, EOS 28–30
troubleshooting 80, 184

congestion 122
fault management 188
LCAS 28
MPLS L3VPN 80
networks 68–71
Notify messages 186

trunks, 48
RSVP-TE 134–146
traffic

attributes/operations 127
comparing to LSPs 126

tunnels
aggregation 130
bypass 149
GRE 74
LSP hierarchies 177–180
MPLS fast reroute 146–149
PSN 80
RSVP LSP 136

type length value (TLV) 97, 184
types

of link protection 174
of LSP encoding 181
of PW 84
of service providers 5
of VC 88
switching 181

U
U.S. incumbent landscape 13–15
UNI (User-to-Network Interface) 50, 157
unicast frames 56
unnumbered links 171
unqualified learning 97
untagged Ethernet packets 49–50
User-to-Network Interface (UNI) 50, 157

V
values,TLV fields 184
variations of deployment 5
VC (virtual circuit)

overlays 124
support 20
types 88

VCAT (virtual concatenation) 25–28
VCI (virtual connection identifier) 142
virtual circuit. See VC
virtual path identifier (VPI) 142
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Abstract
This report introduces the new switching technology Generalized Multiprotocol

Label Switching (GMPLS) and traffic engineering. It outlines the components of the
GMPLS path protection/restoration mechanism, and it specifies how different protocols
contribute to path protection/restoration in GMPLS. This report specifies different path
protection/restoration mechanisms. It illustrates how they work and how the signaling
protocol supports them. Also, some case studies are provided toillustrate how the
recovery mechanism is constructed in practice. At the end, the report compares these path
protection/restoration mechanisms and introduces the current trend of
protection/restoration in the industry.
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1. Introduction
Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) [1] is a recent switching technology that has been
proposed for IP networks with two main objectives: (a) providing a more efficient
mechanism for packet forwarding than traditional routing, and (b) providing tools for
quality of service and traffic engineering. It is based on a switching principle very similar
to ATM cell switching (VPI/VCI correspond to labels) and Time-Division Multiplexing
(time slots correspond to labels).

With the increased traffic within the Internet, there is a tendency to have backbone
connections with very high bandwidth capability, including optical fibers possibly with
Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM). The principle of DWDM is again very
similar to time-division multiplexing (wavelengths correspond to labels).

It can be foreseen that the future data networks will include various switching techniques
at various levels of the capacity hierarchy, from optical transmission up to the packet
level. Since the switching techniques expected to be used at these different levels, that is,
MPLS, optical space switching, DWDM, and time division multiplexing, all require that a
logical connection between the source and the destination must be established before the
data can be sent, it has been proposed that it would be good if the same signaling
protocol could be used for controlling the establishment of such logical connections at all
these different levels. While the signaling protocols at these different levels may not be
completely identical because they may require certain level-dependent parameters,
nevertheless, the logical structure and most of the message content could be identical for
the signaling at these different levels. General MPLS (GMPLS) [2] is intended as such a
signaling protocol that could be used at these different switching levels.

With the development of networks, new technologies provide high bandwidth capacity,
which makes a significant data loss if a failure cannot be recovered timely. It is imperative
for GMPLS networks to provide protection/restoration of traffic.

This report gives an introduction to the general area and provides an overview of the
GMPLS protocol and related standards. The main emphasis of this report is on the path
protection/restoration mechanisms that can be used with GMPLS. It specifies how
different protocols contribute to path protection/restoration in GMPLS, including signaling
and routing protocols. This report specifies different path protection/restoration
mechanisms. It illustrates how they work and how the signaling protocol supports them. It
also addresses some problems remaining to be solved, and provides some answers. Some
case studies are provided to illustrate how the recovery mechanism can be used in
practice. At the end, this report compares these path protection/restoration mechanisms
and introduces the current status of path protection/restoration mechanisms in the
industry.
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2. Overview of GMPLS
MPLS evolved from several similar technologies that were invented in the middle of the
1990s, for example,IP switching by Ipsilon [3] [4] [5], Tag Switchingby Cisco [6],
Aggregated Route-based IP Switchingby IBM [7], and Cell Switching Routerby Toshiba
[8]. They all use label swapping to forward data, and they all use IP addressing and IP-
based routing protocols like OSPF. At the end of the 1990s, the Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF) standardized the technology and named it MPLS [1].

A label is a short, fixed-length entity and it does not encode any information from the
network layer header. A node that supports MPLS is called Label Switching Router
(LSR). A label is inserted in front of each data packet on the entry in the network. At
each LSR, the packet is forwarded based on the value of the label, and forwarded to an
outgoing interface with a new label. In some situations, the incoming interface is also a
factor to determine the outgoing interface. This operation is called Label Swapping. When
the data packet arrives at the destination node, the label is stripped off and the packet is
handed to the upper layer to process. The path that data is forwarded by label swapping
across a network is called Label Switched Path (LSP). In the illustration in Figure 1.0,
the LSP is (Node1, Node2, Node3). The head node of the LSP is called ingress node,
e.g., Node 1, and the ending node of the LSP is called egress node, e.g., Node 3.

Figure 1.0: data is forwarded along the LSP

The function of forwarding can be partitioned into two components: control component
and forwarding component. The forwarding component is responsible for the forwarding
of data from the input port to the output port in a router according to the forwarding
table. The control component is responsible for the construction and maintenance of the
forwarding table. These two components are also named forwarding plane and control
plane.

MPLS [1] provides routers with the label switching technology to forward data. The
router can make a forwarding decision based on two sources of information: the label
forwarding table and the label carried in the data. Based on the incoming label (and
maybe also the incoming interface), the forwarding table provides enough information to
forward the data, e.g., outgoing label, outgoing interface, and so on (see Figure 1.1 for a
forwarding entry).

Node 1 Node 2 Node 3

data 13 data data27
data
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Figure 1.1 the logical view of an entry in the forwarding table.

MPLS supports data forwarding based on a label. The original MPLS architecture [1]
assumes that a Label Switching Router (LSR) has a forwarding plane which can (a)
recognize packet (or cell) boundaries, and (b) process packet (or cell) headers. However,
there are routers that cannot recognize packet boundaries or process packet headers, e.g.,
TDM switches, optical cross-connects (OXCs), etc. But different label modeling
techniques can allow these routers (switches) to forward data using the same principle of
label switching. For example, the time slot of TDM, the lambda (or wavelength) of a
WDM switch, the port of an OXC, etc, can be modeled as a label. That means the
forwarding plane is different, but the control plane can be same. Such a technology is
called Generalized MPLS (GMPLS) [2]. GMPLS extends MPLS. With GMPLS, a switch
whose forwarding plane recognizes neither packet nor cell boundaries can also forward
data using this extended label switching technology. GMPLS supports multiple types of
switching: packet (cell), TDM, lambda, and space (port) switching. This means that
GMPLS can forward data based on time slots, wavelengths, physical ports and labels.

GMPLS models wavelength, TDM channels or time slots as labels [9], and the name
generalized labelrefers to all these different “labels” [10].

2.1 LSP Hierarchy
So far, GMPLS supports five types of interfaces (see [2]).

(1) Packet Switch Capable (PSC) interfaces
They are interfaces that can recognize packet boundaries and can forward data based on
the content of the packet header. An example is an Ethernet interface of an IP router,
which can recognize the header boundary of an IP packet.

(2) Layer-2 Switch Capable (L2SC) interfaces
They are interfaces that recognize frame/cell boundaries and can forward data based on
the content of the frame/cell header. An example is an interface of an ATM switch that
forwards cells based on the label encoded by ATM VCI/VPI.

Incoming information Outgoing information

Incoming label Outgoing label

Outgoing interface

…

…
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(3) Time-Division Multiplex Capable (TDM) interfaces
They are interfaces that forward data based on the data's time slot in a repeating cycle.
An example is an interface of a SONET switch.

(4) Lambda Switch Capable (LSC) interfaces
They are interfaces that forward data based on the wavelength on which the data is
received. An example includes the interface of an Optical Cross-Connect (OXC), which
can distinguish lambdas.

(5) Fiber-Switch Capable (FSC) interfaces
They are interfaces that forward data based on a position of the data in the real world
physical spaces. An example is an interface of a Photonic Cross-Connect (PXC), which
can operate on a per-fiber basis.

We can see that interfaces (3), (4) and (5) are unable to check the content of the user
data, while (1) and (2) can process the packet (cell) headers.

A circuit can be established only between, or through, interfaces of the same type.
Depending on the particular technology being used for each interface, different circuit
names can be used, e.g. SONET/SDH circuit, light-path, etc. In the context of GMPLS,
all these are referred to a common name: Label Switched Path (LSP).

In MPLS, LSPs can be nested, e.g., several LSPs of the same level can be multiplexed
into a single LSP of another level. The nested LSP concept in MPLS has been extended
to GMPLS [11]. A new LSP is multiplexed inside an existing higher-order LSP so that
the preexisting LSP serves as a link along the path of the new LSP [12]. This is referred
to as LSP hierarchy. The ordering of LSPs is based on the link multiplexing capabilities
of the nodes. A hierarchical LSP can be established using the same type of interface, or
between different types of interface.

A hierarchical LSP can be established if an interface is capable of multiplexing several
LSPs from the same technology (layer). For example, 4 OC-48 links can be multiplexed
into an OC-192 link. A lower order SDH/SONET LSP (OC-48) can be nested in a higher
order SDH/SONET LSP (OC-192) (see Figure 1.2).
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Figure 1.2: a hierarchical LSP is established on the same type of interfaces.

A hierarchical LSP can also be established between different types of interface. Let us
discuss the following example. An LSP which starts and ends on Packet Switch Capable
(PSC) interfaces can be nested (together with other LSPs) into an LSP which starts and
ends on SONET (TDM) interfaces – assuming that the SONET interfaces have bigger
capacity. That LSP which starts and ends on SONET interfaces can again be nested into
an LSP which starts and ends on Lambda Switch Capable (LSC) interfaces.

Figure 1.3 shows an example where nested LSPs occur between different types of
interfaces.

Figure 1.3: LSP hierarchy between different interfaces

At the top of this LSP hierarchy is the LSP with FSC interfaces, followed by LSC, then
by TDM, L2SC and PSC interfaces (the reversed order of the above 5 interfaces). So, an

High-order
LSP

SONET OC-192
interfaces

SONET OC-48 interfaces SONET OC-48 interfaces

Low-order LSP

LSP on
lambda

SONET interfaces

Ethernet interface (PSC interface)

Lambda interfaces

LSP on SONET

LSP on Ethernet
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LSP which starts and ends on PSC interfaces can be nested into an LSP which starts and
ends on L2SC interfaces. This LSP, further, can be nested into an LSP that starts and
ends on TDM interfaces, which further can be nested into an LSP that starts and ends on
LSC interfaces. Again, the LSP starts and ends on LSC interfaces can further be nested
into an LSP that starts and ends on FSC interfaces. The example in Figure 1.3 shows a
three-level hierarchical LSP. For each level of a given hierarchy, there is a separate
control instance. The LSP is independently computed based on that level of routing
information, and independently signaled. Examples follow in the subsequent sections.

2.2 The Mesh Network
The trend of the Internet transport infrastructure is to have an optical network core
interconnecting high-speed routers (and switches) (see [13]).

A lightpath is a point-to-point optical layer connection between two access points in an
optical network (see [14] for the definition). An example is shown in Figure 1.4. A
wavelength connects two edge OXCs through two ports of the OXCs. Note that the two
edge OXCs may be bridged by a number of OXCs and the wavelength may be switched
by these transit OXCs. The lightpath is referred to as an LSP in the context of GMPLS if
the lightpath is set up by GMPLS signaling.

Figure 1.4: a lightpath

This report only considers the LSP recovery mechanism in a mesh network. An example
of a mesh network is shown in Figure 1.5. In the example, LSRs which are packet-switch
capable (called PSC LSRs) are connected to SONET switches. And the SONET switches
are connected to an optical core network. One PSC LSR is connected to its peer over
dynamically established LSPs across the optical core. The optical core is assumed to be
incapable of processing packet headers. It is also assumed that a path must be established
across the optical core network before the PSC LSRs can communicate.

The optical core network consists of OXCs that are connected by point-to-point optical
links. The OXC can operate at the level of individual wavelength. The OXCs are mesh-
connected (to form a general topology). Each node has the GMPLS-implemented control
plane. What does it mean? (a) The nodes can forward data using label switching. For
example, OXCs can forward data by label switching - based on the input wavelength,
which is modeled as a label, to make a forwarding decision. (b) Each node uses GMPLS
signaling (e.g., RSVP-TE with extensions) and GMPLS routing protocols (e.g. OSPF-TE
with extensions).

It is recommended that the optical network control plane should utilize IP-based protocols
(e.g., signaling and routing) for dynamic provisioning and restoration of light-paths within

Edge OXC Edge OXC
OXC cloud
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and across optical networks. This is because signaling and routing mechanisms developed
for IP traffic engineering applications can be reused in optical networks [15].

The OXC provides lambda-switch capable interfaces, and the multiplexing capacity of the
interface is usually much bigger than that of the packet-switch capable interface.
Furthermore, wavelength (or lambda) cannot multiplex packets directly. Therefore,
SONET switches, e.g., OC-192/OC-48 switches, provide the optical core network access
to the PSC LSRs. In this example and rest of this report, it is assumed that the edge
OXC has interfaces that provide WDM capabilities for lambda-switch capable interfaces,
also it has interfaces that provide SONET section level signals (e.g., OC-192 including all
overheads). The SONET switch can multiplex a number of same-level LSPs that deliver
packets into a single SONET path. The SONET switch also has a GMPLS-implemented
control plane – it uses label switching to forward data and GMPLS signaling and routing
protocols.

Figure 1.5: a GMPLS mesh network example

2.3 Traffic Engineering
The task of mapping traffic flows onto an existing physical network topology to optimize
the network resource utilization and facilitate the network operations is called Traffic
Engineering (see [16] for detailed definition). Traffic Engineering (TE) provides the ability
to move traffic flow away from congestions and onto a potentially less congested physical
path across a network.

TE properties are information used to support traffic engineering. For example, TE
properties for a link include: available bandwidth, maximum bandwidth, etc.

Traditional routing protocols (e.g., OSPF) do not consider Traffic Engineering and they
have been extended to advertise TE properties in a network by IETF, e.g.,TE LSAs to
extend OSPF for Traffic Engineering[17], OSPF Extensions to Support Multi-Area
Traffic Engineering[18]. For example, assuming that two routers are connected by a
link, with the TE information advertised by the extended OSPF, both routers understand

OXC OXC

OXC OXC

Optical Core Network

PSC LSR

PSC LSR

SONET
switch

SONET
switch
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the available bandwidth of the link, the maximum bandwidth of the link, etc. Each router
stores the TE properties in a database, which are learnt from the advertisement provided
by the routing protocol. With the TE properties in the database, a node understands the
TE properties of the network. And the database of the routers will be synchronized within
the entire routing area. The information in the database can be used for a path
computation algorithm to compute a path across the network to meet the Traffic
Engineering requirements.

The Traffic Engineering (TE) link concept is introduced with the current development of
traffic engineering and optical networks. A TE link is a logical link that has TE properties
[19]. The Internet draft [19] explains the meaning of “logical”: it is a way to group/map
the information about certain physical resources (and their properties) into the information
that is used by CSPF for the purpose of path computation, and by GMPLS signaling.
Both ends of the link must do the mapping/grouping consistently. By “consistent”, it
means the information advertised by one end of the link does not conflict with that
advertised by the other end of the link. Examples of a TE link are: a physical link, an
LSP, or a bundle of physical links. The TE properties of a TE link are exchanged like
traditional link information by routing protocols, e.g., carried by OSPF advertisement
messages.

As we said, an LSP can be regarded as a TE link. Because of the benefits introduced by
optical networks, e.g., high bandwidth, the capacity of an LSP constructed by lambdas
likely cannot be utilized completely by one user. The routing protocol can advertise this
LSP as a TE link into the routing domain, which can be used for the path computation
algorithm to calculate paths, path aggregation (e.g., shared by other LSPs that require a
portion of the LSP capacity), etc. We say that there is a “forwarding adjacency” (FA)
between the end-nodes of the advertised LSP [20]. And such an LSP is named FA-LSP
[20]. As a TE link, the TE properties are also associated with the FA-LSP.

In a hierarchical LSP, the high-order LSPs tunnel low-order LSPs. The high-order LSP
should be advertised by the routing protocol as a TE link (and they become a FA-LSP),
so that the unreserved bandwidth is utilized.

We will see examples of the TE link and FA-LSP in the subsequent sections.

2.4 The GMPLS Control Plane
There are five major functions in the control plane of GMPLS: resource discovery,
routing, path computation, link management and signaling. We briefly introduce these
functions here and we will specify the portions of these functions that are related to this
report in the subsequent sections.

Resource discovery is the procedure through which nodes within a network find out the
resource in the network. It provides the information for signaling and path computation.
Path computation uses an algorithm to calculate an explicit-routed LSP (ER-LSP).
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The routing function uses the IP-based routing protocols to distribute and maintain the
information about the topology and resources of the network. The routing protocol is the
means by which non-local resources are discovered. The topology and resources of the
network will be taken into account as parameters for the path algorithm to calculate an
ER-LSP.

Signaling is the procedure through which service provisioning is done. The service
provisioning includes LSP establishment, LSP deletion and LSP modification.

Link management is used to manage TE links, e.g., maintain control channel connectivity,
localize link failure, and so on.

Control information, e.g., signaling messages, routing messages, link management
messages, is exchanged through the control channel. The control channel should be
separated from the data channel as IETF recommended [10]. One of the good reasons for
separation is that the control channel should not share the fate with the data channel. And
it does not have to be the same physical medium as the data channel. For example, an
OXC uses lambda to transport data, but uses an Ethernet link to transport control signals.

2.4.1 Resource Discovery
Local resource discovery is the procedure that a router takes to find out what resource it
has for service provisioning.

When a node starts up, it goes through the neighbor and link discovery procedure, for
example, by manual configuration or an automatic procedure. By combining the results,
each node has a database about the local resource, for example, link capacity, wavelength,
etc.

After the local resource discovery, each node uses the routing protocol to distribute its
local resource. When a node receives other nodes’ resources, it stores them in a database.
Then, any changes to the resource will also be advertised by the routing protocol. Thus
each node knows about the resource of the entire network.

2.4.2 Enhancements in the Routing Protocol to Support GMPLS
Conventional routing protocols are reused and enhanced with extensions to support
GMPLS, e.g., OSPF with extensions [21], IS-IS with extensions [22]. They are used to
discover network topology, distribute Traffic Engineering properties and GMPLS-specific
features.

Here we introduce the extensions of conventional routing protocols to support
unnumbered links, different interfaces, link protection type and Shared Risk Link Group
distribution in GMPLS.
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Extensions to support unnumbered links
One of the fundamental issues in routing is addressing. Because of WDM, an optical fiber
may have a number of channels. The IETF draft [14] suggests an addressing scheme: an
IP address is used to identify a node (e.g., a router ID), and a “selector” is used to
identify further fine-grain information within each node.

A numbered link means its interfaces are IP addressed. An unnumbered link means its
interfaces are not IP addressed. In the optical network, optical fibers connect OXCs as
point-to-point links. Point-to-point links need not to be numbered. In this case, the router
(or an OXC) that connects an unnumbered link can assign a 32-bit identifier to the link.
The identifier uniquely identifies the link within that router. So the identifier is locally
significant. This local identifier is called the remote identifier from the point of view of
the other OXC that is connected by the same unnumbered link. For example, OXC A and
B are connected by unnumbered link L. OXC A assigns identifier L1 to L, which is a
local identifier to A; OXC B assigns L2 to L, which is a local identifier to B. When the
routing protocol exchanges the information between two routers, L1 is a remote identifier
to B, and L2 is a remote identifier to A. The link can be uniquely identified globally by
<router ID, (local) unnumbered link identifier> (see the example in Figure 1.6). Note that
the router ID is always a 32-bit IP address.

Figure 1.6: naming unnumbered link

It is assumed that an edge router that has physical connectivity to an OXC is able to
provide optical-electrical data conversion. An edge router between the optical network
and the IP network has interfaces that connect to OXCs and interfaces that connect to
regular IP routers (see Figure 1.7). Assuming that the link F between the OXC and edge
router is an optical fiber, and the link between the IP router and the edge router is a
regular link (e.g., an Ethernet link). At the start-up, the edge router knows that the
optical fiber F connects itself through interface I1 to an OXC by neighbor discovery (e.g.,
by manual configuration, and see [23] for more about how a router discovers its

OXC A OXC B

Router ID: A

Local Link ID: L1

Router ID: B

Local link ID: L2

(1) (1)

A’s database

Local link ID: L1
Remote link ID: L2

B’s database

Local link ID: L2
Remote link ID: L1

L1 L2
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neighbors). And it knows that an Ethernet link connects itself through interface I2 to an
IP router by neighbor discovery. When the edge router creates its routing adjacency
relationship with its neighbors, it understands what parameters, options and protocol
extensions it is going to use. Thus the routing protocol will send out advertisement
messages carrying unnumbered link identifiers to identify link F, and it will send out
advertisement messages carrying IP addresses to identify link L.

Figure 1.7: edge router knows about the links

Extensions to support link protection type
If a link has a protection capability provided by the link layer, then such a link capability
should be considered by the path computation component when calculating/selecting the
path. The link protection type (e.g., 1+1 protection) is one of the traffic engineering
properties of a link and it is distributed by the routing protocol. The link protection type
does not have the same meaning when it is carried by signaling protocols as when it is
carried by routing protocols, because it is from a different point of view. When the
routing protocol distributes the link protection type for a given link, it means the link has
the protection capability indicated by the link protection type. Let see what these link
protection types are.

Extra Traffic
A link with type Extra Traffic means it is protecting another link or other links.

For instance, Link 1 and Link 2 connect Node A and Node B. Traffic is going
through L2. If Link 1 is of type “Extra Traffic”, it is protecting L2, but there is
no traffic going through L1 yet, or the traffic going through L1 is different from
that going through L2.

In Internet draftRouting Extensions in Support of Generalized MPLS[19], the
sentence “The LSPs on a link of this type will be lost if any of the links it is
protecting fail” means a link of this type will be activated when a link it is
protecting fails. So any LSP that is on such a link will be preempted.

Unprotected
No link is protecting the link that is of type unprotected. If it fails, then the LSP
is lost and so is the traffic.

Edge router OXCIP router
FL

I1I2

Node A Node B
L1

L2
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Shared
If the link is of type Shared, it means that there are one or more disjoint links of
type Extra Traffic that are protecting this link.

For instance, Link 1 is protecting one or more links, which is of type Extra
Traffic. Other links that are protected by L1 are of type Shared – they share the
protection relationship.

Dedicated 1:1
If the link is of type Dedicated 1:1, it means that there is one dedicated disjoint
link of type Extra Traffic that is protecting this link. For instance, in example of
Type Extra Traffic (see above), Link 2 is typedDedicated 1:1.

Dedicated 1+1
If the link is of type Dedicated 1+1, it means that a dedicated disjoint link is
protecting this link. However, the protecting link is not advertised in the link state
database. So if the switchover occurs for a failure, the LSP is still there.

For instance, traffic is sent between two links: L1 and L2. The receiver takes the
healthy one to accept user traffic. Link 2 and Link 1 both are of typeDedicated
1+1.

Enhanced
A link of type Enhanced means it has a protection capability that is more reliable
than Dedicated 1+1.

If the link information distributed by the routing protocol does not have the link
protection type, it means it is unknown.

Extensions to support Shared Risk Link Group
With the development of optical network, e.g., WDM, a number of links can have the
same fate. Because they share the same physical resource, and if the resource is not
available, then all these links are broken. For example, an optical fiber can contain a

Node A Node B

L1

Node
A

Node BL1

L2
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number of links. Such a set of links constitutes a Shared Risk Link Group (SRLG) [19].
Based on different physical resource, a link may belong to multiple SRLGs.

For path protection/restoration, the links of the backup path must belong to different
SRLG(s) from the ones of the working path. Therefore, the SRLG information is useful
for the path computation component to compute the path.

Extensions to support different interfaces
A link is connected to a node by an interface. GMPLS supports different types of
interface, e.g., interface which is capable of packet switching, interface which is capable of
lambda switching, etc. Different types of interface have different switching capabilities, and
even same type of interface have different switching capabilities. The switching capability
of the interface introduces a new constraint for path computation and signaling. In
GMPLS LSP set up, a LSP must start and end at the same type of interface. So this
information needs to be distributed onto the network.

The Interface Switching Capability Descriptor [24] describes the switching capability of an
interface. The IETF draftRouting Extensions in Support of Generalized MPLS[19]
defines the following interface switching types:

Packet-Switch Capable-1 (PSC-1)
Packet-Switch Capable-2 (PSC-2)
Packet-Switch Capable-3 (PSC-3)
Packet-Switch Capable-4 (PSC-4)
Layer-2 Switch Capable (L2SC)
Time-Division-Multiplex Capable (TDM)
Lambda-Switch Capable (LSC)
Fiber-Switch Capable (FSC)

If an interface is of type PSC, it means that the node receiving data over this
interface can switch the received data on a packet-by-packet basis. An example is
the Ethernet interface. Types PSC-1 through PSC-4 stand for different levels of
capability. It means potentially an LSP starts and ends on PSC interface can also
be nested into another LSP that also starts and ends on PSC interface assuming
that the LSP interfaces have different switching capabilities. However the PSC
types 1-4 has not been detailed in the draft yet.

If an interface is of type L2SC, it means that the node receiving data over this
interface can switch the received frames based on the layer 2 address. An example
is the ATM interface – based on ATM VCI/VPI to switch data.

If an interface is of type TDM, it means that the node receiving data over this
interface can switch the received data based on the time slot. An example is the
SONET interface.
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If an interface is of type LSC, it means that the node receiving data over this
interface can recognize and switch individual lambdas within the interface. An
example is the interface of an OXC (or PXC) that can operate on an individual
lambda.

If an interface is of type FSC, it means that the node receiving data over this
interface can switch the entire contents to another interface. An example is the
interface of an OXC (or PXC) that can operate on an individual fiber.

Besides the switching type, the Interface Switching Capability Descriptor also contains the
maximum bandwidth for each priority (range from 0 to 7) that may be reserved on this
link.

A link can be used to transport different data encoded in a different way, e.g., SONET,
Lambda, Packet, etc. The data encoding method specifies this information in the Interface
Switching Capability Descriptor.

So the Interface Switching Capability Descriptor contains three necessary pieces of
information: (1) interface switching type, (2) max (reservable) bandwidth and (3) data
encoding type. Optional information may be attached in the descriptor for some specific
interface types, for example, if the interface is PSC, the Maximum Transport Unit should
be specified.An example of an Interface Switching Capability Descriptor is like:

Interface Switching Capability = PSC-1
Encoding = Ethernet 802.3
Max Bandwidth[0] = 1.0 Gbps, for priority 0

When a node advertises its link information carrying the descriptor, the descriptor only
describes the interface that connects the node originating the message. In the example in
Figure 1.8, interface I and interface K connect the router A to other nodes. The Interface
Switching Capability Descriptor (ISCD) originated by A only describes interface I and K,
not the interface of another end of the link.

Figure 1.8: a router advertises the interface descriptor

Router A
I

ISCD: interface I descriptor

K

ISCD: interface K descriptor

Router BRouter C
JL
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Traffic Engineering properties
Besides the above information, there are other TE properties that are distributed by
routing protocols, e.g., maximum bandwidth, available bandwidth, etc. Because these TE
properties are not specific for GMPLS, they will be introduced in the subsequent sections.

We are going to see how these extensions are implemented in OSPF as an example in the
subsequent sections.

2.4.3 Enhancements in MPLS Signaling to Support GMPLS
Signaling refers to exchange of information between involved components in the network
required to provide and maintain service. GMPLS signaling provides LSP control (e.g.,
LSP set-up/release, LSP modification), and it may be used to reserve resources at the
same time when LSP is being established. GMPLS signaling uses enhanced protocols CR-
LDP [25] or RSVP-TE [26].

Generalized Label Request and Generalized Label
In the context of GMPLS, an LSP can be a mix of different types of link. For example,
an LSP may have links that connects ATM switches, SONET switches, OXCs and others.
And the label should take a different form. These forms of “label” are referred to as a
generalized label.

In the GMPLS signaling, a node explicitly requests a label from its downstream peer
when it needs one. The signaling message carries a label request, which should tell the
downstream node enough information about the application environment of the desired
label. The downstream node responds with a generalized label. It should contain enough
information to allow nodes of the LSP to program their label forwarding tables.

Therefore, the signaling message should be extended to support the widening scope of
GMPLS signaling. The label request message should include the following information:

(1) LSP encoding type;
(2) Switching type;
(3) Generalized Payload ID (G-PID).

An LSP can be used to transport different data encoded in a different way, e.g., SONET,
Lambda, Packet, etc. The LSP encoding types are defined in [27].

An interface connects a link to a node. The interfaces supported by GMPLS may have
different switching capabilities, for example, packet-switch capable, lambda-switch capable,
TDM capable, etc. These are named switching types in GMPLS signaling. A list of the
switching types is defined in [24].

The Generalized Payload ID is an identifier of the payload carried by an LSP. Examples
include lambda (using fiber), Ethernet (using fiber or lambda), etc. G-PID is defined in
[27].
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A generalized label has a variable length, which can model different types of “label”, e.g.,
wavelength, port, etc, in the context of GMPLS.

Bi-directional LSP setup
There are a number of reasons [28] for using one signaling session to build a bi-
directional LSP, instead of building two unidirectional LSP to do the same job. The
advantages are obvious, e.g., the signaling overhead is less. From the restoration point of
view, the delay to establish a bi-directional LSP to restore the service for a failed bi-
directional LSP is less than the restoration delay for a unidirectional LSP. So the GMPLS
signaling should be able to support bi-directional LSP set-up.

Label Set
There are cases in GMPLS that result in label allocation trouble. For example, OXC A
and OXC B are signaling neighbors for the set-up of a new LSP. OXC B (a downstream
node) assigns label 10 to OXC A (an upstream node), which works as the outgoing label
in A for forwarding data to B. But that label is not available in A (e.g., it does not have
wavelength 10 at the interface to B). So the label set is defined in GMPLS signaling,
which restricts the label range. For example, assuming that OXC A and OXC B both
support GMPLS-RSVP-TE signaling, OXC A puts all the labels that are acceptable to A
itself into the label set. The Path message carries the label set from A to B (from
upstream to downstream). B can pick one of the labels in the set. However, if none of
the labels in the label set is acceptable to B, B will generate an error and the path set-up
will not continue.

Signaling Link Protection for LSP establishment
During LSP signaling in GMPLS, label distribution protocols (RSVP-TE, or CR-LDP)
may carry the link protection type. If the link protection type is carried, it means the LSP
to be established requires link layer protection. The link protection type indicates what
link protection capability is desired for the links constructing the LSP to be set up. The
link protection type is one of the TE requirements (or a constraint) for an LSP, so the
signaling for the LSP will not continue if the desired link protection cannot be provided.
There are six link protection types defined by [27]. They have been specified in the
previous section of this report. For example, the signaling protocol carries link protection
type Dedicated 1+1, and it means the LSP to be established requires the link that has
Dedicated 1+1protection.

Indication of the LSP role
There are two LSP roles: primary or secondary (backup). The GMPLS signaling protocol
carries a flag that indicates if the LSP being set up is primary or secondary. The
resources allocated for a backup LSP are not used until the primary LSP fails. Because
the resource allocation has priorities (carried by the signaling protocol), the resource
allocated for a backup LSP may be used by an LSP that has lower priority until the
primary LSP fails and the traffic is switched over to the backup. At that time, all the
LSPs using the resource allocated for the backup LSP must be preempted.
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2.4.4 Path Computation
Traditional IP routing algorithms aim to find a path that optimizes a certain scalar metric
(e.g. minimizes the number of hops), and such a method causes a number of network
problems, e.g., network congestions, violation of network administration, etc.

Constraint-based routing algorithms set out to find a path that optimizes a certain scalar
metric and at the same time does not violate a set of constraints. Such a path is called
constraint-based path. It is the ability to find a path that does not violate a set of
constraints that distinguishes constraint-based routing from conventional IP routing.

The constraints include QoS requirements, administrative policies, etc. Because we are
studying the LSP protection/restoration mechanism, the constraint of interest is that the
backup path must not share a link/node with the primary path except the initiator node
and the terminator node. In particular, the information of Shared Risk Link Group and
Link Protection Type are of interest to us. Note that the LSP role is for resource
allocation and usage.

We need to compute a path to implement constraint-based routing. The path computation
component in GMPLS control plane is used to do such a job. Path computation is used
to select an appropriate route between two clients through the optical network for explicit
routing.

In each node of the network, there is a database TE-LSDB that stores the information of
all the links in the network, e.g., TE properties. This is the prerequisite for path
computation. After all, we must know about the network before we calculate anything.
Also, it means that the constraints we considered in the path computation are within the
scope defined by the information in the TE-LSDB.

For a hop-by-hop routed LSP, there is no need to have path computation. When the
signaling is done, it carries the desired Link Protection Type. Every node receiving the
signaling message must honor the desired link protection for the LSP being established;
otherwise, the signaling will not go through (see the subsequent section for more). Note
that a hop-by-hop routed LSP cannot be the backup LSP, because there is no guarantee
that the links/nodes traveled by such an LSP are not part of the primary LSP. The transit
node is not supposed to keep track of the information about primary/backup LSP pairs,
because there could be thousands of LSPs that go through a node.

Path computation is used to provide end-to-end LSP protection using the explicit-routed
LSP (ER-LSP). If the primary LSP is an ER-LSP, then the backup LSP can be calculated
following the primary LSP computation. If the primary LSP is a hop-by-hop routed LSP,
and we know the nodes traveled by a hop-by-hop routed LSP, then we can also compute
a path and use ER-LSP to create its backup. Otherwise, end-to-end LSP protection is not
applicable.
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Usually, constraint-based routing requires path computation at the LSP initiator node. This
is because different LSP initiator node may have different constraints for a path to the
same destination, and the constraints associated with a particular LSP initiator node are
only known to that node. The reason is similar to source routing – the source determines
the path.

The Shortest Path First (SPF) algorithm computes a path that is optimal with respect to
some scalar metric. Many people (see [29]) propose that it is possible to modify the SPF
algorithm in such a way that it can take into account the constraints. The algorithm is
referred to as Constraint-based Shortest Path First (CSPF). There have been a number of
proposals for CSPF, like [29]. The study of CSPF is out of the scope of this report, but
a simple algorithm for CSPF is introduced to illustrate what CSPF is. It consists of three
major steps:

(1) Among all the links, exclude the ones that violate the constraints we defined.
(2) According to the administration policy, map one (or more) link TE property as the
scalar metric (cost) of the link.
(3) Use the SPF algorithm to calculate the path.

Based on (1), we know that all the links we consider will not violate the constraints, and
so will be the path. For example, the link color stands for an administrative constraint. If
we want a path that is only within the “red” domain, then only the links with color “red”
are considered. The user’s requirement is also a constraint – in fact, it is the most
important one from the service point of view. If a user wants a path in which each link
must have bandwidth 5Mb/s, then we do not consider all the links whose available
bandwidth (the difference between the maximum bandwidth that may be reserved on this
link and the bandwidth that has bee allocated) is less than that.

With regard to path computation for LSP protection/restoration, the constraint is that the
links traveled by the backup LSP must not belong to the same Shared Risk Link Group
(SRLG) as the primary LSP. Therefore, after the computation for the primary LSP, all
links belonging to the SRLG to which the links of the primary LSP belong are excluded
(not considered).

In order to avoid the protection contention between LSP layer and link layer (see Section
5.1.2), [30] proposes that the Link Protection Type of the links traveled by the LSPs that
construct the protection mechanism should be “unprotected”. Such a proposal is the
second constraint that should be the considered if we follow that proposal.

With regard to (2), we can take any of the TE properties or administrative distance.

Let us have an example. We will establish an LSP that requires T1 bandwidth (1.544
Mb/s), which travels from Node 1 to Node 5. In Figure 1.9, the link directly from Node
1 to Node 5 has only 1 Mb/s available; others have enough or more. So the link from
Node 1 to Node 5 is excluded. Then we consider the available bandwidth as the metric.
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The cost of a link is calculated by (108 / available bandwidth). The link from Node 1 to
Node 2 has available bandwidth 10 Mb/s, so the cost is 10. In such a way, the metric of
every link is calculated (see Figure 1.10). Then, using the SPF algorithm, the shortest
path from Node 1 to Node 5 is (Node1, Node4, Node3, Node5).

Figure 1.9: available bandwidth in the network

Figure 1.10: the metric of the links to be used by SPF algorithm

In general, path computation can be control-driven or data-driven. If the path computation
is triggered by administrative control, e.g., the network administer configures a path and
requires the path computation for an ER-LSP, then the path computation is called
control-driven. The data-driven path computation does not require administration. User
data arrives at a node. In order to deliver the data, the node computes a path before
signaling the LSP. Path computation is triggered by the data’s arrival, and it is called
data-driven. Using the control-driven mode, the path can be pre-calculated and even pre-
established (before user data arrives), so it is faster in response to data delivery.
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3. Overview of Path Protection/Restoration
With the development of networks, new technologies provide high bandwidth capacity.
The ever-increasing bandwidth leads to a significant data loss if a failure cannot be
recovered timely. Users and network service providers require network survivability. For
example, real-time applications require very fast network recovery. No network service
provider wants unprotected networks. On the other hand, transmission systems
deployment gives chances to network failure, for example, telecommunication fiber cables
share the same ducts of other utility transport media. Cable cuts are difficult to avoid.

Network survivability has been a hot research topic in the industry. Today, multiple layer
protection/restoration is possible. The protection/restoration mechanism can be
implemented in the link layer or in the IP/GMPLS layer. For example, the architecture of
an IP-over-WDM node can be viewed logically as:

Figure 2.1: a logical view of the architecture of a GMPLS node

Protection/restoration mechanisms at the IP/GMPLS require relatively more time to
recover, and using higher levels of recovery mechanisms may require more resources [31].
But there are limitations and disadvantages in the link layer protection, particularly in the
optical network, e.g., complicated implementation, cost, instability due to duplication of
functions, etc. It is still a challenge to implement recovery mechanisms at the WDM layer
for the time being. Today a number of proposals have been studied in the industry to
search for recovery mechanisms at the WDM layer, such as [32] and [33]. Furthermore,
link layer protection cannot easily provide node protection [34]. The study of link layer
recovery mechanisms is out of the scope of this report.

The motivation for using multiple layer protection is to provide the desired level of
service in the most cost-effective manner [35]. With multiple layer protections, we need
to prioritize them. The recovery mechanism that has higher priority is triggered first to
recover failures. Usually, it is expected that lower layer recovery mechanism is closer to
the failure, so it has higher priority. Also we need a coordination mechanism to avoid
contention between different layer recovery schemes. One of the most popular
coordination mechanisms is the hold-off timer. The hold-off time is the waiting time
between the detection of a failure and taking MPLS-based recovery action. It allows time
for lower layer protection to take effect [36]. If MPLS-based recovery is the only
recovery mechanism desired, then the hold-off time may be zero. Assuming that we have
SONET Automatic Protection Switch (APS) link protection, for example, within the hold-
off time, GMPLS LSP path protection waits for the APS protection to switch. If the
SONET APS succeeds protection within the hold-off time, then the hold-off timer is reset

Physical layer (e.g., optical fiber)

Link layer (e.g., WDM)

IP/GMPLS
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and no further protection is needed. The original LSP can remain there. From this point
of view, the link layer protection provides a means for LSP protection. Section 2.4.3
specifies how LSP signaling requires link layer protection when the LSP is being
established. If the hold-off time expires, the LSP protection/restoration is triggered. The
coordination mechanism introduces a tradeoff between rapid recovery and creation of a
race condition where several layer protection mechanisms respond to the same fault.

GMPLS widens the application scope of MPLS, and people propose using GMPLS to
build a unified control plane to manage all kinds of network nodes [14]. The GMPLS
LSP protection/restoration has been an important recovery mechanism for network
survivability.

Differently from traditional IP networks, MPLS networks establish label switched paths
(LSPs) before data forwarding occurs. This potentially allows MPLS networks to pre-
establish protection (backup) LSPs for working LSPs, and achieve better survivability than
traditional IP networks.

Here we introduce what we need for the LSP protection/restoration mechanism in
GMPLS networks.

(1) A method for computing the working and protection paths;
(2) A method for working and protection path signaling;
(3) A fault detection mechanism;
(4) A fault localization and notification mechanism to localize the fault and convey
the information;
(5) A recovery mechanism to move the traffic over from the working path to the
protection path or to reroute the fault;
(6) A repair detection mechanism to detect the original working path is fixed;
(7) An optional switchback or restoration mechanism to restore the traffic to the
original working path.

Item (7) is optional and it is not time-sensitive. In some cases, it may not be
desirable. For example, switching the traffic back to the original working path can
disrupt the traffic (even for a very short time). It may not be desired under the
user requirements. Item (6) may not be necessary in some cases. For example, if
(7) is not wanted, then (6) is no needed.

Item (1) is implemented by the path computation component. For example, it uses
CSPF to compute a path and selects the working and protection path. Usually it is
proprietary. The path computation considers the Traffic Engineering properties of
the network, administrative constraints and user requirements to calculate the
backup and working path. For example, if both Link L and K share the same
physical resource (e.g., they exist in the same optical cable), then either L or K
should be considered in a particular working path computation and its backup.
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As we introduced in the last sub-section, the GMPLS signaling protocols carries
the link protection information, which can allow the nodes on the network to
identify the working and backup path.

Traditional methods to monitor the health of data links may not be useful any
more. For example, pure optical switches may not allow these methods to check
the bit-rate, format or wavelength. Fault detection should work at the layer closest
to the failure in order to achieve quick response. In optical network, this should
be located in the physical layer (e.g., optical layer). For example, one method of
fault detection at the optical layer is detecting the loss of light (LOL). Using
software can also detect a faulty link/node, and it will be introduced in the
subsequent section. However, fault detection at the physical layer provides fast
and reliable solution, and it is preferred if it is applicable.

The optical network has its own character in failure. When one link is broken,
e.g., a fiber cut, all the downstream nodes (in terms of data flow) can detect loss
of light. Therefore, we also need a method to localize the failure. The Link
Management Protocol provides a method, which will be introduced in the
subsequent section.

Both GMPLS signaling protocols [26] and [25] are being extended to provide
methods to support LSP protection/restoration. For simplicity, we use the term
RSVP-TE to refer to [26] and CR-LDP to [25] from now on.

There are a number of objectives for the LSP protection/restoration mechanism.
The LSP protection/restoration mechanism should
(1) optimize the use of resources;
(2) provide fast recovery and minimize the disruption to data traffic of any failure;
(3) minimize degrading the traffic and preserve the constraints on the traffic after
switchover;
(4) minimize the recovery overhead (be simple);
(5) be cost-efficient.

At the end of our discussion, we will see that some of the above objectives are
conflicting. There is a trade-off between them. It is impossible to achieve all of these
objectives at the same time, and the choice depends on what the user wants and what is
the network administration goal.

4. Multiple Protocols Contribute to GMPLS LSP Protection/Restoration
4.1 OSPF Extensions
The current routing protocols OSPF and IS-IS are extended to support Traffic
Engineering and GMPLS. Here we take the popular OSPF as an example to see how it
works.
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The OSPF protocol is re-used to distribute information to support Traffic Engineering and
GMPLS features. Two types of extensions have been added to the OSPF: TE extensions
and extensions for GMPLS. The former is named OSPF-TE, which distributes TE
properties over the network. The latter is referred to as GMPLS-OSPF, which distributes
extensions dedicated to support GMPLS.

In the OSPF protocol, the message describing the local link information that is flooded
throughout the network is named Link State Advertisement (LSA). A new LSA - TE
LSA is defined to support Traffic Engineering and GMPLS (see [37] for more
information).

The Type-Length-Value (TLV) structure (see Figure 3.1) is used as the payload in the TE
LSA. The Type specifies the type of the data; the length specifies the length of the whole
TLV structure, and the Value describes the information regarding to Traffic Engineering
and GMPLS support.

Figure 3.1: the TLV structure

The TLV structure can be nested, for example, sub-TLVs are carried as the value in the
higher-level TLV. So it is extendable, which is good for future development. There are
two TLVs: router address TLV and link TLV.

Router address TLV
The router address is the router ID of the node that advertises the LSA. The TE LSA
must carry a router address TLV. It is type 1, the length is 4, and the value is the 4-octet
IP address.

Link TLV
The link TLV contains information about the link. And it consists of a set of sub-TLVs,
each of which describes a piece of particular information about Traffic Engineering or
GMPLS features. The information of these sub-TLVs are introduced in the subsequent
sections. The Link TLV is type 2 and the length varies.

OSPF does not process the contents of the TE LSA.

4.1.1 Introduction to Traffic Engineering Extensions to OSPF (OSPF-TE)
When a router starts, it discovers the information about its own links (interfaces) – the
links connecting the router to networks (or other routers). Then the routing protocol is
used to advertise the information to other routers. The information is passed around from
router to router. Ultimately, every router has identical information about the network and

Type Length

Value …
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the information is stored in a database named Link State Database (LSDB). Each router
will independently calculate the best path to other nodes in the network using a path
computation algorithm. For example, the popular OSPF protocol uses Dijkstra’s Shortest
Path First (SPF) algorithm to come up with a SPF tree, which serves as a map for data
routing (see Figure 3.2). Then according to routing policies, an appropriate route is
selected and put into the routing table.

Figure 3.2: from LSDB to an appropriate route

Conventionally, the information of the links includes the status of the links (e.g.,
up/down), metric (cost), etc. The information does not support Traffic Engineering. For
example, the metric is assigned to routes as a means of ranking them from the most
preferred to the least preferred. The calculation of the metric is static. The bandwidth
metric used in Cisco routers is calculated as: metric = 108/(link bandwidth). Thus a
higher-bandwidth path is always preferred over a lower-bandwidth path. But what if a T1
link of the preferred path is heavily loaded with traffic and a 64k link is lightly loaded?

Because the TE properties (e.g., bandwidth availability, administrative constraints) are not
provided or considered in conventional routing protocols, the routing decision does not
support Traffic Engineering.

Relying on the current routing protocols, TE properties are added into the messages that
are flooded throughout the network. In IETF, the draft OSPF-TE [37] proposes the
following TE properties that should be considered to support Traffic Engineering, and
they rely on the OSPF opaque LSA advertising mechanism to distribute the TE
properties. Each of the following 9 items constructs a sub-TLV in the link TLV of the
TE LSA. Note that they are optional except the first two sub-TLVs: Link type and Link
ID.

1 - Link type
2 - Link ID
3 - Local interface IP address
4 - Remote interface IP address
5 - Traffic engineering metric
6 - Maximum bandwidth
7 - Maximum reservable bandwidth
8 - Unreserved bandwidth
9 - Resource class/color

LSA database
(LSDB)

SPF algorithm
SPF tree

Routing
policies Routing

table
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Link type
It specifies if the link is (1) point-to-point or (2) multi-access link. For the time being,
only point-to-point link is completely supported.

Link ID
The Link ID identifies the remote end of the link. For point-to-point links, this is the
Router ID of the neighbor.

Remote Interface IP Address
It specifies the IP address of the neighbor's interface corresponding to this link. For
unnumbered links, this is the link remote identifier (see Section 2).

Local Interface IP address
It specifies the IP address(es) of the interface corresponding to this link. If there are
multiple local addresses on the link, they are all listed in the appropriate structure of a
routing message. For unnumbered links, this is the link local identifier (see Section 2).

The local and remote interface IP addresses identify the parallel links between two nodes.

Traffic Engineering Metric
A metric is a variable assigned to routes as a means of ranking them from best to worst
or from most preferred to least preferred. The Traffic Engineering metric specifies the link
metric for traffic engineering purposes. This metric may be different than the standard
OSPF link metric.

Maximum Bandwidth
It specifies the maximum bandwidth that can be used on this link from the LSA-
originating router to its neighbor. For example, a T1 link has maximum bandwidth 1.544
Mb/s, an OC-48 link has around 2.5 Gb/s.

Maximum Reservable Bandwidth
It specifies the maximum bandwidth that may be reserved on this link in the direction
from the LSA-originating router to its neighbor. Note that this may be greater than the
maximum bandwidth (the link may be oversubscribed). For example, an OC-48 link may
be configured to have maximum reservable bandwidth 2.75 Gb/s (10% oversubscribed).

Unreserved Bandwidth
It is the difference between the Maximum Reservable Bandwidth and the bandwidth that
has been reserved. There are eight priority levels (from 0 to 7) of unreserved bandwidth.
This information specifies the unreserved bandwidth of each priority level. Priority 0 is the
highest.

Resource Class/Color
It specifies administrative group membership for this link, in terms of a bit mask. A link
may belong to multiple groups - if so it has multiple bit masks.
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A node advertises the TE-LSA whenever one of its own links gets the TE properties
updated. The routers that receive these TE-LSAs store them in a database that is named
TE Link State Database (TE-LSDB). The TE LSDB is synchronized across all nodes
supporting OSPF-TE within an area. So each node in that area has an identical view of
the TE properties of the network. The path computation component of the control plane
can use the information provided by TE LSDB to compute a path that meets a user’s
requirements and the traffic engineering goals (see Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.3: from OSPF-TE to a path

Like the regular links, FA-LSPs (an LSP is advertised as a link in the network - see the
SectionTraffic Engineeringbefore) also have the TE properties we just introduced. They
are also stored in the database TE-LSDB. This information is also used by the path
component to compute a path. As examples, here we list some of the TE properties of a
FA-LSP (see [20] for more).

(1) Link type: an FA-LSP must be a “point-to-point” link;
(2) Local and Remote interface address: if the FA-LSP is to be numbered, then the local
interface IP address is the head-end address of the FA-LSP link. And the remote interface
IP address is the address of the ending node of the FA-LSP;
(3) Maximum Bandwidth (also named Maximum LSP Bandwidth): It specifies the
maximum bandwidth that may be reserved on this LSP. Therefore, it is like the Maximum
Reservable Bandwidth of a link.
(4) Interface Switching Capability: it is the Interface Switching Capability of the first link
of the FA-LSP.

As it is introduced, the above TE properties are carried by the TLV structure within the
TE LSA and distributed by OSPF.

4.1.2 Extensions to OSPF for supporting GMPLS
The following information is needed to support GMPLS: (1) unnumbered link identifier;
(2) Link Protection Information; (3) Shared Risk Link Group (SRLG) Information; (4)
Interface Switching Capability Descriptor. They also rely on the TE LSA of OSPF to be
distributed into the network.

4.1.2.1 Unnumbered link support in OSPF
How unnumbered link is supported has been introduced in Section 2. In OSPF, the 32-bit
unnumbered link identifier (local and remote) is simply put into the value field of the TLV

TE LSA database
(TE-LSDB)

Path computation (e.g. uses
CSPF algorithm) computes
the path according to policies
and user requirements. A path for a

particular user flow
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structure. The type is 11. If the remote identifier is unknown (e.g., at the router start-up),
then it is 0. Carried by the TE LSA, the unnumbered link identifier is advertised.

4.1.2.2 Shared Risk Link Group (SRLG)
The SRLG is also a link property and it is advertised by the link sub-TLV. The SRLG is
specified by a 32-bit word, contained in the Value field of the sub-TLV structure. The
sub-TLV type is 16. If a link can belong to multiple SRLG, then all of them are listed in
the sub-TLV structure and the order is irrelevant. An example is shown in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: SRLG sub-TLV

4.1.2.3 Link Protection Type
The link protection type can be considered by the path computation component to
compute a path and it is distributed throughout the network. There are six link protection
types (See Section 2.4.2 of this report for what they are.):
(1) Extra Traffic;
(2) Unprotected;
(3) Shared;
(4) Dedicated 1:1;
(5) Dedicated 1+1;
(6) Enhanced.

If the routing protocol does not distribute the link protection type for a link, then the
protection attribute of that link is unknown.

The link protection type is encoded in a sub-TLV of the link TLV. The sub-TLV type is
14 and it has 4 octets (see Figure 3.5). But only the first octet is used. The first octet is
used for indicating protection types and the other octets are reserved. The first octet may
contain the following value to indicate the link protection type:

0x01 Extra Traffic
0x02 Unprotected
0x04 Shared
0x08 Dedicated 1:1
0x10 Dedicated 1+1
0x20 Enhanced
0x40 Reserved
0x80 Reserved

Sub-TLV type: 16 Length: 12 (octets)

SRLG Value: 10

SRLG Value: 11

32 bits
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Figure 3.5: the Value field of the sub-TLV for link protection type

4.1.2.4 Interface Switching Capability Descriptor
The interface switching capability is encoded by a sub-TLV (type 15) of a link TLV. The
field contains one of the following codes. And each code signals the correspondent type.

Code Type
1 Packet-Switch Capable-1 (PSC-1)
2 Packet-Switch Capable-2 (PSC-2)
3 Packet-Switch Capable-3 (PSC-3)
4 Packet-Switch Capable-4 (PSC-4)
51 Layer-2 Switch Capable (L2SC)
100 Time-Division-Multiplex Capable (TDM)
150 Lambda-Switch Capable (LSC)
200 Fiber-Switch Capable (FSC)

The code is not consecutive, as it allows for future extension.

4.2 Link Management Protocol (LMP)
Neighboring nodes may run the Link Management Protocol (LMP) [38] for link
management. With the development of optical networks, nodes include photonic switches
(PXCs), optical crossconnects (OXCs), routers, switches, add-drop multiplexors, WDM
systems and so on. LMP support any type of nodes. And LMP supports TE links.

The link multiplexing capability has an effect on how to do the link management, e.g.,
resource allocation. To allow interworking between links with different multiplexing
capability, sub-channels of a component link should be able to be configured as a data
link. For example, several Ethernet links are multiplexed into an OC-12 link, which is
connected to a node. The node should allow each Ethernet link to be configured as a
data link. So that link management on each Ethernet link is possible if required.

To run LMP, a control channel must be established between the node pair. The control
channel should be separated from the data channel [10]. And, the node pair can
communicate bi-directionally at least through one of the control channels. If so, then an
LMP adjacency can be formed between the two nodes. Multiple active control channels
are possible in an LMP adjacency, and the control channel ID (CCID) is used to identify
each one.

LMP messages are encoded as data in IP packets, and it runs directly over IP except for
the LMP Test message. The LMP Test message is sent over the data links (in-band) for

Protection type reserved
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link connectivity verification. So optionally it is limited by the transport media, e.g., not
necessarily encoded as data in IP packets.

LMP functions are: control channel management, link property correlation, link
connectivity verification, and fault management.

(1) Control channel management is used to establish and maintain control channels
between LMP adjacent nodes. The control channel can be used to exchange routing,
signaling, and other control messages.

To establish the control channel, the IP address for the far-end of the control channel
must be known (e.g., by configuration). A node sends a LMP Config message to its
neighbor, which contains parameters, e.g., the LMP keep-alive interval. The receiver of
the Config message must reply an acknowledgement. If both sides agree on the
parameters, the control channel is established. After that, the LMP keep-alive message is
sent periodically to maintain the control channel.

After two neighboring nodes successfully establish the control channel, control messages
can be exchanged through the control channel. Examples of these control messages may
be label distribution information implemented by RSVP-TE, network topology and state
distribution information implemented by OSPF-TE, fault management implemented by
LMP, and so on.

(2) Link property correlation is used to synchronize the properties of the TE link and
verify the configuration. An example of TE link is shown in following figure. LSP is
taken as a TE link by Node1 and Node3, which is constructed by link (A, B) and link (C,
D). Link (A, B) or link (C, D) is called a data link.

Figure 3.6: An LSP as a TE link starting from Node1 to Node3

After the LSP is established by the signaling protocol, LMP may be used to synchronize
the properties of the TE link. So, Node1 may send a LMP LinkSummary message to
Node3, which is constructed by LMP objects as:

<LinkSummary Message> ::= <LMP message header><Message ID>
<TE Link><Data Link (A, B)><Data Link (C, D)>

Within each Data Link object, sub-objects may contain information about link reservable
bandwidth, wavelength if there is any, interface switching capability such as interface A
for data link (A, B).

Node 1 Node 2 Node 3
A B C D
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The receiver of LinkSummary message must verify that the information obtained from the
message makes sense and matches the information that is stored in the routing database
or configuration inventory. For instance, the interfaces A and D must be of the same
interface switching capability type in the example shown in Figure 3.6. The receiver of a
LinkSummary message must reply an acknowledgement, which reports the correctness of
the TE link properties.

(3) Link connectivity verification is used to verify the physical connectivity of the data
links between the nodes.

In the example shown in Figure 3.6, Node1 and Node3 may exchange LMP Test
messages between interface A and D through link (A, B) and (C, D) to verify the
physical connectivity of the TE link on a periodic basis. The verification messaging must
be transported by the data-bearing channel, not the control channel.

(4) Fault managementprovides a fault localization procedure. Because the LMP fault
management is within the scope of this report, let us discuss it in detail.

The Link Management Protocol introduces a fault localization procedure to localize
failures. It can localize the path failure by quickly reporting the status of one or more
data link. It is designed to work for both unidirectional and bi-directional LSPs.

During the Link Property Correlation, both LMP-capable nodes can signal whether they
support LMP fault management. If they do, then LMP fault management messaging
becomes one of the control signals between these two nodes.

In optical networks, e.g., nodes are PXCs in the network, if one of the data links fails,
then all the downstream nodes (in terms of data flow) may detect the failure due to the
nature of light, e.g., loss of light. The LMP fault management requires each node that has
detected the failure to send a LMP ChannelStatus message to the upstream node. This
ChannelStatus message can report all the broken channel/links together. The upstream
node must acknowledge the message by a LMP ChannelStatusAck message. Then the
upstream node checks if there is any local data link failure, for example, it checks if the
input side has any signal. If the input side is working fine, the failure is localized;
otherwise, the node will continue sending LMP ChannelStatus messaging upstream. After
the local checking, the upstream node must send a ChannelStatus message to the
downstream node to report the status.

On the other hand, after the downstream node receives the ChannelStatusAck, it expects
a ChannelStatus from the upstream node. If it receives no ChannelStatus, it should send a
ChannelStatusRequest to solicit the message.

The time-sequence diagram in Figure 3.7 outlines how it works. Let us suppose that
Node 2 is the downstream node relatively to Node 1 (in terms of data flow). Node 2
detects a failure.
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Figure 3.7: channelStatus messaging

When the fault is localized, the upstream node which connects the failed link should
trigger the signaling to get protection/restoration. And it does not perform LMP
ChannelStatus messaging to upstream nodes any more.

Let us have an example to see how it works in a pure optical network. There are three
PXCs in the example shown in Figure 3.8. An LSP travels the data links of these three
nodes. The control channel is out-of-band. Assuming that the data link through which the
LSP with the flow direction from PXC 1 to PXC3 is failed. Both PXC 2 and 3 can
detect the failure. For simplicity, only one direction of the LSP is shown.

Figure 3.8: LMP fault management localizes the fault

PXC 3 sends the LMP ChannelStatus message to PXC 2, which acknowledges with a
ChannelStatusAck. PXC 2 locally finds out that there is no input signal and the failure is
propagated from upstream. So it tells PXC 3 also by a ChannelStatus message.
Meanwhile, PXC 2 sends another ChannelStatus message to PXC 1, which tells PXC 1
that no signal comes in. PXC 1 replies with a ChannelStatusAck. PXC 1 locally finds out
that the input is fine. So it sends PXC 2 a ChannelStatus message, which tells PXC 2
that it is clear. Thus PXC 1 has localized the failure. After that, the recovery will be
triggered, for example, signaling starts to establish a reroute. Section 5 will specify the
recovery mechanisms in detail.

If the failure affects both directions of the LSP, e.g., a fiber cut, then the same procedure
is performed on each direction.

PXC 2PXC 1 Control
channel

Node 1 Node 2

(1) ChannelStatus

(2) ChannelStatusAck

(3) ChannelStatus

PXC 3Control
channel

LSP
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4.3 GMPLS Signaling
There are two major label distribution protocols to perform GMPLS signaling: RSVP-TE
with extensions and LDP with extensions.

4.3.1 GMPLS signaling: RSVP-TE with extensions
Traditional RSVP (RFC2205) provides a means for an application to communicate its
QoS requirements to an Integrated Services Internet infrastructure. RSVP is a control
protocol that signals QoS requirements on behalf of a data flow. Before data delivery
occurs, RSVP establishes a resource reservation for a simplex (one way) flow along its
path. A simplex flow is a unidirectional flow traveling from its source to its destination.
To allow duplex (two-way) communication, we need RSVP to reserve resource twice –
one for each direction. RSVP consults a routing table in a router for the next hop. RSVP
relies on IP or UDP for message transport.

RSVP must carry the following information:
• Information for flow identification, so that the flows with particular QoS requirements
can be recognized within the network. This may include sender IP address, receiver IP
address, port numbers and so on.
• Traffic specification and QoS requirements.

RSVP carries the information from the source host to the destination host along the
router/switch on the path. There are two basic messages in RSVP: PATH and RESV
messages. A PATH message travels from the sender to the receiver and include traffic
specification and classification information provided by the sender. The PATH message
identifies the path from the sender to the receiver and it collects status about the resource
along the path. When the PATH arrives at the receiver, the receiver sends back a RESV
message back toward the sender along the reverse of the path. The RESV message
communicates with every router to make a resource reservation. See the following figure
for PATH/RESV messaging.

Figure 3.9: RSVP signaling to reserve resource

Each router along the path creates a software record (software state) for the particular
flow, which keeps the flow classifier, QoS requirements, next hops, previous hops and
other related information. These records have a timer, which means these software states
will be removed after some time-out. So after some time period, the PATH message is

Sender ReceiverIP router IP router

Resv message

User traffic direction

Path message
(1) (2) (3)

(4)(5)(6)
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transmitted and the RESV travels the reverse path – the process repeats on a regular time
interval basis. This is called refresh messaging, which keeps the software states and the
router can continue providing QoS to the flow.

Extensions have been added to RSVP (RSVP-TE) to support label distribution for LSP
signaling in MPLS. To establish an LSP, the sender node, with respect to the path,
creates an RSVP Path message which contains a LABEL_REQUEST object. The
LABEL_REQUEST object indicates that a label binding for this path is requested. A
SESSION_ATTRIBUTE object is introduced to provide additional control information
such as setup and hold priorities, local protection and so on. The RSVP-TE Path message
carries this object during LSP signaling. When the Path message arrives at the destination
node of a LSP, the node responds to the LABEL_REQUEST object with a LABEL
object in its RSVP-TE Resv message. If the node is not the sender node, it allocates a
free label and puts it into the LABEL object. And the Resv message is sent to the
upstream node. The node that receives a Resv message with a LABEL object will use this
label as the outgoing label in the forwarding entry of its forwarding table. It also allocates
a free label for the upstream node, and puts it into the LABEL object attached to the
Resv message. The Resv message is sent upstream again. Such a label distribution
procedure repeats until the Resv message arrives at the sender node. The LSP
establishment is done. The sender node has some criteria to classify different traffics and
puts the predefined traffic into the appropriate LSP. In the example shown in Figure 3.10,
the sender node will attach label 3 to all the packets before it forwards the packets out.
When the packet arrives at the transit IP router, the label is replaced by 6 and then
forwarded again. Such a label swapping procedure repeats on each node and the packet
finally reaches the destination.

For label distribution, the LABEL_REQEUST and LABEL objects are mandatory, but
other objects defined in RSVP-TE are optional, e.g., the SESSION_ATTRIBUTE
mentioned above.

Note that because the label distribution is done with RSVP, each router can associate the
resources with the LSP during LSP signaling. Therefore, resource reservation can be done
in the meanwhile.

Figure 3.10: RSVP-TE signaling to distribute labels for establishing LSP

Sender
node

Destination
node

Transit IP
router

RESV message with label
User traffic direction

Path message with label request

Label = 6

Incoming label: 3 Outgoing label: 6

The forwarding entry in the transit MPLS router

Label = 3

(1) (2)

(3)(4)
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In each intermediate node, RSVP-TE consults the local routing table for the next hop.
The LSP established in this way by RSVP-TE is named hop-by-hop routed LSP. Signaling
in this way does not meet the requirements of many applications, for example, traffic
engineering. So, the Explicit Route Object (ERO) is added to RSVP-TE to support the
explicitly routed LSP (ER-LSP), which is similar to source routing. This object allows the
path taken by RSVP-TE messaging to be pre-determined by the source. With ERO, the
ingress node of the LSP can define which transit node the LSP will travel to reach the
destination (egress node of the LSP). And the ER-LSP can be routed away from network
failures, bottlenecks, or congestion.

The ERO is carried by the RSVP Path message. It contains a sequence of IP prefixes or
a sequence of Autonomous Systems. The ERO tells the routing mechanism where to
forward the Path message. We consider the following an example shown in Figure 3.11.

R1 is going to establish an explicitly routed LSP (R2, R3, R4, R5). R1 constructs the
object ERO to have the sequence of nodes - R2, R3, R4 and R5. And each node can be
represented by an IP address prefix. Then R1 creates the RSVP PATH message carrying
the ERO as well as the LABEL_REQUEST object. Before the message is sent out, R1
checks the top of the ERO, and ERO tells R1 the next hop is R2. R1 sends it to R2. R2
looks at the top of the ERO and finds itself is on the top. R2 looks at the next one,
which is the IP address prefix for R3, and takes it as the next hop for the message. R2
removes the top IP address prefix that is one of its interfaces through which the message
comes in, before it forwards the message. R3, R4 and R5 follow the same algorithm as
R2 does. When R5 receives the PATH message, ERO only has one prefix, which is one
of the interfaces of R5. Note that a RSVP state has been created on every router along
the path.

Figure 3.11: ER-LSP from R1 to R5

In order to respond to the LABEL_REQUEST object, the R5 constructs a RSVP RESV
message along with the LABEL object. The message can be forwarded to R4 by R5. R4
updates the LABEL object and further forwards the message to R3. The message follows
the RSVP state that the PATH message has created along the routers R4, R3, R2 and
finally reaches R1. Thus a LSP is created. Note that an intermediate router may not be
able to tell the difference between a label for an established, explicitly routed LSP and

R1 R2

R3

R5

R4

R6

R7
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one for a hop-by-hop routed LSP, as it does not need to make this distinction during
programming the data forwarding plane.

If the ERO specifies every node of the LSP or every autonomous system traveled by the
LSP, then the LSP is called “strictly” explicitly routed. If the ERO specifies some nodes
or some autonomous systems traveled by the LSP, then the LSP is called “loosely”
explicitly routed.

GMPLS extends MPLS to support multiple different interfaces. RSVP-TE is also
extended to support GMPLS signaling. The label request object and label object must be
generalized (see Section 2.4.2 of this report). In [39], the Generalized Label Request
Object (carried by the Path message) and Generalized Label Object (carried by the Resv
message) are defined. The Generalized Label Request Object allows different transit nodes
with different data links to allocate labels.

When the Path message carrying the Generalized Label Request Object arrives at a node,
the node makes sure the label request information (including the switching type, LSP
encoding type and generalized payload ID) must be satisfied by the interface through
which the traffic comes (incoming interface), the node itself and the interface through
which traffic gets forwarded (outgoing interface). The node itself and the interfaces
through which the traffic is transmitted should be able to support the LSP encoding type.
The incoming interface should be able to support the switching type. Note that the label
switched path (LSP) can be established only between (or through) interfaces of the same
switching type. Usually only the egress will check the generalized payload ID (because the
payload is transparent to transit nodes). If the egress does not support the payload, the
LSP cannot be established. In all of these cases, a RSVP-TE PathErr message is
generated.

There is no internal structure within a label. If we want nested LSPs (an LSP within
another LSP), each LSP must be established separately.

The RSVP-TE Resv message carries the generalized label upstream along the reverse path
set up by the Path message. The node that receives the Resv message must verify that the
label is acceptable. In some situations, the label assigned by the downstream node could
not be available, for example, an optical cross-connect does not have the wavelength to
model the label. If the label is not acceptable, the node will generate a RSVP-TE ResvErr
message.

In GMPLS-RSVP-TE, a procedure for bi-directional LSP set-up is introduced. The
procedure is added to the establishment of a unidirectional LSP. The Upstream_Label
object is defined in [39] and it is carried by the RSVP-TE Path message. This object is
similar to the Generalized Label object. It contains a generalized label that is allocated by
the upstream node and used by the downstream node for label swapping. An example is
shown in Figure 3.12. The node that receives the Upstream_Label must verify the label is
acceptable.
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Figure 3.12: bi-directional LSP set-up using RSVP-TE

To support explicitly routed LSP in the context of GMPLS, just the IP address or the
identifier of an autonomous system may not be adequate. For example, the LSP set-up
needs to concatenate two LSPs to form an LSP at the edge of two different networks
(e.g., an optical network and an IP network). There may be a number of wavelengths in a
fiber (a link), and a particular wavelength (a label) is needed. The ingress of the LSP
needs to specify the particular label (wavelength). So to support GMPLS signaling, a
Label subobject is defined, which follows the IP address or the identifier of an
autonomous system in the ERO. The Label subobject allows the ingress of the LSP to
specify a particular label of a data link.

To improve network survivability, the protection information is considered in GMPLS
signaling. It includes
(1) link protection type;
(2) indication of whether the path is primary or backup.

The link protection type indicates what link protection capability is desired for the links
constructing the LSP to be set up (see Section 4.1.3.3 for the link protection types).
During LSP signaling in GMPLS, label distribution protocols (RSVP-TE, or LDP) may
carry the protection information. The link protection type in the protection information is
one of the TE requirements (or a constraint) for a LSP to be set up. So the LSP set-up
will not continue if the desired link protection cannot be provided.
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Signaling a hierarchical LSP
GMPLS supports interfaces that have different switching capabilities. The Interface
Switching Capability Descriptor describing the capability is distributed by the routing
protocol throughout the network (see the sectionEnhancements in the Routing Protocol
to Support GMPLS), and each node stores this information in the TE link state database
(TE-LSDB).

An edge node is the one that connects two different networks constructed by different
nodes, for example, an optical switch that has interfaces providing SONET signals and
interfaces providing WDM capability for photonic cross-connects. When an edge node
signals an LSP, relying on the Interface Switching Capability Descriptor provided by the
TE-LSDB, it can find out whether the interface the signaling comes in has different
switching capability from the outgoing interface. If so, it knows it may be at the boundary
of two levels of LSP. For example, an edge node may have the Interface Switching
Capability Descriptor of its interfaces like:

Descriptor for Interface 1:
Interface Switching Capability = TDM
Encoding = SONET
Max Bandwidth[0] = 10 Gbps, for priority 0

Descriptor for Interface 2:
Interface Switching Capability = FSC (Fiber Switch Capable)
Encoding = Ethernet 802.3
Max Bandwidth[0] = 100 Gbps, for priority 0

When the signaling message comes in from interface 1 and the outgoing interface for it
will be interface 2, the edge node understands that a hierarchical LSP will be established
(see the example in Figure 3.13). The low-order LSP is tunneled through the high-order
LSP, and multiple low-order LSPs can be aggregated into the high-order LSP.

Figure 3.13: the edge node knows if a hierarchical LSP will be established

Edge node

High-order
LSP

Low-order LSP

The Interface Switching Capability
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Here we illustrate how the hierarchical LSP set up is done using RSVP-TE with
extensions to support GMPLS. Lower-order LSPs trigger the set-up of a higher-order
LSP. Nodes at the border of two different networks in terms of multiplexing capabilities
are responsible for establishing higher-order LSPs and aggregate lower-order LSPs. Figure
3.14 shows an example. Packet-Switch Capable (e.g., IP packets) LSR 1 and 2 are
connected by a 500 Mb/s Ethernet link, so are LSR 7 and 8. SONET switches and LSRs
are connected by OC-12 links; SONET switches and PXCs are connected by OC-192
links; PXCs are connected by optical fibers. Note that PXC 4 and 5 may not be
connected directly, e.g., there are other PXCs between the two. Let us assume that the
edge PXC has the capability to convert electrical signals to optical signals. They have
interfaces that can provide SONET signals and interfaces that can provide WDM
capability. An LSP (LSP 1) is going to be established from LSR 1 to LSR 8, which
requires 500 Mb/s bandwidth.

Figure 3.14: a hierarchical LSP is established between LSR1 and LSR8

We assume that all links have enough bandwidth for the LSPs to be established, and that
there is no existing LSP between the different nodes. The GMPLS signaling using RSVP-
TE starts from LSR1 (see the following figure).
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Figure 3.15: the time-sequence of establishing a hierarchical LSP

(1) The RSVP-TE Path message (Path 1) generated by Router 1 arrives at Router 2. This
is the Path message for LSP 1, so let us call it Path 1. Based on the link information
from the TE Link State Database, Router 2 knows that the path must cross links that are
different (e.g., different types of interface, bigger multiplexing capacities). So Router 2 is
triggered to establish a new path LSP2 that will be terminated on Router 7. This
represents the next-higher LSP through which the LSP from Router 1 to Router 8 will be
multiplexed. Router 2 generates another RSVP-TE Path message (Path 2 for LSP 2)
destined to Router 7.
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(2) Path 2 arrives at SONET Switch 3. Again, Switch 3 finds out that the LSP must
cross different links. Switch 3 is going to establish LSP 3, and it generates RSVP-TE
Path message destined to Switch 6 (Path 3).

(3) Path 3 arrives at PXC 4, which triggers PXC 4 to establish LSP 4. So PXC 4
generates a Path message destined to PXC 5 (Path 4).

(4) Path 4 arrives at PXC 5.

(5) PXC 5 responds with a RSVP-TE RESV message. Let us call this RESV message
Resv 4. Resv 4 arrives at PXC 4, and the LSP 4 is created. LSP 4 is a TE link. It will
be advertised by the routing protocol that runs at this level (e.g., the network constructed
by the PXCs) as a lambda-switch-capable link. This LSP is a FA-LSP. The capacity of
this TE link in the advertisement is the difference between its maximum capacity (e.g., a
number of lambdas) and the share (e.g., one lambda) that has been allocated for the OC-
192 bandwidth.

(6) Then PXC 4 continues signaling for LSP 3. The PATH message Path 3 goes on.

(7) Path 3 arrives at Switch 6, and Switch 6 responds with a RSVP-TE RESV message.
Let us call it RESV 3.

(8) RESV 3 arrives at Switch 3. LSP 3 is created. LSP 3 is a TE link. It will be
advertised by the routing protocol that runs at this level (e.g., the network constructed by
OC-192 switches) as a TDM-switch-capable link. This LSP is a FA-LSP. The capacity of
this TE link in the advertisement is the difference between its maximum capacity (e.g.,
OC-192 bandwidth) and the share (e.g., OC-12 bandwidth) that has been allocated for the
LSP 2 being established. Then the LSP 2 set up procedure continues, and Path 2 goes on
to Router 7.

(9) Router 7 responds with a RSVP-TE RESV message (RESV 2).

(10) RESV 2 arrives at Router 2 and LSP 2 is created. LSP 2 is a TE link. It will be
advertised by the router protocol that runs at this level (e.g., the network constructed by
OC-12 switches) as a TDM-switch-capable link. This LSP is a FA-LSP. The capacity of
this link in the advertisement is the difference between its maximum capacity (e.g., OC-12
bandwidth) and the share (e.g., 500 Mb/s) that has been allocated for the LSP 1 being
established. Then the LSP 1 set up procedures continues and Path 1 goes on to Router 9.
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The hierarchical LSP established in the above example is illustrated in Figure 3.16.

Figure 3.16: the hierarchical LSP in the example

If there is an existing FA-LSP that can satisfy the LSP being established, e.g., its
unreserved bandwidth is bigger than what the LSP being established needs, then the edge
node is responsible for tunneling the low-order LSP onto the existing high-order FA-LSP.
In the above example, if LSP 4 has already been established (between PXC 4 and 5)
when the Path message for LSP 3 (Path 3) arrives, then LSP 4 is treated as a single link
and the Path 3 message will take PXC 5 as its destination, which is the ending node of
LSP 4.

If the LSP being established is an explicit-routed LSP (ER-LSP), the RSVP-TE Path
message carries an Explicit-Routed Object (ERO). A node receiving this message
determines if it is the edge node at the boundary of two LSPs. If it is not, the
conventional signaling goes on. If it is, it must determine which node is the ending node
of the high-order LSP (the other edge). Then it must extract from the ERO the
subsequence of hops from itself to the edge of the network. Let us call this subsequence
of hops S1.

An example is shown in Figure 3.17. Node 1, 2 and 3 are part of an optical network.
The RSVP-TE Path message carrying the ERO arrives at Node 1. Node 1 checks the
nodes in the ERO one by one. From the routing database, it finds out the first 3 nodes
starting from the beginning of the ERO are in the same network.

Figure 3.17: the ERO drives RSVP-TE to establish a hierarchical ER-LSP
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Then the edge node checks the TE LSDB to see if there is an existing FA-LSP whose
hops exactly match S1. If there is, it further checks if the properties of that FA-LSP can
meet the requirements of the LSP being established, e.g., the unreserved bandwidth can
satisfy the LSP being established. If so, the node replaces the hops S1 in the ERO with
the end node of the FA-LSP. In the above example, Let us assume that there is a FA-
LSP constructed by Node 1, 2 and 3. Node 1 replaces Node 1, 2 and 3 with Node 3 in
the ERO. Then the destination address of the Path message is set to Node 3, and sent
out by Node 1. We can see that the FA-LSP is treated as one link. After that, the TE
properties of the FA-LSP are adjusted, e.g., the unreserved bandwidth is the difference
between the previous unreserved bandwidth and the requirement of the LSP being
established. They are advertised by the routing protocol in the current routing domain,
e.g., by OSPF TE-LSA.

If there is no existing FA-LSP or the existing FA-LSPs do not satisfy the requirement of
the LSP being established, then the edge node will signal a new high-order LSP, which
will tunnel the low-order LSP. And it would be advertised as a FA-LSP.

The unreserved bandwidth of the FA-LSP is the difference between the maximum
reservable bandwidth and what all the multiplexed low-order LSPs request.

The FA-LSP should be torn down if no tunneled LSP is there. There are a number of
ways to trigger the FA-LSP tear-down. For example, if the maximum reservable
bandwidth is as same as the unreserved bandwidth, then it means the FA-LSP is not being
used, and it should be torn down.

4.3.1.1 Signaling Support for Fault Notification
The Notification mechanism in the signaling protocol RSVP-TE [26] is dedicated to
support the fault notification in GMPLS recovery.

Fault notification is to notify the nodes of the failure in the path that are responsible for
recovery. RSVP-TE defines a rapid fault notification mechanism to convey the
information. The Notification mechanism includes the Notify Request object and the
Notify message.

The Notify Request object contains the IP address of the node that should be notified of
the failure, which is namedNotify Node Address. This address can be configured, or
automatically determined by the protection mechanism. For example, in the 1+1 protection
mechanism, the LSP initiator node is responsible for switching the traffic to the backup
LSP when the failure occurs, so theNotify Node Addressshould be that node. The LSP
initiator node may be responsible for attaching this request object in the RSVP-TE Path
message. The receiver of such a Path message (transit nodes) should also attach this
object to the outgoing Path message. So the request is propagated. The terminator node
of the LSP may respond with a Resv message which also carries the Notify Request
object for a bi-directional LSP. So the notification may be required in both directions. A
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node receiving the message records theNotify Node Addressin the protocol soft state
(for the RSVP soft state, see the RSVP introduction in the previous sections).

The Notify message provides a mechanism to inform non-adjacent nodes of LSP related
events. It is different from the RSVP error message. The RSVP error message must be
forwarded one by one along the nodes of the LSP, which is too slow for fault notification
and not necessary. Notify message can be “targeted” to a particular node, e.g., the traffic-
switch-over trigger node. By “targeted” it means the destination address of the IP packet
carrying the Notify message is set to the IP address of the target node, which is specified
by theNotify Node Addressreceived from the Notify Request object. So it does not need
to travel along the hops of the original LSP. Because after a failure in the network, the
network topology likely has changed and there is another path that is optimal for the
Notify message (see Figure 3.18). Nodes receiving a Notify message, which is not the
destination of the message, must forward the message, unmodified, to the target.

Figure 3.18: the Notify message is sent to the targeted node directly

The Notify message contains an ERROR_SPEC object, which specifies the IP address of
the node that detects the failure or the link that has failed. Optionally it may carry other
RSVP-TE objects that describe the LSP, e.g., the LSP SESSION object. Notify messages
are normally generated only after a Notify Request object has been received.

It is not necessary for the local recovery to use such a notification mechanism. But other
mechanisms need it, for example, the end-to-end LSP protection. Section 5 will specify
which recovery mechanism needs it and when.

4.3.2 GMPLS signaling: CR-LDP with extensions
RSVP-TE, as a label distribution protocol, was built on the existing control protocol
RSVP (RFC2205) [40]. Label Distribution Protocol (LDP) [41] was originally designed
for label distribution.

LDP also uses the TLV structure to encode messages, which allows for future extensions.
At first, LDP discovers its peers by multicasting an LDP Hello message onto the network.
The nodes running LDP that receive the message are triggered to establish an LDP
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session with each other. After the session is successfully created, they become LDP peers,
and the session is maintained. Then the LDP peers can exchange label distribution
messages. If there is any error during label distribution, the LDP Notification messages
are used to provide error information, which could tear down the LDP session between
LDP nodes. LDP uses TCP as the reliable transport mechanism to deliver all messages
except the LDP Hello message, which uses UDP.

LDP has been extended to support Traffic Engineering, which is namedConstraint-Based
LSP Setup using LDP(CR-LDP) [42]. CR-LDP defines a new set of TLV structures to
support explicit routed signaling, traffic parameters, LSP set-up/holding priority, etc. It
also defines a means for resource reservation.

The constraint-based route TLV structure contains a sequence of IP prefixes or a
sequence of Autonomous Systems. The contents of the constraint-based route TLV are
computed by CSPF, which tells the routing mechanism where to forward the CR-LDP
messages.

The LSP signaled by CR-LDP is initiated by the head node of the LSP. How it works is
illustrated as below.

Router 1 is going to establish an explicit-routed LSP (R1, R2, R3, R4, R5). R1
constructs the constraint-based route TLV to have the sequence of nodes (R1, R2, R3,
R4, R5). Each node can be represented by an IP address. Then R1 sends out the CR-
LDP Label Request message carrying the constraint-based route TLV. Before the message
is sent, R1 checks the top of the TLV, and it finds out that the next hop is R2. R1
removes itself from the TLV and sends the message to R2. The Label Request message
may carry the Traffic Parameter TLV, which specifies the traffic parameters to be sent. If
so, R1 reserves the resource before the message is sent out. R2 receiving the message
also checks the top of the TLV, and it finds out R3 is the next hop. R2 removes the
address of R2 from the TLV and sends out the Label Request message. It may also
reserves the resource for the LSP if the Traffic Parameter TLV is carried. R3, R4, and
R5 follow the same algorithm as R2 does. When R5 receives the message, the TLV only
has one address, which is R5 itself. Along the message path, the LDP protocol state
should be created.

R5, as the ending node of the LSP, programs the label forwarding table, reserves the
resource if needed, and responds with a CR-LDP Label Mapping message, which carries a
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Figure 3.3.2.1: ER-LSP from R1 to R5
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Label TLV. The Label TLV contains the label that the downstream node wants the
upstream node to use. The protocol state on the node tells R5 to send the Label Mapping
message to R4. R4, R3 and R2 do the same thing as R5 does. R1, as the head node of
the LSP, does not need to allocate label any more, but simply receives the label and
programs the label forwarding table.

The head node of an LSP transmits a Label Release message to a peer when it is no
longer needs a label previously received from that peer. This takes place when the LSP is
torn down (see the following figure).

Figure 3.19: LSP (R1, R2, R3) is torn down by Label Release message

Unlike the RSVP-TE, CR-LDP is not a soft state protocol. By this it means the LSP
created by CR-LDP does not need the signaling refresh periodically. The LSP must be
torn down explicitly.

CR-LDP is also being extended to support GMPLS [43]. The information that is needed
to support generalized label in RSVP-TE is also needed for CR-LDP. For example, the
label format in the Label TLV is also generalized to support different types of “label”,
e.g., the port number, wavelength, etc.

CR-LDP is also required to support bi-directional LSP set up. The idea is to add the
Upstream Label TLV in the Label Request message (see Figure 3.20).

Figure 3.20: CR-LDP signals a bi-directional LSP
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To support explicitly routed LSP in the context of GMPLS, just the IP address or the
identifier of an autonomous system may not be adequate. RSVP-TE defines the Label
object as a sub-object in the ERO, and CR-LDP defines the Explicit Label Control TLV
as a sub-TLV following the IP address or the Autonomous System ID in the constraint-
based route TLV.

In order to improve network survivability, the protection information is considered in
GMPLS signaling. Like RSVP-TE, CR-LDP defines the Protection TLV, which includes:
(1) link protection type;
(2) indication of whether the path is primary or backup.

CanCR-LDP with extensions[25] do whateverRSVP-TE with extensions[26] can do so
as to support GMPLS signaling? No, as this report is being written. The RSVP-TE [26]
has got the fault notification mechanism (see Section 4.3.1.1) to notify a responsible node
when a link/node failure occurs. But CR-LDP [25] does not have a similar mechanism
yet. CR-LDP [25] has its own Notification message, but it does not provide the same
function as the one does in RSVP-TE.

From now on in this report, RSVP-TE is used to illustrate the GMPLS signaling support
for LSP protection/restoration.

4.4 The Hello Protocol
In fact, there is no protocol called Hello. OSPF, RSVP-TE, LMP and other protocols
define a software method to detect failures, which is the Hello messaging. The idea of the
Hello messaging is simple. Two nodes exchange a short message named Hello
periodically. The interval can be configured, e.g., the recommended interval for OSPF
Hello is 5 ms (see RFC2328). If a number of messages are missed, e.g., 4, then the node
can determine that the other node is down or the link between the two is broken.

Although many protocols provide this method to detect failures, using software to detect
a failure is very slow and usually does not meet real-time application requirements.
Furthermore, it is difficult for the software detection to deal with the shaking problem. A
node does not receive OSPF Hello messages from its neighbor for several times, and it
determines its neighbor is down. But just after that it can receive Hello again due to the
unstable situation in the network. The problem keeps repeating like that for a while,
which is calledshaking.

However, the software fault detection is still useful in some situations. An example is the
Ethernet, where nodes are connected by a bus (multiple access media). A node can detect
its peer’s fault by the Hello messaging.
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5. The Recovery Mechanism in GMPLS
There are two recovery mechanisms: protection and restoration.

Protection: A dedicated protection path is established for a connection, and the
connection switches from the working (primary) path to the protection (backup) path
when a failure occurs on the primary path.

Restoration: The establishment of a backup path does not occur until a failure occurs in
the primary path. Then the traffic is switched to the backup path. Such a mechanism is
called restoration. But the backup path can be selected (calculated) in advance.

Restoration and protection are different mechanisms. They operate on different time
scales; protection requires redundancy of resources, while restoration relies on dynamic
resource reservation - hence restoration takes more time [44].

Protection/Restoration can be classified into the following categories according to the
recovery scope (see [12] and [45]):

Figure 4.1: LSP recovery

The objective of local recovery is to protect against a link or neighbor node fault and to
minimize the amount of time required for fault notification. The local recovery includes
link recovery and node recovery. Local recovery is initiated by the immediate upstream
node of the faulty link or node, which may be an transit node or the source node of an
LSP.

The objective of global recovery is to protect against any link or node fault on an LSP or
on a segment of an LSP except for the source or the destination node. Global recovery is
also called end-to-end path recovery, because only the source or destination node initiates
the recovery process.

5.1 Protection Mechanisms
The protection mechanisms are described in the following. The ideas can be applied on
paths as well as links. These mechanisms can be used in any network that may have
different switching technologies at any level of the GMPLS hierarchy, for instance, ATM
networks, IP networks, optical (e.g., OXCs) network, etc.

Protection

Local ProtectionGlobal protection Local RestorationGlobal restoration

LSP recovery
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• 1+1 protection
Two disjoint paths have been established and both of them have resources allocated. By
“disjoint”, we mean none of the links or nodes constructing these paths are overlapped
(except the starting node and the terminating node of these paths). The same user data is
transmitted simultaneously over the two paths, and the receiver can pick the best signal
from one of these two paths. An example can be seen in Figure 4.2. In the example, Path
1 and 2 provide a 1+1 protection for the data transport from Node 1 to Node 5. If Path
1 is broken, for instance, then the receiver at Node 5 can pick the signals from Path 2.

Figure 4.2: 1+1 path protection

The benefit of 1+1 protection is short recovery time and the lost data can be very small.
But it requires two pre-established paths, double resources and the traffic is copied and
sent over both paths. It is expensive.

• M : N protection
There are M pre-established backup paths that protect N primary paths. But user traffic is
not transported by any of the backup path until a failure occurs. When one of the primary
paths fails, the nodes connecting to the faulty link or the faulty node notify the end-nodes
of the path (source and destination nodes). Then the end-nodes allocate the resource
required by the traffic traveling that primary path on one of the backup paths. In the end,
the traffic is switched over. Note that the backup paths can protect any of the primary
paths. An example can be seen in Figure 4.3. In the example, 2 backup paths (Path 1 and
2) are protecting 2 primary paths (Path 3 and 4). If Path 4 is broken (for instance, the
link between Node 7 and 8 is broken), then Node 7 notifies Node 1 to do the protection
switch (and maybe Node 8 notifies Node 5 as well - depending on how the signaling
protocol works). Node 1 allocates the resource on Path 1, which is required by the traffic
traveling on Path 4, and switches the traffic from Path 4 onto Path 1.
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Figure 4.3: 2:2 path protection

It is not recommended that the links constructing different primary paths belong to the
same Shared Risk Link Group. For example, both primary path (L1, L2, L3) and (L4, L2,
L5) have the same link L2, and they would better not share the same backup path.
Otherwise, if L2 goes down, it is possible that one of the primary paths would not have
any protection.

• 1 : N protection
It is a special case of M : N protection - only one pre-established backup path provides
protection for N primary paths. Let us look at Figure 4.3 again, and assume that Path 1
is protecting other paths. If the link between Node 7 and Node 8 is broken, Node 7
notifies Node 1 (and maybe Node 8 notifies Node 5 as well) to do the protection switch.
Then Node 1 allocates resource required on Path 1, and switches the traffic onto Path 1.

If there are two primary paths that are broken simultaneously, then a policy is used to
decide which one will get protected. One of the policies is taking priorities. For example,
Path 3 and 4 are broken, if the traffic traveling on Path 3 is deemed to have higher
priority than the traffic traveling on Path 4, then Path 3 will get protected by Path 1.
Another simple policy can be First-Come-First-Service.

The links constructing the primary path should not belong to the same Shared Risk Link
Group. Otherwise, if the link constructing both of the paths is cut, then one of the
primary paths does not have any protection.

• 1 : 1 protection
It is also a special case of M : N protection - one dedicated backup path is pre-
established for one primary path. For optimization, the resource may be pre-allocated if it
is known in advance. But the user traffic is not inserted onto the backup path. So the
resource pre-allocated on the backup path may be used by other LSPs that have lower
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priorities. When the primary path fails, the signaling protocol notifies the end-nodes of the
primary path. Then the traffic is switched over from the primary path and the LSPs that
are using the resource of the backup path are preempted.

Summary of Protection Mechanisms
When a failure occurs, the nodes involved in the recovery need not notify the end-nodes
of the route (path) in the 1+1 protection mechanism; but in the M:N, 1:1 and 1:N
protection mechanisms, the nodes neighboring the failure must notify the end nodes so
that the end-nodes will switch the traffic. So the 1+1 protection mechanism provides fast
recovery because it does not need fault notification time. However, the other mechanisms
utilize the resources more efficiently.

5.1.1 Local Protection
Local protection includes link protection and node protection.

5.1.1.1 Link Protection
Link protection switches the traffic from the primary link to a backup link between the
same nodes when link failure occurs. It occurs between two adjacent nodes and only
these two nodes are involved in the whole process.

As we specified in the sub-sectionEnhancements in MPLS Signaling to Support GMPLS
(see Section 2.4.3), the requested link protection type is carried by the signaling protocol
when an LSP is set up. The node that receives such a request must check the outgoing
interface to see whether the request can be satisfied. If the link protection request is not
satisfied, then the signaling for the LSP establishment cannot continue.

For RSVP-TE signaling, the Path message carries the link protection type for the LSP.
The protection object of RSVP-TE signals the link protection type and the role of the
LSP (see Figure 4.4). The S bit signals the role of the LSP being established and the
“link flags” signal which link protection type is desired. If bit S is set, it means the LSP
is a secondary (backup) one; otherwise, it is a primary LSP. The link protection flag
contains one of the codes specified in Section 4.1.3.3.

Figure 4.4: the protection object in RSVP-TE

An example is shown in Figure 4.5. In the example, the Path message carries a protection
object to establish an LSP. The protection object signals the link protection type is
“Dedicated 1+1” and the LSP being established is a primary one. The Path message
arrives at the node. The node must check if there is a link connecting the next hop, which
has link protection capability “Dedicated 1+1”. Because the link protection type is
distributed by the routing protocol, for example, the node checks the link state database
maintained by the routing protocol. According to the definition of protection type

Link protection flagsS reserved
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Dedicated 1+1, we know that the protecting link must not be in the same Shared Risk
Link Group (SRLG) as the primary link. If there is such a link, signaling continues.

Figure 4.5: the link protection type must be honored to continue signaling

When the RSVP-TE Resv message arrives at Node A, it reserves the resource (e.g.,
bandwidth) on both of the links. After the LSP is created, the node (in this example,
Node A) will copy the traffic and insert it into both links. The receiver selects the healthy
traffic from any of the links. For example (see Figure 4.6), after initialization, the receiver
takes the traffic from the primary link. When the primary link fails, LMP Fault
Management (see the sub-section about LMP) is used to localize the failure. For example,
all the nodes following Node B can detect loss of light if the nodes are in the optical
network. LMP tells Node A and B that the faulty link is between them. Node B simply
selects the traffic from the backup link.

Figure 4.6: Dedicated 1+1 link protection

If the link protection type is shared, e.g., 1:N (or 1:1), then the Resv message also
reserves the resource on the backup links. But the backup links will not transport traffic.
And the resource reserved for the backup links can be used by other LSPs that have
lower priorities. The reason is that these lower-priority LSPs will be preempted when the
primary links fail, and the traffic is switched over.

With link layer protection, the LSP may stay there even though there is a link failure, and
LSP recovery mechanism is even unaware of the problem. The failure will be reported by
alarms signaled by the network management in the nodes connecting the faulty link. In the
example, the alarms will be displayed on Node A and B.
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Summary of Link Protection
Because the point that initiates the recovery is close to the failure, there is no need to
have fault notification - it provides fast recovery. Only the nodes connecting the faulty
link are involved in the recovery. And it does not require any changes in the GMPLS
LSP.

But the protection ability is limited. If the entire LSP requires link layer protection, it is
expensive and the control becomes a big overhead, because every node along the whole
LSP needs to keep monitoring links.

Therefore, usually link layer protection is only used in an area that is deemed to be
unreliable.

5.1.1.2 Node Protection
In fact, there is no protection mechanism in the GMPLS LSP level that is dedicated to
locally provide single node failure protection. If some nodes in a network are deemed to
be unreliable, then the path computation should compute a path that will work around
those nodes. On the other hand, global path protection and restoration can recover the
traffic affected by node failure. These mechanisms will be introduced later.

5.1.2 Global Protection
From the previous sub-section, we can see that link layer protection provides the link
protection under the GMPLS LSP layer.

With the end-to-end path protection (global protection), multiple disjoint hierarchical LSPs
are pre-computed and established between the initiator and the terminator nodes of a
client LSP. Dedicated resources are allocated for these LSPs. So the nodes and links of
the entire primary hierarchical LSP are protected except for the initiator and terminator
nodes. In order to avoid the contention of multiple layer protection mechanisms, the LSPs
may require “unprotected” Link Protection Type during signaling. Thus the protection is
only built on the MPLS-based layer and contention will not occur. When a failure occurs,
the nodes that detect the failure notify the end nodes (the initiator and terminator nodes).
The end nodes initiate switching the traffic to the alternate path.

The illustration is shown in Figure 4.7. The logical view of the 1:1 LSP protection is
shown in the figure. The LSP (Node 1, Node 3, Node 5, Node 7) is the primary one;
LSP (Node1, Node2, Node4, Node6, Node8, Node7) is the backup. Both may be
hierarchical LSPs, e.g., the link (Node3, Node5) is a FA-LSP (TE link), so is link
(Node4, Node6). Traffic is sent along the primary LSP. If a failure occurs, the nodes that
detect the failure notify the end nodes: Node 1 and 7, then the end nodes will switch the
traffic to the backup LSP.
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Figure 4.7: The logical view of the 1:1 LSP protection.

Summary of Global Protection
Global protection can provide a fast protection mechanism against any link or node fault
on an LSP with the exception of the failure occurring at the initiator and terminating node
(end nodes) of an LSP. Usually, the end nodes are far away from the failure, and need to
be notified by the node that detects the failure, which takes time. Also, it is expensive
because the backup path is pre-computed and pre-established. The resource is pre-
allocated as well, but it may be used by low priority traffics.

5.2 Restoration Mechanisms
Restoration is implemented by rerouting. Some papers even use the term rerouting [31].
Rerouting is referred to as establishing new paths (global restoration) or path segments
(local repair) on demand for restoring traffic after a failure occurs.

Rerouting follows the “make-before-break” principle. The “make-before-break” means the
original path is used while the new path is set up, then the node performing the reroute
switches the traffic to the new path and the original path is torn down.

5.2.1 Local Restoration
Local restoration includes link restoration and node restoration. When a link failure occurs
between two adjacent nodes, with link restoration, the upstream node switches the traffic
on an alternate route in which there are additional intermediate nodes. In the case of node
failure, the immediate upstream node of the faulty node initiates an alternate route, which
bypasses the faulty node. Then traffic is switched over to the alternate route. Such
rerouting also provides the local restoration for node failure.

Upon detecting a failure, paths or path segments to bypass the failure are established
using signaling. The idea is shown in Figure 4.8. Assuming that the path is (Node 0,
Node 1, Node 2, Node 3, Node 4). If Node 2 is down, Node 1 creates a path segment
which bypasses the faulty node – (Node 1, Node 5, Node 3). The new path segment goes
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through another interface of Node 1 and arrives at Node 3 through another interface. For
example, using RSVP-TE, because the message carries an identification (e.g., the Session
object and the Sender Template object in RSVP-TE) for each LSP, the Path message can
re-create the protocol state in Node 3 and re-program the label forwarding table. The
original path segment will be torn down eventually.

Figure 4.8: reroute

According to the position of the faulty node in the LSP, there are three cases.
Case 1: The failure does not occur at the end node of the hierarchical LSP.
In this case, there is no difference between link and node restoration from the rerouting
point of view. An example is shown in Figure 4.9. In this example, if OXC 3 fails or the
link between OXC 3 and OXC 4 fails, Case 1 occurs.

Figure 4.9: a situation where reroute Case 1 applies

The recovery steps are:
(1) The failure detection mechanism detects the failure.
(2) The fault localization mechanism localizes the failure. Meanwhile, the node that is the
immediate upstream node of the failure knows about the failure.
(3) The node initiates the process to establish a new path or path segment that bypasses
the failure.
(4) And the node switches the traffic to the alternate path.

As in all the recovery mechanisms, the failure detection usually is done by hardware at
the physical layer (or link layer). After that, the fault localization mechanism is triggered,
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which can find out where the failure is. For example, LMP fault management (see the
Section 4.2) can localize a link failure. The fault localization mechanism does not stop
running until the node that is the immediate upstream node of the failure finds out the
failure. So there is no need to have explicit fault notification. For a faulty node, the
immediate upstream node of the faulty node detects the problem. Then signaling is used
to create a reroute.

Using RSVP-TE, the reroute initiator node sends out the Path refresh message, which will
consult the routing component for a feasible route. In the example in Figure 4.9, if OXC
3 is down, OXC 2 detects the failure, e.g., by OSPF Hello messaging or other means,
and sends out the Path refresh message, which can travel to OXC 5 to get to OXC 4.
OXC 4 responds with a Resv refresh message, and the LSP between OXC 2 and OXC 4
is fixed. If the link between OXC 3 and OXC 4 is broken, LMP fault management can
localize the failure. OXC 3 sends out the Path refresh message, which can travel to OXC
6 to get to OXC 4 and repairs the FA-LSP.

Case 2: The terminator node of a FA-LSP fails. An example is shown in Figure 4.10. In
this example, if OXC 4 fails, Case 2 occurs.

Figure 4.10: the situation where reroute Case 2 applies

Note that the high-order LSP between OXC 2 and 4 is an FA-LSP, which tunnels low-
order LSPs. As the OXC 4 is the terminator node of the FA-LSP, it is impossible to
rebuild this FA-LSP so that it meets the requirements of the tunneled LSPs. For example,
the tunneled low-order LSPs go to multiple different destinations after the FA-LSP, like,
Switch 6, Switch 7, etc. The FA-LSP does not know the information, so there is no
sense for OXC 2 to reroute FA-LSP and there is no need to repair the FA-LSP.

However, local recovery can still be useful. The OXC 2 is the node that tunnels
(aggregates) a number of low-order LSPs. If the FA-LSP is broken, the OXC 2 can
trigger all the tunneled LSPs to reroute individually. For example, a low-order LSP,
which was tunneled by the FA-LSP at OXC 2, can re-establish a path segment that
bypasses the failure and reaches the desired destination, e.g., Switch 6. Let us see how it
works.
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When OXC 4 fails, it is as if the “link”FA-LSPfailed. Because OXC 2 and OXC 4 have
the “Forwarding Adjacency” (FA), OXC 2 should be notified according to the link
restoration mechanism. The Notification mechanism of RSVP-TE is useful here.

OXC 2, as the initiator node of the FA-LSP, can attach the Notify Request object to the
Path message when the FA-LSP is established, and the target node address in the object
is OXC 2 itself. When OXC 4 fails, fault detection, e.g., OSPF Hello messaging, enables
OXC 3 to detect the neighbor failure. Then OXC 3 notifies OXC 2.

Another way is by administration. During signaling, OXC 3 knows that it is the
penultimate node of the FA-LSP, e.g., routing tells OXC 3 that it is directly connected to
OXC 4. Let us assume that we have such an administration policy that the penultimate
node of the FA-LSP must notify the initiator node of the LSP. The Notify message
destination address can be configured. In the example, OXC 3 can send out the RSVP-TE
Notify message targeted to the initiator node - OXC 2 in this example.

After the initiator node of the FA-LSP is notified, it tells all the tunneled low-order LSPs
to re-establish the LSP segment (e.g., maybe another hierarchical LSP) that bypasses the
fault.

Case 3: The initiator node of a FA-LSP fails.
If the initiator node of a client LSP fails, then there is no general LSP
protection/restoration mechanism.

If the initiator node of a FA-LSP fails, then the immediate upstream node of the faulty
node will re-establish a new LSP segment that bypasses the failure. An example is shown
in Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11: the situation where reroute Case 3 applies

In the example, a low-order LSP goes through (Switch 1, OXC 2, OXC 3, OXC 4,
Switch 6). And the high-order LSP (FA-LSP) goes through (OXC 2, OXC 3, OXC 4). If
OXC 2 is down, Switch 1 detects the neighbor failure, and it will initiate the reroute. It
may trigger establishing another high-order LSP (FA-LSP) that bypasses OXC 2, e.g.,
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FA-LSP (OXC5, OXC3, OXC4). And the low-order LSP is tunneled by the new FA-
LSP.

The problem of multiple layer protection contention can also occur when using local
restoration. For example, the link between two adjacent nodes is broken. If there is link
layer protection there, e.g., that link isDedicated 1+1protected link, it can provide faster
recovery and the reroute should not be needed. So a coordination mechanism should be
needed, e.g., the hold-off timer.

In the above cases, how does the reroute initiator node find the next hop to send out the
signaling message so as to create the reroute path segment? The conventional RSVP [40]
must consult the routing table. It expects that the changed topology has been shown in
the routing table. But this does not happen right away after the fault in the network. So
the conventional reroute to locally repair the link/node failure suffers packet loss. Let us
see what is the problem.

When a link/node failure occurs in a network, routing protocols exchange the routing
messages in the network to reflect a new topology. The routing information on different
nodes may be temporarily inconsistent. And even a forwarding loop could be created. The
situation causes packet loss. The longer the inconsistency lasts, the more packets are
likely to be lost. The time consists of three periods: (1) the time the node needs to detect
the failure, (2) the time a node needs to distribute the information across the network and
(3) the time to reconstruct the routing table. Among these factors, period (2) is the major
one (see [46]). To reduce the time it takes to detect link failure, we can use mechanisms
in the link layer, e.g., in SONET, it is possible to detect link failure in less than 10 ms by
SONET-specific mechanisms, such as Loss of Frame detection. But with regard to (2),
the distribution nature of IP routing and the need for all the nodes to converge to
consistent routing place limitations on how much (2) can be reduced. In practice, the time
to converge within a single routing domain may be on the order of seconds. That means
the packet loss may last on the order of seconds. Let us have an example (see Figure
4.12). Let us assume that the link between Router 1 and 2 is broken. Router 1 detects
the failure. With the current routing table, Router 1 can find out that there is an
alternative path (R1, R3, R4, R5, R2). Then, to create the reroute path segment, Router
1 sends out the RSVP-TE Path refresh message destined for Router 2 to Router 3. But
due to the routing information distribution delay (2) mentioned above, Router 3 things R1
should be the next hop because it only takes 2 hops (R1 and R2). So Router 3 forwards
the message back to Router 1. Thus the forwarding loop is created for a short period of
time. The message is discarded. Packets would be lost for seconds and signaling fails until
the next refresh time.
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Figure 4.12: local reroute suffers packet loss for seconds

The conventional RSVP [40] suggests the signaling protocol wait a period of time, named
W, before consulting the routing table to signal the bypass route. The recommended
default value for W is 2 seconds. But this delay is not acceptable for many applications.

Yakov Rekhter and Bruce Davie in their book [47] suggest using an explicit-routed LSP
as the reroute LSP segment to bypass the failure. Instead of using hop-by-hop,
destination-based forwarding, the immediate upstream node of the faulty link/node
constructs an explicit-routed LSP that bypasses the fault. The explicit-routed LSP merge
with the original LSP at the node that is the immediate down stream node of the fault.
Such an LSP uses the label stacking capability of MPLS to tunnel all the LSPs that used
to going through the faulty link/node. And the rest of the original LSP does not need to
be torn down or modified. Let us have an example to illustrate the idea.

Figure 4.13: explicit-routed LSP bypasses the fault

In Figure 4.13, an LSP from Router 0 and Router 6 that is routed over Router 1 and 2.
In the label forwarding table of Router 1 for that LSP, incoming label 10 and interface A
corresponds to outgoing label 11 and outgoing interface B. It means, the packets from
Router 0 with (incoming) label 10 through interface A will be replaced with 11 and
forwarded to Router 2 through interface B. When Router 2 receives any packet with label
11 from Router 1, it will continue label forwarding, e.g., it forwards the packet to Router
6.
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Let us assume that the link between Router 1 and Router 2 is broken. Router 1 detects
the link failure, and it can construct an explicit-routed LSP right away, which is (Route 1,
Router 3, Router 4, Router 5, Router 2), because its routing table tells it that there is
such a route from Router 1 to Router 2. The topology change does not have an effect on
constructing such an explicit-routed LSP. Now how to tunnel the original LSP? The Path
message carries the ERO containing (Router 1, Router 3, Router 4, Router 5, Router 2),
which specifies the explicit-routed LSP. The ERO drives Path message from Router 1,
Router 3, Router 4, Router 5, and finally to Router 2. Router 2 responds with a Resv
message, which allocates label 20 to Router 5. Similarly, Router 5 allocates label 21 to
Router 4, Router 4 allocates label 22 to Router 3, and Router 3 allocates label 23 to
Router 1. Router 1, receiving the label, re-programs the label forwarding table. First, it
adds one more operation to the label forwarding process, which is to push label 23 on the
packet that is from Router 0, and this operation is after replacing label 10 with 11 on the
packet. Second, the outgoing interface is not B any more, but C. Router 2, as the ending
node, may support penultimate hop popping.

Now, assuming that the packet with label 10 arrives at Router 1. Router 1 replaces label
10 with label 11 (as it did before the link failure), furthermore it pushes 23 on top of
label 11. And it forwards the packet to interface C. Router 3 forwards the packet to
Router 4 by replacing label 23 with 22. Similarly, Router 4 forwards the packet to Router
5 by replacing label 22 with 21. Router 5 forwards the packet to Router 2 by replacing
label 21 with 20. When the packet arrives at Router 2, label 20 is striped off, and the
label 11 becomes the top label. As before, Router 2 understands how to forward packets
with label 11. The label allocation can be seen in Figure 4.14.

Figure 4.14: explicit-routed LSP bypasses the fault

The advantage of this solution is that the immediate upstream node of the fault does not
need to wait for the routing information distribution or routing database synchronization.
And it does not need to wait for reconstructing the routing table because the routing
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database can still tell the reroute initiator node if there is another route to repair the path
even after the link/node failure. Note that the reroute initiator node is the immediate
upstream node of the failure. Thus, the waiting period of time (2) and (3) suffered by
conventional IP routing can be eliminated. So this solution, which uses explicit-routed
LSP to reroute, is faster.

From the above analysis, we can also see that this solution does not need to change the
current signaling protocols, but it requires the nodes implement the intelligence to support
this solution.

Summary of Local Rerouting
Local restoration eliminates the need to propagate fault information across networks. But
its application is limited.

As specified in Section 4.3.1 of this report, an explicitly routed LSP (ER-LSP) is pre-
computed, which usually meets some traffic engineering goals. If a user’s LSP is an ER-
LSP, it is highly desired not to be rerouted. For example, the user’s ER-LSP can route
away from network congestion and bottlenecks. The local restoration mechanism works
for the hop-by-hop routed LSP recovery very well, and it also works for the loosely
specified portion of an ER-LSP, but not for a strictly routed ER-LSP. The local reroute
mechanism is dynamic – it repairs the LSP by bypassing the failure after the failure
occurs, and the new LSP travels some nodes/links that may not be desired. Such an LSP
may not be optimal. Therefore, if we use local reroute mechanism for a user’s ER-LSP,
then after the local repair for a strict ER-LSP or the strictly specified portion of a loose
ER-LSP, the initiator node of the LSP must be notified. And it should re-compute the
LSP, and establish a new ER-LSP to meet the original requirements.

Using conventional local reroute takes a lot of time to wait for the routing information
synchronization, and the local reroute using Yakov Rekhter and Bruce Davie’s proposal
(see [47]) provides a solution to solve the problem. But the signaling for creating the
reroute path still takes time.

Because of the network topology, local repair may not succeed.

5.2.2 Global Restoration
With global (end-to-end) path restoration, the backup path is not established until the
failure on the path occurs. After the failure is detected, the initiator node of the faulty
LSP is notified of the failure. And it establishes the alternate path destined for the
destination node and switches the traffic to the new path.

When a failure occurs, the fault detection triggers the fault localization mechanism. After
the location of the fault is found, the node that is closest to the failure distributes the
fault information by the routing protocol. In the meantime, it notifies the node that
initiates the LSP establishment.
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The faulty LSP should be torn down and the resource allocated for the faulty LSP should
be freed. The information is also distributed by the routing protocol.

The LSP initiator node should wait for the routing information synchronization. After that,
it re-establishes another LSP that bypasses the failure and the traffic is switched over onto
the new LSP.

Summary of Global Restoration
Compared to end-to-end path protection, the end-to-end path restoration is slow because
the fault notification and the routing information synchronization would take seconds. So
it does not work for real-time applications such as voice. It is resource efficient, because
the alternative LSP is established on demand and the resource is allocated on demand.

In order to eliminate the time for routing information synchronization, Yakov Rekhter and
Bruce Davie’s proposal (see [47]) can be also used for end-to-end path restoration.

6. Case Studies
6.1 Case Study 1: The end-to-end LSP Protection
The network topology is shown in Figure 5.1. The switches in the client networks are
SONET switches and the OXCs in the optical core network operate on a single lambda
level. Let us assume that the edge OXCs have the capability to convert electrical signals
to optical signals. They have interfaces that can provide SONET signals and interfaces
that can provide WDM capability. There are two OC192 links that connect edge nodes,
e.g., SONET switch S3 and OXC O1. The optical fiber between two OXCs can contain
16 lambdas, each of which can provide capacity equivalent to one OC192 capacity.

Figure 5.1: the network to show end-to-end 1:1 LSP protection

A client LSP is going to be established between Switch 1 of client network 1 and Switch
7 of client network 3, which requires 1:1 LSP protection. Switch 1 is the client LSP
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initiator. This client LSP requires 622Mb/s (OC-12) bandwidth, and it is required to use
links whose administration color is “red”. Note that a link is usually colored to indicate
which administration group it belongs to. Here we assume that the client wants the links
that belong to the administration group “red”.

To support traffic engineering, the primary path is an ER-LSP and it is pre-computed.
Because the primary and the backup path are disjoint, the backup path should be also
pre-computed. The database (TE-LSDB) stores the link TE information of the network.
Let us assume that it has the information in Table 5.1 (Table 5.1 is on the coming page).
For simplicity, the data encoding type contained by the Interface Switching Capability
Descriptor (ISCD) is ignored. We only consider the interface switching type and the
maximum reservable bandwidth of the ISCD. And we also assume that the TE
information is the same for both directions of a link.

Because of the administration constraint, we only consider “red” links. So link (S1, S4) is
excluded. Link (S6, S7) only has 500 Mb/s available, which is less than the required
bandwidth. So it is also not considered. If we use a link whose link protection type is not
“unprotected”, e.g., “dedicated 1+1”, then we must configure the coordination mechanism
at each node of the path so as to avoid multiple-layer protection contention. If a node has
intelligence to configure itself (e.g., the auto-configuration mechanism), then manual
configuration is not needed. For example, we set a policy in each node – if the link
protection type is not “unprotected”, then the lower layer protection has higher priority
and the hold-off timer is one second. When the signaling message arrives at the node, the
node configures itself based on link protection type. Another choice is to only use links
whose link protection type is “unprotected”, and disable the link layer protection (e.g., set
the hold-off timer to zero). Let us take this choice. Therefore, the topology we will
consider becomes as in Figure 5.2. We calculate the metric (cost) of the link by (108 /
available bandwidth) and we have the cost of the link, which is also shown in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: the topology that does not violate the constraints

Links (S1-1, S3-1) and (S1-2, S3-2) are equivalent links. By some policy (e.g., random),
the first one is chosen. Then we can use the SPF algorithm to calculate the “shortest”
path, which is (S1-1, S3-1, O1, O2, S5, S7). This is the primary LSP.

Legend in Table 5.1
SRLG: Shared Risk Link Group
ISCD: Interface Switching Capability Descriptor
MRB: Maximum Reservable Bandwidth
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Table 5.1: the TE link information for path calculation

Local
Address

Remote
Address

SRLG ISCD Unreserved
Bandwidth

Link Protection
Type

Admin.
Color

S1-1 S3-1 11 TDM,
MRB =2.5Gb/s

1 Gb/s unprotected red

S1-2 S3-2 11 TDM,
MRB =2.5Gb/s

1 Gb/s unprotected red

S1 S2 12 TDM,
MRB =2.5Gb/s

1 Gb/s unprotected red

S1 S4 13 TDM,
MRB =2.5Gb/s

1 Gb/s unprotected green

S2 S4 14 TDM,
MRB =2.5Gb/s

1 Gb/s unprotected red

S3 S4 15 TDM,
MRB =2.5Gb/s

1 Gb/s unprotected red

S5 S7 31 TDM,
MRB =2.5Gb/s

1 Gb/s unprotected red

S5 S6 32 TDM,
MRB =2.5Gb/s

1 Gb/s unprotected red

S6 S7 33 TDM,
MRB =2.5Gb/s

500Mb/s unprotected green

S6 S8 34 TDM,
MRB =2.5Gb/s

1 Gb/s unprotected red

S7 S8 35 TDM,
MRB =2.5Gb/s

1 Gb/s unprotected red

S5-1 O2-1 231 TDM,
MRB =10Gb/s

2 Gb/s unprotected red

S5-2 O2-2 231 TDM,
MRB =10Gb/s

2 Gb/s Dedicated 1+1 red

S6-1 O4-1 232 TDM,
MRB =10Gb/s

2 Gb/s unprotected red

S6-2 O4-2 232 TDM,
MRB =10Gb/s

2 Gb/s Dedicated 1+1 red

S3-1 O1-1 121 TDM,
MRB =10Gb/s

2 Gb/s unprotected red

S3-2 O1-2 121 TDM,
MRB =10Gb/s

2 Gb/s Dedicated 1+1 red

S4-1 O3-1 122 TDM,
MRB =10Gb/s

2 Gb/s unprotected red

S4-2 O3-2 122 TDM,
MRB =10Gb/s

2 Gb/s Dedicated 1+1 red

O1 O2 21 LSC, MRB =160
Gb/s

10 Gb/s unprotected red

O1 O3 22 LSC, MRB =160
Gb/s

10 Gb/s unprotected red

O2 O4 23 LSC, MRB =160
Gb/s

10 Gb/s unprotected red

O3 O4 24 LSC, MRB =160
Gb/s

10 Gb/s unprotected red
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Because link (S1-2, S3-2) has the same SRLG as the link (S1-1, S3-1), and the latter has
been chosen for the primary LSP, it should not be considered when calculating the
backup LSP. The primary and the backup LSPs should be disjoint, so the topology we
can consider for the backup LSP becomes:

Figure 5.3: the topology for the backup LSP

Using the SPF algorithm, we have the “shortest” path (S1, S2, S4, O3, O4, S6, S8, S7)
for backup LSP.

Now the Switch 1 can signal both LSPs, e.g., using RSVP-TE. Explicit-routed LSP (ER-
LSP) signaling is used. The signaling protocol carrying the ERO establishes the LSP
starting from Switch 1. When signaling arrives at SONET Switch 3, Switch 3 finds out
that it is at the boundary for a hierarchical LSP by the Interface Switching Capability
Descriptor. Let us assume that there is no existing FA-LSP that meets the requirement of
the LSP being set up. So Switch 3 establishes a new FA-LSP starting from Switch 3 and
terminating on Switch 5. Switch 3 initiates the new FA-LSP. When the signaling arrives
at OXC1, OXC 1 finds out it also needs a new FA-LSP between OXC 1 and 2. Let us
call this FA-LSPF1w, which has Link Protection Type “unprotected”. After that, FA-LSP
between Switch 3 and 5 is tunneled throughF1w. We call this FA-LSP (between Switch3
and Switch5)F2w. It also has Link Protection Type “unprotected”. This FA-LSP tunnels
the client LSP. Eventually, the client LSP between Switch 1 and Switch 7 is established.
It is the primary path we want, which we callPw. A hierarchical LSP establishment is
illustrated in Section 2 of this report.

Similarly, for the backup LSP, the FA-LSP between OXC 3 and 4 is calledF1b; the FA-
LSP between SONET Switch 4 and 6 is calledF2b. Both of them have Link Protection
Type “unprotected”. And the backup LSP is tunneled through these FA-LSPs, and let us
call it Pb (see Figure 5.4). LSPPw andPb construct the 1:1 LSP protection as desired.
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The FA-LSPF1w/b andF2w/b, which have Link Protection Type “unprotected”, will be
advertised by the routing protocol. And their unreserved bandwidth is the difference
between the maximum reservable bandwidth and the share used for LSPPw (or Pb). For
example, the FA-LSPF2w advertises that it has bandwidth 9.178 Gb/s available, and the
FA-LSP F1w advertises that it has 15 lambdas available, each of which has OC192
bandwidth.

Figure 5.4: the 1:1 LSP protection

During the signaling, the resources are reserved. When the signaling takes place, the
RSVP-TE Path message carries a flag that tells the nodes the LSP being signaled is the
primary LSP or the backup one. Because the user requires 1:1 LSP protection, the user’s
traffic is not transported over the backup LSP until a failure occurs. The resource of the
backup LSP may be used by other LSPs that have lower priorities.

When the RSVP-TE Path message is sent out, it carries the Notify Request object. It has
the “targeted” node IP address, which is Switch 1 in this case. Every node along the path
records this IP address. This is the end-to-end LSP protection. It is not necessary for the
node that is responsible for triggering the traffic switch to know exactly where the failure
occurs on the path. So it is not necessary to localize the failure. All nodes that detect the
failure report the failure to the LSP initiator node. They send out a RSVP-TE Notify
message destined for the targeted node – Switch 1. The LSP initiator node can trigger
the traffic switch as soon as it receives the first notification, e.g., even one RSVP-TE
Notify message.

Such an LSP protection can protect any failure on the LSP. But it takes a long time for
the fault notification to travel the networks to reach the LSP protection initiator. For
many real-time applications, e.g., voice over IP, it is highly desirable to be able to recover
in 10s of milliseconds [48]. Fault notification may not work so fast. Therefore protection
needs to improve for real-time applications. If what the user requires is the end-to-end
restoration, the protection LSP is not pre-established. The primary LSP initiator does not
start signaling the protection LSP until the failure occurs and the initiator is notified. So
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end-to-end restoration is even slower and obviously it does not meet the requirement of
real-time applications.

We will see how another end-to-end protection scheme can improve the recovery time in
the next section.

6.2 Case Study 2: The Domain-specific Protection
A recent proposal [49] describes a GMPLS LSP protection scheme that is based on
different network domains. It is calledsubnetwork protection.

The network across which a hierarchical LSP travels is partitioned into subnetworks. The
nodes constructing the subnetwork have the same multiplexing capacity. Within each
subnetwork, there is a pre-established backup LSP to protect the primary LSP. And the
resource may also be pre-allocated. Because all nodes in a subnetwork have the same
multiplexing capacity, the primary and the backup LSP are at the same level in the LSP
hierarchy. The protection mechanism in each subnetwork can be M:N or 1+1. If there is a
failure, for M:N protection mechanism, the traffic switchover occurs from the primary
LSP to the backup LSP; for 1+1 protection mechanism, the LSP terminator node selects
the traffic from the backup LSP. The protection is only performed within the subnetwork
where the failure occurs. There is no need to do anything in other subnetworks across
which the hierarchical LSP travels. The logical view of this idea is shown by the 1:1
protection mechanism in Figure 5.5. There is a protection LSP in the subnetwork for the
primary LSP segment that goes over that subnetwork.

Figure 5.5: The logical view of the subnetwork protection

In Figure 5.5, the primary LSP is (Node 1, Node 3, Node 5, Node 7, Node 9, Node 11).
If the link between Node 5 and Node 7 is broken, the protection LSP (Node 5, Node 6,
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Node 8, Node 7) takes over the traffic, and there is no action in other networks. Traffic
goes from Node 1 to Node 11 by (Node1, Node3, Node 5, Node 6, Node 8, Node 7,
Node 9, Node 11).

In this subnetwork protection mechanism, the segments of the primary LSP are protected
by the protection LSPs in different subnetworks. Compared to end-to-end LSP protection
introduced in the previous section, this protection mechanism requires shorter time for
fault notification as the fault notification only travels to the nodes within a subnetwork.
Compared to local reroute, it is simpler. But, such a protection mechanism does not
protect the nodes/links that are at the border of the subnetworks. The links at the borders
can be protected by the link layer mechanism. However, the border nodes do not have
protection. For example, there is no protection if Node 5 goes down in Figure 5.4.
Fortunately, in practice, usually the nodes at the border of the network are very powerful
and reliable.

Let us see how to implement such a protection scheme for the case we mentioned in the
previous section. The client LSP has the same requirements as that in the previous
section. Here let us re-use the network shown in Figure 5.1. Because the link (S6, S7)
does not have enough available bandwidth and link (S1, S4) violates the constraint, we
have the topology as in Figure 5.6 to consider.

Figure 5.6: the network to show the subnetwork LSP protection

After the implementation, the LSP protection should be as follows. Switch 1 initiates the
LSP, and this client LSP is tunneled by the high-order LSP from Switch 3 to Switch 5,
which in turn is tunneled by the higher-order LSP from OXC 1 to OXC 2. Finally the
client’s LSP terminates at Switch 7. Because the 1:1 LSP protection is required, we
choose such a method - all the links within the networks have link protection type
“unprotected”, but the link between Switch 3 and OXC 1 has link protection type
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“Dedicated 1:1”, e.g., the SONET APS link layer protection. So is the link between OXC
2 and Switch 5. The primary LSP is (link (S1, S3), link (S3-2, O1-2), link (O1, O2), link
(O2-2, S5-2), link (S5, S7)). Within Client Network 1, the LSP segment from Switch 1
and 3 is protected by LSP (Switch 1, Switch 2, Switch 4, Switch 3). Within the optical
network, the LSP segment from OXC 1 to OXC 2 is protected by LSP (OXC 1, OXC 3,
OXC 4, OXC 2). And within network 3, the LSP segment from Switch 5 to Switch 7 is
protected by LSP (Switch 5, Switch 6, Switch 8, Switch 7). The resource has been
allocated on these protection LSPs, but the protection LSPs do not transport traffic.
Thus, the entire user LSP has 1:1 LSP protection except the edge nodes, like, OXC 1,
OXC 2, Switch 3 and Switch 5, and except the initiator and terminator nodes (see the
following figure). The protection mechanism can protect any failures between the edge
nodes within each subnetwork.

Figure 5.7: the network to show the subnetwork LSP protection

How to signal such a protection scheme? As this report is being written, there is no
automatic mechanism proposed in IETF yet. Let us discuss what we need to do.

(1) The primary LSP and protection LSP should be disjoint within each subnetwork. It
means the protection LSPs must be pre-computed, so they are explicit-routed LSPs

(2) Different protection mechanisms should be allowed within the subnetwork, e.g., 1+1
or 1:1. The LSP initiator node can be configured to create one of these protection
mechanisms, but how to tell the ingress node (a node at which the working LSP enters a
subnetwork) about the desired protection mechanism so that the ingress node signals the
protection LSP? For example, in Figure 5.6 (on the previous page), how does the
signaling protocol tell OXC 1 or Switch 5 to establish the protection LSP? And which
protection mechanism is wanted, e.g., 1+1 or 1:1? The current signaling protocols do not
provide any support yet, but it is possible to add some extensions to support this
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subnetwork protectionscheme, e.g., a new object in RSVP-TE. This new object is only
processed by the nodes of the primary LSP that are at the border of different
subnetworks. For example, Switch 1, Switch 3, OXC 1, OXC 2, Switch 5, Switch 7 in
Figure 5.6 (see the previous page).

(3) The protection LSP should be pre-established so as to provide fast recovery.
Resources may be pre-allocated as well. For M:N protection, lower priority traffic should
be allowed to use the resource if the protection LSP is not protecting.

(4) Coordination mechanisms should be used to avoid the multi-layer protection
contention if there is any. For example, “unprotected” link protection type may be used to
signal both of the primary and backup LSPs.

(5) There is a problem concerning the incoming interface. Within each subnetwork, the
primary LSP segment and the backup LSP merge at the edge node. The incoming
interface may be regarded as a “label” and involved in label switching, e.g., in a network
constructed by nodes that is fiber-switch capable, the incoming port may determine the
outgoing port. Another example is an MPLS router that is packet-switch capable uses
interface-based label space. The problem isillustrated in the following figure.

Figure 5.8: the incoming interface problem in the subnetwork protection

Node 1 switches the traffic from interface A to interface B if a failure between itself and
Node 4 occurs. Then the traffic arrives at Node 4 through interface D, instead of C. If
the label is unique node-widely (per-node label space), then there is no problem for Node
4 to work as usual, and the discussion can be stopped here. But in many situations, this
is not the case. In order to reuse the label, usually per-interface label space is used. For
example, a fiber can transport multiple wavelengths (lambdas), and another fiber on a
different port can transport all the same wavelengths (lambdas). Let us assume that Node
4 has such an entry (see Figure 5.9) in its label forwarding table in the example shown in
Figure 5.8:
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Figure 5.9: the label forwarding entry in the example

Now the incoming interface has changed for Node 4, and how to tell it to accept the
traffic from another interface and continue the label forwarding? One solution is to signal
Node 4 to change the incoming interface C to D in its label forwarding entry after the
failure is detected. It takes time and this protection would lose much of its value. Another
solution is to tell Node 4 about it when the protection LSP is being established. In order
to support this solution, a selector may be implemented in Node 4 that can select traffic
from one of the multiple ports. Node 4 monitors the traffic from interface C and D, and
it selects the healthier traffic from one of the two. The incoming interface may be
programmed in the label forwarding entry before label switching occurs for optimization
(see Figure 5.10) if the protection type allows. Or Node 4 can change the incoming
interface in its label forwarding entry just before it is going to select the traffic from
another interface.

Figure 5.10: the interfaces for primary and backup LSPs are pre-programmed

(6) How to set up the multi-layer protection scheme like the link layer protection between
nodes S3 and O1, O2 and S5? It is done usually by configuration. So is the set-up of
coordination mechanism to avoid the multi-layer protection contention.

The other way to establish the entiresubnetwork protectionis by configuration. For
example, on the network manager, the network administrator can configure such an LSP
protection scheme. At the beginning, the network administrator requires the path
computation component in the primary LSP initiator node to calculate the primary LSP.
Then the LSP protection type and the primary LSP information (e.g., the nodes traveled
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by the primary LSP) are sent to the ingress node of the primary LSP segment within each
subnetwork, for example, node O1 in the optical network in Figure 5.6. At each ingress
node, the protection LSP is calculated to protect the LSP segment that travels within that
subnetwork. Note that the protection LSP must be disjoint with the primary LSP segment
and the protection type should be honored. After that, the link layer protection (if needed)
and the coordination for avoiding multi-layer protection contention can be done by
configuration. How to solve the incoming interface problem? The egress node may
provide an interface to network management for query and configuration. Such an
interface allows the network administrator to manually query and configure the label
forwarding table. We can see that using configuration to create such a protection scheme
is tedious and error-prone.

Summary of the Subnetwork Protection Scheme
If the link between subnetworks fails, then the link layer protection is triggered. And it is
expected that the link layer protection takes a short time to recover, e.g., the SONET
APS just takes less than 50 ms to recover. If there is a failure (not the edge nodes) in a
subnetwork, fault notification just needs to notify the head node of the LSP segment
within that network. So the notification message travels only within that subnetwork.
Compared to end-to-end LSP protection, it takes less time. The paper [50] proves that, in
theory, it is possible to guarantee the 50 ms recovery time in large mesh networks by
properly partitioning the network and applying subnetwork protection.

This subnetwork protection scheme also has another advance – it can protect a number of
LSPs (see Figure 5.11). If a failure between Node 1 and Node 4 occurs, the protection
LSP, which has the same level as the primary LSP segment within the subnetwork, is
activated to protect the primary LSP. The tunneled low-order LSPs, e.g., LSP 1, 2 and 3
in the example, are not affected, and they are not even aware of the failure.

Figure 5.11: the subnetwork protection idea protects multiple low-order LSPs
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This subnetwork protection scheme is resource-efficient. For example, the dedicated 1:1
end-to-end LSP protection mechanism doubles the resource. But in the subnetwork
protection scheme, the resource for 1:1 LSP protection is shared - the protection LSP can
be shared by multiple low-order LSPs.

Compared to local/global restoration, the protection LSP in thesubnetwork protectionis
pre-established. So it provides faster recovery. But as other protection mechanisms, it
requires more resource than restoration.

The signaling issues to solve the incoming interface problem in this subnetwork protection
scheme needs further study.

6.3 Case Study 3: Link-layer Protection and Local Reroute
In the mesh network shown in Figure 5.12, photonic switches construct the core network.
At the edge, devices O1 and O2 are optical switches. The optical switch has interfaces
that provide WDM capabilities for photonic switches, and interfaces that provide SONET
section level signals. SONET switches are connected to O1 and O2. They provide OC-
192 capacity interface. Between O1 and P1, it is the WDM multiplexing of 16 OC-192
signals which remain intact through to O2. All lines have dedicated 1+1 link protection
(the dedicated protection link is not shown in the figure). The links between SONET
switches are OC48 links, like the link between S1 and S3, the link between S5 and S7.
The optical switches O1, O2, O3 and O4 are IP-over-WDM nodes. So are the photonic
switches.

Figure 5.12: an LSP requiring 1+1 protection is built in the mesh network

A client LSP is going to be established between Switch 1 of client network 1 and Switch
7 of client network 3. It requires fault recovery in the optical network. The LSP will be
used to transport real-time applications and the recovery should be done quickly if there
is a failure, e.g., in 10s of milliseconds.

Link layer protection is one of the solutions for fast failure recovery. Let us study it here
to see if 1+1 link layer protection can work in this case. If we build an LSP whose links
all have “Dedicated 1+1” link layer protection type, the whole LSP has link protection.
But what happens if a node goes down? Let us see an example in Figure 5.13. All the
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nodes are IP-over-WDM nodes. If node N3 goes down, how to recover the failure even
if all the links have 1+1 link protection? So just link layer protection cannot work. Other
recovery mechanisms are needed to complement the link protection.

Figure 5.13: all links have 1+1 link protection between nodes

Because an LSP which has 1+1 link protection has doubled the resource for the traffic,
further expensive recovery mechanisms are not desired any more. One of the solutions is
to use local reroute. Let us consider if this recovery mechanism can work.

When establishing the primary LSP, the RSVP-TE Path message carries the RSVP-TE
protection object, which signals “Dedicated 1+1”. To avoid multiple layer protection
contention, the coordination mechanism must be set during the signaling. Let us use hold-
off timer. Note that, in order to meet the recovery time requirement, the hold-off time
set-up must consider the time needed for MPLS-based recovery in case the link layer
protection fails. We use LSP local reroute as the MPLS-based recovery in this case. And
the link layer protection has higher priority than the MPLS-based recovery. Let us assume
that the primary LSP is (S1, S3, O1, P1, P2, O2, S5, S7). The primary LSP contains:
FA-LSP1, which is from O1 to O2; and FA-LSP2, which is from S3 to S5. When
establishing FA-LSP1, P2 knows that it is the penultimate node of this FA-LSP, e.g.,
routing tells P2 that it is directly connected to O2. Let us assume we have such an
administration policy that the penultimate node of the FA-LSP must notify the initiator
node of the FA-LSP. The “target” address for the Notify message can be configured. In
this case, P2 can send out the RSVP-TE Notify message targeted to O1. O2 is the
penultimate node of FA-LSP2, and similarly it knows it will send a Notify message to S3
if S5 fails.

At first, we consider Case 1 (see the section about local restoration for what the different
cases are), for example, P2 goes down. P1 detects its neighbor’s failure, e.g., by the
Hello protocol (the Hello is exchanged between the neighbors every 5 ms). The link layer
protection is triggered. Unfortunately, after the hold-off time, P1 finds out the failure is
still there. So the hold-off timer triggers the LSP local restoration. The routing
information database (LSDB) in P1 still shows that there is a route (P1, P3, P4, O2) to
O2. Without waiting for routing information synchronization, P1 constructs an ER-LSP to
reach O2, whose RSVP-TE ERO object contains P1, P3, P4 and O2. Because all of
interfaces connecting these nodes have the same interface switching type – Lambda
Switch Capable, there is no higher-order LSP needed. The reroute ER-LSP (P1, P3, P4,
O2) has the same level as FA-LSP1 (O1, P1, P2, O2). When the signaling RSVP-TE
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Figure 5.12: the primary LSP
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Path message driven by the ERO object arrives at O2, based on the PSVP-TE Session
object and Sender template object, O2 understands the LSP has to be modified. So O2
modifies its label forwarding table and responds with a RSVP-TE Resv message. The
message arrives at P1. And P1 understands that the reroute succeeds. So it also modifies
its label forwarding table and switches over the traffic onto the reroute ER-LSP. If node
P1 goes down, the reroute process is similar as both P1 and P2 are transit nodes of FA-
LSP1.

If O2 fails, then reroute Case 2 occurs. P2 detects its neighbor’s failure. As P2 is
configured to notify the FA-LSP1 initiator O1, it sends out the RSVP-TE Notify message
destined to O1. O1 is notified, and it tells all the tunneled low-order LSPs to reroute as it
is the border of the hierarchical LSP. For example, it tells node S3 of FA-LSP2 to
reroute. S3 consults its current routing database and builds the ERO object to signal a
reroute ER-LSP. It understands it must cross the optical network to reach SONET switch
S5. So the ERO object (S3, O3, P3, P4, O4, S5) is built and part of this ER-LSP (O3,
P3, P4, O4) is a higher order LSP compared to FA-LSP2. The ERO drives the signaling.
When it arrives at node O3, the higher-order FA-LSP is triggered to set up – let us call
it FA-LSP1’. After that the reroute ER-LSP reaches S5. And the FA-LSP2 is tunneled by
this FA-LSP1’. The reroute bypasses the faulty O2.

If O1 fails, the reroute Case 3 occurs. S3 detects its neighbor’s failure and S3 triggers the
reroute. S3 consults its current routing database and builds the ERO object to signal a
reroute ER-LSP. The process is like what the S3 does in reroute Case 2 (see the
preceding paragraph).

When we use reroute as the recovery method, we need to carefully consider the network
topology. Due to the network topology, reroute may not work. For example, in the case
we just described, if the user wants the fault recovery from end to end, reroute cannot
work if node S5 goes down.
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7. Conclusion
We have talked about the objectives for the LSP protection/restoration in Section 3. We
note that the objective tobe cost-effectivemay involve non-technical factors, but we do
not discuss them here in this report. We compare the LSP protection/restoration
mechanisms in GMPLS networks in the following table.

LSP
recovery
mechanisms

Resource
requirements

Speed of recovery Complexity Application
scope

Conventional
local
restoration

No resource is
pre-allocated,
the repaired
LSP requires
same resource

Very slow as it
waits for the
routing
synchronization

No change to
the current
signaling
protocols

Limited as the
user’s strict
ER-LSP is
not desired to
be rerouted.

Local
restoration
with ER-
LSP [47]

No resource is
pre-allocated,
the repaired
LSP requires
same resource

Fast. It does not wait
for the routing
synchronization to
signal the reroute
path. The path
computation takes
little time.

No change to
the current
signaling
protocol, but it
requires extra
intelligence

Limited as the
user’s strict
ER-LSP is
not desired to
be rerouted.

End-to-end
restoration

No resource is
pre-allocated,
the repaired
LSP requires
same resource

Very slow. Fault
localization is
performed, fault
notification takes
time to travel across
networks, and the
reroute LSP is not
set up until the
failure occurs.

No change to
the current
signaling
protocol

Can be used
in any
situations and
the recovery
meets traffic
engineering
goals

Local
protection

Double
resource is pre-
allocated

Very fast as it is
done at the
link/physical layer

Additional
configuration is
needed to set
up

It cannot
easily provide
node
protection.

End-to-end
protection

Additional
resource is pre-
allocated,
dedicated 1+1
LSP protection
requires double
resource

1+1 LSP
protection does not
need fault
notification but
M:N LSP
protection does.

Additional
configuration
may be needed
to set up the
protection on
the end nodes
of the LSP

It can be
used in any
situations

Table 6.1: comparison of recovery mechanisms
All protection/restoration mechanisms sacrifice resource to achieve fast recovery. Because
additional resource is pre-allocated in the protection mechanism, the protection mechanism
is expected to provide faster recovery than restoration. So objectives for LSP recovery
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(1) to optimize the use of resourcesand (2) to provide fast recovery and minimize the
disruption to data traffic of any failureare conflicting. Many protection/restoration
mechanisms require signaling at the time of failure. The more signaling is required, the
more time the mechanism takes to recover, and the less likely the recovery is timely.

We can achieve fastest recovery if we pay double resource, e.g., using the link/physical
layer protection. The 1+1 LSP protection requires double resource, which is the most
expensive LSP protection, and it can provide fastest LSP recovery. Any other protection
mechanisms that share backup resource require fault notification. For example, the M:N,
1:N or 1:1 end-to-end LSP protection requires that fault notification travels across a
number of nodes, which may cost time. The subnetwork protection mechanism tries to
shorten the fault notification time but the nodes at the network boundary do not have any
protection.

Many restoration mechanisms require a lot of signaling, so they usually do not meet real-
time applications’ requirement. The local restoration using ER-LSP proposed by [47] does
not need fault notification and it does not need to wait for routing information
synchronization. Although it needs to compute the ER-LSP to reroute, it does not give a
burden to today’s CPU. So it may be a fast restoration solution. However, the application
scope of local restoration is limited.

Restoration mechanisms allocate resources after failure occurrence so they are resource
effective but it takes time for them to provide recovery. Protection mechanisms provide
fast recovery but they require additional resources. We should carefully consider the
trade-off to choose the appropriate recovery mechanism so as to meet the requirements of
users and network administration.

Compared to lower layer recovery mechanisms, the recovery mechanisms at the GMPLS
level are relatively slow and may require more resources. Lower layer recovery
mechanisms can provide fast recovery. But they have their limitations and disadvantages.
For example, WDM networks may require complicated implementation and configuration
for protection/restoration. And link layer protection cannot easily provide node protection.

In practice, usually a single type of protection mechanism does not satisfy the complicated
working environment or user requirements. So a combination of recovery mechanisms is
often the solution. When we choose a recovery solution, we need to achieve the balance
between required resources and recovery time and the balance between cost and high
survivability.

Nowadays, a lot of proposals have come up for LSP protection/restoration. GMPLS
extends MPLS, but the LSP protection/restoration mechanisms that work in MPLS
networks may not always work in GMPLS networks. For example, the "detour" proposal
[48] makes the LSP very fault-tolerant in MPLS networks, but the current method
described is only suitable for unidirectional LSPs. That is not applicable for GMPLS as
bidirectional LSPs are recommended in GMPLS. Furthermore, the proposal places strict
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constraints to the GMPLS network nodes when the "detour" LSP for protection is set up
(see [51]). It is likely that the proposals that only work in MPLS networks but not in
GMPLS networks would be dropped by IETF, e.g., [53] has been dropped, because of its
limited scope.

Some proposals for LSP protection/restoration require the current signaling protocol to
have more extensions, e.g., the one described in [48]. IETF considers these proposals
very carefully as they would have a side-effect or put too much burden on the protocol.
Some of these proposals are dropped, e.g., [54]. Therefore some researchers suggest that
recovery mechanisms should be split from signaling protocol extensions (see [52]).

For local reroute, the aid from the signaling protocol is inevitable. But for the time being,
none of the proposals in this area gets majority support. The issue is still being discussed
in IETF.

With the further development of GMPLS, it is expected that more and more solutions are
coming up for LSP protection/restoration in GMPLS.
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Status of this Memo

   This document specifies an Internet standards track protocol for the
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   Official Protocol Standards" (STD 1) for the standardization state
   and status of this protocol.  Distribution of this memo is unlimited.
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Abstract

   This document describes the use of RSVP (Resource Reservation
   Protocol), including all the necessary extensions, to establish
   label-switched paths (LSPs) in MPLS (Multi-Protocol Label Switching).
   Since the flow along an LSP is completely identified by the label
   applied at the ingress node of the path, these paths may be treated
   as tunnels.  A key application of LSP tunnels is traffic engineering
   with MPLS as specified in RFC 2702.

   We propose several additional objects that extend RSVP, allowing the
   establishment of explicitly routed label switched paths using RSVP as
   a signaling protocol.  The result is the instantiation of label-
   switched tunnels which can be automatically routed away from network
   failures, congestion, and bottlenecks.
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1. Introduction

   Section 2.9 of the MPLS architecture [2] defines a label distribution
   protocol as a set of procedures by which one Label Switched Router
   (LSR) informs another of the meaning of labels used to forward
   traffic between and through them.  The MPLS architecture does not
   assume a single label distribution protocol.  This document is a
   specification of extensions to RSVP for establishing label switched
   paths (LSPs) in MPLS networks.

   Several of the new features described in this document were motivated
   by the requirements for traffic engineering over MPLS (see [3]).  In
   particular, the extended RSVP protocol supports the instantiation of
   explicitly routed LSPs, with or without resource reservations.  It
   also supports smooth rerouting of LSPs, preemption, and loop
   detection.

   The LSPs created with RSVP can be used to carry the "Traffic Trunks"
   described in [3].  The LSP which carries a traffic trunk and a
   traffic trunk are distinct though closely related concepts.  For
   example, two LSPs between the same source and destination could be
   load shared to carry a single traffic trunk.  Conversely several
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   traffic trunks could be carried in the same LSP if, for instance, the
   LSP were capable of carrying several service classes.  The
   applicability of these extensions is discussed further in [10].

   Since the traffic that flows along a label-switched path is defined
   by the label applied at the ingress node of the LSP, these paths can
   be treated as tunnels, tunneling below normal IP routing and
   filtering mechanisms.  When an LSP is used in this way we refer to it
   as an LSP tunnel.

   LSP tunnels allow the implementation of a variety of policies related
   to network performance optimization.  For example, LSP tunnels can be
   automatically or manually routed away from network failures,
   congestion, and bottlenecks.  Furthermore, multiple parallel LSP
   tunnels can be established between two nodes, and traffic between the
   two nodes can be mapped onto the LSP tunnels according to local
   policy.  Although traffic engineering (that is, performance
   optimization of operational networks) is expected to be an important
   application of this specification, the extended RSVP protocol can be
   used in a much wider context.

   The purpose of this document is to describe the use of RSVP to
   establish LSP tunnels.  The intent is to fully describe all the
   objects, packet formats, and procedures required to realize
   interoperable implementations.  A few new objects are also defined
   that enhance management and diagnostics of LSP tunnels.

   The document also describes a means of rapid node failure detection
   via a new HELLO message.

   All objects and messages described in this specification are optional
   with respect to RSVP.  This document discusses what happens when an
   object described here is not supported by a node.

   Throughout this document, the discussion will be restricted to
   unicast label switched paths.  Multicast LSPs are left for further
   study.

1.1. Background

   Hosts and routers that support both RSVP [1] and Multi-Protocol Label
   Switching [2] can associate labels with RSVP flows.  When MPLS and
   RSVP are combined, the definition of a flow can be made more
   flexible.  Once a label switched path (LSP) is established, the
   traffic through the path is defined by the label applied at the
   ingress node of the LSP.  The mapping of label to traffic can be
   accomplished using a number of different criteria.  The set of
   packets that are assigned the same label value by a specific node are
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   said to belong to the same forwarding equivalence class (FEC) (see
   [2]), and effectively define the "RSVP flow."  When traffic is mapped
   onto a label-switched path in this way, we call the LSP an "LSP
   Tunnel".  When labels are associated with traffic flows, it becomes
   possible for a router to identify the appropriate reservation state
   for a packet based on the packet’s label value.

   The signaling protocol model uses downstream-on-demand label
   distribution.  A request to bind labels to a specific LSP tunnel is
   initiated by an ingress node through the RSVP Path message.  For this
   purpose, the RSVP Path message is augmented with a LABEL_REQUEST
   object.  Labels are allocated downstream and distributed (propagated
   upstream) by means of the RSVP Resv message.  For this purpose, the
   RSVP Resv message is extended with a special LABEL object.  The
   procedures for label allocation, distribution, binding, and stacking
   are described in subsequent sections of this document.

   The signaling protocol model also supports explicit routing
   capability.  This is accomplished by incorporating a simple
   EXPLICIT_ROUTE object into RSVP Path messages.  The EXPLICIT_ROUTE
   object encapsulates a concatenation of hops which constitutes the
   explicitly routed path.  Using this object, the paths taken by
   label-switched RSVP-MPLS flows can be pre-determined, independent of
   conventional IP routing.  The explicitly routed path can be
   administratively specified, or automatically computed by a suitable
   entity based on QoS and policy requirements, taking into
   consideration the prevailing network state.  In general, path
   computation can be control-driven or data-driven.  The mechanisms,
   processes, and algorithms used to compute explicitly routed paths are
   beyond the scope of this specification.

   One useful application of explicit routing is traffic engineering.
   Using explicitly routed LSPs, a node at the ingress edge of an MPLS
   domain can control the path through which traffic traverses from
   itself, through the MPLS network, to an egress node.  Explicit
   routing can be used to optimize the utilization of network resources
   and enhance traffic oriented performance characteristics.

   The concept of explicitly routed label switched paths can be
   generalized through the notion of abstract nodes.  An abstract node
   is a group of nodes whose internal topology is opaque to the ingress
   node of the LSP.  An abstract node is said to be simple if it
   contains only one physical node.  Using this concept of abstraction,
   an explicitly routed LSP can be specified as a sequence of IP
   prefixes or a sequence of Autonomous Systems.
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   The signaling protocol model supports the specification of an
   explicit path as a sequence of strict and loose routes.  The
   combination of abstract nodes, and strict and loose routes
   significantly enhances the flexibility of path definitions.

   An advantage of using RSVP to establish LSP tunnels is that it
   enables the allocation of resources along the path.  For example,
   bandwidth can be allocated to an LSP tunnel using standard RSVP
   reservations and Integrated Services service classes [4].

   While resource reservations are useful, they are not mandatory.
   Indeed, an LSP can be instantiated without any resource reservations
   whatsoever.  Such LSPs without resource reservations can be used, for
   example, to carry best effort traffic.  They can also be used in many
   other contexts, including implementation of fall-back and recovery
   policies under fault conditions, and so forth.

1.2. Terminology

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in RFC2119 [6].

   The reader is assumed to be familiar with the terminology in [1], [2]
   and [3].

   Abstract Node

      A group of nodes whose internal topology is opaque to the ingress
      node of the LSP.  An abstract node is said to be simple if it
      contains only one physical node.

   Explicitly Routed LSP

      An LSP whose path is established by a means other than normal IP
      routing.

   Label Switched Path

      The path created by the concatenation of one or more label
      switched hops, allowing a packet to be forwarded by swapping
      labels from an MPLS node to another MPLS node.  For a more precise
      definition see [2].

   LSP

      A Label Switched Path
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   LSP Tunnel

      An LSP which is used to tunnel below normal IP routing and/or
      filtering mechanisms.

   Traffic Engineered Tunnel (TE Tunnel)

      A set of one or more LSP Tunnels which carries a traffic trunk.

   Traffic Trunk

      A set of flows aggregated by their service class and then placed
      on an LSP or set of LSPs called a traffic engineered tunnel.  For
      further discussion see [3].

2. Overview

2.1. LSP Tunnels and Traffic Engineered Tunnels

   According to [1], "RSVP defines a ’session’ to be a data flow with a
   particular destination and transport-layer protocol." However, when
   RSVP and MPLS are combined, a flow or session can be defined with
   greater flexibility and generality.  The ingress node of an LSP can
   use a variety of means to determine which packets are assigned a
   particular label.  Once a label is assigned to a set of packets, the
   label effectively defines the "flow" through the LSP.  We refer to
   such an LSP as an "LSP tunnel" because the traffic through it is
   opaque to intermediate nodes along the label switched path.

   New RSVP SESSION, SENDER_TEMPLATE, and FILTER_SPEC objects, called
   LSP_TUNNEL_IPv4 and LSP_TUNNEL_IPv6 have been defined to support the
   LSP tunnel feature.  The semantics of these objects, from the
   perspective of a node along the label switched path, is that traffic
   belonging to the LSP tunnel is identified solely on the basis of
   packets arriving from the PHOP or "previous hop" (see [1]) with the
   particular label value(s) assigned by this node to upstream senders
   to the session.  In fact, the IPv4(v6) that appears in the object
   name only denotes that the destination address is an IPv4(v6)
   address.  When we refer to these objects generically, we use the
   qualifier LSP_TUNNEL.

   In some applications it is useful to associate sets of LSP tunnels.
   This can be useful during reroute operations or to spread a traffic
   trunk over multiple paths.  In the traffic engineering application
   such sets are called traffic engineered tunnels (TE tunnels).  To
   enable the identification and association of such LSP tunnels, two
   identifiers are carried.  A tunnel ID is part of the SESSION object.
   The SESSION object uniquely defines a traffic engineered tunnel.  The
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   SENDER_TEMPLATE and FILTER_SPEC objects carry an LSP ID.  The
   SENDER_TEMPLATE (or FILTER_SPEC) object together with the SESSION
   object uniquely identifies an LSP tunnel

2.2. Operation of LSP Tunnels

   This section summarizes some of the features supported by RSVP as
   extended by this document related to the operation of LSP tunnels.
   These include: (1) the capability to establish LSP tunnels with or
   without QoS requirements, (2) the capability to dynamically reroute
   an established LSP tunnel, (3) the capability to observe the actual
   route traversed by an established LSP tunnel, (4) the capability to
   identify and diagnose LSP tunnels, (5) the capability to preempt an
   established LSP tunnel under administrative policy control, and (6)
   the capability to perform downstream-on-demand label allocation,
   distribution, and binding.  In the following paragraphs, these
   features are briefly described.  More detailed descriptions can be
   found in subsequent sections of this document.

   To create an LSP tunnel, the first MPLS node on the path -- that is,
   the sender node with respect to the path -- creates an RSVP Path
   message with a session type of LSP_TUNNEL_IPv4 or LSP_TUNNEL_IPv6 and
   inserts a LABEL_REQUEST object into the Path message.  The
   LABEL_REQUEST object indicates that a label binding for this path is
   requested and also provides an indication of the network layer
   protocol that is to be carried over this path.  The reason for this
   is that the network layer protocol sent down an LSP cannot be assumed
   to be IP and cannot be deduced from the L2 header, which simply
   identifies the higher layer protocol as MPLS.

   If the sender node has knowledge of a route that has high likelihood
   of meeting the tunnel’s QoS requirements, or that makes efficient use
   of network resources, or that satisfies some policy criteria, the
   node can decide to use the route for some or all of its sessions.  To
   do this, the sender node adds an EXPLICIT_ROUTE object to the RSVP
   Path message.  The EXPLICIT_ROUTE object specifies the route as a
   sequence of abstract nodes.

   If, after a session has been successfully established, the sender
   node discovers a better route, the sender can dynamically reroute the
   session by simply changing the EXPLICIT_ROUTE object.  If problems
   are encountered with an EXPLICIT_ROUTE object, either because it
   causes a routing loop or because some intermediate routers do not
   support it, the sender node is notified.

   By adding a RECORD_ROUTE object to the Path message, the sender node
   can receive information about the actual route that the LSP tunnel
   traverses.  The sender node can also use this object to request
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   notification from the network concerning changes to the routing path.
   The RECORD_ROUTE object is analogous to a path vector, and hence can
   be used for loop detection.

   Finally, a SESSION_ATTRIBUTE object can be added to Path messages to
   aid in session identification and diagnostics.  Additional control
   information, such as setup and hold priorities, resource affinities
   (see [3]), and local-protection, are also included in this object.

   Routers along the path may use the setup and hold priorities along
   with SENDER_TSPEC and any POLICY_DATA objects contained in Path
   messages as input to policy control.  For instance, in the traffic
   engineering application, it is very useful to use the Path message as
   a means of verifying that bandwidth exists at a particular priority
   along an entire path before preempting any lower priority
   reservations.  If a Path message is allowed to progress when there
   are insufficient resources, then there is a danger that lower
   priority reservations downstream of this point will unnecessarily be
   preempted in a futile attempt to service this request.

   When the EXPLICIT_ROUTE object (ERO) is present, the Path message is
   forwarded towards its destination along a path specified by the ERO.
   Each node along the path records the ERO in its path state block.
   Nodes may also modify the ERO before forwarding the Path message.  In
   this case the modified ERO SHOULD be stored in the path state block
   in addition to the received ERO.

   The LABEL_REQUEST object requests intermediate routers and receiver
   nodes to provide a label binding for the session.  If a node is
   incapable of providing a label binding, it sends a PathErr message
   with an "unknown object class" error.  If the LABEL_REQUEST object is
   not supported end to end, the sender node will be notified by the
   first node which does not provide this support.

   The destination node of a label-switched path responds to a
   LABEL_REQUEST by including a LABEL object in its response RSVP Resv
   message.  The LABEL object is inserted in the filter spec list
   immediately following the filter spec to which it pertains.

   The Resv message is sent back upstream towards the sender, following
   the path state created by the Path message, in reverse order.  Note
   that if the path state was created by use of an ERO, then the Resv
   message will follow the reverse path of the ERO.

   Each node that receives a Resv message containing a LABEL object uses
   that label for outgoing traffic associated with this LSP tunnel.  If
   the node is not the sender, it allocates a new label and places that
   label in the corresponding LABEL object of the Resv message which it
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   sends upstream to the PHOP.  The label sent upstream in the LABEL
   object is the label which this node will use to identify incoming
   traffic associated with this LSP tunnel.  This label also serves as
   shorthand for the Filter Spec.  The node can now update its "Incoming
   Label Map" (ILM), which is used to map incoming labeled packets to a
   "Next Hop Label Forwarding Entry" (NHLFE), see [2].

   When the Resv message propagates upstream to the sender node, a
   label-switched path is effectively established.

2.3. Service Classes

   This document does not restrict the type of Integrated Service
   requests for reservations.  However, an implementation SHOULD support
   the Controlled-Load service [4] and the Null Service [16].

2.4. Reservation Styles

   The receiver node can select from among a set of possible reservation
   styles for each session, and each RSVP session must have a particular
   style.  Senders have no influence on the choice of reservation style.
   The receiver can choose different reservation styles for different
   LSPs.

   An RSVP session can result in one or more LSPs, depending on the
   reservation style chosen.

   Some reservation styles, such as FF, dedicate a particular
   reservation to an individual sender node.  Other reservation styles,
   such as WF and SE, can share a reservation among several sender
   nodes.  The following sections discuss the different reservation
   styles and their advantages and disadvantages.  A more detailed
   discussion of reservation styles can be found in [1].

2.4.1. Fixed Filter (FF) Style

   The Fixed Filter (FF) reservation style creates a distinct
   reservation for traffic from each sender that is not shared by other
   senders.  This style is common for applications in which traffic from
   each sender is likely to be concurrent and independent.  The total
   amount of reserved bandwidth on a link for sessions using FF is the
   sum of the reservations for the individual senders.

   Because each sender has its own reservation, a unique label is
   assigned to each sender.  This can result in a point-to-point LSP
   between every sender/receiver pair.
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2.4.2. Wildcard Filter (WF) Style

   With the Wildcard Filter (WF) reservation style, a single shared
   reservation is used for all senders to a session.  The total
   reservation on a link remains the same regardless of the number of
   senders.

   A single multipoint-to-point label-switched-path is created for all
   senders to the session.  On links that senders to the session share,
   a single label value is allocated to the session.  If there is only
   one sender, the LSP looks like a normal point-to-point connection.
   When multiple senders are present, a multipoint-to-point LSP (a
   reversed tree) is created.

   This style is useful for applications in which not all senders send
   traffic at the same time.  A phone conference, for example, is an
   application where not all speakers talk at the same time.  If,
   however, all senders send simultaneously, then there is no means of
   getting the proper reservations made.  Either the reserved bandwidth
   on links close to the destination will be less than what is required
   or then the reserved bandwidth on links close to some senders will be
   greater than what is required.  This restricts the applicability of
   WF for traffic engineering purposes.

   Furthermore, because of the merging rules of WF, EXPLICIT_ROUTE
   objects cannot be used with WF reservations.  As a result of this
   issue and the lack of applicability to traffic engineering, use of WF
   is not considered in this document.

2.4.3. Shared Explicit (SE) Style

   The Shared Explicit (SE) style allows a receiver to explicitly
   specify the senders to be included in a reservation.  There is a
   single reservation on a link for all the senders listed.  Because
   each sender is explicitly listed in the Resv message, different
   labels may be assigned to different senders, thereby creating
   separate LSPs.

   SE style reservations can be provided using multipoint-to-point
   label-switched-path or LSP per sender.  Multipoint-to-point LSPs may
   be used when path messages do not carry the EXPLICIT_ROUTE object, or
   when Path messages have identical EXPLICIT_ROUTE objects.  In either
   of these cases a common label may be assigned.
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   Path messages from different senders can each carry their own ERO,
   and the paths taken by the senders can converge and diverge at any
   point in the network topology.  When Path messages have differing
   EXPLICIT_ROUTE objects, separate LSPs for each EXPLICIT_ROUTE object
   must be established.

2.5. Rerouting Traffic Engineered Tunnels

   One of the requirements for Traffic Engineering is the capability to
   reroute an established TE tunnel under a number of conditions, based
   on administrative policy.  For example, in some contexts, an
   administrative policy may dictate that a given TE tunnel is to be
   rerouted when a more "optimal" route becomes available.  Another
   important context when TE tunnel reroute is usually required is upon
   failure of a resource along the TE tunnel’s established path.  Under
   some policies, it may also be necessary to return the TE tunnel to
   its original path when the failed resource becomes re-activated.

   In general, it is highly desirable not to disrupt traffic, or
   adversely impact network operations while TE tunnel rerouting is in
   progress.  This adaptive and smooth rerouting requirement
   necessitates establishing a new LSP tunnel and transferring traffic
   from the old LSP tunnel onto it before tearing down the old LSP
   tunnel.  This concept is called "make-before-break." A problem can
   arise because the old and new LSP tunnels might compete with each
   other for resources on network segments which they have in common.
   Depending on availability of resources, this competition can cause
   Admission Control to prevent the new LSP tunnel from being
   established.  An advantage of using RSVP to establish LSP tunnels is
   that it solves this problem very elegantly.

   To support make-before-break in a smooth fashion, it is necessary
   that on links that are common to the old and new LSPs, resources used
   by the old LSP tunnel should not be released before traffic is
   transitioned to the new LSP tunnel, and reservations should not be
   counted twice because this might cause Admission Control to reject
   the new LSP tunnel.

   A similar situation can arise when one wants to increase the
   bandwidth of a TE tunnel.  The new reservation will be for the full
   amount needed, but the actual allocation needed is only the delta
   between the new and old bandwidth.  If policy is being applied to
   PATH messages by intermediate nodes, then a PATH message requesting
   too much bandwidth will be rejected.  In this situation simply
   increasing the bandwidth request without changing the
   SENDER_TEMPLATE, could result in a tunnel being torn down, depending
   upon local policy.
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   The combination of the LSP_TUNNEL SESSION object and the SE
   reservation style naturally accommodates smooth transitions in
   bandwidth and routing.  The idea is that the old and new LSP tunnels
   share resources along links which they have in common.  The
   LSP_TUNNEL SESSION object is used to narrow the scope of the RSVP
   session to the particular TE tunnel in question.  To uniquely
   identify a TE tunnel, we use the combination of the destination IP
   address (an address of the node which is the egress of the tunnel), a
   Tunnel ID, and the tunnel ingress node’s IP address, which is placed
   in the Extended Tunnel ID field.

   During the reroute or bandwidth-increase operation, the tunnel
   ingress needs to appear as two different senders to the RSVP session.
   This is achieved by the inclusion of the "LSP ID", which is carried
   in the SENDER_TEMPLATE and FILTER_SPEC objects.  Since the semantics
   of these objects are changed, a new C-Types are assigned.

   To effect a reroute, the ingress node picks a new LSP ID and forms a
   new SENDER_TEMPLATE.  The ingress node then creates a new ERO to
   define the new path.  Thereafter the node sends a new Path Message
   using the original SESSION object and the new SENDER_TEMPLATE and
   ERO.  It continues to use the old LSP and refresh the old Path
   message.  On links that are not held in common, the new Path message
   is treated as a conventional new LSP tunnel setup.  On links held in
   common, the shared SESSION object and SE style allow the LSP to be
   established sharing resources with the old LSP.  Once the ingress
   node receives a Resv message for the new LSP, it can transition
   traffic to it and tear down the old LSP.

   To effect a bandwidth-increase, a new Path Message with a new LSP_ID
   can be used to attempt a larger bandwidth reservation while the
   current LSP_ID continues to be refreshed to ensure that the
   reservation is not lost if the larger reservation fails.

2.6. Path MTU

   Standard RSVP [1] and Int-Serv [11] provide the RSVP sender with the
   minimum MTU available between the sender and the receiver.  This path
   MTU identification capability is also provided for LSPs established
   via RSVP.

   Path MTU information is carried, depending on which is present, in
   the Integrated Services or Null Service objects.  When using
   Integrated Services objects, path MTU is provided based on the
   procedures defined in [11].  Path MTU identification when using Null
   Service objects is defined in [16].
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   With standard RSVP, the path MTU information is used by the sender to
   check which IP packets exceed the path MTU.  For packets that exceed
   the path MTU, the sender either fragments the packets or, when the IP
   datagram has the "Don’t Fragment" bit set, issues an ICMP destination
   unreachable message.  This path MTU related handling is also required
   for LSPs established via RSVP.

   The following algorithm applies to all unlabeled IP datagrams and to
   any labeled packets which the node knows to be IP datagrams, to which
   labels need to be added before forwarding.  For labeled packets the
   bottom of stack is found, the IP header examined.

   Using the terminology defined in [5], an LSR MUST execute the
   following algorithm:

   1. Let N be the number of bytes in the label stack (i.e, 4 times the
      number of label stack entries) including labels to be added by
      this node.

   2. Let M be the smaller of the "Maximum Initially Labeled IP Datagram
      Size" or of (Path MTU - N).

   When the size of an IPv4 datagram (without labels) exceeds the value
      of M,

      If the DF bit is not set in the IPv4 header, then

         (a) the datagram MUST be broken into fragments, each of whose
             size is no greater than M, and

         (b) each fragment MUST be labeled and then forwarded.

      If the DF bit is set in the IPv4 header, then

         (a) the datagram MUST NOT be forwarded

         (b) Create an ICMP Destination Unreachable Message:

              i. set its Code field [12] to "Fragmentation Required and
                 DF Set",
             ii. set its Next-Hop MTU field [13] to M

         (c) If possible, transmit the ICMP Destination Unreachable
             Message to the source of the of the discarded datagram.

      When the size of an IPv6 datagram (without labels) exceeds the
             value of M,
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         (a) the datagram MUST NOT be forwarded

         (b) Create an ICMP Packet too Big Message with the Next-Hop
             link MTU field [14] set to M

         (c) If possible, transmit the ICMP Packet too Big Message to
             the source of the of the discarded datagram.

3. LSP Tunnel related Message Formats

   Five new objects are defined in this section:

      Object name          Applicable RSVP messages
      ---------------      ------------------------
      LABEL_REQUEST          Path
      LABEL                  Resv
      EXPLICIT_ROUTE         Path
      RECORD_ROUTE           Path, Resv
      SESSION_ATTRIBUTE      Path

   New C-Types are also assigned for the SESSION, SENDER_TEMPLATE, and
   FILTER_SPEC, objects.

   Detailed descriptions of the new objects are given in later sections.
   All new objects are OPTIONAL with respect to RSVP.  An implementation
   can choose to support a subset of objects.  However, the
   LABEL_REQUEST and LABEL objects are mandatory with respect to this
   specification.

   The LABEL and RECORD_ROUTE objects, are sender specific.  In Resv
   messages they MUST appear after the associated FILTER_SPEC and prior
   to any subsequent FILTER_SPEC.

   The relative placement of EXPLICIT_ROUTE, LABEL_REQUEST, and
   SESSION_ATTRIBUTE objects is simply a recommendation.  The ordering
   of these objects is not important, so an implementation MUST be
   prepared to accept objects in any order.

3.1. Path Message

   The format of the Path message is as follows:

      <Path Message> ::=       <Common Header> [ <INTEGRITY> ]
                               <SESSION> <RSVP_HOP>
                               <TIME_VALUES>
                               [ <EXPLICIT_ROUTE> ]
                               <LABEL_REQUEST>
                               [ <SESSION_ATTRIBUTE> ]
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                               [ <POLICY_DATA> ... ]
                               <sender descriptor>

      <sender descriptor> ::=  <SENDER_TEMPLATE> <SENDER_TSPEC>
                               [ <ADSPEC> ]
                               [ <RECORD_ROUTE> ]

3.2. Resv Message

   The format of the Resv message is as follows:

      <Resv Message> ::=       <Common Header> [ <INTEGRITY> ]
                               <SESSION>  <RSVP_HOP>
                               <TIME_VALUES>
                               [ <RESV_CONFIRM> ]  [ <SCOPE> ]
                               [ <POLICY_DATA> ... ]
                               <STYLE> <flow descriptor list>

      <flow descriptor list> ::= <FF flow descriptor list>
                               | <SE flow descriptor>

      <FF flow descriptor list> ::= <FLOWSPEC> <FILTER_SPEC>
                               <LABEL> [ <RECORD_ROUTE> ]
                               | <FF flow descriptor list>
                               <FF flow descriptor>

      <FF flow descriptor> ::= [ <FLOWSPEC> ] <FILTER_SPEC> <LABEL>
                               [ <RECORD_ROUTE> ]

      <SE flow descriptor> ::= <FLOWSPEC> <SE filter spec list>

      <SE filter spec list> ::= <SE filter spec>
                               | <SE filter spec list> <SE filter spec>

      <SE filter spec> ::=     <FILTER_SPEC> <LABEL> [ <RECORD_ROUTE> ]

      Note:  LABEL and RECORD_ROUTE (if present), are bound to the
             preceding FILTER_SPEC.  No more than one LABEL and/or
             RECORD_ROUTE may follow each FILTER_SPEC.
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4. LSP Tunnel related Objects

4.1. Label Object

   Labels MAY be carried in Resv messages.  For the FF and SE styles, a
   label is associated with each sender.  The label for a sender MUST
   immediately follow the FILTER_SPEC for that sender in the Resv
   message.

   The LABEL object has the following format:

   LABEL class = 16, C_Type = 1

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                           (top label)                         |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   The contents of a LABEL is a single label, encoded in 4 octets.  Each
   generic MPLS label is an unsigned integer in the range 0 through
   1048575.  Generic MPLS labels and FR labels are encoded right aligned
   in 4 octets.  ATM labels are encoded with the VPI right justified in
   bits 0-15 and the VCI right justified in bits 16-31.

4.1.1. Handling Label Objects in Resv messages

   In MPLS a node may support multiple label spaces, perhaps associating
   a unique space with each incoming interface.  For the purposes of the
   following discussion, the term "same label" means the identical label
   value drawn from the identical label space.  Further, the following
   applies only to unicast sessions.

   Labels received in Resv messages on different interfaces are always
   considered to be different even if the label value is the same.

4.1.1.1. Downstream

   The downstream node selects a label to represent the flow.  If a
   label range has been specified in the label request, the label MUST
   be drawn from that range.  If no label is available the node sends a
   PathErr message with an error code of "routing problem" and an error
   value of "label allocation failure".

   If a node receives a Resv message that has assigned the same label
   value to multiple senders, then that node MAY also assign a single
   value to those same senders or to any subset of those senders.  Note
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   that if a node intends to police individual senders to a session, it
   MUST assign unique labels to those senders.

   In the case of ATM, one further condition applies.  Some ATM nodes
   are not capable of merging streams.  These nodes MAY indicate this by
   setting a bit in the label request to zero.  The M-bit in the
   LABEL_REQUEST object of C-Type 2, label request with ATM label range,
   serves this purpose.  The M-bit SHOULD be set by nodes which are
   merge capable.  If for any senders the M-bit is not set, the
   downstream node MUST assign unique labels to those senders.

   Once a label is allocated, the node formats a new LABEL object.  The
   node then sends the new LABEL object as part of the Resv message to
   the previous hop.  The node SHOULD be prepared to forward packets
   carrying the assigned label prior to sending the Resv message.  The
   LABEL object SHOULD be kept in the Reservation State Block.  It is
   then used in the next Resv refresh event for formatting the Resv
   message.

   A node is expected to send a Resv message before its refresh timers
   expire if the contents of the LABEL object change.

4.1.1.2. Upstream

   A node uses the label carried in the LABEL object as the outgoing
   label associated with the sender.  The router allocates a new label
   and binds it to the incoming interface of this session/sender.  This
   is the same interface that the router uses to forward Resv messages
   to the previous hops.

   Several circumstance can lead to an unacceptable label.

      1. the node is a merge incapable ATM switch but the downstream
         node has assigned the same label to two senders

      2. The implicit null label was assigned, but the node is not
         capable of doing a penultimate pop for the associated L3PID

      3. The assigned label is outside the requested label range

   In any of these events the node send a ResvErr message with an error
   code of "routing problem" and an error value of "unacceptable label
   value".
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4.1.2. Non-support of the Label Object

   Under normal circumstances, a node should never receive a LABEL
   object in a Resv message unless it had included a LABEL_REQUEST
   object in the corresponding Path message.  However, an RSVP router
   that does not recognize the LABEL object sends a ResvErr with the
   error code "Unknown object class" toward the receiver.  This causes
   the reservation to fail.

4.2. Label Request Object

   The Label Request Class is 19.  Currently there are three possible
   C_Types.  Type 1 is a Label Request without label range.  Type 2 is a
   label request with an ATM label range.  Type 3 is a label request
   with a Frame Relay label range.  The LABEL_REQUEST object formats are
   shown below.

4.2.1. Label Request without Label Range

   Class = 19, C_Type = 1

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           Reserved            |             L3PID             |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

      Reserved

         This field is reserved.  It MUST be set to zero on transmission
         and MUST be ignored on receipt.

      L3PID

         an identifier of the layer 3 protocol using this path.
         Standard Ethertype values are used.
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4.2.2. Label Request with ATM Label Range

   Class = 19, C_Type = 2

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           Reserved            |             L3PID             |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |M| Res |    Minimum VPI        |      Minimum VCI              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |  Res  |    Maximum VPI        |      Maximum VCI              |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

      Reserved (Res)

         This field is reserved.  It MUST be set to zero on transmission
         and MUST be ignored on receipt.

      L3PID

         an identifier of the layer 3 protocol using this path.
         Standard Ethertype values are used.

      M

         Setting this bit to one indicates that the node is capable of
         merging in the data plane

      Minimum VPI (12 bits)

         This 12 bit field specifies the lower bound of a block of
         Virtual Path Identifiers that is supported on the originating
         switch.  If the VPI is less than 12-bits it MUST be right
         justified in this field and preceding bits MUST be set to zero.

      Minimum VCI (16 bits)

         This 16 bit field specifies the lower bound of a block of
         Virtual Connection Identifiers that is supported on the
         originating switch.  If the VCI is less than 16-bits it MUST be
         right justified in this field and preceding bits MUST be set to
         zero.
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      Maximum VPI (12 bits)

         This 12 bit field specifies the upper bound of a block of
         Virtual Path Identifiers that is supported on the originating
         switch.  If the VPI is less than 12-bits it MUST be right
         justified in this field and preceding bits MUST be set to zero.

      Maximum VCI (16 bits)

         This 16 bit field specifies the upper bound of a block of
         Virtual Connection Identifiers that is supported on the
         originating switch.  If the VCI is less than 16-bits it MUST be
         right justified in this field and preceding bits MUST be set to
         zero.

4.2.3. Label Request with Frame Relay Label Range

   Class = 19, C_Type = 3

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |           Reserved            |             L3PID             |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   | Reserved    |DLI|                     Minimum DLCI            |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   | Reserved        |                     Maximum DLCI            |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

      Reserved

         This field is reserved.  It MUST be set to zero on transmission
         and ignored on receipt.

      L3PID

         an identifier of the layer 3 protocol using this path.
         Standard Ethertype values are used.

      DLI

         DLCI Length Indicator.  The number of bits in the DLCI.  The
         following values are supported:

                   Len    DLCI bits

                    0        10
                    2        23
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      Minimum DLCI

         This 23-bit field specifies the lower bound of a block of Data
         Link Connection Identifiers (DLCIs) that is supported on the
         originating switch.  The DLCI MUST be right justified in this
         field and unused bits MUST be set to 0.

      Maximum DLCI

         This 23-bit field specifies the upper bound of a block of Data
         Link Connection Identifiers (DLCIs) that is supported on the
         originating switch.  The DLCI MUST be right justified in this
         field and unused bits MUST be set to 0.

4.2.4. Handling of LABEL_REQUEST

   To establish an LSP tunnel the sender creates a Path message with a
   LABEL_REQUEST object.  The LABEL_REQUEST object indicates that a
   label binding for this path is requested and provides an indication
   of the network layer protocol that is to be carried over this path.
   This permits non-IP network layer protocols to be sent down an LSP.
   This information can also be useful in actual label allocation,
   because some reserved labels are protocol specific, see [5].

   The LABEL_REQUEST SHOULD be stored in the Path State Block, so that
   Path refresh messages will also contain the LABEL_REQUEST object.
   When the Path message reaches the receiver, the presence of the
   LABEL_REQUEST object triggers the receiver to allocate a label and to
   place the label in the LABEL object for the corresponding Resv
   message.  If a label range was specified, the label MUST be allocated
   from that range.  A receiver that accepts a LABEL_REQUEST object MUST
   include a LABEL object in Resv messages pertaining to that Path
   message.  If a LABEL_REQUEST object was not present in the Path
   message, a node MUST NOT include a LABEL object in a Resv message for
   that Path message’s session and PHOP.

   A node that sends a LABEL_REQUEST object MUST be ready to accept and
   correctly process a LABEL object in the corresponding Resv messages.

   A node that recognizes a LABEL_REQUEST object, but that is unable to
   support it (possibly because of a failure to allocate labels) SHOULD
   send a PathErr with the error code "Routing problem" and the error
   value "MPLS label allocation failure."  This includes the case where
   a label range has been specified and a label cannot be allocated from
   that range.
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   A node which receives and forwards a Path message each with a
   LABEL_REQUEST object, MUST copy the L3PID from the received
   LABEL_REQUEST object to the forwarded LABEL_REQUEST object.

   If the receiver cannot support the protocol L3PID, it SHOULD send a
   PathErr with the error code "Routing problem" and the error value
   "Unsupported L3PID."  This causes the RSVP session to fail.

4.2.5. Non-support of the Label Request Object

   An RSVP router that does not recognize the LABEL_REQUEST object sends
   a PathErr with the error code "Unknown object class" toward the
   sender.  An RSVP router that recognizes the LABEL_REQUEST object but
   does not recognize the C_Type sends a PathErr with the error code
   "Unknown object C_Type" toward the sender.  This causes the path
   setup to fail.  The sender should notify management that a LSP cannot
   be established and possibly take action to continue the reservation
   without the LABEL_REQUEST.

   RSVP is designed to cope gracefully with non-RSVP routers anywhere
   between senders and receivers.  However, obviously, non-RSVP routers
   cannot convey labels via RSVP.  This means that if a router has a
   neighbor that is known to not be RSVP capable, the router MUST NOT
   advertise the LABEL_REQUEST object when sending messages that pass
   through the non-RSVP routers.  The router SHOULD send a PathErr back
   to the sender, with the error code "Routing problem" and the error
   value "MPLS being negotiated, but a non-RSVP capable router stands in
   the path."  This same message SHOULD be sent, if a router receives a
   LABEL_REQUEST object in a message from a non-RSVP capable router.
   See [1] for a description of how a downstream router can determine
   the presence of non-RSVP routers.

4.3. Explicit Route Object

   Explicit routes are specified via the EXPLICIT_ROUTE object (ERO).
   The Explicit Route Class is 20.  Currently one C_Type is defined,
   Type 1 Explicit Route.  The EXPLICIT_ROUTE object has the following
   format:
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   Class = 20, C_Type = 1

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   //                        (Subobjects)                          //
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   Subobjects

   The contents of an EXPLICIT_ROUTE object are a series of variable-
   length data items called subobjects.  The subobjects are defined in
   section 4.3.3 below.

   If a Path message contains multiple EXPLICIT_ROUTE objects, only the
   first object is meaningful.  Subsequent EXPLICIT_ROUTE objects MAY be
   ignored and SHOULD NOT be propagated.

4.3.1. Applicability

   The EXPLICIT_ROUTE object is intended to be used only for unicast
   situations.  Applications of explicit routing to multicast are a
   topic for further research.

   The EXPLICIT_ROUTE object is to be used only when all routers along
   the explicit route support RSVP and the EXPLICIT_ROUTE object.  The
   EXPLICIT_ROUTE object is assigned a class value of the form 0bbbbbbb.
   RSVP routers that do not support the object will therefore respond
   with an "Unknown Object Class" error.

4.3.2. Semantics of the Explicit Route Object

   An explicit route is a particular path in the network topology.
   Typically, the explicit route is determined by a node, with the
   intent of directing traffic along that path.

   An explicit route is described as a list of groups of nodes along the
   explicit route.  In addition to the ability to identify specific
   nodes along the path, an explicit route can identify a group of nodes
   that must be traversed along the path.  This capability allows the
   routing system a significant amount of local flexibility in
   fulfilling a request for an explicit route.  This capability allows
   the generator of the explicit route to have imperfect information
   about the details of the path.
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   The explicit route is encoded as a series of subobjects contained in
   an EXPLICIT_ROUTE object.  Each subobject identifies a group of nodes
   in the explicit route.  An explicit route is thus a specification of
   groups of nodes to be traversed.

   To formalize the discussion, we call each group of nodes an abstract
   node.  Thus, we say that an explicit route is a specification of a
   set of abstract nodes to be traversed.  If an abstract node consists
   of only one node, we refer to it as a simple abstract node.

   As an example of the concept of abstract nodes, consider an explicit
   route that consists solely of Autonomous System number subobjects.
   Each subobject corresponds to an Autonomous System in the global
   topology.  In this case, each Autonomous System is an abstract node,
   and the explicit route is a path that includes each of the specified
   Autonomous Systems.  There may be multiple hops within each
   Autonomous System, but these are opaque to the source node for the
   explicit route.

4.3.3. Subobjects

   The contents of an EXPLICIT_ROUTE object are a series of variable-
   length data items called subobjects.  Each subobject has the form:

    0                   1
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-------------//----------------+
   |L|    Type     |     Length    | (Subobject contents)          |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-------------//----------------+

      L

         The L bit is an attribute of the subobject.  The L bit is set
         if the subobject represents a loose hop in the explicit route.
         If the bit is not set, the subobject represents a strict hop in
         the explicit route.

      Type

         The Type indicates the type of contents of the subobject.
         Currently defined values are:

                   1   IPv4 prefix
                   2   IPv6 prefix
                  32   Autonomous system number
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      Length

         The Length contains the total length of the subobject in bytes,
         including the L, Type and Length fields.  The Length MUST be at
         least 4, and MUST be a multiple of 4.

4.3.3.1. Strict and Loose Subobjects

   The L bit in the subobject is a one-bit attribute.  If the L bit is
   set, then the value of the attribute is ’loose.’  Otherwise, the
   value of the attribute is ’strict.’  For brevity, we say that if the
   value of the subobject attribute is ’loose’ then it is a ’loose
   subobject.’  Otherwise, it’s a ’strict subobject.’  Further, we say
   that the abstract node of a strict or loose subobject is a strict or
   a loose node, respectively.  Loose and strict nodes are always
   interpreted relative to their prior abstract nodes.

   The path between a strict node and its preceding node MUST include
   only network nodes from the strict node and its preceding abstract
   node.

   The path between a loose node and its preceding node MAY include
   other network nodes that are not part of the strict node or its
   preceding abstract node.

4.3.3.2. Subobject 1:  IPv4 prefix

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |L|    Type     |     Length    | IPv4 address (4 bytes)        |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   | IPv4 address (continued)      | Prefix Length |      Resvd    |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

      L

         The L bit is an attribute of the subobject.  The L bit is set
         if the subobject represents a loose hop in the explicit route.
         If the bit is not set, the subobject represents a strict hop in
         the explicit route.

      Type

         0x01  IPv4 address
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      Length

         The Length contains the total length of the subobject in bytes,
         including the Type and Length fields.  The Length is always 8.

      IPv4 address

         An IPv4 address.  This address is treated as a prefix based on
         the prefix length value below.  Bits beyond the prefix are
         ignored on receipt and SHOULD be set to zero on transmission.

      Prefix length

         Length in bits of the IPv4 prefix

      Padding

         Zero on transmission.  Ignored on receipt.

   The contents of an IPv4 prefix subobject are a 4-octet IPv4 address,
   a 1-octet prefix length, and a 1-octet pad.  The abstract node
   represented by this subobject is the set of nodes that have an IP
   address which lies within this prefix.  Note that a prefix length of
   32 indicates a single IPv4 node.

4.3.3.3. Subobject 2:  IPv6 Prefix

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |L|    Type     |     Length    | IPv6 address (16 bytes)       |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   | IPv6 address (continued)                                      |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   | IPv6 address (continued)                                      |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   | IPv6 address (continued)                                      |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   | IPv6 address (continued)      | Prefix Length |      Resvd    |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

      L

         The L bit is an attribute of the subobject.  The L bit is set
         if the subobject represents a loose hop in the explicit route.
         If the bit is not set, the subobject represents a strict hop in
         the explicit route.
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      Type

         0x02  IPv6 address

      Length

         The Length contains the total length of the subobject in bytes,
         including the Type and Length fields.  The Length is always 20.

      IPv6 address

         An IPv6 address.  This address is treated as a prefix based on
         the prefix length value below.  Bits beyond the prefix are
         ignored on receipt and SHOULD be set to zero on transmission.

      Prefix Length

         Length in bits of the IPv6 prefix.

      Padding

         Zero on transmission.  Ignored on receipt.

   The contents of an IPv6 prefix subobject are a 16-octet IPv6 address,
   a 1-octet prefix length, and a 1-octet pad.  The abstract node
   represented by this subobject is the set of nodes that have an IP
   address which lies within this prefix.  Note that a prefix length of
   128 indicates a single IPv6 node.

4.3.3.4. Subobject 32:  Autonomous System Number

   The contents of an Autonomous System (AS) number subobject are a 2-
   octet AS number.  The abstract node represented by this subobject is
   the set of nodes belonging to the autonomous system.

   The length of the AS number subobject is 4 octets.

4.3.4. Processing of the Explicit Route Object

4.3.4.1. Selection of the Next Hop

   A node receiving a Path message containing an EXPLICIT_ROUTE object
   must determine the next hop for this path.  This is necessary because
   the next abstract node along the explicit route might be an IP subnet
   or an Autonomous System.  Therefore, selection of this next hop may
   involve a decision from a set of feasible alternatives.  The criteria
   used to make a selection from feasible alternatives is implementation
   dependent and can also be impacted by local policy, and is beyond the
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   scope of this specification.  However, it is assumed that each node
   will make a best effort attempt to determine a loop-free path.  Note
   that paths so determined can be overridden by local policy.

   To determine the next hop for the path, a node performs the following
   steps:

   1) The node receiving the RSVP message MUST first evaluate the first
      subobject.  If the node is not part of the abstract node described
      by the first subobject, it has received the message in error and
      SHOULD return a "Bad initial subobject" error.  If there is no
      first subobject, the message is also in error and the system
      SHOULD return a "Bad EXPLICIT_ROUTE object" error.

   2) If there is no second subobject, this indicates the end of the
      explicit route.  The EXPLICIT_ROUTE object SHOULD be removed from
      the Path message.  This node may or may not be the end of the
      path.  Processing continues with section 4.3.4.2, where a new
      EXPLICIT_ROUTE object MAY be added to the Path message.

   3) Next, the node evaluates the second subobject.  If the node is
      also a part of the abstract node described by the second
      subobject, then the node deletes the first subobject and continues
      processing with step 2, above.  Note that this makes the second
      subobject into the first subobject of the next iteration and
      allows the node to identify the next abstract node on the path of
      the message after possible repeated application(s) of steps 2 and
      3.

   4) Abstract Node Border Case: The node determines whether it is
      topologically adjacent to the abstract node described by the
      second subobject.  If so, the node selects a particular next hop
      which is a member of the abstract node.  The node then deletes the
      first subobject and continues processing with section 4.3.4.2.

   5) Interior of the Abstract Node Case: Otherwise, the node selects a
      next hop within the abstract node of the first subobject (which
      the node belongs to) that is along the path to the abstract node
      of the second subobject (which is the next abstract node).  If no
      such path exists then there are two cases:

   5a) If the second subobject is a strict subobject, there is an error
       and the node SHOULD return a "Bad strict node" error.

   5b) Otherwise, if the second subobject is a loose subobject, the node
       selects any next hop that is along the path to the next abstract
       node.  If no path exists, there is an error, and the node SHOULD
       return a "Bad loose node" error.
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   6) Finally, the node replaces the first subobject with any subobject
      that denotes an abstract node containing the next hop.  This is
      necessary so that when the explicit route is received by the next
      hop, it will be accepted.

4.3.4.2. Adding subobjects to the Explicit Route Object

   After selecting a next hop, the node MAY alter the explicit route in
   the following ways.

   If, as part of executing the algorithm in section 4.3.4.1, the

   EXPLICIT_ROUTE object is removed, the node MAY add a new
   EXPLICIT_ROUTE object.

   Otherwise, if the node is a member of the abstract node for the first
   subobject, a series of subobjects MAY be inserted before the first
   subobject or MAY replace the first subobject.  Each subobject in this
   series MUST denote an abstract node that is a subset of the current
   abstract node.

   Alternately, if the first subobject is a loose subobject, an
   arbitrary series of subobjects MAY be inserted prior to the first
   subobject.

4.3.5. Loops

   While the EXPLICIT_ROUTE object is of finite length, the existence of
   loose nodes implies that it is possible to construct forwarding loops
   during transients in the underlying routing protocol.  This can be
   detected by the originator of the explicit route through the use of
   another opaque route object called the RECORD_ROUTE object.  The
   RECORD_ROUTE object is used to collect detailed path information and
   is useful for loop detection and for diagnostics.

4.3.6. Forward Compatibility

   It is anticipated that new subobjects may be defined over time.  A
   node which encounters an unrecognized subobject during its normal ERO
   processing sends a PathErr with the error code "Routing Error" and
   error value of "Bad Explicit Route Object" toward the sender.  The
   EXPLICIT_ROUTE object is included, truncated (on the left) to the
   offending subobject.  The presence of an unrecognized subobject which
   is not encountered in a node’s ERO processing SHOULD be ignored.  It
   is passed forward along with the rest of the remaining ERO stack.
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4.3.7. Non-support of the Explicit Route Object

   An RSVP router that does not recognize the EXPLICIT_ROUTE object
   sends a PathErr with the error code "Unknown object class" toward the
   sender.  This causes the path setup to fail.  The sender should
   notify management that a LSP cannot be established and possibly take
   action to continue the reservation without the EXPLICIT_ROUTE or via
   a different explicit route.

4.4. Record Route Object

   Routes can be recorded via the RECORD_ROUTE object (RRO).
   Optionally, labels may also be recorded.  The Record Route Class is
   21.  Currently one C_Type is defined, Type 1 Record Route.  The
   RECORD_ROUTE object has the following format:

   Class = 21, C_Type = 1

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   //                        (Subobjects)                          //
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

      Subobjects

         The contents of a RECORD_ROUTE object are a series of
         variable-length data items called subobjects.  The subobjects
         are defined in section 4.4.1 below.

   The RRO can be present in both RSVP Path and Resv messages.  If a
   Path message contains multiple RROs, only the first RRO is
   meaningful.  Subsequent RROs SHOULD be ignored and SHOULD NOT be
   propagated.  Similarly, if in a Resv message multiple RROs are
   encountered following a FILTER_SPEC before another FILTER_SPEC is
   encountered, only the first RRO is meaningful.  Subsequent RROs
   SHOULD be ignored and SHOULD NOT be propagated.

4.4.1. Subobjects

   The contents of a RECORD_ROUTE object are a series of variable-length
   data items called subobjects.  Each subobject has its own Length
   field.  The length contains the total length of the subobject in
   bytes, including the Type and Length fields.  The length MUST always
   be a multiple of 4, and at least 4.
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   Subobjects are organized as a last-in-first-out stack.  The first
   subobject relative to the beginning of RRO is considered the top.
   The last subobject is considered the bottom.  When a new subobject is
   added, it is always added to the top.

   An empty RRO with no subobjects is considered illegal.

   Three kinds of subobjects are currently defined.

4.4.1.1. Subobject 1: IPv4 address

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |      Type     |     Length    | IPv4 address (4 bytes)        |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   | IPv4 address (continued)      | Prefix Length |      Flags    |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

      Type

         0x01  IPv4 address

      Length

         The Length contains the total length of the subobject in bytes,
         including the Type and Length fields.  The Length is always 8.

      IPv4 address

         A 32-bit unicast, host address.  Any network-reachable
         interface address is allowed here.  Illegal addresses, such as
         certain loopback addresses, SHOULD NOT be used.

      Prefix length

         32

      Flags

         0x01  Local protection available

               Indicates that the link downstream of this node is
               protected via a local repair mechanism.  This flag can
               only be set if the Local protection flag was set in the
               SESSION_ATTRIBUTE object of the corresponding Path
               message.
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         0x02  Local protection in use

               Indicates that a local repair mechanism is in use to
               maintain this tunnel (usually in the face of an outage
               of the link it was previously routed over).

4.4.1.2. Subobject 2: IPv6 address

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |      Type     |     Length    | IPv6 address (16 bytes)       |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   | IPv6 address (continued)                                      |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   | IPv6 address (continued)                                      |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   | IPv6 address (continued)                                      |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   | IPv6 address (continued)      | Prefix Length |      Flags    |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

      Type

         0x02  IPv6 address

      Length

         The Length contains the total length of the subobject in bytes,
         including the Type and Length fields.  The Length is always 20.

      IPv6 address

         A 128-bit unicast host address.

      Prefix length

         128

      Flags

         0x01  Local protection available

               Indicates that the link downstream of this node is
               protected via a local repair mechanism.  This flag can
               only be set if the Local protection flag was set in the
               SESSION_ATTRIBUTE object of the corresponding Path
               message.
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         0x02  Local protection in use

               Indicates that a local repair mechanism is in use to
               maintain this tunnel (usually in the face of an outage
               of the link it was previously routed over).

4.4.1.3. Subobject 3, Label

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |     Type      |     Length    |    Flags      |   C-Type      |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |       Contents of Label Object                                |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

      Type

         0x03  Label

      Length

         The Length contains the total length of the subobject in bytes,
         including the Type and Length fields.

      Flags

         0x01 = Global label
           This flag indicates that the label will be understood
           if received on any interface.

      C-Type

         The C-Type of the included Label Object.  Copied from the Label
         Object.

      Contents of Label Object

         The contents of the Label Object.  Copied from the Label Object

4.4.2. Applicability

   Only the procedures for use in unicast sessions are defined here.

   There are three possible uses of RRO in RSVP.  First, an RRO can
   function as a loop detection mechanism to discover L3 routing loops,
   or loops inherent in the explicit route.  The exact procedure for
   doing so is described later in this document.
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   Second, an RRO collects up-to-date detailed path information hop-by-
   hop about RSVP sessions, providing valuable information to the sender
   or receiver.  Any path change (due to network topology changes) will
   be reported.

   Third, RRO syntax is designed so that, with minor changes, the whole
   object can be used as input to the EXPLICIT_ROUTE object.  This is
   useful if the sender receives RRO from the receiver in a Resv
   message, applies it to EXPLICIT_ROUTE object in the next Path message
   in order to "pin down session path".

4.4.3. Processing RRO

   Typically, a node initiates an RSVP session by adding the RRO to the
   Path message.  The initial RRO contains only one subobject - the
   sender’s IP addresses.  If the node also desires label recording, it
   sets the Label_Recording flag in the SESSION_ATTRIBUTE object.

   When a Path message containing an RRO is received by an intermediate
   router, the router stores a copy of it in the Path State Block.  The
   RRO is then used in the next Path refresh event for formatting Path
   messages.  When a new Path message is to be sent, the router adds a
   new subobject to the RRO and appends the resulting RRO to the Path
   message before transmission.

   The newly added subobject MUST be this router’s IP address.  The
   address to be added SHOULD be the interface address of the outgoing
   Path messages.  If there are multiple addresses to choose from, the
   decision is a local matter.  However, it is RECOMMENDED that the same
   address be chosen consistently.

   When the Label_Recording flag is set in the SESSION_ATTRIBUTE object,
   nodes doing route recording SHOULD include a Label Record subobject.
   If the node is using a global label space, then it SHOULD set the
   Global Label flag.

   The Label Record subobject is pushed onto the RECORD_ROUTE object
   prior to pushing on the node’s IP address.  A node MUST NOT push on a
   Label Record subobject without also pushing on an IPv4 or IPv6
   subobject.

   Note that on receipt of the initial Path message, a node is unlikely
   to have a label to include.  Once a label is obtained, the node
   SHOULD include the label in the RRO in the next Path refresh event.

   If the newly added subobject causes the RRO to be too big to fit in a
   Path (or Resv) message, the RRO object SHALL be dropped from the
   message and message processing continues as normal.  A PathErr (or
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   ResvErr) message SHOULD be sent back to the sender (or receiver).  An
   error code of "Notify" and an error value of "RRO too large for MTU"
   is used.  If the receiver receives such a ResvErr, it SHOULD send a
   PathErr message with error code of "Notify" and an error value of
   "RRO notification".

   A sender receiving either of these error values SHOULD remove the RRO
   from the Path message.

   Nodes SHOULD resend the above PathErr or ResvErr message each n
   seconds where n is the greater of 15 and the refresh interval for the
   associated Path or RESV message.  The node MAY apply limits and/or
   back-off timers to limit the number of messages sent.

   An RSVP router can decide to send Path messages before its refresh
   time if the RRO in the next Path message is different from the
   previous one.  This can happen if the contents of the RRO received
   from the previous hop router changes or if this RRO is newly added to
   (or deleted from) the Path message.

   When the destination node of an RSVP session receives a Path message
   with an RRO, this indicates that the sender node needs route
   recording.  The destination node initiates the RRO process by adding
   an RRO to Resv messages.  The processing mirrors that of the Path
   messages.  The only difference is that the RRO in a Resv message
   records the path information in the reverse direction.

   Note that each node along the path will now have the complete route
   from source to destination.  The Path RRO will have the route from
   the source to this node; the Resv RRO will have the route from this
   node to the destination.  This is useful for network management.

   A received Path message without an RRO indicates that the sender node
   no longer needs route recording.  Subsequent Resv messages SHALL NOT
   contain an RRO.

4.4.4. Loop Detection

   As part of processing an incoming RRO, an intermediate router looks
   into all subobjects contained within the RRO.  If the router
   determines that it is already in the list, a forwarding loop exists.

   An RSVP session is loop-free if downstream nodes receive Path
   messages or upstream nodes receive Resv messages with no routing
   loops detected in the contained RRO.
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   There are two broad classifications of forwarding loops.  The first
   class is the transient loop, which occurs as a normal part of
   operations as L3 routing tries to converge on a consistent forwarding
   path for all destinations.  The second class of forwarding loop is
   the permanent loop, which normally results from network mis-
   configuration.

   The action performed by a node on receipt of an RRO depends on the
   message type in which the RRO is received.

   For Path messages containing a forwarding loop, the router builds and
   sends a "Routing problem" PathErr message, with the error value "loop
   detected," and drops the Path message.  Until the loop is eliminated,
   this session is not suitable for forwarding data packets.  How the
   loop eliminated is beyond the scope of this document.

   For Resv messages containing a forwarding loop, the router simply
   drops the message.  Resv messages should not loop if Path messages do
   not loop.

4.4.5. Forward Compatibility

   New subobjects may be defined for the RRO.  When processing an RRO,
   unrecognized subobjects SHOULD be ignored and passed on.  When
   processing an RRO for loop detection, a node SHOULD parse over any
   unrecognized objects.  Loop detection works by detecting subobjects
   which were inserted by the node itself on an earlier pass of the
   object.  This ensures that the subobjects necessary for loop
   detection are always understood.

4.4.6. Non-support of RRO

   The RRO object is to be used only when all routers along the path
   support RSVP and the RRO object.  The RRO object is assigned a class
   value of the form 0bbbbbbb.  RSVP routers that do not support the
   object will therefore respond with an "Unknown Object Class" error.

4.5. Error Codes for ERO and RRO

   In the processing described above, certain errors must be reported as
   either a "Routing Problem" or "Notify".  The value of the "Routing
   Problem" error code is 24; the value of the "Notify" error code is
   25.
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   The following defines error values for the Routing Problem Error
   Code:

      Value    Error:

         1     Bad EXPLICIT_ROUTE object

         2     Bad strict node

         3     Bad loose node

         4     Bad initial subobject

         5     No route available toward destination

         6     Unacceptable label value

         7     RRO indicated routing loops

         8     MPLS being negotiated, but a non-RSVP-capable router
               stands in the path

         9     MPLS label allocation failure

        10     Unsupported L3PID

   For the Notify Error Code, the 16 bits of the Error Value field are:

         ss00 cccc cccc cccc

   The high order bits are as defined under Error Code 1. (See [1]).

   When ss = 00, the following subcodes are defined:

         1    RRO too large for MTU

         2    RRO notification

         3    Tunnel locally repaired

4.6. Session, Sender Template, and Filter Spec Objects

   New C-Types are defined for the SESSION, SENDER_TEMPLATE and
   FILTER_SPEC objects.

   The LSP_TUNNEL objects have the following format:
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4.6.1. Session Object

4.6.1.1. LSP_TUNNEL_IPv4 Session Object

   Class = SESSION, LSP_TUNNEL_IPv4 C-Type = 7

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                   IPv4 tunnel end point address               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |  MUST be zero                 |      Tunnel ID                |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                       Extended Tunnel ID                      |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

      IPv4 tunnel end point address

         IPv4 address of the egress node for the tunnel.

      Tunnel ID

         A 16-bit identifier used in the SESSION that remains constant
         over the life of the tunnel.

      Extended Tunnel ID

         A 32-bit identifier used in the SESSION that remains constant
         over the life of the tunnel.  Normally set to all zeros.
         Ingress nodes that wish to narrow the scope of a SESSION to the
         ingress-egress pair may place their IPv4 address here as a
         globally unique identifier.
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4.6.1.2. LSP_TUNNEL_IPv6 Session Object

   Class = SESSION, LSP_TUNNEL_IPv6 C_Type = 8

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   +                                                               +
   |                   IPv6 tunnel end point address               |
   +                                                               +
   |                            (16 bytes)                         |
   +                                                               +
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |  MUST be zero                 |      Tunnel ID                |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   +                                                               +
   |                       Extended Tunnel ID                      |
   +                                                               +
   |                            (16 bytes)                         |
   +                                                               +
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

      IPv6 tunnel end point address

         IPv6 address of the egress node for the tunnel.

      Tunnel ID

         A 16-bit identifier used in the SESSION that remains constant
         over the life of the tunnel.

      Extended Tunnel ID

         A 16-byte identifier used in the SESSION that remains constant
         over the life of the tunnel.  Normally set to all zeros.
         Ingress nodes that wish to narrow the scope of a SESSION to the
         ingress-egress pair may place their IPv6 address here as a
         globally unique identifier.

4.6.2. Sender Template Object

4.6.2.1. LSP_TUNNEL_IPv4 Sender Template Object

   Class = SENDER_TEMPLATE, LSP_TUNNEL_IPv4 C-Type = 7
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    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                   IPv4 tunnel sender address                  |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |  MUST be zero                 |            LSP ID             |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

      IPv4 tunnel sender address

         IPv4 address for a sender node

      LSP ID

         A 16-bit identifier used in the SENDER_TEMPLATE and the
         FILTER_SPEC that can be changed to allow a sender to share
         resources with itself.

4.6.2.2. LSP_TUNNEL_IPv6 Sender Template Object

   Class = SENDER_TEMPLATE, LSP_TUNNEL_IPv6 C_Type = 8

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   +                                                               +
   |                   IPv6 tunnel sender address                  |
   +                                                               +
   |                            (16 bytes)                         |
   +                                                               +
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |  MUST be zero                 |            LSP ID             |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

      IPv6 tunnel sender address

         IPv6 address for a sender node

      LSP ID

         A 16-bit identifier used in the SENDER_TEMPLATE and the
         FILTER_SPEC that can be changed to allow a sender to share
         resources with itself.
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4.6.3. Filter Specification Object

4.6.3.1. LSP_TUNNEL_IPv4 Filter Specification Object

      Class = FILTER SPECIFICATION, LSP_TUNNEL_IPv4 C-Type = 7

   The format of the LSP_TUNNEL_IPv4 FILTER_SPEC object is identical to
   the LSP_TUNNEL_IPv4 SENDER_TEMPLATE object.

4.6.3.2. LSP_TUNNEL_IPv6 Filter Specification Object

      Class = FILTER SPECIFICATION, LSP_TUNNEL_IPv6 C_Type = 8

   The format of the LSP_TUNNEL_IPv6 FILTER_SPEC object is identical to
   the LSP_TUNNEL_IPv6 SENDER_TEMPLATE object.

4.6.4. Reroute and Bandwidth Increase Procedure

   This section describes how to setup a tunnel that is capable of
   maintaining resource reservations (without double counting) while it
   is being rerouted or while it is attempting to increase its
   bandwidth.  In the initial Path message, the ingress node forms a
   SESSION object, assigns a Tunnel_ID, and places its IPv4 address in
   the Extended_Tunnel_ID.  It also forms a SENDER_TEMPLATE and assigns
   a LSP_ID.  Tunnel setup then proceeds according to the normal
   procedure.

   On receipt of the Path message, the egress node sends a Resv message
   with the STYLE Shared Explicit toward the ingress node.

   When an ingress node with an established path wants to change that
   path, it forms a new Path message as follows.  The existing SESSION
   object is used.  In particular the Tunnel_ID and Extended_Tunnel_ID
   are unchanged.  The ingress node picks a new LSP_ID to form a new
   SENDER_TEMPLATE.  It creates an EXPLICIT_ROUTE object for the new
   route.  The new Path message is sent.  The ingress node refreshes
   both the old and new path messages.

   The egress node responds with a Resv message with an SE flow
   descriptor formatted as:

      <FLOWSPEC><old_FILTER_SPEC><old_LABEL_OBJECT><new_FILTER_SPEC>
      <new_LABEL_OBJECT>

   (Note that if the PHOPs are different, then two messages are sent
   each with the appropriate FILTER_SPEC and LABEL_OBJECT.)
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   When the ingress node receives the Resv Message(s), it may begin
   using the new route.  It SHOULD send a PathTear message for the old
   route.

4.7. Session Attribute Object

   The Session Attribute Class is 207.  Two C_Types are defined,
   LSP_TUNNEL, C-Type = 7 and LSP_TUNNEL_RA, C-Type = 1.  The
   LSP_TUNNEL_RA C-Type includes all the same fields as the LSP_TUNNEL
   C-Type.  Additionally it carries resource affinity information.  The
   formats are as follows:

4.7.1. Format without resource affinities

   SESSION_ATTRIBUTE class = 207, LSP_TUNNEL C-Type = 7

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |   Setup Prio  | Holding Prio  |     Flags     |  Name Length  |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   //          Session Name      (NULL padded display string)      //
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

      Setup Priority

         The priority of the session with respect to taking resources,
         in the range of 0 to 7.  The value 0 is the highest priority.
         The Setup Priority is used in deciding whether this session can
         preempt another session.

      Holding Priority

         The priority of the session with respect to holding resources,
         in the range of 0 to 7.  The value 0 is the highest priority.
         Holding Priority is used in deciding whether this session can
         be preempted by another session.
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      Flags

         0x01  Local protection desired

               This flag permits transit routers to use a local repair
               mechanism which may result in violation of the explicit
               route object.  When a fault is detected on an adjacent
               downstream link or node, a transit router can reroute
               traffic for fast service restoration.

         0x02  Label recording desired

               This flag indicates that label information should be
               included when doing a route record.

         0x04  SE Style desired

               This flag indicates that the tunnel ingress node may
               choose to reroute this tunnel without tearing it down.
               A tunnel egress node SHOULD use the SE Style when
               responding with a Resv message.

      Name Length

         The length of the display string before padding, in bytes.

      Session Name

         A null padded string of characters.
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4.7.2. Format with resource affinities

    SESSION_ATTRIBUTE class = 207, LSP_TUNNEL_RA C-Type = 1

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                         Exclude-any                           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                         Include-any                           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                         Include-all                           |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |   Setup Prio  | Holding Prio  |     Flags     |  Name Length  |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                                                               |
   //          Session Name      (NULL padded display string)      //
   |                                                               |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

      Exclude-any

         A 32-bit vector representing a set of attribute filters
         associated with a tunnel any of which renders a link
         unacceptable.

      Include-any

         A 32-bit vector representing a set of attribute filters
         associated with a tunnel any of which renders a link acceptable
         (with respect to this test).  A null set (all bits set to zero)
         automatically passes.

      Include-all

         A 32-bit vector representing a set of attribute filters
         associated with a tunnel all of which must be present for a
         link to be acceptable (with respect to this test).  A null set
         (all bits set to zero) automatically passes.

      Setup Priority

         The priority of the session with respect to taking resources,
         in the range of 0 to 7.  The value 0 is the highest priority.
         The Setup Priority is used in deciding whether this session can
         preempt another session.
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      Holding Priority

         The priority of the session with respect to holding resources,
         in the range of 0 to 7.  The value 0 is the highest priority.
         Holding Priority is used in deciding whether this session can
         be preempted by another session.

      Flags

         0x01  Local protection desired

               This flag permits transit routers to use a local repair
               mechanism which may result in violation of the explicit
               route object.  When a fault is detected on an adjacent
               downstream link or node, a transit router can reroute
               traffic for fast service restoration.

         0x02  Label recording desired

               This flag indicates that label information should be
               included when doing a route record.

         0x04  SE Style desired

               This flag indicates that the tunnel ingress node may
               choose to reroute this tunnel without tearing it down.
               A tunnel egress node SHOULD use the SE Style when
               responding with a Resv message.

      Name Length

         The length of the display string before padding, in bytes.

      Session Name

         A null padded string of characters.

4.7.3. Procedures applying to both C-Types

   The support of setup and holding priorities is OPTIONAL.  A node can
   recognize this information but be unable to perform the requested
   operation.  The node SHOULD pass the information downstream
   unchanged.

   As noted above, preemption is implemented by two priorities.  The
   Setup Priority is the priority for taking resources.  The Holding
   Priority is the priority for holding a resource.  Specifically, the
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   Holding Priority is the priority at which resources assigned to this
   session will be reserved.  The Setup Priority SHOULD never be higher
   than the Holding Priority for a given session.

   The setup and holding priorities are directly analogous to the
   preemption and defending priorities as defined in [9].  While the
   interaction of these two objects is ultimately a matter of policy,
   the following default interaction is RECOMMENDED.

   When both objects are present, the preemption priority policy element
   is used.  A mapping between the priority spaces is defined as
   follows.  A session attribute priority S is mapped to a preemption
   priority P by the formula P = 2^(14-2S).  The reverse mapping is
   shown in the following table.

         Preemption Priority     Session Attribute Priority

               0 - 3                         7
               4 - 15                        6
              16 - 63                        5
              64 - 255                       4
             256 - 1023                      3
            1024 - 4095                      2
            4096 - 16383                     1
           16384 - 65535                     0

   When a new Path message is considered for admission, the bandwidth
   requested is compared with the bandwidth available at the priority
   specified in the Setup Priority.

   If the requested bandwidth is not available a PathErr message is
   returned with an Error Code of 01, Admission Control Failure, and an
   Error Value of 0x0002.  The first 0 in the Error Value indicates a
   globally defined subcode and is not informational.  The 002 indicates
   "requested bandwidth unavailable".

   If the requested bandwidth is less than the unused bandwidth then
   processing is complete.  If the requested bandwidth is available, but
   is in use by lower priority sessions, then lower priority sessions
   (beginning with the lowest priority) MAY be preempted to free the
   necessary bandwidth.

   When preemption is supported, each preempted reservation triggers a
   TC_Preempt() upcall to local clients, passing a subcode that
   indicates the reason.  A ResvErr and/or PathErr with the code "Policy
   Control failure" SHOULD be sent toward the downstream receivers and
   upstream senders.
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   The support of local-protection is OPTIONAL.  A node may recognize
   the local-protection Flag but may be unable to perform the requested
   operation.  In this case, the node SHOULD pass the information
   downstream unchanged.

   The recording of the Label subobject in the ROUTE_RECORD object is
   controlled by the label-recording-desired flag in the
   SESSION_ATTRIBUTE object.  Since the Label subobject is not needed
   for all applications, it is not automatically recorded.  The flag
   allows applications to request this only when needed.

   The contents of the Session Name field are a string, typically of
   display-able characters.  The Length MUST always be a multiple of 4
   and MUST be at least 8.  For an object length that is not a multiple
   of 4, the object is padded with trailing NULL characters.  The Name
   Length field contains the actual string length.

4.7.4. Resource Affinity Procedures

   Resource classes and resource class affinities are described in [3].
   In this document we use the briefer term resource affinities for the
   latter term.  Resource classes can be associated with links and
   advertised in routing protocols.  Resource class affinities are used
   by RSVP in two ways.  In order to be validated a link MUST pass the
   three tests below.  If the test fails a PathErr with the code "policy
   control failure" SHOULD be sent.

   When a new reservation is considered for admission over a strict node
   in an ERO, a node MAY validate the resource affinities with the
   resource classes of that link.  When a node is choosing links in
   order to extend a loose node of an ERO, the node MUST validate the
   resource classes of those links against the resource affinities.  If
   no acceptable links can be found to extend the ERO, the node SHOULD
   send a PathErr message with an error code of "Routing Problem" and an
   error value of "no route available toward destination".

   In order to be validated a link MUST pass the following three tests.

   To precisely describe the tests use the definitions in the object
   description above.  We also define

      Link-attr      A 32-bit vector representing attributes associated
                     with a link.
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   The three tests are

      1. Exclude-any

         This test excludes a link from consideration if the link
         carries any of the attributes in the set.

         (link-attr & exclude-any) == 0

      2. Include-any

         This test accepts a link if the link carries any of the
         attributes in the set.

         (include-any == 0) | ((link-attr & include-any) != 0)

      3. Include-all

         This test accepts a link only if the link carries all of the
         attributes in the set.

         (include-all == 0) | (((link-attr & include-all) ^ include-
         all) == 0)

   For a link to be acceptable, all three tests MUST pass.  If the test
   fails, the node SHOULD send a PathErr message with an error code of
   "Routing Problem" and an error value of "no route available toward
   destination".

   If a Path message contains multiple SESSION_ATTRIBUTE objects, only
   the first SESSION_ATTRIBUTE object is meaningful.  Subsequent
   SESSION_ATTRIBUTE objects can be ignored and need not be forwarded.

   All RSVP routers, whether they support the SESSION_ATTRIBUTE object
   or not, SHALL forward the object unmodified.  The presence of non-
   RSVP routers anywhere between senders and receivers has no impact on
   this object.

5. Hello Extension

   The RSVP Hello extension enables RSVP nodes to detect when a
   neighboring node is not reachable.  The mechanism provides node to
   node failure detection.  When such a failure is detected it is
   handled much the same as a link layer communication failure.  This
   mechanism is intended to be used when notification of link layer
   failures is not available and unnumbered links are not used, or when
   the failure detection mechanisms provided by the link layer are not
   sufficient for timely node failure detection.
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   It should be noted that node failure detection is not the same as a
   link failure detection mechanism, particularly in the case of
   multiple parallel unnumbered links.

   The Hello extension is specifically designed so that one side can use
   the mechanism while the other side does not.  Neighbor failure
   detection may be initiated at any time.  This includes when neighbors
   first learn about each other, or just when neighbors are sharing Resv
   or Path state.

   The Hello extension is composed of a Hello message, a HELLO REQUEST
   object and a HELLO ACK object.  Hello processing between two
   neighbors supports independent selection of, typically configured,
   failure detection intervals.  Each neighbor can autonomously issue
   HELLO REQUEST objects.  Each request is answered by an
   acknowledgment.  Hello Messages also contain enough information so
   that one neighbor can suppress issuing hello requests and still
   perform neighbor failure detection.  A Hello message may be included
   as a sub-message within a bundle message.

   Neighbor failure detection is accomplished by collecting and storing
   a neighbor’s "instance" value.  If a change in value is seen or if
   the neighbor is not properly reporting the locally advertised value,
   then the neighbor is presumed to have reset.  When a neighbor’s value
   is seen to change or when communication is lost with a neighbor, then
   the instance value advertised to that neighbor is also changed.  The
   HELLO objects provide a mechanism for polling for and providing an
   instance value.  A poll request also includes the sender’s instance
   value.  This allows the receiver of a poll to optionally treat the
   poll as an implicit poll response.  This optional handling is an
   optimization that can reduce the total number of polls and responses
   processed by a pair of neighbors.  In all cases, when both sides
   support the optimization the result will be only one set of polls and
   responses per failure detection interval.  Depending on selected
   intervals, the same benefit can occur even when only one neighbor
   supports the optimization.

5.1. Hello Message Format

   Hello Messages are always sent between two RSVP neighbors.  The IP
   source address is the IP address of the sending node.  The IP
   destination address is the IP address of the neighbor node.

   The HELLO mechanism is intended for use between immediate neighbors.
   When HELLO messages are being the exchanged between immediate
   neighbors, the IP TTL field of all outgoing HELLO messages SHOULD be
   set to 1.
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   The Hello message has a Msg Type of 20.  The Hello message format is
   as follows:

      <Hello Message> ::= <Common Header> [ <INTEGRITY> ]
                              <HELLO>

5.2. HELLO Object formats

   The HELLO Class is 22.  There are two C_Types defined.

5.2.1. HELLO REQUEST object

   Class = HELLO Class, C_Type = 1

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                         Src_Instance                          |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                         Dst_Instance                          |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

5.2.2. HELLO ACK object

   Class = HELLO Class, C_Type = 2

    0                   1                   2                   3
    0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                         Src_Instance                          |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
   |                         Dst_Instance                          |
   +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

      Src_Instance: 32 bits

      a 32 bit value that represents the sender’s instance.  The
      advertiser maintains a per neighbor representation/value.  This
      value MUST change when the sender is reset, when the node reboots,
      or when communication is lost to the neighboring node and
      otherwise remains the same.  This field MUST NOT be set to zero
      (0).

      Dst_Instance: 32 bits

      The most recently received Src_Instance value received from the
      neighbor.  This field MUST be set to zero (0) when no value has
      ever been seen from the neighbor.
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5.3. Hello Message Usage

   The Hello Message is completely OPTIONAL.  All messages may be
   ignored by nodes which do not wish to participate in Hello message
   processing.  The balance of this section is written assuming that the
   receiver as well as the sender is participating.  In particular, the
   use of MUST and SHOULD with respect to the receiver applies only to a
   node that supports Hello message processing.

   A node periodically generates a Hello message containing a HELLO
   REQUEST object for each neighbor who’s status is being tracked.  The
   periodicity is governed by the hello_interval.  This value MAY be
   configured on a per neighbor basis.  The default value is 5 ms.

   When generating a message containing a HELLO REQUEST object, the
   sender fills in the Src_Instance field with a value representing it’s
   per neighbor instance.  This value MUST NOT change while the agent is
   exchanging Hellos with the corresponding neighbor.  The sender also
   fills in the Dst_Instance field with the Src_Instance value most
   recently received from the neighbor.  For reference, call this
   variable Neighbor_Src_Instance.  If no value has ever been received
   from the neighbor or this node considers communication to the
   neighbor to have been lost, the Neighbor_Src_Instance is set to zero
   (0).  The generation of a message SHOULD be suppressed when a HELLO
   REQUEST object was received from the destination node within the
   prior hello_interval interval.

   On receipt of a message containing a HELLO REQUEST object, the
   receiver MUST generate a Hello message containing a HELLO ACK object.
   The receiver SHOULD also verify that the neighbor has not reset.
   This is done by comparing the sender’s Src_Instance field value with
   the previously received value.  If the Neighbor_Src_Instance value is
   zero, and the Src_Instance field is non-zero, the
   Neighbor_Src_Instance is updated with the new value.  If the value
   differs or the Src_Instance field is zero, then the node MUST treat
   the neighbor as if communication has been lost.

   The receiver of a HELLO REQUEST object SHOULD also verify that the
   neighbor is reflecting back the receiver’s Instance value.  This is
   done by comparing the received Dst_Instance field with the
   Src_Instance field value most recently transmitted to that neighbor.
   If the neighbor continues to advertise a wrong non-zero value after a
   configured number of intervals, then the node MUST treat the neighbor
   as if communication has been lost.

   On receipt of a message containing a HELLO ACK object, the receiver
   MUST verify that the neighbor has not reset.  This is done by
   comparing the sender’s Src_Instance field value with the previously
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   received value.  If the Neighbor_Src_Instance value is zero, and the
   Src_Instance field is non-zero, the Neighbor_Src_Instance is updated
   with the new value.  If the value differs or the Src_Instance field
   is zero, then the node MUST treat the neighbor as if communication
   has been lost.

   The receiver of a HELLO ACK object MUST also verify that the neighbor
   is reflecting back the receiver’s Instance value.  If the neighbor
   advertises a wrong value in the Dst_Instance field, then a node MUST
   treat the neighbor as if communication has been lost.

   If no Instance values are received, via either REQUEST or ACK
   objects, from a neighbor within a configured number of
   hello_intervals, then a node MUST presume that it cannot communicate
   with the neighbor.  The default for this number is 3.5.

   When communication is lost or presumed to be lost as described above,
   a node MAY re-initiate HELLOs.  If a node does re-initiate it MUST
   use a Src_Instance value different than the one advertised in the
   previous HELLO message.  This new value MUST continue to be
   advertised to the corresponding neighbor until a reset or reboot
   occurs, or until another communication failure is detected.  If a new
   instance value has not been received from the neighbor, then the node
   MUST advertise zero in the Dst_instance value field.

5.4. Multi-Link Considerations

   As previously noted, the Hello extension is targeted at detecting
   node failures not per link failures.  When there is only one link
   between neighboring nodes or when all links between a pair of nodes
   fail, the distinction between node and link failures is not really
   meaningful and handling of such failures has already been covered.
   When there are multiple links shared between neighbors, there are
   special considerations.  When the links between neighbors are
   numbered, then Hellos MUST be run on each link and the previously
   described mechanisms apply.

   When the links are unnumbered, link failure detection MUST be
   provided by some means other than Hellos.  Each node SHOULD use a
   single Hello exchange with the neighbor.  The case where all links
   have failed, is the same as the no received value case mentioned in
   the previous section.
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5.5. Compatibility

   The Hello extension does not affect the processing of any other RSVP
   message.  The only effect is to allow a link (node) down event to be
   declared sooner than it would have been.  RSVP response to that
   condition is unchanged.

   The Hello extension is fully backwards compatible.  The Hello class
   is assigned a class value of the form 0bbbbbbb.  Depending on the
   implementation, implementations that do not support the extension
   will either silently discard Hello messages or will respond with an
   "Unknown Object Class" error.  In either case the sender will fail to
   see an acknowledgment for the issued Hello.

6. Security Considerations

   In principle these extensions to RSVP pose no security exposures over
   and above RFC 2205[1].  However, there is a slight change in the
   trust model.  Traffic sent on a normal RSVP session can be filtered
   according to source and destination addresses as well as port
   numbers.  In this specification, filtering occurs only on the basis
   of an incoming label.  For this reason an administration may wish to
   limit the domain over which LSP tunnels can be established.  This can
   be accomplished by setting filters on various ports to deny action on
   a RSVP path message with a SESSION object of type LSP_TUNNEL_IPv4 (7)
   or LSP_TUNNEL_IPv6 (8).

7. IANA Considerations

   IANA assigns values to RSVP protocol parameters.  Within the current
   document an EXPLICIT_ROUTE object and a ROUTE_RECORD object are
   defined.  Each of these objects contain subobjects.  This section
   defines the rules for the assignment of subobject numbers.  This
   section uses the terminology of BCP 26 "Guidelines for Writing an
   IANA Considerations Section in RFCs" [15].

   EXPLICIT_ROUTE Subobject Type

      EXPLICIT_ROUTE Subobject Type is a 7-bit number that identifies
      the function of the subobject.  There are no range restrictions.
      All possible values are available for assignment.

      Following the policies outlined in [15], subobject types in the
      range 0 - 63 (0x00 - 0x3F) are allocated through an IETF Consensus
      action, codes in the range 64 - 95 (0x40 - 0x5F) are allocated as
      First Come First Served, and codes in the range 96 - 127 (0x60 -
      0x7F) are reserved for Private Use.
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   ROUTE_RECORD Subobject Type

      ROUTE_RECORD Subobject Type is an 8-bit number that identifies the
      function of the subobject.  There are no range restrictions.  All
      possible values are available for assignment.

      Following the policies outlined in [15], subobject types in the
      range 0 - 127 (0x00 - 0x7F) are allocated through an IETF
      Consensus action, codes in the range 128 - 191 (0x80 - 0xBF) are
      allocated as First Come First Served, and codes in the range 192 -
      255 (0xC0 - 0xFF) are reserved for Private Use.

      The following assignments are made in this document.

7.1. Message Types

   Message Message
   Number  Name

     20    Hello

7.2. Class Numbers and C-Types

   Class   Class
   Number  Name

     1     SESSION

           Class Types or C-Types:

                  7       LSP Tunnel IPv4
                  8       LSP Tunnel IPv6

     10    FILTER_SPEC

           Class Types or C-Types:

                  7       LSP Tunnel IPv4
                  8       LSP Tunnel IPv6

     11    SENDER_TEMPLATE

           Class Types or C-Types:

                  7       LSP Tunnel IPv4
                  8       LSP Tunnel IPv6
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     16    RSVP_LABEL

           Class Types or C-Types:

                  1       Type 1 Label

     19    LABEL_REQUEST

           Class Types or C-Types:

                  1       Without Label Range
                  2       With ATM Label Range
                  3       With Frame Relay Label Range

     20    EXPLICIT_ROUTE

           Class Types or C-Types:

                  1       Type 1 Explicit Route

     21    ROUTE_RECORD

           Class Types or C-Types:

                  1       Type 1 Route Record

     22    HELLO

           Class Types or C-Types:

                  1       Request
                  2       Acknowledgment

    207    SESSION_ATTRIBUTE

           Class Types or C-Types:

                  1       LSP_TUNNEL_RA
                  7       LSP Tunnel
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7.3. Error Codes and Globally-Defined Error Value Sub-Codes

   The following list extends the basic list of Error Codes and Values
   that are defined in [RFC2205].

   Error Code    Meaning

     24          Routing Problem

                 This Error Code has the following globally-defined
                 Error Value sub-codes:

                  1       Bad EXPLICIT_ROUTE object
                  2       Bad strict node
                  3       Bad loose node
                  4       Bad initial subobject
                  5       No route available toward
                           destination
                  6       Unacceptable label value
                  7       RRO indicated routing loops
                  8       MPLS being negotiated, but a
                          non-RSVP-capable router stands
                            in the path
                  9       MPLS label allocation failure
                 10       Unsupported L3PID

     25          Notify Error

                This Error Code has the following globally-defined
                Error Value sub-codes:

                  1       RRO too large for MTU
                  2       RRO Notification
                  3       Tunnel locally repaired

7.4. Subobject Definitions

   Subobjects of the EXPLICIT_ROUTE object with C-Type 1:

          1       IPv4 prefix
          2       IPv6 prefix
         32       Autonomous system number
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   Subobjects of the RECORD_ROUTE object with C-Type 1:

          1       IPv4 address
          2       IPv6 address
          3       Label

8. Intellectual Property Considerations

   The IETF has been notified of intellectual property rights claimed in
   regard to some or all of the specification contained in this
   document.  For more information consult the online list of claimed
   rights.
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